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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION& SUMMARY

1.1 GENERAL :

The objective of the study reported herein
is to provide an analytlcal-empirical model of

turbine eros;on that fits and e×pfains experience

in both steam and metal vapor turbines. Because

of the complexities involved _n analyzing turbine

erosion problems, in a pure scientific sense, it is

obvious that this goal can be only partially realized.
Therefore, emphasis is placed on providing a useful

model for preliminary erosion estimates for given

configurations, fluids, and flow conditions. In

terms of the prescribed effort level, thls goal was
given precedence over the more interesting but less

immediateJy fruitful goal of precise and compre-

hensive mathematical definition of the processes

contrlbuti_g to erosion.

The qualitative aspects of the model follow,

to a large extent, opinions on the erosion process in
wet vapor steam turbines that are widely held within

the steam turbine community at the present tlme. In

respect to the quantitative aspects, the study is _n-

debted to excellent previous studies by Gyarmathy
and Gardner. It is a refinement and extension of these

two previous works (more the former than the latter)

based on later experience and substantial additional

component process theory and computation.

An effort has been made to make this report

adequate by itself to provide calculafional under-

standing of the erosion model and _ts components.

However in the 'light of the complexities of some

of these processes, knowledge of the referenced

material may be required for a comprehensive under-

stand; ng.

The first section of this report describes

the assembly of the overall model of erosion,

summarizes the component process models used and

describes results of application of the model to
several turbines. The model is used to estimate

erosion depths or weight losses on the rotor blades of

several turbines and the results are compared

qualitatively to operating experience where it exists.

Section 2 covers detall computational procedures that
may be used to follow the fluid-dynamic processes

involved in erosion, and compares typical calculated

values with experience where it gas found. Section

3 covers ;n deta|l experimental evidence and anal-

ysls thereof of the actual material removal by

liquid impingement, and presents theoretical models

for transferring this experience to calculations of

material removal in turbines. Section 4 presents

results of an experimental investigation of turbine

stator blade wakes and compares these results with

results from use of wake analysis procedures imposed

in this report.

1.2 EROSION MODELS IN WET VAPOR TURBINES

The analytical models of processes leading to

turbine blade erosion outlined herein are chiefly
organized and used to examine material removal

from the nose and the leading edge of a rotor blade.

When erosion is a problem in a wet vapor turbine

of well-ordered flow, operated at or near design

condition, the attack on the leading edges of the
rotor blades is generally of greatest concern to the

turbine designer and the turbine user.

Other locations of erosion are observed and

some are mentioned in passing. In addition, many

of the processes involved in producing rotor blade
leading edge erosion are not specific to that location

and process models can be recast to examrne other
locations of erosron in turbines.
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1.2.1 Erosion Locations of Turbine Rotor Blades

In wet vapor turbines most of the material

removal by condensate is from the turbine's rotor

blades. (See Figure 1.2-1.) In steam or alkali

metal vapor turbines, the primary mechanism of con-

densation |s spontaneous nucleation in the bulk vapor

flow to form a fog. In the latter turbines, damage is

not done directly by the fog particles in the vapor.

The fog is composed of submlcronlc d_ameter particles

and only a small percentage ever impinge upon a

surface. The impingement of thls small percentage

does, however, allow concentrations of I_qu_d to

build up on the various turbine surfaces and it is

this liquid that can do damage. In mercury turbines,
the end result is the same but the collecting rmch-

anism is probably different. Mercury vapor is theo-

retlcally very slow to undergo spontaneous nucleation

and there is probably no fog formation in most mercury
turbines. Damaging.llquld does seem to collect

readily, however, by direct condensation on the tur-
bine surfaces so that the locations and kinds of damage

experienced are similar to those in fog turbines.

Principal locations of material removal from
rotor blades are illustrated in Figure 1.2-2. This

figure shows forward and aft views of a shrouded turbine

blade and points out four types of material removal

by liquid that are likely to occur on the rotors of

wet vapor turbines.

In turbines, such as steam and mercury, where
chemical dissolution of blade material does not occur

to any extent, the material removal mechanisms is

largely that of mechanical removal by the force of

liquid impingement as at locations (1) and (2) or by

cavitation induced by the circulating eddies as at

(4). In potassium vapor turbines the impingement
removal can be compounded by dissolution effects

either directly in the impingement areas or by rivulets,
as illustrated at location (3). These rivulets can occur

at other locations on the rotor blades as well as the

trailing edge. They are nearly radial lines because the

centrifugal force component on the I|qu_d deposited

on the rotors is much higher than the vapor shear force.

Most of the liquid collects initially on the

rotor and stator blades as they represent the bulk Figure 1.2-I Eroded Steam Turbine Blade
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Figure I. 2-2 Rotor Blade Material Removal

of the turbine surface exposed to the main flow. As

illustrated, damage can be done by casing and shroud

liquid as well as liquid from or on the blades.

Liquid reaches the turbine casing primarily by

being slung from the turbine rotors. It reaches the

casTng, secondarily, under urging of the vapor secondary
flow from the pressure (concave) surface over the cas-

ing to the suction (convex) surface of the stator vanes.

Other mechanisms, of less importance, are impinge-
ment and condensation from the bulk flow.

The caslng-collected llquTd, in addition to

causing damage to shrouds and seals as indicated in

Figure 1.2-2, tends to flow down over the stators on

the convex side, as illustrated at IocatTon (1). This

casing-collected liquid augments the liquid

discharged from the stators that Tmpacts

the leadingedges of the rotor blades. Since the

highest normal impact velocities of collected liquid

are with the leading edge of the rotor blades, increases

in this IiquTd supply rate are obviously undesirable.

The classic means of controlling the damage

that can be caused by the casing-collected liquid,

as used by the steam turbine industry, is to remove

this liquid periodlcally through suitable ports in the
cast ng.

Even if all the casing liquid is removed,

liquid which collects on the stat_ rotor
blades of a given stage can cause material removal

damage. The stator collected liquid can discharge

from the stator blade trailing edges into the path of

the rotor blades, causing rotor blade edge damage
as at location (2) in Figure 1.2-2. The rotor blade

collected liquid can run up the rotor blades, causing

dissolution damage as indicated in the figure at

location (3). In pHnclple, th_s stator d_scharged liquid
can be removed, as is done in the steam turbine

industry, with caslng-collected liquid. However, con-

trol of damage from stator discharged liquid without

removal is the prevalent practice for steam turbines.

1.2.2 Processes Involved _n Erosion

While erosion of rotor bladlng Tn turbines

is a local phenomenon, numerical calculations of
amounts of erosTon either on a relative or absolute

basis involve a nearly complete fluld-dynamic history

of the turbine flow plus an accounting to the actual

material removal phenomenon. A flow diagram of the

analytical steps used _n the erosion model is given in
Figure 1.2-3.

r-- - 1.... 1
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I.............. I I............. I

J t................... i
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Figure i.2-3 WANL Turbine Blade Erosion Model
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in thissection,proceduresarediscussedin

outline, and characteristlcs calculated or experimental
values of the various variables Tn turbines are given by

example. Detail calculational procedures are given in
Sections 2 and 3.

Detail methods for analyzing the material re-

moval interaction of liquid with rotor blades is cover-
ed in Section 3. Caution in the use of the results

from application of Section 3 methods is advised. The

suggested procedures are based on reasonable hypotheses

and are not established theory or practice.

Detailed methods by which the fluld-dynamic

history may be traced are given in Section 2. The
methods of fluid-dynamic analysis as given in Section

2 are generally based on widely accepted theoretical

schemes. However, the actual implementation of the
theories in a numerical sense in the computer codes

and other computational procedures set forth in
Section 2 assume that a highly efficient axial flow

turbine of well-ordered flow in radial equilibrium

is being analyzed for erosion. Further, these methods

are basically ordered in terms of the flow path as

the aerodynamic designer sees it before compromise
with the mechanical design.

for carrying out an erosion analysis are most appli-
cable to turbines using these readily fog forming

low molecular weight working fluids.

The flow regime in high efficiency steam
and potassium turbines is generally subsonic. Some

analysis was carried out on the Sunflower mercury

turbine and a cesium turbine conceptual design.
Both these turbines have supersonic stator exit flow
but the flow relative to the rotors is subsonic.

The bulk flow analysis programs in Section 2 provide

for calculations with supersonic stator flow but not for
supersonic flow relative to the rotors. The local flow

analysis procedures for boundary layers, wakes, and
atomization are based on subsonic inforrnat[on and

theory without correction for Mach number effects.

The computer programs cannot be treated as

"black boxes" nor should the non-computerlzed pro-

cedures be treated as "cookbook" recipes. The erosion
analyst will have to use a considerable amount of

ind_vldual discretion with all the recommended pro-
cedures for good results.

Most of the computer solutions of Section 2

require the insertion of a physical turbine geometry.

The effective fluld-dynamlc geometry rather than

the real geometry should be used as input to these

computer programs if possible. An attempt has been

made in the bulk flow programs to adjust to a real

geometry and less than ideal flow, but this range

of adiustment is quite I[mlted.

The bulk of the analysis carried out during

this program was on turbines utilizing either steam

or potassium vapors as the working fluids. As a
result, the assemblage of analytical models proposed

1.2.3 Turbines Used for Example Calculations

A great many different turbines were analyzed

wlth respect to erosion or erosion related processes dur-

ing the course of this program. Calculations concern-
ing these various turbines are scattered throughout the
remainder of thls section and Sections 2 and 3 as

examples. Some overall characteristics and operating
conditions of these turbines as used here are tabulated

below. Further details on the various turbine designs
created under government contract may be found _n the

references cited as a part of the brief descdptTons given
herein. Further details about the three large central

station steam turbines sometimes used as examples may

be found in Appendlx A to this section.
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Figure 1.2-4 Yankee Steam Turbir_e

S_L[ ,*n

Figure 1.2-5 Cross Section of Six-Stage
Potassium Turbine

/
/

sT 0_

\

,,_! tc

Figure 1.2-6 Cross Section of Two-Stage
Cesium Turbine

1.2.4

P

r

T

Y

Process Descriptions

1.2.4. 1 Condensation

Nomenc [afure

Pressure

Fog particle radius

Tempera ture

Moisture content of flaw

Subscripts

Crlt Critical size Far thermodynamic stability

IN Nozzle inlet

L1, 1.2 Fog particle group
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sat

rev

1

0

E

t

W

Thermodynamic equilibrium (ideal) saturated
vapor condition

Reversion From supersaturated to near equil-

ibrlum vapor

Turbine inlet or local nozzle condition

Initial condHion

Equl llbrium

Total

Wi Ison point

If a vapor such as steam or an alkali metal

expands in a nozzle or turbine unHl the temperature

of the vapor _s reduced to that of equilibrium satur-

atlon, the vapor does not condense in any appreclable

quantity immediately. Rather the vapor must be
further cooled to produce sufficient supersaturation

to cause rapid condensaHon. The thermodynamic

condition at initiation of rapid spontaneous conden-

satlon* is called the Wilson point or line. At the

Wilson llne condensation takes place rapidly, and

the moisture content quickly approaches equilibrium.

Thereafter the expansion process follows with but
slight lag an equilibrium expansion. This is illustrated

thermodynamically in Figure 1.2-7. It is illustrated

schematically in Figure 1.2-8. This latter figure is

a calculated condensation path for the expansion

of steam in the downstream section of a converging-
diverging nozzle. This characteristic behavior of

steam vapor upon rapid expansion is well established
experimentally and theoretically (12).

That the same thing happens in potasslum vapor

expansions is illustrated by Figure 1.2-9, a plot
taken from Goldman and Nosek(9). In this plot the

expansions in a converging-dlverglng nozzle initially
follow along a llne of chemical equiIibrlum expansion

(n = 1.4). In the diverging section of the nozzle (after

considerable expansion), the expansion crosses over

to a nearly full chemical and thermodynamic equil-

Calculations by Gyarmathy (8) show that compared

to spontaneous condensation the other processes

of condensaHon are of negllg_ble importance in a

wet vapor stea_____mturbine. This is assumed to be
true for alkali liquid mel'al vapor turbines on the

basis that the casings can be thermally insulated

if necessary.
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Figure 1.2-7 Thermodynamic Diagram of
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Figure 1.2-8 Moisture Fracture in Divergent
Portion of a Steam Nozzle
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Figure 1.2-9 PressureData for Saturated
•. potassiumVapor

ibrium expansion (n=1.2). A potassium experiment

similar to that of Goldman and Nosek is reported
by Rc_sbach(10). _Gyarmathy (11) has analyzed
Rossbech_sda)ra and fihds a degree of supersaturation

in potassiumslmilar to that evldencedlby the Gold-
man and Nosek data.

Nucleation theory due to Katz, Saltzburg,

and Reiss (13) coupled with vapoir properties (after
Ewlng,et al) (14) and the:e_nerg_,," cont(nulty, and _

momentum relations have been programmed for ::

computer (See Section 2) in a form that can follow
the expansion and nucleation process in detail as it
proceeds through a turbine. Results of such calcu-
lations, for a three-stage potassium turbine and a
six-stage potassium turbine, are shown in Figure
1.2-10 in the region of transition from supersaturated

to thermodynamic equilibrium expansion. Also shown
are points taken from the Goldman and Nosek results
intersected, the expansion llne, m:1.2, corresponds
to 95 percent of full thermodynamic equilibrium.

1.0

TH_E-STAGE TURBIN_

------ SIX-STAGE T_R_INE
I

• 80 ...... J--

.60

8.95 .26B

6.43 .288

.40

.20

FROM REF. 9

Pt.___._ P#S_T t

17.89 .328 __ __
1t.70 .282

.0 S '

1.0 .8 .6 .4 .2 0

P/PsAT 612329-5A

Figure 1.2-I0 Moisture Content (Fracture of

Equilibrium) as a Function of Pressure Ratio

for Condensing Vapor in.Two SampJe.

Potassium Turb!nes _ , _ : .

examln ng igurei;2 I0 wmbenoted
that therels little _f any differenc_ !n tb.e conden ....
satTonexpansion characteristics be._.,eepithe, two tur--
bines, even though the rate of expamian wa_ much
higher ih the three-stage turbine than in the six, : _
It will also be noted that the calculated pressure
ratio for 95 percent of full thermodynamic equiI ....
ibrium is in good agreement with _t_e Goldman and
Nosek results. Also, there is not much spread with
pressure ratio for 95 percent of full equilibrium
among the experimental results, even though the
inlet pressures in the tests varied between approxi-
mately 18 psia and 6 p_ia. Examination of the
original Goldman and Nosek publication also shows

no conslstent var!qt!0n in, cond_nsation,pressureratlo
wlth inlet pressure conditions.

The original spontaneous nucleation creates
sufficient surface area to allow further condensation

to occur with minimal supersaturation. As originally
formed, the condensation nuclei are extremely small

(0.01 micron diameter) and are of re!atively uniform
size because of the short tlme period involved. The
nuclei grow quite rapidly to about 0.2 micron dia-
meter as the supersaturation potential created by the
expansion in advance of spontqneouscondensation
is exhausted. Thereafter, a slower growth takes
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placeasthedropletsprogressthrough the turbine.
This sequence of events is shown in Figure 1.2-11 by
a calculated history of the formation of conden-
sotion particles during the expansion of steam In a
convergent-divergent nozzle.

The final condensate particle sizes exhausting
from turbines examined during this program are on the
order of 0. 5 micron diameter. The calculated super-

saturation in equivalent moisture to initiate span-
toneous condensation in turbines iearaund 2.5 per-
cent in steam, 7. 5 percent in patosslum, and 4.5
percent in cesium. No spontaneous condensation
occurred during expansion calculations on the Sun-"
flower mercury turbine.

1.2.4. 2 Collection of Condensate Particles

Becauseof their small size*, the condensate
particles are essentially locked to the vapor flow and
most of them remain with the steam of their birth until

turbine exlt. ** However, a small percentage of lt_e
condensate fog collects on surfaces because of the
curvature of the flow passages and rotation of the
moving blades. By calculation, the percentage
co||ected per turbine row even in the wettest rows is
on the order of .5 percent or less of the total fog
present; generally, it is less.*** The collected
moisture causes the erosion. The fog particles
cause no erosion since they follow the vapor flow as
it slices cleanly over the bladlng surfaces.

* The particles are so tiny that the ratio of their
diameters to the mean free molecular path places
them in the sllp-flow reglme in most turbine
flow streams.

** Normel secondary flows at hub and tip wll| modify
this picture somewhat. There Is also a negligible

drift on the particles relative to the vapor In a radial
direction due to the turbine centrifugal field.

***This calculation Is In qualitative agreement with the
observation that moisture removal devices in central-

station-type steam turbines rarely remove as much as
25 percent of the total moisture present even though
moisture is removed at a number of spats lengthwise
along the turbine.
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Figure 1.2-1 _ SteamCondensateDroplet Growth
in DivergentPortionof Nozzle

It is hypothesized that the major mechanism
in collection of these particles ;s by inertial impaction
on the nose and concave surfaces of the turbine blades.
Solutions for the equations governing measured collection
by turbine blades by inertial impaction are given in
Section 2.

The basis for using the ;nertial impact;on hy,-
pothesls is that calculated collection using this

assumption agrees reasonably well with measured I1_
collection in a steam turbine as reported by Smith_'_'
Smith's tests were run on a four-stage machine with
the water extraction between the third and fourth
stages. The theoretical amount of moisture present
at the exit of the third stage was varied by changing
the amount of superheat In the vapar at the turbine
inlet. Smith's data are shown as X-s in Figure 1.2-12.

This is a plot of theoretical mo|sture against the
portion of the theoretical moisture collected. Super-

imposed on this figure is a curve representing a theo-
retical calculation of the portion of moisture that
would be collected by the Yankee steam turbine
ninth stagestator if the turbine was operated to pro-
vide the varying amounts of theoretical moisture. In
addition, the conditions and geometry are also adjust-
ed to make the Wilson Point (at some location ahead
of the ninth stator) occur at a value of (I/P) dP/dt
of 1lO0/sec, where P is the static pressure and dP/dt
is the rate of change of this pressurewith time at the
Wilson Point.
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Figure 1.2-13 Relationof Moisture Particle
Travel to Motion in Plane Normal

to Axis of Rotation

If o llne were drawn through Smith's data,
it would be steeper than the theoretical line. However,
the calculations are for collection on a single turbine
row, whereas Smith's data represent collection on a
varying number of turbine rows and fractions thereof.

That is, the Wilson Point in Smith's turbine is moving
toward the front end of the turbine as the amount of

theoretical moisture available at the third stage exit
rises. Therefore, the collecting surface area subject
to the condensing region is Increasing. The moisture
collected at the drain port between third and fourth
stages probably represents that collected on less than
one row for 3 percent theoretical moisture, and on
up to two or more rows for 8 percent theoretical
moisture. This explains why the slope of the data
points is substantially greater than the slope of the
calculated llne. If the drain ports in Smith's experi-
mental turbine are catching nearly all of the moisture

collected on the blades, and as the blade sections,
spacing+ and amount of turning of the experimental

turbine rows are quite similar to that of the ninth
stator of the Yankee turbine, then the theories of
condensate spontaneous nucleation and deposition
(taken together) somewhat over-estimate the actual
amounts of moisture being collected in steam turbines. *

The calculated portion of the condensate
particles caught by a given blade row in a small
turbine is substantially greater than in a large turbine
For example, the last stator row of the NAS 3-8520
Three+Stage PotassiumTest Turbine is estimated to
collect 7 percent of the condensate particles in vapor
of an 88.6 percent average quality; whereas by Figure
1.2-12, the Yankee Steam Turbine would collect only
2.3 percent in vapor of the same quality. The higher
flow accelerations in the smaller turbine relative to

the larger are the principal reasons for the difference.
- + , : _ : , +, + + :. I

1.2.4.3 Movement of Collected MoistUre + ' :+

The small percentage of fog particles collected
form rivulets, films, and dropson the blading surfaces.

The conclusion is still justified even though the
basic comparison is between "apples" and "oranges"
because the calculated single row moisture
collection is greater than the measured multiple
row moisture collection.
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Ontherotatingblading,the predominant force over
mostof the blading surface is that of the centrifugal
field of the blades. Under this force, the liquid
collected on the rotors flows nearly radially outwards*
and is thrown from the tips of the blades. The particle
flow leaving the blade tips is essentially in the
tangential direct;on, and the in;Hal flow velocity ;s
approximately the same as the peripheral speed of the
blade. The tangential distance of travel in large steam
turbines is often on the order of 5 inches. In models

of cesium and potassium space turbines the tangential
distances of travel may be as low as 5/32 inch.

A radial groove or grooves has been found
to occur on the pressure surfaces just aft of the nose
of the rotor blades in the NASA-G. E. two-and three-

stage potassium test turbines after 1000 or 2000 hours
operation (21,22). This can be taken as evidence
of a strong liquid rivulet in this location. In the two-
stage test turbine the presence of this

rivulet was ascribed(21)to a local flow separation

eddy caused by negative flow incidence entering the
rotor blades. During the course of this program, a
number of surface velocity and boundary layer analyses
of axial flow turbine blading were carrled out (by
the methods in Sections 2.4 and 2.5). In all cases,

even at zero flow incidence, there was sufficient
diffusion of the flow at the outer edge of the boundary

layer just aft of the blade nose on the pressure sur-
face to cause a local region of flow separation. This
region qf flow separation is quite local. The liquid
atomization and trajectory analysis code (ADROP)

This is not so near the leading edge of a rotary

blade as may be seen by examining the markings
on the eroded blade of Figure 1.2-1. Resultsof

an analytical study of moisture movement near

the leadir_,_pdges of rotor blades may be found in
Gardner _zuh

developed under this program (Sect;on 2.5) cannot
handle a separated flow regime and the computations
relating to atomized droplets discharged from the
trailing edges of stator vanes must be started downstream

of this local pressure surface flow separation to obtain
droplet information from the code.

Due to the high peripheral velocity of the
turbine rotor blade tips, the liqu;d flung from the tips
is well atomized. An estimate of the characteristics

of the spray discharged from the tips of the third
rotor of the NAS 3-8520 Three-Stage Potassium Test
Turbine has been made assuming that the discharge
is similar to that from an underfed disc atomizer. These

estimates give:

Maximum Drop Diameter - 76 + 33 microns

Mass Mean Drop D;arneter- 46 + 23 mlcrons

These drops are still large compared to the fog
particles. Most of these atomized drops proceed ;n
an almost undisturbed trajectory to impact the turbine
casing at a very shallow angle. Even with a 5-inch

path length, the time of flight is only about one-half

millisecond at 800 it/sac tip velocity. This time is
too short for the vapor drag forces to produce any
appreciable deceleration or ¢=cc_eratlon of mostof
the flung liquid. A small percenFage of the liquid
is undoubtedly in the Irormof small drops (of sufficient-
ly high surface to massratio) tt_t are turned into the
succeeding stator by the Vapo_ _fr_am. However, such
drops will slice cleanly alOhg the*stators and cause
no damage. For these reasons erosion at the inlet
of stators* is seldom encountered, in practice where
moisture impinging on the casing is removed through
suitable slots. **

* Eros!onat tr_e exff of stators [s sometimes observed
and assumed to be caused by drops rebounding
from the rotor blades.

** In steam turbines it is the practice to have a
vapor flow into the slots. This tends to prevent
any liquid splashes from returning to the main
stream.
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I t  is desirable not to have to incorporate 
internal moisture removal into alkali metal space 
.turbines. If moisture removal slots are not iricorpor- 
ated, the liquid flung from the tips of the rofors w i l l  
accumulate and run along the casing toward turbine 
discharge under the drag of the vapor flow. If 
unshrouded rotors are used and i f  the liquid remains 
on the casing as a film, it might not do much harm 
to turbine blading. 

An analysis of turbine casing flows for the 
NAS 5-250 potassium and cesium turbine designs 
was carried out. This analysis i s  reported i n  greater 
depth i n  Section 2. By this analysis it i s  found that 
the casing flows towards the back end of the sixth- 
stage potassium turbine are unstable. That is, the 
f i lm of liquid develops waves. These waves w i l l  
grow to sufficient height to penetrate the vapor 
laminar sublayer and w i l l  be torn off as drops. Some 
of these drops w i l l  be upwards of 400 microns i n  dia- 
meter. Such drops are large enough to cause impact 
damage to rotor blade tips (and shrouds and seal 
strips i f  such are present). Since these drops may be 
formed anywhere along the casing, some of them w i l l  
have insufficient time to break up before impacting 
the rotor blade tips or shrouds. 

The stability of this casing liquid has been 
examined i n  term of Bak r' (17) two-phase flow map, 

f183 and the Chien and lbele criterion for transition 
from annular to annular-mist flow of the form 

where 

ReV i s  the vapor Reynolds Number 

Re i s  the.liquid Reynolds Number L 

Both Reynolds numbers are based on mass 
velocity using the ful l  cross-sectional area of the 
flow passage as constrained by the turbine blade 
row. 

In addition, the teahnique of Wrobel and 
McManus (I9) was used to estimate the wave height 
and i t s  ratio to vapor laminar sublayer thickness. The 
degrees of casing liquid instability predicted by the 
three methods do not agree very closely. In addition 
the correlations were obtained using observations on 
pipe flows and their application to turbine casing 
flows has not been established. 

The turbine casing flow regime parameters 
for the last two stages of the six-stage potassium 
turbine may be found in  Table 1.2-2. The values 
given i n  Table 1.2-1 are outside the range of the 
Baker Plot shown i n  Figure 1.2-14 but a mental 
extrapolation of the plot indicates uytable flow. 
The Chien and lbele factors are an order of mogni- 
tude greater than required to yield flow instability. 

O n  the basis of the foregoing observations, i t  
appean that casing moisture removal i n  potassium 
space turbines w i l l  reduce erosion. 

O n  the stator blades, the primary force acting 
on the collected liquid i s  the drag force of the main- 
stream flow. Under this force the liquid flows to the 
rear of the stator where i t   collect^ until torn from the 
stator as rather large particles. In the model used 
i t  i s  assumed that the collected liquid follows the 
bulk flow streamlines and on a time average basis is 
uniformly distributed along a stator from hub to tip. 
Although the first assumption i s  of doubtful validity 
because of the secondary flows at blade hub and tip,* 
the second assumption i s  st i l l  reasonable, since the 
liquid displaced from the pressure surface of a partic- 
ular stator w i l l  tend to flow over the casing or rotor 
hub and terminate on the suction surface of the com- 
panion stator. 

The liquid, which is torn from or near the 
back edges of stator vanes, impinges on the fol lowittg 
rotor blades. I t  may remve material by the force 
of impingement or by chemical dissolution of the 
rotor blade material or by a combination of these 
mechanisms. Initially, relatively large drops are 

* There i s  an added force on the liquid stators, tend- 
ing to move i t  from t ip  to hub i n  the form of the 
turbine radial pressure gradient. This force i s  
considered to be of negligible importance. 



TABLE 1.2-2 

TURBINE CASING FLOW REGIME PARAMETERS STATOR BLADE 

SIX-STAGE POTASSlUM TURBINE INCIDENT VELOCITY 

b i t  of G r 18 L G/A x lo4 u +/G eeV R ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Blode Row Rev x lod ReL lbfir-ft2 lbfir-it2 lbhr-ft2 x lo4 x low7 

6K-45 5.04 33.0 3.94 13.0 4.96 2.12 2.62 

MOISTURE 

ROTOR BLADE 
WHEEL SPEED 

6K-5R 4.89 491. 2.19 1iU. 3.33 27.6 2.52 611131-890 

6K-65 4.67 814. 1.87 181. 3.04 44.6 2.51 

6K4R 4.83 897. 1.54 164. 2.64 45.0 2.48 Figure 1.2-1 5 Impingement on Rotating Blade 

BUBBLE OR FROTH FLOW i 

Figure 1.2-14 Baker's Map of Two Phase 
Flow Regimes 

torn from the, stators. Most of these drops undergo 
a breakup process and a l l  undergo acceleration be- 
tween stator apd rotor. However, i n  the time 
available the drops do not attain vapor stream 
velocity, and because o f  the vector 've~oci t~  differ- 
ence can strike the nose and convex surfaces of the 
rotating blades with mther large normal velocity 
components. In turbines with high velocities of the 
liquid drops relative to the rotor blades, some of the 
larger drops strike with sufficient force to &use 
mechanical material removal by repetitive impact. 
This mechanical erosion of the rotor blades i s  con- 
fined to the nose and leading edge of the convex 
surfaces because of the shadow effect of companion 
blades. Because the blade speed i s  highest at the 
t ip and hence the incident drop velocities are 
highest, the greatest degree of mechanical erosion 
occurs at the blade tips. {Dispersed casing liquid 
may also play a part i f  periodic removal is not 
performed. ) 

As can be inferred from the preceding para- 
graphs, the mechanical impact intensity and the 
amount of mechanical erosion depend to a large 
degree on the extent to which the drops are acceler- 
ated and atomized in  the space between the stator and 
rotor. In this respect the vapor density level as 
reflected i n  the vapor stream dynamic pressure is a 
most important parameter. The higher the pressure the 
more rapid the drop acceleration and the finer the 
atomization. 

Because the vapor density levels i n  the potassium, 
cesium, and mercury turbines examined are high com- 
pared to those in  a low pressure steam turbine of a 
central-station turbine complex, drop acceleration i s  
much more rapid and atomized drop sizes much finer 
than i n  the low pressure steam turbine. 

1.2.4.4 Atomization and Trajectories of 
Stator Discharged Liquid 

Visual observations i n  steam turbines (6,231 
reveal that the liquid collected on the stators is torn 
from the vicinity of the trailing edges of the shtor 
vanes. Initially, this liquid i s  i n  the form of a dis- 
tribution of sizes and fairly large drops. This ahge 
of the process i s  called primary atomization. These 
large primary drops are caught up i n  the decaying 
wakes down-stream of the stators and accelemtgd by , 
the vapor stream. Most of the primary drops are 
unstable under the aerodynamic conditions prevaii- 
ing during this acceleration. Providing there i s  
sufficient (time of flight) between stator and rokr, 
these unstable drops are broken down into smaller 
stable drops. This stage of the process i s  cnlCd 



secondary atomization. Completion of the secondary

atomization process gives a relatively stable population

of drops composed of a residual of primary drops that

are small enough to be stable plus the secondary drops

formed from shattered primary drops, in well design-
ed turbines, it is this stabilized population of drops

that impinges upon the rotor blades and can cause

erosion damage.

There are at least four different mechanisms

of primary atomization and two for secondary atom-
ization that have been observed under conditions

related to those in turbines. Primary drops have been
observed to be formed by (I) tearing of masses of liquid

from puddles of films (2) stripping of liquid in the form

of pendant drops (3) tlp bursting of pendant drops and
(4) the coagulation of liquid on a surface into drops.

Secondary drops can be formed either through stripping
or bursting of primary drops. To trace the history

of all these possible processes would be a formidable,

if not impossible, task. Because of this the numerical

procedures for atomization estimates given in Section
2.7 involve substantial simplification through gross

descrlpfion of droplet classes based in large part on

empirical observations or empirical correlating relations
commonly used in describing gas-atomlzed liquid

sprays. Furthermore, almost all of the empirical

observations used in preparing the numerical detail
of the atomization model are taken from reference

material where the reported tests were made using

steam vapor or alr atomization of water drops.

Nonetheless, it is felt that observations on steam

or air atomTzatlon of water drops, particularly
observations in actual turbines or turbine-like cas-

cades, are applicable to a broader spectrum of tur-

blne working fluids (such as the liquid metals) of

low Iiquld-viscosity and substantial surface tension.

As a conservative assumption, it is generally

assumed that the bulk of the stator discharged liquid

is concentrated in the trough of the stator blade wake

and atomization and trajectory calculations are carried

out using trough conditions. Although there are experi-
mental observations (24_ that a considerable amount

of liquid rather quickly finds its way out of the wake

into the bulk stream, there is no quantitative infor-

mation on thls point.

The wake velocities are calculated by thel_5_ ,
semi-emplrical method of LiebleTn and Roudebush _" /.

Some experimental wake investigations were carried

out during this program and results are reported in
Section 4. If the trailing edges of the stator vanes

are kept thin, the experimentally measured wake

charocterlstlcs agree quite well wlth calculations
using the Uebleln and Roudebush method. Evidence

of this is given in Figure 1.2-16. It is also evident

from thls figure that the procedure will not give

results as accurate for thicker trailing edges.

! l.g.g
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Figure 1.2-16 Wake Trough Velocity

. IIDistances Required to Complete Secondary
Atomlzatlon

While the equations of motion concerning break-

up and drop displacement cannot be solved rigorously
in closed form, a reasonable approxlmatlb solution

for large drops (that do not accelerate very much
before breakup) can be obtained in closed form. The

results of such a solution are shown in Figure 1.2-17.

,0z

Figure 1.2-17 Displacement of Drops to Breakup
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In this figure, the distance of travel before breakup

(Xdc) is referred to the drop diameter (Dd) and this

referred distance plotted as a function of initial drop

Reynolds Number (Re)d based on the relative flow
velocity between drop and vapor stream, drop diameter,

and vapor density and viscosity. Parameters shown

in this figure are U/Vr and pL/PV

where:

U is the vapor velocity relaHve to stator
blade

Vr relative velocity between drop and

vapor

PL density of drop liquid

PV density of vapor

The maximum dlameter prlmaP/drops dis-

charged from stators (likely to be formed) in turbines

may be assumed to have diameters about the dlmemion

of the stator blades trailing edge thicknesses. For

small potassium turbines this is about 250 microns.

The initial drop Reynolds Numbers for such drops are
in the order of 102 to 105, dependlng upon their

position in the stator blade wakes. For such drops it

can be seen that the maximum breakup distance is

of the order of 10 diameters. Allowing a factor of two
for conservatism, the distance between stator exit and

rotor inlet can be as little as 5mm (0.2 in.) along the

vapor flow path with the expectation that the primary
drops will be broken up before impacting the rotor
blades.

The ADROP computer code of Section 2.6,
uses numerical means for calculation of the distances

required to complete secondary atomization. Typlcal

results are illustrated by calculations for the Sun-

flower Mercury Turbine (Figure 1.2-18) and for the
Toledo Edlson Bayshore No. 2 Low Pressure End Steam

Turbine (Figure 1.2-19). The referral distances are

2mm for Sunflower and 112 mm for Bayshore No. 2,
It will be noted that there is insufficient distance be-

tween stafor and rotor of the Sunflower turbine to

complete secondary atomization.
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Figure 1.2-18 Sunflower Turbine - Stage 3.
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Figure 1.2-19 Bayshore No. 2 - Stage 7. Primary
Drop Distances to Disruptlon.Absolute Distances

are Referred to the Maximum Possible Path

Length
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• Velocities of Stator Discharged Liquid

The history of the acceleration of the liquid
discharged from turbine stator vanes is a general case

of motion with a variable local velocity field within
the stator wake. A closed form solution does not

seem possible because of the complexity of the result-

ing equation of motion. For this and other reasons
the ADROP computer code of Section 2.6 was created

to solve the complex equation of motion. A correlation

of ADROP code solutions for drops traveling along a

stator blade wake axis is given in Figure 1.2-20.

These solutions are plotted as a function of drop velocity

(Vd) to bulk strearn velocity ratio in terms of a referred
distance (X/C) alohg the wake axis in blade chords

(c), with parameters of initial drop Reynolds Number

(Reo) and K d an initial value of an inertial para-
meter. Where:

P v Cdo .

and

e vapor density
V

: i _ P_ liquid density

'Cdo initial drop drag coefficient

Dd drop diameter _ cm

r o Typlcal calculated values of V/U o at the
.'rotor inlet pJan_efor four turblne_ are as followsi ::_

vd/uo
Sunflower, Mercury, 3rd Stator 0.05

Bayshore No. 2, Steam, 7th
Stator 0o 26

NAS5-250 6-Stage Potasslun 1
6th Stator 0.22

NAS5-250 2-Stage Cesium,
2nd Stator 0. 72

i

I

Figure 1.2-20 General Solutions for the Terminal
Velocity of Drops Traveling along Stator Wake

Axis Streamlines

A comparison of observed stator discharged

liquid velocities in the low pressure end of a large

English steam turbine and those calculated along
the flow path between the 9th stator and rotor of

the Yankee tow pressure end, under similar condltions

of iet velocity and pressure level, is given in Section

2.6, Appendix A. The observed velocities are 10

to 20 percent higher than the calculated velocities.

The velocities with which these stator dls-

charged drops impact the rotor blades depend upon
the turbine velocity triangles as illustrated by Figure

1.2-16. In all of the calculat|on_ of this program

Tt has been assumed that the turbine is operating at
design condition with zero vapor flow incidence into

the rotor blades. Figures 1.2-21 and 1.2-22 give

calculated values of impact velocity, Wd, wlth the
last rotors of the Sunflower and Bayshore-No. 2 tur-

bine, respectively, as a function of drop terminal

velocity, V d. Of even more importance Ts the normal
component, Wn, of the impact velocity for it is well

established in impingement erosion experience that

it is the normal component of drop impact velocities

that is of primary importance. It will be noted that

the normal velocities of drop impact of the Sunflower

last rotor are, in general, substantially lower than

the absolute velocities of impact; this is not so for the
Bayshore No. 2 steam turbine. The reason is the

Sunflower turbine is a relatively high hub to tip

ratio impulse turbine and the inlets to the rotor blades

are turned away from the direction of rotaffon. Bay-
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Figure 1.2-21 Sunflower Turbine - Stage 3. Drop
Impact Velocities Relative to the Rotor Blade

Figure 1.2-22 Bayshore No. 2 - Stage 7. Drop
Impact Velocities Relative to the ROtor Blades

shore No, 2, ;s a relatively low hub to tip ratio

turbine with a high degree of reaction at the blade

tips. The inlets to the rotor blades, particularly at

the tips, are turned in the d_rectlon of rotation.

The calculated drop impact normal velocities

on the last rotor blades Tn potassium turbine designs
are intermediate between those of the Sunflower and

Bayshore No. 2 turbines and are in the range of 500

to 900 ft/sec. The calculated drop impact normal
velocities on the last rotor blades of the NAS 5-250

two-stage cesium turbine are in the same range as
those of the Sunflower turbine.

• Diameter of Drops Impinging on Turbine Rotor
Blades

Two means of assessing the distribution of drop

diameters impinging upon the turbine rotor blades have

been investigated during this program. Both methods

are discussed in Section 2.7. The first of these, of

a seml-empirical nature, was used in the erosion

analysis of the Yankee steam turbine low pressure end

reported in Reference (26). The calculated dr_61_diameter
distribution produced is auite different from those
reported by Christie (23,24) from actual observations

in a large steam turbine. (See Figure 1.2-24.}

The second method is an empfflcal approach

using an average distribution from those reported
by Christie (23)applled to a calculated maximum drop
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Figure 1.2-23 Comparison of Impact Velocities on
Sunflower and 8ayshore No. 2 Turbines

diameter of the stator discharged spray. The second

method is presently preferred although it also (as

discussed in Section 2.7)can yield quite inaccurate
resuitswith very small errors in determlnatlon of

maximum drop diameter.

_ The maximum drop diameter of the stator

spray is;determined by use of the parametric hme
histo_ot ' the drops in the stator wake covered in

Sqchon 2.6. It is assumed that the primary drops

becom e entrained by a given wake streaml me and
the liquld represented remains with that streamline

until rotor impact. The criteria for disruption of a

primary drop is taken as the exceeding of a critical

drop Weber Number at some point along the path

be twee n detachment from the stator to impact with
the rotor. This assumes that there is tlme for the

d r0p to disrupt, after the critical Weber Number has

been. exceeded, before it impacts the turbine rotor.
AI| pHrnary drops which experience a Weber Num-

ber greater than the critical are presumed to disrupt

to smaller stable secondary drops.
, :- j:

Primary drops that experience local Weber
Numbers in the wake less than the critical Weber

Number are assumed stable and retain their primary
configuration. The maximum size drop that will

impact the rotor is the primary drop that iust ex-
periences" but does not exceed, the critical Weber

Number anywhere between origin and impact with
the rotor. This model uses Weber Number criteria

because under local conditions at the time of break-

up of the primary drops it is believed that the ratio

of dynamic pressure force to surface tension force
is the single most important criterion as to whether

a drop is stable or not. Unfortunately, Weber Num-

ber alone is not sufficient to allow a prediction of

maximum drop diameters in sprays even when the

local conditions at disruption are known with rea-

sonable accuracy. For this reason, Westinghouse
has varied the numerical value of the Weber Num-

ber that has been used in analysis of turbines from
turbine to turbine.

For small turbines, 1-1nch chord, 1-2 inch

high blades, the critical Weber Number used has

been 13. For the large low pressure ends of central
station steam turbines, the value used has been

Weber _pn_ber = 22. The rationale is due to

Gardner zu,. who apparently drew ?_)the work of
Helnze. According to Spies, et al _ , Helnze shows

that for a non-viscous fluid (the turbine working

fluids are considered "nan-viscous") the crffical

value of Weber Number is 13 for shock exposure of

a drop to aerodynamic forces and this critical Weber

Number increases to 22 for a steadily falling drop.

This latter case is that of graduated application of

aerodynamic forces to the drop. From trajectory
calculations on both large and small turbines, it

appears that the application of aerodynamic forces

to the primary drops is quite abrupt or shack-llke

in the small turbine and quite gradual in the large

central station steam turbine low pressure end. The
selection of Weber Number = 13 for the small tur-

bines and Weber Number = 22 are commensurate

with the trajectory observations.

Since these values were selected, a consider-
able amount of actual observation in large steam

(23turbines 3) and in a small steam turbine _6) built

to simulate a space potassium turbine have become

available. These data clearly show that from a

conceptual point of vlew, the simplified two-valued

scheme of this model is inadequate. However, in a
numerical sense the selection of Weber Number = 13

for the small space turbines examined is a reasonable

average value based on an analysis of the results of
• (6) • • •Spies et aJ as given m Appendix B, Section 2.7.

For a typical design such as the NAS3-GE 3-stage

potassium test turbine, the procedure of Weber

Number = 13 may err in esHmating the maximum

'J i'J 8
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F|gure 1.2-24 Drop D|str|butlon Functions

size drop impinging on the rotor blades of that tur-

blne by 30 microns. The maximum slze drop is about
100 microns in diameter.

The selection of cr|tical Weber Number = 22

for the low pressure ends of large central station
steam turbines seems to be overly conservative in
terms of steam stationary cascade tests as reported
by Christie and Hayward (23) but not necessarily for
actual turbines as reported by the same reference.

1o2.4.5 Materlal Removal

The I|quld that is tom from the back edges
of the stator vanesand impinges on the following

rotor b!ades may remove material by the force of
impingement or by chemical dissolution of rotor
blade materlal or by a combination of these mech-
anisms. In the early days of steam turbines, it was
postulated that chemical effects might play a part
in the observed blade erosion. While the presence
of such effects has never conclusively been disproved,
it is not deemed important. The observed erosion |n
steam turbines can be adequately explained as a phy-
sical phenomenon without recourse to chemical ex-
planations. It is believed that thls is also true of
mercury turbines.

The ¢hemlcal situation in alkali liquid metal
turbines is not as clear. Because of the elevated

operating temperatures and the nature of the flu|ds
involved in alkali liquid metal turbine systems,all
proposed structural materials have a substantial
degree of solubility in the working fluid. In pure
fluid systems, such as can be maintained with rea-
sonable state-of-the-art technology with alkali metal
working fluids, it is thought that d|ssolution of the
blade materials is the maln chemical possib|lity for
mater|al removal and that present limited quantlta-
tlve data can be extrapolated to other s|milar systems

for rough, pred|ct|ve comparisons.

• Chem|cal Dissolution

The stator d_scharged l lqu|d |mpacts the-r0tor

blades along a relatively narrow portion of the leading
• ,. .... _xlj,

edge of the convex surface and is assumed to _low In
a nearly radial dlrect|on to discharge at theblade
tips. It is assumed that impacted molsture forms a

continuous film, and the fluid _mpacts unlformly_"_'_ii
along the blade " " '_ _- _'_impactton zone, The concern J
th|s analysis is the chemical d|ssolution of theio|acJe
material associated w|th the flow of thi_: film in ......

potassium or cesium vapor turbines.

Because the film of liquid formed on th_e_tor
blades is at most a few mlcrometers thick and is vio-

lently stirred by the incomlng drops, |t is assumed
that the rate controlling step, in the dlssolutlon

process, is that of the rate of dissolution for the blade
mater|al into the liqu|d at the liquld-soHd interface.
Th|s is d|fferent than for dissolution of solids into

l|qulds in pipe flow. In plpe flow, the rate control-
ling step is often the rate of d|ffus|on of the dissolved
solute across the solvent boundary layer |nto the
bulk flow of solvent in the plpe.

According to Epste|n(27), the rate of d|ssolu-

t|on of a pure metal into a pure liquid solvent at the

metal -I iquld |nterface ls glven by

S ol ' )1 (I)
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where

A is the surface area in contact with the

liquid - cm2

S is the saturation solubility of material
o in the solvent - dimensionless

S is the solute concentration in the
solvent at time t - dimensionless

V is the volume of Iiquld in contact with
the metal for time t - cm3

t is the contact time between liquld and
metal along surface A - sec

a is the solution rate constant - cm/sec

Under steady-state conditions, such as in a
turbine operating at design, it can be shown (Section
3.4) that Epstein's equation implies that the rate of
blade metal thickness removal is:

in concentrations of only 1 to 2 percent they tend to
collect at the alloy grain boundaries where they may
be more readily leached from the surface than if they

were uniformly mixed. In addition, if there is pref-
erential leaching at the grain boundaries, this may so
weaken the material that a considerably greater amount

of material may be lost than that which simply dls-
solved.

At the present tlme, there are insufficient
experimental results or theory to iudge these factors
adequately. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to
delineate these areas of uncertainty by the applica-

tion of multlplicatlve correction factors to Equation
(2), as:

= ° (3)
_s kl _m=kl kaa SO +p_ kaa

a

(2)

where the added variables are:

r_ ,rate of liquid deposition per unit area
a per unlt tlme - gm/cm2/sec

m ,rate of metal thickness removal - cm,/sec

p_ , Iiquld density - gnl/cm 3

The discussion so far has assumed a pure metal

dissolving into a pure liquid. The latter assumption,
pure liquid, is probably reasonable since turbine system
operators go to some length to keep a pure liquid in

the system. However, turbine blade materials are
alloys composed of materials of differing solubility
and probably chemical activity. In advanced high
tempe_ture Ranklne cycle liquid metal systems, the
turbine blade materials are likely to be refractory

alloys such as TZM and TZC. These are molybdenum
alloys wlth small amounts of titanium, carbon, and
zirconium. The alloying materials such as Ti and Zr
are more soluble than the base material; while present

wh_e

a is the activity level of a readily dis-
solvable constituent of the alloy in the

alloyed form relative to the constituents
dissolvability in pure form - cm/sec

k is the ratio of the effective surface area from

which the constituent is dissolving to the
total surface area of the alloy - dJmen-
slonl ess

k 1 is the ratio of total alloy removal rate
to dissolving constituent removal rate -
dimensionless

is the thickness removal rate for the alloy
s surface as a whole - cm/sec

Results of a chemical dissolution examination

of the sixth rotor of the NAS5-250 slx-stage potassium
turbine, and the second rotor of the NAS5-250 two-
stage cesium turbine are reported in Section 3.0. Be-
cause of the doubtful basis for chemical dissolution
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examination of the NAS5-250 turbine desTgns, a para-

metric examination of chem|cal dissolution is pre-

sented in th|s section. In both these examlnationst
it is assumed that:

Hence,

k = 1/k 1 and a ~1. (4)

rh

i s = a S a (5)
o rha +_ ka

8 =a S At
S O

Also, it has been assumed that k (the effective surface

area ratio) |s equal to the ratio of dissolving consti-

tuent volume to total alloy volume.

If it is assumed that rh _>_P_a and a is timea
independent, Equation (4) is readily integrated to

give:

= aS At
S O

where

6 s is the total thickness of material
removed from a metal surface in time

"of exposure (At) - cm

At is the total time of metal surface expo-

sure to the liquid metal - sec

With present knowledge, there are no ex-

perimental values of dissolution rate constant (a)

available on the dissolving of solid metals under

turbine blade conditions into the alkali liquid i^-.,• . . _Z/)
metals. There are values for Fe dissolving m Na

and 304 SS dissolving in Li (28), as illustrated in

Figure 1.2-25 for low velocity pipe flow kind of
conditions but their applicability to turbine blade
d|ssolution is undemonstrated. However, in the dis-

solution examlnations reported in subsequent Section

3.0, it is assumed that data for 304 SS dissolving in

Li is applicable to the turbines examlned(thls is

pure assumption).
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Figure 1.2-25 Temperature Dependence of a

Using the saturation solubilities from Table

1.2-3, Equation 5 has been used to calculate the

material thickness dissolved as a function of varia-

tion in a for Fe, TI, Zr, Cb, and Modlssolvlng in

1400°F liquid potassjut_. The time of exposure to

liquid potassium.is'held constant at 10,000 hours.
The results of this parameterlng are given in Figure

I. 2-26.

• Mechanical Removal by Liquid Impingement

The CEGB has run experiments and published
data(31, 32) on the rates of removal of material by

repetitive impacts of water drops on several steam

turbine bladlng materials. Thls information has been

analyzed and some simple correlations formed. The
first set of correlations does not include the physical

properties of the impinglng drop fluid or of the im-

pacted metal as variables. It may be used in the ex-
amination or prediction of erosion in steam turbines,
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Figure I. 2-26 ParametricStudyof the Dissolution
of Metals in LiquidPotassium

provided, of course, the blade material or erosion
shields are made from one of the materials reported
upon by the CEGB. The second set of correlations
attempts a broader interpretation of the CEGB steam
turbine materials erosion data by factor|ng into the
resulting correlations physical properties of fluid
and metal. This is done through the use of a hypo-
thetical mechanical erosion damage model. Neither

the damage model or the resulting correlations have
been checked experimentally at this time. Calcu-
latbns relating to mechanical erosion of potassium,
cesium, and mercury turbine blades were carried out
using th|s second set of correlations based on the

hypothetigal damage model. A brief discussion of
the resulting con'elatlons follows: The study resulting

In the correlations is covered in depth in Sections
3.1 and 3.3 of this report, WANL-TME-1977.

One of the greatest difficulties in interpreting
and correlating erosion test data is not the multipli-
city of the independent variables, but the identifica-
tion of the dependent variable(s) for characterizing
erosion. All would be well if, under given conditions,
erosion proceeded at a constant rate and could be

unmistakably characterlved by a uniform slope of
cumulative weight loss versus tlme curve. Since
erosion rates are not constant with time, erosion

can be only approximately characterized by a simp-
lified time independent approach.

The most accepted view is that the first sta_e in
erosion shows little or no weight loss and represents
plastic deformatlon of the surface and initiation of
fatlgue cracks. This stage is followed by a second
stage in which material loss appears and increases
rapidly with time. This second stage merges into a
third stage in which the rate of weight toss is at a
maximum and relatively uniform over a perbd of
tlme. This, in turn, merges into a later stage (or
stages) in which the erosion rate diminishes and can
or cannot tend toward another un|form value. What-

ever the precise cause of this decrease in erosion
rate may be, it is usually associated with rather
general and severe damage to the surface, which
through geometrical effects alone may result in an
effective alteration of the impingement conditions.

It is assumed that the uniform rate oF the

thi_ stage is the most meaningful in predicting the
total erosion in the steam turbine. This assumes

that the bulk of the eros|on of the blades takes place
during this third stage. The time periods of the first

and second stages are short compared with the total
operating time. Turbine designs which demonstrate
severe enough erosion rates _n the third stage to
become fourth stage terminal cases will suffer From
a lack of customer interest and disappear. In any
case, from a design point of view, using a third
stage rate is a conservative assumption.

Neglecting fluid and metal properties, erosion
rates are still a function of perhaps 11 or 12 indepen-

dent variables. However, only three of these seem
to be of first order importance, with respect to steam
turbine erosion. These are (1) velocity of impact,
(2) angle of impact, and _3) impacting drop size.

CEGB (21) has measured the erosion from

samples of Stellite 6 and 6B (an erosion shield
material often used in steam turbines) subject to
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multiple stage of erosion rates for these Stellites and
other steam turbine materials in the form:

_W
m

_W
W

- k (V n - Vcd )n sec e (6)

where:

AW
m

AW
W

is the mass of material removed per

unit mass of irnplnging water

V
n

is the component normal to the

impacted surface of velocity of

impact

Vcd is a cr[tlcal or threshold velocity
below which erosion is negligible

is the angle between the impact

velocity vector and the normal to the
surface

k t n are empirical constants

CEGB data (32) for Stellite 6 and 6B are

plotted in Figure 1.2-27. The sec g correction is
ignored because the angles of impact at which the

data were taken were always within 30 degrees of
the normal to the surface, The correlation of

Figure 1.2-28 thus gives the erosion in terms of two

out of three of the independent variables of primary

i mporfance.

A correlation for the third independent

variable, drop size, is also derived from CEGB data.
This correlation uses the observation that the

threshold velocity of normal impact below which
erosion is negligible appears to be a regular function

of drop size.

Assume that:

Vcd _

where D is the diameter of the impinging drops. As

=hown in Figure 1.2-28, the correlations are good.

I0 -5 __

o

O

9
t0-6

io -7

I

2o

I I I x t I I _

]
AW 1 l) (V -V d_ '44
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Figure 1.2-27 Stelllte Eroslon Rates- Data from

CEG.____Reduced Normal Velocity :,, .::-_.:.:v_.:::

(% - Vcd) ....

The data of Figure 1.2-28 were taken :_....using
a stainless steel. Since there is insufficient spread .....

to attempt a similar correlation in drop sizes in the "

data reported for the Stellites, it is assumed that .... :

the form for the SfelJites would be approxlrnafeJy "
the same as for stainless steel with a different

empirical constant re_c)_ng the proportionality

between V dand D- _ . This yields the e×press|bn'_"

Vcd =

wh ere:

D = drop diameter, ft

Vcd = threshold velocity, ft/sec
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Figure 1.2-28 Correlation of CEGB Data by useof
"Critical Veloclt'i'_y ;--

The basis of the model is hydrodynamic. It
assumes that in multiple impact tests of the type

reported by the CEGB (and in turbines subject to
multiple impact damage) that the impacted material

is covered by a thin liquid layer. It presumes that

this layer accounts for the changes in threshold

velocity that cause erosion (on a given structural

material) observed as a function of impacting drop
diameter and accounts for the increases in rate of

material removal with an increase in velocity

above a threshold velocity. The liquid layer may

accomplish this through the protective nature of a
film overlaying the surface and/or by providing a

lubricated surface whereby the liquid outflow from

the impact can occur more readily. This latter
action will allow an earlier release of the impact

pressure on a wet surface than on a dry surface.
The model treats the eroded material as a black box

characterized by its Vickers Hardness, but does not

answer the questlo,_ as to why, relative to their
Vickers Hardness, cobalt and titanium base alloys are

generally more erosion resistant than iron or nickel
base alloys, and these in turn are more resistant than
cemented carbldes.(33) The erosion rates used here

are the maximum rates of erosion observed in what

is normally called the third stage of erosion when

erosion is depicted as a four-stage process.

The equations developed are as follows-

: _The foregoing expression used in conjunction

with Figure 1.2-27 is then arithmetically sufficient
to calculate material removal rates from Stellite

6B in steam turbines, if the states of the impacting

fluid are known.

To our knowledge there are no data giving

strucfurql material removal rates by repetitive
impact of drops of alkali metals or mercury that are

quantitatively useful in terms of the impingement
of stator-collectea liquid on the rotor blades of

metal Vapor turbines. Therefore, correlating functions
of the CEGB steam-water data have been extended

to include the physical properties of liquids and a

structural material strength by use of a hypothetical

impact and damage model.

mm ['m'_/', n '_ Ucd

For the .particular CEGB apparatus the correlating

film thickness 8 is given by:
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where

C
O

D
S

m
m

m

U
n

U
W

Ucd

P_

P
m

is the acoustic velocity in undisturbed

drop liquid - ft/sec

is the effective diameter of the

erosion sample, assumedequal to
blade height for small space turblnes
examined - ft

is the imping|ng drop diameter - ff

is the massmaterial eroded - slugs

is the mass of liquid impinged - slugs

is the normal velocity of drop impact -
ft/sec

is the blade or erosion sample average
peripheral velocity - ft/sec

is the threshold velocity of normal
impact to cause erosion - ft/sec

is the material hardnessas measured

by the V|ckerls Diamond Point
method. (Note: Vicker Is Hardness,
VPN or DPN, is normally given in
kg/mm 2. For use in these equations
it should be converted to the system
of units being used. In the case of
Figure 1.2-29, the units are p in
slugs/ft 3, C in ft/sec, b in ft, d
• ,O •

raft, U .mft/sec, andVPN m
kg/mm

is the depth of the liquid layer over
the eroded material - ft

is the effectiveness of impingement
process - dlmenslonless

is the density of 3the undisturbed
liquid - slugs/ft

is the density of the eroded material
prior to erosion - slugs/ft 3

is the viscosity of the undisturbed
liquid- Ib-sec/ft 2

Basedon the CEGB data (32) for iron and

nickel base alloys, • ,-- 0.45; for cobalt base alloys
of the stelllte type E ~ 0.12. The threshold velocity
correlation for the same materials is given in Figure
1.2-29.
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3_"_ .,'/ o/ / 1
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2{10- ) 4CI0-3) 6110"3) _,(_ _-3_ tO-2

Figure 1.2-29 ThresholdVelocity Correlation

1.3 RESULTSOF SEVERAL TURBINE EROSION
ANALYSES

1.3.1 .Comparative Eros!on Po_tentlalof N AS5-250
.,; Cesiu_ Turbine an_dPotassiumTurbine

Conceptual Designs

The two wet vapor turbine conceptual designs
were originally created under contract NASS'250:
These turbines are (1) a two-stage turbine for cesium
working fluid and (2) a six-stage turbine for
potassium working Fluid, Both turbines were *deslgned
to produce about 1 MW shaft output at 24,;000 rpm '
when exhausting to a 1420°F temperature condenser.

Discussion of the original design criteria and design
implementation is in Reference 3. Cross--sectional
views of the turbines are shown in Figures i.2_5 _
and 1.2-6; and information on design operating
conditions is given in Paragraph 1.2.3. The camL
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parative erosion analysis is confined to the last
rotors of the two turbines since vapor moisture
content is highest at the back end of the turbines.

1.3.1.1 Potential for Mechanical Removal
from Last Rotor Blades

The conditions of impact on the last rotors
were estimated by the methods outlined in Section
1.2.0o The results of these various fluld-dynamlc
calculations for the two turbines are given in

Appendix 1C.

To use the Section 1.2.4.5 correlation of

CEGB material removal data, the thickness of the

liquid films on the nose and leading edges of the
rotor blades mustbe estimated. Undoubtedly_
these films of liquid are not uniform over the surface
of the region of maximum impingement but vary from
essentially a residual film thickness up to rivulets.
For purposesof these calculations, it is assumed
that the film is essentially a residual film. (This is
a conservative assumptionsince the thinner the
film, the lower the threshold velocity for mechanical
material removel.) This is the basis of the film
thickness calculation used in establishing the
correlation of the CEGB data. By analogy with the
correlation calculation

where

h is the blade height from hub to tip-
ff

U
W

is the blade tip velocity - ft/sec

and

e_ and Gare as previously defined.

For the turbines examined the film flow using
the thicknesses calculated from the foregoing equa-

tion is less than 20 percent of the total flow rate
of impacting moisture. Table 1.3-1 gives the
threshold velocities and film thicknesses calculated
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for the potassium turbine sixth rotor blade tips and
the cesium turbine second rotor blade tips. It is
assumedthat the material of the blades has a VPN =

260. This is a characteristic value for TZM, which
is often mentioned as a candidate structural material

for alkali metal vapor turbine blades. The values
are for the drops of maximum diameter calculated to
hit these rotors. Also given are the expected
maximum impact velocities of these drops with the
rotor blades.

TABLE 1.3-1

EROSION THRESHOL D VELOC filES

$;xrb I ol_or

Potaulum Turbine

Drop Dlgnwter r micr_ 100.

Film ThIek_ss_ mlcrc_ 2.9

Threshold VeJoclty, fl/_c 1400.

J Max_m Nm_J In_act Veloclfy_ ft/_c 800.

Second Rotor

Culum T_rblr_

5.

t .95

>4000.

338.

From Table 1.3-2, it can be seen that
for both turbines the calculated threshold velocity
to cause mechanical damage is substantially above
the estimated maximum normal impact velocities of
the largest drops. Therefore, it is concluded that
mechanical erosion damage to the rotor blades of
these turbines is not likely to be a problem. The
margin for error in this statement is considerably
greater for the cesium turbine than it is for the
potassium turbine.

TAI_ LE I.)-2

LAST ROTOR BLAD(S DIS$OLUTK3N

IN A POTASSIUM AND A CESIUM Tl._g/NE

Bulk FJuid Ter_eratvre - OK

Solut;_ Rate C_t_t (a) - (c_¢'_c)

De_o_;tion Rate on Rot_ B/acle N_ (_a_-gm/cm2/t4tc

Rot_ Blade Mater;al

Average Solubilffy of T; _d Zr, ppm

Volu_ Fr_ti0n T; & Zr (k)

I_m;ly af Liqu;d - gm/cm 3

Avenge Solub;Hty of _o, ppm

Volume Feact;_ Mo (k)

k o ,j- u,',,/=m2f.=

NA5 _-250 NAS 5-250

Pot_lvm Turb;_ Cmlum Turbi_

S;M_h Rol_ Second Rot_

I_K io4_K

1.1 110 "4) 0.95 [I0 -41

0.079 0°_9_

TZM TZM

63. 63.

0,0124 0,0124

0.6_ 1.415

9 (10 -7) 1,67 (10 "6')

9,6 8.5

0.2 0.2

rJ.9_17 0.9g7

7.1 (10 "5) 1.33 (10 "4)

0.03 0.027



1.3.1.2 Potential for Rotor Blade Dissolution

The chemical dissolution of material from

the lost rotor blades of the two NAS5-250 turbines

has been calculated using Equation 4 and Figure
1.2-25 of Section 1.2.4.5. This method assumes

that the rate of material loss is controlled by the

rate at which mater_al can cross the solid-liquid

interface and that if selective leaching of the

more soluble alloy constituents occurs, erosion

surface regression will be at the rate set by selective

leaching along grain boundaries. Other assumptions
are (1) blade material is TZM, (2) the dissolution rate

constant, o, is the same as that of 304SS into

llthlum as given by Figure 1.2-25 for both cesium

and potassium, and (3) the solubility of the alloy

constituents is the same in cesium as potassium.

Substantiation of these assumptions has not been
demonstrated.

The results of these calculations are shown

in Table 1.3-2. In thls table there are two sets of

thickness removal (4) values. The first set assumes

that the soluble trace consfftuents, TI and Zr, leach
preferentially at gtoln boundaries, and the weakened

structure resulting _s immediately broken off by the
implnging liquid to the depth of trace element re-

moval. The second set assumes that the trace elements

are held in place by the principal constituent

molybdenum, and that the rate of surface regression

is controlled by the rate of dissolution of molybdenum.
The 300 Fold difference betweenG values for the two

sets is unfortunately indicative otSthe uncertainty In
absolute dissolution rates in potassium or cesium
turblnes on a calculation basis.

1.3.2 Erosion Trends in Central Station Steam Turbines

The low pressure ends of present day central

station steam turbines are designed so that some stator

discharged drops impact the rotor blades near the

tips at velocities sufficient to cause erosion damage.

This is particularly true of the last rotor blades.
There is conslderable economic incentive to use

higher and higher tip speeds in these low pressure
ends. For this reason it has been of interest to

estimate the probable change of erosion in central

station turbines last rotor blades with increase in tip

speed.

The results of such an investigation are shown
in Figures 1.3-/and1.3-2. This is a generalized

investigation using a stylized turbine and is not
intended as design information. To produce these

two curves, estimates of moisture collectlon, drop

diameters, and impact velocities of the drops hitting

i i i i t i

sm _-/,

mt_

Figure 1.3-1 Maximum Eros|on Velocities at Last .,, i_i
Rotor Blades of Central Station St_,_mTurblnes. : ...
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Figure 1.3-2 Damaging Moisture Impact Rates on
Noses of Last Rotor Blades of Central Station

Steam Turb| nes
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the lost rotor blades were made using the methods of
Section 1.2. In addition, it has been assumed that
the threshold velocffy for stage 3 erosTonmoves in a

regular way with drop diameter and film thickness as
correlated in Section 1.2.4.5, even though the abso-
lute velocities of drop impingement in the postulated
turbines are substantially higher than in the CEGB
tests and the impinging drops are on the whole
substantially smaller in diameter.

Figure 1.3-1 is a plot of maximum erosion
velocity versus last rotor tip speed with parameters
of the spacing between starer and rotor along the
path of the vapor flow. The turbines are all designed
to have a mean diameter ratio of starer spouting
velocity to a rotor blade speed of 1.0. The maximum
erosion velocity is defined as the maximum normal
impact velocity of the maximum diameter drop dis-
charged from the stators minus the calculated stage
3 erosion threshold velocity for the maximum diameter
drop.

Figure 1.3-2 is a plot of damaging moisture
impact rate per unit of blade length versus last rotor
tip speed with parameters of the bulk flow moisture
level at the exit of the last starer. The damaging
moisture is that fraction of the stator collected and

discharged moisture contaTned in drops of sufficient
diameter to have a calculated stage 3 threshold
velocity below the normal impact velocity of these
drops on the rotor blade at the tip. Also, it is
assumedthat only that moisture directly collected by
the stator row is available for discharge from the
stators. All moisture collected by the upstream rows
of the turbine has been removed at the moisture

removal parts prior to the inlet of the last starer row.

In these two curves are plotted three points
representing actual steam turbines in service.
While these are actual turbines, the poTntsare still
calculations and not measurements. These turbines

are not identical to the stylized study turbines but
are close enough for discussion purposes. All three
turbines experience an acceptable level of last
rotor blade erosion damage. The field reports on
theseturbines are qualitative in nature. It appears

that Toledo Bayshore No. 3 has the lowest erosion
rates of the three. Probably the Rowe Yankee
Atomic Turbine has the highest rates of the three.
This is consistent with Figures 1.3-I and 1.3-2.

Toledo BayshoreNo. 2 and No. 3 turbines have sub-
stantially lower damaging moisture impact rates than
does Rowe Yankee Atomic. This should be more than

enough to compensate for the higher maximum erosion
velocities calculated for Toledo Bayshore No. 2 and
No. 3 versus Rowe Yankee Atomic. A reduction in

erosion rate between Toledo Bayshore No. 2 and No. 3
can be accounted for by a decrease in maximum
erosion velocity through greater starer to rotor spacing
along the flow path direction.

It can be said, on the basis of F[guresl.3-1
and 1.3-2, that if very wet vapor turbines for nucbar
power plants of the Yankee Atomic type are to
operate at last rotor blade tip speeds of the order of
2000 ft/sec that: (1) the flow path spacing between
last starer and rotor will have to be increased sub-

stantially, or (2) almos;rall the the moisture directly
collected on the last stator blades will have to be

removed before it can discharge into the path of the
rotor blade tips, or (3) a more erosion resistant
material than Stellite 613will have to be employed,
or (4) some way of providing better atomization of
starer discharged liquid will have to be found.

1.3.3 Erosion Potential of Sunflower Mercury Turbine

The Sunflower turbine is a small mercury vapor
turbine developed by TRW for NASA as a part of the
Sunflower space power plant. A brief tabulation of
design point parameters for the Sunflower turbine is
given in Section 1.2.3.

In the overall study, the Sunflower turbine
examination was the most interesting of all. The
model of erosion created during the study is largely
based on experimental informatTon on the behavior of
water and water vapor in apparatus of appropriate
size for large central station steam turbines. The
Sunflower turbine operating experience afforded an
opportunity to check the reasonableness of the model
in terms of a very tiny turbine operated on a vapor and
liquid with physical properties quite different from
those of water.
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The most interesting observation made during
the Sunflower analysis arose out of the size of the
turbine. The nominal stator to rotor axial spacing Tn

this turbine is only 0.6 mm (or 2ramalong the path
of flight of the stator discharged liquid). In addltron
the axial spacing tolerance band for these turbines
is + 0.3 ram, or from turbine to turbine the axial
sp_ing could vary from 0.3 mm to 0.9 ram. From

the analysis this is a significant variation. As
illustrated in Figure 1.2-18 at the nominal axial
spacing of 0.6 ram, there is not, on a calculated
basis, sufficient time for all the third stator discharged
primary drops that are unstable (those > 90 microns)
to breakup before reaching the rotor inlet plane.
If the axial spacing is reduced to 0.3 mm (0.5 referred
disruption distance) the maximum diameter drop
impacting the third rotor will more than double in
size.

As shown in Figure 1.2-18, at the nominal
0.6 mm axial spacing all drops with diameters greater
than about 120 microns will break up into small drops.
An erosion threshold velocity calculation for the
Sunflower last (third) rotor blade tips has been carried
out using this 120 micron drop diameter. The calcula-
tion used the threshold velocity correlation of Figure
1.2-28. The presumed liquid film thickness at the
rotor blade tips was calculated in the same manner
as the erosion comparison of the NAS5-250 potassium
and cesium turbine designs.

The result is given in the following table and
is comparedto the ADROP code calculated maximum
normal impact velocity. The Sunflower rotor blade
material is Ph 15-7 M A handbook value of hardness
for thls material has been used in the calculation.

SUNFLOWER TURBINE MAXIMUM DIAMETER DROp

EROSION THRESHOLD VELOC ITY

Moxirmsm Drop Diar_ter t micr0els

Film Thlckneu, rnicror_

Threshold Velocity of blorrr_l Impe_t

(to cau_e er_ion, ) crn/sec; VPN : 500 (RC : 48)

Maximum Noernal Impact Velocity, cm/sec

120.

3.9

5320.

4980.

As can be seen the threshold velocity and the
maximum normal impact velocity of the largest and
slowest (highest rotor impact velocity) drops predicted
to impact the Sunflower turbine last stage rotor blades
are about the same. This indicates that little erosion

was to be expected in the Sunflower turbine if the axial
spacing between stator and rotor was equal to or
greater than the nominal value of 0.6 ram.

The experimental observations with respect to
erosion of the Sunflower turbines indicates a marginal

situation in agreement with tt_ model calculations.
For example, a photograph .... of the third (last)
:afar blades of Sunflower CSUI-3 indicates average
erosion depths on the blades leading edges as great as

1/64 inch and one blade appears to be cut back at the
tip by as much as 1/32 inch. This was after only
2, 348 hours of operation. On the other hand, visual
observation (4) of the third stage rotor blades of

Sunflower CSUI-3A after 4, 329 hours of operation
did not reveal erosion.

TRW(35) ascribed the improvement between
CSUI-3 and CSUI-3A to (1) reductions in boiler-

carryover and reductions in inlet nozzle plenum
condensation and (2) redesign of the third stage
nozzle to reduce mismatch. The third stage nozzle
exit area of CSUI-3 is reported to have been 25
percent oversize. This oversize nozzle would lead
to flow separation. In terms of the erosion model one
can view this as an effective increase in the trailing
edge thickness of the stator vanes. Because the nominal
stator to rotor axial spacing in this turbine is only
0.6 mm, only a few mils increase in the stator
effective trailing edge thickness is required to cause

a dead space extending to the rotor inlet, Such a
dead space will prevent secondary breakup of stator
discharged drops. As a result, drops considerably
larger than the 120 microns predicted here would
impact the rotor blades. In addition the rotor on
CSUI-3 might have been as close to the stator as
0.3 ram. Even without flow separation this tight
spacing would have largely suppressedthe secondary
atomization process°

It seemspossible that if the axial spacing had
been a millimeter longer, the erosion of the CSUI-3
third rotor blades could have been as negligible as
it was on CSUI-3A.
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1.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An analytical model has been constructed that
follows, step-by-step, the history of the condensatlon_
collection, movement, impingement, and material
removal by moisture in wet vapor turbTnes. The
equations of the model are sufficiently detailed to
allow calculation of numerical values of the erosion
of turbine rotor blades.

The model has been used to examine the

erasion in steam, mercury, and potassium turbines
on which there is operatTng experience. With respect

to steam and mercury turbines, where the primary
mechanism of material removal is mechanical, the
estTmatederosion can be considered to be in agreement
with observed erosion. For steam and mercury turbines,
the overall model appears to be adequate for at least
order of magnitude turbine erosion estimation in
absolute terms and to be quTte accurate where relative
comparisons between turbines are concerned. With
respect to potassium turbines, where it appears likely
that the primary mechanTsmof materTal removal is
chemical dissolution, the material removal calculation

step in the erosion model is uncertain by, at least,

two orders of magnitude. Unfortunately, the
experimental results from operation of different
potassium turbines are equally ambiguous.

Cesium vapor turbines will be less prone than
potassiumvapor turbines to material removal by the
mechanical aspects of impingement erosion. However,
in neither cesium nor potassium turbines should the
purely mechanical aspects be of any great concern
provided the liquid flowing along the turbine _s casings
is removed periodically. There should be little
difference in blade erosion by chemical dissolution
between cesium and potassiumturbines designed for
equivalent duty.

Three general rules in wet vapor turbine

design that should be followed to minimize blade
erosion are: (1) the turbine aerodynamic design
should give well ordered flow with no grossseparation
in any of the turbTne passages;even small local

separations such as those associated with trailing edges
of blades should be mlnimTzed, (2) the spacing
between the stator and rotor rows of a turbine must

be large enough to permit the complete atomization
of stator discharged liquid, and (3) build-up of
liquid flowing along the turbine casing should be
minimized by periodic removal of this liquid.

It is recommended that further experiments
in atomization of liquids from turbine stators be
conducted. These experTments should be aimed at
characterizing the total sprays so produced rather
than in an examination of the detail processesas
such,

It is recommended that additional experiments
on material removal rates by liquid drop impact be
done. The experimental information should be

obtained under widely varying but carefully controlled
and accurately reported velocities, angle of impinge-
ment, liquid and target temperatures, and ffnpingTng
drop diameters for selected candidate turbine blade
materials and comparison working fluids. Tests using
the alkali liquid metals as the impinging fluid are
particularly recommended. These investigations
should be more oriented toward obtaining empirical
englneerTng information of quantitative use to the
turbine designer, rather than to a fundamental under-
standTng of the complex material removal processes.
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APPENDIX IA

ROW-BY-ROW DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE STEAM TURBINES USED AS EXAMPLES
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TABLE1A-2
TOLEDO EDISON BAYSHORE NUMBER 2 STEAM TURBINE LOW PRESSUREEND

BAYSHC_E UNIT NO, 2

] J J+ ,, i. ,. ,. . ,. . ,. ,.... ,....
ROTOl 5 | IE)ATOI | gO OR STS )R I l STATOR gOTOll STA'_Om 0OTOm TATOR ROTOR I STA'OR I ROT[3_ STAT(

i IN_.ETEDGE 1_'r_0|U$,

£XlT EDGE RADrUS,
(l_hm]

g LADEWIDTH,
(I._.)

AXIAL SPACE,

NO. OF JL_DE$ PER

f*_XINUJM THICKNE55
{i,_h..)

CHOW LENGHT

BLADESECTION

SLADE WIDTH

[r0 (,_;al)

PITCH
(IncEst

LtOW NO.

0.075 0 100 I 0.115 I 0.[ 0.Z 0.2_6 0.135 0.09_ 0.1_ .077 0.201 [ 0.1!)_ I 0.1509 0.150

0,_5 0_I I O.¢k_ I 0.( O.0_ O._2 0.01'l 0,,005 0,0T6 ,d0:5 0.0_6 I 0.0CS I O,O_$ 0,005
t

J

2.99_J 4 $ J ]..| _ J 3.1 1.6 3.o77 1.21, 1.25 1.25 .o 1.o o.7! o.7_ 0.75

1,5 33 + t,¢ I.( 0.0 0,9 0.6 0,438 0.430 .4311 0.,130 0.4_! I 0.435 0,438

1_0 7 1_ 711 IN 7JP )69 130 13J _0 146 _4 :_I5 ;+_2

0.371 '76._ | 0._10 I 0.( 0.' 0.0_ 0.412 0.543_ 0.331 .435 0.5t0 0.3_! I 0.3_12 0.3©

3,_ d_3 f _.IP I ._._ 2.D 3,80 1,60 j 1,70 1.40 .35 1,35 1.0 1.0 1.0

T$-89_ $ _ I T'_ 146 I $-I to3_ -_ _620-_ To477_ ] 6610 T-475 60g-¢ _O el 5_( I i 55_0-_ 55B0-

0.2494 0375 I 0, I1875 1 O.: 0.1: I 0.25642 0. I01(_I i 0.10417 0,10417 .06333 0.(_333 0,0()$ I 0.0625 0._62

I._ 3243 1 I.;_5 I _.: 1,2¸ 2._04 1,115 1.424 1.310 ,;t09 I._ 0.8_I I O. 7969 O.7O2

......   ,BLE;A-S
TOLEDO EDISON BAYSHORE NUMBER 3 STEAM TURBINE LOW PRESSUREEND

IIAYSHORE UNH NO,
FULL LOAO

MEAN DIA_=_'_CU LATION

TIP DIAMETER

EFFECTIVE MEAN DIAMETER

AVERAGE GAUGING

(p_ce,,t)

EXit FLOW ANGLE

(d,,_,.,)

EXit STATIC PRESS.

,MOISTURE COb/TENT

_Ek_EJtATU_E
F

SPECIFIC _K) LJJME

JET VELOCITY

MEAN WHEEL SPEED

(Im)

TIP wHEEL SPEED

(fi,,)

INLET FLOW ANGLE

INLET _ELOCn'Y NEXT ROW

_A/_ FLOW

EFFECTIVE BLADE

(b+l_h_ -|_)

LEADING EDGE RADIUS

(i,.,d,,,I

EXIT EDGE IM,DIUS

(h,,:b,.)

gLADE WIDTH

AXIAl. SPACE

0nd_)

NUMEER OF EtA.DES PEI_ROW

MAXIMUM THICKNESS

CORO LENGTH

fl,_h.)

| 61K 6_ 5f_ 5 E _ 4H_ J

J ROTOt STATOR ] ROTOR S 'ATOR OTOR STATOI

J i|4.0( 109. _g_ J

J 05._6 841.170 J 75.354 71.663 8.57_ 67.0_0

I 46.4 29.44 I 33.60 2_.2 3.0 J 32.6

F 33_06 ' |7 ° 10' _ |9 ° 38' | P O' 9° t6' 19 ° Og'

I 0.49 1,457 J 2.632 k.468 7.386

! o._ 6 o._77 1 o._41 ,.oo131 o.o

J 79 114.7 136.4 15'.5 227.9

597.9 222.8 130.9 8 .6 I 5.1

t;'08.2 1376.: i335. 134 i. 9 I 1193.9

1343.46 1322.16 _ 183.7 15'.1 I 1077.2

1792
I

91 ° 80., ° ' 65. o g.8 ° I 6._

936 407 4_ 3. ,I I 94

31118 _ 311181 J 318932 3 m932 I 33607
I

28.47. 25.658J IS.474 1 _.663 j 8,538

0.07! 0.125 J 0.075 L07S J

0._1 0.030 [ 0.0_tS 1.0_S j

3.50 5+_ i 2.414 1.560 i

2,5 I

120

O. 37_

4. 39.+

78 12( 8' '

O.e_l 0.423 ,. 585 J

_,S6_ J

ROTOR t STATORI ROTOR! STATOR ROT01 STATOR INLET
I i [

66.099 65.134 i 64.650 63.9?3 63,668 63.293

31.0 30.2 29..' 28. 5 26.6 25.2

18° 04' ] 7° 35' 17a 09' 16° 34' 15° 26' 14° 30'

+

10.430 14.168 IR. 645 24.140 30.792 39.128 ] 48.596 60•097
I

me_ 2 I
0.0 1 0.0 0,0 0.( 0 0 ,0 0.0 0.0

I
182.6 334.7 383.4 431._ 479.3 . _4.3 _1.6

I
42.1 33 2 i 26.8 21._E 18.0 14.9 12.57

133.0 121.4 ! 1108.1 1108.1 1105.6 I 1078.5 1056.9

)53.7 J 038.3 I 1023.1 I 1015._ 1004.9 I IO_O.I 994.2

t

I

1o.1 ° 84.9 ° J 9O.Ol ° j 8o._> e2.4 '_ J 84.1 a 90.0 °
I

374 374 J 339 332 316 292 265

333607 333607 J 33360 354364 3543641 3_ 3s4364 354364

7.0_0 6.040 J 5.13. 4.591 3.973 J .609 3.293

I
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APPENDIX 1C

RESULTSOF DETAILED FLUID-DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
OF BLADE PASSAGE FLOWS OF NAS5-250 POTASSIUM
AND CESIUM TURBINES

1.0 CONDENSATION

1.1 Potassium Turbine

The results of the condensation performance
calculations for the six-stage potassium turbine are
shown in Table 1C-1. In this case the inlet vapor is
superheated and remains superheated through the
first stator row. The Wilson point occurs just before
the exit of the third rotor blade row at approximately
7.3 percent moisture content° The expansion rate

1 dp = i_at the Wilson point is approximately
dt

5000/sec° P is pressure and t is time° The expansion
process approaches full thermodynamic equilibrium
in the fourth stator row and remains in equilibrium
through the fifth stator. These calculations were,
therefore, terminated at the fifth stat0r row.

The rapid expansion at the Wilson point
produces relatively small droplet sizes as shown in
Table IC-2. The mean droplet radius at the exit of
5-R and 6-S are estimated on the basis of equilibrium

condensation to be 0.238 and 0.243 microns, respec-
tively. In this turbine there is no appreciable
difference in mass flow rate between the condensing
and equilibrium flow calculations. The condensation

calculation is sensitive to the values of liquid surface
tension used. A calculation for this turbine, using a
25 percent increase in surface tension values, shifted
the point of initial condensation to the fifth rotor row.

TABLE IC-I

CONDENSATION RESULTS FOR SIX-STAGE
POTASSIUM TURBINE

Stat;c Static Axial Equ;I;br lure Candent_

__Pressure Temperalurl

Inlet 171 .2543

1 - 5 144 2442

1 - R 121..5 2348

2 - S 102, 7 2261

2 -R 86.2 2176

3 -S 72.2 2093

3 -R 59.0 2017

4 - S 47.0 2093
4 -R 36. B

____.s . 20371977 _

Velocity Mo;lture Moistu¢o I

(ft/se¢)_. __(Ib//b) (Ib/Ib) .._

358 Superheated

404 Superheated
417 0.014

415 0.029

413 0,046

417 0.058

409 0,073 0, GO1 I
443 O. 086 0. 079 I

460 0.105 0.100 |

466 0.125 0.120 I

The results of the present calculations can be
compared in a qualitative manner wlth the results of
Goldman and Nosek, (9) in which saturated potassium

vapor was expanded in a convergent-divergent nozzle.
Although their results are somewhat inconclusive, it
appears that condensation occurred when the ratio of
pressure to initial saturation pressure was between
0.31 and 0°33 at an axial distance of about 3 inches

from the nozzle inlet. In the present calculations,
condensation was predicted at a pressure to initial
saturation pressure ratio of 0.4. The axial distance
from the inlet was about 3.5 inches. The somewhat

earlier condensation, in terms of pressure ratio, in
the turbine as compared to the supersonic nozzle is
to be expected because of the lower expansion rate.

The droplet size results can be compared witk
those obtained by Linhardt.(15) His analysis predicts
a droplet radius of 0.05 microns for 10 percent exit
moisture in his test No. 4. Test Numbers 2, 3, and
4 had the same stagnation condition and the same
nozzle except for length. With critical flow in the
nozzle, the conditions at the condensation point
would be unchanged due to the additional length of
the nozzle. Thus, for the same conditions at the

Wilson point, the droplet radius at the nozzlecxit

would be expected to be proportional to (ye)l/3,
where Ye is the moisture fraction at the nozzle exit.
Viewed in this way, the results of Linhordt's Test
No. 3 corrected to 10 percent moisture would give a
radius of 0.06 micron; Test No. 2 would give a 0.26

TABLE 1C-2

FOG PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR SIX-
STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE

Number

2.7 x 01t 0,186

2 ! 5,2 x 1011 0.173

; 1,6 t012 0.157

4 I 3,7 1012 0.142
x 112i 7,3 x 0 0.127

I 2.2 x 1013 0,_10

" " 5. g x 101_ 0. 089

. , ,.5: Ioo o._I 3.9 14 0.040

I0_ 1.3 x 1015 0.0015

Mean Rc_iu$ 0.065

I 4_ad;ul (m;cr_s) J

0,297 ! 0,31 0.32 I

0,288 , 0._ o,31 1

0.277 0.29 0.30 I

O. 267 O. 28 o. 29 I
I O. 257 0.27 0.28 I

! 0,246 l 0.26 0.27,
o. 235 0,25 0.26 I

O. 222 0 236 O. 247 I

0. 209 0,224 0. 235 I

L 0._____0.189 kt- 0_2_I5_0'206 -- u._JO"21_

" CalculotlonL dl_ont_r_ed.N total : 1,92 (_0tS)/Ib
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micronradius.ThepresentcalculationsFall between
these limits, but again are not directly comparable
due to differences in the expansion rate and infflal
conditions.

1.2 Cesium Turbine

The results of the condensation calculations

for the cesium turbine are given in Tables 1C-3 and
1C-4. The Wilson point occurs just before the exit
of the first stator. The equivalent molsture at the

Wilson point is approximately 0.046, and the expansion
rate P is 1.9 x 104/sec.

TABLE IC-3

CONDENSATION RESULTSFOR CESIUM TURBINE

I I I
P 2 T to 81ode Ma;lruee conYr_ed

J (Ibpn-)J _'F) l (ft/_ec) (tbAb) _,t_*.

Stognotion 411. 2440 0 J 200°F _uperheat

Sta,lc ,_let J 399. I 2415 I 216.5 I 177°F ,uperheot

,.,,-s l i,,.5 i,,_ i 'I'7" I o._ 0.02,
O.024_h;n_-R ( _76. j _e78 J s_ J o.o43

TABLE iC-4

FOG PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION AT EXIT FROM
I-S CESIUM TURBINE

"G,_p
I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

I1

Ntat_l * 1.27x 10t6/Ib

Mean Radius : 0.052 r_;cron

N

3.4 x 1010

l. Zx 1011

3.6x 1011

|.7 x 1011

6.2 x 1012

1.9 x 1013

6.5 x 1013

2.1 x 1014

7.7 x I0 TM

4.5 x _0TM

7. I x 1015

_opR_iul

_;¢rons)

0.089

0.087

0.085

0.082

0.079

0.076

0.072

0.0.68

0.0_

0,0-_

O. 048

It is seen that the drops are quite small due
to the rapid expansion. The drop size is also rela-
tlvely uniform and will become more uniform as the
condensation proceeds. The thermodynamic
description of the flow used resulted in critical flow
occurring at approximately 1000 it/see, a slightly
lower value than results for equilibrium flow. The
mean droplet radii at the exit of 1-R and 2-S are
estimated to 0.089 and 0.097 microns.

2.0 AXISYMMETRIC FLOW DOWNSTREAM OF
THE BLADE ROWS

The fluid conditions such as pressure, temper-
ature, density, velocity, and angle of flow with
respect to blade height for the last or latter stages of
the two turbines are given in Tables 1C-5 and 1C-6.
Table 1C-5 covers the last stage of the two-stage
cesium turbine. Table 1C-6 covers the fifth and

sixth stages of the slx-stage potassium turbine.

It will be noted in Table 1C-5 that there is

recompresslon in the second-stage rotor of the cesium
turbine at the hub of the blade. The pressure level
at the inlet to the rotor hub is 26.74 psia and
increases to 34.99 psia at the exit. In the turbine
erosion analysis, the flow disorder (flow separation
at the trailing edge of the rotor blade at the hub) is

of no concern since there are no stages downstream
of the second stage in the cesium turbine.

However, this same recompression at the hub
was present in the fifth stage of the original concep-
tual design of the potassium turbine as set forth in
Contract NAS 5-250. (This is not to be taken as a
criticism of the work under Contract NAS 5-250.

The designs were more than adequate as represen-
tative descriptions of potassium and cesium turbines
for the nuclear Rankine cycle power system studies
conducted.) Since our calculations indicate that
there will be collected moisture as early as the
fourth stage of the potassium turbine, the original
design has been modlf_ed to increase the hub-to-tip
ratios in the latter stages. This gives a slight fluid
expansion at the hub, as will be noted in Table 1C-6.
Elimination of flow separation in the fifth stage is
necessary to protect the sixth stage from erosion
difficulties.
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TABLE 1C-5

CESIUM TURBINE-FLUID PROPERTIES ALONG HEIGHT - SECOND STAGE

RJ_OX. S_CrlON S.coM It_ _., '_--

OlA_R 2,71 ,in7 sT= 6.61 ;'._ 4._

GAUGING 0.52= 04_ 0.424l o.3m$ o 3_1_6 --- --

[XIT FtOW ANGLE 3| El8 _7 ?'_ _50l 22 q ?0,65 24.2_ 2067

STATIC _IESSUlE _,w _.74 37,1N

NT _LOCITY 4';*0,7 $_4.7 605.6 658.2 TtS.7 II_.3 ]_.2

INLIETFLOWANGLE 83.72 94.2g I 101,6 I01,6 HT,_ 3_,74 41,_
ro _ low

INL_ T V'EI" OCIW TO 260.7 2_.5 I 76,'.6 ,T71. _ 288.9 7453
_'_XT lOW

5.14 5.74 6._1 7.1- 7.14

r4_.

o1.I _.

4S._ ST,_S

0_.4 I _44,e

1

274.4 2_.2 ] sso.i 42*.,

Ma._ 747._ I 4s4._, s.l*.:

I_O,

i _ ] ......

I
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3.0 VAPOR BOUNDARY LAYER ON SURFACES
OF BLADES

Calculated values for the potassium turbine are
shown in Table 1C-7 for the boundary layer thickness
and form factor at the trailing edge of the sixth stator
blade row, 3/4 blade height position. Values are
also shown for the Reynolds No. based on chord length,
the momentum thicknesst the skin friction coefflclenb
and the shearing stress. These quantities are local
blade surface values for the trailing edge position
and are based on conventional turbulent boundary
layer relationships.

Similar calculations performed on the second
stator blade row of the cesium turbine are tabulated

in Table 1C-8. The Reynolds No. and shearing
stress( T ) are much higher in the cesium turbine due

in large part to the high vapor density, roughly
twelve times that in the back end of the potassium
turbine. The low boundary layer thickness in the
cesium turbine, approximately haft the thickness in
the potassium turbine, is associated with the high
Reynolds Number 4.

TABLE 1C-7
POTASSIUM TURBINE-CALCULATED BOUNDARY LAYER

PROPERTIES AT THE TRAILING-EDGE OF THE BLADE

#1j

H

d*/#

(;_.)

n

R,O

cf

D _ 7.75]n.
Sixth Smto, Bk_de

at 3,/4 k*Ight i:._]ti_

t,e_,* Sldl

I. 300

0.0011025

0:_'9066

0. CO6_I

6.666

162,

O. OO83

3.57

P : 0.77 in.

%e : 0. $ x I05

Swt;_ sld,

L025

O, 0G91422

0,3T393

O.024103

2,474

892.

O, OO233

1,00

0.0059_0

O. 103247

0.40069

0,g310_

wh_re

RII 0 = Vml,/y; n = _,_khl); Re_= Vpr'p; _,d Cf = _ : 2 x O. 173 x 10"0"6_lgHx Re# -0.268

_V

T

H_e, t. _" end _ _ the _ntu_ thiclane_, diiplace_t thlck_, and hslL thickn_ at" the

J_n_ry layer at the tin[ _ng _e of the bJ@_. ond | _l _he _o[IcteKI chord lengt_ .f Pne bka_.

4.0 DOWNSTREAM WAKES

Calculated results for the sixth stator blade

of the potassium turbine and for the second stator
blade of the cesium turbine are shown in Tables 1C-9

and 1C-10. As shown, the wake properties quickly
change downstream of the trailing edge, where there
is little change beyond 0.20x/g. Note also that
while the wake thickness (6 ) continues to increase

TABLE I C-8
CESIUM TURBINE-CALCULATED BOUNDARY

LAYER PROPERTIES

S_tB S_tor Blade

at 3/,4 height p_l_t_o_

P,e._,e Side

H 1 315

8°,/_ 0. 0005729

6,;I O. 00421O5

(i,.) O. 0_296

6. 349

Rle 4;_.

I - O. 7_3 ;o,

e e_ io.8_ 105

Su¢_;o_ $id.

1.665

O. 004_ $61

O. 01_0562

O.011_P

3.000

275O.

0.00_20

1L3

To_t

0. 0048200

0.0212667

0.01495

_'_R.e=V,_/_,; .:2_H-1) Re:V._, % Ce- -.-----,_-----._0.]2:_10 -°'6_H _R._-o.26,_.nd

_1 Ji,,_ _:_e o_ The b_e i ;i ,,,hI _role¢led chord Ier_th _ t_ bk_,

A_I _lu_ _ poT_t _I_ fo_ tKe tmi_ln_ I,_gl pc_Ifton I i, g., Cf ls _e To_l _n Frlcti_

beyond 2x/_ the velocity w_thin the wake, V(y),
is nearly the same as that of the free stream since

where

H-I • )> 1

Thus, the downstream flow is roughly axisymmetric
from about 20 percent of the chord length distance
downstream of the blade by this model of the process.
The low wake thickness of the cesium turbine, about
half that of the potassium turbine, is associated with
the high vapor density, high Reynolds No., and low
boundary layer thickness at the blade trailing edge.

Wake calculation results are also shown in

Figures 1C-1 through 1C-4 in slightly different form.
These curves give the wake velocity wlfh respect to
the distance, and normal to the distance, along the
streamline downstream of the blades° These curves
are used to estimate the atam_zatlon and acceleration

of the moisture particles in the interval (both time
and distance) between the stator and rotor, To
compensate for the finite trailing edge thickness in

these calculations, the trailing edge wake is
treated mathematically as a dead space 4°8 trailing
edge thicknesses in length, joined m a zero trailing
edge thickness wake at a discontinuity and repre-
sented by a vertical line on the curves.
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TABLE IC-9

POTASSIUM TURBINE-RESULTS OF BLADE WAKE

CALCULATION FOR SIXTH STATOR BLADE,
3/4 BLADE HEIGHT POSITION

o

x// H -8"

O. (t.e.) 1.30( 0.00250

0.039 1.16¢ 0.00251

0.078 I. 13C 0.00251

O. 156 1.09. a 0.00251

O. 234 1.079 0.00251

0.312 1.067 0.00251

D. 394(rot. Inl.] 1.06G 0.00251

Suction Side

3. (t.e.) 1.825 0.01380
3.039 1.390 0.01393

3.078 1.285 O. 1393

). 156 I. 202 O. 1393

3. 234 I. 162 O. 1393

).312 1,140 0.1393

). 394(rot. inl. ) L 122 O. 1393

n

o ! ] 2
o (h_ch_) I

36. I O. 0007001 6.66

34.9 0.0007021 11.82

34.6 0+0007021 15.40

34.6 0.0007021 21.0

34.6 0.0007021 25.6

34.6 0.0007021 29.8

34.6 0.0007021 33.3

36.1 0.00386 2. 424

34.9 0. 00391 5.13

34.6 0.00391 7.01
34.6 0.00391 9.90

34.6 0.00391 112.320.00391 14.30

34.34'66'0.00391 J 16.40
..... l ......

i

- (1 + .,.,) (2 + n__] v (y;

n v (=) I (tt/
(inches) fillet) J sect

O, 00698 767.

0.01059 755.

0.01305 749.

0.01700 746.5 I,_.

0.0202 746.5 _--
o.o231 i 74_.5

0.0256 I 746.5 I

m
o.o241 I 767. , --_

0.0332 I 755. i _"

0.0403 I 749.

O. 0303 I 746.5

O. 0606 I 746.5
0.06_0 I 746.5

0. 0764 I 746. 5

TABLE 1C-10

Figure IC-2 Potassium Turbine Sixth Stator Wake

Suction Side Velocity

CESIUM TURBINE-RESULTS OF BLADE WAKE
CALCULATION FOR SECOND STATOR

BLADE, 3/4 BLADE HEIGHT POSITION

Preliure Side

0.(t.,.)
). 0426

).0854

).171

O. 256

O. 342

O. 480(rot, In1. )

Suction Side

O.(t.,.) t.665
0.0426 i.320

0.0854 .238

). t7) .169

0.256 11.138
0.342 1. 117

(). 480(rot. inf. 1.097

?

H 0 a (_nches)....I11,315 0.002142 25.9 .0003063

1. 171 0.002160 23 8 ,0003089
1.128 0,002160 23,2' ,0003089

1.093 0,002160 23.2 ,0(_3089

1,078 0,002160 23.2 I .O003059 I

1.066! 0, O02160 23.2 J ,0003089[

1.055 0.002160 23.2 I OO03O891

0.01253 25.9 [ 001792 I

0.01270 23.8 I 001816 I

0.01270 23.2 J 001816 I

0.01270 23.2 I I 001816 I

0.01270 23.2 Iq 001816 I
0.01270 23.2 it 001816 I

0.01270 23.2 It 001816 I

n
2

6.35

11.70

15.62

21.50

25.65

30.30

36.35

3.01

6.25

8.40

11.83

14.50

t7.10
20.63

0.01199 I 876.

0.01738 1 863.

0.02112 | 856.

O. 02725 I 856.
O. 03202 I 856.

0.03669 | 856.

O. 04304 J 856.

I-(I +n_(2"_n I

n I v _'llV(y) I

0.00296 J 876. I
O. 00460 863.

O. o0576 056

0.o0759 856o.o0080 J856 c J
0.01030 i 856 _

0.01217 1 856 _ J

I

o, k,._.,__..--.-.-"_....-.---,__

,,

I

• /i iz_ C_3

oISTAItI_ (ALOI_G_ITIEAMUNI_0_IVN!ITI_.MI_ Tli_tLIN_EDGE- II_ICItE$ 611_l. III

14_._
,,.-"_-,;_-_

il
Figure lC-3 Cesium Turbine Second Stator Wake

Pressure Side Velocity

L i i t* TJ_

>o,vl;. -.--b-'f_
:_ F/l°f/l_

,I/l ' i
-P/........ I
o.,[ _:

ol ' il
_STaN([ 7,LON8rrl _LINI_ _0",_ TIT_ o! _IIlN_ iio(.,i _ KRf:_ #i 1f66,-1i

Figure 1C-1 Potassium Sixth Stator Wake Pressure
Side Velocity
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5.e DEPOSITION OF MOISTURE ON THE

SURFACE OF BLADES

5.1 Inlet EdQe Deposition

The calculated portion of drops collected on
the nose of the sixth stator blade row of the potassium
turbine is given parametrically in Figure IC-5. Two
methods of calculation are used that do not agree.
In the summary of collected moisture for the two
turbines the curve used is that generated from
Gyarmathy' s data, (8) because his data gives reason-

able agreement with steam turbine cQIlection infor-
mation presented by Smith, et al. (16)

, , , f i f

_g._ _t - 1.o .07.

z

d

go.

I ' "]

' " _ _ " FOG ek_t¢tJ IA_IgS-kdCK_SN_ 611_45

" _ }:ig_Jre 1C_'5 Potassium Turbine'Porl';on Collected on

..... Nose of Sixth Stator Blade , - _ -_ ;

For a 0.48 micron radius fog particle, the
NACA(34) curve gives.2 percent collection on the

inlet edge compared to 2.8 percent col!_pction by the
Gyarmathy curve. Also, by the NACA curve, fog
particles of less than 0.2 micron radius are not
collected.

Similar calculations performed for the second
stator blade of the cesium turbine are shown in Figure
1C-6. similal: to the potassium turbine results, fog
particles of less than 0.2 micron are not collected
according to the NACA curve, but by the Gyarmathy
curve 1 percent of the fog particles are collected for
the 0.2 micron radius size.

In the cesium calculation, Figure 1C-6, there
is a greater difference with respect to the NACA
curve and the Gyarmathy curve than in the potassium
calculation, Figure 1C-5. This is due to the fact that
the NACA data account for the change in Stokes'
Law drag with Reynolds No. while the Gyarmathy
curve does not. As the Reynolds No. is higher En the
cesium turbine, a larger difference is shown by the
curves.
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Figure 1C-6 Cesium Turbine Portion Collected on
Nose of Second Stator Blade

5.2 Concave Surface Deposition

!i:

.e_

The calculated results for concave surface

deposition on the sixth stators of the potassium
turbine are shown parametrically in Figure 1C-7.
Similar results for the second stators of the cesium

turbine are shown in Figure 1C-8. These figures
give the portion of the moisture present in the bulk
flow that is collected as a function of condensate

particle radius. As shown by the curve sketches,
the portion collected is specified by the inlet width
of the band ( (), within whicl_ all particles impinge
on the blade with respect to the blade pitch. The
band width cannot exceed the space between b|ades

(pitch minus inlet edge blockuge) which accounts for
the breaks in the curves. For equal condensate

particle radii, a somewhat higher portion of moisture
will be collected by the cesium turbine than by the
potassium turbine.

._c I I I t I I I ,.o

o,s

Figure lC-7 Potassium Turbine Portion Collected on

Concave Side Sixth Stator Blade

5.3 Quantity of Damagin_ Moisture Imp.acting
Last Row Rotor Blades

As a first approximation, it will be assumed
that the only potentially damaging moisture that will
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Figure IC-8 Cesium Turbine Portion Collected on
Concave Side of Second Stator Blade

impact the last rotor blades of these turbines is that

collected by the last stator. The calculated amount

of moisture collected by the sixth stator blades and

subsequently impacting the sixth rotor blades of the

six-stage potassium turbine is given in Table 1C-11.

Similar information is given for the last (second)

stage of the cesium turbine in Table IC-12.

TABLE 1C-11

SIX-STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE - SIXTH

STAGE MOISTURE INVENTORY

Flow (Vop_" Plus Liquid) 9100 kg,_r

6ulk _olstur. STxtb Statce 14.

Bul_ Melsture, Average Fog Particle Rod;us 0.24 micron

P_'tlon of fiufk AAo[sture Collected, Sixth State" 2.6%

Collect.el Moisture Impacting Sixth Rotor 34 kg/hr

J_veroge Local Rate of Impel of Collected Moisture 167 gm/cm/Iw

Average Local Collected Moisture Impact Rate/lO, 000 Hours 1670 kG/cm

TABLE 1C-12

TWO-STAGE CESIUM TURBIN E - SECOND

STAGE MOISTURE INVENTORY

Flaw ('v'apo_ Plus Uquld) 31, SO0 I<g/hr

Average fiulk h4olsture, Second Statoe 12.8°/o

_lulk h_o;sture. Average Fog Partlcle Pad;us 0.093 m;cmn

Collected Moisture Impact Rate, Second State' 26.2 kg/hr

Collected Molsture ImpactRote 294 g_/¢nV%r

Local Call.tied Moisture Impact Rate/lO, O00 Haul1 2940 kg/cm

It is useful to compare these results with those
calculated for the Yankee Atomic Plant steam turbine,

where the calculated average local moisture impactior

rate per 10, 000 hours was 802 kg/'cm for the last

stage of the low pressure turbine.

6.0 STATOR BLADES COLLECTED MOISTURE

ATOMIZATION AN D TRAJECTORIES

The moisture potentially damaging to the
rotor blades collects from the bulk stream, runs to

the aft edge, departs this edge as primary drops, and

is caught up in the wake of the stators where

additional atomization takes place and acceleration is

to a fraction of bulk stream velocity.

6.1 Atomization

The primary drops that have the best chance
to survive the passage between stator and rotor are

those deep in the suction side wake. Given in

Table 1C-13 are the time of flight, the initial Weber

Number, the time to droplet destruction, and the

mass mean diameter of the resulting secondary drops

for a range of primary drops departing the second
stator of the cesium turbine. Information about the

primary drops leaving the sixth stage of the potassium

turbine is given in Table 1C-14.

It can be concluded from these results that no

drops greater than 5 microns in diameter will reach

the second rotor and most, if not all, of the drops
will be under 3 microns in diameter. In the case of

the potassium turbine a few drops reaching the sixth
rotor could be as large as 100 microns in diameter.

TABLE 1C-13

SECONDARY ATOMIZATION IN CESIUM TUR-
BINE - SUCTION SIDE WAKE STREAMLINED

AT Y/Y = 0. 01 SECO ND STATOR
O

Time to Mass Mean

W;me'y Drop Time of Weber Complete Droplet Diameter of

D;orr!eter Flight Number Destruct;on Secondc_y Drops

2 43 10 --- ...... No dTteuptice

5 58 24 1.3 0.490

10 67 49 2.5 0. 533 Ol_upllon

25 62 t22 6.6 0.600 "

50 99 244 13.0 0. 658

llXl 120 488 26. 20. 721

200 148 976 52. 2 O. 822

300 161 1464 78. 4 0. 880

400 (max) 173 1952 104.6 0.922

However, most, if not all of the drops will be under

60 microns in diameter. The average mass mean

diameter drop calculated for the atomized liquid of

the sixth starer of the potassium turbine is 40 microns.
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TABLE 1C-14

SECONDARY ATOMIZATION IN POTASSIUM
TURBINE - SUCTION SIDE WAKE STREAM-

LINED Y/Yo = 0.01 SIXTH STATOR
Tlre_ to Mou Mean

Pr;mmy atop Time of Weber Complete D_optet O;ometlr of
Diameter Flight Numb_ Dlltr u¢ floes _ecoe_dar y Dt'¢_

I,.,+c.:_) _, ..c) (max.) (V"": ) (mt,:,o,,,,) e,.',_-k.
10 911 2.2 6. 6 ..... No dlsrupflo_
20 1TS 4.4 13. _-....

50 149 11.1 32. - ....

75 16_ 15.2 48. o .... (?)
1C0 179 22, 2 64. - .... (?)

200 212 44, 4 126 ..... Ol_uption

400 (m_x) 25S 99. 4 256 .....

• ¥ I| the dlshance measured From the _lce cent.trine; Yo il the width oF t_e woke.

7.0 DROP IMPACT VELOCITIES RELATIVE TO
THE ROTOR BLADES

Table IC-15 summarizes impingement results
on the second stage rotor blades of the cesium turbine

for drop diameters of 0, 2, and 5 microns. Two

representative wake positions (Y/Yo) and blade
heights were investigated for the suction and pressure
sides of the second stators_ The values given in

Table 1C-15 are at the rotor inlet; Va is drop velocity
relative to the preceding stators, ancrW4 is the
velocity relative to the rotor blades. In'this turbine,

the velocity Wd, somewhere on the radius of_e
rotor blade nose lsa normal velocity of impact. As

can be seen the maximum normal drop impact
velocities are quite low and cover only a narrow
range of velocities. This is because the drops are
accelerated to a very substantial fraction of He ,
stator discharge vapor velocities.

TABLE IC- 15

SECOND STAGE ROTOR DROP IMPINGEMENT
SUMMARY - TWO STAGE CESIUM TURBINE

Drop D;o_te; 3/4 Blade Height

Wolfe P06;t;on Y/Yo (microns) Vd(fPS ) Wd(fpl )

5uc_l_ 0, 01 0 6B5 _'3

2 665 268

5 560 267

Suc t;_t 0.2 0 796 321

2 7_ 313

5 665 268

Pr_su_re 0.01 0 753 299

2 740 293

5 625 263

/_'e_ur* 0.2 0 822 338

2 810 330
5 7_O 27B

_d(fl g)Iade Tip
• Wd(tP'_

632 296

614 300

517 338

735 294
720 292

614 300

695 291

683 291

576 311

758 299
747 296

646 293

Figure 1C-9 showsmaximum impact velocities
of drops colliding with the nose of the blades of the
sixth rotor of the slx-stage potassium turbine for
representative drop diameters of 25, 50, and 75
microns. The impact velocities are plotted as a
function of blade height fraction where the height
fraction is 0 at the hub and 1.0 at the blade tips•
As for the cesium turbine, somewhere on the nose
these impacts are normal to the blade surface, in
the potassium turbine, these maximum velocities
occur for drops accelerated along the wake streamline

at Y/Yo = 0.01 of the suction side of the sixth-
stator wake.

For comparison purposes the maximum imF_ct
velocities calculated for 400-micron diameter drops
Impacting the ninth rotor of the low pressure end of
the Yankee Atomic Plant steam turbine are also

shown in Figure 1C-9. A 400--micron diameter drop
is about the largest expected to impact the ninth
rotor of the Yankee turbine. As can be seen, the
maximum drop diameters and impact velocities are
much larger in the steam turbine than in either of
the alkali metal vapor turbines.

1100

I000

9OO

o

o
>

Dsoo

700

61717

0

I I

/

/
/

/
YANKEE 400 MICRON /

DIAMETER DROP /

/
/

/
,/

DROP _

DIAMETEI_

(MICRONS)
75

.50

25 I t
0.50 0.75 1.0

BLADE HEIGHT FRACTION 611545-54B
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FLUID-DYNAMIC

SECTION 2

COMPUTATIONALPROCEDURES

2. 1 BACKGROUND

As reported elsewhere in this report, while
erosion in wet vapor turbines takes place locally,
the conditions leading to the erosion involve the
total thermodynamic and fluld-dynamtc history of
the working fluid from the time it enters the turbine.
The many processes that require analysis are given,
again, in block diagram form in Figure 2. 1-1. This
Section 2 gives an account of the basis of analysis
and analytical procedures used in examining the
detail fluld-dynamlc process leading to the erosion.
The processes covered in this Section 2 are indicated
in Figure 2.1-1= ,-

6T_Jg-l!

Figure2.1-1 WANL Turbine Blade ErosionModel

2.2 TURBINE PERFORMANCE WITH DETAILED
HISTORY OF CONDENSATION*

(NUDROP Condensation Code)

2.2. 1 Background

The purpose of this condensation study is to
analytically predict the_c0ndensatlon point in wet
vapor turbines and to determine the drop slze distri-
bution, including effects of molecular association
on the condensation and flow processes. The _
approach IS similar t0 that first developed by' " '
Oswatifish(1) and improvecl by others.__2, 3) The_ .

• :rfle_od cons|s_ c_fsimu]tar_edL/ssolution 0f the cbn'-

tinulty, energy_ _nomenturn;and slate bqubtions' :'

written for the turl0me geoh_etry, fncludJng a descrlp-
tion olf r_ucleafion and gr0wfl_ pi'oc_ss6Jto determine

molsNrb con_tenf and drop _ize. The p_es'ent s_dy
provides the. thermodynamlc'descH.pflon Of the flow

process by us/ng the Vlrial equation of state I_nd '
enthalpy relations derived by Ewlng, etal ( )

_ ' T_e hbmblrical solution is by an ALGOL, , _
compdter code which has t0eenused on a Burroughs
B-5500computer. , _ ::_ : r:_ , :

2..2.2,, e_ ,.

• Nucleation*

The nucleation theory due to Katz, Salts-
burg, and Reiss(5) is used to describe the nucleation

* R. E. Kothmann, Supervisor, Power & Propulsion,

Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Churchil[
Borough, Pa.
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The change in moisture due to growth of a

particular group of drops is

dr.

dYl 4T PL r_ Ic_zz = Nrl d z (24)

The total rote of change of moisture fraction,

including surface condensation and atomized drops
originating by surface condemation, is

a|l

d Yl d Yb d Ybo d Yabl (25)

The liquid temperature is taken as the

weighted average of the drop temperature of the

various groups, er

TL._,i .0 I Trl = T +"_ a I I_ rl / y! (26)

The energy equation includes the rate of

change of liquid temperature. Rather than by dlff-

erentiatlng Eq. 26, the rate of change is obtained

from the present and previous values of liquid

temperature obtained in the integration process.

This a_proxlmat|on is justified since the moisture
en_;gy c:h'ange is small compared to the total energy

change.

• State Ecluatlo _

From the work of Ewrng, et al, (4, 7) it

appears that an accurate equation of state can be
obtained either by use of the virial equation or by

an association model. The virial equation of state

was chasen since it is generally available for use in

obtaining the thermodynamic properties of wet

vapors. In the case of cesium and potassium the state

equations (References 4 and 7) fit the experimental

PVT data with an average deviation of + 0.26 per-
cent. The virial equation of state has tl_e form

PV __ C D E (27)
O

where B, C, D and E are functions of temperature
only. These functions have the form

log10 IBJ = BI+B2/T + log10T, B<0 (28)

 og10c: c, + 2 (29)

,Og,oIDI D<O (3o)

and

E = EI = Constant (31)

where B1, B2, C1, C2, C_, D. and D_ are comtants
for a partlcu]ar vapor. If" is convenient to express

the equation of state in terms of the compresslbillty,
which gives

" C* O E

(32)

• _roperty Equations

The various physical and thermodynamic
properties required in the flow and nucleation ....

calculations are computed from the following

equations,

The saturation pressure equaHon developed
in References 4 and 7 has the form

IOgl0P s = a 1 + a2/T + a 3 IOgl0T (33)

where a], a2s and a 3 are constants for a given metal
vapor. By _-ewriting-this equation for the saturation

temperature corresponding to the vapor pressure P,
subtracting the two equations and llnearizing, the

following approximate relation between supercooling,

supersaturation pressure ratio, and temperature can be
obtained:

-A T
o_.T =

(3
2

Ao-a3+ To---'J-_gl0e (34)

Surface tension of the liquid is correlated by

an equation of the form:

(T)1.25 (35)o= % 1 -_cc
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The liquid density at saturation pressure is

correlated in References 4 and 7 by

PL = Po - Pl (T-460) - P2(T-460)2 (36)

The enthalpy of the vapor derived from the

virial equation of state in References 4 and 7 is

h = h° R ° T !. l÷[' r[c- 

where

h° hg° T exp ( - hg3/ff )g hgl - hg2

(3_)
wlth hgo, hgl, hg2, and hg 3 constants.

For calculating the enthalpy of vapor_q)_ion
the enthalpy of saturated liquid is expressed _' ";
by

= hLo + hL1T + hL2T2+ hL3T3 (39)hL

The enthalpy of vaporization of the super-
saturated vapor is obtained by

hfg = h - h Lg (4o)

The specific volume of the vapor mixture is

approximated by

xV
V _ XV --

m M (41)

The specific heat at constant pressure is given
in References 4 and 7 by

Cpv Cpv - _ - XC1 +

where (Z c_Zc _2 (42)c ÷ T

(1 2B 3C 4D 5-7)XC1 + --V- + --V2 + 7 + (43)

o :c ÷ c e×p(-cp¢)Cpv po pl (45)

• Association

The discussion of association is in terms of

a method which successfully handled the association

of cesium and potassium vapors. The molecul=r

compositions of cesium and potassium are deduced
from PVT data in References 4 and 7. The data

indicate that potassium vapor consists primarily of
monomer, dimer, and tetramer species, whereas

cesium probably also contains species of still higher

order. The molecular species reactions are represented

by a series of independent equilibria of the type

_K : k (46)
I

and the equilibrium constants are defined by

N.
I

k. -

= i / p \i - 1 (47)
N 1

Of the total vapor molecules, the fraction'

1_ 1 exists as a monomer, and the remainder I - _11'
is assumed to exist as a dlmer. The partial pressure

of the monomer is the mole fraction _ 1 times the
mixture pressure, or : _ , .,_;- _:

PI : 1_-1 P i_)

The association isevaluated at both actUaIF_;

pressure and saturation pressure to obtain the- ratio

of partial pressure required in the nucleation ex-

pressions. The equilibrium constants k 2 and k
are expressed as functions of :emperature in Re4f-

erences 4 and 7 as follows:

IOglo(k 2) = k20 + k21/1" (49)

and

IOglo(k 4) : k40 ÷ k4/T .... (50) !

The apparent equilibrium constant _f'dlme_r L'

izatlon 1_ when all association is taken to be
dimerizat'ion, can be expressed as a power series

in terms of pressure and the true equilibrium con-
stants:

2k3P 3k4P2

"_2 = k2 + _P--'- +
a P

a

2 k 2 k4 p3
+ (51)3 "f'°

P
a
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Then, the fraction of total atoms which remains as

the monomer _ 1 is obtained from

where

1_2 = 1 - lq" 1 (53)

Solution for _ 1 from these two equations gives

4P 2- 1 - I p
0

-_1 = 2P-E2

I a-_--) (54)

• Flow Eciuatlons

The flow through the turbine is described by

one-dimensional flow equations. The flow is assumed

to hav_ bnlform velocity and pressure acro+s the flow
area; thus curvature of flow path and radial pressure

gradients due to rotation have been neglected. The

description is intended to describe the mean diameter
flow conditions. The differential form of the contin-

uity, energy, and state equations are as follows:

1 dA 1 dW 1 a_.zv + 1 dy_ + -W- _ - _- _-33; = 0, (55)

w2 xd L_ _tL

and (56)

+-T+ "T+ - + o+-r-/ *°
: + ...... (57):

It should be noted that the enthalpy change

cannot be described by the form C dT since
enthalpy bs pressure or volume dependent due to
association reactions. The extra terms in the state

equation arise from the use of the vlrial equations
of state where the compressibility Z is a function

of T and V. For an ideal gas, Z = +r and the partial
c

derivatives of Z are zero•
c

The momentum equation for a stream tube can
be written as

W dW dP
- F (58)-V V

g _z m Tzz " m

2-6

/L o

where F is the friction force per unit volume of the

flowing mixture. For an isentropic flow the change

in enthalpy is dh = v dP. If it is assumed that• gn
irreverslbilitles (_rmctmn lames) are proportional to

isentropic enthalpy change, the expression

dh

-_ F = (1 - _ )-a-_-=+ (! = d Pm P = r/p) (Vrn_z )

is obtained, and the momentum equation becomes

dPW d W - _ v (59)
g d--T": p m_zz

For a given value of ,_ the description is
that of a constant local condition expansion process;

namely, for each increment in isentroplc enthalpy

drop, the fraction (1 - _L) appears as a friction loss
which is converted to hePatlng of the flow, and the

remaining fraction _p is the net gain in kinetic energy.

In the solution of the flow equations the

quantities P, T, v, and W are treated as dependent
variables with other quantities as independent

variables. Simultaneous algebraic solution of the

flow equations for the changes in P, T, v, and W gives

the following:

1 d W _ _w (60)
W dz

O

1 dv- 1 dW + 1 _d_A 1 d.z; :
v dz W dz "_ _ +_'dz

(61)

/w v,
c _ (63)

where

++ +Zc ++.+++++.+,>¢

(+4)

+z \ (% (v,* +,

w I +z d+L _ PXV+p +4_ c "_I ( h+_zz . yCpL "-d"z-'z,

"+ aT-= + ;- (_)



• Turbine Description

The turbine geometry is required to compute

the flow cross--sectlonal area. The passage for each
blade row is described as the annular area between

concentric truncated cones, with modification to

account for blade thickness and blade angles. The
axial cross-sectional area is

A lr - d -
a = _ (67)

The diameters and blade thicknesses are given

by

d] = dll ÷ (dlo - dl[ ) z/L (613)

d2 = d2[ + (d2o - d2i) z,/L (69)

and

tb : %1 + (tbm - tbi)(1-_-) _ (70)

The blade shape is assumed to have a parabolic

contour so that the local angle is

cot_S = cot _ 1 + (cot _o-C°ti_l) z/'L (71)

and the local gauging is

1
sin _ =

_/1 + cot2¢ (72)

The cross-sectional area normal to the local

flow direction is

A = A sin/3a (73)

The flow velocity relative to the blade is

w = U/stnt3 (74)
a

The changes in area with axial positlon are

obtained by differentiating the above expressions.

• Appro_(imatlon Method for Supersonic Exit
Velocities

Special techniques are required to continue

stepwise numerical integration of the flow equations

through the transition from subsonic to supersonic

flow due to the singularity in the flow equations at

the critical point. An approximate method is de-
rived which permits computation to proceed for flow

through the throat of a convergent-dlvergent pas-

sage. Briefly, the method is to continue the numeri-

cal calculation until the critical point approaches

some arbitrary amount, say W = 0.95 C . . At this
• . . crl ,

point spec,al equat,ons are employed to ion,am the

flow properties at the critical point and at some

point just past the throat where the flow is super-
sonic. The stepwise integration can then be con-
tinued.

The following assumptions are made to ex-

trapolate the flow variables from the subsonic to the

supersonic state.

I) The enthalpy change of the condensate

is neglected.

2) The value of __ is maintained at-tl:;e ......

original value _?or the particular nozzle.

3) The condensation can be calculated from

the supercooling at the beginning and ,,_

end points ......

4) Certain vapor properties during the ex-

trapolation are defined by their effec- ,:

tlve values at the starting point of the
extrapolation.

The flow equations described in a previous
section can be integrated in a manner similar to the

case of isentropic expansion of an ideal gas except
that condensation terms are also included.

The critical point occurs when rne denomina-

tor of the solution for _ is equal to namelyzero,

when _'o = 0, as defined by Eq. 64. Rearranging the

expression for Ao and setting A o = 0 to find the
critical speed gives

where

2 _ R° y_ gT
C

cr|t M (76)
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and

l" _h (V, T) VT z e_h (V, T

|Vz • n-
T. = _ IT ah (V, T) Tz

(77)

Thus, the critical point is reached when W =

C .., where C .. is defined by Eq 76 and where
crjr cr t "

y_ Is assumed to _e a constant calculated from tile
properties at the inltial state point of the extrapola-

tion. The symbols V and Tz are defined by equa-
tlons 80 and 81. z

For smooth flow transition through the critical
point, the numerator in the solution for-dw must

be zero simultaneously with Ao = 0. This requires

that A w = 0, which from Eq. 66 is found to occur
• when

• (78)

......::_.._Since dy ispositive during an expansion and
J

the tet_ in parentheses is also paslt,ve for x near I,

the criticalpoint must occur at a location where

dA is p_itive, that is at some point past the throat

o_the passage. For the present work the assumption

is macle that the critical point occurs at the throat,
so that the minimum area is taken as A*.

The flow equations will now be integrated

by defining a number of pseudo properties which are
held constan't during the extrapolation. From the

first assumption (page 2-7) above, the term dT L is set

equal to zero in the energy equation 56. -8-£-
Eliminating dP and dW From the momentum, energy,

dz dz
and state equations56, 57, and 59 gives

1 dT+ /¢V-Vz_- 1-- dv Ip Jh_ / | dx_r_z _¢T'--_z_ v _z + V_p (*I-Tz) -_- _ : 0 (79)

where

Vz = ""2"- v'_'---/
c

(8O)

*Complex conjugate of A = A _"

and

Defining

and

1 T aZcTz : +_- T/
c

_h (% T)
VJ , _1

aV
V 'P v n

P

ah (V,T)
JT g

aT¢ =

T Pv _p

(81)

(82)

(83)

CV + V
k - 1 - z

" ¢t - Tz (84)

x_ = J h_Tk-P ( Tz )v _p
(85)

and assuming k_ andX_ are constant during the
extrapolation at their initial values, Eq. 79 can be

integrated to give

v =___._x._X_l_ 1
(86)

where the subscript I refersto values at the start-

ing point of the extrapolation.

Also assuming Tz and V z are constant during
the extrapolation, the state equation 57 can be

integrated to give

= v (87)

PI

Integration of continuity equation 60 gives

A (88)

xi-,--
I dv

Substituting the expression for v _zz from

Eq. 79 into the energy equation 56 yields

W dW + C_ 1 dT + dx -038 dz T_zz- h. -g¥

(89)
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where

and

IT ah (V, T) oh (V, T) 1=x v (90)

x (V ah_(V, T))h_t = hfg - _ 0 V (91)

By assuming the values of C_, and h n to
be constant at their initial values, Eq. 89 can be

integrated to give
2

W2 W 1

2g_ + C_ T + h_ x - 2g J +CnTI +hrl Xl

(92)

At the critical point, W 2 = C#rit=CgRo g T/M.

m

Then, denotlng the temperature at the critical point

by T*, the energy equation at the critical point
gives

2

. 1 + 4- x I .T 2g JCnT I _11 x*

I_ = 'I'_ Ro (93)

I+ _

Equations 86, 87 and 76 written at the critical point

then give..-_ 1

v* Trl x* "x'_71 - k

T -V

. zP1 (95)

and

Ro T1
V_ = n g T (96)

The critical area ratio can then be found from

,.(;,)
AI (W_) (97)

Provided x* isknown, Eqs. 94, 95, 96, and

97 define the conditions at the criticalpoint in terms

of those at the start of the extrapolation. "

An iteration technique is required to determine

x* to complete the descrlption of the critical point
2-9

conditions. It is assumed that the condensation rate

is proportional to the supercooling rate for the drops

that already exist and no new drops are formed. Let

the supercooling at the start of the extrapolation be

AT1, and at the critical point, AT*. The average
supercooling rate is

A_" = _ (AT I +AT*) (ge)

and the average condensation rate is

Integratlng and expressing the results in
terms of x gives

x x I - _dz 71_AT1/ /'\_* -Zl/'_
(100)

From the geometry, z* is known as the Ic_ation

of Aml . A value of AT _ is assumed and x* is cal-
culate_'. Then T*, v*, and P* are calculated and the

value of AT* is found from Eqs. 33 and 34. When AT*

matches the assumed value, the critical polnt is

specified. Then, it is necessary to compare the value

of A* with the actual minimum area Ami n. If A*

and Aml n are not within a specified tolerance, the
inlet velocity is corrected and calculations begin

anew at the turbine inlet. When A* and A . agree,

the extrapolation is continued to a point po_nthe Y

throat in the case of a convergent-dlvergenf pm -'_*

sage, or the extrapolation ends at the throat_F0r a ;'

convergent passage. Let A 2 be the area at this
point to which the extrapolation takes place. The

Mach number at this position is estimated by approxi-
mate expression to start the iteration, or' _ ' '

M 2 = j2 (A2 - Arnin'_

Ami n (3 - kr/) (101)

Then x 2 ls found from .... .;;

. (z_)x2 -- x - 2 z* (102)

The values of T9, v_, P_, W^ and A^ are
then found with Eqs. 93_', 94_, 95_, 96,Zand 97Zrewrltten

in terms of conditions at position 2* Thus,

W 2 h

T2 I + _ + _ (x,- x2)

2 (103)
"_1 M 2 (), Ro)

1 4-
2MJC_ t



1

vlv2 _ T[__.____1-I) Jjx2\×_'j "I_'-I_-_

P2 TIi,_I Tz vITl -vz

(104)

(1o5)

and

% - g --_ (106)

A2 Ivv'_-I Ix-_) (107)

If A_ does not agree with the desired value,

M 2 is corrected until A 2 converges. These properties
are then used as inputs to continue the stepwise

integration process. Each type of moisture, including

surface condensate, is assumed to increase in the

same proportion during the extrapolation, and these

new values are also required as inputs for continuing

stepwise integration.

• Expansion from Stagnation to Static Inlet Condl-
,ions

The inlet to the turbine is specified by the

stagnation temperature To , and the axial velocity
Uao at the first stotor inlet. In the case where the

inlet is supersaturated, the inlet temperature TO is
obtained from its value corresponding to the

equilibrium state as P and T and moisture fraction
S S

y by using the relationship:

y hfgT = T - (106)
o s "_--

pv

The expansion from stagnation to staticcon-

ditions at the inlet isevaluated by the same tech-

nique used in the extrapolation. The values of C_

and k_ are evaluated at the inlet stagnation state,
which is analagous to state point 1 in the extrapola-

tion. The static temperature is obtained from

T = To - U:_/ (2g J C_ sin2 'II (109)

The specific volume is obtained from
1

v = v (llO)o

and the pressure from the state equation using the
values of v and T to evaluate the compressibility.

2.2.3 Method of Solution

1"he numerical solution to the problem con-

sists of integrating the continuity, energy, state, and

momentum equations 60, 61, 62, and 63 for the area
change obtained from the turbine geometry and the

rate of change of condensate as determined by the

nucleation and growth expressions. A stepwise

integration is performed using the ICEADAMS in-

tegration procedure listed in Appendix B. Basically,
the order of calculation is as follows. Knowing the

properties T, P, v, and the velocity W at a point,

the property equations are used to calculate

Z¢l

az az 8h ah

-_.-_, -_-_, Cpv, hg, _-_V ' 7_ g-' hfg, 'L' °L' Ps'Ao' aT, Ts, .... d Trec

The association expressions are then used to obtain

k_ PI' Pls' and A 1. The turbine description gives
dN.

dA. The nucleation expression gives .1" and i

for the group of droplets being formed at the present
value of z. The droplet growth and surface_onden-

sation expressions are evaluated to obtain arLi ,

dTL , anddy. These calculations then prov,_e
dz

the required data to calculate dT, dP, dv, and
_E_ d--'Z

dW which are used to obtain the new values at the

dZd of the integration step. This brief description is

intended only as an overall view of the calculation
routlne.

A listing of the computer code is given in

Appendix A. The list of input quantities is given in
Appendix C in the order required by the code. A
flow chart for the code, showing the major control

and logic, is provided in Appendix D. The corres-

pondence between the code symbols and the text

symbols is given in the nomenclature. Appendix E
gives a description of the function and use of the
control variables not included in the text.
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2.2.4 Sample Turbine Calculation Results

The computer code was run for a three-stage

potassiumturbine. The numerical input data used
are listed in Appendix C, except for the turbine

geometry description which is presented in Table
2.2-1. The stagnation inlet state is defined by T =

2010°R' Po = 30.2 psla = 4349 Ib/ft 2, and x = 0.99.
The inlet is assumed to be supersaturated, and the
inlet temperature corrected for moisture content by
Eq. 108 is T = 1982.9°R. The summary of calcula-
tion results _rovlded by the computer printout is
shown in Table 2.2-2, and the output nomenclature
when the mean radius is in feet and units are given
in Table 2.2-3. A typical printout is shown in
Table 2.2-4 for the conditions at the exit of the

second stator with corresponding nomenclature and
units given in Table 2.2-5.

The value of y calculated by the computer
e ° • . ,

program requires correct,on due to variable spec,f,c
heat between supercooled and saturated state points.

The value of Ye is obtained from

/_TC
pv

Ye = Y + h
fg

where y is the equivalent moisture, and C is the
speciflc e heat at the supersaturated state, pv The

correction to be applied is

(Ye-Y) [1 + Cpv J
Y'e = Y + 2 _Cpv)satl

The value of C is obtained from the corn-

(2 v_ may be obtalnedputer printout and P sat

from any suitable source of thermodynamic property
values for the specific turbine fluid. For this par-
ticular example, see Reference 4. In Table 2.2-2,

the value of Cpv is 0.36 Btu/Ib-°R, and (Cpv)sat

is found to be 0.28. Thus, the corrected equilibrium
moisture content is 0.102 and the tabulated value

is 0.105. The correction is larger when greater
supercooling exists. The correction required on the

value of Ye does not affect any other calculations
in the program.

TABLE 2o2-1

EXAMPLE TURBINE GEOMETRY FOR THREE-
STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE

The Wilson point occurred at z/L "_ 0.63 inch
in the second stator row at a corrected equivalent

moisture content of 7.4 percent. The expansion rate
at the Wilson point was approximately P = 2500/sec.

The Wilson point occurred at a supersaturation
pressure ratio of 2.32. With all other parameters
fixed, the classical nucleation theory would predict
a critical supersaturation ratio of about 2.13. In
the present case this will shift the Wilson point
slightly within the second stator.

The turbine geometry used has a diffuser-
type section in the first part of the second rotor,
causing the flow to return to the saturation state.
The condensation zone in which nuclei growth
occurred was located in this portion of the second
rotor and the flow remained near the saturated staN

throughout the remainder of the turbine.

The results of the present calculations can
be compared in a qualitative manner with the results
of Goldman and Nosek (8) in which saturated potas-

sium vapor was expanded in a convergent-divergent
nozzle. Although their results are somewhat incon-
clusive, it appears that condensation occurred when
the ratio of pressure to initial saturation pressure
was between 0.31 and 0.33 at an axial distance
of about 3 inches from the nozzle inlet. In the

present example, condensation is predicted at a
pressure/inlet saturation pressure ratio of 0.324.
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TABLE 2.2-2

COMPUTER OUTPUT SUMMARY SHEET FOR
THE THREE-STAGE TURBINE EXAMPLE

_OW T P

0 19_0,T 43_4,?

1 1TB6,4 2TO5,9

2 1731,1 2336,8

3 |685_1 1360.9

I IT]_,B ttl4,3

1666.5 ?Uq,O

6 160t,_ _4,]

5UMNAHY OF HLSULTS OF CON_EkSAT|ON CALCUI. ATIUN5

VV • UJ TE YS Y

lo,03 333._ 333,Q 0,00000 U,OUUO0 U.uO00O

2Z,19 |_TSI_ J43,J 0e06|B9 U.00_00 O.O000U

2btZ8 IUb6.f 4$2.4 0.0792[ U*0OU00 0.O0000

44,28 l_Uq,q a26,b 0,|0_19 U,OOUO0 0,0680_

_b,_2 114_,3 _33,9 0. i1004 0,0UU00 0,10182

?9m06 t_32,3 452.6 0.13338 0.00000 0.12930

101.95 lt46,t 624.U 0.15_42 0.00000 0.14664

HMEAN NTU1AL

0,0000@+00 O,OUUU@+OU

O,OUUO@+O0 O,UUO0_*OU

9.93tr@-0B 1.4163@+1_

9.94_90"07 4,_(3b_+|_

I,|_UI@'06 _,2136¥+14

T,2/62_°06 _,2/]b_'14

TABLE 2. 2-3

NOMEI_CLATURE AND UNITS FOR COMPUTER

O UTPUT

Title

eCw

T

P

W

W

UA

YE

Y5

Y

I_MEAN

NT_,_L

Text Symbol

T

F

vv

w

UA

YEOUILI_

YSURFACE

YSU_

R_AN

NT_AL

Bhxle row index

T

P

U

W

Ua

Ye

Yb + Ybo ' Yab_

Y

" 3 a/3

Ib/fl 2

ft3/_b

F_/sec

h

ib °I

An earlier condensation in terms of pressure ratio,
in the turbine as compared to the supersonic nozzle,
is expected due to the lower expansion rate.

According to Llnhardt, condensation in his
tests occurred upstream of the nozzle throat. This
would imply a ratio of condensation point pressure
to inlet saturation pressure ratio greater than 0,5,
This iscontrary to the Goldman and Nc_ek experi-
ment and theoretical calculation.

The droplet slze resL_J,_can be compared with
results obtained by Linhardt _y_j, His analysis of his
experiment predicts a droplet radius of 0.05 microns
for 10 percent exit moisture in hls test No. 4. His
tests 2, 3 and 4 had the same stagnation condition
and the same nozzle except for length. With critical
flow in the nozzle, the conditions at the condensation
point would be unchanged due to the additional
length of the nozzle. Thus, for the same conditions
at the Wilson point the droplet radius at the nozzle
exit is expected to be proportional to (y_)1/3,

where Ye is the moisture fraction at the _ozzle exit.
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TABLE2.2-4

COMPUTEROUTPUTINTERMEDIATESUMMARY
SHEETFORTHESECOND STATOR EXIT

CUUNT
22

P
t, 36086[=+03

DP
o1.14633@+05

Slip SIZL H Z

2,_UOUO00_°OI v,55uOOOO_°O2

T SP, ¥OL.-V g U-AXIAL
|m68511P+OJ 4t42TS_@+01 I.AB4_OP+03 4,2655T@+02

_T DV OW "(DP/DT)/P
-2,49928@+0_ 2,98666@+03 9,73836P+04 3,59311P+0_

Z°CONPRES$
9eO4912P°OI

AR[AA DA/_
2,ST259@+U| "3ebUaU5@'01

DELTAT TLI_U]D LANBDAO LANUDAI aBUT RCR|TICAL DNIDL
Be64K61_+UI ltf_lOl_+UJ 5B16223_'01 _.Z2_3P'01 lP3527aP-Or 6.93_G1P-U9 |,3_gJT_'U5

K2 _4 K2_RIHE HF_ CPVO CPV SIGHA

1.95664_'01 1,0Z66Te'UZ 2.U732_'01 e.40427P+02 1,2T000_°01 3o60_82e'01 4.?tSut_'O3

TOTAL NOIS1uRE PAHTIAL P! _UALITY NEAN NA_2U$ TUTAL DNOP5 e2_INE SAT SLNBEIA

6.805_9_°02 1,2)603@÷03 9,3t9eS@'01 9,945_be'Ol 4.27356_+t_ 1.99970@'01 2,873_$P°C1

Y°EGUILIB H_ HL MFG UELU DELW 1°_*_

YB=Y BLADE YBD_ _ASE T_U$_YATUNtZED ¥5URF_CE NATD_IZE
O_OOOOO¥+O0 U_OUOOO_+UU OeUOOOU_+O0 O,O00OO_÷O0 O_O00OO@+OO

HADIUS
TB19811@'06

I ZSoOSOA¢°06
1 32061_5@'06

1 2_66311_-06

I t733_18@'06

t 09_5_4_'06
9_94536_4_'07
8,9905601_'07

O,O0000OO#+O0

O.O000000P+O0

D_O|STuKE

1,_1_571_W°02
3,46906_6#'07
_,25393l_F-02

_,2816629_'02
9,68210_6_°_2

6,56Q624OP'O|
9_545_8B0@-01

0,0000000@+00

0.0000000_+00

GHOUP MOISTuH[ NUNBER
1 t,29T22TI¥'03 l,4tb322rP÷12 1
Z 3,O/5589Z@'03 J.54494_f_+12

A 2.058_719_-03 6.56_2729t+I_

5 4,1_1_108@'03 1o59V0821@+13
6 9o0_87305@-03 A,26/948T_÷13
7 2.)_44067_'02 1.334230_+|4
8 2,5938509P'OZ _,_051609_÷14

9 O,OOO0000_+O0 u,nOoooooe+o0

[0 0°0000000@+00 OoO000000_+O0

DhU_HLH DFFADIUS
O,OO00000_+UO 6.481829_'06

0,0000000_00 6.5790|60#°06
0.0000000_00 _.2627_Z0_-06
O,O000000_+uO 8.6_33024_--06 _ _;;_

O,O000000@_oO _,0583797_-06

OtOO00000@+UO 9,54721TS_'O_
O.O0000OOF+O0 ).025)862_'0_
O.O000000#+O0 1.10?8555@'05

O,O000000_OO 0.0000000#+00

0,0000000_+00 0,0000000_+00

Viewed in this way, the results of L;nhardt' s test
3 corrected to 10 percent moisture would give a
radius of 0.06 microns while Linhardt' s test 2 would

give a 0.26 micron radius. The present calculations
indicate a mean radius of 0.35 microns at 10 percent
moTsture. The larger size is consistent with the lower
expansion rate.

2.2.5 Discussion

The results obtained by the condensation code
have been in general agreement with the lira[ted

experimental data available for comparison. The

variable with the greatest influence on the location
of the Wilson point is the surface tension, it appears
that the correlation used provides satisfactory agree-
ment and is suggested for use until further experimen-
tal data are available.

The computer code performance has been

satisfactory for subsonic turbine analysis. On occa-
sion, choking flow conditions have been encountered

;n turbines designed for subsonic flow. This difficul-
ty is due to the relatively simple blade profile and
blade thickness expressions which are not genera[
enough to give the same flow area as an actual
blade when the actual blade thickness is used in
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TABLE 2.2-5

NOMENCLATURE AND UNITS FOR COMPUTER

OUTPUT

Title _ Symbol T_t Symbol Unlh

CI_INT C_JNT Stopl sl_ _st _ll_t .w

sTEP SIZE H H 5_p slze ft

Z Z z ft

P P P Ib/ft2
T T T OR

SP. VC_L.-v W v ff3/16

w W W if/No

i-Ax _L UA Um _/_

Z-C_MPF, ESS ZC Zc --

DE DP dP/dz Ib/ft 3

DT DT d'r/dz °R/ft

OV OW e,,/dx tt2/lb

DW OW dW/dz I/mc

- (DP/DTVP FO_T I/'P dP/dt I/_¢

AREAA AREAA A° In, 2

DA/A OA t/A ,uV'dz ---

DELTAT DELTAT _T OR

TUQUID TLIQ Tk OR

.AMBOA0 LA;vWDA0 A0 -_

LAMmAI LA_OAI AI _3 ..
JD_T JOCT _'

RCRITICAI. RCRIT .refit Ft

DN/OZ NEU T./Uo I/_ f,
K2 K2 k 2 I/aim

K4 K4 k 4 I/o tm3

K2 PIIIME K2 _UME k2 1/aim

HFG HFG h |lv/lb

CIWV0 CW0 C_ Stu/IboR
pv

c_v cpv c W s_/%°t

5 GMA SIGMA o Ib,/ff

TI_TAL

MOrlSTURE YSUM y --

PARTIAL PI PI Pl Ib/ft2

QUALITY X x ---

_u_ _ 7-lt_, _" ,
_4= Pt ZN_-I/

T_TAL DRIVES NT_TAL Nrl I/Ib

K2 PRIME SAT K2PRIMES k2 ot mtumflon I/otto

_t4k-_'A SINE "lnJ ---

y - LUQUlU| YEQUI[I| Ye --"

HG HG h I_/lb
g

Hr.G HFG t,_ St_,Ib

OEL¢ DEL_ _ _ _/Ib

O_.W DELW _w |_Jlb

I- _': o_s _-v;_, ---
YI = yKADE YB Yb ---

Yl_= Y CASE YI_ _bo "--

yAIS - YAI_ Yabo ---
YAT_IZED

ySUltFACE ySURFACE yb+ylmCTb_ ---

NAT_MIZE I NAT_MIZE Numbee of alomlzed I/Jb
dn>l_

GROUP I Index _kmo_g group --

MOISTURE Y _'J Yl --

NUMJEII NL [I] Nrl 1,/Ib

ua>lus _LCI] 'l
_ISTUeE oY _ ,%,',_ _
DNUI_/JEI ONL [I] dNrl/ClZ l/ft - Ib

0uo,us o,_ [t] */_

the expressions. This difficulty is overcome by de-
creasing the blade thickness. The blade heights

used should also correspond to the actual flow areas.

In the present version of the program, the in-

let angles to blade rows are modified to line up with

the relative velocity vector at the inlet to the blade

row. The incidence angle effect could be approxi-

mated by assuming that an additional blade row
exists between each actual blade row to provide

the expansion or compression effect of non-zero
incidence.

The code has a provision for extrapolating

through the critical point from subsonic to super-
sonic flow. After one such extrapolation, subse-

quent blade thicknesses must be modified to accom-
modate the flow, since no provision for shock waves

is included. The code has a provision for automati-

cally adjusting blade thickness; however, the code
did not converge in the case of a cesium turbine

analysis.

The subsonic-supersonic transition worked

smoothly when the correct blade thickness was sup-

plied as input. Careful description of the flow areas

at the throat and exit of a supersonic blade row is

required to obtain a desired exit velocity since an

increase in Mach number from 1.00 to approximately
1.10 will occur far a change in the exit-to-throat

area ratio from 1.00 to 1.01.

In summary, the code has performed satis-

factori!y for subsonic turbines but requires careful

input to obtain desired area ratios for turbines

having supersonic flow.
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2.2.6 Nomenclature

• Tett Symbol Code $)_abol

A

A e AREAA

A 1, A 2 A1, A2

Aml n AMIN

A*

a T, a2, c 3 APS, APSI, APS2

D, 81, B2 B, B1, B2

C, CI, C2, C3 C, Ct, <::2, C3

CcrTt CCRIT

CpL C_

Cpy CPV

C_ C_

ACFO, ACF1,
Cp_, Cpl, C_ ACP2

Cq CETA

D, DI, D 2 D,DI_D2

DIAl, DIAH,
dl'dll'dlo DIA11_

OIA2, DIA21,
d2' d2r' d20 DIA2_

E, E I E, ET

F

I G

hi m HAB5

ham b HAMB

hb HB

h©

5f_ • + HFG

HG
hg. HG0

5g_k01,_g 2, AHG, AHGI

he3 AHG2, AHG3

_L ,L
kL_hLl,hL2' I AHL, Ah_1,

AHL2, AHL3
hL3

h_ HETA

J J

_- JoCT
K

kI K2, K4

AK2, AK21, AK4
kl,0' kl, 1 I AK41

k2 K2FIIIME

k v KV

kq KETA

i i.

L& iLENGm,

M M

NO i N0

N I j"

NI INt [,;
P P

Pe PATM

_ff FF

Pll ! P15

Pr PRANDTL

Deflnlfl_ - Unlh

Fie* cm.-Jac_l are_, Ifl 2)

Axial _-uc ticket a_+ (It 2)

FI_ cm.-I_ct o_1 oru ot _teh _ aed 2. _t 2)

/V, lnhnum flow cram _t_, lit 2)

Crltl_l mlnl_m ¸flow cmu _tl_, _t 2)

C_s_nt, d_tblne _t_._eon mmu_, (ff3/Ib,,ol.)

C_ll_ntsTn vlrlal epoadon*ofslote _3/15_1e

-), C'R)

Contlm_+_ l_ _Jdol equad_ of s+olo, _t3/Ib _1_ 2

(-),_), (O_)

Stae_In¢ 1_ot or" liquid, _Iv/Ib°R)

Specific I_t of +per, ®lu/Ib°n)

T_+rl dependent I+_ In exprlul_ for C,

CIns_hdeflnlng C o ala f_m_den o/T, Dlu/

Effete+ _clflc I_et (tb/IboR)

CandenN In vtrlel equefl_ of elal% (ff3/lb _le) 3,
(-), _)

Hub 13o dlometlr, of stoge Inlet, of S_lll
_flet,

TIp p_l_ dTomeltt, of sl_ _nlet, at iI_ili

CaelI_nts In viral Iquatl_ of 11o11 _Ft3/Ib _te) /

FrlcH_ _ce pm _lt _l_'_e of flow, (Ib/h "3)

A©c_l_fl_ of gravity, _rt/_2)

Heat l,_m_i c_fflcl_t
_l) , atomized _htu_,

Heat_l_hans_ti_.rol )c_mel_ t, _slng I_ _M_t,

H_t sFer coe_icI_t _ b/_de _ce, _BI_

Hwt t_ns_- co+_¢Imb _h_/ft 2 °R)

Lol_ t hmt or +po_Imtlo_. (B+/lb)

EnlhoIpy of +Ix>re (B_./Ib)

Enlhalpy +fro ml_t, _Bm/lb)

Co_slcmh deflmlng templmlure _penclJ_ce of

C_nsta_h deflnlag h_m.p_ lure _ce 3

El_cfl h_t of _po_T_tt_, _ lg. 91,,

F_q_ic_t e_l_l_t of hea b (Tt-lb./lll_)

N_l_fI_n rote, (1/Ft3_)

Cl_eml_l symbol fo+ _a_t_

E_lllbrl_ c_lanh _ spocl_ I = 2_ 4(ehn) I't

C_slcml I defining tiff+rate.re dlpl_denct of
k, (-1, _'l), 1-1, (_R)

Al_m_mt Iq_lll_lum c_s_nt, _tm) -1

Effective _lyl_oplc Itxpe_Int t (-)

Lme_ olo.e +bord, (h)

Axial le_g_ of'alade re_ r _Ft)

;v_. fie. mr., (lb/_c)

;v_l_vle_ _l_t o¢ _ _Fer, I_b/lb _le)

/_l_:h number at Po|nt 2, (-)

A_/adm's number, (r_ol_l_lb _le)

Molol c_mtmfl_ of tpocles I. (-|

Appor_ t _lal _m tra tl_ of _peclet I, (-)

D_opleh pe_ I_ In gl_Up I, (1/Ib)

5_t1¢ p_ure, (Ib/tt 2)

AhO_lb_/a I)lc pinworm convlrllo, cms_t,

l_Ital pm+._Jre of _pocl_ I, 0b/f121

_re tern In n_l_tl_n eq_aflm, _t_/fl 2)

I dP

_n_ _ _-,.._._, 0_/F_)

Porflol pl_mlvre of _ or mt_mtlon onR_l

corr_lpondlr, 0 t_ rotor _,mpemKn, (Ib/Ft _)

i_'ondd n_nd)er, (-)

NomenclaPure (Continued)

Q

R° II0

• RECF

f" It/eF.AN

refit RC_IT

r I RL [I)

S o

T T

Tom b TA_

T TC

TL TL

Trm TREC

Trl o

T s TSAT

T I I-Z

T •

TI,T 2 I_LDT, T2

_T, _T _, _,TI, D ELTAT, -,

_,_ _'LDD ELTAT, tO_

t

tHICKB_,

THIC KI/V_C<

15+ IILAD ESPACE

If

U,U U_, U_¢

v,v m W,-

v"

Vl, v2,v ° OLDW, V2 -

V V

v vz
W, W 1, W 2 W, ¢_,DW, W2

wed t

X, _LDX, X2
x, Xl,_2,x* XSTAR

Xct, XC2 xc1, XC2

y YSUM

Yab¢ YAIS

Yb' Ybo yI b YI_

Y5

Ye, YI' yEQUI.IB, +

Yl MY D]

Z t Zl

Z c ZC

z, Zl, z2,_" Z, _LDZ, Z2,
ZMIN

o BETA_

_'_ GETA

_o DEL_

_W DELW

_p ETAP

^ "_1 LAMIDA 0,
_AMIIDA 1

% ',._rA

% NEUV

o

• SIGMA

_e SIGMA_

_' I PHI_

Jjt i PHIT

_v I m_v

Hint _s_r mt_ I_ blade _rface, (SIv/_)

Rodlus of m_n dropl.t, _Tt)

Alomlz*d _'oq mdkrt, (It)

CrItIcal mdl_, _)

P_d_elw oF Plew Po_ge, (fl)

vopor h..,,_._, i_)

.&_oll_t l_._em_m, (OR)

Critical _lx_t_Wotum. _R)

Inlet iw_naFl_ tim_oen_lure, _R)

Adl_botl© _o_, twnpeetum, _R)

Tempemt_*e oF droplets In _ I, (OR)

S_l_roHon hw.perok.+ ot presm_r_ P, t°R)

Pomm_r, m Eq. 61, (-)

T_pemlure el crltl_l point, _R)

T_pem_'_ot p_lnt 1+ 2+ (OR)

_rc_ollw/. oI ©¢1H¢oi Polnt, ot p_nl 1,

ave_ during e_ltepok_tlon, _R)

Illade Iblck_e_+ o! doge Inh_l_ r_xt_m blade
thlckne,, _'t)

1%Ickn_ oF flow ch_nel, (if)

i

Spe_Tflc _1_ of vapor ot crldmt point _Ft3/_b)

Spectflc +1 of v_g_e ot Polet 1, 2, at Inlet
sta_etton _b)

_k_l _lflc _e of _p_, (Ft3/Ib _le)

_._*t+r, +.+ Eq. i_, (.1

SPeeom _.l_Ily reloflve I+ 51o<le, at point I, 2

(_)

WelgSt oF _rftlcal tlz_ 6rnplef, _b)

Va_r qu_fl , at Point 1, at Point 2, at crlflc_l
point, (Ib/15_

AS_r_vlad_, _e E_. 43md44, (-), ffr3/lb_b)

_tsl_'e 5ocfl_, (-)

M+T:I_ro _ctlon _ blades, _lng, (-)

Eq_t_l_t _tflbd_ _ld*._e, _ted _1_, (-)

Mohh_e rmcflm of group I, (-)

Mot,lure 5rocfl<m &+e I0 R_'mad_ of sl_ble d_plel_

{-)

C_apr_a_lT_ IIly, (-)

Axial coom"l_t_, at po|nl 1, at F_lnt 2, of

crifl_l point, _t)

I_le o_gle, a/InLet, ot _It, (6qlrm+s)

EFh_ctT_ spoclfl¢ _t ratio, (-)

AbS_evtoflon, _ _. 64, _ W15)

_bro_lotI_, _ Eq 66 _/lb)

Logarll1_,lc _ _vmtl_ _ mtfo,

Exponmt In extmpotofl_, _ Eq. gS, (-}

A_,olute vl_stty, (Ib/tt-_)

D_t_, or ©_.t.d lI_1<i, 0b/Ft 3)

C_:_ts _flnk_l t_lur_ _eFen_ce or
15 Ib Ib

5urb_ _n_lon, 0b/fl')

C_es_t In _u.T_ce tmslm _loH_, _lb/ft)

Ablxev_otl_, _ Eq. 65, (_/lb)

Ab_r_vlod_, _ Eq+ g3, (-)
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APPENDIX 2.2A

LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

0@117:2$ THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1@67

_EGIN
COMMENT STUDY OF CONDENSATION OF ASSOCIATING vAPORS IN TURBINES;

FILE OUT PRINT _(2, 1S);

FILE IN REAOER(2p I0);

REAL ARRAY ROTOr, DIA_I, HEIGHTI, DIAMO, HEIGHTO, BETAIN, BETAOuTj

BSPACE, ETAPI, Li_ UB, THICKBOI, T_ICKR_AXI[OI18];

REAL ARRAY _LOF, OL_CASE{OIS_];

INTEGER COUNT, EQNS, GROUPS. GROuPMAX, GROUPO_ GROUPPRINT, I, S.

STAGES, Ns N2;

REAL ARRAY JS, uy, DTL_ ORLO. ONL, nHY, RL, RLO, RLO, wRp NL[OI_S];

BOOLEAN wILSON, wILSONO, RESTART;

LABEL LABELvp EXIT, SKIPV3

LABEL NE_STAGE;

BOOLEAN EXTRAPOLATEO;

REAL ARRAY ASAVE[OItO0];

REAL ARRAY F[OISa];

INTEGER ARRAY CASE[Or25];

CDwMENT DECLARATIONS;

LABEL ENTERIC.E, I_ITIAL;

LABEL LA_ELICE_

LABEL CHECKSTAR;
REAL ARRAY AT, OP, UVV, ON, nUA, DYE, OYS, OY, ORMEAN; ONT[OIIBI;

REAL ACPO, ACPI, ACP2_ _REAA. AHFG, AHFGLP ARHO, ARHOI, ARHO_p AK2m

AK21, AKa', AKAI, B, Bl, B2. BOOT, RDDOT. BPRIHE, BPPRIME,

BLAOESPACE, APS, APSI, APS2. BETAI, Cp Cl, C2, C3, CPL, CPv, CPVO#

COTB, CnTBI. C?TBO, CDmT. CDDOT, CPRIME, CPPRIuE, CnSB, CALLCO,

JOL9, D_ D_. D_, DOOT, ODDS]T, OA, OIA2, DIA21; DIA20, DIAl, DIIII,

DIaI_, DAREAA, n_ETADZ* DELhp _TLIO, DDRINE, DPPRIM£, DZOTp DZ_vp

DELTAT, DYSUU, DELl, D_, De, OTp DVV, CALLC, HMIN, HHAX, DELOSp OMr

PHIVp 'HIT, 'HIP, KETA, CETA_ PHIG. GETA, CCRITSQ. OLON, OLDVV,

_LOP, OLOT. OLOZ. OLOOELOS, OLOOHG_v, _LOPXvN, OLOOHGO T, OLOvZ*

OLDTZ, OLOX. OLDV. OLDAREA. AMIN, Z_IN, PP, O_DGRDUPS, TSTART;

vSTARV_ WSTAn_. ASTARA. ER_QRA, H2. T_, _2, VV2, A_, Z_, IF, T_AT,

PRANOTL. RECF, TR, TA_q, HAUB_ SOA. REyNOLds, HR, DYB, DYBO, RABS,

yABS. DYABq. HA_Se YB, YBO, YSIJRFACE, NATOwIZE, TF, SOAO, E, El, G,

GAMMA, H,'HFG, j, JDOT. JCRIT. JINC, HG, HGO, HL, ONGOOT, ONGD_,

OHG_V, YEQL_ILIB. AHG= AHGI, AHG2, AHG3, AHL, AHLt, AML2, AHL3, LETA

, HETA, TO. TDS, DYDZ, xSTAR, RSTARP, ERRDT, PHIO, AAI_ X2, OL_HrG.

OLOUYOZ, OLOOELTAT, SuSPENd. NOSURr, Jqt, J02, KV_ K2_ K4_ K2P_IME,

K2PRI_ES, LENGTHB, LNPA, LAuROAO, LAMBbAI, M, UL, WACH; NO, NEu,

NEUv, NEFF. NIPRIME, NIPRIWES_ NTOTAL, P_ PI, Pl, P$, POOT, PATM_

PtS, PEFF, PXvN. PO, RELB, ABSB, PHI, Rh, RI, RHDL, RCRIT, SIN_*

SIGMA, $-IG_AO, TB, TBP, T, TZ, THICKB, THICKBO, THICKBW_X, TC, S_P,

TLSUN, TL, TEMPO, TLOLO, UA, V, VV, VM, W, X2G, X, XCt, XC2, XCPVT,
uAO, YSUMN, DYSuMN; YTOTAL, YSUM_ RETAO_ VZ, ETAP, RMEAN, ZCE_ Z_

ZO_ Z1; ZC, GAMA$

FORMAT

FExTRA1(X25,"EXTRAPOLATION OUTPUT"/XIS,"OLD",X25,'NE_"//X],"_",

XII,EI_,7,XI_,EIa.7/X3,"_%XII,EI_,7,XI_EI_,7/X3,"T",XII,EI_.7_

XI_,E1_._/X_,"_",XII,E1_.7_X1_,r1_.7/X3,"X",XII,EIeo?,XI_,EI_oT/

X3,"OELTAT",X6,EI_.7,XI_,EI_.T/X3,"VV_,XIO_EI_.7,XI_Et_,7/};

LIST LEXTRAt(OLOZ, Z, OLDP, P, OLDT, T, OLOW, W, DLDX_ X, OLOD£LTAT,

DELTAT_ OLDVV, VV);

FORWAT

FTHICK("NEW THICKNESS • ",Eta.?/);

LIst LEXTRA(KETA, cETA, TSTART_ VSTARV, wSTARH; ASTARA, CCRITSQ,

GETA, A_, ZC_ S);
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FORMAT
FEXTRA(XI,XS,"KETA",XB,"CETA",X8,"T*/T"_X_,"V*/V"pXB'"Hi/W"pXB,

"A*/A",X2;"W-ERIT'2 "/X1,TE12._//XI*XS,"GETA",XlO,"A2",XIO_"Zc"

,XIl,"S"/Xi,_E12._//);

FORMAT
FEXTRA2(XIO,

"ATTEMPTED ExTRApOLaTION-MINIMUM AREA DOES NOT MATCH, RETURN T_ INLET"

//XIO."OLDZ wAS ".F15.5." OLD, was".rtS.5f);

FORMAT

FGEOw(x15," TURBINE GEOMETRY TABULATION"///"ROW",X3,"OIA.'IN ",
" HEIGHT'IN",X2,"DIA.'OUT:",X2,"HEIGMT'O",X3,"ETAP",X3,"LENGTH",

X|,"BETA=IN"_XI,"BETAOuT",XI,"BLADESPACE",X3,"THICK_O UB",x1,

"THICKBMAX"/(13,_FIO._*F?.3,Fg._FB.2,FB.2,FII.Q,FIO._,T_,FIO.4/

/));
LIST GEOW(FOR S_ I STEP I uNTIL sTAGES O0[S, DIA_ItS], HEiGHTI[9],

DIAMD[S], 4EIGHTO[S], ETAPI[S], LI[S], BETAINIS], _ETAOuTtS),

BsPACE[5], THICKBOI[s], uB[s], THICKBMAXI[s]]);
FORMAT

FSUMY(X2h,"SUMMARy OF RESULTS OF cONgENSATIDN CALCULATIONS"///

"_OW",X?,"T",XTp"P",xB,"VV",X_t"_"p_6p"IjA",XT,NYE"eXlp"YS"eYBp

"Y"_X7,"RMEAN",X6,"NTOTAL"//(13,2rB.I_F_.2,2FR.Ip3Fg.5_2_I2,A//]

/)J

LIST LSuMY(FOR S_ 0 STEP I uNTIL STAGES DOIS, OTIS], OPTS], qVV{S],

Ow{S_, OUAIS], oYEtS], DYS[S], OYEZ], ORMEANISI, 04T[S]]);

LIsT LAOAw(N, CALLC, HMAX, HUlN, RELB, IBSB);

LIST LMAIN|(uAO, TEMPO, PD, LENGTHB};

LIST LMAIN2(_, RO, KV, NEUV, JCRIT, JINC, J, UB[SI);

LIST LMAIN3(BI, B2, C1, C2, C), D1, D2, EI)I
LIST LMAIN_(ACPO, ACPI, ACP2, ARHO, ARH_|, _RHO_}_

LIST LMAINS(CPL, APS. APSI, APS2, A_2, AK_%_ AKa. AKS|}J

LIST LMAINSA(AH_, AHGI, AHG2, AHG_, AHL, AHL|, AHL2, AHL_);

LIST L_INBCOIAII, OIAIb, olA?l, DIA20, BET_I, 4ETAg, BLADESPAC r ,

THICKBU);

LIST LMAINbA(STAGES, FOP S* I STEP ! UNTIL STAGES DqERDTOR{S], _IA_I

[S], HEIGHTItS], DIA_D[S], HEIG_TOES], ETA_I[S], LI{S], uBES],

BETAINIS], HETAOLITE5], BSPACEt$], THIC_BDI[S]_ TMICKBMAXIES]])!

LIST LW_IN?(THICKBMAx, PATM, TC_ S_ _, STGMAO, ETAP, &ROUP_AX);

LIST LMAINTA(PATu, TC, S_P, SIG_AO, GRDUP_AX);

LIST LMAINB(O_E, ERRORA, ERgoT, AAl, SuSPENd, N_SURF);

LIST L_AI_IO(S, _, T, VV, UA, _);

LIST LMAINII(TAuR, -A_b. _A-S);

F_R_AT

FA2("A2=",E%C.7)_

LIST LRESTA_T(GnOuPS, Fm_ I* I STEP I uNTIL GROkjPS 3DERLO[II, NL[II_

, YSUM, TL_LD, VV);

FORMAT

"TE_PCI",X_O,'.p_",XB,"LE'_THq"/X3,_E_2._//),

FUA IN_ (X), XI _ , "M", XIO, "_d", XI r, "_ V", _, "NEUV" _ x3, "J-C" IT TC AL", X2,

rv_ I_3(x_, xl h,"Hl-, xl h,""p",xl O,"C I", _ I 0,"C2", XIC),"C 3", x Ih,"_1",

xIO,"_2",xI_,"EI"IX3,BEI_._//),

rvAIN_(X3,X_,.,AC_O,,,XB,,,ACPI",XR,.ACO_",×_,"ARHO",XT,"ARW_I"oX?,

"aRH_2"/X3,_EI_.a//),

FvAI_S(X_,Yq,"CPL,,,XO,"A_q",X_,"APSI",X_,"APs2",X_,"AK_",XB,

"_K_l", ×q,"AK_"* XS,"AKNI"/X3,BE%2._//),

P_A INSA { _ 3, XO, " AH G", Y_ _" A_G i", XB, " aH_P", Y_, " AHG 3" _Xq, "AHL", X_,

"ANL I ", X _, "i- L 2", x8, "AHL 3"/X 3, BF12 .al/),
rvA IN_( X_, XT, "i)I i I I ", XT, "_I A I0", X7,"_I A2 I", XT,"DI A2O", XT, "BETA I",

xT ,"_ET A{l",Xp, "_LADESP AC_" , XS, "THICKBO"/X 3,_E12._/ / ),

F_AI44(X_,Xg,"_E",XB,"E_RORA",X_,"E_RDT",X9,"AAI",XS,"SUSPE_rD '',

F_NAI41()(_,'XSTA_=",F]?.b°XS,"D_LTATSTAR=",FI2.5,X?,"DYDZ=",tl_.4

/),

F"A IN7 (X_, X3, "THI CKB_A X", wR, "PAT u', Xl O, "TC", XO, "SUP", X_, °'SIG"_O" •

X_, "ETAm", X _,"GR_uPMAX"/X 3,7F 12, _//) ;
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FORMAT

FHESTART(xB,"GROUPS",XI3,"I",XI2,"RL"pXI2,"NL",X6,"MuISTURE".XT,

"TLIQUI_",XI2,"VV"/_IIa,SEi_.5/C_I5,11a,2EIa.7/)//);

FORMAT

FADA_[X2_,"ICF-AOAMS PARA_ETERS,'//XSpXt]p"N",XQp"CALLC"PXtO,

"HMAX ",X6,"_MIN",XIO,"RELB",XIO,"ARSB"/wS,6Fta. B//)I

FORMAT

FAnEA(/"ANIN-",EI2._,"ZNIN=",EI2.Q,"^EXIT=",EI2,a);

FORWAT

FSTG(XS,X12,"pP",Xi2,wVV',X13,"T",XIO,"CETA",XIO,"GETA%XIO,

"KETA ",X6,"PHIP"/XS,?E14.5//);

FORMAT

FMAINQ(XI5,"STATIC PROPERTIES AT INLET OF BLADE RD_ NO.",I2//XI,

XII,'.p",xII,eT",XlO,"VVe,XIO,"uA",XII,"Ww/XI,SEI_._);

$$ B ICEADAMS

COwMENT BEGIN ICE-ADAMS;

PROCEDURE BQXA(Z, Y, DY);

VALUE Z;

REAL ZJ

ARRAY Y, DYE*I;

BEGIN

LABEL LABELCs LA_ELGp SKIPGSTART. SKIpGROuPS, vANISH, GSTART;

COMMENT BEGIN Y TRANSLATION;

FBR N, I STEP I u_TIL GRQuPMAX Dq

BEGIN

N2_ N+GR_UPMAX;

NL{N]_ YEN];

RLOEN]_ Y[_2);

END;

w_ Y[EQNS-)];

P_ Y[EQNS-2];

T_ Y[EQNS-I];

VV_ YEE_NS};

COMMENT TURBINE _ESCRIPTIO_:

01AI_ OlAII+COIAID-DIAkl)xZ/LENGTHB;

_I_2_ OII21÷(_IA20-DI_I)xZ/LENGT_B;

THICKB. THTCKBD÷(THICKHMA_'THICK_O)wCI'Z/LENGTHB)wawZ/LENGTM_I

A_EAA_ PIx(DIA2*2oDIA%*2)x(%'THICKB/_LADESPACE)/_;

DAREAA. _x(DI_2xCDIA_O-DIA21)-DIAIW(_IAID-DIA%T))/(LENGT_Bx(_IA?*

2.DIAI.?)).ax[T_ICKR_aX-THICKB_)_{I-2wZ/LKNGTHB)/(LENGTHBw(

HLADESPAcE-THIcKH));

CF)TB_ COTBI_(COT@F}-COTBI)wZ/LENGTHB;

SINB_ I/S_RTCI+COTB*2)_

OrIETA_Z_tSTNa,2x(COTd_-COTBI)/LE_GTH_)XCOTBx('I);

CO_ENT ****. CALC AXIAL VELOCITY;

UA_ _AREAA+DBETADZ;

COWMENT V IS FT*3/L_-WOLEJ

V_ VVx_j

{O"wENT CALC Z AND CPV;

_-EXP((_I_B2/T)/_L*LN(T));

C_ EXPCCCI÷(C2÷C31T)IT)/'_L);

D_-EXP((_I÷D_/T)/_L);

E_ El;

BDOT_(I-(B2)/(NLxT)}/T;
CU_T_-(C2+2xC3/T)/(MLxT*2);=

O[)OT*-D2/(T*2x_L);

BD_DT_((PxB2)/(MLwT)'t)IT*2;

CD_OT_(2xC2÷6xC31T)/(MLxT*3);

DDODT_(2xD2]/(WLXT*3)I

BPRIME_ BxBDOT;

BPPRIME_ Bx(BDDT*2÷BDDOT)i

CPRIME* CxCDOT;

CPPRI_E* Cx(C_DT*2+CDDOT);

DPRIME_ DxDDOT;

DPPRI_E* Ox(0DDT*2+DDDOT);

ZC_ %+(((EIV÷D)/V+C)/V÷B)/V;

DZDT_(((DPRIME)/V÷CPRIME)/V*BPRIUE)/V;

DZDV_-(((_xE/V+3XD)/V+2xC)IV÷B)/V*2;

OOOO0000
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CPVO_ ACPO÷ACP|xExP(°ACP2/T)J

XCl_(ZC÷TxOZOT)*21(({(5XElVegxO)/v+3xC)IV+_X_)IV+1);

XC_((Tx_ppRTME+2xDPRI_E)/(3xV)+CPRI_E+TxCPPRTME/2)tV+2xBPRIuE÷Tw

BPPRIME;

CPV* CPVn-(Rq/(_xj))x(I-xCI+TxXC2/V);

HGO_ AHG÷AHGlxT+AHG2xEXPC'AHG3/T);

OHGOOTe AH_I*AHG2xAHG3xEXP('AHG3/T)/T*2J

DHGDV,(R_xT/_)x(UZDV+TX((DPRIME/v+CP_IME)/V+BBRI_E)/V*2)/J;

OHGDT* DwGODT+(ROxT/M)x(OZDT+(ZC-I)/T-2x((DPRIME/(3xV)+CPRTMF/_)/

V+BPRIM{)/V-Tx((_PPRIME/(_xV)+CPPRIME/2)/v+BPPRIME)/V)IJ;

COMMENT CALC RHOLpHFG,A_O 51GMA;

HG* HGO+(ROxT/_)x(ZC'I"TW((DPRIMK/(3xV)+CPRIME/2)/V+BPRIME)/V)/JI

HL* AHL÷A_LIwT+AHL2xT*2÷AHL3wT*3;

HFG÷(HG-WL);

RHOL_ AMWO÷ARHDIxT+ARHO2XT*2;

SIGMAe SIG,4AOx(I-T/TC)*SM_;

COMMENT CALC SATURATION PRESSURE AND T;

PS_ EXP((APS+APSI/T)/ML+Ap_2WLN(T)+LNPA);

LAMBDAO_ LN(P/PS);

OELTAT* LAMBDAOxT/(APS2-LAMBOkO-APSI/(MLwT));

CO.MENT CALC OF ASSOCIATION AT P AND T;

K_ EXPC'(AK2+AK21/T)/ML);

K_ EXP((AK_+AK_I/T)/ML};

K2PRIME. K2÷K_x(PIPATM)*2x(3-2XK?xPIPATM}J

N1PRI_E.(SQRT(I+_xpxK2PRI_E/PATM)-t)/(2wPxK2PRIME/PATM);

P_ PwNIPRIME;

COMMENT CALC OF ASSOCIATION AT PS AND T;

K_PRI_ES_ K2_K_x(PS/PATM)-2x()-2wK2Xm$/PATW);

NIPRI_ES_(SQRT(I+_xPSxK2P_IMES/PATM)-t)/(2xPswK2PRIMES/PATM};

P1S* PSxNIPRI_ES;

LAWBOA|_ LN{P_/PIS);

COqMENT SURFACE CONDENSATION)

PRANOTL_ NEuVxCPV/(KVxGx_);

TSAT÷ T+DELTAT;

RECF_ PRANOTL*(I/3);

T_* T+RECFx_*2/(2xGxJxCPv)+NOSURrxTSAT;

IF TSAT>TR T_EN

BEGIN

TF_(_LADESPACE-THIC_B)/12;

SOa_ 2/(TFXSINB)_

SOAU* I_/BLADESPACE;

REYNOL3S* 2xTFx_/NE,}v;

HB_ O.O_3xKVxREYNOLnS*O.Bx_RAN_TL*h._/{2xTF);

OYq. S_AxH_xVVw(TSAT-TR)/(_FGw'IA);

OyBO_(S_ADxHHXvV/(,FGxUA))w(TSAT'TR+HA_Bw(TSAT'TAM_)/HR}

EN_

ELSE

DYH_ DYB{)_ O;

IF DELTAT>O T_EN

_EGIN

HA_S_ KV/(_ABS÷2.35xNEUv/SqRT(_xROxT/M));

DYA_S_ 3xyA6SwI)FLT_TxHAHS/(RAH_xRH_LxHFGxUA);

END;

COMMENT MHE_ PI/P15 • n VAPqRIS S_JPERHEATEO;

IF LAqBUAI<O T_E_

IF CA_E[I]=O THEN

GO T_ S_IPGRDuPS

ELSE

BE_I_

RCRIT. OJ

G_ T_ LA_ELC;

EN);
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COMMENT CALC OP NUCLEATION QATE_

NLFF* NO;

RCRIT_ 2xSIGwAxM/(QHOLxROxTxL&HBOAt );

Zq_ NEFFxSQRT(_xGxSIGMAx_OxM/ml)/(_HnLx(_oxT),2) ;

71_ I_xPTxNOx(SIG_Axu/CROxT))*3/(3xR_OL*2xM);

JUOT_ PxPEFFxZOxExPc-ZlxO.5/LA_B_At,P)xEXP(-ZixO.BtLAMBD_t,2);

IF CASE[I]=O THEN

GO TU SKIPGROUPS;

NEU_ JDOTxVVxX/UA;

LABELCI

CO_wENT CALC OF _ROP GNCwTM AND NU_BERI

IF GHRUP$<2 TWEN

GO TO GSTART;
FUR I* I STEP I UNTIL GROUPS-t 00

BE@IN

RI. RL(I]* RLO[I]*HLD[I];

IF LAMBDAI<0,! THEN

GO TO LABELG;

IF RI_O.5xRCRIT THEN

BEGIN

NL[I]* DRLD[I]_ RLDII]* RLOII]_ O;

Gn TO VANISH;

END;

LABELGI IF RI>0 THEN

BEGIN

DTLEI]_(I-RC_IT/RI)x_ELTAT;

ORLD[I]* KVX,JTL[I]/((I+2,3BxNEUV/(RIwSQRT(GxROxT/M)})

x(UAxRHOLwRIwH_G)};

END;

VANISHI DNL[I]* O;

WR[I]_ axPIxRHOLwRI,3/3;

MY[It* _R[I]xNL[I];

DMY[II* _xPIxRMOLxRT*2xDRL_II]xNL[I];

END;

GSTARTI I_ GROUPS;

Tr CASE[T_=O THEN

D_LO[I}_ JuY[l]& UrJL[I]_ O

ELSE

BE@IN

DHLDII]_ O;

DNL{I]* NEo;

RL[I]_ RLO[[]+RLU[I];

_RET]_ awpIxRHOLxRL[I]*3/31
OMYII]_ WR[I]xDNL[I];

MY{I]_ _R[I]wNL[I];

ENd;

SKIPGSTART| FO_ T* GROu_S÷I STEp I uNTIL G_OUPWAX 00

YSGM_ g¥_dW* TLSUW_ OYSuMN_ YSUMN_ OJ

FUR I* 1 STEP I _NTIL GROUPS _0

BE_IN

DY_OMN_ OYSuMN+DMYCl]J

YS_IMN_ YSuMN+HY[I};

TLSu;4_ TLSUW+MY[I]XOTL[I];

END;

SKIPGROUPSI DYSuM_ DYSUMN*UYB+UYBO÷OYARS;

YSuM_ YS,_uN÷YB+y_O÷YABS;

TL_ IF YSUM=O THEN T ELSE T_TLSu_/YSuM;

OrLIQe(TL-TLOLD)/H;

X_ I-YSUM;
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COMMENT FLOW EQUATIONS;

TZ_ I+TxDZDT/ZCl
VZ* t'VxOZDV/ZCJ

PXVN* PxXxVV_ETAP)
XCPVT* XxCPVxTJ

_2G* _*2/G;
DELO_ PXVNx(W2GxTZ/J+XxTXVZxO_GDT+TZxXxVxOHGOV)°_2GxXxTxOHGDTJ

OEkOS* DELO/(PxVN_(XxTxvLxDHG_TsTZxX_VxOHGOV))J

tr DELOS<DUE AN0 Z<ZMINxLENGTt4R THEN
tO TO CHECKSTAR;

OELNe PXVNx((HFGxOYSUM'YSUMxCHLxnTL[q)xTZ÷('OA'OYSUM/XJx(xxT=vZx

OHGDr÷XxTZxVxOHGOV});
Ow.(UELw/OELOJx_;
OVV_ VVx{ON/_+I)AREAA+DBETADz+DYSI.IN/X)I

Om_-Px(W_G/PXVN)XOW/WJ
DT_ Tx(OP/P+VZxOVV/VV)/TL)

COMMENT BE_IN INVERSE Y TRANSLATION;

FOR N. t STEP t UNTIL GRDUPMAX nq

BE_%N
N2_ N+GROUPMAXI
Y[N]e NL[N];
YfN2_* Rt.O[N];

OY_N_* 0NL[N]I
OY[N_]_ ORLOCN];

ENOJ

YCEONS'3]* Hl

OY[EONSo3]. ON;
Y[EONS-2_ PI

OY[EON$-_]* DP_
Y[EgNS-t]* TI

DY[EONS-|]_ DT_
Y[EON_]_ VVJ

OY[EgNS]_ DVVI
COMMENT END INVERSE TRANSLATtONI

END BOXk;
PROCEOUHE B_XB(Z_ Y, DYe;

VALt)E ZI
REkL Z;

ARRAY Yp OY[*]I
8CGTN

LAREL ALLSAMEI
tF JDOT<JCRTT ANO CASE[%]=O THEN

GU TO ALLS_ME;
|F NILSONO THEN

WILSON_ |F J_UT>JCR%T &NO JDOT>J0_ AND JDOT>JOt ANo JDOT>JOLD

THEN FALSE ELSE TPUE

ELSE
WILSON_ IF JOUT<JOLO AND JOOT<JO| ANO JOOT<J02 THEN TRUE ELSE

FALSe;
IF _ILSO_O T_EN

_E_ZN

IF _ILSON THEN
GD TD _LLSA_E

ELSE
BEGIN

T_ GROUPS;

JSfI]* JUOT;

_LO[I]_ _CRIT;

GO TU ALLSAME;

ENO;
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ENO

ELSE

IF WILSON THEN

BEGIN

GROuPS_ GRDLIPS+I_

GD TD ALLSA_E;

ENOI

I_ GROUP$_

IF JDOT)JS[I]xJINC THEN

BEGIN

GR_uRS_ GRUuPS+I;

I_ GRDLIRSJ

CASE{I]* I;

JS{I]* JOOT;

RL_[I]* RCRIT;

EN_

ALLSAM{! IF GR_uPS>GRDUPMAX THEN

GROUPS_ G_OUPMAX;

YB_ Y_÷HxOYB_

YHD_ YBD÷HxDYBO;

Y_B5_ YkBS÷HKOYAUS;

YSuRFACE_ YB+YBO÷YABS_

NITOWIZE_ 3wYABS/(AxRIxRHOLxRABS*3)J

J02* J_$;

JUI_ JOLO;

WILSOND_ _TLSONJ

JULD_ JONT;

TLOL.D_ TL;

CUUNT_ COUNT÷%;

DLDVV_ VV;

DLDP* P;

OLOT_ T;

BLOZ_ Z;

OLDDELDS_ DELOS;

3LDDHGDV_ DHGDV;

OLOPXVN÷ PXVN;

OLDDHGDT_ DHGDT;

OLDVZ÷ VZ;

{JLDTZ_ TZ;

OLDX_ X}

OLOV- V;

OLDAREA_ AREAAxSINB;

OLDOELTAT÷ DEL_AT;

OLDHFG_ HFG;

OLODYOZ_ O;

FUR I_ $ STEP $ UNTIL GROUPS-$ On

OLOOYDz÷ _LODYDZ+D_Y[I];

ENO BOXd;

PROCEDURE BhxC(Zt Y_ OY)}

VALUE Z;

MEAL Z;

ARRAY Y_ DY{*];

BEGIN

FURMAT

FC$(X5tXt3,"P",X%3,"T",X3_',Sp.

,"Z-CO_PR_SS"/X5,6E14.5//)_

FORMAT

VOL.-V", X%.3_. "w"_ XT_, "U" AX I AL", X3

F_QMAT

FC3(X_,XB,"DELXAT",X7,"TLIQUI_",XT,"LA_BD_o",xT,"L_BD_t",X$O,

"JOUr",XS,"RCRITICAL",X9,"DN/DZ"/X5,?£14.5//)_
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FURmAT

FCQ{X_,XI_,,._2,.pXI2p,,KN-,XTp.,K2PRTwE-,xII,0.HFG-,X|ot"CPVO-sX_I

p"CPv"_XQp"SIG_A"/XS,TE14.5//);

F{)RMAT

FCS(X_,"TOTAL MOISTuRE",X_p"PA_TlaL PI",XI,"QUALITY"pX]_
"_EAN _AOT()S",X3*"TOTAL OROP_"JX_p"K?PRI_E SAT",XT,"SINBCTA"/

XStlr%Q,_//);

FUR_AT

FCSA(XS,XS,"y-EQUILIB".Xt2,"H&",XI2,"_L'sXII,"HFG',XIO,"OfLD',
XIO,'DEL_",Xg,'I'M,2"/XS,TEIQ,5/I);

FORMAT

FCO(XS,Xg,"CDUNT"pX3,"STEP SIZE H",XI3,"Z'/XS,IIN,2EIq,7/I)J

FORMAT

FC6{XS_X9,"GRDuP",X6,"WOISTUR_",X_,"NU_BER"pXB,NRAOIUS",X_p

"DMOISTU_E",X?,"DNuMBER",X?,"DRAOIU$"/{XSpII_,6EIN,7));

FORMAT
FCT(XS,X_YB=Y BLADE",XA*"YBq=Y CASE",XI,NYABS=YATOMIZED_,XS,

"YSURFACE",X6,'NATOMIZE"/XS,SEI_,5//);

LIST LCTCYB, YBD, YABS, TSURFACE, NATn_IZE);

L.IST LC6(FOR I_ I STEP I 'INTIL GRDUP°RINT DDII, MY[I}, NL{I}, RL{

I), DMY{I], ONLEI], DRL_{I)]);

COMMENT CALCULATE pDOT,NTOTAL,_EANRADIuS;

_DUPPRINT_ IF GROUPS<GRD_JPMAX THEN GROuPs+| ELSE GROuPMAX;

YEQUILIB* YSUu+CPvxDELTAT/HFGI

PUOT_'(DP/P}xUAI

NTOTAL_ YTOTAL_ O;

FUR I_ I STEm I uNTIL GROUPS-% D n

BEGIN

NTOTAL_ NTUTAL+NL[[];

YT_TAL_ YTOTAL+MY[I];
ENDI

IF NTOTAL>O THEN

R_EAN,(3xYTOTAL/{_xPIX_HOLxNTOTAL))*O.3333333_

_ITE(PRI_T{PAGE_}I

WRITE(PRI_T_ FCO, COUNT, H_ Z)_

wRITE(PRINT, FCI, P, T, vv, _, U_, ZC);

w_ITE(PRINT, FC2, DP, DT, DVV, DN, POoT_ _RE_, DA);

wRITE(PRINT_ rC3, DELTAT, TL, LAUBDAO, LAHBDAI, JoOT, RC_IT_ NEU)

wRITE{_RINT,

wNITEc_RINT,

wRITE(_RTNT,

wRITE(PRINT,

W_ITE(_RI_,

CUUNT_ O;

CALLC* IF LENGTH_-Z<CALLC

IF Z_LENSTHB THEN

BEGIN

Y&BS_ YSURFACE;

YB_ YBD_ O;

OT_S3_ T;

OP[S]_ P_

OVV[S]* VV;

OWIS3_ *;
OU_[SI_ Ua_
OYECS]* YEguILI_;

OYS[S]_ YSURFACE;

OY{S]_ YSUH;

OR_EAN[S]_ R_EAN;

ONTIS}* NTUTAL;

FCW, K2, Kq, K2PRIME, HFG, CPVO, CPV, SIGMA);

FCS, YSUM, PI_ X, RUEAN, NTOTAL, K2PRIMEs, SINB);

FCSA, YEQuILIB, HG, HL_ HFG, DELO, DELl, DELOS);

FC?, LCT)I

FC6, LC_)_

THEN(L_NGTHB-Z) ELSE CALLCO;
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IF GROUP5>O THEN

FOR I _ 1 sTEP 1 t]NTIL GROUPS DO

RLD[II* RL[I]!

COSB* COS(_ETAOxPI/tB0);

IF ROTOR[S]=o THEN

PHI* ARCTAN((wwEOSB'uB[S+I])/UA)xt80/PI

ELSE

PHI* ARCTANCCWWCOSB+UB{S])/UA)wI_O/PI;

BETA;* QO-PHI;

S* S+I;

IF S>$TAGES THEN

CO TO EXIT;

BETAIN[S]* BETA;;

GO TO NE_STAGE;

END;

END HnXC;

PROCEDURE BqxD(Z, Y, OY);

VALUE Z;

HEAL Z;

ARRAY Y, DY[*];

BEGI_

FURMAT

FOI(XS,"FAILE=) iT Z=",EIS,5,X_,"H=",EIS,5);

FURMAT

FD2(//XS,_I3,"P",XI3,"T",XI2,"VV",Xt3,"_",X7,"u'AXIAL°',X6,

.,_ACH-,X_,"Z-cOMPRESSN/X5pTEIQ._//)]

FURMAT

F_3(XS,Xt?,"DP-,Xt2,"_T",XII,"DVV",X|2,"Dw",XIO,"_ELD",XImJ

"OELw",Xth,"YSuM"/XS,7EIA.5//);

FURMAT

FOa(XS,"TL= ",EIA.a,Xb,"TLOLD= ",Eta.a/);

_RITE(PRINT, rOl, Z, H);

wRITE(PRINT, FD2, P, T, vV, w, U&, HaCH, ZC);

wRITE(PRInT, FU3, UP. DT, UVV, Dw, DCLU, DELw, YSuM);

WRITE(PRINT, FOa, TL, TLULD);

GU TO EXIT;

END HDXD;

COMMENT MAIN PROGRA_ ;

G÷ 32,17;
NO* 2.T32P÷26i

PI* 3,141592653;

ML* 0.43_29_82;

J* 7TB]

RO* 15_5]

PATM* 2116,8;

READ(REAOER,/, H, CALLC, HMAX, HMIN, RELB, ASSB, DHE, ERRORA_ ERRDT,

AA1, RESTART, _ILSONO, EXTRAPOLATEO, SUSPEND, NOSURF, JCRIT, JINC,

GROUPMAX, _1, _2, C_, C2p C3, DI, D2, rl, AK2, AK21, AKa, AK_I,

ACPO, ACP1, ACP2, ARHO, ARH01, ARH_2, _HG, AHG1, AHG2, AHG3, kHL,

AHLI, _HL2, AHL3, APS, APSt, APS2, Me TC, SIGHAO, SMP, CPL, KV,

NEUV, TAMB, HAUB, RIBS, UAO, PO_ TEMPO);

READ(READER,/, LMAINSA);

IF RESTkRT THEN

READ(REA_ER,/, LRESTART);

CLOSE(READER, RELEASE);

_RITE(PRINT_PAGE]);

_RITE(PRINT, FGEOM, GEOm);

_RITE(PRINTtPAGE]);

CALLCD÷ CALLC;

JS{O]÷ JCRIT/JINC;

LNPA_ LN(PATM)_

INITIAL; P* PO_

T* TEMPO;
UA_ UkO;
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COMMENT CALCULATE INITIAL SPEClrlC VOLU_EI

IF RESTART THEN
GD TO SKIPVJ

ETAP_ ETAPItI];

K2_ _XP((AK2+AK21/T)/ML)J

KA_ EXP((AK4÷AK_I/T)/ML)J

K2PRIME_ K2+K_x(P/PATM)*2w(3-2xK2xp/PATW}J
NtPRIWE*CSQ_T(t+axpxK2PQIME/PATW)-|}/(2wpxK2PRIWE/PATM)I

ZC* I/(2-NICRIME);

VV* ZCwROxTi(Pww)I

LABELV$ V_ VVxWt

Be-EXP(tBIe_2/T)/ML+LN(T))J

C_ EXP{{CI+(C2+C31T]/T}/ML)i

O*'EXP((DI÷D2/T}/ML)J
E* Etl

ZCE* I÷(((E/V÷D)IV÷C)/V+B)/V)

IF ABS(ZCE-ZC)>O,OOO5 THEN

BEGIN

ZC_ ZCEJ

VV_ ZCxROwT/(PKM))
GO TO LABELV;

END1

N_ UAO/SIN(BETAIN[IJwPI/IBO)@

VV_ V/M@

BOOT_(t-B2/(MLwT))ITI

8ODOT*((2wB2)I(_LxT}=t)/T*2_

CDOT_'(C2+2wC3/T)/(MLxT*2)i
CODOT*(2xc2+6wc3/T}/(MLXT*3}@
O00T*-O2/(T*2wML)i

ODDDT*(2wD2)/(HLxT*3)I

BPRIME* BwBDDT)

BPPRI_E_ Bx{BDDT*?+BDDOT)i

CPRIME* CwCDOT;

CPPRIME_ Cx(COOT*?+CDOOT)J
DPRIME* OxOOOTj

OPPRIME* Dx(DDDT*2+UDDDT)J

DZOT*(((UPRIME}/y*CPRIME)/V÷gPRIME)/V}

DZDV*-(((Ax_/V+]xO]/V+2xC)/V+B}/V*21

_HGO_T* AHGI+AHG_xAHG3xEXP(-AHG3/T)/T,21

DHGDV_[ROxT/4)w(DZDV+Tx((DPRIHE/v÷CRRIME)/V+BPRIHE)/V*2)/JJ

DHGDT_ DHGOOT+(R_xT/_)x(DZDT+(ZC-I)/T=2w((DP_IME/(3xV)÷CPRIME/2_/V+

BPAI_E]/V-Tx((nPPRIME/(3wV)*CPPRI_E/2)/v+BPPRI_E)/V)/J)

PXVN_ PwXwVVwETAP;

TZ_ %÷TxDZDT/ZCI
VZ_ 1-VxDZDV/ZC_

PHIV* XwVwD_GDVxJ/(PXVN);

PHIT_(TxXwDHGDTxJ)/PXVN;
PHIPe(PHIVxTZ+P_ITwVZ}/(PNIVeV7)J

KETA* I+(PHIV+VZ)/(PHIT'TZ)J

CETA. XxDHGDT-XxvxDHGDV/((KETA-I)wT)J

PHIG_ Xx(DHGDTxvZ+vXDHGDvxTZ/T)J

GETA_(PHIGx_IRO)I(TWXwOHGDT/PXVN-TZ/J)_

T_ TEHPD-W*_I(2wGXJXCETA)_

VV* VVX(T/TEMPD)*(I/(I=KETA))I

V_ VVwM;

Pp÷ pOx(T/TEMPO}*PHIpI

_*'EXP((BI÷B2/T)/ML÷LN(T));

C_ EXPCCCI+(C2+C3/T)/T)/_L)I

D*-EXPC{OI+O21T)/ML)_

E_ El@

ZC* I÷(((EIV+D)IV÷C)/V÷B)/VJ

P* ZCxROwT/(MwVV);
wRITE(PRINT, FSTG_ PP_ VVe T. CETA, GETA_ KETA_ PHIP)_

/

.J
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SKIPVI Se OI
OT[S]e TJ
OP[S]e P;
OVV[S]* VV;
OW[S]e W;
OUA[S]e UA;

OYE[SIe YE@uILIB;

OYS[51_ YSU_FACE;

OY[S]_ YSUM;
URMEANIS]_ RMEAN;

ONTES1_ NTOTAL;

S_ I;

BETAI_ BETATN[1];

FOR I _ I STEP I uNTIL

@EGIN

N2_ GqOUPUAX+I;

CASE(I)* O;

FEN2]_ r[l]_ O;

ENO;

IF RESTART THEN

FUR I* 1 STEm I UNTIL

CASE[I]_ I;

IF RESTART TMEN

FOR I_ I STEP I U_TIL

BEbIN

FIll* NLEI];

N2* I+GROU#MAX;

F[N2]* RLD[I];

RLn[I]_ O;

ENO;

GROUPO* GROIJPS;
NE_STAGEI Z* O;

DIAII. DIANI[SI-HEI_HTI[S];

DIAI{J_ OIA_O[S]-HEI@HTOES];

OIA_l* DIAMI[S]+HEIGHTI[s];

DIA?O_ DIAMO[S]+HEI_HTD[S];

HETAU_ HETA_uT[S];

BLADESPACE_ @SPACE(S];

THICKRO_ THICKBOI[S];

LENGTHB_ LI[S];

ETAP_ ETAPIIS];

THICKBMAX_ THI _MAXI[S];

NRITE(PRINT{PAGE]);

GROuPMAX DO

_RITEcPRINTp FAOAM, LAOAM);

_RITE(PRINT. FMAIN|, LMAI_I);

:_RITE(PRINT, F_AIN2, LHAIN2))

_RITECPR!NT_ F_AIN3, L_AIN3);

_RITE(PRINT, FHAINN, L_AIN_};

_R_TE(PR!NT, F_AIN5, LMAIN5);

V:RITE(PR!NT, F_IAIN5A, L_AIN5A_;

WRITE(PRINT, FNAIN6, LMAIN6);

wRITE(PRINT. FMAI_I, LHAIN/);

_q!TE(PRINT, FHAINS, L_AINS);

HRI[E(PRINT, FHAIN%I_ L_AINtl);

GRUuPS DO

GRO_lPS DO

¢OM>_ENT CALC OF CONsTANTS ANO INITIAL

SINB_ SINCKPe PIxBETAO/IBO);

cOT,BOo COS{K2)/S_NG;
SINI).. SIN(KQ_ PI_ETAI/IoO);

COTBI* COS(X2)/SINB;

_* UA/SIN_

EQNS_ _+2xGROUPMAX;

FOR I_ O SIEP I uNTIL 100 DO

CONDITIONS;
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BEGIN

ZF* 1/1001

DIAI_ DIAII+{OIA%O'CIAII}xZFI

DIA2_ DIA2]+(D!A20"D!A21)xZF;

THICKB- THICKBO+(THIC_BMAX-TH!CKBN)X(t-ZF)xAxZFI

AREAA_ PIx(DIA2*2-DIAZ*2}w(I'THICKB/BLADESPACE)/NJ

COTB* COTRI+(COTBO-CDTBI)xZFJ

SINB* %/S_RT{I+COTB*2);

ASAVE{I]_ AREAAxSINB;

IF ZF=O THEN
AHIN_ AREAAxSINDJ

IF AHIN>AREAA×SINH THEN

BEGIN

_MIN_ AREAAKSIN_;

Z_IN_ ZFj

ENO;

E_D;

_RITE(PRINT, FAREA, AHIN_ Z_IN_ ASAVE[tO0_);

COMMENT INITIALIZATION BEGINs;

ENTERICEI xRITE(PRINT[PAGE])_

MRITEcPR.!NT, FMAIN9, LHAIN9);
FOR i_ %'STEP % UNTIL GROUP_AX DO

BEGI_
N2_ GROUPHAX+I)

OLDCASEZI]* CASEII})

FIN2]_ RLII};

RLO(I]_ O;

F[_]_ NLtl];

END;
F[EQNS'3]_ w;

F[EQNS'2]_ _;

F_EQNS-I]* T;
F[EONS]_ VV;

FOR I_ ! STEP % uNTIL EgNS O0

OLOF[I]_ r[I];

OLDGROuPS_ GROUPS;
LA_ELICEI CALLC_ I? LENGTH_-Z(CALLC THEN(LENGTH_-Z) ELSE CALLCO_

IcEAI)AMS(E@NS, Z, H, CALLCp H_AXp HuINp RELq, A@SHp F, _OX4,

BOXC, BOXO);

CHECKSTAR_

CO,WENT THIS SEcTIUN CHECKS AND CoRREcTS INLET

THE THROAT TO SUPERSONIC CnNOITION;

BEGIN

REAl. _UM_YI
LAqEL _2_HANGE, REXS, SKIpZ, ADJ_ISTGrOMETRY, A_CHANGE_

PHIV* OL_XxOLDVxOLDDWGDvXJ/DLDPXVNI

PwIT_ OLnT_OLDX_OLDDWGDT_J/OL_PXVN;

PHIP_(PHIVxOLDIZ÷PHITxOLOV.C)/(PH_V+OLDVZ);

KETA- [÷(PHIV+OLOvZ)I(PHIT-OLDTZ);
CETA_ OL_XwOLDDHGDT-OLDXW_LDVxOLnDHGDV/((KETA-|)xOLDT)_

PHIG_ OLDXxCOLODHGDTwDLDvZ+OLDvwnLDDHGOvwQLDTZ/OL_T);

GETA_CPHIGxM/RO)/(DLDTxOLDXx_LDD_GDT/OLOPXVN-OLDTZ/JI;

CCRITSQ_ GwGETAxROxOLOT/_;

P'HIO_ OL_TwOLRVZxOLOOHGDT÷OLOVwOLDTZwOLDOqGOV;

LETA_ JxqLDH_GxOLDX/(OLDPXVNX(PHIT-OLDTZ))_

HETA_ OLDHFG-LETAxOLDvwOLODHGDV/(KET_-|);

TD_ OLDDELTAT;

RExS: DYDZ_(DL_OYDZxTD/DLDbELTAT)xSuSPEND;
X_TA_ OLOX-DYDZx(ZMINwLENGTHH-_LDZ);

BOxB,

OR EXTRAPOLATES PAST

TSTART_(_'÷OLDw,2/(2wGxJxCrTAxOLDT)÷HETAx(OLDX-_STAR)/(CETAwOLDT))

/(I+ROx_ETA/(2x_xJxCETA));

VSTARV_(TSTARTx(xsTAR/OLOXI*LETA),(I/(%-KETA));

PSTARP_(TSTART),OLDTZxVSTARV*(-OLDVZ)_
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WSTARw* SQRT(CCR[TSQXTSTART)/CLD_
ASTARA. VSTARvxXSTAR/(WSTARHxOLDX)I

T; OLDTXTSTAqT;

PS* EXP((APS+APS1/T)/ML+APS2xLN(T)+LMPA)J

LAUBDAO* LNCPSTARpxDLOP/PS);
DELTAT. LAHBOAOxT/CAPS2-LAMBDAO-&PSI/(MLxT))I

TDS.(OLDOELTAT+DELTAT)/2;
IF ABSE(T_S-TO)/ULDOELTAT}>ERRDT THEN

BEGIN
TO* TDS;

GO TO _Exs;
ENO;

_RITE(PR!NT[PAGE]);

HRITE(PRINTt FHAINtO. XSTAR_ OELTATp OLODYDZ))

IF EXTRAPOLATED THEN

GO TO ADJUSTGEOHETRY;

Ir ABSCASTARA-AHIN/DLOAREA)>ERRORA THEN

BEGIN

UAh. UAOxAMIN/(ASTARAwOLDAR_A}I

wRITE(PRINT. FExTRA2, OLDZ, OLDW);

GROuPS_ O;

FOR I* % STEP % UNTIL GROu=HAX DO

RLCl]- CASE{I]* NL[I]. O;

WILSONO* FALSE;

GO TO INITIAL;

E_O;

ExTRAPOLATEO_ _RUE;

OLOAREA,- AqI_/ASTARA}

I F Z_IN<O,O8 AND ASAV_[IOD]/AMINY$.O| THEN

BEGIN

A2_(_+AAI)XAHI_J

FOR I* $O0×ZMIN STEP I UNTIL %00 DO

IF ASAVE[I]-A2>O THEN

BEGIN

Z2*C(I-(ASAVE[I]-A2)/(ASAVE[I]-ABAvE{I-%}))/IhO)x

LENGTHB;

X2* XSTAR'SUSPENOxCDYOZxCt-ZMIN)xLENGTHB)xOELTAT /

DLODELTAT;

_2- SORT(2x(AA:)/(3-KETA))+I;

GU TO H2CMANGE;

END;
ENO_

_ IF ASAVE[IOO_>A_IN THEN %+SORT(2x{(ASAVEtIOO}/AMI_-I))/(3-

KETA)) ELSE I;

Z2_ LENGTHB;

X_-SUSpEND×OLDDYDZx(I-Z_IN)×LENGTHOxDELTAT/DLDDELTAT÷XBTARJ

H2CHANGEI T2. 9LDTx(I+OLD_*2/(2xGxJxDL_TxCETA}+HETAx(OLOXoX2)/(CETAw

DLOT))/(%+GETAxROxM2.2/(?xMwJwC_TA}_;

_2_ _2xSq_T(GETAXROwGxT2/_};

VV2* OLDVVx((T2/ULDT)x(X2/OLOX}*LETA)*(t/(|-KETA)})

A_. OLDAREAxOLDHxvV2xX2/(_LDVVxDLDXxW_);

_RITEcPRINT_ ?A2, A2)_

IF Z_IN<O.O8 AND ASAVE[IOh_/A_IN>I,O_ THEN

B_GIN

IF(A2-AMINW(I+AA_)}/A2>ERR_RA THEN

BEGIN

_2. I+(M2"I)xSORT(AMIN_AAI/(A2"AWIN))xO,g9;
G_ TO W2CHANGEI

ENDI

FO_ I* 100xZMIN STEP I uNTIL 100 DO

BEGI_

IF ASAVE[I]-A2>O THE_
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SKIPZ!

BEGIN

Z2*CCI'CASAVECI]'A2)/CASAVEtl]-ASAVEtl-t]))/%On

)XLEN@THBI

GO TO $KIPZ;

END

ELSE
Z2_ LENGT_;

END_

Z* Z2;

T* T2;

W* _2;

VV_ VV2;

V* _wVV;

B*-EXPCCBt+@21T)/ML+LN(T))!

C* EXP((CI+(C2+C31T)IT}/WL);

O*-EXP((DI*D21T)/ML)J

E* £1/

ZC_ t+(((E/V+D}/V÷C)/V+B)/V;

P* ZCwqOXT/V;

P$* EXP((A_S+APSI/T)/ML÷APS2XLN(T)+LNPA];
LA_BDAO* LN(P/PS);

DELTAT* LAMBDAOxT/(APS2-LAMBDAO-APSI/(TwWL))I

X* X2)

YSiJM÷ 1-x2;
IF OLDX<! THEN

BEGIN

FOR I. t STEP % UNTIL GRDUP5-1 DD

RL{II* RL{I]x((I-_2)/(I-OLOXI)*(I/))I

YBO* YBDx(I-x2)/(I-OLDX};

YB* YBw(I-X2)/(I-DLDX);

YABS_ YAHSX(I-X2)/(t-OLDX);

ENDI
TLSuq_ O;

FOR I* t STEP 1 UNTIL GROU"S-t DO
BEGIN

MY[I]* NL[I]waxPIxRHnLxRL[I],2w{RLtI]-RCRIT}xOELTAT/_

TLSUM÷ TLSUM+WY[I];

ENDI

TLhLD_ TL_ IF YSU_=O THEN T ELSE

_RITE(PRINTEPAGE_);

_RITE(PRINT, FEXTRA|, LEXTRAI}I_

_RITECPRINTt FEXTRA, LEXTRA};

GO TO ENTERICE;

END;
SINB_ COS(PIxBETAO/180)/CqT6Q;

Z_ O;

T÷ T2J

VV_ VV2;

V_ Hxvv;

6+-EXP((BI+B_/T)/ML+I.N(T));

C_ EXP((CI+(C2+C3/T)/T)/ML);

O*-EXP((OI+D21T)IHL)}

E* Et;

ZC* I+(((E/V+D)/V+C}/V+B)/V;
P* ZCxROxT/V;
PS_ EXP((APS_APs!/T)/HL+APS2xLN{T}÷LNPA}I

LAMBDAO_ LN(P/PS)_

OELTAT* LAMBDAOwT/(APS2"LAHBOAO'APSI/(TX_L})_

X÷ X2_

VSU_ 1-X2;

IF OLDX<| THEN

T+TLSUM/YSUH;
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BEGIN

FOR I_ i STEP i UNTIL GROUPS'% O0

RL[T)_ HL[llX((%'X2)l(1"OLOX))t(ll TM
YABS_ YSURFACE_ YSURFACEx(I-X2)/[IoOLDX)_

YB_ YBn_ O_

END;

OT[S)_ I_

OPCS)_ Pi

OVV{S). VV;

OUA[S)_ IjA@

OYE[S), YEQUILIBJ

OYS{$)_ YSURFACE3

DYES), YSUH;

OR_EAN[5], RHEAN;

O_T_S)_ NTOTAL;

CUSB_ CDS(SETADxPiI_80);

IF RDTOR[S)_O THEN

PHI- ARCTAN((_xCOSB-UB[S:+I]}i(HxSINBlIx%80IPI

ELSE
PMI_ ARCTAN((_wC0SB+U_{S])/(Ww$1N_))x|_O/Ptl

HETAI* 90-PHI;

S_ S+1;

wRITE(PRINT[PAGE]);

WRITE(PRInT, FEXTRA%, LEXTRA]);

W_ITE(PRINT, rEXTRAp LEXTRA);

IF S>STA_ES THEN

GO TO EXIT;

BLTAINIS]e BETAI;

TLSU_ O;

FUR I_ I STEp | UNTIL GRBUPS'] D n

BEGIN

MY[I]_ NL(I]xQwPIx_HBLxRL[T]*2w(RL[I)-RcRIT)wDELTAT/3;

ENL)_

TLOLO_ TL_ IF YSU_=O THE_ T ELSE T-TLSUM/YSU'4@

Gr) TO NE_STAGE;

AOJUSTGEOHETRY: IF ABS(AMIN/OL_)AREA-ASTARA)>ERnoRA THE_

BEGIN

TB_(THICKB_AX-THIC_H_)x/qI_x{I-ZWIN)w_*TNICKRO;

TBP_ T_-O.T_(ASTARAxQLnAR_A/AWIN-%)_(BLAOESP_cE-TB)_

THICKB_AX_ THICKBO+((T@P-THICKR_)/(Z_I_x(%-Z_IN)))/_

wRITE(PRINT, FTHIC_, THICKm_AX_I

IF THICKHMAX<O THEN

REGI_

GO TU EXIT;

END;

FOR I_ I STEP i UNTIL

GRqUPS_ OLUGROUPS;

_0_ I_ _ STEP t uNTIL

C_SE[I]- OLDCASE[I];

Z_ h;

GU TO LABELICE;

ENO

EL_

BEGIN

_2_ IF ASAVEEIOO]>A,_IN

()-KETA)) {LS_ I;

Z2_ LENG1H_

A2CHANGEI

E_NS DO

GROuo_X OO

TwEN I._QRT(2_((AsAvr[IOO]/AWIN-I))/

X2.-SuSp_NOxDLt)DyDLx(I-ZMI_J)xLENGTHBwOELT_T/OL_DELTAT÷wST_

I

T2- OLOTx(%+DL_*2/(2xGxJx_LDT_CET_)÷HET_w(_LDX-X2)/(C_T_x

OLDT))I(I+_ETAxROX_2*21(_x_xJxCET_));
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W2_ W2wSQRT(GETAXROxGwT2/M);
VV2_ OLDVVX((T2/DLOT)w(X2tOLDX)*LETA)*(1/(I'KETA))I
OLOAREA_ AMIN/ASTARAJ
k2* OLDAREAxOLDWwVV2xX2/(OLDVVxOLDXxW2)t

WRTTE(PRINTp FA2_ AT);
]F(A2-ASAVE[IOO])/A2>ERRORA THEN

BEGIN
_2. I+(M2-1)xSQRTC(ASAVE[tOO]'AMIN)/(A2"AMIN))xO,9_ 51
GO TO A2CHANGE;

ENOI
SINB* COS(VIxBETAO/IBO)/COTBOJ
Z* O;
T* T_I
W* w2;
VV* VV2;
V_ MxVV)
B_-EXP((BI+_2/T)/ML_LN(T]]I
C_ EXP((Ct+(C2+C3/T3/T)/ML);
O.-EXP((DI+O2/T}/ML);
E* EI;
ZC* I+(((E/V+D)/V*C)/V+B}/V;
P, ZCxROxT/V;
PS_ EXP((AP_*APS1/T_/ML+Ap_2xL4(T)÷LNPA)J
LAMBDAO. LN(P/PS)_
OELTAT_ LAMRDAOxT/(APS2-LAUBDAO-APSI/CTxML))J
X_ X2;
YSUM_ 1-X2;
IF OLDX<I THEN

BEGIN
_OR I. 1 STEP 1 UNTIL GROUPS DO

RL[I]* RLCI]x((toX2}/(I'OLDX))*(t/3}_

YABS* YSURFACE_ YSURrACEw(I-X2)/(%'OLDX)J

YB_ YBO* OJ
END)

UA* WxSINB;
YEQUILIO* YSUM+CPVXOELTAT/HFG;

OTtS]e T;
OP{S]* P; = " =
0VVIS]_ VVJ

DUALS]. UA;
OYE[S]_ YE_UILIB;
OY$[S]_ YSURFACEJ
OY[S]_ YSU M)
ORWEAN[S]. RMEAN_ ....

ONT[S]_ NTUTAL;
COSB_ COS(UETAOxPI/180);
IF ROTOR[S]=O THEN

PHI_ ARCTAN((WxCOSB-UB[S,t])/(WxSINB))wIBOIPI
ELSE

PHI_ ARCTAN((WxCOSB+UB{_])I(WXSINB))x%80/PII
8ETAI* gO-PHI;
S* S÷tl
TLSUW* O;
FOR I_ | STEP 1 UNTIL GROUmS-t DO

BEGIN

wY[I]_ NL[!]w_wPIxRH_LxRL[I]*2w(RL[I]-RCRIT}xOELTAT/_

TLSUM. TLSUM+4Y[I_J
END)

. - , , .= . :

• .: _ : .-

= . =
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TLqLD_ TL* IF YSUM=O THEN T'ELSE

WRITE(PRINT, FEXTRA1, LEXTRAI);

WRITE(PRINT, FEXTRA, LEXTRA)_

IF $>STA_ES THEN

GO TO EXIT_

BETAIN[S]_ 8ETAI_

GO TO NEWSTAGEJ

ENOI

ENDt

EXITI NRITE(PRINTCPAGE])_

_RITE(PRINTw FGEOM, GEOM)_

WRITE(PRINTIPAGE])_

WRITE(PRINT, FSUHY, LSUWY)_

ENDo

T÷TLSUM/YSUM$

APPENDIX 2. 2B

LISTING OF ICEADAMS INTEGRATION
PROCEDURE

PROCEnU_IE ICEADANIS( N, T, H, C ALLC, HWAXJ, HMI N, RELB, A_SB, XOs

_LIX/_, hr]XB, B{IXC • BOXh )

CO_IF, E N T

.h--NO. tlF Et_IIATInNS,

I'=INDEPENUEI_T V,_RIAHLI'T• SET IT=INITIAL T WHEN ICE AP_r_$ 15 FIRST CAILEp,

N.-.SIEH SIZE-, sET I! = SUGGESTED _IFF SIZE WHFN lCFADAI_% FIRS1 CALIFD,

CALLC= LHANGE IN T BEIV'EE _' CALf _, CIN BDXC,

NMAX=MAXIruLiI.i STE _ SI/F ACCEPTABLE,

Higt(_=NI+wlt.itI_ blLP SIZ( A£CEPTAbLE'p

RFLLI=I'_AXI_.UH ACCEPTABLE R[!.ATIVE ERI_I'IR_

l.FSb=NtXli"IJi_i ALLEPIAHIE ff.,leCIR,

_{.'='wFCTUR OF ]_IT]AL VAI_UE5 DI_ I,FPFKi_ENI vARIABLES,

BCxA(T,p,,F)=pIRI',cEDURF GIVING THF XDDT VECTDR,IN F,WHEN CALLED WITH IHE

CURkENT VALbES fH: IHE VEC'IDN X r)F DEPENDENT VAkIAPLES AkD THE

INUEYEN{_'I'.I VARI_I_LE I_

I-.CXe(T,x•_)=PI-,{]cE_UHE" CALLED AFTFR EACH SUCCES_.FUL INTFGRATIInN SliP,

_IIXC(T,X•I')=PRUCEDURE CALLED AFIF& l HAS INCREASED _Y *CALLC" SINCF

b{_GI_,ING [_F ]CEAD_._S I'R 51kcE bn:_c _AS LASI CALLED,

_<[:Xb(I,X,F)=FHCCEDuHF CALLEn hHE'N SUCCESSFUL I_ITEGRATIDN sTEP CANI'.nT HF

_.DE _,IIH6)UI RFDUCI).G STEP SI_E PILUW HW:IN)

CIT_+_,FhT ADAMS SULvES A SYSTEM I'll

CCHYEKF

_,EI A_D C,EIL l

V^Lt,E FELb, ARS_ H_J I',,k.I

IT'TEGE_ N ,_

6EAL I , H, C At t C_ F,ELF, ABSH,I','_AX)

RFAL H_._I N;

AVR._ Y X(..[ * ])

PHOCEDUIRE I_CXA, b[)XH,ROXC, bUXD_

bi (,IN

I I'.T E GI:.R I,J_A,H/

RF AL ABST_ SI,BUIIND,PI,D2,F ACTDR,LD,_[| TEST,TTEwPI

LAHLL SII,S??,S33,Sha,S55,S66,RITN]

ARkA'I X,K_F [015_01N],L , XP[ OlN],I

CCP-'_-[k.T SET UP INITIAL VALUES}

l{IR I+l SIEP 1 UNTIL k DO

)_{ I.I]+XOII]X'

P.(IUhD+T+CALLC " .UIxHHII_J

I<!LIF ST+I,.?xHELb)

16obin_

763u1 o_

?63blbh

_63hlbC

_63c I_

763U I_

_6_u 14

_63b t_

263b12_

P6361_

p63blP6

7636201

263(_)0h

p63bP07

FIkST uRDER DIFFERENTIAL E_uATIO_S BY A

STARTI_G IS BY RU_GE-KbTTA_

263L'_oq

160610_

I 6()6112

160blla

160011_

160bII_

P6_b105
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AhSTL sT+ ] ,_, PxAkSB ;
f AC](.;R_'HELB/ABS_']
L _',-h El t ES'I/20g;
H_P,OxH;

(IOMhENT tRtH,'GA-KUTTA STAt'_T]'( ", _[1NOn;

S t ! " A _;"?,;

B*2;

S2_tF'UR J÷A STEP ! UNTIL B DO

B(GIN

B[;Xt_( T , X[ J'It° ]tF't J'It* I };
Fr)R i_-t SfCP I UNTIL N [)O

BEGIN

K[I, i ]+II:_F[d-l,l ]_

X[J, i ]_-X[O-_ , I ]+O.'3xK[ 1 t I ] ENDJ

T T [t.,Pq-F+O.5×H;

HtJXA C TTF:HP, X [ J,* ],F[ J,* }) J

F()R I_'l STEP I UNTIL N ()O

n.YG i._

K[2, i I_HxF[J,II;
X[ J, I ]_-X[d-l, I ]+O.b×KrP, I } END;

HI)×A(1 TFHF', X[ J, * ],F[ J,* ]);

Ft),R I',-! STEP % U'_TIt N DO BEGIN

KC3,1]('HxF[J,I };

X[ J, I ]*X[ J-) • I ]+Kf 3, I ] END_

T+T+H;

RtlX_ ( T, X[ J,* I,F'[ J,* ] );

Ft]q 1,-1 STEP _ UNTIL. N f}[1 B|.GIN

KCa, I]*tIxF[J,I ];

)._[J.p [ l(IX[ J-_ ' I ] 'I"()+ 16666667W(K[ I' I ]+2. Ox(K[2, I ]'='K[3t I ] )+K[q, I I );

[NO; [ N'O;

IF u = 2 TH_.IH HE_IN

$33:
F(tR I_-I sTEP 1 uh'Tll. N _0 )_p[l]÷X[2tl},_
_:_HhF.,%r XP[II=UOtlBI._-" ]NI[RVAL RESUL'[ _{_ BE USED IN ERROR ANALYSIS]

"I <-T-H:

H_-O,SxH;

IF h<hst1._ TH[h BOXO(TwX[Is*]_.F[%_'"))J
H_3;

G(| TD $22 [HD;

IF u = 3 I}!EN HEGIN

C=.".+-ihKNTIS /,CCURACY CR[TC-RZON H,_,T;

J_3;

S._4tFOR 1"_1 sTEP 1 UNTIL NOD @EC, IN

t [I]'-^}is(xPtT]'×IJ,l]);

]F E'II < AHS(X[J, II)xkFZL'_EsI THEN

_tl]+.[ [I]/ABS(X[J,]]) ELSE

IF | f I ] < AHSTFST THFtl

Er I J_-rf ] ]:'FACTU:_ [LSE

liE(;],"; T (' T'-H ;

IF O = b 3_F_P' ,EC, I_' FF_R I_'1 STEP ! UNTIL N DP, Y(t,I]+XCa,|];

(,[= ]C S1 1 EM);

G{' if; $33 F_b;

Et"P }

IF O = b THEt: {;l TU Sr,_;

A(_'; I:+_;

G[_ II, $22 E_FJ;

C[m+FP, T SF.GbL& A_.y UF TF_E STA_T]_JG VALUES BF PRINTED DtJT_

T+T-3,0xH)

X*T+_;

IF I.>H_UPJ(. IHI_'..HE(,IN

HI;UNO+ 8_Ut-Jf' +C AI If F NI'__

|60012_

160Ul'2a

26_II%

2620tl7

160U12_

262Ut2|

262U123

160U126

262U?OL

262uP03

262_205

_600702

_620_('7

262020¢

26202tt

762(,?_ 3

16OtpOg

1600206

160620g
160UPlO
160021P
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Er.P;
C[_M_Fi'JT HEGIN AL.Ar,4$ MIrTHt'i[JI

._bS;

_(,XA CT,)k[ _,* I_,F l_,*]);

FI_ 1+! SIEP I b_lTl ): Drl

XP[ l ]+XL_In I ]+O.O_llt_f_6oTxHk(55.0xl'[ _l,I l"

59.uxFr3,1]+37.OxFt2,1)-9.0xlr(1,1]);

T,T+H;

F_[WA(T_XPnF[5,*));

l(k I+1 SIEP I I, NTIL F rr_
X 15, I ],-X[ ", ! ]+(_. 0_1 _.6F66TxMx(9.(,xF[ _p I ]+19=F[4, I ]-Sxr [ 3, I ].rE2, I ] );

,j*5; bf, S'(_;

$_f,:

F(dq T+I SIEP I I_NTIL h DO hEGl_'i X[a,)']'m'XtS, l];

F(I_' J_ SIEP 1 hP..TIL 5 P(l I'[J-I,I]+F[J,I] [K'O;
MI_X_(I,X[",*],F [4,*));

IF 1.> HtlUhU T_l'.h Hf.(2lh
hPX(('I_,AI _,*]J,F[(,,*));
b_Ht_I3eqJUhl),+CAI.i.C F hi').;
CI_+'._,L_T TFS1 hFtflHFH TF,T['f_VAL CAN PE DOUBLED;
l:lIR |+] SIE'P ) bhTl[ 1' t)[rHLGIN

IF ELI] > LR THEN {;O $55 END;

IF (kl.LC<(Olt.2_,h) I"k (BOUkD-T)<[| [_R DI>HM_X TwEN GO TO 555;

Ff_R I_-I S1E'P I Uhl]L E Dfi X[I_I]eXfAeI];

h+_l. O_kl)

Gfl _II;

HFTr.: (NI'.,Dr ICEt.PA_.,S ;

160V21_

!6uu216

26_u?_3

160021fi
P62b?25
2620301

160022O

16OU_2a

1600_07
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APPENDIX 2.2.E

DESCRIPTION OF INPUT CONTROL VARIABLES

The use of the following control variables in
the computer code is as follows:

AA1

DME

The extrapolation from subsonic to super-
sonic flow in the first blade row having

critical flow is from area A. to area A 2,
where A 2 = Ami n (1 + AA1) I.

Defines the minimum value of (1 - W2/
C i_ ) which is allowed before extra-
poCkS[ionis initiated.

EERDT Maximum allowable difference between
assumedand calculated AT.

ERR(_Uk Maximum allowable value of (A* -

Amin)/Ami n which permits extrapolation

tO OCCUr,

EXTRAPO-
LATED

Input of TRUE means a previous blade
row has critical flow, and requires the
program to adjust blade thickness to
accommodate the flow.

GROUP
MAX

The maximum number of droplet groups
permitted. (Code limits GR_UPMAX
to maximum value of 25.)

JCRIT The value of J mustexceed the value of
JCRIT before the counting or growth of

drops is begun, except that surface con-
densation may occur independently.

RESTART

SUSPEND

WILS_N_

JINC

N_SURF

Input of TRUE permits input of additional
data necessary to continue calculation
from a prior run. For example, an error
was contained in the data for blade row
4. Calculations could be continued from
the results at exit of blade row 3 used as

input for Blade row 4. Input of FALSE
causes inlet properties to be treated as
stagnation conditions.

Input of 0.0 freezes the amount of con-
densate during extrapolation. Input of
1.0 causes condensation to occur during
extrapolation at a rate proportional to
_'1".

Input of TRUE when restarting after the
Wilson point has occurred in a previous
blade row. Otherwise, input is FALSE.

A new group of droplets is initiated
each time J increases by the factor
JINC.

Input of 1.0 causes all surface conden-
sation to be neglected. Input of 0.0
causessurface condensation to be in-
cluded.
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2.3 TWO-D AXISYMMETRIC FLOWS BEHIND
BLADE ROWS IN WET VAPOR TURBINE*

2.3.1 Background

This report is designed to be used in conjunc-
tion with NASA CR-710 (Reference 1) to give the
user sufficient information to allow utilization of the

NASA Performance Computer Code for Axial Flow
Turbines as modified at WANL. The modified code

is written entirely in FORTRAN IV for the CDC
6600 computer. But the code should be capable of
being used with appropriate control cards on any
computer having at least 32 K of core storage.

The following sections of the report give:
the applicability and modifications made from the
original code, definitions of the input and output
nomenclature, a method for making the code input
applicable for wet vapor turbines, suggestions for
further possible future modifications, three sample
problems illustrating the usage of the code, a
FORTRAN listing of the entire code, and control
cards showing proper deck setup. No attempt Ts
made to discuss the method of calculation of turbine

performance or to give computer flow diagrams since
these topics are adequately covered in Reference (1).
The modifications mode to the code do not signifi-
cantly change the original program logic or capa-
bility. These modifications for the most part were
necessary to enable the code to accurately calculate
wet vapor turbine performance. Ideal gas turbines
can still be analyzed as well as air breathing fossil
fuel burning turbines for which the code was
origTnally designed.

2.3.2 Intent of Code

• Applicability of Code and Limiting Assumptions

The principal purpose of the original code
as written by E. E. Flagg(1)is to provide a complete

performance map of axial flow turbines suitable for
use in air breathing fossil fuel fired jet engines. In
the process of accomplishing this end, the code
calculates the two-dlmensional bulk flow conditions
fore and aft of the turbine rows.

1. Description and Scope of Modified Code

a) Axial flow turbines.

b) Up to 8 stages.

c) Up to 6 radial sectors (although only
5 are usually used for reasons of symmetry).

d) Each sector is a quasi-one-dimensional
element with the properties at the radial centers
of these sectors being joined, utilTzing simple radial
equilibrium at the stator and rotor exits.

e) Seml-perfect gas properties (gas con-
stant and specific heat ratio) are assumed and are
input at the entrance and exit of each blade row.
Provision Tsalso made to simulate changes in gas
flow rates at the entral_ce and exff of each blade

row. Energy balance effects are simulated by
changing the values of the gas constant and specific
heat ratio.

f) The turbine geometry may be either
_nput as a passagedistributed area (SPA and RPA)*
or as effective exit vector flow angles (SDEA and
RDEA). The assumption that the effective exit flow
angles are approximately equal to Ihe design blade
exit angles is usually valid. Mandatory inputs are
the diameters of the root (DR) and tip (DT) for the
entrance and exit of each blade row and the stator

and rotor design inlet angles (SDIA and RDIA) for
each of the radial sectors.

g) Even though there are two subroutines
(L_SS 1 and L_SS 2) which are capable of cal-
culating lasses by a total pressure lass coefficient
method, the values for the coefficients of the series

expansion are not generally known. (See page 11 of
NASA CR-71 0.) The standard method is to input
the values of optimum recovery coefficients for
stator and rotor (SREC and RREC) together with
exponents to be used in the event of both negative
and posTtlve (EXPN and EXPP) incidence. (See page
10 of NASA CR-710 for equations used.)

*by James D. Milton, Doctoral Candldate-Nuclear
Engineering, University of Cincinnati
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h) Separate cases may be run for various
turbine speeds by merely changing the RPM and
indicating that is a change case (STGCH = 0.0).

i) The FORTRAN IV code calculates a
performance map for the case of a given turbine at

a particular RPM by in effect varying the exit
back pressure. The output for each "iteration" (i.e.,
value of back pressure) gives flow rates, velocities,
flow angles, temperatures, pressures, densities,
Mach numbers, efficlencles, and work done both for
an overall stage output and also row-by-row output
for each of the radial sectors. An exact choke point
is found during the calculation of the performance
map and the turbine back-pressure is effectively
further reduced until the discharge annulus area is

choked at the pitchline sector (assuming AACS =
1.0). A single performance point can be obtained
by simply setting all pressure ratio increments
(DELC, DELL, and DELA) to zero. This is the usual
case when fixed operating conditions are known at

design.

j) The gas flow at the entrance to the
first stator is assumed to have uniform radial tem-

perature, pressure, and velocity. The flow is further
assumedto be exactly aligned with the turbine
axial direction (i.e., no tangential velocity com-

ponent).

• Modifications to Code

As stated previously, as orlglnally programmed
the code was principally intended for analysis of
JP-4 burning, air breathing jet engines. Internal to
the code is a subroutine for calculating the thermo-

dynamic properties of reacted JP-4-air mixtures.
It also had a capability to input thermodynamic
properties which was extended as required by the
method used in determining the performance of wet
vapor turbines. It was declded that the thermo-
dynamic properties fore and aft of each blade row
would be inputted in terms of representative values
for the particular working fluid and its state. The
variables to be input would be the ratio of specific
heats at constant pressure to that at constant volume

and Boyles and Charles law gas constant. The
internals of the program are then used to calculate

effective specific heat and various other effective

thermodynamic properties.

The following modifications were made in
the code:

1) Wherever the Boyles and Charles gas
law constant RG appeared in the code, it was re-
placed by a two-dimensional variable RV (I,K)
with proper choice of axial blade position I and
stage number K to correspond to the location in
the turbine for which the calculation is being per-
formed.

2) A change was made in the input
NAMELIST format to allow reading in of a variable
RV. Also a modification was made to read in ref-

erence values for the gas constant, temperature,
pressure, and specific heat ratio all at standard sea
level conditions. Formerly the code contained
these values for air internally in a DATA statement.
But since gases other than air will be used, it was
thought useful to include a capability for inputting
these values for each case rather than requiring a

recompilatlon whenever a different working fluid
was used.

3) The output was expanded to print out
the values for the flow, y (ratio of specific heats),
gas constant, and RWG (the ratio of the flow at a
particular station to turbine inlet flow). To insure
that these variables were being properly handled
within the code, decreasing values of y, RV, and
RWG were fed in. The output was found to be con-
sistent after a sllght change in the logic.

4) Since values for y and RV are now fed
in for all cases, the subroutines to calculate y, RG,

and Cn, are superfluous since they would never be
calleorupon' If by inadvertently omlttlng the
inputting of y and/or RV and subsequently a sub-
routine for calculating its value is entered, then

an error message was added which would print out
the words "SUBROUTINE ( ) HAS BEEN CALLED
UP_N" followed by a string'--'of asterTsks so that
attention would be immediately drawn to the error.
The ( ) is filled in by the name of the subroutine
belng c"_'lTaed. After the error message ts printed out,
the calculation is allowed to proceed using properties
for air, water and JP-4 fuel.
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5)
statement:

On page 193 of NASA CR-170 the

21 PTP(I, K + I) = PTBAR (K) * ( ( TTRA (I, K)/
TTBAR (K)) ** E 3 ST2A 153

was found to be incorrect and should read:

2] PTP(I,K + I)= PTBAR (K) * (l-r2.A(l,K)/

TTBAR (K))** E 3

6)
statement:

On page 208 of NASA CR-710 the

ASOH = SQRT (GAM (I,K) * G * RG * STrS0(L) )
INST 175

was found to be incorrect and should read:

AS0H = SQRT (GAM (1, K) * G * RG * STTS0(L) )

7) Any cards from the original code which
hod to be removed rather than modified were denoted

by a comment card with the words "CARD DELETED"
followed by a string of asterisks.

8) As an aid in debugging a computer run,
an option was added to allow the printout of when

entryor exlt was made from each subroutine.
This enables the user to examine the program logic
as an aid in determining where discrepancies occur.
This option is not recommended for other than de -
bugging runs since a large amount of output results.

2.3.3 Nomenclature for Input and Output of
Modified Code

• Input Definitions *

1) "TRUE" or "FALSE" card depending
on whether or not a listing of when an entrance and
exit is made from each subroutine is desired. This

card is input only once per case.

2) Two heading cards of 60 characters
each inputted only once per case.

3) Constants input once per case:

C_I. Name

STAGE e+

STGCH

TTIN

FTIN

WAIR

FAIR

PTPS

DELC

DELL

DELA

STG

SECT

EXPN

EXPP

PAF

SLI

AACS

RPM

VCTD

RSL

TSL

PSL

GAMSL

ENDSTG

ENDJ_8

PCNH

Definition I.kslII

$lqll ldlmllflcotlon number

Flog IndlcotJng wbetho+ folfowing dloto is few the

b<.lc co_* (I.0) o+ _ a dmnge ¢o** (0.0)

T_blne inlet total tlml_o,ure °R

Tucbine inlet total premure Ixlo

Water to air ratio (not used in modified code); _-

shc_ld be input as 0,0

Fuel to alr ratio (not used tn modifi_l code);

Ihould be inpu, as 0.0

Pitohline L_t_ssute ratio (total to static) actou first ---
stotor for 0 calculation. This ratio is Incremented

by DELC, DELL, at DELA to+ next calculation

First try at Increment to P1Y$ _-

Incrlment to PTI_ ofte_ firs, stole" _ critical flow _-

and also when choke Iteration Is complete

Increment to Pl"PS when lost rotor Is choked

Number of stages In turbine (_ maximum) --

Number of radial lecto<s (6 maximum) _-

Exponent of casine term for negetlve incidence used In ---

calculating an inlet recovery factor (see poge I0 of
Reference 1}

Exponent of cosine term for positive incidence u4ed _n -_

¢olculoting an inlet recovery factor (s_le page 10 Of

Reference 1)

Profile averog|ng fork (either 0.0, 1.0, of 2.0); gives the --

next stage inlet c_tdttlons foe el,her: un;foem (0.0) at ,1_1

OVllrOge value Or the Ixecedlng stage, or the rodlal te¢lOr

profiles (1.0) of _'essure and temperate. Of the preceding
stage, or a third a_at;cmwhich keeps the ex;, total tem-

perature radial profile and "lmooths" (2.0) ,he Ix1, to,el

pressure p_ofiJe from ,he Feecedlng st_e

Stage |oil ;ndicato_ (0.0 means thor recovery, efficiency,

and Row coefficlent$ are inputed for each tioga; 1.0

means that Ihey ore input.el only once and are oBumed

cons,on, t_roug_out the turbine)

D;schorge annulus area choke stop which is the maximum ---

limit for the tueb;ne exlt axial Moth numbe_ at the pitch-
line _ecloe. Thls code will cant;hue to decrease the beck

pressbee untiI this limit ;s reached (olsum;n 9 DELC, DELL t

,)nd DELA f 0.0)

Turbine speed RPM

Vector d_ogrom inters'age output (elthor 0.0 for overall -_ +

stage perfc_'mance output Only Of 1.0 forrow-by-row

_ctor pefforr_o_ce in o&:litlon to overall stage output
I_intout)

cons,on, at sea level standard camdh_ons

Standard ,empera,u_e at sea level = 518.6_8

Standard p_essure a, _o level = 14.696

Specific heat ratla at sea level standard camd|t|ons

0.0 ;f more stage data to follow; 1.0 ;f last stage data --.
has been read In

0.0 ;f moee cases to follow; 1.0 if all data for all c,:m. ---

has been Input

Percent station hoigh, d;ttribut;on (example: if 5 equal --

(in he_gh,) _adlal sac+ors were desired, then PCNH = 0.2

0.2. 0.2,0.2, 0.2)

ft Ik/Ib OR

OR
mlo

" Refer 1o Standard Oplla_ Input S_et (page 11).

*" Mutt be input every time new stage data ts re<_ in.
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4) Axial station input for each stage

(stations 0, 1, 1A, 2, and 2A)

Code Name OefinitI. a_on A.kHv'b

RG G_ co_spo_t h _b/'}b oR

GAMG Sdec_flc heat mtlo

DR 0|ometer of root oe hub of turbine in

DT O;_etel" of tip of turbine in

RWG Ratio of ttatlcm flow to I_bine _nlet now _-

5) Starer radial distributions for each

stage (hub to tip sectors)

Code Name Oe f_.nifion Unl_s

SDIA STOTOqdesign inlet _gle (o from oxts}

SDIEA $totoq iffectJ_e exit flow oe_gie -- d_auld _oi' be t ° from axi_)

input if SPA _s input

SEEC $tot_" optimum recovlry coefflciant (_lropt) ---

SETA Seater efficiency colffi¢l_t (_l) ---

SCF Staler flo_ coefflcie_t (Ch_ ---

SPA $TOTO_pasloge mea pet _It height -- should not in2/_n

ha1_nput if SDIEA is input

SESTH * STOTOfrotlo of exit btade height to t_oat height ---

6) Rotor radial distributions for each stage
(hub to tip sectors)

WANL MODIFIED

TURBINE COMPUTER PROGRAM

STANDARD OPTION

INPUT SHEET

Start All Input Cords in Column 2

Subroutine Entry and Exlt Listing C_tlon (TRUE or FALSE)

Name (Comment Information)

Title (Comment Info_matlon)

SDATAIN STAGE =

STGCH=

TTIN= IPTIN = ,WAIR=

PTPS= ,DELC= ,DELL=

STG = ,SECT= ,EXPN=

PAF = ,SLI = ,AACS=

VCTD= ,RSL = ,TSL=

GAMSL = ,ENDSTG" ,ENDJ_)B =

INLET RADIAL PROFILE

AXIAL STATIONS

STA. IA STAo 2

PCNH(I) =

STA. 0

RG(1) =

GAMG(I) =

_CI) =

DT(1) =

RWG(I}=

ROOT

SOIA(I)=

SDEA(1)=

S_EC(I)=
SETA(|)=

SCF(l)=
SPA(l)=

SESTH-

ROOT

RDIA(I):

RDEA(1) =

RREC(1)=

RETA(1) =

RCF(1)=
RPA(1):

RTF(1)=

RERTH=

ENDSTG =

ENDJ_B-

STA. 1

F

r

r

r

s

r

s r

STATOR RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

P(TCH

,FAIR"

,DELA_

,EXPP =

,RPM =

,PSL =

STA. 2A

TiP

_OTORRADIALDISTRIBUTIONS

PITCH TIP

ENDSTG=I,0 IF LAST CASE

ENDJ_B=I.0 IF LAST STAGE

Code N_ne (_fln;t;_ U_ltLI

RDIA Rotor deslg_ inlet male (o f_om ¢_ls)

R(_A Rotor effective exit flOW a_gJ_ _ n_i'_auldnot be ( ° haen oxlsl

1_ ;! RPA i_ input

RREC Rotor _ptlmuen recc_v_ry coefficient ('q ) ---
opt

RETA Rot_ efficiency coeff_¢i_nt (_r) -_

RCF Roh>r flow coefNctont (Cfr) ---

RFA Refit pa_._g_ _e_ per _,nlt height -- I_o_ld not be in2/_n

lnl_t if DI_EA i_ input

RT_ Retest test Fa_tor _d to rep_el_nt the non*unlfo._m ---
w_k extroctTon due to blode er_deffects

RERTH ° Rotor ratio of exit blade height to throa_ height ---

* Only a single valu_ is _put.

• Output Definitions

1) Station Nomenclature

The axial station numbers (0, 1, 1A, 2, and

2A) following a parameter refer to the following

deslgnatiom:
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AlsoseeFigure2.3-1forfurtherclarificationof
term|nology.

Inthe stage and overall performance output

printout several parameters are given in terms of

the equivalent parameter referenced to standard

sea level conditions. This provides a common bas|s

for comparison of performance maps for different
turbine cases.

2) Stage Performance Parameters

l R_T_

ALPHA 2A

DICTA R

MI

Mt RT

t_ 1A

MR1A -qT

MI_2

MR2 TIP

E/TH CR

N/_TH CR

WRTHCRE/D

oerinl_ Unlu

o
Rotor inter incldence angle at pitchl;ne

o
Next stage stotoe inlet gas angle at pltchl;ne

o
Rot_ root t_ning angle

Statoe exlt Mach number at pltchl_ne ---

Statoe exit Moch number at real

Rotor inlet relative Moc_ number at pitchl;ne ---

Rotor inlet relative Mach number at root

Rotor e_lt relative Mach numbe, at pltchtine -w

Rotor e_it relative Mach number at tip w

Stage eq_ivelent energy, c_rectnd to standard BTU/Ib
inlet critical conditionl

Stage equivalent speed, corrected to standard RPM
inlet critical conditians

Stage equivalent flow, correct to standard Ib/_ec
inlet criticol conditions

TrBAR 0

PTBAR g

WG O

DEL H

WRT/P

DH/TTBARO

N/_T

ETA TT

ETA TS

ETA AT

PTg/PSI

PTBAR0/PTBAR 2

11"BARO/PS2

P_2/PS2

TTBAR2/TTBARO

TTR IA/TTBARO

WG I

PS 1A

TTR 1A

PTR 1A

WG 1A

PS 2

TTBAR 2

PT6AR 2

WG 2

WG 2A

UP/VI

UR/Vl

PSI P

PSI R

RXP

RXR

ALPHA 0

I STATOR

BETA tA

I_r;niVlq_ Units

Stage average Inlet total lemperat_e °R

Stage average Thief total pressure mia

Stage inlet total weight flow Ib/se¢

Stage enthatpy drop {energy gasper} BTU/Ib

Stage corrected weight flow function (/b/sac) (°R/psia) 1/2

Stage er,ergy function BTU/Ib OR

Stage ¢oerected speed RPM/{°R) |/2

Stage total to total efficfency --

Stage total to stoHc efficiency -=-

Stage total to axial total efficiency _-

States total to static pfegure ratio at pitohHne -=-

Stage average total to total pressure ratio ---

Stage average total to pTtchHne stotic ---

peeuure rotlo

Roto¢ exit relatlve total to static pressure ratio ---

at p;tchline

Stage average total to total temperature rotio ---

Rotor inlet pitc}ll;ne relative total to stage ---

inlet average total temperature ratto

Starer exit total weight flow |b/sac

Rotor inlet static pressure at p;tchflne psla

Rotor inlet retotlve total temperature at p;tchl;ne OR

Rotor inlet relative total pressure at p;tchl;ne psla

Rotor inlet total weight flow fb/sec

Rotor exit static pressure at pitchfine psla

Stage exit average total temperature OR

Stage exl"t average total pressure plia

Rotor exit total we;ghl flow _ Ib/sec

Next stage stotor inlet total weight flow Ib/sec

W_ee_ speed to ise ntropi¢ veloclty ratio at ---

pitchline

Root wheel Ipeed to pitchl;ne itentropic ---

veloclty ratio

Kinetic emergy loading parameter at pitcl_line _ ---

K;netlc energy loading parameter a! root ---

Reaction ratio at pitchllne -_

Reaction rotlo at root _--

Starer inlet gas angle at pitchline o

Stator inlet ;ncidence angle at pitchl;ne o

Roto_ inlet gas angle at pitchtlne o

3) Overall Turbine Performance Parameters

PSI P

PSI g

DEL H

W_T/P

N/RT

DELH/TTIN

PTO/PTBAR2

PTO/PS2

PTO/PA T2A

ETA TT

E TA T$

ETA TAT

WNE/60D

N/RTH CR

E/TH CR

4)
Parameters

DIAM 0

l"r0

PT 0

ALPHA 0

I STAT_R

VO

VU 0

VZ 0

Def;nitlan IJ_;ts

Ors<all klnetlc energy Ioodlng parameter ---

at p_tchfine

Ova'all klnetic energy loodlng parameter al foo_ --

Overall _m_hoIpy drop (en.rgy output) BTU/Ih

Turbine ;n_et c_'rectnd weight flow f_ctlon (Ib/te¢) _R/pt;a) 1/2

Turbine inlet corrected speed RPh_/(°R) I/2

Overall e_e, gy f_ctlcm BTU/Ib oR

Overall average total prlmure ratlo ---

Overall total to static peestu_e raHo at phcht;ne ---

Overall total to ax;at total p,-essure ratio ---

at pitchtIne

Overall total to tOtal efFlc;ency "_

Overall tOtal to static eff;c;ency *'"

Overall total tO axial tOtal efficiency -_

Turbine inlet equivalent flow-_peed p_rometer lb/sac2

Turbine inlet equivalent speed, corrected to RPM

standard inlet critical conditions

Overall equivalent energy, corrected tO BTU/Ib

standard inlet critical conditlons

Inter-Stage Radial Sector Performance

Deflnit;on U_lt_

D;ometar oF mid-points of rod;el sectors at in

statae ;hies

Total temperature at stotm inlet OR

Total pressure at stator inlet ps|a

Got angle (with respect to axial dffectlcm) •

at stator inlet

Incidence angle at Stotoe inlet o

Gas velocity (composed of tangential and axial ft/$ec

camponmnts) at stotor inlet

Tangent;a_ gas veloclty at Itotor inlet ft/sec

Axial gas veloc|ty at storm inlet ft/sec
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TS 0

RS 0

DENS 0

MO

CP 0

RG 0

GAMG 0

RWG 0

WG 0

DIAM 1

ALPHA I

DEL A

V!

VU 1

VZ 1

TS 1

PS1

DENS !

M!

ZW1 INC

CPS

CP 1

RG l

GAMG !

RWG I

WG F

DIAM 1A

PTR IA

TTR1A

BETA 1A

I RC_T_
R FA

RU 1A

MR1A

U FA

PS IA

TS FA

CP IA

RG 1A

GAMG 1A

RWG 1A

WG 1A

DIAM 2

PTR 2

TTR 2

BETA 2

DeE TA

R2

I:)llkltl_'J I_lts

Static temperature at stator inlet OR

Static pressure at stotor inlet psia

Static density at $tator i.let Ib/Ft3

/v_och number at statar inlet ---

Specific heat at constant pressure at BTU/Ib OR

station inlet

Gas collstaet at stalin inlet ft Ib/lb OR

Ratio of _0eclflc heats at ttatce inlet --

Ratio of st=tim flow to turbine Inlet flow ---

_y definition thl| mutt be 1.0 at the first

stat=r inlet of turbine)

Weight flow at stotor inlet Ib/se¢

Diameter of mid-points of radial sectors In

cff stotoe exit
a

Gas angle (with req_lct to axial direcHon)

at stator exit
o

C,qs tvmlng angle (% + a I )

Ge_ velocity (composed of tangential and ft/sec

axial components (at stata¢ exit

Tangential got velocity at stator exit ft/$ec

Axial got velocity at ttata¢ exlt ft/te¢

Static tamperafure at stator exit oR

Statlc pre_tute at stata¢ exit I_la

Static density at stator exit Ib/ft3

Moch number at stator exlt ""

Zweifel I:_rometm, incompressible -"

Statof pressure coefficient, incompretstble ---

Specific heat at constant pressure at statar exit gTU/Ib OR

Gas con!font at stator exit ft Ib,/Ib OR

Ratio of specific heatS at sfotor exlt "--

Ratio of sit=toe exlt Flow to turbine inlet Flow "'-

Weight Flow at stat=r exlt lb/sec

Diameter of mid-points of radial sectors at in

rGot inlet

ReJatlve total pressure at rotor inlet p1_la

Relative total temperature at rotor inlet OR

o
Relatlve _ angle at rotor inlet

Incidence angle at rotor inlet o

Relative gas velocity at rotor _nJet ft/sec

Relative gas tangential velocity at rotor inlet ft/sec

Relotlve Mach number of _oto¢ _nlet ---

V_eJ speed at rotor inlet ft/se¢

Static pressure at rotor inlet psio

Static temperature at rotaq inlet oR

Specific heat at constant pre_ure atrotar inlet BTU/Ib OR

C'O$ constant at rotor inlet ft Ib/Ib OR

Ratio of speclfl¢ heats at rotor inlet ---

Ratio of rotae Inlet Flow to turbine inlet flaw ---

Weight Flow at rotor inlet Ib/sec

D;ometer$ of told-points of radial sectors in

at rotor exit

Relative total pressure at rotor exlt I_la

Relative total temperotuee at rotor exlt OR

o
Relative gas angle at rotor exit

Gas turning angle ( _IA + _2 ) O

Relative gel velocity at rotor exit ft/sec

Definition Units

RU 2 Relatlve tangential gas veloclty at roto_ exlt h/sea

MR 2 Relative Mach number at rotor exlt ---

U 2 Wheel speed at rotor exlt Fl/SeC

RX Reaction ---

DELH Entholpy drop (energy output) BTU/lb

PSI P Kinetic energy loading parameter in

ETA TT Total to total efficiency ---

ETA TS Total to static efficiency ---

ETA AT Total to axial total efficiency ---

ZWI INC Zweifel parameter, incompressible ---

CP R Rotor pressure coefficient, incompressible ---

PS 2 Static pressure at rotor exit psla

TS 2 StaHc temperature at rotor exit OR

CP 2 Specific heat at constant pee.ureat rotor exit BTU/Ib OR

RG 2 Gas constant at rotor exlt ft Ib/Ib OR

GAMG 2 Ratio of specific heats at rotor exit ---

RWG 2 Ratio of rotor exit flow to turblne inlet Flow ---

WG 2 Weight flow at rotoe exit Ib/sec

PT 2A Total pressure at inlet to next statoe psia

TT 2A Total ternperatuee at inlet to next stator OR

V 2A Gas velocity (composed of tangant;al and axial Ft/sec

components) at inlet to next st=toe

VU 2A Tangential gas velocity at inlet to next stator Ft/sec

ALPHA 2A Gas angle (with respect to oxlal direction) at o

inlet to next stator

MF 2A Axial /_och number at inlet to next stator ---

VZ 2A Axial gas velocity at inlet to next statoe ft/sec

TS 2A Static temperature at inlet to next stator OR

PS 2A Static pressure at Inlet to next stator psia

DENS 2A Static dtmslty at inlet to next ltator Ib/ft 3

M 2A Moch number at inlet to next stator ---

CP 2A Specific heat at constant pressure at inlet BTU/Ib oR

to next stator

RG 2A Gas constant at inlet to next stator ft Ib/lb OR

GAMG 2A Rotio of specific heats at inlet to next Itator ---

RWG 2A Ratio of flow at thief to next stotor to turbine ---

inlet flow

WG 2A Weight flow at inlet to next statoe Ib/sec

2.3.4 Method for Calculation of Modified Para-
meters for Wet Vapor Turbines

• Assumptions Used and Development of Equations
for Modified Parameters

In wet vapor turbines since there exists two
distinct phases (gas and liquid), the usual ideal
thermodynamic relationships which are valid for gas
turbines are not directly applicable. The approach
used to determine the performance of wet vapor
turbines involved making a minimum of changes in
the code but required modifying the input data
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appropriately to closely simulate the thermo-

dynamic processes of a turbine operating within the

saturation dome of a T-S (temperature entropy)

diagram. The following method was derived and

gives good agreement with the results from the
WSD 2-D code as run by Fentress (2).

In order to arrive at a consistent set of

relatively simple relationships, the following assump-
tions were made:

1) The inlet hub and tip diameters for a

given blade row are assumed equal to the exit hub

and tip diameters from the preceding blade row.

The same assumption holds true for the modified

y*, _*, and R*. The superscript * indicates that it

is a modified value for specific heat ratio, blade

efficiency, and gas constant.

2) All inefficiencies are assumed to be

lumped into the single blade efficiency parameter

_*. This includes such items as incidence and exit

losses and flow coefficients. Consequently EXPP =
EXPN = 0.0, SREC = RREC = 1.0, SCF = RCF = 1.0,

RTF = 1.0, and SESTH = RERTH = 1.0. The defln_-

tions of these computer code terms may be found in
Section 2.3.3.

3) The exit gas flow angle from each

blade row is taken to be equal to the exit blade

angle. Therefore, actual blade exit angles (SDEA

and RDEA) are input rather than distributed passage

areas (SPA and RPA).

4) Since all energy changes are accounted

for in the calculation of the modified parameters,
there is no need to take into consideration

the decrease in the gas flow rate due to condensa-

tion effects° Consequently RWG = 1.0.

5) Radial variations in y*,_*, and R*

are assumed to be negligible.

In applying the following formulae to de-

termine the modified values of R*, y*, ands*, care

must be exercised to obtain the proper relative

velocity either entering or leaving a blade row.
See Figure 2o3-1 for clarlflcaHon of the station

terminology used in the example potassium turbine.

v o

STATIOI_ 0 -- -- -- t

_____v_ 5TIt ST_,TOI
STATION 1 -- -- -- V VI_

; 5TH ROTOR

STATION 2 ......... _U 2

V 7 /

S_ATrON ;'_,_0 ....... J'Vz" = V0

_..._.__ 6TH STATOe

STATION I .... v_

6TH _OTOR

Rgure 2.3-1 Axial Station Velocity Nomenclature

The initial values for static temperatures, pressures,

specific volumes, and velocities are obtained from

previous 1-D calculations. Definitions of the no,

menclature used are given in Section 2.3.4.2

FIFTH STAGE

144 PSO Vso
= (1)

R_) TS0

* 1
7"0 -

2gR_) (TT0- TS0)
] - 2 (2)

V o

*;
* _ (3)

PTO _ Pso \Tso/

PTO

PTPS = (4)

RI
144 PS1 Vs1

TS1 (s)
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Yl

1

1
. - )2gR I (TTo TSl

I - 2
V 1

TTO _ TSI

TT0 11 -

DR1A = DRI

kP'_o/

D_IA : DTI

TT2g =

RIA = R1

144 Ps2vs2

R_ = - T
S2

, 2 + 2 Ut
TSIA + A- I }A U2 -

2g )'IA RIA

(6)

PT2g = PS1A

_tA

+ 2g Y_A RIA T'SIA

w

)'2
I -

I

2g R_ (l"T2 - TS2)@
2

V 2

(7)

(8)

n2
TT29 _ TS2

PS2

TT2g PT2g

(9)

(io)

D_2 A = DR2

(11)

(12)

03)

D_2 A : DT2

(]4)

R*2A:

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Y2A Y½ (20)

DR0 = DR2A (21)

D_0 : DT2A (22)

R; : R;A (25)

TTOg

PT09

144 PSI vsI

TSI

V 2
2A

TS2A + 2g Y2A R2A

* - 1
Y2A

(24)

(25)

(26)

1"2A

PS2A LTs2A / (27)

, _ i (28)
Yl 2g R_' (TTOg - TSI

I

TT0g - TSI

TTOg E - k PTOg / Y'--_IJ

The remainder of the expressions for the modified

parameters for the rest of the sixth stage are the

same as those in Equations (8) through (20). For
turbines with more than two stages, the same re-

lationships are repeated for each succeeding stage.
Since there is a significant amount of hand calcula-

tions involved in obtaining the modified parameters,

a small computer program could be written to punch

out these values in a format compatible with the

input to the modified NASA turbine code.
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• Nomenclature Used in Calculation of Modified
Parameters

Symbol Definition UnTt Ls

OR Root d;omQter Tn

DT T;p d;ameler in

g Gfavltot;onol occeleraHon (32.2) if/see 2

P$ Statl¢ prmssure psia

PT Topoi p'e_su_e psla

PTPS Tglol-to-s_atT¢ pressure ratio ocross f;rst storor --*

R Gas conJlant ft/°R

T$ Stoti¢ lemperoture aR

TT Total _empelature aR

U W_,*el _pe_d h/see

V Gas velocity ft/lec

v S Sp*cirl¢ volvme fl3/Ib

• Rat;o of _pecif;¢ heats -°°

11 Ovlralf effect;re blod_ efficiency ---

2) The code could be changed so as to
iterate to a desired exit pressure condiHon auto-
matTcally by comparing the average turbine exit
total pressure with that desired. If the difference
between the exit total pressureswere not within some
given tolerance, the first stotor pressure ratio PTPS
would be adjusted accordingly.

3) Non-uniform turbine inlet radial

distributions in pressure, temperature, and velocity
could be achieved by inputting such quantities.
The assumption in the code as presently program-
med is that the inlet radial distributions are unT-
form.

2.3.6
2.3.5 POSSIBLE FUTURE MODIFICATIONS TO

CODE I.

1) With the advent of the CDC 6600 com-
puter and its 65 K core (as compared to the IBM
7094 and its core of 32 K), it is possible to expand
the maximum number of radial sectors to greater
than 6 and the maximum number of stages to exceed 2o
8. Of course computer run times would be longer
and a different method of printing out data would
have to be used.

REFERENCES

E. E. Flagg, "Analytical Procedure and
Computer Program for Determining the
Off-Deslgn Performance of Axial Flow

Turbines," NASA CR-710, February 1967.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Astronuclear Laboratory, Report WANL-PR
(DD)-017, January 1967, Contract NAS
7-390.

APPENDICES TO SECTION 2.3

APPENDIX 2.3 A

SAMPLE PROBLEMS ILLUSTRATING USE OF CODE

2.3 A-1 NASA Reference Two-Stage Gas Turbine
(5 Radial Sectors)

1. Comparison of Results

The sample problem given in NASA
CR-710 was run both on the IBM 7094 (11)and CDC
6600 computer. The data output from both machines
was in exact agreement to at least the sixth sTgni-
f[cant figure. The minor discrepancies noted were
thought to be due to the difference in the number

of significant places carried in the respective
machines, It was found that the sample problem
data output given in NASA CR-710 did not exactly
correspond to that report's data input. When the
data input was appropriately changed, the subsequent
output was Tn substantial agreement (at least to the
fourth significant place) with that given in NASA
CR-710. No explanation can be given at this time
as to why there was not agreement to at least the
sixth place. But it is felt that the agreement is more
than adequate to satisfy engineering criteria.
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2. Data Input

NASA

1.00

$OATATN

STGC_--

TTI_=

pTF_5::

ST(/:

PAr=

vC?!):=

PCNH=

TUPRIN[ COMPLTER P_OGRAM

R_F_Eh._ TURBZNET_O STAGE "_ =' P_

5041 -8 DEG, LOSS PRCF!LE ,98 ,9,,_, .977 ,90t

_.O00

700,OOC P FIN: 17.I#0 _YAIRm 0.000

1,600 OELC: 0.000 DELL = O.OOO

2,000 SECT= 5,000 Ex_= 3.00¢

0,000 SL!= 0.000 AAC_= ].000

_,OOO _'- _.,350 -¢"- _I_.6_;8

i,t_OC ENOST_= C_OO E_DJ_= O,O00

FAIR:

DELA:

EXPP:

P_L_

0,000

OoOOO

3_000

506!.090

INLET RAFIAL PPOFZLE$

•ZOO ,EO0 -ZOO ,_OO ,200 0,000

SIAG£=

_G=
GA-G=

OT=
_wG=

SOfia
s_EA=

S_EC=

sEIa=

SCF=
SPa:

SESTM=

SIAtIDARD CPTIOr4

I AXIAL STAIIONS

STA. 0 STA. I STA,IA STA. d sTA.2A

53.35q 53.350 53.350 53.350 53.350
1-400 1._00 1.4o0 1,600 1.400

19.110 lq.llo 1_.q_9 18.606 1B./o5
2_,000 2_.900 Z_.I_I 28.7fl6 28._q5

l.O00 l.O00 1.000 1.000 1.000

fiOOT

O.OOn

0.000

1.0_0

.970

.977

_2.1C0

1.o0o

$1ATOR RADIAL D[STHIBuTIO_

PITCh TiP

0.000 0.000 0.000 0._00

0.000 0.000 0,000 0,000

].000 1.000 1.000 1.00_

•_I_0 .9_0 ,qRO ,_70

• 977 ,977 .977 ,977

26.035 30.135 34.196 38.A99

0,000

0,000

0,000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0,000

0.000

0,000

0.000

RoToR _ADIAL DIST_IBUTIOt_S

_I_= 50,600 _._00 3H.lO0 30.200 20.900 0.000

_t)E_ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
n_EC= 1.000 1,000 1.0o0 l.oflo 1.0o0 0.000

_TAa .919 .9_6 ,966 .946 ._19 0.000
RCF= ,g_h .q_O ,gso .gso .950 0.000

_P_= 33.4hR 3_.3%_ 38.97_ 61.280 63.008 O.O00
_T¢= 1.000 1.000 1.000 ].000 1.000 0.000

_ERI_= l. Oln

STAN()AR() CPTION

AXIAL STAliO_S

ST_, 0 STA. I STA.Ia STA. _ sTA.?A

53.35_ 53.350 53.350 53.350 53.350

I._O_ l.,,O0 1._00 I._00 l._O0
• 1_._65 17._14 17.673 17.110 17.110

2_.R_5 29.296 29.637 30.000 30.000
1.000 l.OOO 1.000 l.O00 1.000

STAG[=

RG=

GANG=

D?=
RWG=

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
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ROOT

SOIA= PS,00n

SOEA= 0,000

S_EC= 1.000

SETA= ,970

SCF= .925

SPA= 30.4P0

SESTh= !.010

DDIA= 36,600

P[)Ea= 0,000

RETA= ,919

RCF= ,900

RP_= _3,3_0

RTF= 1.000

_ERTH= 1.010

STATOR RAi)IAL OISTRIOuTIONs

PITCH TIP

2P,_00 20.200 18.300 16,600
0.000 0.000 0,0(10 O,O00

1.000 1.000 |,000 I.U00

• gRO .9_0 .980 .g70

• 925 ,925 .925 .Y25

36.U55 43.485 50.765 58.240

Rt)ToH RADIAL OISTNIHUTIONS

26._00 16,100 4.600 -6.100

0.000 0.000 0.000 O.O00

I.O00 ].000 1.000 1,000

• 946 .9_6 .9_6 .919

• qO0 .900 .qo0 .gO0

48.150 52,350 55.750 58,550

l.O00 1,000 1,000 1,000

0,000

0,000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0,000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0,000

3. Lislh,g of Doto Output

NASA TURIjINE COMPUTER FRDGNM|
KAS_ ThO STAGE h[FE_EI_CE TU_I_E

!,_0 _0_| -B _FG. LOSS PRL_ILE .qa .9_6.

llF_ 0 700,0

PT£_R C 17.1¢0

wG 0 _3,blE
CEL P 21,Qb0

w_llO 67,320
DH/TTSAt_O .03137

N/RI |_0.532

[TA fl .g354S
EIA TS .e2312

E1_ AT .q21)b4

PTO/PSI l._O0

PTRA_O/PTB_R2 ),hg4

PTP_PD/PS2 1,P40
PTR_/PS2 1.340

TT_AR_/TTBAOO ._69_G

TT_IA/TTBA_O .9171n
W6 1 43._1_

PSI A 10.770
TT_ lA _4_,6

PTR ]A |_.47_
_G I_ _3.613

PS 2 9.314

TTBA_ _ 60_.5

PTBAn 2 lO.I20

wG _ 43._12
wG 2_ 43,612

URIVI .35559

PSI P 1.0_09
PSI R I.e77o5

RX P .21_20

RX P -.Oft?93
_LPHA 0 O.I)O0

| $TATO_ 0,000

BETA 1A _.336
I mOTOR 8.236

CASE |. 0

STAGE PE_FOR, ANCE

STAGE 2 STAGE 3

buB.S

10,1_0

ll.31o

106.3C3

,01_
20_.3_
,93n_&

.92376

1.3_)

1.3_
1._15
1.216

.92212

,9_7_3

7.6_9

576._
8,343

43.612

6._t0
5_1.1

7._

A3._12
43.+12

,5_095

,43632

,53CZb

.97210
,_b054

-,01753
20.3_7

.127
15.3_3

-.7E7
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3. Output Data (car, Hnued)

ALPHA _A 20.327 -9,_9
DnETA n 116.216 B6.33B

1 .83798 .6_215

vl _l 1.01118 °78439

_R IA ,47064 .3516h
"RI_ RT .691_1 .5N43_

MR 2 ,6406R ,52_/7

_R2 TIP ,697B7 ,61_6
E/TH CP 16,_72 9,6_2

N/RTH CR 4339.3 465t.2

bnIMCRE/C 43.4_0 6_._4

OVERALL PERFORMA_zCE

PSI P .77717 PSI H 1.32335
• _T/P 67,3)q51 _/_T 1_0,53189

PTO/PT_A_ P,_9_9] PTO/PS¢ 2.¢9R47
ETA TT .g_700 [TATS .86213

_NE/60C 3141.6¢1 NINTH CR 4339.3P9

hASA IUn_INE COWFUTER PI_0GRA_

_ASA T_O STA(E REI'ERENCE TURHI_E

1,00 SO41 "B DEG. LOSS PhCFILE .9B ,9_6,

CASE 1. 0

INTER-STAGE PERF0_ANCE

DEL H 33.330Gt
OELH/TTIN ,0k76!

PT0/PAT2A 2,30903

ET_ T_T ,_3477

E/TH CR 2_,bq720

,977 ,qOt

STe 0 S_ATO_ INLET ST_E 1,

Olt_ 0 |9,q99 _I.777 _3,555 _5.333 27,111

Tl _ 700,0 70D,u )00,0 7_0.0 700,0
PT 0 17,_0 17,14u 17,1_0 17,]_0 lT, I_O

_LPHA 0 0.000 O.00O _,000 O.000 0.000

I sTAI0_ O.O00 0.O0U 0.000 0,000 0,000
v 0 799,_3 2_q,463 Z9S._63 299,_b3 299,_b3

Vo 0 0._00 0,000 O.O00 0,000 0.000

VZ 0 2q9,_63 _9_.463 _9_._63 299.463 2q_,463

TS 0 69P.b 692,b e92,5 6q2.5 b92,5

PS 0 l_,_0g le,b09 Ie.509 16.509 lb,50_

f)tNS 0 ,06_3w ,06_3_ ,U6_34 .0_34 ,06_34

0 ._3_13 ,_3713 ,_32|3 ,23P13 ,23213

CP 0 ._3996 .2399b .¢399b ,_996 ,2399b

RG 0 53.350 53,350 53,350 53.350 53,350
G_MG 0 l,_O000 ],¢0000 1,40000 l*_O000 1.40000

_ 0 1.00_00 1.00o0o 1.0000n 1.00000 1.00000

w(_ 0 _.5Rq35 7,70_6b 8,E0273 9.7,081 10.737|2 43.6|168

STA I SIAToR EXIT

filA_ I lq,ggg 2|,777 23,555 25.333 PT,Ill

AL_ ] 69._39 61,9_0 ((.303 64,911 63,3bq

uEL _ kq*_3g 67._0 6_,303 b4o91| 63,359

v I li_7,g72 |nBO,ZO_ |0}1,72b 95_.148 8g5o217

vb 1 Io75.5_g 1001.175 931.914 Ab4.123 8o0,175

VZ I _0l._gl 405.6Q? 40_,02b 40_.586 401,413

IS I 59C.3 602,9 el3,U 6?_,2 633,3

PSI 9.25Z lo,04b IQ.?I2 11.379 11.93_

_LNS 1 .0_730 ,04_9_ .0_711 ,04q_O ,05087

l ,qb38_ ,_97_3 ,E3798 ,7790_ .72567

ZWI INC -,6_502 -,E9(:_5 -,13b03 -,TAA0_ -.8015g

CP S .93195 ,9231_ .S|342 .9_150 ,8BB|O

CP 1 ._399fi ._3q9b ,_3g96 ,_996 .23996

R_ ! 53.350 53.350 53.350 53.350 53.350
GAMG } 1.40000 ],40000 1,40000 1.4_000 1.40000

_wG I l.O000O 1.00000 1,00000 l,Ono00 l.OOOo0

• '_ l 6,5A_35 7,7066b 8,e0273 9,7_081 1U.73712 43,61|68

TOTA L FLOw

TOTA L FLOw
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3. Outpu! Da)a (conHnued)

hASA TU_B|_E COvPUTE _ PnOGnA_
kASA T_O ST_C ;_EFEPE_CE TURulhE

]eO0 _0_1 -B _EG. LOSS P_FILE ,qU +9_bt
C_SE I, 0

IhTER-STAG[ PEPFO_*4ANCE

.977 aqO,

sat |a _CtC_ [_CCt STAGE 1,

O|AM lA 19,e85 21,721 23°355
pTR It ll.q<_4 17.251 1_,_78
TTR |a 637,Z 639.& _42.0

AETA 1A _8,_5 53.18_ ¢e,33 b
ROTOR 8.C85 _,288 _,235

R 11 75_,J02 656,Y63 5T_,03_
RU IA _*_,2_3 525,959 413,_10
_n IA ,63340 ,5_56_ ,47U6_

U 11 t37.*07 477.155 5|E,10_

P5 /1 9,225 ln,0_7 10.770
TS IA 589._ 603.3 flA,7

CP It .239g_ ,2399b ._399b
_G It 53,350 53.35u 53,350

GAvO _1 |,_0000 I,_OUO0 l,_O000
a_G 11 I,O000U l,OuO0_ l,O0000

STA 2 RCTCR E_lr

nlAv 2 19._3b 21,_95 E3,b55

TTO 2 b3E,S _38,_ _42.0

_Eti 2 $7.531 5P.529 5_.379
UBET¢ 116,El6 111,817 10_,115

2 700,_U 738.9A_ 76_,765
n_. 2 _90.b3_ 63_.922 65e.t73
,o 2 ,S8_|2 ,61_t .etOt8

U _ _7._00 _72.80_ 51e.10_
_X -,_0_02 .||b99 .clq2O

DEL_ ?1._13 22,139 2c. IR2

PSi P _,90236 2._370 2,U6895
ETA TT ,91_1_ .9_lfl_ ,_451_

EIA TS .g05g6 ._2bR1 .E3127

E_A AT .8_]9 ,q2233 ._2980

Z*l INC -),85_6 -I,61317 -1,q2033

C_ R -.16_35 ,2095_ ._051

P_ 2 9,277 9.29_ S.31_

TS 2 59_.7 5_3,3 _93,3

C_ 2 ,239q6 .23995 ,<3995
n_ 2 53.?b0 52,350 5_.350

n_ 2 l._n_00 1._C000 I._0000
m_ 2 1.00n00 i.n000V 1.00_00

_r+ 2 _,99_15 7._SU2b 8,/3519

TT 2A 609.b _97.7 607.b
V 2t 4_2,1_8 40_.59_ _O_.G7_

vu 2A 15_,n_J 159,53_ 14C.0|9

A_PhA 21 26,n_0 22.9_Y 20,327
_F 2A ,3067_ .3133_ ,3l_3_

IS 2_ 506._ 59_.0 59t,0

PS 2_ 9._0_ q,33_ _,355
DF'.S 2_ .0_/13 ,_Z_I ,G_Z51

2_ .33_9_ ,3_032 ,33736

CP _ ,23q_b .P3_b ._39gb

_ 2c _3.350 53.350 53.350

_vq 2t 1,40U00 l._000O 1,_0000

_G _ 1.00000 1.00000 I.Q0000

.0 2A E.89_15 ?._5_Zb U,)3519

25.389 27.22_
12.778 13.083

6_5.8 650._
37.95_ 27.212

7,75_ b.312
t93.759 _33.12b
303.7bl 198.059

.t_27_ .35068
558,_52 598,80i

ll._bl 12.035
6p5.5 63_.H

.2_996 ._3996

53,350 53.350
|._nOuO I._0000
1,00000 1.00000

9,7_081 I0,73712 t3.bllb8

25.615 27,b7*
12.Plo |3.15A

b0._58 60,96_

9_.223 88.175
797.555 818._8b

692._95 715.6)I
,6_793 ,bS_ll

_h3._Ob b08.708

,3n75_ ,382_5

22.137 21._58
1.7_143 _.kH7_3

.9_75_ ,9_55t _
• H_236 .Blb39
,q_3,s. .91'677

-1,_55_ -I.09099
,61F71 ,7|99T

9.330 9,3_2

5_3.3 595,T

,23996 ,23gg6

53,350 53.350

I,_00 1.40000
1.0n000 1,00000

9,_391 1+)o_%615 _3;61166

lo.l_q 10.138

_7'_ 609.7

_0_.007 39H,169
12H.P06 106._6.9

Ia.592 15,509
• 320_6 ,320_A

352.92_ ]83.e70 . .
bQ6.2 596.5

9,37b 9.39|

• 33Pll ,33255

,23996 ,23996

53.350 53.350
l.tnO00 I._0000

1.0no00 1.00oo0

9,6_391 |0.#5615 _3.61166

TOTA L FLOw

TOTA L FLOw

TOTA L fLOW
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3. Outp,;_ Dora (c:_l,nue_J)

hAS._ IU:;JI_.E COF'FUTER proG_Ap,

_,_.$A T_O sTAGE REF_r_EhCE TURLIZr, E

1,0'0 50t, l -(_ OLG. LOSS P_Cf ILE ,g8 , gto6,

C._5E 1, 0

Ie_TFA"ST AC£ PERF C,R_.:ANCE

,972

5Ta 0 STAIO_ INLET STAE£ 2,

olt, u 0 IQ,323 2]._39 25,555 25,671 _7o7&7

TT 0 60_,5 60_,5 _0_%5 6r,IJ,5 600,5

PT O ]0,120 Iu,120 lC,IpO lo,lsu 10,120

ALRWA 0 24,OH0 2_,9G9 20.327 1_,_92 15,509

l sTATOn -,9ZO ,549 ,I?7 .292 -],OgO

V 0 402,IL_8 4n6,590 C03o075 404,_07 3_s,169

V_j 0 16_.0H3 |5H.535 l_C.t)}9 ]2_!.P06 }06._59

VZ 0 967.}51 374.1b09 371.97G 3_I?.g24 3G3.670

TS 0 596.2 _.0 _94.0 5q4°2 596.5

P5 0 g.38_ g.33_ _.355 9.37_ 9.39_

DE._S 0 ,0_;13 ,0_2_I ,uGZsl ,0_25_ ,0_2_9

u 0 ,335_ ,3_032 ,33735 ,3_Pl} ,33255

C_ 0 ,_3996 .23996 ._3996 .2_996 .@3996

R@ 0 53.35_ 53.350 53.350 53.350 53.350

G_G 0 1,4O_O0 I,_0000 1._0000 1,_00 1,40060

Pw_ 0 l.onooo l.OOOOu I,Ooooo l.OOnOo I,OOOOO

wG 0 6.89E15 7.85_26 u,13519 q.6_391 10.¢,5615

STA I 5TATOR EXIT

olA- I 18,_2 21,259 23,555 25,851 28,I4_

_t pH_ I 61.e51 5g.30l 51.C66 5&.670 52.23 _

PEL a 85.731 M2.250 71.3g5 73.262 67.76_

V I @5_.196 7q5.57b 74c.33g 695.126 650.70g

VU | ?A9.990 61)_.0_5 6_6._15 567. III 51_.39_

VZ _ 40_.665 406.1_ _05.742 _0]°g78 3gS.5]_

TS I 548.0 555._ 562.1 5_.3 573,2

PS 1 6.g3_ 7.321 1.62_ 7.q26 8._5_

OEN5 _ .03'*]5 ._355S .E3_61 .0_765 .03_|

w | .7425g .6@S39 .t4215 .5Q_ .5544i

_hl INC -1.0373_ -1._q_6 _ -1.1315 a -1.1¢.R54 -!.]764_

CP $ ,7773_ .738fl1 .10_32 .6_2?1 .62558

CP | .2399b ._3g&6 .23996 .2_9b .2399b

_G I 53.350 53.35d 53.350 53.350 53.359

6A_G I 1,40000 I,_O00U ),_0000 1.40000 l,_O000

R_G i 1,00000 l,O000o 1,00000 l,OnOOO 1,000_0

WG 1 _.56380 7.69027 8.16394 9.7Qq19 10.792_3

.90,

43.61166

_3,6116_

TOTA L FLOw

TOTA L FLOw

sT_ la _CTCR IktET STAGE 2,

OTAW 1, IB._9 21,2n_ 23,555 25,908 28,26l

PT_ l_ ?,g_ _.Ib} _,343 8.600 8,871

TTQ I_ 57e,? 573,3 _7b,8 5_I08 587.b

_ETA !a _0.535 28.960 15,3_3 -.5_5 -15.815

I nuTOm 3,_35 _°060 ".757 -5.|85 -g._I5

1_ _E,_2 _57,_35 *0%,333 38o,_b3 _00,905

kU Ia 339.%26 21g.552 IO_,3ll -3.g79 -|0g,261

_ I_ ._5523 .39_2g ,_Slg6 ,3_3_ ,3&128

U }a 41_._E _5_.353 51_.}0_ 569.855 621,60b
P_ 1_ 6°_30 7,3_| 7.b59 7.970 8,209
?S lJ 5_,0 55_,E _E,9 5_q,2 574,3
CP lJ ,23_9_ ,_3996 ,<399b ,2_qgb .2399b

_G 1' 53._50 53.350 53,35_ 59.350 53,350

6aWG lm 1,_0000 :._0000 1,_0000 1._CO0 1._0000
_-5 1 = 1,00000 1._0000 l,C3000 I.Ono00 1,00000

-G I _ *.56_ 7.69021 8.T639_ g. Tqq79 I0.79383 _3.6116& TOT& L FLOw
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_ASA TURdIN[ COt.FuTcR pq_GnAw
kASA T_O STAGE REFERENCE rUR_IEE

|.00 504| *B OEG. LOSS PROFILE .gB .9_b, .977 *gO*

CASE I, 0

I_Tr_-ST_G[ PERFORMANCE
STA _ _CTC_ ExiT

_TC 2 7,950 _,1_ _,3_3 R,@25 B,926
TT_ 2 57n,0 $73,0 _7b,8 5n2,3 588,7

aETA _ _5,_13 _7,_R0 4_,600 51,528 52,888
_RETJ _6,33_ 7_,_U 6_,9_3 5C,94_ 37,072

D _ _LO.eI_ 5_.390 597.[3_ 6_6.601 635.00_

O_ _ 36@._3_ 4]_,83w _59.736 50_._79 54_,256
_ 2 .4_00 ._a_03 ,52077 ,5_377 ,59b05

_ _n_,_5 _03.3_ 51_,10_ 57_.808 631.513
_ ,_27_7 ,1e0%9 ,k60S_ .3_780 ,430_7

_EL_ |I._77 1_,91u II,_52 II.307 10,570
_51 P |,7716_ 1.3Pb6_ IoC367_ ,_17 ,67_06

ETA TI ,92.9_ .9_980 ,_776 .9_C?b .B9652

ETA TS ,7T;O_ ,77551 ,15903 ,7_739 ,690]8

7.I INC -I._3_75 -1.49053 -]._ITbb -.qA_25 -.15608

C_ _ -,r)_"ll .3,059 ,53009 ,a_3_ ,65t¢/
P5 _ _._55 _.857 _,_60 6._3 6,867

_G _ 53.750 53.350 _3,35U 53,350 53.350

_,_ _ l.O_nO_ l.nO000 l.CO000 l.nno00 1,00000
w_ _ 6._17_ 7,_EO_d _,_70|9 lO.on3_5 lL,253T_

_T _A 7,33, 7,3_9 _.439 7._91 7+53t

TT _a 55_,0 5_._ _59.9 561.4 56_.4

V _ 3_R,17_ 37e,h7U 3qc,llI _0_,107 _2_,0|9

VU ?A -3_.,_I -_.565 -63.36_ -6._._29 -R5.256

AL_A 2A -_.155 -7.101 -_,299 -9,657 -11,655

_F 2a .31_?? ,32_01 ,23157 ,35076 ,35966
VZ 2_ 35_.1(.2 373,7_0 3_;,_17 _0?.308 _13,3|_
T5 _ 5_b,3 5_7,0 5_7.1 547.b 5_9,6
uS _a _,a55 a,oST _._6b 6.863 6,86t

_f_5 _a .0337_ ,n33A* ,_33n_ ,033_ .033I?
2a ,31;52 ,32853 .3_207 ,3_77 ,367?1

Co 2_ ,?Jq_ ,23Vqb ,_399b .?_995 .73995
PG 2a 53,2_U 53.35u 53,3_0 53,350 53,350

GAnG _ l._OOOg 1.40000 l,_OOO0 I._0000 J,_OOO0
_,5 _a 1.000_0 l.n_noo I.CO_.OU 1.0_000 l.co0oO

,G 2a 6.2|/2_ 7._U_d _.E1519 IO.On3_5

2.3 A-2
Sectors)

Wet-Vapor Potassium Turbine*(5 Radial

I. Calculation of Modified Parameters

Using the equations given in Section
2.3.4, the values for the modified parameters (given
in Table 2.3 A-l) were calculated by hand and used
as data input to the modified NASA turbine code.
Only the 5th and 6th stages are analyzed and cor-
respond to stages 1 and 2 in the output listing.

2. Comparison of Results from Modified
NASA Code and WSD Code

Table 2.3A-2 showsa comparison of
the results between the 1-D and 2-D codes from

WSD and the NASA code using the modified para-
meters. The total-to-static pressure ratio (PTPS)
across the first stator was adjusted until the turbine
exit conditions were identical to those obtained in

*Described in Reference (2).

_3.61|6_ TOTAL FLOw

l 1.2537_, _,3.61162 TOTA L FLOw

the Steam Divisioncodes. The modifiedparameters

were assumed to remain constant during the small
changes in PTPS. Unfortunately, a completely con-
sistent set of input data was impossible to be obtained
from either Table I or Table II of Reference (2) or

TABLE 2.3A-1

MODIFIED PARAMETERS FOR POTASSIUM
TURBINE

0 5.29 7.51 31.158 1.1825 ---

I 5.15 7.83 30.842 1.1437 0.92577

IA 5.15 7.83 30.842 1.1437 ---

2 5.04 8._B 30.689 1.16607 0.81662

2A 5.04 8.28 30.689 1.16607 ---

0 5,04 8.2B 30.689 1.16607 ---

I 4.88 8.62 30.828 1.1447 0.94752

IA 4.88 8.62 30.028 1.1447 ---

2 4.60 9.10 30.763 1.1637 0_155

2A 4.64) 9.10 30.763 1.1637 ---

P'_O= 38.828; PTPS- 1.3619
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TABLE 2.3A-2

COMPARISON OF POTASSIUM TURBINE DATA AT MEAN DIAMETER

ILADE ROW
EXIT CONDITIONS

gLADE
HEIGHT
pr,_)

MEAN
D IAMEI"E'IR
p,,,_,)

FLOW
ANGLE

_1,++,)

STATIC
IqlESSURI

VII,)

STATIC

_Rh_EIIATURE

ROW

pbA,_)

JEt
VELOCIIY

(tV,<)

GAMMA

GAS

R_TANT

EFFICHENCY
COEFFICIENT FOIl
lADE ROW

_i_l-D NASA %
Cek (1) Cod* _ Bib*

,.. ,.,l • Io,o
I
!

6+40 _.lO * I 0.0

64.37 1--

37._ I _

205;+ ....

5.76 -- *-

1024 -- --

i 1.211 11.11_5. l --

]
31.51 101.154P I -*

Fih_ Skel_

1.34 ' 11.34 * 0.0

6.49 1+.49" 0.0

++. _(_. o_) I_.OP ._. o_'o. o_

2L51 I_PD.+90 -I.09

1994 119fl.9 .-0.105

5.76 15.75951 0.0

1049(1076. _ 11091,3 eI_02(+1.3T

1,2C_ 11.1437" --

31._J 130+M;'*

.. I0.92S77

1 t

F!NKAol_r

Code (I) Cod* (2) D;IT_mce

I,62 i 1.62" 0,0

_._(_._ I _'_"

22.04 [ 21.9&1

1937 I 19'J_ 7

3.76 I S.75951

1_'_1o33._ J I_.4

I+196 I 1.6607"

30+_ I 3o,_e9- --

-- 0+O1662'. --

0+0

-i.+:t(o. o)

-0.349

-0.015

0.0

Sl_t_ Smt_

_I-D NASA DIt_
Coo_, (1) co_ C_

1,67 1+87 * IO.O

6.75 _.,75 " 10.0

_. 32(57. 571 _7._7" I+_.+_6(0._

19+69 19.49_ 1-0. 9_0

1914 191T.9 I-0,110

5.76 5, 75951 IO.O

,-,4.32.(.-0+,1_) als(e11._) 823.0 I',O._(I.3R

- 1._95 LI+-" l--

3O.BO _o. 82_* I--

O. 94752"t --

(1} Fern lleF*r*nc* (2) Te_ In pennHmes ere _ 2-0 code. S_ hfi_ce _2)

(2_ U_ng mod;_l_l NASA Code (S rodbl I_ct_l Flcr_ aneteseel with reject t° _i°1 d_ct [_

• IndT¢ahll NASA c_ ll._Ut dale.

_i[_1',.D N.AS,A %
Cod* (11 Code (2) Dtff_ence

2.25 2.25 * 0.0

6.85 6, B5 * 0+0

_. 30(_. 9e 5_; 98 * -2+ 19_0+0)

I

16 _ 16.892 -0.047

1882 1_2.0 0.0

i s._ ] 1.7_sl o.o

; _C7_o. 61 T,_9 .4.:,7(-1. _

,.,,+ l ,.,++7 _.

++o l+,o.-* 0.0155 --

_m

:f

"r
s4-

oL

m

, + ....... /

]
+

t

• t

mx_m - _n

e
u e

++ •

+ + , * , ,
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Figure2,3A-1 6th StatorBlade Exit Angle+ Figure 2.3A-2 6th Rotor Blade Exit Angles
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Figure 2.3A-3 6th Rotor Exlt Jet Velocity

a combination of the two. The difference in the

2-D blade angle distribution from that used in the

1-D calculation is most likely the primary reason
that the [et velocities at the mean diameters are
not in better agreement.

Figures 2. 3A-1 and 2. 3A-2 show the
slight differences in the angles used in WSD

2-D calculations and those used as input to the
NASA code 2-D analysis. Figure 2.3A-3 shows
the good agreement between the turbine exit jet

. Dalu Input

TU_INk EO_PbIl_ P_OGnZu

TWC STAGE ROIA3S|uH TUrbINE

FIVE RADIAL SECTORS

SnAI=IN

SIGLH= 1.000

TIIk= 2067..300

pTPSh I.]77

5rci= _.000

PAF= |.000

VCTf)= |,000

6A_SL= 1,61B

PCN_= °200

STAG_= l

STa,

PG= 3_.1_6

GAM5 = |.1_2

O_= 5.29h

OT= 7.51n

g_= 1,000

ROOT

SDIA= O.OhO

SOEA_ 66,100

S_ECn l.O00

$CF= 1.000

SPJ= 0,000

SEST_= ),0C0

PIIk- 3d.82@ wAIP=

DELC = 0°000 DELL =

SFCT= S,000 ExPk_

SLI= 0.O00 AACs=

w_L& 37,600 TSL=

E_DST_= 0,000 ENOJOR_

INLEI HADIAL Pg0FILES

,ZOO .?00 .200

$TANOA_O {PTION

aXIAL ST_IIONS

STA. I STA.I_ STA. 2

1,1_ 1.1_ 1.166

5.150 5.150 5,0_0

7,830 7.830 8._0

I,OOG 1.0_0 i.000

STATO_ NAUIAL 01STPIFIuTIONs

_ITCM

O,OCO 0,000 0.000

65.000 _S,O_0 6_.350

I.O00 1,000 |,000

l.onn 1,000 1.000

O.OOO O.000 0,000

!

la

o,_urne- _.

Figure 2.3A-4 5th Stator Exit Static Pressure

velocities as calculated by both codes. In Figure
2.3A-4 there is also good agreement with the

static pressure distributions from the 5th stator exit.

It is therefore concluded that if one

performs a hand solution (or uses an appropriate
computer code) for a 1-D turbine analysis, then
this method of using modified y, R, and n parameters
wlth the NASA code will give a valid and thermo-

dynamically consistent two-dlmenslonal analysis of
a turbine operating in the wet vapor region.

0,000 FAIR- 0,000

0,000 DELA= O,O00

0,000 E_'P= _,000

I,O00 RP,= _¢_00,0_0

]_O0.O00 P_L = I|,?OO

O.OOC

.200 0.00_

30.639 0.00_

1,166 0.000

5.040 0._O0

8.280 0.0u0

l,o00 0,00_

TIP

0.0U0 0,_C0

63._S0 0.030

|,000 0.000

I,OoO 0.000

0,000 0.00_
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.

PDIA=

_OEL=

_ECI

aETA_

PCF=

Pp_=

PTF=

RERT_I

ST#GEm

QG=

G_P4Gs

OT=

b|.&CO

I*OCO

1.000

0.000

],OCn

l*O00

SlJ, 0

30.bP9

1.166

5,C_

1,0qn

ROTO_ RADIAL OIST_IHUT]ONS

41.%n0 33,060 22,000 B,500

67,_50 _3.650 6¢,55u 65.350

l.UO0 1,000 1,000 l.O00

• _17 .811 .v, 17 ._17

I.o00 l,oo0 1.0o0 1.0o0

0.00o 0,0o0 0,o00 0.060

1.000 1.000 l.OOU |.000

$TANUA_O CPTION

"IX|A L STAI[O_5

STA. I STA,IA STA. 2 STA.2A

30.H_R 30,82_ 30,7,_3 30,7_3

I.I_5 I.]_5 I,I_4 I,I_

_._ 4,_0 A,60O 4._00

R.b?O 8,620 9.[OU 9,100

).o00 1.0o0 |.oo0 1.000

SUI_

S_EC =

sETA=

SCF_

SP_=

SEST_'=

ROCT

37,300

¢0,900

1,0On

,gk_

1.001}

0,0O0

1.000

acid= 32._On

pUE_= 52,600

Q_EC= 1,000

RCf= 1,00_

Rp_= 0.005

STITOV RAOIAL CISTRIJuTIUN_

PITCM TIP

29.700 2b.5_0 23.4G0 20.000

50.250 57,570 55,_50 5_.|50

1.000 l.O00 t.O00 l.O00

l._O0 I,UOG l.oO0 |.000

0.060 O.OT_O O._OP 0.000

RuTO_ _AOIAL OIbTRI_UT] nNS

16.000 -2,bb0 -?0.500 -35.00(_

56.100 5B,9_0 _I,450 63.E00

l.ono 1,0o0 I.O_U I,_00

.Ula ,_16 ,m16 ._16

l.O00 l,O00 1.600 I._00

O._O 9.000 0.000 0.000

1.000 1.000 1.0(_0 1.000

OuIl;ul Duto

TwC ST_6E POTASS]L)_.'

FIVE RAD]AL ¢_ECIOP.S

STAGE I

TTeLfi 0 20b7,3

PTEAR 0 3P,_23

W6 0 5.75_

_EL _ 3_,871

• _l/_ _,7_3

DH/TTB_P0 ,01590

EI_ tl ,P2986

E_A T5 ,73329

£I_ AT ,80_77

PTO/FS_ _,377

PT_O/PT_AR2 I,05_

PT_;_O/PS_ l.T6_

PT_2/PS_ },396

1TB_2tTTB6qo ,g_(,06

TTWlA/TTf_=;_O ,£_2£6

W_ I 5.758

_S I _ 26,19B

TIR IA 2011,4

PTP I _ 30,412

wG l_ 5,75_

P$ 2 21.gb3

TT_ 2 l_55,B

_TB_R 2 _3.524

wG 2 5.75_

• G 2_ 5,75£

UP/VI .;5953

u_/vI ,35610

PSl P ,$6799

FS| _ I._550

TUP0iNZ C0kPUTE _ P_CCRAH

TU_UI_;E

C_SE 2. 0

sTAGE PERFO_"ANCE

STAGE 2 sTtSE 3

1955,8

Z3,5_

5,7_8

17.g_*

IO,F_5

,00918

5_2,_7

,71650

.B2531

1,2_5

1.331

1,3_3

,96gUO

,9M3bg

5,75fi

192_,3

2o,_n

5,_58

lo.P_2

|7.676

5,75B

5,TtB

,4_3%8

,_4324

,917E3

,_2;CR

0.0_0

0.000

0.000

0,005

O.O00

0.000

0,000

0,00 _

0.000

0.00_

0.0_0

0.00'_

O,OOO

O,OOO

0,00_

C.OOO

O.OnO
O.OhO

0,00O

0,000

0.0_0

O,bOO

0,000

O,OC!O

0,0_0

51 AGE
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4. Output Data (continued)
RX g .20_C¢ *12_0

ALPHA G 0.O00 2bolw7

I STATO_ 0.000 "°]_3

I nOTOR ,850 I._/_
ALPwA 2A _6,_kT -b,g_l
C_ETA _ t0q,q73 _4,q_

N'R|A RT ,55o_0 ,4_4_9

MR _ o_HGh ,5_9_g

N}S_ %uRB!_E COMPUTE" PRCGR_M
TWO STIG_ POTASSIUM TU=GIhE

FIVE R_DIAL SECTORS

STAGE PEnFOU_A_CE

STAGE | sTAoE _ STAGE 3

_R2 TIP ,75376 *6_Pw3

E/TH Cn 3g.3g? ?3.?_E

STAGE

OVEraLL PFRFOR_A_cK

Y51P ,6_BC? _SI _, |,]9kOg

• PT/P _,74307 _/_T 5_7,B_A7_
PTo/PTPAP_ _,Iq_59 RTO/_5_ _,POR57

FT_ TT ,_3_|q ETA tS ,?_q_,_

_NE/60_ 7OJ,(IU? N/RIP CR ?h_7_,5_5

hASA TUGUlNE COP_UTER PROGRAw
TWO STAGE POTASSIUM TURuIKE

FIVE RADIAL SECTORS

CASE _o 0

INTER-STAGE pERFOHP4ANCE

?EL H 50,n25Gg

_EL_+/TT[_ ,0245g

PTG/PAT2A ?,_0133
ETA TAT ,83138

E/T_ C_ 60._t_I?

STA }A ROTC_ ]_LET STAGE I.

OTAH lA 5.41U 5.95'_ _,a90 7.026 7.5t,_

PTR IA 29._5_ 30.037 30._7_ 31,095 31.753
TTR IA 2006._ 2008.6 _01|,6 _015.7 20_0,5

BETA IA 48,373 42.05_ 33.910 22.748 9.3_9

1 ROTOR ".477 .553 ._50 ,7_B .8_

R ]A 756,950 644.729 55E.112 479.687 433,03]

RU |A 564,3|5 431.649 30_,689 185.48_ 70,6t6

U 1= 56T.37] 623.501 67_.531 735.760 791.890

TS 1A I970.3 Iq82.3 l_9|+9 _0_1.2 _00_.6

CP IA ,315_5 ,315_5 ,31545 ,315_5 .31_5

RG lA 30.P42 30,U_ 30._ 30.8_ 30._z+_

6A_G IA ].]_370 1,1_370 1.1_370 1.1_370 1,1_370

h_G ]A I.O0000 |,00000 l.O0000 i.00000 toOO0_O

=G IA .96621 1.0615_ 1.1554_ 1.2_4_ 1.33073 5,75839

5TA _ ROTOR ExIT

OIA_ 2 5.36_ 6.0_ E.660 7.30S 7.956

PT_ _ _9.607 30.095 3C.660 3_.441 3_._9_

TT_ 2 ?00_,0 2009,1 2013,0 _018.6 2024.8

BETA 2 61.600 62.650 6_.650 64.550 65.350

UBETA ]09.q73 104,703 91.560 87,29_I 74.739

R 2 gA_.663 1002.93_ ]02_.350 1063,_7Z IlO0.bS_

RU 2 P64.391 8qo.H_o 9EI.50_ q60,o9_ 1000._36

MP 2 .65H12 ,h7166 ,e8_66 ,71198 ,7370_

II 2 561.716 6?g.575 691.433 765.291 _33.]50

OEL_ 3Z._37 32.851 33.0q_ 33.0_7 32.85_

PSI P 2.54_05 _,hqS19 1.7_763 I._74L [,2_504

TOTAL FLOw
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4o

ETA 1T

ETA TS
ETA AT

zwl INC
CP R

PS 2

IS 2

CP 2

_5 2

Output Data (contlnued)
.82775 ._321_ ,_3334 ,_n74 ,825_5

,71574 ,7295_ ,73_22 ,?_qB5 ,13Bil

,79111 ,PO46b ,e|300 ,81534 ,81%¢9

-I,34588 -l°lg69_ -I,_603_ -)g_090 -,81566

,40gT6 ,58675 ,20861 ,7q&47 ,84527

2],@23 _1°907 2|,963 22,o]q 22,050

1936°3 _g36,5 I_36, 7 |_7'(} |g37,_

,_t_92 ,27_g2 o_7692 ,2769_ ,2769_

3fl,_'_9 3h,hf_9 3U,_9 3N,_ 8L; 30,6_

_ASA _Un_hE CO_UIER p_f_u_,

Tw_ SI_GE POI_SSIu_ T_F_INE

FI_E R_OIAL SECTORS
c_5E _, U

]NTEP-SIAGE _LRFO_A_CE

STA _" STA_h_ I_LET

_1_ _ 0 5,_12
IT 0 2067,3
PT 0 38,_2_

_L_t_ _ G O,i)O0

I STAtOq 0,000
V 0 _47_9b

V_: 0 0,000

VZ 0 _7,3gb
_S 0 _0_I,_

PS 0 36,_9_

Ot_5 0 ,0833_

R6 0 31._5_

GAnG 0 I.IH?5_

_,6 0 1.00000

5T_ | SIAIO_ EXLT

ALPHA ] bb*!O0

UEL _ 6_,I00

v I 1237,_25

V_ I I131._

VII Eol._g5

TS I lqTC'J
PS | _5,ESb

hENS I .OAGd_

l .82778

/wl INC .,14obI
C p S ,B692_

C_ I .315_5

(;A_Q I I' |W370

n,_ 2 1,00o00

_T 2_ 23._55
IT 2_ 1957,3

V 2_ _56,_29

VU 2A 302,_

ALPHA 2_ )2.q28

_F 2_ ,313u2

VZ 2 A _67,37g
IS 2_ 1q3_.3

_S 2A _1._23
ZEr, S 2A ,05;8_

2A °37_93

CP 2* ,27_2
_G 2_ JO,_g

GAnG 2o _,16e_7

_G P_ .g3?l_

$IA_E I,

2q07,3 2C67.3 20_.7.3 206_.3

3_._2e 3_, B2_ 3B.R28 38,L_6

n,O00 0,000 0.000 0,000

0,00_ O,O00 0.000 O,O_G

4_7,39b q_I.3gb _7,396 _7,3qb

O,O00 C,O00 0.000 0,000

_7.3gb _61.3gb _47,396 _7.396

2n51,9 2051_9 2o_.q 2051,9
36°9qi 3_. qgl 36.g9| 36*qg_

.0833_ .QB332 .ON33_ .0833_

.2_685 ._686 °2_6_0 .2B_66
,2cg_ ,25g_

31,15_ 31,158 31.168 31.lEO
1,18250 l,lbZ5u I,I_250 I,I_25_

l._OOOU I,00000 1,0_000 1,00000

1,0_15_ |,155_ I.2_ 1.33073
5,7h_39

5.g5_ e._qU 7.n2b 7.562

65.600 6_._30 6_..350 63.650

65°bGO 65,G30 66°350 63.650

llSi;,dS_ |Og_.3_T 102_.qb| 962.5_5

1055.350 g8_.319 Q21.2:'3 862.536

_7_.72g _6G°6g_ _G2.375 _27.230

1q_2,3 l_glo 9 20_1°_ 2008,A
27.0_ 2E.I q8 2g.351 30.308

,06370 ,GbbOg ,0_8 ,070 _5

.972_? .725S_ ._7_]2 .63751
-°252_2 _.16537 -.7_n_3 ".795 _7

,PSOq5 ,k31g_ ._o_3_ .7839_

.?|545 .3_5,.5 .3_ &5 .3_5_5

3_°_ 3_,h42 30. _2 30,_2

1.I_370 1,14370 I,I_310 [.I_370

l,_CO0o I,_0o00 _.OnO00 1,000o_
1,0_15_ I.&554_ 1.2_4_ 1.33073 5.ThK3g

I°16_01 1.16607 1°1_02 1,16607

l.O000d 1,00000 l,ooO00 l,O000o
I.A_939 1.I_3_2 1.2_q_ |.37g_6 5.25339

_3.556 2=,_92 23._6U 23,_73

IqE5.g Ib55.U |q£_,3 Ig55°9

5_g.6_ 50t°_7[ 49b,706 _B_._Qg

2hl°_ 22_,07_ _g_._U| 167.385

2q.552 2t,I_7 23._g_ 20.03_

,10_5_ ,_056_ ,3_95 ,307_2

_0n.77_ _50._3T _Sh.q]3 _5q.13q

_q30.5 1_3_. ? 19_I,0 1937._

21,_07 21.963 22.(_I_ 2P,{_5H

.n_3_ ._5321 .0_33_ °053&2

._5_7J .2_,_5[ .3_b0 .32721

._76q_ ,_7692 ,27_9Z ,27hgZ

l,_.ddOu l._nu(_n l,(_nnO_ l,OnO:_o
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4. Ou_ ;_ut F2c_o (conl'_pucc!)

F,ASA TUF,BIr_E CO;_}'UTE_ PROGf_Ap
T_JO 5Tt.EE POII,SS_Ur_ TU_-_Ir_E
FIVE R_DIAL SECTORS

C_SE ?, 0
INTEI_=SI_G c. p_RI-Oh_r_ANCE

STA 0 STAToR INLET STAEE 2,

DIA_ 0 5,3G4 &,Of2 _,6GO 7.308 7,956

TT 0 Ig57,3 lqSS.g 1_55o0 19_5,3 }g55,g

PT 0 23.655 23,566 23,492 23,_80 23,473

ALPHA 0 32,q2t) 2_,552 26,147 23 h(_l 20,030
• • •

I $TATOR ,62B -,ll,_ ",393 -.309 ,030

V 0 _5_,_!29 52q,CRO 50_,_71 496,706 488,_.q?

VU 0 302,6_I 261,24b 224,071 194,Q01 167,3E(_

VZ 0 467,379 460,772 456,_37 65b.q13 _59,139

I5 0 Iq3o,3 Ig3b,5 I_3&,7 19_7,0 1937,_

P5 0 21,P23 21,907 21,963 22,019 22,05_

DENS 0 ,0528_ ,N530_ ,05321 ,0_33_ ,053_2
0 .37293 ,35_73 ,34051 ,332G0 ,32721

CP 0 ,27Egd ,p7692 ,27692 ,27692 ,276q2

_G 0 30.689 30,GB9 30,699 30,_8g 30,6_g
GA_G 0 1,16607 1,1_607 1,16_07 1.1A_07 I,IB5_7

RwG 0 1.0o000 l,nOOO0 1.00000 1,0_000 1,00000

_G 0 ,q37|& 1,03939 1,1_3_2 1,25Q98 1,379_G

ST_ I STAToq ExiT

DIA_ i 5,25_ _,002 _,750 7.49fl 8,24b

ALPHA I 6O,gO0 59,250 51,570 5S,n50 5_,150

DEL A g3.E20 88.U02 83,717 78,941 74,180
V I g72,507 QRg.(,12 B23,0C7 758,647 707,705

VU I 849,7_g 7_4,53_ bg4,65b 627,_34 573,G32

VZ I A72,q65 454,853 441,353 425.875 _|_,479

TS I IH97,0 iq05.4 lqll,g IqI_6 1923._

PS 1 18,215 1B._5 l_,_g5 20.045 20,45 ¢)
DENS I ,04485 .Oqb4# ,fl_763 ,04_80 ,04967

" 1 ,66?65 ,60_3 ,55_t60 ,51402 ,47883
Zwl INC -I.15624 -I,17520 -1,18763 -1,IQ78_ "1,19952

CP S ,672)6 ,6_5/_9 ,61830 ,57133 ,52315
CP 1 °31340 .313_0 ,31340 ,31360 ,3|340
RG I 30._28 30.828 30,_28 30,8_0 30,82_

GAnG 1 1,14_70 1,14'_70 1,14_70 1,1_470 1,14_70
RWfi 1 1,0oooo I,O0OOo l,O0000 l,Onooo 1,00000
WG l ,qO9'.O |,03454 1.15?78 1,27150 1,38518

5,75839

5,75840

TOTAL Y&.O_

TOTAL FLOw
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4. Output Data (contlnLJed)

_,^SA TU_t_INE C0PFUTER PR(%GRA_,
T_t(] SI6GE POT_SSIO_' TUR_4INE
'_E,Q_ [J]A_'ETf-_ CALCHL_TI0'_

CASE 3, 0

INTF_-SI,GE PERFOF_MANCE

ST_ (l

DIAu 0
TI f)

PT 0

ALPHA 0
I STATOR

V 0
VL! 0

VZ 0

15 0
PS 0

DENS 0

..'fl

CP 0

F_G 0
GAMG 0

F_WG 0

STAT_k INLET STACE I.

5.2g0 _._00 7.5|0
?067.3 2n67.3 2U67.3

0.000 (}.OO0 U.ooo

(}.riO0 _).080 0.000
4_7,_96 _A7.39_ _47,3qb

(l.O00 o.000 0.000
_7.3_o 4_7.395 44t,3gb
2051.9 205i.w 2G51._

36.qgL 3_..99] 3_.991

,0_32 .n_33_ ,_R332
.28_R6 .2_ORh ._86B_

o2594_ .2_g4_ ._5944

31.158 31.158 31.158
I.I_250 1.1825U 1.1825t)

l.OnOOO 1.00000 l.O000o

5TA I STAlhR EXIT

DIAu I 5.150 h.4qO /.83U

ALPHA 1 6g.720 6_.030 60.572
UEL A A9.720 _%.030 60.672

V _ 132g.131 I0qi.327 940.553

V_ I 12_6.73_ gRq.319 8_0.011
V_ | A60.69_ _6Q.69_ 460.598

TS I |q55.5 lggl.g 2U11.3
PS] ?_.34_ 2_.19_ 30.458

DENS | .o5P12 .c)66o9 .o707o

" l .8q220 ./258_ ,_225_
Z_l INC -°65026 -./6531 -._5406

C_ S ._HeTO .83194 ._7374

C._ | .3_545 .315_b .3_545

RQ ] 30o_;_? 30.84_ 30,_4_

GA_'G ] ].|_370 |.1,370 1.1437(I

_W 'm_l 1"00000 l'oOOO0 I'00000
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2.3A-3 Wet-Vapor Potassium Turbine * (Mean
Diameter Calculation)

1. Comparison of Results

The same modified parameters given in

Table 2.3A-1 are used in the one radial sector (mean

dlameter) calculation. The results are in good agree-
ment with the 5 radial sector calculation as can be

seen by comparing the calculated parameters at the

mean diameter. In the single sector case the hub

and tip values are calculated assuming a free vortex

distribution.** There is a slight inconsistency in
the results in that P., T_, P, and M for station 0 of

the second stage are not identical to those at sta-

tion 2A of the first stage. The discrepancies are

small and thought not to be significant. At this

time there is no explanation for this anomaly.

The output format for the mean diameter case is

slightly different from that using 5 radial sectors.

2. Data Input

TURBINE
TwO STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE
"EAN DIAwETEg CAt.CULAT|ON

COMPL. TER PROGRAp

SDATAIN
SIGC_ 1,000
TTI_ 2067,300 PTXN= 38,BE_ WA[R= O,OOO FAIR=
PIPS= |°377 OELC = 0,000 DELL: O,OOO OELA =
STG= 2,000 SECT= 1,000 EXP,= 0,000 EXPP=
PAF= 1,000 SLI= 0,000 AACS= I,OOO RP_=

VCTD= 1,000 NSL = 37,600 TSL = I_00°000 PSi._

6A_SL= |,618 E_DSTG= 0,000 ENDJOR= 0,000

0.000
0.000
0=000

_4000,000

INLET W_DIAL. P_OFILES

PCNH_ 1,000 0,000 0,000 0°000 O,CO0 0,000

*Descrlbed in Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

Astronuclear Laboratory Report WANL-PR(DD)-017,

January 1967, Contract NAS 7-390.

** Assumes a constant axial velocity component
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2. Data Input (e.ontinucd)

STAGE= !
STA, 0

RG= 31,15R

Ga_(; = 1,1P2
Oc_= 5.2qn
D7= 7,510

_WG= 1.000

gOOT

sDIA= 0,000
SDEA= 65,030

S_EC= I,000
SET_= .926

SCF= 1.000
SPA= O,OnO

SEST_= I,O00

QOla= 33,0_0

RDEA= 63.6S0

RPEC = 1,000

RETA= o817
RCF= 1,000

PPA= 0,000
gTF= 1.000

BERTH= 1,000

STAGE=
STY, 0

RG= 30,6P9
GAnG = 2.166

Og= 5,040
DT= 8,2Pfi

RWG= 1,000

POOT
sDIA= 26,5_h

SDEA= 57,570
sREK= 1,000
SET_= ,94R

SCF= 2°000
SPx,= o.ono

SEST_= 1.000

PDI_= -_,860

_DE_= 5B,gRO

RPEC= 2,000

PETA= ,816

RCF= 1.000

RPA= 0,000

RTF= l,O00

RE_TH= l°O00

5TANDARQ CPTION

AXIAL STATION5

STA, I 5TA,IA STA. ? SIA.?A

30,H42 30,842 30,6B9 30,6_9 0,000

1,144 l,I_4 1,166 I,lb6 O,OOO
5,150 5,150 5.0_0 5,040 0,000
7°B30 7,830 B.?_O 8._eO 0,000

l,OO0 ,I,000 ],0oo 1,00o 0,000

SIATOR RADIAL DISTRIbuTIONs

PITCh TIP

0.000 0,000 0.000 O,O00 0,000
O.OOO 0,000 U,O00 0,000 0.000

0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000
0.000 0,000 0,000 O,OoO 0,000
O,UO0 0.000 0.000 0,000 O.O00

0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.0o0

ROTOR RADIAL DIST[_IBUTIONS

0,000 0,000 0,000 O,O00 0,000

O.UO0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,000
0.000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0.000
0°000 0,000 0,000 O.CO0 0,000
0.000 0.000 0,000 0,000 0,000

0.000 0,000 0.000 U,O00 0.000
0.000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0.000

STANDARO CP_ION

AXIAL STAIIONS

STA, I 5TA,I_ STA, 2 STA,2A

30._20 30,8_8 30.763 30,763
1.145 1,I¢5 1.16_ 1,164

4.8fl0 4,8_0 4.600 4,600

R,620 8,620 9.|00 9,100
1.000 1.000 I.O00 1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0,000
0,000

STATOR _A[)IAL OISIRIBUTIONs

PITCH TIP

0.000 o,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

O.OOO 0,0o0 o.onO 0,o00 0,000

0.o0o 0,0o0 o,fioO 0.000 0,0o0

o.00o 0,0o0 0.o0o 0.000 0.00o

0.000 0,000 0.000 0,000 0.000
0.000 0.00_ 0,000 0,000 0.000

ROTOR R_DIAL DISTRIbUTIOnS

0.000 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000

0,000 0,000 0.000 0,000 0,000

0.000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0.000

O,OOO 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0.000

o.ooo o,00o o.ooo 0.000 0.000

o.oo0 0.0o0 0,ooo 0,0o0 0,000
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3. Listing of DotcJ Output

NAS._ TUr'!_It, E CO_'PuTER PROGnLH
TWO STAGE POTASc_IU_ TdA:)INE

_:E_N D[A_EIE_; CALCUL._TIO_

CASE 3. 0

STAGE PEIIFG_M_e:CE
ST_CE I STAGE 2 sTAGE 3

TTBAR O 2067,3 ]952.6

PT_A_ C 3_,R28 23,1ET

wG 0 5.777 5.1;7
EEL _ 33._I_ 19.5_2

_RT/P 6.765 ll.ql_

OH/TIAARO .0163b .OLo0_
N/RT _7,_g 5_3,|33

ETA TT ,03062 .H3613
ETA lS .73030 .7_533

ETA AT ._0blS ,83602
PTO/PSI 1.377 1._12

PTBA_0/PI0a_ I.h75 1.362

PTRA_C/PS2 1.603 1.430
PTF_2/PS2 1,423 |._4_

TT_A_2/TTB_0 ,q4_51 ,96_]8

TT_I_/TTI!^R0 ,9729_ ,9H317

wG I 5.777 S.?TT

TTR la 2011°_ 1920.9

PTfl |A 30.472 20.1e4
_G I_ 5,T77 5,71T

PS 2 2]._0 ]6.219

TTBAH _ IgS_.6 18_6,5

PTBAR 2 23.167 lT.h_2
wG 2 5.777 5.717

• G 2_ 5,777 5.777

UP/V! ,_S?17 ,61_/6
UR/VI .35f_3_ ._2713
PSI P ,8_299 .4_

PSI g 1.487|3 .993_2
RX P ,4_7_0 ,45539

RX R ,l_07g .lUl_7

ALPHA 0 O,OOO 28.0_2

I STATOR 0,()00 1,_Z
HETA IA 33,910 -,_O_

I ROTOR .RSO 2.651

ALPHA 2_ 28.04_ -1.6_2
O_ETA R 97.560 58.771

I .7_5B_ .S_7_b

_l RT .89220 ,73_0

,_IA RT .56669 ._1_1
_R 2 ,70R79 ,560|_

_2 TIP ._183 ,70431
E/TH C_ _0,532 25,366

Nt_TH C_ 2627_.6 27329,0

wRT_,CRE/C |._12 2.9_2

OvEf_ALL PERFORMANCE

PSI P .6BI07 PSI R 1.2S_31

.r_I/P e./650R N/_tT 5_T+B(_A74

_)o/PTBAn2 ?.2B102 PTO/PS_ 2,3q_04
£r_ TT ,83_ll ETA TS ,7_P3|

_E/_0C 793,SE4 N/RTH CR _6_7_,5B5

ST&G_ 6

DEL
DEL.H/TTIN

PTo/P_T2A

ETA TPT
E/TH C3

S3,38050
,02582

2.20ll_

.83607

63.97818
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3. Outpu! Dola (conlinued)

I_ASA "fUI_BI;_E CI}_'FuTE R pROGO^_..

TWO STACE POIASSIU_ ]U_q_lc_E

flVE RADIAL SECTOH5
CASE 2. 0

|NTER-51 AGE P{"RFOR*_ANC E

$TA IA ROTC_ I_LLT STAGL 2.
DIA" IA 5.25_ 6.002 e.750 7.49_

pTR 14 I_.7H_ 20.105 2_.520 Z|.156

ITR lJ |917.0 Iq19. 8 I_2w.3 19_1.7

BETA IA 32._B 16. bAU -I.5B4 -ZO.2 TM
I ROTO_ -.452 .b_8 1.276 ._21

R |A 5Sg._b 47A.153 441.52_ 454.fllb

RU 1_ 29q.552 136.gld -l_._n_ -157.35_

_R iA ,]_|47 ,32277 ._ggAB ,36762

U |4 950,197 6_.521 70_.H50 T_5.[_8
P$ IA 18.215 18.945 l_.Ag5 20.o45

1S IA 1897.0 Iq05.4 ISII.g lqlA.6
CP la ,313a0 ,3134n .31340 ,313 _0

RG IA 30._28 30,H2_ 30.H2B 30,R2B
GANG Ia I.IW_70 1.Iw470 1.I&',70 1.14470

©-O la l.OOnO0 l.noOoo l. OoOon l.onnO0

wG 1 _ .gOgAO I._345_ 1,1577_ I._150

5Ta 2 RCTCt_ E_ll

DIA.. 2 5.050 5.950 e.HSO 7.750

PTg _ 19.669 20.069 20.600 21.390

ITn 2 19[_.5 Iq|9._ I_2b.2 19_,._
BETa 2 52,600 5_,100 5b, g80 61.450

DBET_ 84.9_8 7P,7_ 51,39fi 41.t7_
2 _82,758 7_6.blb 77_.865 _51.208

_U 2 542.393 b03.lOO 66g,33k 747.701
_g 2 .46309 .4935_ .52969 ,57B00

U 2 52R.P3_ 623,0R2 71t,330 811.577
RX .221}_3 ._397_ .4290H .51389

DELH lR.qbO l_.b gb IE, 20B 17.%19

PSI P 1.b3()20 I.Igbl9 ,E9_9_ ._.0187

EIA IT .85797 .B51Bh .E3HBH .Hi776

ETA T5 ,74297 ,7413_ ,]_943 .7n720

ETA _T ,85783 .H5155 ,e3705 ,81_I0

Zwl INC -I,4323I -1,[1]gl -.EAB_9 -.67083

C_ R ,327_4 .$7310 ,67947 .7155l
PS 2 16,_;9 I_,8R9 16,B92 16._95
T$ 2 IBR2.4 ]RBI.H Ie82.0 I_2.9

C_ 2 .2_I03 ,28103 ,_8103 .2_103

BO 2 30.763 3fl,163 3U,763 30.763

GAMG 2 I,|637u 1,16370 1.16370 |.1_370
RwG 2 1.00000 I.OO0OO 1._0000 l.OnO00
WG 2 ,863_6 ,99_54 1,13553 1.30005

PT 2A 17,F85 17,b50 |),650 17.679

IT 2A 1893,3 1_2.7 1_93.6 IHoS.M

V ?A 414.g13 405.1_ _04. B69 411.79g

vU 2a 13.559 -19.9_2 -_,996 -b3,_71
ALPHa 2_ 1.P73 -2.823 -6. 95| -B.924

MF 2A .2Rib3 ,2152t ._7Z97 .2762_
VZ 2_ 414.691 405,261 *Ol.Hg4 406._1_

15 2_ 1882.4 IHel.u 1t82,0 1H_2,9
PS 24 16.PH9 l_. 8_ 16._92 16._95

DE_S 2a .04200 .0_201 .0_701 .04200
M 2= ,2_I78 .2756| ,?7499 .27963

CP 2= .2R|03 .2_103 ._R103 .2_|03

RG 2A 30,763 3n.763 30.763 30,763
GAnG 2_ 1.16370 1.1637o 1,16370 1,1_310

R_G 2a 1.00000 I,OOOOU I.CO000 1,o_000

mG PA .66_6 ,99_5_ 1,|3553 1.3n005

8,2_b
21.B71

-3_.909

.031

50_.7g3

-_Rg,BHb

,3'.222

U63.$18

20.,5g

1923.@

.3|3_0

30.B28

1,00000

1.3851_ 5.75540 TOTA L FLOw

8.650

22.300
1945.0
63,b00

28,631
_.0_5

827,713
.6272b

905.825

,5763B

1b.959°

.5_21.9
,792|R

.6815g

,7B772
-.Slggg

.700,1
]6.8qg

,28[03
30.763

I.Ib370

1.00000
|,_64R0

17.708

|B98.6

418.240

-7H.I12
-10.764

._7RgO
'_lo,_l

1884,3
16.899

.041n_

.28390

,2_103

30,763
1,16370

1.00000
1.464_0

5,75839 TOTA L F_Ow

5.75639 TOTA L FLOw
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3. Output Data (conlinued)

NASA IU_I_E COPFUIER PnoGRA;_

TwO STAGE POIASSIUr_ TUhi_I_Z

_EAN OlA_ETEh CALCULAIION

cASE 3, 0

INTE_STAG[ PE_FO_IANcE

STA IA ROTOR It.LET

DIAM 1_ 5,150 6._90

PTR IA 29,]go 30.472

TTR IA 2000.£ 2Dii.4

BETA IA 56.927 33,910

l _OTOR .291 ,g50

R IA _44.21_ 555,112

RU IA 707,428 30_,689

MR IA ,56669 ,36920

U 1A _39,306 679,631
PS IA _4,344 28,198

TS IA 1955.5 IQ91,9

CP I_ ,31545 ,315_5

RG IA 30,_42 30,842

GA_G 1_ 1,Iz. 370 I,|_370

RWG IA l,ooooo l.OOOO0

STa 2 ROTOR ExIT

DIA_ 2 5,0_0 6,660

BEIA 2 61,327 63.650

OBETA II8._54 97,560
R 2 977.999 1051,223

_U 2 _5B,070 g4_.37T

MR 2 ,65625 ,70B79
O 2 527.7B7 697,_33

RX ,21(85 .44730

DELt_ 33.8]8 33,818

PSI P 2,97392 ],78568

ETA T1 ,83062 ,83062

ETA IS ,73030 ,73030

ETA _T ,80615 .B0615

ZWI INC -I,5489T -],0603_

CP _ ,25488 ,7243|

PS 2 21.278 21,540

IS 2 192g,0 1932.4

CP _ ,27692 ,_7692

RG 2 30,689 3Q,689

GAnG 2 _,_660T _,_6607

_WG 2 1,00000 l.O0000

PT 2A 23,187 73,187

TT 2a 195_,6 1952.6

V 2_ _73.e3_ 531.067

VU 2_ 330.283 _49,9_

AL_HA 2_ 35.1_0 2_,0_2

_F 2a ,31_87 .31460

VZ _n _6g,_53 _6g,253

IS 2_ 1929.0 1932,_

PS 2_ 21.278 21,5_0

DENS 2_ ,0517_ ,_5230

2A ,3_505 .35_&_

CP _ ,27692 ,_7692

RG 2_ 30.eB9 30,689

GAnG 2A 1,]6607 1.I6007

_.G 2_ I,OOO00 ].O000O

STAGE ],

l,h30

3_,116

202&,7

,007

1,_73
460,698

,056

_30_93

81_,g55

30,#58

20|1.3

,315_5

30,8_2
1,14370

1,00000

.E,280

66,283

66,_90

I166,653

106t,12l

,78183

B67,079

,.57_36
33,B18

I,|8905

,_]062

,73030
,_Obl5

",13_54

,_4_06

1933,9

,27692

30,689

1,16607

l,O0000

23,187

1_52,b

5t0,506

201,042

23,192
,31_7

_6_,253

21,66_

,05256

,3_212
,_7_9_

30,h89
1,16_07

1,00000
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3. Output Dora (confi:m_d)

NASA I'DQL_Ir_E CO_;_UTER p;]fl(i_.
TWO STAGE POT_S51U_ T(!_;I_xC
_EaN DIA_,ETE_I CALCULATION

CASE "_ b'
_e

INTER-STa_GE pLt,_f. ONMaNCE

ST6 0 STATQQ INLET STAEE 2,

D|A_ 0 _.fl¢0 6.66U _,2_0

II 0 195_.6 l_5_.t, I_52.h
PT O 23,1Bl 23.1137 2_,|_¢

_L.PHA 0 35,1_0 2P,042 2_,197

I STATOR 1.7|5 }.5h_ ].305
V 0 _73,_34 531.bb? 51O.b0_

V_, 0 33G.2_3 24_,g_ 201.042
VZ _ 469.253 _h9.25_ 4_9.25_I

IS 0 192¢_.8 1932._ I_33._

0 .3H_08 ._504_ ,3C213
CP 0 ,P7Eg_ ,_P_ ._7692
R6 0 30._;_9 30.6_9 3g.f.R9

GAHG O 1,16607 ]o16hO? 1,16hOT

_ 0 1.0000O l.tl0O0u 1.0000O

_Ta I SIATO;_ F_IT

^L pH_ I 6_.37_ _7.570 50.945

LIEu A lO(i,Wbg 85.blW 74.|3Z

v i 1fl73._51 ,3_.52s 711,|_6

Vl I 4_8. rs6_ 44_.0_ 44_,_6_

_S I 16,_8 lq.12_ 20,]?O
DLNS I .06213 .046R_ .0489'_

| .?3_gO ._676h ,_a]6|

CP ] .313_o ._13_u .313_0

_G I 30_P2_ _n,_2_ 30,H2_
GhMG I 1,16_7U 1,14671) 1.14470

_wG I l.O0O0O ].o000o I.COo00
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3. Output Data (cor;linued)

NASA TUn_IN E CO;'PUTER PROGram;
T_O STAGE POTASSIU:, TUR_I_E
uE_N OI^_ETE_ CALCUL_TZON

CASE 3, 0

]NTEI_-STAGE PERFORHA_CE

StA IA _OTO_ I_LET SI_GE _,

pTR la 1_.936 2n.104 2L.I_9_
TTR IA 1905.7 1920.9 lg_l,g

_ETA 11 _6,027 -,209 "3E,030

I ROTOR ._40 _.651 _,0_3
1_ 645.339 448.071 568.840

RU IA 464_433 -I,633 -350,446

_ IA ,441Ri ,30_ ,.3852_

U la 511,032 706,85_ ga_,SC4

eS lA 16,g_ l_,l_ 20,120
IS ]A 187q.2 lqO8,l 1920,_

CP lA ,3|3_ ,313_0 ,31340

RG la 30,P28 30,8_ 30,828

GAnG }e l,l_47Q 1,14470 1,14470

nWG 1_ 1.00000 1,00000 1,00000

ST_ 2 nCTc_ ExIT

OIA_ _ A.600 6,850 _.IO0

R_T_ 2 47,_ _.gAo 65.R06

UB_Ta 93,579 _e,771 _°776

2 _?_.292 82_,_53 1034,685

Au 2 463.610 705.175 g_3,T_

M_ 2 .4276_ *5_01_ ,70#31
U 2 4RI.7_0 717.330 952.949

RX ,120SO ,A5539 ._9732

OELM 19,562 ]g,56_ I_,562

PSl P l,g_ll ,965_ .56053

ETA TT ,836]3 *R3613 ,E3613

ETA TS ,72_33 .72533 .12533
ETA AT ,g3602 ,P3602 ,_3602

Zwl INC -1,9_(}35 -,88[3_ -,48_93

CP _ -.05500 .703_ ,_9775

PS 2 16.218 16,_19 1e,219

TS 2 1873,7 IA73,7 1_73,7
CP 2 ,_8103 .28103 ,_8103

RA 2 30,763 30,763 30,763

GAM_ 2 1.16370 !,16370 1,16370

RUG 2 l,O0000 l.nOOOO 1,00o0o

PT 2a 17.n_2 17.0F2 17,02_

TT 2a 1886.5 18_6.5 I_86.5

V _A 4_4,43_ 4_4,_ 4_,lao

VU 2a -18.10l -12.155 -_,15o

ALPHA 2a -2.44_ -1.64_ -l,_36

MF 2a .2A_65 .2e8_5 .2R_65

VZ 2A 424.047 424.041 _24.047

TS 2a 1873,7 1_73,7 1e73,7
PS 2a 16,218 16.219 IE,219

OEhS 2_ ,04052 ,04052 ,04052

2A ,28H_2 .28_177 ,E8072

CP 2A ,28103 ,28103 ,_8103

RG 2a 30,763 30°763 30,763

GA_G 2A 1._6370 1.16370 1,16370

nYiG 2_ l*O0000 1,_0000 l,O0000
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APPENDIX 2.3B
LISTING OF CODE

The asterisks in the identification columns (73-80) indicate that the card has been changed
from the orginal listing given in NASA CR-710. Most of the changes are In format statements
so as to make the output nomenclature agree with the names of program variables used in the
computer code.

CNTCP
C

C

C

PNOGRA_. JIf_ { INPUT 10UTFUT, TAPES= I_JpUT t TAPE6=OUTPUT}

RE_L _FS_OP
LOGICAL PREVER,5_FLAG

cOH_Oh S_FLAfi

COH_ON /ShTCP/GtAJ_PRPC_ICASE_PNFvER_HFSTOPtJU_PtLOP]NIISc_SE,
|KN,G&HF_IP,_CHIT,PT_N;ISECT,KSTG,wT0t. tHHOTOLtP_TOL,TRL0_PiLSTG,

2LBRC,IH_CoIC_OKE,ISO_MwCHO_E,PT0PSI(6,SI,FTRS2(6,6ItTRDIPG_SC,RC,

30ELPR_PASS,IPCeLOPCoISS

COM_Dk /SINPUT/ NSL,TSL_PSL,GAHSL_

}PTPS_PTIN,TTINI_AI_,FAIR,I)ELC,DELLIDELA,AACS,VCTDoSTG*SECTtEXPNI

_EXPF,EXPRE_ RPHIPAF_SL|tSTGCH,FNDJOBtNA_E(10),TITLE(I0)_PCNH(6)

3RVI6_B),GA_I6,B)_DR(_B)_DTI6,B),RwGi6_8)t_LPHASI6tB)_ALP_I{6,R)

_ETA_S{6,_),ETAS(6tS),CFS(6,B),ANh0(6_R),BETA|(&,B),RETA2(6tB)_ETARNTCP

_'SR(6.8)_ETAR(E,R),CFRiE_B],TFRI6_A)t_NDCR(6,B),_ZGAS(6,B] _AS0(6_)NTCP

76_8),'_MESAR(6,B),SSIA{6,B)_BS_PIA{6,B)_BC_NIA(6_B)-D_I61_)_B2(6_b)NTCP

B_B3(b,R)_B4{6tB),HS(6_H),_6(6,B),SESTH|(O),REBTHIiB) NTCP

NTCP

REAL MR2,H2 tNF2 NTCP

COM_O_ /SFLO*2/TS2(6_),CP2(eI_Rp(6_8),RHO32(6,fl),BET2E(6_B)tRU2(bNTCP

ItB),VU2(b,R)tDPUHE(6,E)ivZ2(b,H),NR2(6*e)_NE2(6,B),_2(6eS) ...... NTCP

NTCP nOl

NASA TUrbINE PROGtIAM NTCP n02

NTCP nil3

NTCP nO4

NTcP n06

NTCP _07
NTCP _0R

NTCP n0g
NTCP nlO

NTCP n|2

n15

nlR

niQ

nZ|

n?3

NTCP n_4

* DIHENSION CS(_)_CRI8) NTCP n25

NYCP n?_

NTCP nP7

CALL SLI/E(O} NTCP n2n
WAI_=0,U NTCP n2_

FAI_=0,0 NTCP n3o

PTPS=I.UZ NTCP n31

OELC=O,O NTCP n32

DELL=0.0 NTCP n33

DELl=0,0 NTCP _3C

EXP_=_.0 NTCP n35
ExPP=2.n NTCR h3b

EXP_E=0,0 NTCP n37

RV(I,|)=O.0 .oo_.=_

pAF=O,0 NTCP n39

SLI=0,0 NTCP he0

A_CS=L,U N_CP n41

SECI=I,O NTCP n_2

vCT0=O,0 NTCP 043

wlOL=I.E-04 NTCP n64

R_0TOL=I,E-h_ NTCP fl¢_
PRTOL=I.E-0_ NTCP n4b

PCN_-{I)=I.O tITCP n67

GAH(|_|)=0"0 NTCP 0_

EI_S(|_])=0.0 N_CP 050

ALPMA](I,I)=0,0 NTCP nS}
ETA_(l,l)=t,_0 NTCP _S_

BETA_(],I)=0,0 NTCP n53
TRLO0_=(},
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Listing of Code _onffnued)

T_0I_G=(J,0

G=32.17_05

AJ=?7_.l_]

ICAS_=0

| pREVER=,FAL_E.

REM)(5_]O0) S_FLAG

|O0 FOR_AT(IX,L])

IF(SwFLAG) whiTE(6,10000)

10000 FORuAT(Itil,39M AN ENTRY HAS BEEN _ADE Ir_ MAIN P_0GR_)
C_LL [NIT

ISC_SE=0

IF (P_EVKR) GO T0 1

DO _5 I:1,8
CS(I}=0.o

_5 CR(!)=0,0

PASS=0
2 P_PC=CS(KN)

CALL STAO]

IF (PHEvE_) GO 10 40

IF(|C"OKE.NF,0) G0 TC 3

IF(SCRII.EO.I,} SC=SC'I,

3 CALl. STAIA

IF (PHEvLR) GO I0 _0

L0PIN=0

4 JUMP=a

pRPC=CR(KN)

CALL STA2 .......

CR(KN)=PRPc

IF (P_EVLR} CO TO 40

IF (I,-_FP(I+_N))24_5,5

6 CALL. STA2A

IF (PHEvER) GO TO A0

IF (KM-RSTG)7,q,9

7 KN=_N*|

LOPIN=0

8 JUMP=0

PBPC_CS(KN)

C_LL STA|

CS(KN)¢PRPC

IF (PREVER) GO TO ¢0

I F (JUHP}3,3t20

9 CALL OV_ALL

[ r ¢vCTO)ll=ll,lO

10 CALL INSTG

II PaSS=I,

IF (TRDIAG)I3,13,12

lE CALL OIAEI(0)

13 IF (I,-MFST0P)2_,24,16

14 IF (DELC)24+2_,IS

IS IF (OELI.)I7,IToI6

16 IF(GELPR)24_24,IB

17 IF (CNOKE)2_IIR,26

18 ISCASE=ISCASE-I

19 JL=(ZSO_FI-L)e@+LSTG

IF(SC,Ee,I.) OELOR-0ELL

PT_SIIIP,JL)_PT0OSI(|P,jL).0ELPn

_0 LO_IN=I

K_LSTG

IB_C=LB_C

IPC=0

IF (K_-I)21,21,_2

NICP n54

NICP n55

NTCP hSb

NTCP nS/

NTCP nS_

NICP nS9

NTCP 060

NICP n61

NICP n62
NTCP n63

NTCP n64

NTCP _5

NTCP _66

NTCP n_7

NTCP n68

NTCP n69

NTCP P73

NTCP n?l

NTCP n?2

NTCP n73

NTCP nT4

NTCP n75

NTCP _76
NTCP n77

NTCP h78

NTCP hTg
NTCP n_0

NTCP QR|

NTCP _82

NTCP nB_
NTCP n_

NTCP hAS

NTCP nRfi

NTCP n97

NTCP ns_
NTCP OA_

NTCP noo

_TCP n_l

N_CP _g_

NTCP n_3

NTCP _9_

NTCP ng5

NTCP fig6

NTCP r,97

NTCP n?_

NTCP ngg

NTCP 100
NTCP 101

NTCP 1_

NTCP 103
NTCP I0_

NTCP I05

NTCP 106
NTCP 1_7

NTCP 10n

NTCP 109

_TCP 110

NTCP }11
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El

E2

4O
E_

23

20000

106

I

CINIT

C

C

C

..-_ ?

C

C

C
C

10000

3

Listing oF Code _onfinued) NTCP 112

IF (I_ON_-|)_ NTCP I13

IF |ISO_N-_}8_t6 NTCP I14

WRITE(Gt|O6) NTCP I15

IF (ENDJO_-I.)I,E3,23 NTCP 116

IFi_RFLAG) wRITE(GIEO000) e,e_oeo

FGqeAI(_HI,40H AN EXII HAS BEEN MADE FggM MAIN P_0GRAI.I) ee_ec@_o

CALL EXIT e_e_a._

FOR_AT{/13X65HTHE PRE_IOUS CASE HAS BEEN TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS NTCP lib

- C_ECK OlJ_P,) NTCP 119

STOP NTCP I20

END NTCP l_l

SUS_OUTINE I_11 INIT n_l

INIT _02

SUBk_0UIINE FOR INITIALIZ_TION OF INPUT _ATA IN!T n03

INI'f no_

REAL _FSTUP INIT nO5

LOGICAL PREVER,SRFLAG ®_oe_
cOM_ON SRFLAG t_a_eoe

CO_iPOb: /S_TC'P/G,AJ_P_FC.ICASE.PRFVER,MFSTOP_JtI_P_LOPI_I;ISCASE_ INII no7

]K_,GA_'F.I_SC_II_PT_h,ISECT._sTG._IOL,Rt_OTOL_P_TOL_T_L00_LSTB, It_lT nOS

3DELPR_PASS_IPC,LOPC*I_S INIT olO
INIT nil

COM#.'Oh /5INIT/HI(6,B)_HZ{6,H|.OPnIG_B),0PI(6.8).0PI_[_I_OPZ(6_B)I_IT n12

I,DPZA(6_I.¢SALFI(6.0ItaLFI(6.flI_CSt_ETZ(G_HI_ETZ(_f.I_ADSD(_BI_I_IT n13

2RADi_D(b¢_I_AhNI(b,8)_ANHZIb,BI,AN:_ZA(6_8)_A_NI_IO_O)_UI_IG_e)_ ]_IT nl_

3U_Ib,B),AIJNO(b,_)rPIO(6_R)iTTOIhiH)_ALPPAOIG_B).P3FIS:*G): ': INIT his

COP_Oh /SINfUl/ RSL_TZL_PSL_GAMSL_ : : e_e

IPTPS,PIIK.T_IN_AIR.FAI_DELC.DELL_DZL_,AACS_VCTD,STC_ECT_EXPN_ INII nI8

2EXPP_ExRHE_ RP_PAP.SLI,STGCH_ENOJUB_AHE{I0).TI]LrT(10),PCNH(6), a_

4ETA_S{S,_).ETAS(6_OI,CFSCb._I.AN_o(G,R)_HEIAI(G._I,_ETA_(6_)._TAr_I_It n2l

_(8,H),EIAR(_._A),CF_(_I.TFR(_,n}_ANOCR(6_),O_EGA_(._,B.}_A$OIG._}INI ? nP2

?&_A)_0_4EGAR(6_A).BSIA(6_R),BSMPIA(6_St_HCNNIAI_.B),_(A_8).BZ(_,A}I_vIT n2_

EIB3(b_R),H_(6*B),BS(6_B)_OG(G_8),SE_TH|{8)_ERTHI(8) .......

DIMENSION

RE_D INPUT l}AlA, CHEC_ FO R _R_O_,
SKIP CHANGE CASE_ IF BaSiC cASE

IFISRFLA_) _nllElG,10_00)

FOR_AT|4_H _K ENTRY HAS _EE_ _ADF IN

CALL INPUT

ICASE=IC_SE*I

IF(STGC,)5._,4

4 IK=I

S CALL C_ECK(L)

GO T0(_.@),L

6 WRITE(_,IO_}ICA$_

IF!SIGCH)3.3,?

7 IK=2

GO 10 3
8 IF' (]K=2)q_3

INITIALIZE I_qOEX REGISTERS Ahn FORKS

9 ISECT=SECT..OOCl

t'IAl.b,8)_H0(6_C_l_HZ.tl6sE:)

M_$ AN E_..'ROR

SU_P.OUT ! NE INIT )

INII n25

INIT nZ_

INIT n27

INIT n2A

INI{ n_9

INIT n30

INIT n_l

INIT n3_

INIT n33

INIT n3_

INIT _35

INIT n36

I_IT n37

INIT n3R

INIT _3Q

INIT n_0

INIT _I

|NIT n42

iNIT n_3
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Listlng of Code (continued)

C

II

12
C

13

15
C
C

16

KST_= STG..000!
LOPC=0
CHOKE=0.
[CHOKE=0
TSO_HsI
KNz|
LST_:I
IHRC-I
LHRCzÀ
DELP_sDELC
SCz0.0
_C=0.0
PRPCIO.O
IPC=0
ISS=0
PTR_=0,0

TEST STAGE LOSS INDICATOR
IFISLI}IJ.I_.II
O0 12 I=I,15ECT
D0 12 J=I,KST_
ETA_S(|,J)=ETARSI|.I)
ETASII,J}=ETAS¢I,I}
CFS(ItJI=CFS([_I|
ETA_RII.J}=ETARNII.I)
ETA_(ItJ)=ETAH(I,I)
CFRII.J)=CF_(I.I)
TFR(I,JI=TF_{I.I}
CONTINUE

TEST FOR EQUAL SECIORS
IFiPCNHII}-I.II6,|4,|_
O0 15 I=I,ISECT
PCNM(1)= I./SECT

SET UP SECTOR HEIGPT0 PITCH OIANETERt
PITCMLINE wH(EL SPEED

00 19 K=I,K_TG
5H0 =I)T(I oK)=l_(loK)
SHI _1) T I 2,K ) -OR (2.K)
SHIA=UT(3tK)'IJR(3tK)
SHZ=_T(61K}'UR(6tK)
SH2A=UT(SoKI'OR(StK)

DO I_ I=I.ISECT

H0{I.K}e._ePCNHII)OSHQ
H|(ItK)=.SoPCNH(I)oSH|
HIA(ItK)=.sOPCNMI|)_S_|A
H2(I.K)=.BePCNM(1)eSM_
H2A(ItKI=.SQPCNH{IIegP2A
IFII-I)Z0,_h. I7

ANNULUS &REAr

INIT n44
INIT n45

INIT n_6
INIT n_7
INIT n4R
INIT n49
INIT 050
INIT n51

INIT n52
INIT nS3
INIT nS_
INIT nS5
IN!T nS6
|NIT n57
INIT nSR
INIT n59
INIT 060
INIT n61
INIT n62
INIT n63
INIT n_4
INIT n65
INIT n66
IN|T n67
INIT n68
INIT n69
INIT nT0
INIT nTl
INIT._72
INIT _T3
INIT nT_
INIT nTS
INIT n?6
INIT n77
INIT n78
INIT n?9

INIT _0
INIT h81
INIT nR2
INIT n83
INIT nA_
INIT h85
INIT nR6
INIT nR7
INIT ng8
INIT AR9
INIT nqO
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Listing of Code (continued)

20 DPO(ItKizr_,t]tK)¢ ,O(Ita)
OPl(I*a)=n,(ZtK)¢ ,i(It_)
0PIAtltK)=U. I3,K)* _IAiloK)

DP24([tK)=_N(StK)e P2A(IoK)
GO TO 21

]7 _Po(I_K)= MO(I'I.K)* NO(IeK)*CPO|I-ItK)
DPI(ItK)= MI(I'I_K)* HI(ItK)*CPI(I-ItK)

_PIA([tK)m H_A(I'I_K)* HIA(IIK)*OP]&(I'ItK)
_P2(ItK)= M2(I'I*K)* H2(IIK)*CP2(I-I*K)
OP2_(ItK)= H2l(I-II_)* H_A(IoK) *OP_&(I-IqK)

2[ ANNO(IIK)=eO2[RJh6eOP_([eK)eHO(I,K)
ANN| (ItK)=,_?IR]h6eOP|(ItK)eHI ([=K)
ANNIA(It_)=_P|&I[,K)*_1A(I.K)e.0PISI_&
ANN_(I.K)=.O21H166*OP¢(It_)*H_(|.K)
ANNgA([*_)=,O_I_I66*OF2&(IoK)eH2&(|oK)
IlIA(IrK)= _,I_|SqeDP|=(ItK)eRPM/720,

cONTINUE
CONTINUE

{)EFI_L PITCHLINE I_0EX
IT=ISECT-_e(ISECT/2)
IF(I1)27,?_,_3
IPmISECTI2
GO TO 2_

IP=(ISECT+I_/2
CALCULATE INLET AN_ ExIT ANGLFS IN RAOIANS

IF (ALPMAI(|,I)I_S,_5_27
SDE4F=0.
DO _b K=I.KST5
DO 2h I=I,ISECT
cSALFI(I,K)=ANDO(I,K)*CFS(I,K)I(sESTHI(K)*3,I_ISq*DP|(I_K}*

ISQRT(ETA5(I_K)))
26 ALrI(I,K}=ATA'_2(SQRT(I,-CSALFI(I,K)*CSALFI(I_K))_CSALFI(I_K})

GO TO 31
27 O0 28 K=I,K_TG

DO _8 I=I,ISECT
ALFI(I_K)= ALPMAlII_K)_,017&5328

CSALFI(I_K)=COS(ALFI(I_))
IF (8ETA2(I,|))_9_29,'32
_OEAF=0,
DO ]0 K=_KSTG
00 30 I=I,I_ECT
CSHETEtI,K)=aNDu_II,K}*CFR(I_K)I(RERTMIIK)*3,I$159*DP2(IeK) *
)sORTIEIAH(I,_)))

30 RET2(I_)=ATANE{ SQRT(I.-CSRET2(I_K)*CS_ET_(I_K)}_CSBET2(I,K)}
GO TO 3_

18
_?:19

..... 23

Z_
_5

2B
31
29

INIT fig?
INIT _Q3
INIT nq4
INIT nq5
INIT n96
INIT nQ7
INIT _9R
INIT ng_
INIT 100
INIT 1Q1

INIT 07
INIT f18
INIT 09
INIT 10
INIT II
INIT 12
INIT 1_
INIT I_
INIT 15
INIT _

INIT 17
INIT I
INIT lq
INIT 20
INIT 21
INIT 22
INIT 123
INIT _2_
INIT _2_
INIT t2_
INIT 127

INIT 129
INIT 130
INIT I]I
INIT {32
INIT 133
INIT 136
INIT 135
INIT 136
INIT l_T
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Listing of Code (continued)

39

40

20000

32 O0 33 KuI,KSTG
DO 33 IsltISECT

fiET2(IoK)= HETA2(IoK)*.0174_328
33 CSBET2(IgK)uCOS(HET2(ItK))

36 DO 35 K_ItKSTG

DO 35 I=I,ISECT

PTP(I*K)'PTI_

PTO(I_K)IPTIN

TT0(IoK)-TTIN

ALPMAO(ItK)_O,O
PTOPS|(ItK)=PTP$

RADSO(I°K)=ALPHAS(IoK)*,01745328

35 RAO"O(I*K)sHETAIIItK)_,01745328

IF("V(l,l))36t36t37

36 CALL R(PIIN,TTIN,FAIR0wAIRpRV(Itl))

GAMF_O,O

GO TO 3_

37 GAMF=I.0

38 CALL CHECK(J)

GO TO (39t60)tJ

GO TO 3

IF(SRFLA_) wgIT((6e20000)
FORMAT(45H AN EXIT HAS BEEN MAO[ FROM SUHROUTINE

RETURN

|00 FORMAT(2BX06HCASE 15tI3M HAS AN ERROR)

END

INIT

INIT 118
IN|T 119
.eeeoeeo

INIT Ia1

INIT 142

INIT 143

INIT 144
INIT 145

INIT t_A
INIT 147

INIT 14R

,OOOO.,Q

O,IOOOOO

OOOOOOOO

OO_QOOQQ

INIT 153

INtT 1S4

INIT ISS

INIT "1_6

INIT 1_7

INIT 1SR
OeMOOOOQ

QMOQOQQJ

OQOOOOOO

INIT 160

INIT 16I
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SUfl_UUT|NEINPUT INPT

CINPUT INPT
CeeQemQeeeeeQeee_eeeeeoe_eo_ooe_ee_eeee_oeeeleeeoeeleeeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeINPT

C INPT

DATA BLANKS/66666666/

REAl] THE HEAU_N_ CARD5 EVERY

TF(SRFLA_) w_ITE(6tlO(}O0)

nOl

002
003

REAL MFSTOP INPT 005

LOGICAL PHEVER,SHFLAG iilltltl

COMeOh S_FLA_ ttuee_te

COMwOh /SNTCP/G,AJtPRPC,ICASE,PRFVER,MFSTOPtJUMR,LOPINtISCASE, INPT nO7

|KNtGA_F,IPoSCHIT,PTRh,ISECT_KSTG.wIOLtRHUTOLoPRTOLtTRLOOPtLSTG, INPT nOR
_LBRC_IHRC_ICMOKEtISURktCMUKEoPTODS|(6_@)tPTHS2[6_R)tTRDIAGtSCtRCt INPT hog

3OELpNtpA$stIPCtLOPCtISS INPT 010
C INPT nix

COMMON ISINPUT/ RSLtTSL_RSL,GAMSI _ eeo_o.Qe

|PTPS.PTINtTTIN.,AIR.FAIRt0ELC.DEILtDELA.AACS.VCTDoSTGoSECTtEXPN. INPT n13
2EXPRtExPHE. RPMoPAFtSLI.STGCH.rNUJOHtNAME(10).TITLE(|0).PCNH(_)o*Ioo**t*

3RV(6tB]tGAM(_0@)tSRi6tR)0STIE*B),SwG(6m_)tALPHAS(6oR)tALPHA|(6,R) t_e°_°°I°
_ETAhS(_tU)tETAS(EiR)tCFS(6,_),ANn_(6_)tBETAI(6,8)0BETA2(6tR)'ETARINPT hi6

GtAS_PO(EtM)_ACMNO(6tR),A| (6,R)tA_(btR) oA3(6_R)_A4(6tR)oA_(6_8)_A6(INPT n]R

J_- _76t_)t0MEGAN(EtR)i_S|A(EtB)eHSMPIA(b*H)tHCMNIA(BIB)IBI(618)tR2(EtH)INPT nI9

_H3(hoR] tR_(6tR) _BS(6tB)tB6(6t_),SESTHI(8)oRERTHI(8) INPT _20

C INPT n21

DIMENSION X(btR,38),V(6,38) _***t_

C INPT n23

EQUIVALEI_CE (_(l.l_l). RV(I.I]).IYiI.I)t RG(I)) *i******

C INPT 025
COH_ON H_(h)t eel_t°_

] _AMG(_)_O_(b)e_T(6)tRWG(61t Si) IA(6)tSDEA(_]tSREC(6) _SETA(_)teeeeeeee

|SCF(h)tSpA(_)tROIA(_)_RDEA(6),RRFC(6)tHETA(6)tRCF(6)oRTF(6)tRPA(6)INPT n27

_tSTPLC(6),SINR(b)tSIh_R(6)tSINMNt6),SCPS(6)_SCPC(6],SCPQ(6)'SCNS(6INPT riP8

_]tSCNC(h)tS_hU(_)tRTPLC(6],RINR(A)tRIN_P(_)oRIN_N(6)tRCPS(6)_RCPC(INPT n?q
_b)tRCpU(h)tHC_S(b)t_ChC(6)tgCN_(_) INPT n3O

ItJPT n31

NAMELIST/DAIAIN/ RSL.ISL.PSL.GAM_L.

1 PT_S.RTIN.TTIN.wAIR.FAIhtUELC.DELL.DELA.AACS.VCTD_**_*_*m

ItSTUtSECT_ST_E.EXPN._XPP.ExPRE._pM.PAF_SLI.ENDSTG.E NOjOH'PCNH,_@'_*******

2_AMG.DR.UT.W._).SOIA.SUEA.SREc. SETAtSCF.SPAtWDIA.RDEA.RREC.RETA.RCFINPT nl_

].RTF._PA.SIPLC._INR.SIN,P.SIMMN._cPs.sCPCtSCPQ.SCNS.SCNC.SCNQ.RTPLINPT n)5

¢ctRINR_NINMP.NI.WMN.NCPS._cPC.RCpO.NCNSt_CNCtRCN(I.SESTH.'RE_TH. INPT hi6

_wTOL.RHOr0L.RRTOLtTRLC0P.TR_IAG._TGCH INPT n37
INPT n_H

C INPT n3g

INPT n_O
C INPT _6|
C
C TIMF ENTRY IS MADE INPT n62
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Listing of Code (continued)

10000 FORwAT(44H Ah ENTRY _AS BEEN _AOF IN S_BROUTINE INPUT ) ee.eeeee
10 REAO(5,_669} (NAME(I),I=I,IO) INPT n43

_0 REAO(S,_66g) (TITLE(I),I=I,IO) INPT n64

J=N INPT n45

30 00 25 Lgl,3R e*oeee**

D0 25 I=1,6 INPT n47

25 Y(I_L)=HLANKS INPT _4R

$ESTHzRLANK_ INPT _49

RERTH=RLANK_ INPT nfiO

REAU(S,DATAIN) INPT nS|

40 K=STAGE*,O00I INPT 0S2

50 ISECT=SECT*,0O01 INPT n_3

60 D0 80 L=I,3_ *******e

70 DO 80 I=I,6 INPT n55

IF (Y|I,L)._EoBLANKS} GO TO 71 INPT nS6

y(i,L)=O. 0 INPT n57

GO TO 80 INPT nS_

71 X(I,K,L)=Y(I,L) INPT _59

80 CONTINUE INPT n60
IF(SESTH,EQ.BLANKS) GC TO 9S INPT n6|

90 SESTHI(K)=SESTH INPT _62

GO TO g_ INPT n63

gs SESTH=0. INPT n64

g6 IF(RE_TH.EQ.BLANKS| GC TO 105 INPT n65

100 RERTHI(K)=REWTH INPT n66

GO TO llO INPT n67

105 RERTH=O. INRT _68

110 IF (K-1)120,120t130 INPT n6g

120 WRITE(6,b67_)NAME,TITLEtSTGCH,TTINtPTIk*WAIR*FAIR*PTPStOELCtOELLt *.eeoeee

lbELA,STGtSECT,E_PNtEXPP_

?tENOSTG.ENDJOB,PCNH

J=J'l

130

140

150

PAF,SI I_AACS,RPMtVCTD,RSLtTSLPPSLoGANSL eee*e*ee
leO*feel

1NPT n73

WRITE(b,0671) K,RGIGAPG,DR,UT,RWG.SOIA*SDEA_SREC,SETAoSCF*SPAt e.lee***

ISESTHt INPT n75

IRDIA,ROEAtR_ECtHETAtRCFtRPAtRTF.PERTH ***e-e**

IF (OMEGAS(I,K))I60,160.150 INPT n77

WRITE(6,667_)STPLC,SIhR,SINuP,SIN_N,SCPStSCPCtSCPQoSCNSISCNCtSCNO.INPT nTR

IRTPLC.RINR,flINMPIRIN_hIRCPS,RCPC.WCPQ.WCNSoRCNC,RCNQ INPT _79

160 J=J*l INPT nBO

180 A,_= J-?e(J/_) INPT nR|

lg0 IF[_M)_00,210_200 INPT _R2

200 w_ITE(6,b673} INPT nR3

210 IF (EM)STG-I.)30.17OtITO INPT nB_
170 IF(SHFLAG) wRITE(6_20000) *****e**

20000 FOR_AT(IHlt45H AN EXII _AS BEEN _ADE FROM SUBROUTINE INPUT ) ..ee_ee*

RETuRk eeeeeeee
6669 FOR_AT(IOA6) INPT nR6
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Listing of Code (continued)

6670 FOR_AT (IHlo24Xe_4HTU_BINE COMPUTE_ PRCGRAMI6X_IOA616X.|OA612X. INPT nR7

|THSCATAIN/2XtTH STGC_uF|0.3/2XTH TTIN=FI0,3tIX_TH PTIN=FI0.3_2Xo eteeeeee

IbM _AIRuFI0.3t2X, ***eeete

_HF_IH=FI0.3/ZXtTH PIPSIFIfl,3tlXI7H CELCtFI0,3t2Xo6H OELL=Fl0.3oe*eeoole

3_XoSHDEL. AmrI0,3/2XtT_ ST_=FI0._,IXoTP SECTmFI0.3o2Xo6H EXPNmFI0eeeeoeee

to3_XtSHEXPP=FI0.3/2Xt TH PAF=FI0,3o2XobH SLI =eeeeeee*

_FI0.3,3X,SHA_CS=FI0.3o 2X,_H RPM=FI0.3/2X,7H VCTDmFI0.3_Xo6HRSLeeeee* ee

#=F|0,3tkA,_HTSL=F10.3o3Xo4HPSL=F10.3/2XoTH GAMSL=F|0,3tlXoTHENDSTGOe_eeeie

?=F|0,3,)X,THENDJOB=FI0j31t25X,2I_INLET _AOIAL P_OFILES **eeeeee

/&XISHPCNHIE(FBo_,_X)/IH|) *lee°lee
6671FOR_AT(_BX,|SHSTANDARC OPTION/3X.6HSTAGE=I3,1bX,|4HAXI&L STATIONS/ee*eeeee

]IIX*6HSTAo _4X,oHSTAe 14XobHSTA,1A_Xt6hSTA, _3XeTH STAe2A/ ****eeee

_3X._H _G=6(FB,3,2X|/ ****_***

33X_H GA_G=_(FR.3,2_I/3X_bH UR=6(FB.3,_X)/3X,6H OT=6(FB.3o2X)/INPT n97

33X_EH _O=_(FB,]_2XI//22X,27HSTATUR R_0IAL DISTRIBUTIONS/ INPT _gR

_]X_HR00TllSX_SHPITCPe]_X_]HTI_/ **_**eee

_3X_H SOIA=_(FR.3,2XI/3X,bH SOEA=_(FH.3,2X)/3X,6H SREC=6(FR.3,2X)/INPT 100

k_Xt_H SETA=_(FR.3,2X)/3X,bH SCFt6(FB,3_2X}/3X_H SPA=6(FR.3opX)/INPT 1_1

?3X_HS_STH=F_.3//22Xe26HROToR RA_IAL DISTRIBUTIONS/ ***ee.ee
P3X,_H RDIA=_(FB.3_2X)/3X_6H _OEA=6(FH°3,2X)/3X_6H RREC=6(FB.3_2X)/INPT 1_3

9_Xe_H RETA=_(FB.3_2X)/3Xt6H RCFtk(FUe3t_X)/]Xe6H RPA=6(FB,3t2X)/**_e_ee

13XoEH HTF=k(F_e3_2X)/3X_bH_ERTH=iFH.3/) **_*_*_

667_FORVAT(/_5X.2]HLOSS CGEFFICTENT _PT1UN/22X_27HSTATOR R_0IAL OISTRIINPT 106

IRUTIONS/ INPT 107

_Xe_HSTPLC=_(FR.]e_X)t3XtbH S|NR=6(FB.3,_X)/3Xe6HSINMP=6(FB.3_2X)/INPT 10R

33X_bHSINMN=_(FR,3_X)t3XtbH SCPS=6(FB°3_?X)/3Xt6H SCPC=6(FB°to_X)/INPT 109

_3X_6H SCP_=_(FR,3_2X)/3X_bH 5CNSt_(FB°3_X)/3Xe_H SCNC=6(FB.3e_X)/INPT lI0

_3X_6H SCNq=6(FH.3,2XI/0_3X_26HNOT_N RA£IAL OlST_IRUTIONS/ INPT 111

_3X_HNTPLC=_(FR.3_2X)I3XtbH R_NR=6(FU°3i2X)/3X_6HRINMP=6(FR°3t_X)/INPT 11_

7_XI_HWINNN=_iFR.]I_)/_Xe6H RcPS=6(FH°_I_X)/3X_6H RCPC=6(_Be3egX)/INPT 1]_

"8_Xo_H RCPQ=#(#R.3_2X)/3X,bH RCNS=6(F_.3o2X)/3Xo6H RCNC=6(FB,3_X)/INPT 1I_
"93X_6H _CNQ=k(FB.3_2X)) INPT 115

6673 FORWAT (IHi) INPT 116
END INPT 117
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Listing of Code (continued)

SUB,OUT INE $TAnl

CSTAOI
C ESTAt_LISH FIRST STAI"O_ ExIT FLOw, ADJUST FLO_S FOR COOLING
C AIw INJEeTIO_ BET_tEN 5TATION_ 0 ANC le FIND INLET
C MACH NUMHEI_ AND I_,CIbENCE ANGLE LOSS AT STATION Ot
C JOJUST PI, GET NEN FLOW AT STATION I FOR FINAL RESULT,
C

REAL MF 5T(IP

STOI
STO1
STOI
STill
STO|
STO!
STO1
STnl

ool

nO2
nO3
nO4
nOS
nO_
nO7
nOR

10000

LOGICAL P_EVEW,SQFLAG
COMMOh bQFLJ_
COM_Oh /SNTCP/G,AJtRQFC,ICASE,PWFVEk,MFSTOP,JUMP,LOPINtISCASE,
)K_tGAMF,IP,SCHIT,PTHN,ISECT,_STG°wIOL,HFOTOL,PRIOL,TRLOOP,LSTG,
2L_RC,IHHC,TrMuKE,ISORMtCHO_F,PT()pSI(h,E),PTRS2(_,H),TRDIAGtSC,RC,
3_EL_R,PAbS,IPC,LOPC,I_S

oeoeeeoe

STOl nlO
_O_O@_00

STOI n12
S_Ol n13
STOI n14

COM_r)_ /SINTT/MI(6,8)tM2(b,R),DPn(B_8),OP|(6,H),DPlA(6,8)t()P2(&,B)ST_I nl_
I,UP?A(_,d),CSALFI(b,_)_LFI(B,B),C_HET_(6eS),HET_(6tS)_RADS[)(6,R),SToi n}_
_AD_(_O)ta_i_I(btH)eANN_(6,H) *ANN_A(htd),ANN_A(6tR)tU_A(6tS)t STOI n|_ 33

COM_()N /SIt_uTI RSL,TSL,PSL,GAMSI e e_*
IPTPS,_TIN,TTIN,-AIN,F_IR,I)ELC.UEI'.LtDEL_,AACS,VCTD,STG,SECTtEXPN, STOI n2|

_E_PP,EXP_E* RRM,PAFiSLI,STGCH,FRUJO_hAME(IO),TITLE(|O),PCNH(_),e_e*e:_

_ETAhS(6,_),ETAS(6,U),CF_I_,_),AN_O|B,fi)_UETAI(6,_},HETA_(6,_),ETARSTOI n?6
SR(6,_),FTAR(6,H),CFR(e,M),T_R(B,_)tAND_M(6tS),O_EGAS(6,B),ASO(6tS)SThl n_S
6,AS_PO(e,_),aCw,wO(btS),Ali6,H),A_(b,H}tA3(6,R)tA6(6,B)tAS(6,8)tA6(STOl n2&
76,B),OMtGAN(_,_),_SIA{B,@),RSMPIA(b,BI,_CMNIA{6,B),R|(6,B),B_(_tB)ST_I 027_
ptB3Ib,M)t_w(_B),HS(6,H),_Bt6,B),SESIHI(B),RERTHI(8} ST_I n_

STOl 0_9
REAL MO STOI n30
COMMON /SSTaO1/CPO(8), PSO(6tB),VO(6_8)eTSO(6eSTnl n31

IS),VUO(6,h)tvZo(6,8),hMOSO(6tq),pSI(btfl),_GTI(f),TA1(8)tWGI(6t_), ST01 n]_
? _PI)HI(6,@I,SI(6,_), CPI(_)tPHII(b,R)tTSI(6tfl)_V_(6,_)ST_ n33
3,RHOSI(_tR),ALFiE(6,_)tVUI(6tA),VZI(b,8),MO(6_B)twGTo(8) _wGO(6eR ) ee_e*

DIMENSION TAO(8),

I),AASO(blR)

IF(S_FLAG)

FOR_AT(_H
K:K_

SCRIT=O.O

I=I_
IO=-I

*RITE(6,IO000)

Ak ENTRY M_S HEEK _ADF

STOI n3S
TTOTSO(6,B)tPTOPSO(6,8),FFAO(6,8*_e_

ST01 n37
STO1 n3R
StnI n3_

IN SUHROUTINE STAOI ) i_e_e

ST_l n_o
STOI n_l
STO1 n_
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Listing of Code (continued)

C_rl

5

r|6
7

|ANNo(I,K))

19 j=!
8 CALL PRAT[OIFFAO(ItK)eGAM(IoK)g_V(|.K)

PSO(IeK)=PTP(Zt_)/PTOPSO(ItK)

TTOTSO(ItKIsP[NPSO(ItK)ee[X

TSO(I,K)mTTo(I.K)/TTOISO(;oK)

9 IF(GAMF) 10_10t12
|0 TAO(K)m.Se(TTO(I*K)*TbOlloK)}

wGTt(K)=O.O
J,a1

IF(GAMF)2t'2*3

2 TAI(K)=.gSQTTOIIPtK)

CALL GAMNAIPTINPTAJlK)eFAIR.wA|RoGA_(_,K))

3 CALL FLO*t(7)

IF (P_EvER) GO TO Z6

wGTI(KIsWGTt(K)*wG|(|tK)

TEST FOR T|P SECTO_

IF(ISECT'I)StS.4

4 l=l'IO

IF(l}6t6t22

22 L=I-ID

pS|(|PK)aPS|( L.K)eFLOATiID)eDpDH]( L.K)e(
IHI(I,K)*H|( L.K))/2,

PTOPS|I[tK)mPTOIItK)/FSI(ItK)

IF (PTOPS1(ItKI'I.)27.3.3
27 PTRk=-I.

PTOPSI([tK)= l.O

GO TO 3

6 IO=l
l=IP'lO

GO TO 22

CALCULATE STA 0 F0fi 1NC|0ENCE CUR_ECT|ON

IF (JW-l)|6t16,18

IF(GAMF)7tT.I/

GAM(ItK)aGAM(ZtK}

_X=(GAN(|tK)-|,)/GAM(|tK)

_XI=I.tER
WGTO(K)mWGT]IK)/_WGI2PK)

I = lP

WGO(I.K)=WGt(I.K}/Rw612.K) ..............

FFAO(I.K)=WGO(I.K)QSQ_T!

11

TTO( I.K| ) / (|44.*PTO (! .K}*

,PTOPSO(ItK)oP_TOL)

CALL GAMHA(PTIN,TA01K)oFAIR.wAIR.GAM(I.K)}

EX=(GAM{ItK)°I.)tGAM(|tK)

EXlzi./EX

IF(o'I)II.II,I_

J=J*l

GO TO H

$Tol n43
STOI n46

STOl n65

$TOI n4_

$TO| n67

STOI n6R

$TOI n69
$TO| n_O

STO| n5|

ST0| n_2

STO| n_1

$TOI n54

STOI n_5

STnl n_

STOI o57

STOt nqR

STO| n_9

STO! n_n
STOI n_l

5TOl.n_2

STOI n6_

STO_ n64

STnl n65

STnt n6_

STOI n_T
STOI n_R

ST01 n_9

STOI nTO

STOl n?!

STOI n72

STOI _73
STOI _7_

STOl n75

STO] n7_

STOI n77

ST01 n79

STO! nRn
STOl n81

STO| hA2

STO| n_3

STOI n84

STO| has

STOI n_6

STnI n87

STOI nAR

5TOt nR9
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Listing of Code (continued)

12 CPO(K)z_V(|oK)eExX/AJ
DO t4 ]=loISECT

wGo(I_KI=WGI(ItK)/RwG(2eK)

PTOVO= PT_(I,K)

FFAO(I,K)=WGO(I_K)*SGkT( TTO(IeK))/(14k.ePTO(ItK)*

IANNO(I,K))

IF(I.EQ.IP) GO TO 28

PR0(IIK) = PS0(IPIK)

PToFS0(IeK) = PTP(IoK)/ PS0(IoK)

28 TTOTS0(ItK)mPTOPS0(IoK)egEX

TS0(IoK)mTTn(ItK)/TT01SU(IoK)

13 VO|IoK)=5_RT(2,eG°AJaCPO(_|e(TTO(|oKI-T$O(]tK)))
AASN(ItK)=SQRT(0AM(I,R)eGoHV(IIKteTs0(ItK))
M0(ItK)IV0(ItK)/AAS0(|tK)

SI(I_K)=ALPHA0(|oK)- _ADSD(ItK)

IF(SI(I._|)P4,2_,20
24 FXPS=EXPN

GO TO 21

20 EXPS=EX_P

21PToPS0(ItK)=(I.*EXeMo(IoK)eETARS{IoK)eGAM(loK)eM0(ItK)/2o

]_(CCS(S[(I,K))QoEXPS))eeEXI
PTOIItK)=PS0(I,K)iPTOFS0(I_K)

wG0(ItK)=wGN(I_K)OPT0|]oK)/PTOMO

wGI(ItK)=WG| (]oK)*PT0(ItK)/PTOMO

RMOS0(I,K}=I44.°PS0(I_K)/(RV(ttK_oTS0(IoK))

VU0(I_K)=VN(I_K}eSIN(ALPHA0(I_K)}

VZ0(I_K]=V0(ItK)eCO$(JLPHA0(I_K|}

16 CONTINUE
EN[] OF IKCIDENCE LGSS CORRECTION LOOP

wGTI(K)-O, .... ;_ _

I=IP

IO='l

JW=2 ....... , ....

15 GO TO 3

18 CONTINUE

wGTo(K)=wGT1(K)/R_G(2_K)

IF(TRLUOP,E_.0,) GO TC 23

wRITE(_,IO_) WGTO(KI,wG_|(K),(wRo(LoK}_L=I_ISECT)

WRITE(_,IO01) (PTOPSOIL,KItL=I,ISECT)

wRITE(_,I_O2) (W_I(L,K.),L=I_ISECT)

WRITE(_,IO03) (RTOPSI(L,K}_L=I_ISECT!

FORWAT(_X_ _GT0zFHw3,2XobH wBTiaFS,3/2X,6M WG0=6F8.3)

FORMAT(IA,7HPTOPS0=6F_5)

FOR_AT(2X,h_ wGI=6FS*3)

FOR_AT(IXt7HPTOPSI=6F_,5)

CALL CHECK (,J)

GO TO (_5,_6}_J

lO00
1001

1002

1003
23

eititeil
STOI n91

STOI n92

STOI _93
ST01 ng_

STOI n95

STOI nq_

STOI n97

STO| n98

STOI n99

STOI 100

STOI 101

STOI 103

STOI In_

STOl _05

STOI 106

STO| 107

STO! 108
STOI 109

STOt 110

STOl 111

ST01 112

STOI I]3

STOI 115

STOl _l_

5T01 117
ST01 118

STnl 119

STOI 120
STOI 121

STOI 122
STOI 123

STnI 12_

STOI i_s

STOI I_

STnI _27

STOI I_S

$T01 129
ST01 130

STOt 131

STOt 132
STO! 133

ST01 13_

STO[ 135
STO[ 13&
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Listing of Code (continued)

25 CALL OIAGT(|)
26 IF(SRFLAG) WR|TE(6t20000)

20000 FOR_AT(65H AN EX|T HAS B((N MADE FROM SUBROUTINE STA01 )
- RETURN

ENO

ST01 137
OQOOOOOQ

DOQO'QOQ

OQQOQOOQ

ST0| 139
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Listingof Code(continued)

SUH_OUTINE FLOwI(I)

CFLOW!

C ESTJHLISH VALUES FOR
C

STATOR ExIT FLOw

C

c

10000

C

T

C

1

REAL _FSTOP
LOGICAL PREVER_SHFLAG

COM_Oh SRFLAG

COMMON /SNT_P/G,AJoPRFColCASE,PRFVERoMFSTOPoJUNPtLOPINoISCASEo
|KN_GAYF,IPtSCRIT_PTRNtISECT,KSTG,wTOLoRHOTOLoPRTOLtTRLOOPeLSTGo
2LHRCtlANCtICHUKEoISOgNtCHOKEtPTOPSI(_tS)IPTRS2(6tS)ITRO_AGoSCoRCt

3DELPHoPASStIPCoLOPCtI$S

FLWl 001

FLWl n02

FLWl nO3

Fbwl nO6

FLWl 005
eeeeeee,

eeeeeeee

FLWI n07
oeeeoeeo

FLWI nO9

FLWl nlO

FLWl nil

COMMON /5INIT/HI(6tB)oH2(btB),OPn(6tB),OPI(6_8),DPIA(6eB)tOP2(_tB)FLwl n12

1,DP2A(6,_)tCSALFI(6tS)tALFI(6tS),CS_ET2(boS)oBET2(6oS)oRADSD(6t6),FLWl n13

2RAD_O(ho_),ANN|(btS)oJNN2(btR)oANN2A(6tS)IANNIA(bt8)oU|A(6oS)t FLWl nl_
3U2(6tS),ANNO(btH)ePTo(b,8)oTTO(_tR)oALPHAO(boS)oPTP(6tS) FLWl O|S

FLW! 016
COMMON /SINPUT/ HSLoTSLtPSLoGAMSLo eeeeoeee

IPTPStPTIN_TTIN,wAIR,FAIRoOELC.OELLtDELA,AACStVCTOtSTGtSECTtEXPNo FLWI hi8

2EXPPeEXPHEo RPMoPAFwSLIoSTGCHtFNDJOHtNAME(|O)tTITL_(|O)oPCNHI6)t'eeeeeee
]RV(6,B)tGAM(6tR),OR(6oS)_OT(6tB)tHWG(_tB)tALPHAS(6tB)_ALPHA|(b_R}_'eeeeee"

_ETARS(b.8),ETAS(boB)_CFS(btR).AN_O(6tR),HETA|(6_B)tRETA2(b,8)tETA_FL_| n21
_R(b,B),ETAR(6tH),CFR(6t_)_TFR(b,R),ANOOH(6tS),OMEGAS(boB)tASO(6oB)FLWt n_2

6tAS_PO(_tR),ACMNO(6,8),A|(6,R),A?(btH),A3(6_8)tA_(6oS)eAS(btS)tA6(FLw| _23

7_8),OMEGAR(6tR)_SIA(6_8)_BSMPIA(bt_)o_CMNIA(6,B)_B|(b_8)o82(6_8)FLW| 0_

e,H3(6tB)tH4(bt_)tBS(6,8)_H6(btB),SESTM|(8)tRERTMI(8) FLWI n25

FLW| n26

_EAL MO FLWI n_7

COMMON /SSTAOI/CPO(8)o PSO(_tR)_VO(6tB)oTSO(EtFLWI n_R
|R)tVUO(_o_),VZO(b_8)o_HOSO(_,H)t_SI(O_EIt_GTI(8)_TA|(8)oWGt(6_R)_ FLW| n29

2 OPOHl(6,SltSI(btR)_ CPI(8)_PHII(b,flItTSI(6o8)tVI(_tS)FLWl 030

3,_HOSIiO,8),_LFIE(b,8)oVUI(6,8),VZi(bt_)_MO(6_B)_WGTO(8)tWGO(6tR) eeeeeeee

FLWl n32

DIMENSION P_IICiH)tPTPSIC(8}tVIC_B),TSIC(6,B),RHOS|C(6oB)twGIC(6FLWl n33

1,8),CSALIE(_,_)tSFF(6tB) FLWl n3_

FLWl n35
FLWl n36

IF(SRFLA_) WRITE(6,10000) e-teeeeee

FORPAT(_H Ak E,wTNY HAS BEEh MAOF IN SUBROUTINE FLOW| ) eeeeeeee
K_K_ eeeeeeee

EX:(_AM(2,K)-I,)IGA_(_tn) FLW| 037
COMPUTE ISENTMOPIC STATO_ TEMpEHAIUWE HATIO FLWl 03M

PHII(I,_)-PTOPSI(ItK)_eEX FLWI _3@

TEST FOR LOSS COEFFICIENT INPIIT FLW| h_0

IF (OMEGAS(Itl))_t2t| FLWl ntI

CALL LOSSI(ItK_EX) FLW| n62
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Listing of Code (continued)

2 TS|I]oK)mTTOIXtKIeI|e'ETAS(ItK)e(|''|'/PH[|II°K)))

IFI['IP)bt3,6

3 ;F(GA_F)4t4,S .....

4 TA|(K)u._e(TTO([tK)*TS|(|tK))
CALL _AMMA(PTO(|PoK)o_A|(K)tF&|ReuAiRoGAMI2oK))

5 EXs(GAM(Z,K)-|,U)/GAWI2oK)

FXTu),/EA

C C_IT]CAL P_E$SUNE RAT|O
CALL PH[M([XItETAS(|eK) tPH||C(K)oPTPS| C(K))

CPt(K)a_V(_,K)e[XI/A_

C EXIT VELOC[TY

6 VI(I,K)I$o_T(_.eG'AJe_P|(K)e(TT01ItK)'T$|(I°K)))

C ExIT PRESSURE

pSI(|_K)sPTo(|,K)/PToP$|(|tK)

C E.A|T UEN$|TY
RHOS|(|tK)m144eePS|(XIK)/IHv(_tK)eTS_(|tK))

C TEST C_XTICAL PRESSURE RATIO

]F(PTOpSI(|tK).PTPS|C(K))|St AiR

C G_EAT[R THAN CRITICAL

8 IF (lP'I) 21t9,_1

9 IF (P_PC)lOolOt22

C PREVIUUS PITCH NUhCRITICAL

]0 p_PCal.
plOP$I(|oK)sPTPSIC(K)e(|otPRT_L)

GO TO 7

2| IF (PTOPSI(I,K),LE,PTOPS|(IP,K)) _0 TO 22

GO TU 1_
22 IF ((],EU.I).OR, II.EO.[SECT)) Sr_|Tm| •

GU TO 11
C PITCH O_ OUT_OAWD hECTOR

II CONTINUE
VIC(I,KimSq_T().*GeAJ°CPI(K)*TTO¢lo_I*EIAS(ItK)*(PHI|C(K)

I-I.|/PHIIC(K))

TSIC(ItKi.TTO(I,K)eII.-ETAS(I,Ki*(I.'I'/PHII c(K)))
RHOS|C(J_K)sI_4.eHTo(;tK)/( PTP_IC(K)eTS|C(|tK|eRV(_K))

wG|cfIt_)mHHO$ICIItK)eVIC(ItK)eANNI(| 'K)e_SALF|([tK)

uGI(ItK)_W_IC(I_K)

|3 cSALIE(ItK)u_I(ItK)/tRHOSI(I.K)*V|IItK)eANN1 (|'K))

C EFFECTIVE %TATO_ EX|T ANGLE
|4 ALF]E(I'_) _ATAN_($U_TII''CSALIE(T'h)eCSALIE(|tK))'

ICSALTE(I;K))

GO TO l_
12 IF( PwPC-1,)I_tlS"2 _

_4 wG| ([_K)m_ FF([t_)ePTfl(ItK)/SO_T(TTO([tK)|

15

GO TO 13
PNES."aU_E HATIO LESS THAN c_IT'I'('AL 0 I'; SUPERSONIC FLOW OECREAF, E

WGI ( | tK) mf_H()S| (| IK)IV J (|tR)eANNL ( ] IK)eC_ALF | (IRK)

FLWI n43
FLUl n44

FLWI n_5

FLWI nt6

FLW| n67

FLWI n4R

FLUl n49
FLWI nS0

FLW1 n_l
eelelit_

FLU| n53

FLWI nS_

FLWI n_5
FLWl n_A

FLwl n57
oeeeooo.

FLWI n59

FLW1 _60

FLWI 0_I

FLWI n_2

FLwl hA3

FLW| n64
FLWI n65

FLWI n_

FLWI _67
FLwI n6R

FLWt n69
FLwt nTO

FLW| _71
FLWI n72

FLu| _T3

FLwI _7_

FLw] _75

FLwI n76

FLWI nt_

FLu! _Tq
FLWI n_0

FLw| nH|
FLU| nH_

FLwI n_3

FLW| _H_
FLwl nR_

F_w_ n_

FL_| AR7

FLW| nRH

FLW| nR9
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Listing of Code (continued)

CSALI£(I_H)=CS_LFI{IoR|
ALF|E(;.K)=ALFI(|.K)

SFF(|tK)O_G|(|tK)eSQRI¢TTO(;tK||/PTO(|tH|

16 VUI(IoK)eVICIoK)eS|N(JLF|E(ItH))

OPOR|tI,K)-.O|3eeMegekHOSItltKIeVUI(|tHIeVU|(ItKI/

|(GeOP|(XtK))

VZ|(|tK)sVIIItK)eCS&L|Et|tK)

|F(I.LT,ISECT) GO TO |?

|FiPRPC.(O._.) PgPCm2*

17 CALL CHECK(J)
GO TO ti9020_tJ

CALL O|AGT(2_
IFLSRFLAG) VR|TEtGo2OQO0)

FOR_AT(4SH AN EX|T HAS 8((N NAOE FRON SUBROUTINE FLOV|
RETURN

(NO

19

2O
20000

FL_I 090

FLW| ngl

FLVl n92

FLW| rig3
oeeooeoe

FLY| nQS

FLY| ng6
FLW| ng7

FL_t ng_

FLWI 099
FLY| 100

FLW| I Ol
eo4oe,,_

eeeoeeeo

oe_etttt

FLW| 103
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Listing of Code (continued)

CLOSS
C
C
C

C

10000

\
\

SUBROUTINF LOSSI(|tKtEX) LOS| _01
1 LOSt no2

LOSt nO3

CALCULATL EFFICIENCY LOSt 004
LOSt nO5

REAL _FSTOP LOSt 006
LOGICAL PREVEH,SRFLAG eeoeeeee
cOMmON SRFLAG eeeeoeee
cOMPON /SNTCPIGtAJ,PRFC,ICASEtPRFVERtMFSTOP,JUMPoLOPINtISCASEt LOSt 008

1KNtGANF,IPeSCHIT,PTHhoISECToKSTG,wTOLt_HOTOLoPRTOLtTRLOOPoLSTGw LOS1 009
2LBWC,IBRC,IHPOKE,ISORW,CMOKE,PTODS|(fiee)tPTRS2(6tB)eTROIAGtSCoRC, LOSt 010
3DELPR_PASS,IPCtLOPC,ISS LOSt 011

LOSt 012

COMMON /SINITtHI(6tU)tH2(btB)tOPo¢b,B)tDPI(6t8),DPIA(bt8)tOP2(6tB)LOS| 013
ttDP2A(_,HI,HSALFIt6,p),ALFt(b,B),CSHET2(6tB),HET2(6,8)tRAOSD(6o_)tLOS| n|_
_AORO(_,_) tAhN_ (6tR)tJNN2(6,_) tANN2A(keB)tANNIA(bt8)tUtA(6tB)o LOSt _t5
3U2(_,8),ANNN(boH)oPTo(&,R)tTTO(_.R)oALRHAO(6eB),PTP(6oB) L_SI 01_

LOSt nit

COMPON /SINPUT/ QSLoTSLtPSL,GAMSIt eoeeeeee
|PTPStPTIN_TTIN_e&IRtFJI_tDELC,UELLoDELAtAACStVCTOtSTGtSECToEXPNI L051 nt9
2EXPPtEXPREt RPMtPAFeSLItSTGCHtFNDJURINANE(tO)ITITLE(tOIt pcNH(6)teeQeeee°
]_V(61_)tGAM(6tB)tORI6e8JoUT(6,8)eRWGI_t_)tALPHAS(6t_)_ ALPHA|(6tR)°e_e_e
_ETA_St6,H)tETAS(_,8),CFS(b_R),ANnO(btR),HETAI(btB)oRETA2(b,B)tETARLOSt 022
_R(f,B),ETAR(6,R),CFR|e,B)oTFR(6,_)tANOOR(6_B)tOMEGAS(6_B),ASO(_tB)LOSI 023
6_AS_PO(_tR) tACMNO(b_R)tAt(6_R)eA_(bt8)tA3i6_8)tA_(6tR)tAS(b_8)tAb(LOSt _26
76eB)tO_EGAR(6t_),BSIAIb_8)tRSMPIA(btB)tHCMNIA(6_8)oR|(btB)oB2(6eB)LOS| 0?5
_tH3(_tR)tH6{6tB)_H_(6tB)tHb(btB)tSESTHI(8)tRE_THI(8) LOSt n26

LOSt n27

RE_L _0 LOS1 0_R
COMeOh /_STAOI/CPO(8)_ PSO(6_8)tVO(6tS)_TSo(6tLOSt _29

|8)_VUO{B,_),VZO(b,B)tNHOSO(6tR)taSI(6tB)oWGTt(B)_TAI(8)_WGt(6_R)t LOSt 030
2 DPDHI(6,R)oSI(6,fi)t CPI(8IoPHII(6_R)_TSI(6t8)tVt(6_8)LOSI n31
3tHHCS|Ib,8),_LFIE(6,8)tVUI(6tM),VZI(btS)tMO(6_8)'WGTO(8)tWGO(6_R) _ee_ee

LOSt 033
LOS1 034

IF(S_FL_G) WRITE(6t|O000| ee_e_eee
FORMAT(&6H _k ENTRY HAS BEEN MADF IN SUBROUTINE LOSSt ) eee_eeee
ExP_O.O LOS! 035
FXPP_O,O LOSt 036
ETA_S(I,K)=t.O LOSt n37
SI(I_K)mALPHAU(I_K)- _ADSO(I,K) LOSt 03_
IF(SI(I,K})_,I,2 LOSt n39

I WO|_OMEGAS(I,K) LOSt 060
GO TO 9 LOSt n61

2 AS=_|(ItK) LOS| _2
AC=_2(I,K) LOSt 063
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Listing of Code (continued)

AQoA](_tK)
|F|ASMPO(|tK)-SZ(|eK))3e4e4

3 MMWSoS]CZtK)/ASMPO||9 K)
ARsJSNPO(IoK)/ASO(ItK)
GO TO 6

4 WNwSa|oO
ARmSI(|eKI/ASO(|eK)
00 TO 8

5 ASsA4(|tK)
ACmAS(|tK)
AQBAb(|eK)
IF(SI(IeK)-ACMNO(ItK))6e6t4

6 WMMSsSI(IeK)/ACMNO||e K)
ARuaCNNO(ItK)/ASO(IoK)

8 MO|o(|.*AAeARe(ASeARe{ACeARe&O)))eWHWSeOM[GAS(|, K)
9 (TAS(|tK)a(t.'(I./(PTOPS|(|oK)°(I.'wO|)*NO|))e°EX)°PHIt(IIK)/

I(PHI||IeK)-|.)
cALL CHECK(J)
;F(SRFLJG) wg|TE(6e20000)

20000 FOR_ATI4SH AN (XlT H&$ 6((N MAO( FROM SUBROUTIN( LOSS| )
R(TURN
(NO

LOSt 044
LOSt n45
LOSI 046
LOSt 0_7
LOSt 04R
LOSt n49
LOSt 050
LOSt nS!
LOSt 0S2
LOSt 053
LOS| n54
LOSt 05S
LOS1 056
LOS| 0S7
LOSt nsR
LOSt n_9
LOSi 060
LOSt 0_1
eoeeeoee
eee,eeoo

LOSt 062
LOSI 063
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Listing of Code (continued)

CR
¢

SUBROUT|NE R(PtToFtNtRX) R _0|

R nO2
CALCULATE GAS ¢ONSTAN1 R _03
WRITE (6,100) eoeeeeee

100 FOR"AT (//|_OH SUOROUI|NI[ R NA_ BE(N CALL[O UPON ooeoooooooeeoeeeeeeeee
|eoeeeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeooeeeeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeoeeeeeeooeeeeeeeeeeeeeeooeeee
2coo//) eooooeeo

RXsS3o3504St(o65OOF*32o433eW)/(lotFoW) R 004
RETURN R nOS
END R nO6
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Listingof Code (continued)

SURfiOUT|NE

CGA_MA

C
C

GAMMA(PeToFoweGA_X) _ z,_ °. _ GAMA _01

GAMA NO2

.... _ ,. GAMA _0_
CALCULAT_ SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO FOp MIXTURE GAMA NO_

WRITE (btlO0) i; OOOOQOQO
100 FOR_T (//|20H SUBROUIXNE GAMMA HAS BEEh CALLEO UPON _,O_O,OOOOQOQOOOeO

CALL CPA(P,TtFt**CPAX) GAMA f105

IF(F)_,2o| GAMA nO6

CALL CVFIPeTtFo_CPFX) GAMA _07

_F(_)60_t3 GAMA nO8

CALL CPW(PoToFt_CPwx) GAMA _09

CPGX=(CPAX,FeCPFXe_eCPWX)/(I.,F,_) GAlA _I0

CALL _(PtT.Ftwt_X) GAMA n11
GANX=CPGX/(_P_X-RX/77_.|6|) GAMA n|2

RETUHh GAMA _13

END GAlA nl_
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Listingof Code(continued)

CCPA
C

SUHNOUTINE rPAfPtTtFo_tCPAX) CPA _01

CPA nO2

CALCULATE SPECIFIC NEAT RATIO FOa ATN CPA nO3

OIMENSION CPA nn4

|XT(7ItA(T) CPA n0_

WRITE (_,lO0) *.eeeee.

_00 FORVAT (//|20H 5UBROUiIN[ CPA HA_ BEEN CALLE0 UPON eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

_eteeeeeeeeeeeeeeteteeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-eeoeeeeeeeeeeeeee

_eet//) eteeeeee

IF(T-I00.It,2,_ COA nO6

| TX=IO0, CPA nO7

GO TO 5 CPA nOR
2 IF(o_OO,-T)3,_t¢ CPA fl0g

3 TX=6_00. CPA _|0

GO TO 5 CPA nit

4 TX=T CPA _|2

XT(_)mTX/]O00. CPA n|3

nO _ IMP,7 CPA n14

6 XT(I)=XT(I-I)°XT(I) CPA nl5

CPAX=2._26_go7f-OI-2,e6573qSE-O2oXTl|)+4,6617F56E-O2QXT(2} CPA hi6

l-I.354_5_2E-O2OXT(3|-e,4500g31E-n4*xT(4)+|.O303393E-03 o CPA n17

2XTlS)-l.71_g795E-O6eX1(6)*9.1627qllE-O6wxT(7) CPA n18

RET_N CPA n_

END CPA n20
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Listingof Code (continued)

SUBROUTINE CPF(P+T,FtRoCPFX} CPF nOl

CCPF CPF 002

C CALCULATE SPECIFIC HE_T RATIO FOg FUEL CPF nO3

DIMENSION CPF _0,

]xT(7)tA(7) CPF nO5

WRITE (61]00) *****.**

lO0 FORVAT (//I20H 5UBROU!INE CPF HA_ BEEN CALLED UPON ltOIlteOOOOi_tQtttQtle

]eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee,eeeeeeeeeeoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

2eot//) eeeeeeee
IF(T-4OO.)lm2t2 CPF nob

I Tx=400o CPF n_7

GO TO 5 CPF n0_

2 IF(3000.-T)3,4,4 CPF nO9

3 TX=3000. CPF hlO

GO TO 5 CPF n_[

4 TX=T CPF n1_

5 XT(1)=TxlIO00o cPr hi3

DO _ l=2t? CPF nI_

6 XT(1)=XT(I-I)eXT(I) CPF hi5

CPFx=I.()bPS243E-OI*9.52912R4E-OI*XT(I)-T.Z6051bqE-OIeXT(2) CPF nl_
I*2.448|406E-Ol_XTI3)+5.3332162E-n2+XTf4)-6.4_99RI_E-O2_XT(5) CPF nit

2.I.74955bTE-n_*XT(b)-l,_OZgR2nE-n3=xf(T} CPF n]8

RETbRN CPF n|9

END CPF n20
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Listing of Code (continued)

CCPw
C

SURROUT|NE _Pw(PoToFe*eCP_X) CPw _0|
CPw n02

CALCULATE SPECIFIC HEAT FOR wATEg VAPOR CPW n_3

D|N[NSION CPw _n4

|XT(T)_A(7) CPW nO5

wRITE (holO0) *...*.*.

|00 FOH_AT (//|20H _UBROUI]NE CPW HA_ UEEN CALLEO UPON ee.eoeeeeeeeeeeeee*e*_

|ee6eeleee_eeeeeeeeQoeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeQeeeeeeeeeee_eeeeeeee_ee_eeeee
_eee//) eeeeeeee

IF(T-_O0,)|,2o_ CPW nO6

| TX=400. CPW nO7

GO TO 5 CPw nOR
2 IF(3000,-T)3t4,_ CPW n09

3 Txm3ouo. CPW nl0
GO TO 5 Cpw n|l

4 TAmT CPw n12

5 XT(1)mTX/IO00 • CPw n13

nO 6 Tm_+7 CPw n|4

6 xT(I)BXT(I-1)eX1(|) CPW hi5

CPWX=4.57_BRSOE-Oi*_.TOOTSS6E-OZ*XT(|)*I,6536409E-O| CPw nlk

I,XT(2)_4,113gO6bE.O_+XTI3)._e697qS75__U2eXT(_),2.26|9243E-02 CPw nl7

_,XT(S)-b.270620/E-O3*XTI6)*6.2_4_7|oE-O4*XTIT) CPW nlB

RETUNh CPw hi9

END CPW n20
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L;sfing of Code (continued)

SUHROUT|NE PRAT|O|TFFoGAMXoR_tPTPSoPNTGL)

CPRATIO

C CALCULA?L PRESSURE NAIIO

LOGICAL PREVE_,_FLA6

cON_ON SRFLAG

]FtSNFLAb) _R|TEIbt|OOOUI
|0000 FORwAT(44H Ah [NTRY _AS 8|IN MAOF iN S_UROUT|NE

AsGA_X/tbANX-| o )
Rm2./fiAMX

Cm(GAMX*|e)/GANX

OxTFFeSukT(_X/Ib4.3481eA))

PCR]Tm((GAMXe|o)/2o)IeA

pUPuPC_|T

PLOwl[°O

PTR_OmO,O

OELF_=S(aHT(|,/(PTReeR)-Io/IPT_ee_))-O

XF(CELFM)_t3tJ

2 PLO*mVTH

GO TO

3 PUPmPT_

4 PREm(PTH-PT_NO)/PTN

|F (AHS(PR[)-PRTOL)6t6t%

5 pTR_OaPTH

GO TO |

6 IFiPCHIT-PT_IT,8,B

7 PTPSmPC_|T

GO TO 9

fi PTPSmPTH

9 CONT|NUE
[F(SHFLA_) mg|TE(612000O)

20000 FOR_ATI45H AN E_|T H&_ HE[N MAD| FNOM
RETbRN

ENO

PRAT|O)

SUBHOUT|NE PRAT[O)

PRIO nO|

Pn|O hOE

PnlO nn3
met_eeQO

_eeeeeee

OeeOQeO0

eeeeeeee

Pg]O nO4
PnTO noq

PRTO nO6

PRTO aft?

PRIO no_

PRTO hog

PnIO nlO

PnlO nl!

Pg|O _12

PRIO nl_

P_IO nlS

PnIO nl_

PR_O n|7

PRIO niR

Pg|O n|g

PnlO n_O

P_IO n_l

PRIO n_

P_TO _E3

P_lO n_

PRTO n_

PRIO n_6

PRIO n27

P_|O n_S
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Listingof Code (continued)

$UH_OUTINE CHECKIJ)

CCHECK

C SUH_0UTINE TO CHECK

C

SENSE LIGMTR

C

loooo

HEAL MFSTOP
LOGICAL P_EvE_,SRFLA6

cOH_ON SRFLA_

COW,Ok /$NTCP/G,&JoPRkCeXCASE,P_FvLRtMFSTOPtJUNPoLOP|N_|SCASEt

|KNeGAMFIIPe$CN|]_PT_ktISECTtKSTG,w|ULtNHOTOLePRTOLeTRL00RtLSTGt

2LHRCtIHNC.|rHOKbo|SrIRkoCHOKEoOTOpS|{6_SItPTRS2(6_RIITRO|AQoSCtRCo
30ELPHtPASSe|PCeL0PCtlbS

IF(S_FLAb) wg|TE(6o|0000)

FO_vAT(44H A& ENTRY b_S REEk MAUF IN SUHROUTINE CHECK !

_0 I lsl_

CALL SLITETCItJ)

GO TO (P*I)*J

CUNT|NUt

JZ2

IF(S_FLAG) _NIT_(6t20000)

RETOOk

js!

PHEvEHs. INUE,

IF($_FLAG| ._ITE(6o20000)
FOHwAT(_N A_

RFTLNh

E_D

EX[r Hi5 HEEN MAOE FHUN 5UHHOUT[NE CHECK I

CHCK nnl

CHCK n02

CHCK nO3

CHCK n0_

CHCK n05
ee_ee_

ee_e_eee

CHCK _07

CHCK _08

CHCK _0_

CHCK _|0

CHCK _ll

C_CK hi2

CHCK _t]

CHCK Or*

CHCK 0|5

CHCK _|_

CHCK hi7
CHCK nlR

CHCK _t_

CHCK n20
CHCK n21
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Listing of Code (continued)

SUB,OUT INE STAIA
CSTJIA

C

REAL MFSTOP

LOGICAL PREVENtSRFLAG

COMwON SRFLJ_

COMWON /SNTCP/GoAJePRPC,ICASEtPRFVEReMFSTOPoJUMPeLOPINoISCASEt

|KNtGANF,IP,SCRIToPTRh,|SECT,KSTG,wTOL_HHOTOLoPRTOLtTRLOOPtLSTGo

2LHRCo|H_C,ICHOKE_|SORhPCHOKE,PTOPS|I6,E)tPTRS2(6oB)oTRDIAGoSCtRCt
30ELPR.PASStIPCoLOPCeISS

5TIA nO|

STIA nO2

STIA nO3
STIA nO4

DQQQOOQ6

600QOOQ6

STIA no6
QeO_QOt

ST|A 008
ST|A _09

ST]A n|o

COMMON ISINITIHI(6o_)tHE(btR).DPn(btS)oDPI(6e8).OP|A(6oS).OP2(6.8IST|A n|l

ItDP_A(6t_oCSALFI(6teI.ALF|(6.B).CS_ETE(6tSItBETE(6tR)tRAOSO(6o8)_ST|A n12

2RAORO(6.B).A_N|(b_B)t_NN2(b.R).A_N2A(G_)tANN|A(bog)tU1A(6_g)_ STIA nl]

3U2(6_8)tANN_(b_)_PTo(b_8)_TTO(6_R)tALPHAO(bt8)tPTP(6tS) ST|A _1_
ST1A n15

COMMON /SINPUT/ RSLoTSLoPSLtGAMSIt eeeeeeee

|PTPStPTIN_T_IN_A|RtF_IRtDELC,DELL_OELA,AACSoVCTO_STGo$_CT,EXPN_ ST|A 0|7
_EXPPt_XPHEe RPMtPAFtSLItSTGCH.FNOJOHINAME(IO)tTITLE(_O)tPCNH(_)_eeeeeee e

3RV(_tS)tGAM-(btR),DR(6oS)oOT(G,8)eRW_(_8)tALPHAS(6_8)oALPHAI(6_R)teee_eeeI

_ETA_S(6t_)_ETAS(_B)tCFSibtR),AN_O(6_),_ETAIi6*8)_BETA2(6tS)_ETARSTIA n20
_R(btS)t_TA_(6tS)tCF_(_tH)tTFR(btR)tAN_CR(6tS)tOMEGAS(boe)tASO(6tS)ST_A n21

6tASw_O(_t_)eACqNO(bt@)tAI(boS)eA_(b_)tA3(6tS)tA6(6eR)lA_(btS}_Ab(STi& n_2

76tH_tOM/GAR(6e_)_SS_A(btS)tSSMP_^(bt_)tHCMNIA(6_8|t_|(btS)e_(btS)ST|A _3

_.e3(b.,}oR*(6.R).SS(6.S),BbC6.8).S£$THI.qR),R[_T_[i_) '' STtA n2*
...... STIA n25

hEAL sO ST|A n26

COMMON /55TAOI/CPO(8)_ PSO(6t_)tVO(6e_)tTSO(6_ST|A n_7

lR),VUOlboe)oVZOlboSltkHOSO(6o_),pSl(bte)oWGTI(8)oTA|(8)oWGl(6tS)t STIA n2R

2 CPOHlib.e}.SI(6,_)t CP|(8)tPHIIi6tR)tT$1(6,8)tVI(6,8)STIA n29

3,RHOSI(6tS),ALFIE(b,E)oVUI(6tR),VZI(6,B)tMO(6,8)t_GTO(8)o_GO(6,_) e_e_eeee

REAL WH]A ST|A n31

COM'Uh /_ST_|A/vUIA(6tS)twG|A(b_R)twGT_A(_) ,vZ_A(6o_)t CPIA(8) _ ST|A _3_

|pS|A(6_H)tRU|A(be_)tRIA(6tS)tH[T1A(beR)tRX(btS),TTR|A(btS)_PTR|A(bST_A hi3

EtSIt_RIA(6t_)oTSIA(6t_I m_#_*_#m

C DETERMINE FLOw COk_ITIONS RELATIVE TO ROTOR_ FIND INCIDENCE STIA n35

C AhGLE RECUV[NY _010_ 1NLET STATIONS, OBTAIN GAS PROPERTIES_ ST1A n36
C AUSOLUTF tANGENTIaL COMPONENT VELOCITY AOJUSTEO FOR DIAMETER ST|A n37

C CMANGE TO CUNSENVL ANGULAR MnMENTU_t AXIAL COMPONENT ST|A n3R

C VELOC;TY ADJUSTEO FOR WEIGHT FLOw, AREA_o AND OENS|TY CHANGE ST|A n]9

C F_OM STA _, STIA _60

C STIA n_|
C STIA n6_

IF(SRFLAG) WR|TE(6tIOOOU) eee_eee
|0000 FOR_ATI_AH Ak ENTHY NAS flEEh MADF iN 5_dROUTINE STA|A ) eeeeeeee

K=KN _eeee_e
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Listingof Code(continued)

c

C

C

13

C

C

1

%

2

3
12

: ==
4

C

5

6

7

8

IO='l

TSla(ItK)=TS|(IoK)
WATIO OF FLO* CHANGE

WR=RwG(_oK)/RWG(_eK)

TOTAL STATION FLOm

wGTIACK)mW_OwGT1(K)
ADJUST TAkG_NTXAL VELOCITY

VU]A(_tK)nVU||IoK)_0P_(|tK)/DP|AfItK)

ADJUST FLO*
wG1A(ItK)aWae*GI(]tK)

RHOSTRmRHOSI([tK)

AOJUST AXIAL VELOC|TY
VZiA([,K)uWR*VZ|(]tK)aANN](|oK)*_HOSII[mK)/(ANN1A(XtK)

eRHOST_)

VIA zSQRT(VU|A([tKIeVU1A(IoK)*VZ1A(]tK)eVZ|A(IoK))
IF(I-IP)Z_3,2

EX=(GAM(JtK)-Ie)/GAM(3eK)

EXI=I./Ex
GO TO

IF{GAMF)l_,i2,2

TA]A z,Se(TTo(IoK)*lS|A(ZoK))
CALL GAMNA(PTO([tK)oT_|A .FA|R,wA]RoGAN(3tK))

EXI=Io/EX _, , _.._ t_, • .. ..

CP1A(K)=HV(3tK)eEX]/hv *_-

DELTSzCVI(I,K)eV|(I,K)-V|A *vIA )/(2,*GeAJeCP|A(K))

TS|A(|tK)zTS|(]oK)*IJELTS
PS|a(I_K)=PS[IItK|e(I,*OELTS/TSI(ItK))eoEXI

RHOSIA zi4&e'PS|A([tK)/(RV(3,K)eTs_A(ItK))

CENSITY FRHOH

RHOEz(RHOSIA -RH0STR)/RNOS|A

IF (A_S(RHUE)-RHOTOL)_obo5

RHOSTRzI!HOSIA
GO TO 1

RUIA(ItK)•VUIA(ItK}-UIA(IoK)

RIA(ItK)•SQRT(RUIA(IoK)eRUIA(ItKI*VZ|A(ItK)eVZ|A(|oK))

SHETIA z_U|A(IoK)/R|A(|,K)

RETIA(I,K)zATAN_(SBET|A ,S_T(i.-SBET|A eSBET|A ))

IF(OMEGAR(I,K)}StSo7
ETARR(I,K)•I.

EXP_E•O.O
MR|A(IoK)•RIA(ItK)/SOWT(GAM(3oK)eGeRV(3tK)eTSIA(ItK))

TRTS1A mlo*(GAM(3IK)-I,)wMRIs(|tK)eMRIA(IoK)/2e

IF(TRTSIA.GT,1,) GO TU 32

PREVER • .T_UE.

GO TO 17

STIA n63

STIA n44
og_eeeee

STIA n66

ST|A fl67

STIA n¢8

STIA n_g

STIA nSO

ST]A _51

ST|A nS_

STIA nS3

STIA n5&

STLA _S
ST1A _56

STIA _7

STIA _SR
ST|A n_9

STIA n60
ST1A _61

ST|A n6_

STtA _63

:_ .... - _.... STIA n6S

STIA nh6

ST|A _67
eeeeee_

STIA _69

STIA n71

STIA n73

ST1A n75

STtA _76

ST|A n7T
STIA nT_

STIA _79

STIA nR0

ST1A nRl

STIA fl82
STIA 083

STIA nR6

STIA n86

STIA rig7

ST|A n_8
5TIA ng9
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L;sfingof Code(continued)

32

10

II

]

14

15

16

17

18

20000

TTR|A(]oK)mTSIA(IoK)elRTSIA

RI(ItK)mHETIA(ItK)-RACROCIoKI

[F(RI(I.K)eGT.l.STO?96) RI(|tK)=I.STOTg6

IF(_I(I,K),LT,-IeSTO?Sb) RIII,K)m -1,%70796

IF(_I(I,K))9,g,IO
EXP_=EXPN

60 TO II

EXP_=EXPP

P_SIA uII**(TRTSIA

ExP_))ao_XI

PTRIA([*K)zPSIA(IoK)eFRP$IA

IF (ISECT-I)I4,1boI4
I=I*]O

IF {I}15.1_.13

I0=1
I=IP'ID

_0 TO 13

CONTINu_

CALL CHECK(JI

GO TO (17.18)*J

CALL DIAGT(3| :E.
IF(S_FLA_) *RITE(b,20000)

FORwATI45H Ah EXIT HAS

RETURN

-I.)*ETARR(I,K)e(COS(RI(ItK))e*

UEEN MADE FI_ON SUHROUTINE $TAI A )

÷ : ,
_;._ , "t ¢_

eeeeeeee

STIA n91

eooeeeEe
eeeeeeoE

STIA ng4

ST!A rigs
STIA ng6

STIA rig?

STIA n98

ST|A n99

STIA 100

STIA 101
STIA 102
STIA 10]

ST|A 104

STIA 105

STIA 106

STIA 107

ST|A 108

ST]A 109

STIA !10
,eeeeooe

eeeeeBee

eeeeeeee

STIA _12
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L;st;ngof Code(continued)

CSTA2
C
C

C

C.
C

I0000

SUBROUTINE STAP

sATISFY CONTINUITY OF FLOW AT ROTOH LXIT

REAL NFSTOP

LOGICAL PREVEW,SRFLAG

COMMON SRFLAG

COM_O_ /SNTCR/G,AJtPRPC.ICASE.PRFVLReMFSTOPtJUMPeLOPINtISCASEt

]KNtGAMF.IP,SCNIItPTW_,ISECT.KSTG.wIOL.WMOTUL.PRTOLoTRLOOPtLSTGo

2LHRC,IHRC,ICMOKE.ISORh,CHOKE._TOPSI(6._I,PTRS2(h,R),TRDIAGtSC,RC,

]DELPRtPASStI_C_LOPC.I_S

ST2 nO]

ST2 _n2

ST2 nO3
ST2 nn4

ST_ nOS
eQee_Q_e

eeeemeoo

ST? nO7
OQOQJ_00

ST_ nO9

ST_ nlO

ST_ nl!

COMMON /SINIT/HI(btH),M2(6tR),OPhi6tH),OP|(boH)tOP|A(6tBJtDP2(6.R)ST_ _I_

1,0P2A(B,U),CSALFI(b,B)tALF|(_,BI,CS_ET2(b,8)oHET2(6tR)tRAOSO(6ogItST2 hi3

_RAOgD(btB|_ANN|(6tHItANN?(6e_|eANN_A(6_8)tANN|A(6tBIIUIA(6t8) _ ST? n|4

3U2(_,_),ANN_Ib_)ePTO(_,_),TTOIb,R)eALPPAOI6,8),PTP(6_8) ST? n15

ST? hi6
COMMON /_INPUT/ RSLtT$LtPSL.GAMSIe eeee_eee

IPTPS,PTINtTTIN._IR,F_I_,OELC*DEIL*OELAtAACS,VCTDtSTGtSECT_XPNe ST_ nlR

_EXPPtEXP_E_ RP_tI_AF_LI,ST_CH,FNOJOHeNAME(|0),TITLE(|0I_PCNH(_)t_ee_e_

3R_(_,_) o_AM{6oR)tOR(6t_)tUT(_,8)tRwG(ht_)_ALPMAS(bte)eALPHA|(6,R)teeeeee_

5R(_,H),ETA_(6e_)tCF_I6_H)tTFR(b_R)eANI)C_I6eB)_OMEGAS(6tB)_ASO(6_R)ST_ n2_

_ASMPO(_,H),ACMNO(b,8)tAI (beR)tA_IOtB)eA_(btR)_A6(bt_)tASIb_B)_Ab(ST? n_

T6tH)_OMF_AR(ftfi)tBSIA(6,B)tRSWPIA(btB)_HCMN|A(btB)tB_(bte|tB2(6tf)ST? h_

BtB](6t_),HW(6_B)tH_(6t@)t_G(6,8),S_STN|(fi)tNERTMI(B) ST_ _5
ST? n2_

REAL MRIA ST2 n27

COMMON /SSTA|A/VUIA(6,BIt*GIA(b._)owGTIA(BI,VZIA(6,BIt CPIA(_), ST2 n2R

lPSI_(6,_),_UIAtotB),_IAI6,8),@ET1Ai6tM),RIi6_BI_TTR|A(6_@),PTRIA'i6ST? a29

_tB) _MN]A(htB)tTS|A(_t_) eeeeeeet

ST2

COMMON /SSTA_/V_(6,_)_TT_2(_tB),_TN2{6_8)tWG2(6tB)_WGT2(8)_TA2(R),ST_

ST_

REAL _RZ,M_ _MF2 ST2

COMMON /_FLO_2/TS2i6_@|,CP_(RItR_(b_B),RMOS2(6t_),BET_E(6_B)tRU_(6ST?

I_8),VU2(b_)_UPU_2(6_|_VZZ(6,8)eMR2(6eU)eMF2(b_8)_M2|6_8) ST_

DIMENSIUN wGT_CiH)tFF_2{b,8)tIS2fR)

IF(SRFLAb) *_ITE¢6tlO000) *_ .....

FORvAT(4wH AN ENTWY M_S BEEN wADF IN S_BROUTINE STA2 )

KmKN

n31

n33
n3_

n35
n36

n37

ST_ n38
ST2 n39

ST_ n_O

ST_ n_l

ST? n_2
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Listingof Code(continued)

26
27
2

16

SCR[T=O.O
PTRuO=[.
|S2(K)=O
EX]=GAN(3tK)/(GAN(3tK)-I.)

WRs_wG(_K)/RWG(3tK)

O0 1 i=]olSECT

TTR2t[,K)=TTRIA(IoK)_tU2(|tK)_e2 - U1A(ItK)oe2)/(ZoeGeAJeCPIA(K))
PTRE([tKI=PTR|A(IoK)e(TTR2([oK)/TTR|A(I_K))eeEX[

| wG2t[oK)=wRewG)AtloK)

WGT2(K)=WReWGT|A(K)

lzIP

lO=-I

WGT_CIK)=Oo

[F(ICHOKE)26t26,3

IFILOP;N)27o27t3

IF(GANF)2_R,16

TA2(K)=.95tTTR2(IPoK)

CALL GA_MA(PTN_(ItK)o1A2(K),FAIg,wA|R,GAM(AIK))
FFA2(!,K)=WG2iIoK)eSQ_TITTR2(IPK'))/(144,ePTR2(|tK)eCSBE;21|oK)e

]ANN2(|tK)) '-
CALL _RATIOIFFA2II,KltGAMIA,KltRVI_oKI;PTRS2|I,KI_PRTOL)

3 CALL FLOw_(]) . . . : ......

IF (PREYER) _0 TO 22 .....

WGT_C(K)=WGT2C(K)*WG2(Zt_) .....

L=I .......
IF (PTRS2(I.K).LE.PTR§2([PtK)) L=I

IFIISECT-I)Tt7_4

l=I*IO _,,: .......

IF(I)5*So6 ,. .* ._o; ..... . _ .

ID=I

I=IP*IO

6 LxI-IO
PSZ ( I, K ) =PS? I*E _ )"*FLOAT ( ] D )'iOPDR_ I L o K) *:( H_(_| tK ) *H_ (L 0K)

I)/Z,

PTRS2(IIK)=PTR2(IoK)/PS2([tK)
IF (PTRS2(ItK)-l..)19o19.3

19 PTRS2(I.K) = 1.0 * P_TOL
GO IO 3

7 IF(lS2(K)lS_eo9

8 EXIxGAM(4*K)/(GAM(AoK)'I,)
CALL PH|M(EX|oETAR(LtK),P_IXoP_CQIT)

PRUP=PTN2(ZPtK)eP_C_I|ePS2(LeK)/tPT_Z(LoK)ePS2(IPeK))

I*(I**PRTOL)

PRLOWzI,
GO TO |0

9 IS2(K)xIS_(K)e]
• IHRC * |

4

5

IOL

ST_ n43
ST2 n44

ST2 n_5

ST2 n46

ST2 _7

ST2 n48

ST2 n_9

ST2 n_O
ST2 n5|

St2 n52
ST2 n$3

ST2 n54

ST2 n55

ST2 n_6

ST2 n57

ST2 nsg

ST_ n59

ST2 n60
ST2 n_l

St_ n_2

ST2 n6_
ST2 -n6_

ST2 n66

ST2 n67

ST2 n_8

ST2 n69
ST_ n70

ST? n?|

ST_ n72

ST_ n73

ST? _74

$12 n75

ST2 e76

ST? nT?
ST_ n?R

ST2 nY9

ST2 nnO

ST2 081

ST2 nR2

ST2 n_3
St2 n84

ST2 nRS
St_ n8_

ST2 nR7

St_ _8R

ST_ nR9
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Listing of Code (continued)

20

Zl
Z2

ZOO00

IF(ICHO_E.EQ.L) PTRS2(IPtK) • PRUP

IF(*GT2(K)-*GT2CIK))I_,IS,II

|| PRLOw= PT_S2(|PtK)

GO TO 13

12 PRUP= PTNS_(1PtK)

IS2(K)=!

13 WEsIo-*BT2(K)/WGT2C(K)

jsJ.!

IF(_-32)_gtlB,1H

29 IF{ICNOKE°L) 30,31o30

31 SCRIT= -WE

GO TO 15

30 IF(LOPI_)I4.|4tI5
14 PNEm(PT_S_(|PtK)-PTRPG)/PTRS2ilPeK)

IF (A_S(PRE)-PR|OL)17_|7924

|T CONTINUE
IF (AH$(WE)-wTOL)lStl.St23

24 pTR_OaPTHS2(IPtK)

WGT2C(K)a_oN

l=IP

lO='l

IF (SC_11}2_,2R,15
28 pTR$2(|PtK)I.Se(PRLOW*PRUP)

]F (PTRS2(IP0K).LE.PRCRZT) PRP_80.O

GO TO 3

23 SCRIT8 1.

i5 IF(1RLOOP.EO.O.I GO TG 25
18 WRITE(BtI000)KtPRUPtP_LOwo_EtPRCRITtJ,*GT2(K)tWGT2CIK)°(WG2(L'K)

1 L=I,IS_ICT)
wRTTE(6.1OO|)IPTRS2(LeK)tLmltISECT)

lO00 FOR_AT(2A_2_Ka|4t _XtbH PRUPBFB.So2XtbHPRLOW=FBeSt2 xebH WE=

IFB.5,IX,THPHCRIT=FB.§t2X,EHJ=IB/

2PXt#H w(_T_=Fe.3t2X,6_*GT2C=FB.3/

32X.BH *G_=_F_.3)
1001FOR_AT(2X,6_PTPS2 mbFB'5)

25 CALL CHECK(J)

GO TO (20_21)'J

CALL DIAGT(_)

GO TO 22

CALL LOOP

IF(SRFLAG) wR|TEIG_20000}
FOR_AT(_SH ak EXIT HAS BEEN MADE FROH SUBROUTINE STA2 ) : ,

RETURN
EN0

ST2 nqO
ST2 ngl

ST2 n92

ST2 n93

ST2 nq4
ST2 n95

ST2 n96
ST_ n97

ST2 n98

ST_ nq9

ST2 100

ST2 101

ST? 102

ST2 103

ST2 104

ST2 105

ST_ 106
ST2 107

ST2 lOS
ST2 109

512 110

ST_ lll
ST2 112

ST_ II3

5T_ 114

ST2 I|S

ST2 116

ST2 117
gY2 _1_

ST2 119
St2 120

ST_ 121

ST2 122

ST2 123
ST2 _24

ST2 !25

ST2 126

ST2 127

ST_ 128

ST2 !29

0@@0@@@@

@e@@@e@@

ST2 _31
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Listingof Code (continued)

SUBROUTINE FLOw2([)

CFL0W2

C CALCULATE ROTOR EXXT
C

SECTOR FLOw

REAL MFSTOP

LOGICAL PREVER,SRFLA6
COMMON SRFLAG

COM_Ok /SNTCP/GtAJoPRPCtICASE,PREVENtMFSTOPoJUMPtLOPINt|SCASEo
1KNtGAMF,IP,SCRIT,PTRhtISECTtKSTG,wTOL,NPOTOL,PRTOLtTRLOOPoLSTGo

2LRRC,IBkCtZCHOKEo[SORkoCHOKEtPTOPSI(6,SIoPTRS216o@):oTROZAGoSCoRCt

30ELPHoPASStIPCoLOPCt|$S

FLW2 nnl

FLW2 nO2
Fbw2 nO3

FLW2 nO6

FLW2 nOS
oeoeeeeQ

_eQO_OQQ

FLW2 nOT
ooeeQoo_

FL*2 nn9

FL_2 nlO

FLW2 nit
CONvON /SINTT/HII6,8)oN216tR)tOPnI6,8),DP|C6tB),DPlA(6tg)oOP216og)FLw2 hi2

itOP?A(6,8),CSALFII6te)tALF|(6,B),CSBET216tS),BET2IboSItRADSO(6,B)tFLw2 hi3
_RAO;O(6,H),AkNI(6oS)tANN2Ib,_)tANN2AIbt8ItANN|A(btS)tUIA(6,8), FLW2 hi4

]U216tH)tANNO(bIBItPTOIbtAItTTO(6,R)tALPHAO(btS)oPTP(6oS) FLW2 hi5

FLW2 hi6
CON_ON /SINPUT/ _$L,TSLoPSL,GANSLo _e,eeeee

IPTPStPTIN,TTIN,wAIR,F_|R,OELC,UELLtOELA,AACStVCTDtSTGoSECToEXPNo FLd2 n_R

_EXPPtEXP_Et RPNtPAFtSLXtSTGCHtFNOJOHohAN[(IO)tTXTLEI|O)IPCNN(A)ooe_eee

3RV(6t_),GA_(6tB),O_(6_BItOT(6,B),R_G(_BItALPHAS(6tB)oALPHAI(6tR)o_eeeeeee
4ETAKS(6t_)_ETAS(6eS)oCFS(btR)tAN_OI6t_JtHETAI(b_8)t_ETA2(btS)tETARFL_2 n21

_R(6tfl)t_TAR(6_R)eCFR(_t_)eTFR(bt_)tANO_(6IS)tOMEGAS(btO)tA$O(6tS)FL_ n_

6IAS_PO(AtH)oACNNOI6t_)IA|(6*H)tA_(bo_|tA3(6tS)oAA(6t_)IAS(6eS)IA6(FL_ _3

?6tS)tO_EGARI6IR)tBS|AI6tS)tRS_P_A(beS)t_C_N_A(6eS)oRI(6tS)t_2(6tR)FL_ n2A

gtB316oR)_H6(6tS),BS(6oS)tBb(b,SItSESTNL(8)IRERTN[(8) FLW2 fl_

FL_2 n26

COMMON /SSTa2/V@Ib,_)_TTR2(fl,R),PTN2IAtS)tkGgI6,RI_GT2(8)tTA2(R),FL_2 n?7

l PS2(b_B),Phl2(btR) FLW2 A_R

FL_2 _P9
REAL _R_M2 ,NF2 FL*2 _30

CON_ON /$FLO*2/TS2(6tE),CP2(R)t_(6tB}tRHO52(6oR),BET2E(6t8)oRU2(6FL*_ e31

1,8),VU2(6,_)tOPU_2(_tE)tVZ216t8I,_H216,8),MFE(6,8)oN?(6o8) FL*2 n32
FLW2 n33

OIMENS_ON PIAS?C(H),PPI2CIH)tR_Ct6_8)tTS_C(6tS),RHOS_C(6tS)t_G_Ci6FL_ n36

|tS)tCB[T2E(_8)IAS_I6e8)tRFF(AeH) FL_2 n35

_AOF Z N St;U_OUT_NE FLO_;P )

T(MC, FHA TUI.;E! RATIO

, /

C

C

IFISHFL_G) kRITL(6tIO000)
10000 FORvATI4¢H _h ENTRY HAS BEEk

K_KN

EX_(GAHI6oK)-|,)/GAMIAoK)

C ISENTHOPIC RUTOR RELATIVE
10 PHI2(ItK)_ PT_S_(IIK)IeEX

IF(C_EGA_(1,K))2,2,1
I CALL LOSS?(I_K)

FLw2 n36

FLW2 n37

FLw2 n38

FL*2 n39

FLW2 n*O

FLW2 n_l
FLW2 n_2

/

J

/
/

//.*

/

/

/
7 /

/
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Listing of Code (continued)

E_IT TEMPEHATU_ES

2 TS2(IoK)sTTm2(ItK)°(I.-ETARII,K)Q(I.-I./PM|2IIeK)t)

IF(I-IP)b+3+6

3 IF( _AMF)4,Ao5
4 TA2(K)=,_elTT_(ItK)*IS2(I,K))

CALL GAMMA(PTH_(I,K),IA2(K)+FAI_,NA]N_GAM(4tK))

5 EAIaGAMi_oK)/(GAM(4tK)'|,)

EX=I./E_I

C_|TICAL PHESSURE hATIU

CALL PH|M(EXItETA_(I,_)tPHI2C(K)oPIAS2C(K))

S_ECIFIC .EAT AT CCNSTANT PRE%SUNE

b cP2IK) = HV(A*_)eE XI/A_
HELATIVE EXIT VELCCITY

R2(IeK)=SQ_T(_.e_*AJe_P2(K)e(TTR_(|tKt-TS2(ItK)))

_X[T P_ESSURE
PS?(Z+K)i PTg2(JeK)/ FT_S_(I,K)

fxiT |)ENSITY

RHOS2(I+KI=|44.*PS2(It_)/(_V(_tK)*Ts2(ItK))

TEST CRITICAL PRESSURE RATIO

IF( PTPS_(|tK)-_|AS_C(K)I|St 7_7

7 IF (IP-I) 27tU,_2

8 IF (PHPC)goqtlR

9 P_PCml,

PTkSP(I*K)tp[AS_C(K)I(|,$P_T_L)

GO TO IU

22 IF (PTR_(I,K),LE,Pr@_2(IPtK)) GU TO |8

_0 TO l_

18 IF ((I.E_.It.OP.(I.EG.ISECTII SrRITal.

GO TO 11

11 CONTINUE

R2C(ItK)m_QWIi2,*G*AJ_CP2(K)*TT_(ItK)_ETAR(ItK)*(

IPMI2CiK)-I.)/_HI_C(K))

T_2C(It_)_TT_2(I_KI_(L.-ETA_IItK)e(I.°|,/PHI2C(K)))

_MOS2C(I,K)zI_4.ePTW2(I+K)/(WV(_.KI_PI_S2C(K)*TS2C(ItK))
WG2CfI,K)z_CS_C(I,K)_N2C(I+K)eANN2(ItK)eCS_ET2(I+K)

i2 wG2iI,K)=w(+PC(I,K)

GO TO I_

]3 IF( P_PC-I.)Ib,15+24
26 WG2(ItK)cRFF(I,K)_PTR_(I,_)IS_TITIN_(I_K})

GO 1o I_
CVEWEXaAhSIO_, _FTE_ 5U_ERSONIr FLU, I_ECHEASE

|_ cHET2E(I,K}=_G?IItK)IIWHO52(I.K)*_I|_K)eANN2(I+K))

]5

BET_E(I+K)=ATAN_I$UHT(I.-EHETPEII+K)*CcET2E(I+K))+CRET2E(I,K})

GO I0 1_

CHE[2L(I,K)eCSHET_(I, K )

_ETPE(I.K)= HET_(I.K)

FLw_ n_3
FLW2 n_

FLW2 n_5

FLW2 n_6
FLW_ n_7

FLW2 n_R
FLW2 n_9

FLW2 nS0

FLW2 n_l

FLW_ n52
FLW2 n53

FLW_ n55

FLW_ n56

FLW2 n57
FLW_ n_

FLW2 _9
e_eeeee_

FLW_ n6I

FLW2 n62

FLW2 n_3

FLW2 a_

FLW2 h65

FLW2 n66

FLW_ n_7

FLW2 n6R

FLW2 n_q

FLW2 _70

FLW2 nT]

FLW2 n72

FLW2 n73

FLW2 n76

FLW2 n7S

FLw2 n77

FLw2 nTR

FLW2 n74

FLW2 n_n

FLW2 n@l

FLW2 riB2

FLW_ n_3

FLW2 n_

,FLWP _RS

FLW_ nM6
FLW_ h_7

FLW2 nR@
FLwP nil9
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Listing of Code (continued)

16

17

19
21

20000

RFFIItK)IwG2fItK)eS_RI(TTR2I|.K)t/PTR2(ItK) FLW2 n90
RU2([tK)mR2(|tK)eS|N(_ET_[(JoK)) FLW2 _9|
VU2IItK)mRU2(|oKI-U2(|tK) FL_2 n92
OPOg2(]tK|l (RHOS2([tK)eVU_(|oK)eVU2(]oK)/(GeOP2(_eK)))eeOl]88R89eeeeeeee
VZ2(],K)'R2I[oK)eCSET_EI[,K)
AS2(ItK)sSQRT(GAM(4oK)eGeHV(4tK)eT$_(XtK))
V2([oK)zSQRT(VZ2I|tK)eVZ2(]tK)*Vqp2(ItK)*VU21|,K))
M2(I,K)sV?(ItK)/AS2(I,K)
MR2(ZtK)sP2([tK)/AS2(ItK)
MF2(I,K)-_R2(IoK)eCHEI2E(IoK)
IF(T.LToISECT) 40 TO 17
IF(P_PC.EQ.|.) PRPCn2*
CALL CHECK(J)
GO TO (L_,_l)tJ
CALL 0IAbT(_)
IF(S_FLAG) _RITE(6o20000)
FOR_AT(_H Ah ExIT HA5 HEEN MA_E F_0M SUH_OUT|NE FLO_2 )
RET_Nh
END

FLW2 n94
OtQIOOeO

FLW2 n96
FLW_ n97
FLW2 n98
FLW2 n99
FLW_ 100
FLW2 101
FLW2 102
FLW_ 103
FLW2 104
_oeoeoe_

oeeeeeee

tee_eee

FLW2 106

--._
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Listing of Code (continued)

SUBROUTINE LOSS2(ItKI

CLOSS2

C CALCULATE ETA R FROM

C

;UAORATIC P_LYNMO_IAL

10000

REAL VFSTOP

LOGICAL PREVEN,SRFLA6
cOMmoN 5RFLAG

COM_ON /SNTCP/GtAJtPRPCtICASE,PRFVENtMFSTOPtJUMPtLOP|NoISCAS_t

IKNtGAMF,IP,SCNIT,PTH_tISECToKSTG.wTOLt_HOTULtPRTOLtTRLOOPILSTGt

2LBRCtIH_CtICMUKE_ISORkICHOKEgPTODS|(b,e)oPTRSS(bo_)oTRDIAGtSCtRCt

30ELFRtPASS,IPCtLOPC,I_S

COM_0N /51NPUT/ NSLoTSLtPSL,GAMSL,

iPTPStPTIN,TTIN,NAIR,F_IH,UELCtDEILoDELA,AACSoVCTOtSTGoSECTtEXPNt

_EXPPtExPHEv _PMtPAFtSLII_TGCH_NUJORINAME(|OJtTITLE(|O)tPCNH|_)

LOS2 nOl

LOS2 nO2
LOS? nO3

LOS2 nO6

LOS2 nO5
100eDeOQ

e_eePeo_

LOS2 nO7

LOS? nOR

LOS2 nng

LOS2 hi0

LoS_ nit
_6OeOOOQ

LOS2 hi3
OQOe0000_

3RV(_,8)*GAM(btS)_OR(6,8)oUT(6,8),_WG(_,8)*ALPHAS(6,8)oALPHA|(6tR)_ _eeeeeee
4ETA_S(6_)eETAStb,B)eCFStb,R),AN_O(be_),UETAI (6,8)_BETASI6t_),ETAHLO_ n|6

_(_t_)tETA_(_tSItCF_(_IHItTFRI6tA)tANDU_(6_8)tOMEGASI6oS)tASO(_tS)LoSg nit

_AS_P_(_tR),ACMNO(6t_I_A|(6,_)tA_(b_It_](btH|t_(6eR)_AS(6oS)tA6(LOS_ _|R

76tS)_UMEG_(ftR)tRSIAib,R)tRSMPIA(b_8}tHCMNIA(btB)tB|(btS)tBS(btSILo_ hi9

_tH](6t_) _&(btS) t_(6_8) tHb(btB)tS[STH| (_)tRE_TH| (8) LO_ h_
LoS2 n21

REAL _RIA LOS2 nS_

COMMON /$_TAIA/VU|Ai6tS)ewG|AIb,_)ew_T|A(8)eVZ|A(6oS)_ CPIA|R)t LOS_ _3
IPS|A(b_)tHUIA(b,8)_R|A(6tB)INETIA(_tS)IRI(b_),TTR|A(6tS)_PTRIAibLOS_ n26

_t_) _MH;A(_p) tTS|A(bt_) leeeeeel
LOS2 _76

COMMON /SSTA_/VS{6_H),TTR_(6tR),pTRS(6tH)owGs(b,B),WGTStS)tTAS(R)_LOS? _2T

] PSS|6_B)_PPISibt_) LOS? n?R

LOS? _79

LOS2 n30

IF(SRFLAG) *_ITE(6tIO000) *l****e*

FOR_AT(44N A_ ENTNY HAS BEEN MAD_ IN SUBROUTINE LOSS? ) *e***eee
ETARRIItK)=],O LOS_ n3l

IF(_I(I,_)}_,L_2 LOS2 _32

| w|A_OMEGAR(I_K) LOS_ _33

GO TO 8 LO_ n34

2 AS=_I(I,K} LOS2 _35

AC_B2(I,K) LOS2 n36

AQ¢H3(ItK) LOS_ n_7

IFiPS_PIAIItK)-HIiI,K))3_6_6 LOS_ n3R

3 WMWG=RI(I,K)/BSMPIA(ItK) LOS? n]9
AR=PSMPIA(ItK)/_S|A(IoK) LOS? _40

GO TO 7 LOSP _41
AS=_(I,K} LOS? n¢_

AC=B5(I,K) LOS2 n43
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Listing of Code (continued)

AQ=H6(|_K)
IF(RI(I*K}-HCHNIA(I,K))5_bt6

5 WMW_s_I(I_K)/BC_NIA(IoK)
ARsHCMNIA(|oK)/_SIA(ItK)
GO TO 7

6 W_W_-].O
ARm_I(I,K)/_SIA(I,K)

7 W|A2zONEGAR(ItK)t(|**_ReA_e(ASe&_e(AC+AReAQ)))ewMWR
8 EXm(GA_(JtK)-I,)/GAN(JoK)

ETA_(|.K)_(|,-(|,/(PTkS2(]0K)e(|.-*I&_)+W|A2))eeEX)epH;2(IoK)/
I(PHI2(ItK)-I.)

CALL CHECK(J)
IF(S_FLAG) *_ITE(6.20000)

20000 FOR_AT(45H Ak EXZT HAS BEEN MADE FHON SUBROUTINE LOSS2 )
RETbN_
END

LOS2 n_4
LOS2 n45
LOS2 n46
LOS2 n47
LOS2 n48
L()S2 n49
L052 nSO
LOS2 n51
LOS2 n52
LOS2 _53
LOS2 n54
LOS2 n55
eoo_eeoe
eoeEeeee

LOS2 n56
LOS2 n57
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Listing of Code (continued)

CLOCP

C

C

C

C

C

SUH_OUTINE LOOP

HAkl)LES ALL LOGIC FOR ITFH_TING TO _UTAIN EXACT CHOKE POINT-

UNDERFL0_ NO CHO_E IN|11AL CHOKEo CHOKE ITERATION

SUBCRITICAL, CHORE TTERATION SUPLRCRITICALtMULTIPLE

CHOKEr CPO_E ITEHATTON COMPLETE

REAL PFSTOP

LOGICAL P_EvER,SRFLAG
COMMON 5RFLAG

COMWON /SNTCPlGoAJtPRFCtICA_EtPRFVER_MFSTOPpJUMPtLOPINtISCASE_

1KNtGAMFtIP_SCHITtPI_h_ISECTtKSTG._TOLtH_OTOL_PRTOLtTRLOOP_LSTGt

_LHRCeIR_CtI_HOKEoISOR_tCHOKEePTOPS|(6te) ePTRS_(6t_)eTRO|AGtSCt_Ce

3_ELPHtPASStIPCILOPCtI_S

COMNON /SINPUT/ RSL_TSLtPSLtGAMSI. w

1PTPS,PTIN,TTIN,,AIR,FJIR,UELC,UEI.LtDELA*AACS,BLLO,STGoSECTtEXPN,

2FXP_tEXPHEt RPM_PAF,SLI.STGCH_FNUJUHtNAME(IO).TITLE(|O)_PCNH(6)

LOOP _Ol

LOOP nO2

LOOP nO3

LOOP hoe

LOOP AOS

LOOP nO6

LOOP no7

L_OP nOH

LOOP nlO

LOOP nit

LOOP nI_

LOOP hi3

LOOP nl_

L()OP nl6

3RV(_tH)_GAM{6,R)_OR(6t_)IL)TI6_)IRWGI_OIIALPHAS(6tO)IALPHA|(6tR)Ieeeeeeee

6ETA¼S(_._) t_TAS(_I_) tCFS(_tR) eAN_O(6_N) tHETA_(6eH) tBET&_(_tR)IETA_LOOP n]9
_R(6IH) tETAR(AtRItCF_(_tM)_TFR(6_)tANOCH(_tH)IOMEGAS(6te)_ASO(6t_)LOOP n_O

_tAS_PO(_|tACMNo(_te)_AI(_tH)tA_(6t_) tA_(6_)eA¢(6eH)lAS(htO)tA6{LOOP n_I

_ _TAeS)tOMEGAH(_) t_SIA(6tB)IRSMPIAIbtH) IHCMNIA(6tB)e_| (6eS)tB_(61R)LOOP _2_
-8,B3{6_R)tR4Ib_B)_BS(6_B),Bb(8.B)_SESIHI(R)_REHTHI(8)

]0_00 FOR_AT(h_H A_ ENTRY HaS REEk MAOF 1N SUBROUTINE LOOP

I.J=A_KSTG
_': I_C_EASE BLADE _Ow COLNTE_

TEST NEGATIVE SECTOR FRESSURE RATIO

IF (PTHN)I8,I_I

TEST CHOKE ITERATION CN _LAOE ROw

- I IF (ICH()KE-IBRC)3,2,3

" TEST INCREMF_T 10LEHA_CE

2 IF (PWTOL-OELPR)3,3,¢
TEST 5TATIO_ FLO* CRIIICAL

3 IF (SCWIT)5_5,6

CHOKE ITERATION COMPLETE

6 ICHCKE=O

IPC=IBRC

ISS=IBRC

ISORR=2+(IB_CI2)t2-1BWC

JL=(ISORH-I)*B*KN

IF (JL-IJ)22,23,23

_22 DEL_W'DELL

LOOP n23

LOOP n2¢

LOOP n2S

LOOP _26

LOOP n27
LOOP h_8

LOOP n29

LOOP n3o
LOOP n3|

LOOP n32
LOOP n33

LOOP n3_

LOOP n35

LOOP n36

LOOP n37

LooP n38

LOOP n39

LOOP n_n

LOOP n61

LOOP n62

LOOP n_3
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Listing of Code-(continued)

24 LOPC=0
CHOKEa_e
LSTGmKN
LBRCmIB_C-|
60 TO 18

23 DELPRaDELA
GO TO 24

5 IF (ICHUKE-IBRCI18oTt|B
TEST CHOKE ITERATION LOOP

6 IF(ISS-IBRC)BtIUoI8
CHOKE ITERATION
ISORR = I FOR STATOR

• 2 FOR ROTOR
70ELPR=nELPR/2,

JLa(ISORH-I)eB*LSTG
PTOPSIIIPtJL)aPIOPS|IIP,JL),OELPR

GO TO 16

CHOKE HAS OCUNREO
8 IF(|CHOKE)80_8OtI3

80 Jm(IBRC-2e(KN'I)'I)e8 *KN
WRITE(h,BOI)IBRCtPTOPSI(IPoJ)

801FOR_AT(IbXlnHHLAOE RO= I3_8N CHOKEUt4XSHPTP$•FI0,5)
TEST SI_LE CALCULATICN POINT

9 IF (DELC)IR,18tlO
TEST P_EVIOUS CHOKE

I0 IF (IPCII],IItIZ
SAVE COMBINATIONS PRtGR FIRST CHOKE

II LHRCS=LHHC
ISO_RS•ISORR
JL=(ISONH-I)*8*LST6
SPTFS•PTOPSIIIPtJL)-_ELPR
LSTGS=LSTG
SDELPR=_ELPR
GO 1o 13

12 JL=LSTGS*(ISO_RS'II*_
OELkU • (PTOPSI(IP,JL)-SPTPS)/4.
IF (OELNU.LE.O,O001) _ELNLJ = 5OEI.PH/_,
OELPR = DELkU
SDEI,PR • DELNU
WRITE(6_I201}IPC,IHRCtOELPR

1201FOR_AT(6XlIHHLADE ROw5 15_SH AND 15_2_Pe CHOKED - INCREMENT NOw
IFlO.S)

LHRC=LR_CS
LSTG•LSTGS
ISO_R=ISORRS
PTOPSI(IPo,JL) = SPTPS * SDELPn
LOPC=10

LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
Loop
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOnP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP

n44
n45
n46
n_7
n4g
n4g
n_O

n52
n53
nS4
nSS
nS6

n_8
n_g
n60
n61
n62
n_3
r_4
n65
n66
n67
n_8
n6g
n70
n71
n72
n7_
n74
n75
n76
n7T
nT8
n7g
nRO
nRl
nR2
nR3
hA4
n_5

n87
nSR
nRg
ngO
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Listing of Code (continued)

|CHOKE=()
IPC=_

ISS=0

CHOKE=0°O
GO TO 17

C TEST PPFVIOtJS COMPLETE CALCULATION
13 IF (PASS|IS,IS,14

14 [CHCKE=I_RC

DELPN=,5*_ELP_

15 JL=(ISOW_-I)*8*LSTG

PTOPSI(IP,JL)=PTOPSI(IP.JL)-DELP_

C _ET IkOEX REGISIERS

16 CONTINUE

LOPC=LOPC*I

C SET JUM_ FOR CHOK£ ITERATION

17 JUMP=I

GO TO !_

C JUM_ SET FOR NO CHOKE OR CHOKE CnMPLETE

18 JUMP=U

C TEST LOOP-TWACE

19 IF (THLOUP)_I_21,20

2_W_IIE{_,200I)IBWC,LHRC,|SORR,KN,ISIGtIPC,ISS,ICHOKE,JUMP_LBRCS,

_IlSO_S,LST_S,SRTPS,PTOP$I(IP,JL),OELPRtDELL,SCRITtLOPC

2001FOR_T(3XI?IS/3X4F10,5,FI0,0,110}

21' IF($RFLAG) wWITE(6,20O00)

20000 FOR_AT(45H Ak EXIT HAS BEEN MADE FHOM SUBROUTINE LOOP )

RETLR_

_ END

LOOP n91

LOOP n92
LOOP n93

LOOP n94

LOOP 095

LOOP n96
LOOP ng7

LOOP n98
LOOP ngq

LOOP 100

LOOP 101
LOOP 102

LOOP 103

LOOP 104

LOOP 105

LOOP 106

LOOP 107

LOOP 108
LOOP 109

LOOP 11h
LOOP ll]

LOOP I12

LOOP 113

LOOP 114
O_O_O_O

O_O_Q_OQ

LOOP 116
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Ust[ngof Code (continued)

SUB_OUT|NE sTA_A

CSTJ2J

C OETERMZNE Z_LET FLO_ CONDZT|ONS TO ALL STATO_S
C AFTER THE F[RST _TATUR

C

C

REAL _FSTOP

LOGICAL P_EVEH_SRFLAG

COMMON $RFLAG

COMMON /SNTCP/G,AJ,PRPCt|CARE.P_EVERtMFSTOPIJUMPtLOP|Nt[SCASEo

1KNtGANFt|P,SCRIToPTHht|SECT_KSTG.wTOL,HHOTOLePRTOLeTRLOOPeLSTGt

2LBRC,IH_CtIC_OKEtISOR_tCHOKE,PTOPS|(b,B)oPTRS2(6_)tTRDIAGtSCtRC,

3nELFR,PA$StlPCILOPC,[,SS

ST2A no|

ST2A nn2
ST2A nO_

ST2A nO4

ST2A nO_

ST?A nO6
QOtOOOQO

QOQeOeQQ

ST_A nO8
Q60_i000

ST_A ntO

STPA nl]

STPA n12

COMMON IS|N|T/HII6,B),H2(b,B),OPn(bvS)tOPI(6,8),OP|AC6tS|,OP_(_,R)ST2A nl3

ltOP2A(_,8),_SALFII6,8|tALFI(6,8).CS_ET216,8|,BET2(6,B)_RAOSO(6,R)tST_ nt_

3U2(6_8)_ANNn(6_8)_PTOI6_R)_TTO(b,_)tALP_AO(6tR)tPTPiktR) ST?A n|6

ST?A n|7
ST?A hi8

COH_ON /SINPUT/ RSL_T$LtPSL,GANSI _ eeeeeeee
1PTPStPTIN_TT[N_wAIR,F_IRtOELC,UELLtDELA_AACS_VCTO_STGtSECTIEXPN. ST_A n_O

2EXPP,ExPHE, _PM_PAF_SLI,STGCHtFNUJORtNAME(|O)tT[TL_(|O)tPCNH(6tt eeeeee_

_Rv(6t_) t_AM(_t_)tDR(6tR)tUT(_tR)_R_G(_t_)tALPHAS(6t_)tALPHA](_tR)teeeeee ee

6ETA_S(6,_)t[TASI6tH)tCFS(_t_),ANnO(bI_)tHETA|(6_e)t_[TA2(6"_fl)_ETA_ST_A _)
_R(6,H) tETAR(6tfi)tCF_(etR)tTFR(b_)tANDO_(61_) tOMEGAS(btR)tASO(_8)ST_A n_

6_AS_POLbeR)eACMNO(6_@)eA||6,_)eA_f6eR)tA3(beR)eA_i6t_)_A_(6,8)tA6IST_ n_ "

76tf)_H_A_(6tR)t_S|A(bt_)tRSMP_A(bt6)e_CMNIA(6t_)_R1(6tR)tR_(6tH)ST2A n26
8tR3(6tR)_¢(6tR)tB_(6_8)tUb(6tH),s[STHL(_)tHERTH|(8) ST_A n_?

ST_A n2_

_EAL NO ST?A n_9

lS)tVUO(htS)tVZO(6tS)_HOSO(6_8),aS|(b,_)_wGTl(8)tTA|(8),WG|(6,_)t ST_A n3l

2 OPD_llb,e),_l(6._), CPI(_)tPHII(b,_).TSII6,8),Vti6,8)ST_ _3_

ST_A n_

REAL _IA STPA n35

COM_Oh /5STAIA/VU|A(6oR)tw_IA(6,_)_wGTIA(_)tVZ|A(_tR)t CPIA(8), ST_A nlb
IPS|A(6t_)e_U|A(_t_)t_LA(_t_)tHET1A(_tH)tR[(_tR)tTTR|A(6t_)tPT_|A(_S_A _1]T

_iH)_H_IA[6e_)_TS|A(_t_) ii_Qtitt
ST_A c_39

COMMON /_STA_/V_(ftH)tTTR_(_tH)tDTN_(_te)tWG_(6iR)t_GT_(R)iTA_(R) tST_& riCO

ST_A _6_

REAL NR_N2 t_F_ ST_A n_3
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Listingof Code(continued)

ST?A n_6
_EAL _?h,,F?_ ST2A n47

COH'Oh /SSTA2A/wG2A(6oS)twGT2A(8),VU2A(beB)oVZEA(GtS)oPS2A(boSIt ST_A n48

|ALF2A(6_d)*TT2AI_eB)tFT2A(b,8)tTTBAR(R)oPTBAR(8),STTO(8)tSPTO(R)o ST2A n49
2M2A(6oH)tMF_A(GoS)oCPEA(8)tV2A(6.R)oTS2A(6tBItTAS(8)tPAS(RItGAMS(8ST2A n50

_) tCPS(B)en(LHVO(bt§)IhVHA_(R) eeeeeeee

c

c
c

10000

12

DIMENSION TTTS2A(6oS)

|F(SRFLAG) *R|TE(6t|O000)

FORwAT(64H Ah ENTHY HAS BEEk MAOF |N S_HROUT|NE STA2A )
KsKk

IO='l

T=IP

TS2A(|tK)=TS2(_IK)
WRs_WG(StK)/RWG(4tK)

SUHT=OoO

SUMLTaO.U

SUMLP=0.0

wGT2&(K)mwRewGT_(K)

VU2_(I,K)mVIJ2([*K)eOP¢(ItK)/OP2A(IoK)

WG2A(IgK)mWRewG2([tK)

RHOSTN=NHOS_([tK)

VZZA(|_K)aW_eVZ2(ItK)eANN2(|,K)eRHOS2(|tK)/(ANN2A(ItK)eRHOSTR)

V2A(IoK)=SQRT(VUZA(|tK)evuzA([,KleVZ2A([eK)eVZZA(IoK))

IF(|-[P)4.2t4

IF( GAMF)3t3o4

TA2A =,_e(TTR2(ItK)eTS2A(I,K))

CALL GAMMA(PTN2(|PtK)oTA2A .F&TRtwA]RtGAN(StK))
EXs(GAM(_tK)-|.)/GAM(_tK)

ExI=I./E^

CP2A(K)INV(_K)eEX_/_v
DELTS=IV_ll_KleV2II_K_-V2AITtK)eV2AIltK))/I_.eGeAjeCP_A-IK))

TS2A(I_K)=TS2(I,K)*DELTS

IF(TS2A(I,K)oGToO,) GC TO 32
pNE_[R • .TNU_e

NFSTOP • 2.

GO TO 30

PS2A(|tK)=PS_(|,K)e(|**UELTS/TS2(ItK))eeEX]
RHOS2A =I_6.ePS2_(ItK)/(RV(5.KIeTS2A(ItK))

1

Z
3

32

;F(nBSI_HOSTR-RH_S2A )-1.E-07)6_6,5
§ RHOST_=.,OS_A

GO TO 1

6 SALF_A _VU_A(ItK)IV_A(_tK)
ALF2A([,K)a4TAN_(SALF_A tSORT(|.'SALF2A

|t IF (_-_P)2B,24,28

eSALF2A )1

ST2A n52

ST_A n_3

STPA ns_

ST2A n55

J_O0oO_O

ST_A n56

ST_A n57

5T_A nSR
ST2A 059

ST_A 060

ST_A n62

5T_A 06]
ST_A n64

ST_A 065

ST_A n66

ST_A n_7

5T2A n68

ST_A 069

ST_A n70

ST2A nT|

ST_A nT_

ST2A n73

ST2A n74
_e_eoee

STEA n76

ST2A n77

ST2A 078

ST2A n7g

ST2A OR0

ST2A n81

ST2A OR2
_eeeeee

STEA nq6

ST2A n85

5T2A n86

ST2A n87

ST_A nR8

5T_A n89
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Listing of Code (continued)

24 IF (GANF)25,25,26

25 TAS(K)z. Se(TAI(K)oTA2(K))

PAS(K)m. Se(PT0(|PtK)*PT2A(|PtK))

CALL GAMMA(PAS(K)tTAS(K)eFA[R,WATRtGAMS(K))

GO TO 27

2b GANS(K)m,SQ(GAN(2tK)_AM(4tK)|

2T.E4aGANS(K)/(GANS(K)-|,)

RVBAR(K)meSt(HVI2_K)ekV(6eK))

cPS(K)NgVfAg(K)I_4/A_

28 OELPVD([tK)a(U|A(I,K)eVU|A([tK)+II2(|tK)eVU2(ItK))/AJ/G
M2A(ItK)=V2a(|tKI/$QRI(GAN(_tK)eNeRv(SIK)eT$2A(|eK))

OELTTmTFR(ItK)eDELHVO(IoKI/CPS(K)
TT2A(ItK)mTTO(ItK)-OELTT

TTTS2AIItK)It,*(M2A(IoK)eM2A(|_K)e(GAN(§IK)-t,)/2,)

PTPS2A • |TTTS2A(|tK)IeeEX|
PT2A(ItK)mPS2AI|_K)ePIPS2A

NF2A(|tK)mN_A(IoK)eCOS(ALF2A(|*K))

IF (lSECT-I)I3o15,13

13 1•I°I0

IF (I)14tlAt-12

14 IDa|

ImlP*ID

GO TO 12

15 CONTINUE

DO 16 ImL,ISECT

RWmWG2A(ItK)/wGT2A(K)

TR•TTZA(ItK)/TT2A(IPtK)

PRmPT_A(|tK)/PT2&(|PtK)

SUNTmSUNT_RW*IR

SUMLTaSUHLTeRWeALOG(T_)

16 SUNLPaSUHLP*R**ALOG (PN)

E3aGAN(SeK)/(GAM(StK)'I,) .......

TTBAN(K)mTT_A(IPeK)eSLMT

pTR_R(K)zPT2A(IP_K)e_xP(SUNI.P°E3e(ALOG(SUNTI-SUMLT))
IF (K-KSTG|I7tI_|8

17 $TTO(K*|)=TT_AR(K)
SPTOIK+|)zPTSAR(K)

O0 23 I=I,ISECT

_9 SI(ItK*I)zALF_A(I_K)- _ADSD(I_K*I)

IF(SI(I_*|).GT* 1,5707_6) SIIItK*I) • 1.570798

IF(SI(ItK,I).LT.-I.57_796} SI(I,K,1)=-1.570796

IF(ONEGA$(I,K))St8t_
7 ETAgS(ItK*|)z|,O

EXPSIa0,

GO TO 117

8 TF(SI(ItK*|)|9,9,10
9 EXPS|=EXPN

ST2A ngo

ST2A _91

ST2A rig2

ST2A rig3

ST2A rig6

ST2A 095

ST_A rig6

ST2A ngg
ee_e_e

ST_A 100

ST2A I0_

STEA 102

ST_A 103
ST2A 10_

ST2A 105

ST2A 106
ST_A 107

ST2A 108

ST2A 109

ST_A 1|0

ST2A !11.

ST2A 112

ST_A 113

ST2A 11k_

5T2A II_

ST2A 116

ST2A 117_

ST2A 118

ST2A 1!9
ST2A 120
ST_A 1_1

ST_A 12_

ST2A 123

ST2A 12_

ST?A 125

ST2A 126
ST2A 127

ST2A 130

ST2A 131

ST2A .132

ST2A 133

ST_A !_

ST_A.I_S
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Listing of Code (continued)

GO TO 117 ST2A 136
10 EXPSIsExPP ST2A 137

]17 IF (PAF-|.)lg,20.21 ST2A 13R

C UNIFORM PROFILES ST_A 139
19 PTP(I_K*I)mPTUA_(K) ST_A 140

PTO(i_K*I)_ PTP(|wK*I) ST_A 141

le(I._(TTTS_A(I_K)-I.)OETARS(ItK_I)e(coS(SI(ItKt|))eeEXPSI))eeEXl ST2A 142
?/(TTTS_A(I,K))eoEX i ST2A 143

TTOiI,K*|):TTHAX(_) ST2A 144

GO TO 23 ST2A 145
C SAVE PROFILES ST2A 146

20 PTP(ItK_I)aPT2A(IeK) ST_A 147

PTO(It_*I)_ PTPiIt_*I) ST2A 14R

le(I._(TTTS2A(ItK)-|.)eETARS(ItK,1)e(COS(SI(IeKel))eeEXPSI))eeEX[ ST_A 14q

2/(TTT$2A(I,K))ee[XI ST2A 150

GO TO 22 ST2A 151

C SMOOTH PRESSURE PROFILES ST2A 152

21 PTP(ItK+I)IPT_AN(K)Q(IT2A(itK)/TTHA_(K))etE3 oee_eeee

PTO(ItK*|)l PTP(I_K*I) ST_A t54

le(I..(TTTS2A(|tK)-I.)eETARS(I.K.1)e(COS(SI(ItK_I))eeEXPSI))eeZX! ST2A 155

2/(TTTS_A(ItK))eeEXI ST_A 156

22 TTO(ItK_I)-TT2A(ItK) ST2A 157
_3 CONTINUE ST_A lSR

18 MFSTUPsMF2AIIP,KI/AAC_ ST_A 15q

CALL CHECK(J) ST2A 160

GO TO (30,31)tJ ST2A 161

30 CALL DIA_T(_) ST?A 162

31 IF(SWFLAG) *_IT£(6t20000) eoewetee
20000 FOR_AT(65H Ah EXiT HAS HEEN MADE FROM SUHROUTINE STA2A ) eeeeleee

RETURN teee_el

END $T_A 164
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Listing of Code (continued)

SUHh()_T |I, E _TAI

CSTAI
C SATISFY CONTINUITY OF FLOW AT EXIT OF _LL STATORS

C AFIER THE FIRst STATOR

C
REAL MFSTOP

LOGICAL PREVEHeSrRFLAG

COMMON 5RFLAG
COMMON /SNTCP/G,AJtPRPC,ICASE,PHFVERtMFSTUP,JUMPeLOPINtISCASEt

|KNtGAMF,IP,_CHIT,PT_N,ISECT,KSTG,wlUL,HHOTOL,PRTOLoTRLOOPoLSTGe

2L_RC,IHRCoIFHOKEIISOR_oCHOKE,PTOPS|(boe),PTRS2(6t_)_TRDIAGtSCoRCo

30ELPRtPASSoIPCILOPC,IbS

C

C

C

IF(SRFLAG) wRITE(6.1OQO0)

lO000 FORMAT(4_H AN ENTRY MAS BEEN

K=Kh

ST1 nnl

ST1 _02

ST1 nO3

ST1 nO6

STI no5

ST1 006
Q_,QQOeO

o_Qeoeee

ST1 nO8
e_eeeeee

Stl nlO
Stl nlt
STI nI2

COMVON ISINITIHI(6._)tH2(6tB).UPn(b.8)tUP|(B.B).DP|A(6tS).DP2(6tB)STI n13

|_Up_A(_,B)tCSALFI(6,fl),ALF|I6tB),CS_ET_(6_)_HET2(ktR)tRADSO(6_A)tST1 016
_RA[)ND(_eH) tA_N|(6_B)eANN2(6tR)_ANN_A(6t_)tANNIA(6tH)eU|A(6tS)e ST] _$S

3U2(6,H)_ANNO(6tH)_PTo(6tR)_TTO(6,R)tALPHAO(6tR),PTP(6tS) ST_ n16
ST1 nit

COMMON /_INPUT/ RSL_TSLtPSL_GAMSI. t _t_ei_

IPTPS.PTIN.TTINt,AIR.F_IRtOELC.DEIL_DELAtAACStVCTO_STGtSECT_EXPNt ST] n19

_EXPPtEXP_E. RRM.PAF.SLI.STGCH.FNDJUBoNAME(IO).TITLE (|O)tPCNM(6)t_*_'*_

3RVI6tH),GAM(6,q)tDR(6tB)tDT(6,B),R_G(_o@)tALPHAS(6oB)tALPMAI(6t R)_*_e_
_ETA_S(6_8)_ETAS(6,B),_FS(b_),ANDO(6,R),HETAI(6_R)tBETA2(6tS)_ETARST1 n_2

5R(6,H)tETAR(6tR)tCFH(6t_),TFR(6,_)tANOON(6tS)tOMEGAS(6tS)_ASO(6,8]ST|" n_3

6tAS_PO(_t_) tACMNO(be_)tAI(6t_) tA_(be_)tA3(6tH)IA_(6t_|-eA_(bt_)tAb(ST| _6

T6tR),OME_AR(6tR)eRSIAibtB)_HSMPIA(6*B)tHCMNIA(6eB)oBI(6tB)o_(6t_)ST| _S
B_B3I_tH)tB6(6tH)tBS(6tB)_H6(6,8)ts[STHI(8)tRERTHI(8 ) ST_ _6

ST1 n2T

STI n_8REAL _0

COMMON /5STAO1/CPO(@)_ ' PSO(6,B)_VO(6_g),TSO(6,ST| .....

2 CPORI(6,_)tSI(h,_)t CP|(_)tPHII(6tS),TSI(6tH)oV|(6,8)STI n31

3,_HCSL(O_8),ALFIE(b,8)tVUI(_,R),VZI(b,8),MO(6,8)tWGTO(8)'WGO(6_R) ee_eeee
ST1 n33

REAL M_A_MF_A ST1 n3_
COMMON /SST_2A/_G2A(6,B)t_T2A(B),VU2A(6tB)tVZ2A(6tS)oPS2A(6tS)t ST1 _3S

1ALF2A(6,U)tTT_A(6o8),PT2A(6,8)_TTBAR(H)_PTBAR(8)_STTO(8)oSPTO(8)_ ST1 n36

2M2A(btR)tMF_A(6_8)_CP_AIS)_V2A(6,8),TS2Ai6oS)oTAS(8)tPAS(8)_GAMS(_STI n37

3)tCPS(B)eDELMVO(6tB)tWVBAH(p) _e_eeee
STI n39

DIMENSION WGTIC(8).LCI(8).FFA|(6.B)

MAJ) F IN SUBROUTINE STA| :) ......

STI n_O

STI n41
ST1 n_2

e_eee
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Listingof Code (conHnued)

J=l
SCRIT=O.O

pTRwOmI.

WRIzNwGqltK)/HwG(StK-[)

: W_=_WG(_*KI/RWG(S*K-I)

O0 I I=l,IS£Cr

wG0(ItK)=W_IOwGEA(I,K.I)

WG|{ItK)=_neWG_A(/,K-/)

ALPhA0(ItK) =ALF_A(ItK-I)

PSO(I,K) • PS2AI|_-])

V0(IoK) • V_A(I_K-I)

TS0(I.K) = TS2A([t_-I)

VU0(I_K| • vu2A(ItK-|)
:; VZ0(IgK) • VZ_A(IoK-])

] CONTINUE

CP0(K)=CP?A(K-|)
wGT0{K)=_RIe=GT2A(K-|)

WGT|(K)=wRe=GT2A(K.I)

I•IP

I0•-i
_;_GT1C(K)=0.0

LCZ(X)=0

IF(ICHOKL)I7_IT_I6
Iv rVCLOPZ_,)I_.|_,I6
I_ IF(GAMF)2.P_3

2-TAI(_):.gSerTOIIPtK)

CALL GA_MA(PTOI[PtK)eIAI(K)IFA[_,wAI_GAH(_tK))

_3_ FFAI(I_K)•WGI(I*KI_SQ_T(YTO{I_K))/(I¢¢*_PTO(ItK)eANN|(XtK)
" |eCSALFI(|4K))

'CALL P_ATi0(FFAII|_K)tGAM(2,K)t_V(2*K)IPTOPSI(ItK)_PRTOL|

lbCALL FLO_t(T)

IF (PHFvEH) 60 TO 25

wGT1C(K)=wGTIC(K)*wG|(|tK)

L•I
IF (P_O_III_KI°L_.PTCPSIIIP_K)) L=I

IF(ISECT-I)7tT,_
I=I*lO

IF(I)5,5,6

5 TO=!

I=IP*ID

6 L=I°IO

PS|(ItK)=P_I(LoK)*FLOAT(It))e_PD_I (L*R)a{H|(IoK)*H|(LtK))/2.
PT0gS|(I_K)=PT_(ItK)/kSI([oR)

GO tO 16

IF(LCI(_))R.8)9

LCI(K)=I

STI n_3
STI n_@

STI n_5

STI n66
STI n_7

eee_eeee

STI n_R

ST| n_9

StI nSn
STI nS|

STI n52
Stl n53

Stl n5_

ST1 n55

STI OS7

STI nsR

STI nSq
STI n60

STI n6l

ST1 n62

5Tl n63
ST1 n_

5TI n65

ST] n66

ST] n67

ST1 n_

STI nTo
STI n?l

5TI n72

STI n73
STi n7_

ST! n/5

STI n76

ST1 n77

STI n7_

ST) n79

STI nHO
ST1 n_l

STI n_2
STI n_3

5TI n_
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Listing of Code (continued)

2O
15
22

I

EX=G_N(2,K)/(GAM(21K)°|,)
CALL PH|H(ExoETAS(L,K),PH|XtPRCRTT)
PRUPa PTOPS|(|p_K)ePRCR|TIPT0PS|(I. tK)

|e(I._PRTUL)
PRLOWz|.0
GO TO )0

9 LC](K)=LC|(K)*]

10 L = I_C * I
;F(IC_O_L.EQ.L) PTOP$1(IP,K) - P_uP
IF(*GTI(K|-_GTIC(K))IctI_,II

11 PRLU_zPTOPSI([P,K)

GO TO 13
12 PRUPzPTOPS1(iPtK)
13 WEmlo-WGTI(K)/w_T|C(K)

J'J*I

29 IF(ICHOK_-L) 30,31,30
31SCRITI -wE

_0 TO 15
30 IF(LOPIN)I4,16,|5
14 PRE=(PTOPS|(IP_KI-PTA_0)/PTOPS|(TPtK)

IF (AdS(PRE)-PRT(JL)2|o21,27
2| CONTINUE

IF (AHS(*E)-wTOL)15,15,20
27 PTR_OmpTOPSI (|PtK)

WGTIC(K)'O,O
IzlP

IOa'l
TF (SCRIT)Iq,lq_IS

lg PT0PSI(IP,K)m,S*IPHL0**PRUP)
IF (PTOPbl(TPtK),LEePkCRIT) PRPCg0,
GO TO I_
SCgIT_ 1,
TF(THLOOP.E_,0,) GO TG 28

1000
|F8._tlX,7HPHCHIT=FB.5,2Xe_HJ,|4/
22X,_H wGTtzFe.],2X,6H*GT|CIF_.3/
32Xt6H wGt=6FS,3) •

1001FOR_ATIIXtT_PToPSImbFS,5)
28 CALL CHECK(J) . .

GO TO (_3,24),J
23 CALL UIAGT(_)

GO IO 25
24 CALL LOOP

WHITE(6,1OOO)K,PRUP,PkLOW,wE,PRC_IT,J,*GT|IK)tWGT|C(K)o(WG|ILIK)o
L'I,[SECT)

wRITE(6,100|) (PTOPSI(LtK),Lm|t|SFCT)
FOR_AT(2X,2HKZI_ _XtbH PRuP_FB,St_X,6HPRLO_=FSeSt2X,bH _E_

ST!
SIt
ST1
STl
STI
SIt
51'1
SIt
STI
STI
ST!
ST1
STI
ST!
ST!
STl
ST!
St1
STI
STI
ST!
STI
STI
ST!
STl
STI
ST!
ST!
Sl'!
STI
STI
STI
Sl'l
ST)
STl
STI
STI
ST!
STI
STI
STI
STI
STl
ST!
STI
STI
STI

n85
nB6
not
ng8

.ngg
ngO
ngl
rig2
nq]l
ng4
n95
rig6
rig7
ngFi
n99
1oll
!ol
lO2
_o3
lO_
1,os
lO6
lO7
loll
1 og
11-0
11!
!12
II3
114
11S
116
117

11g
120
121
122
123

125
126
127
12_

130
13I
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Listing of Code (continued)

2S IF(SNFI_A6) wg|TE(bo20000)
20000 FOR_AT(4bH Ak ExIT H_ BEEN _AOE FNON SUBROUTINE STA|

AETLRN
ENO

OQOOOO_Q

OO_OO_OO

ST1 133
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Listing of Code (continued)

C

SUBROUT.'LNEeVHALL

COVRALL

C PUI_OSE IS TO CALCULIIE STAGE PE_FORMAkCE VALUES

C JFTER FLOW ITERATION IS COMPLETEn THROUGH THE LAST STAGE
C

REAL _F5TOP

LOGICAL PREVERoSRFLAG

CO_C)_ SRFLAG

CON_O_ ISNTCPIGoAJoPRFCtICASEtPRFVERoMFSTOPoJUMPoLOPINtISCASEt

IKNtGAWFtlPeSCHITePTRNoISECTtKSTG,wTOLoRHOTOLePRTOLoTRLOOPoLSTGt

2LBRC_IHHCtIPMOKEIISORRtCHUKEtPTOPS|(b_8IoPTRS2ibt8)oTRDIAGoSCoRCt
30ELPRtPASStIPC_LOPCtI$S

COMMON I5INITIHl(btR)oH2(boR)tDPn(btR)oOP|(btR)oOPlA(6tR)tOP2(6,8)OVLL

]tOP2A(6_8)oCSALFI(6o_)oALFI(6oR),CSBET2q6tR)tBET2(boR)tRAOSO(6o8)tOVLL

2RAD;O(6tB)tAkN|(6oR)tJNN2(6t_)IANN2A(_eR)_ANN|A(618ItU|A(6t8)o OVLL

3U2(6*8)oANNO(btR)tPTO(6tR)oTTO(6,R)oALPMAO(b,8),PTP(6t8) OVLL

OVLL n|7
COMMON tSINPUT/ RSL,TSLePSL,GANSLt eee_eeee

|PTPS'PTINtTTINouA]RqFJIRtOELC,OELLoOELAtAACS,VCTOoSTGoSECToEXPNo OVLL n19
2EXPPtEXPNEI RPMoPAFoSLItSTGCHtFNUJOReNANE(|O)qTITLE(|O)tPCNH(_)oee_e_ee

_RV(_tS)tGAM(6_)oOR(6eH)oUT(6t_)eRWG(_t_)tALPHAS(_tS)tALPHA| (6oR)_le_eeeee

_ETA_S(6t_)eETAS(beS)tCFS(6_)tAN_O(6tR)_HETA|(btS)tRETA_i6tR)oETA_OVLL n2_

_R(6_H)_ETARI6_8)tCF_(e_U)tTFR(bt_)tANOCR(_tH)tOMEGASI6oR)tASO(_tH)OVLL n_3

TAtR)_OMEGAR(6_R)_BSIA(b_R)tRSMPI_(btBteHCMNIA(b_8)_B|(_o8)_B2(_oR)OVLL h_5
P_B3(6_R)tH6(6t8)_BS(6t8)tH6(6,8),SESTH[(8)oRERTHI(8) OVLL n26

OVLL n_7

REAL MO OVLL n_R

COMMOh /SSTAO|/CPO(U)o PSO(6tR)_VO(btR)_TSO(b,OVLL n29

18) oVUO(b_8)tVZO(6_8)_HOSO(6_8)t_S|Ib,8)t_GTI(SItTA|i8)tWGI(b_R), OVLL nlO

2 ORDHI(b_)_SI(6tR)_ cP|(R)_PHII(6_R)_TS|(6tR)_VI(_,B)OVLL n3|
3oRH_SI(b,B),ALFIE(b,E)oVU|(6,e)tVZI(6,8)tMO(6t8)_wGTO(8)owGO(btR) eee_eeee

OVLL n_3

REAL MR1A OVLL n3_
COMMON /SSTAIA/VUIA(6_8),*G1A(6_)_wGT|A(8)tVZ|A(6tB)o CP|A(8)_ OVLL n35

|PS|_(6_B)tRU|A(btS)_RIA(_8)o_ETiA(6tH)tRI(boB)_TTR|A(6tS)tPTR]A(_OVLL n_
2e8) eMN_A(6_R)tTS|A(bte) e_eeeeee

COMMON tSSTA2/V_(6tH)eTTR2(6eR)tPTR2(6tR)oWG2(6tR)_WGT2(R)_TA2(R)tOVLL n38

| PS2(6t8)oPk|2(6_8) OVLL n39

OVLL n&O
REAL MR2tM_ tMF2 OVLL _1

COMMON /SFLO_E/rS2I_o_),CP2IR)tR?(btB)_HHOS2(6tR)oBET2E(6,B}_RU_(6OVLL n_2

]_8),VU2(6tR)oOPDR2(boe)_vZ2(6t8)_MR2(6_B)tMF2(6,8)tM2(6_8) OVLL n_3

_- OVLL n_A
- REAL M2A,MF_A OVLL n45

OVLL nOI

OVLL nO2

OVLL nO3

OVLL nOA

OVLL nOS

OVLL _06

OVLL nOB

OVLL nO9

OVLL n|O
OVLL n||

OVLL nI2

n13

n14

n15

hi6
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Listing of Code (continued)

COMMON /SST_2_/_G2A(6o81,wGT2A(B),VU2A(6,8),VZ2A(6tB)tPS2A(6,81_ OVLL n46
|ALF2AI6t_),TT2A(_oB)tFT2A(boS)tTTBAR(B)_PTBAR(B)oSTTO(8)tSPTO(R). OVLL n47

2N2A(b_H)tMF_A(GqR)tCPCA|8)tV2A(6eR)tTS2A(6tS)tTAS(8)oPAS(R)tGAMS(8OVLL _48
3)tOPS(B) IOELMVO(6IB)gNVHAR(R) IOllIQOI

OVLL n50

COMMON /SOV_AL/UELHTI6,M)tDELMTII6PR),CELHSI(6tB),DEHATI(6,8)o OVLL nSI

IETATT(6,_).[TATS(ftM).ETATATI6,RI OVLL n52

OVLL n53

REAL _IS(_),wIRS(8)_W_IAR(8)tMR2T(_) OVLL 05_

DIMENSION SAO(@)tSIS(_).SS|A(R),SIR(B)tSA2(SItTHCR(B),EPSI(_).DELTOVL L n55

I(B)_SETATTI_)tSETATS{b),SETAATIB)_SwRTP(8)tSNRT(B)eSDHT(B)oSETHC(SOVLL nS6

2),S_RTHC(_),SwRIE0(H)tSPTPT_(RIt_PTPS2(H),ST2TT0(R)tSTRTT0(8),UPS(OVLL n57

3B)tUPUPS(R)'UHS(R)oU_LRS(8)eVIS(R)tUPVIS(8)tURVIS(8)tPSIPS(R)tPSIROVLL nSB
4S(A|,wxP(q),RX_(8)oOB_TAR(8),DELHTS(8)oDEMTIS(8)oDEHSIS(B)tOHATIS(OVLL nSq

5R)tPAT2A(6_) e_ee_eee

C
C eeeee_ee_eee_e c_RO DELETED eeeeeeeeee_eeeeeee

C

C

IF(SWFLAG) ,RITE(6,IOOO0)

lO000 FORMAT(_M AK ENTRY _As BEE_ MADF IN SUHRUUTINE OVRALL)
SITO(1)=TTIk

SPTO(1)=PTIk

RGO=O,O

TAO=O.O

PAO=O,O

GAMCmO.u

OUPbPlO,O
OURUH=O.O

ODELHI=o.O

Ei=GAMSL/(GA_SL-I,)
DO |7 K=ItKST_

RGO=RGO_HVHAR(K)

IF (GAMF)It|_

TAO=TAO.TAS(K)

PAD=PAO*_AS(K)

GO TO 3
GAMO=GAHO_GA_S(K)

E3=GAM(_K)/(GAM(StK)'I.)
E4mGAMS(R)/(GAMS(K)-|.)

EB=I,/E_

DELMTS(K)=O,O
DEHTIS(K)=O,O

DEHSIS(K)=O,O
DHATIS(K)=O=O

DO _ I=(.ISECT

S

OVLL n61

OVLL n63

OVLL nb_

OVLL n65

OVLL n_

OVLL n67

OVLL n6B

OVLL n6g

OVLL n70
OVLL nTI

OVLL _72

OVLL n73
OVLL n7_

OVLL n7fi

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

OVLL

n76

n77

n78

n7g

nR0

n81
nS_

nR3

nH&

nH5

nB6
he7

qRR
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Listing of Code (continued)

Rw=*G2A(I_K)/aGT2&iK)
DEL_T(ItK)=0ELHVn(IoK)eTFR(IeK)

DELvTI(IoK)=CPS(K)eTT0(IoK)eIle-fPT2A(ItKI/PTP(IeK))eeES)

ETATT(ItK)=nELNT(ItK)/DELHT|(ItK)

DEL_SI(IeK)=CPS(K)eTTO(ItK)e(I,-(PS2A(IoKI/PTP(toKI)ee(§)

ETATS(It_)mOEL_T(ItK)/DELNSI(ItK)

PAT2A(ZtKIIPS2A(|eK)e(IeeIOAM(StK)'|e)eNF2A(ItK)eMF2A(|tK)

I/2,}eeE3

DEHATI(I_K)=CPS(K)eTTO(It_)e(I.-(PAT2AIItK)/PTP(|eK))ee(5)

(TATAT(IeK)=OELMTIItK)/O[HATI(|_K)

OEL_TS(K)=nELHTS(K),RteUELHT(ItK)

OEHTI$(K)=I)E_TIS(K)_RmeDELNTI(ItK)

DEHS[S(K)BnE,SIS(K),R=eUELHSI(ItK)
DHATIS(_)=0_aTIS(K)eReeOE_kTI(]oK)

6 CONTINUE
|3 SA0(K)=ALPHA0(|_eK)eS1.2958

SIS(K)=SIIIPtK)e57.2958

SB|A(K)aHETlAiIP.K)eSl.2958

SIR{K}8_IIIPtK)e57=29_R

SA2(K)=ALFZA(IP.K)e57.29_8

THCR(K)= GA_(|tK)e(GA_SLe|e)eRV(1,K)eSTTO(K)/

](GA_SLe(GAM(|eK)eIe)ehSLeTSL)

EPSI(K)uGA_SLe(IGAMI|oKI*LeI/2o)eeE2/(.GAN(|tK)e((GANSL

|*|,Ii2oIeeEI)

DELT(K)aSPTn(K)/PSL

SETATT(K)aOELHT$(K)/OEHTIS(K)

SETATSiK)=OELHTS(KI/OLHSIS(K|
S(TAAT(K)=UELHT_(K)/O_AT|S(K)

eeeeeem CAkO OELETE0eeeeeeeee

swRTP(K)= UGTO(K)eSOR1($TTO(K))/_PTO(K)
SNRT(K)mNPN/S_RTISTTO(K))

SOHTIK)=DEL_TS(K)/STT0(K)

SETNC(K)=0EL_TS(K)/TNCR(K)
RTNCR=S(_HT(T_CR(K))

sNRTHC(K)=RPW/RTNCH

SwRTED(K)=WGT0(K)eHTNCReEPSI(K)/_ELTIK)
SPTPT2(_)sSPTU(_)/PT6_R(K)

SPTPS2(K)sS_T0(K)/PS2(IPtK)

ST21T0(K)=TTSARiK)/STI0(K)
STRTT0(K)=TT_IA(ZP_K)/STT0(K)

uPS(K)=e_e(u|A(IPeK)e_(IPtK))

uPUPS(K)iUPS(K)euPS(K)
OUPUPaOUPUP_UPU_S(K)

URS(K)=.Se(UIA(|oK)eC_(3tKI/OP1A([tK)*U2(_eK)'uR(_tK)/DP_(|eK))

URU_S(K)=URS(K)euRS(K)

OUNUHaOUHUReUHURS(K)

00ELHT=OUEL_T*OELHTS(K)

OVLL _89
OVLL ngo

OVLL ngI

OVLL 092

OVLL n93

OVLL ng_

OVLL n9S

OVLL n96

OVLL 097

OVLL n9e

0VLL n99

OVLL 100

OVLL 10|
OVLL 102

OVLL 103

OVLL 104

OVLL 10S
OVLL 106

OVLL I07

OVLL 108
eee_e_

OVLLAI09

OVLL 110

OVLL 111

OVLL 112

OVLL 1)3

OVLL |l_
OVLL |IS

OVLL 117

0VLL 118

0VLL 119
OVLL 120

0VLL 121
OVLL 122

OVLL 123

OVLL 12_
OVLL 125

0VLL i26
OVLL 127

OVLL 128

OVLL lZ_
OVLL t30

OVLL 13I

OVLL )32
OVLL 133

OVLL 134
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Listing of Code (continued)

IF (OELHSI(IP_K))14,|4,|5 OVLL 135
14 vlS(K)-I, OVLL 136

GO TO 16 OVLL 137

15 VIS(K)=SURT(2,eGtAJeCELHSI(]P,K)) OVLL 138
i6 UPVIS(K)aUPS(K)/vIS(K) OVLL 139

URV|S(K)-URS(K)/V|S(K) OVLL 140

PSIP$(K)aGeAJeDLLHTSiK)/(2,eUPUP_(K)) OVLL |_|
PS]RS(K)=GeAJeDELHT$1K)/(2.eURUR_IK)) OVLL 14Z

RXP(K)sl,-(|,'(PS|(|PtK)/PTP(IPtK))eeES)/(|,-(PS2(;PoK)/ OVLL 143

IPTPflPeK))eeE5) OVLL )46

VUIRzVUI(]tK)eDP|(ItK)/UR(2tK) OVLL 1iS

VIR=SORT(VUI_/o2*VZIIIt_)ee2) OVLL 146
PHIR=I,/(I,-VIHe*2/I_.*G*AJ*CPIIK)eTTOII,KleETAS(],K))) OVLL 1_7

PTPS1_ePH|R_IGAMI2eK)/tGAM(2,K).I,))oPTPIIoK)/PTO(|,K) OVLL lt8

RXR(K)E1.-(|.-(I./PTFSIR)O_E5)/(I,-IPS2(ItK)/PTP(ItK))eeES) OVLL 1_9

DBETA_(_)=(HETIA(ItK|*HET2E(I_K))oS?,2958 OVLL 150

NIS(K)=V|(IPtK)/SQRT(_AM(2tK)eGePv(2tK)OTSI(|PtK)) _oeoeeee

TSI_=TTO(t,K)-VIQ_2/I2.eUeAJeCPI(K)) OVLL 15_

MIRS(K)=VIRIS_RT(GAM(2,_)eGeRV(2,K)eTS|R ) eeoeeeee
VUIA_=VUIA(I,K)oOPIA(It_IIOR(3tKI OVLL ISt

VIA_=SQH](VUIAReeZ*VZ|A(1_K)ee_) OVLL t5S

TSI_R=TTOi|oK)-VIAReo2ti2,*GeAJoCP|AIK)) . OVLL t56
RU_AR=VUIAR-UIA(|tK)e_R(3,K)/DPI_(|_K| _ OVLL 1_7

R1A_=SO_T(RUIAR*e2.VZIA(I,KIee2) OVLL )58

MH|_.(K)=_|AR/s_HT(_&P(3t_)eGeRV(3_K)eTS|AR) eeeeeeee
VU2T=VU_(I_ECTtK)eDP_([SECT,KI/f)T(_tK) OVLL 1kO

.k V_=SU_T(VU2T._.VZ_I|SECTtK)_2 ) OVLL 161

TS_T=TS?(ISECTtK)e(V_(ISECT,K)_e_.V_Tee_I/(_eeGeAJeCP_(K)) OVLL tA_

RU2T=VU_T,U)(ISECTtK)_OT(_oK|/UP)(ISEC1,K) OVLL 163

R)TmSORT(RU_T_e_*VZ_(/SECT_KI_t_I OVLL 164

MRET(K)=N_T/SURT(GAM(_i_)eGeRV(_tK)eTS_T ) eeeeeeee
cONTINUE OVL[ )66

IF |GAMF)4t_o7 OVLL 167

TAO=T_O/$TG OVLL 168
PAOaPAO/STG OVLL 169

CALL GAMMA(PAUtTAOoFAIR,WAIRoGA_) OVLL 170

GO TO B OVLL 171

7 GAMOeGA_O/STG OVLL 17_

B EO=(GAMO-I,)/GAMO OVLL 173

RGO=RGOtSTG _.eeeeee

CPOmRGO/EO/AJ e**eeeee
K=KSTG OVLL 175

OOEMTI = O, OVLL 176

ODE_SI • O, OVLL 177

ODHATI • O. OVLL 17B

DO 9 I=IotSECT OVLL 179
RW=_G_A(ItK)/wGT_A(K) OVLL 1RO

17
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Listing of Code (continued)

1oo0

19

20

1001

1002

1003

1004

1005

1006

1007

1008

1009

OUEHT! • CPOeTTO(Iel)eI|,-(PT2A(|oK)/PTPI[,|))o*EO)eRw*OOEHT|
ODE_S[ • CPCeTTOI[ol)tI|,-(PS2AIT,K)/PTP(I,I)IeoEO)eAWeOOEHS]

OOHJTI • CPOeTTO(Itl)*(|,-(PAT2AIIoK)tPTP(Itl))eeEO)eRW,OONATI

OPSIP•GeAJeOOELMT/(2.eOUPUP)
OPS|N•GeAJe0OELHT/I_,wOURUR)

OWRTPmSwRTP(])

OWNEOmSw_TEO(|)_SNRTNC(1)/bO.
ONRTHCmSNRTHC(1)

ONRT•SN_TII)
ODHT•OOELHTtTTIN

OPTOT2mPTIN/PTRARIKSTG)

OPTOS2=PTyN/PS_(|PtKSIG)
OPT4TZ•PTTNtPAT_A(IPtKSTG)

OETATTmOUEL_T/OOEHTI

NETaTS•OUEL_T/ODEHSI

oETAAT=ODELHT/ODHATI

OET_CmODELHT/THCH(I)

PR|_T OUT F_R _TAGE PERFORMANCE
I • ]

WRITF(_olOOO)NAHE,TITLE,ICASE,ISCASE
FOR_ATIIHlt21X,29HNAS_ TUHBTNE CnMPUTER PROGRAM /6XtlOA6/

1 6xtIOAb/ 30XobNCASE ]311H.*I3428XoItHSTAGE PERFORMANCE /19X

27HSTAGE It6XITHSTAGE Z_hX_THSTAGF 3t6XoTHSTAG_ 6/ )

IF (KST_-4)19,19o|8

18 KS•4

GO TO 20

KSmKSTG

w_ITE(6,1Ont)

FORWAT(2XtI2H

W_ITE(_,I002)
FO_AT 2X112_

WRITE(6,1003)

FO_AT _Xtl_

WNITE(6,100¢)

FO_AT _X,|2P

WR]TE k,100_)

FOR_A_ _Xo|2_

WRITE _,IO0_)

FORMAT 2Xt12P

WRITE 6,1007)

FON_AT 2X112_

_RIIE 6,100_)
FOR_AT(2AtL2H

_ITE _.100q)

FO_vAT(2Xt12_

_ITE _.lnln)

(ST10(K)tKzT,KS)

TTR_ 02X,FI0.1,3XtFI0ol,3X,FI0,1,3XoFI0,_)

(SPT0(K)_K•|tKS)
PTB_R 02X,F10._,3X,FI0.3,3XtFI0.3_3XoFI0.3)

(WGT0(K)_Kz|tKS}

"6 0_X,FI0._,3XtFI0°3,3XtFI0.3_3X_FI0.3)

(DELHT_(_).K•I,KS)

_EL HZX,FI0o_,3XoFI0,3,3x,FI0°3,3XoFI0,3)
(S*RTP(K)tR•ItKS)

_T/P2X,FI0._,3XtFI0°3_3x,FI0,3t3X*FI0,3)
(SDHT(K),K•I,KS)

OH/TT_A_02X,FI0._,3XtFI0.5,3XoF10.5,3XoFI0°5)
(SN_T(K)_KzItK_)

_/_TEX,FI0._,3XoFI0,3,3XoF|0,3t3X,FI0.3)

(SETATT(_),K=ItKS)
ET_ TT_X,FIO._t3X,FIOoS,3X,FIOo_,3XtFIOo5)

(SETAT$(K),K=ItKS)
ET_ T_X,F|O.¢,3XtFIO,5,3X,FIO°St3XtFIO.5)

OVLL 181
0VLL 1R2
OVLL 183

OVLL 18_
OVLL 165

OVLL 186

OVLL 197
OVLL 188

OVLL 1_9

OVLL 190
OVLL lql

OVLL lq2

OVLL 193

OVLL i96

OVLL 1Q_

OVLL lq6
OVLL 197

OVLL 198
OVLL 199
OVLL ?O0

OVLL _01

OVLL p02

OVLL ?0_
OVLL _05

OVLL _06

OVLL _07

OVLL pOR
OVLL P09

OVLL _1|

_e_eeeee

_eeeee

OVLL _15
eeeeeeee

OVLL _!7
se_eeeee

OVLL _19

OVLL _21

OVLL 723

OVLL _25

OVLL P27
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Listing of Code (continued)

IO10

1011

I012

I013

101a

1015

1016

2003

1017

1018

1019

3O03

1020

1021FOR_AT(_X,12H
W_ITE(_,I02P}

1022 FOR_AT(_x,12M
wRITE(6.4003}

_003 FOR_AT(_X_I2M
wRITE(_.5003)

S003 FOR_AI(2XeI2M

1023

I024

1025

1026

I027

102g

I029

F()R...AT(_X.I_M FTA AT2X.FI0.=.3x.FI0.S.3w.FI0.5.3X.F|0.5)

WRI_E(6.1011)(PT0PSI(IP,K)pK=ItKS)
FOR_AT(2X,12M PT0/PS|2X.FI0.3,3XtFI0.3.3xtFI0.3,3XtF10.3)
WPIT_(6.1OI2)(SPTPT?(K),KmI.KS)
FORVAT(IXtI3_PTHARO/PIBAR2,_X.FlO.3,3XtFlO.3.3X.FIO.3t3X'FIO.3)
WRITE(6,1013) (SPTPSpIK).K=ItKS)
FORwAT(2X.I2M PTBA_0/PS?2XtFI0,3,3X,FI0*3t3XtFI0,3*3 x'FI_'3|
w_iTE{6.1014)(PT_S2(I_,K}._-I.KS)
FOR_AT(2XeI2M PT_2/P$_2X.F|0.3,3X.FIO.3.3X.FI0.3t3X.F|0.3)
WRITE(_,IOI_ (ST_TTOIK),KtIeKS)

FOR_AT(IX,13MTTHA_2/TIBARO2W.FIO.5,3X.FIO.So3XtF|O.5o3X_FIO.5)
W_ITE(a.101_ (ST_TTO(K),K_I,KS}
FO_ATi_X.12MTT_IA/TTS_n2X.F10.¢_3X.FIO.5.3x_FIO.S,3XtFIO.5)
WRITE(_._O03 (wGT|(K).K=I.KS)
FOR_AT(FX.12M _G 12X.FIO._t3X,FI_.3.3X*FIO.3.3XtFIO.3)
WRITE(_.IOI? (PSIA(IPtK)tK=I.KS)
FOR_AT(_XtI_M p$ IA_X,FI0._,3X,FI0.3t3X.FI0.3.3XtFi0.3)
WRITF(6.1018 (TT_IA(IPt_)'K=ItKS)
FOR_AT(2X.12M TT k IA_X.FI0.1*3X,FI_.I*3x.FI0.1,3X_FI0tl)
wRITE(6.1OIQ (PTWIA(IF.K)'_=I tKS)
FOR_AT(?X,I_M PT_ 1A_X.FI0.3,3X,FI0.3,3XtFI0.3t3XtFI0.3)
WRITE(6.300] (WGTIA(K)t_=ItKS)
FO_AT(_Xtl2M W_ IA_X.FIO._t3X.FIO.3t3XtF|O.3t3XtFIO.3)
WRITE(_.I020)(PS2(IP._).K=I.KS)
FOR_AT{2X.12M _S _2X.FI0.3.3X.FI0.3_3X.FI0.3.3X.FI0.3}

wRITE(e.1021)(TTHAR{K).":ItKS)
TTBAW 22X.F10.l.3XtFI0.1*3W.FI0.]t3X_F10.1)

(PTBAR(K).KeI_KS)
PT_R _2X,FIO.3.3X.FIO.3_3XtFIO.3t3XtFIOo3)

(WGT2(K),K=I_nS)
*G _X°FI0o_.3X.FI0°3.3X,F10.3_3XtFi0o3)

wG _2X,FI0°3.3X.FI0.3.3XtFI0.3.3X.FI0°3)
WRITE(6tI023) (UPVIS(K)t_I_KS)
FOR_AT(2XtI2M b_/VI2X.F10._.3XtF10.St3X_Fl0.St3 xtFl0'5)
WRITE(6.I024)IU_VIS(K)._It_53
FOR_AT(_XtlFM _/VI_XtFI0._.3X.FI0.5.3X.FI0.S.3X.FI0tS)
WRI/E(6_I02_)(PSIPS(K).K=ItKS)
FOR_AT(2X,12M PSI P2X,FI0.S,3X.F10,5t3XtF10.S_3XtFi0*S)
WRITE(_I_26)(PSIR$(K)_=I*KS)
FORvAT(2Xt|2M PSI R2X.FI0._.3X_FI0.5_3X.F]0.S_3X_FI0.5)

WRITE(6.10_7)(RXP(K)_=I.KS)
FORVAT(2Xtl2M kX P2X.FI0.St3X,F10,St3W.FI0.S.3X,FI0.S)
WRITE(6tl02_) (RXR(K)tK=I,K5)
FO_ATI2x_12M _X _XtFIO,St3XtFI0,St3XtFI0,_,3XtF|0,S)
W_ITE(_.I02g)(SA0(K).K=I.KS)
FOR_ATI2X,T_M AL_PA O_X,FIOe3.3XtFIO.3,3XtFIO.3t3XtFIO.3)

ee_e@e

OVLL _2q

OVLL 231

OVLL 233

OVLL _35

OVLL 237

OVLL _39

OVLL _3

OVLL P4S

OVLL _47

OVLL P4q

OVLL 251
_eeee_e

_eee_eee

@eeeeeee

e.eeooee

OVLL 253

OVLL PSS

OVLL _7

OVLL _59

OVLL _61

OVLL 263

OVLL _65
_eeoe_e
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Listing of Code (continued)

WRITE(6tIO3OI(SIS(K),M=I.KS)

1030 FOR_AT(2x. I2_ ! STJTOR2X.FIO.3,3X.FIO.3e3X.FIO.3t3X.FIO.3)
WRITE(61]03]) (SHIAIKItK=I_Ks)

1031 FORWAT(2XtI2H BETa IA2X.FIO.3t3XtF]O.3o3XtFIO,].3XtF|O.3)

WRITE(6tlO3_)(SIR(K).Km]_KS)

1032 FOR_ATI2X,12H I RCTOR2X,FIO.3,3X_FIO.3,3X_FIO.3t3XoF|0.3)
WRITE(6.1033)|SA2(K)tK=ItKS)

1033 FOR_AT(2Xt|2, ALPHa 2a2XtFIO.3t3X,FIO,3t3X,F]O.3,3XoFIO,3)
WRITE(6,1034)(OHETAR(_),KmI,KS)

1034 FORVAT(2Xtt2_ DHEIA _2X_FIO,_t3X,F|O,3o3X,F|O,3t3XoFIO.3)

WRIT£(6,1035)(MIS(K)oK=IoKS)

1035 FOR_AT(2XI12_ M |2X,FIO._*3XtFIO,5,3XtFIO,So3X,FIO.5)

WRITEI611036)(MIRS(KItK=ItKS)

1036 FOR_AT(2Xt12_ _1 _T2XtFIOe_t3XoFlO,St3XeF|OeSt3XtFINtS)

WRITEI6,|O3T) (MHIA(IPtK)tK=Z,K5)

1037 FOR_AT(2Xol2_ W_ IA2XoFIO,_t3XoFIOo5t3X,FIOoSt3XtFIO.5)
WRITE(6tI03@) (MRIAR(K)t K=ItKS)

1035 FOR_AT(2X,12_ NR]a _T2X,F]O°_,3X.FtO.S_3XtFIO,5,3XtFI_.5)
_RITE(6,1039)(NR211PtK).KmI,KS)

1039 FOR_AT(2XtI2, _R 22X,FIO.;t3X_FIO.St3X_FlO.5_3X_FIO,5)
WRITEI6tIO_O)INN_T(K)_ K_tKS)

1040 FORVAT(_X,|2_ M_2 TIP_X,FIO.5,3XtFIO.St3X,F|O°5_3XtFIO°S)
WRITE(6*106]) (SETHC(K)tKmItKS)

10_1FORVAT(2X_I2_ [/T_ CR2X,FIO._*3X_FIO.3e3XeFIO°3e3XtFIO.3)
WRITE(6t]06_) (SN_THC(K)eK=ItKS)

1062 FORPATi2XtI2_ N/_T_ CR_X,FIO.I_3XtFIO°I_3X_FIO.I_3X_FIn,I|
_RITE(6tlO_3) ISwRTED(K),KmIeKS)

10_3 FOR_AT(2X_12_ WRT_C_E/O2X,FIO.3t3XtFIO°3t3X_FIO°3t3XtF|O°3)
IF (KSTG-KS)22_2_t2|

21 _RITE(6_IO6S)NAMEtTITLE,ICASE,ISCaSF

IOnS FOReAT(1HIt_lXt29HN_Sa TURBINE CO_PUTFR PROGRAM /6Xt|OA6/

] 6xtloA6/ 30XtbHCASE I3t]_,tI3/2UX_]THSTAGE PERFORMANCE /19X
27HSTAGE 5t6X,7HSTAGE 6t_XtTHSTAGE 7_6XtTHSTAGE R/ )

I=5

KS=KSTG

GO TO 9O

_ WRITE(6_lO66)OPSIPtOPSIN.ODELHTtOwRTP_C_RT_ODHT_OPTOT21

IOPTOS2,0PTAT_tOET_TTtCETATS_OETAAT_O,NEOtONRTHC_OETHC
104_ FOR_AT(//31x_IgNOVERaLL PERFORMANCE/?Xt_HPSI P

IFlO.St 5Xt|OHPSI R FlO,5_ 5XG_UEL P F10,5/TX,GH_RT/P

_FlO.5, 5XeIO_N/RT FlO,St 5Xq_DELHITTINFIO,5t7XtlOHPTOIPT_A_

3F9,5_ 5X_IO_PTO/PS_ FlO.St 5X_PTO/FaT2AF|O._/7X,gHETA TT

6F10.5_ _XtIOHETA TS F10°5_ 5X_ETa raT FIO.5/7X_gHWNE/600

5FIO.3_ 5XelOHN/RTH CR FIO,3_ 5XtgHE/Th CR F10.54)
ZF(S_FLAG) WRITE(6_?OGO0)

20000 FORPAT(IHIe65H AN ExII HAS REEN MAUE FROM SUBROUTINE OVRALL)
RETURk

OVLL _7
e_eeeeee

OVLL 269
_eeeeee_

OVLL 271

OVLL 273

OVLL 275

OVLL 277

OVLL ?79

OVLL _1
eeeeeeee

OVLL _R3
eeeeeeeo

OVLL _85
_e_eeee

OVLL 2R7

OVLL _89

OVLL _9]

OVLL 293

OVLL Pq_
OVLL 296

OVLL ?q7

OVLL 2q9

OVLL 300
OVLL 101

OVLL 302

OVLL _03

OVLL 30_

OVLL 311
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l_|sHng of Code (continued)

END
OVLL 3|2
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Listing of Code (continued)

SUBWOUTINK nlAGT(M)

CDIAGT

C

REAL wFSTOP

LOGICAL PREVEW.SRFLAG

cOwMuN SPFLAG

COMwOh ISNTCPIG.AJoPRkCtICASE.PQFVEN.MFSTOPtJUMP.LOPINtISCASEt

IKN.GAMF.IP.SCWIT.RTW_.ISECT.KSTG.wIOL._MOIOL.PRTOLtTRLOOP.LSTG.

2LHWC.IfiRC.lrMOKE.ISOR,.C_U_E.PTOpSI(6.aItPTW$2(_tR).TRDIAG.SC.wCt

3DELPW.PASStIPC_LUPC.I_S

DIGT nOl

OlGT n_2
DIGT no3

DI_T nn&
OQ_OQltO

OQIOQODO

DI(_T nn6

OIGT nOT

OIGT nnR

DIGT nO9

OIGI nlO

COMMON /$INIT/MI(6eHIoM2(b,B),DPnib,H),UPI(6,H),OPIAI6tS),OP216,R)OIGT nil

ItOP2A(6._).CSALFI(boS)oALFI(6.B).CS_LT_(6.H)t_ET2(6,R)eRAOSO(6t8)tOIGT hi2
_RADWDt_.8)eAkN](htB)eANN21beS)IA_IM_A(_tB)tANNIA(6tB)tU_AI6e_)I OIGT hi3

]U_(_tB),ANNh(_,8)tPTO(6tR)tTTO(6.w)tALPMAO(fwH)tPTP(6tH) OIGT ill6

DIGT _I_

COM_Oh /SINPuT/ _SLtTSL*PSLtGAMSI . _e_e_eee

|PTPS.PTIN.TIIN.*AINtFAIR.DELC.OEtLtOEL_.AACStVCTD_STG_SECT_EXPNt DIGT n|7

_EXPP,EXPHEt W_WtPAF_SLI.STGCM_FNOJUHtNAME(IO).TITLEIIO)tRCNM(_)._ee

3RV(_t_) tGAM(6t_)tOH|6tB) tt)T(6,_)eRwG(_tH)eALPMAs(6tH)_ALPMA|(b_R)tee_e_e

• ETA;S(h_b).FTAS(Bt_)tCFS(_.R).ANnO(btR)_HETAI(bt_|eBETA2(_tS|.ETARDIGT _0

_R(6.R).ETAR(_R).CFW(e_I.TFR(6._).ANO_W(6tB)tOWEGAS(6tR)eASO(6.B)DIGT h_I

6eASvPO(6_R).AC_Nh(Bt_)tAI(b.R) _A_(b,H)tA3(6tR) tA_(6_)tAS(6tB)tA6(OIGT n_

76.fi)eO_EbAR(6t_)_HSIA(6tB)tRS_P1A(6_)tHCMNIA(6*8)t_|(6tg)_B_(6tB)OIGT n_3

BtH3(_H)tR¢(6t8).HS(6tS).H6(6tB).sEsTMI(8)tNERTMI(8) OIGT n_6
OIGT n?S

REAL Mfi OIGT n_6

COM_t)h /SST_OI/CPO(_It PSO(6_g)tVO(6tR),TSO(6eDIGT n_?

1R),VUO(h_),VZO(6,8)t_HOSO(_R)tpSI(bte)_wGTI(B)eTA|(8)tWGI(6_R), OIGT n_8

I_P_dI(6.8}tSI(btR)t CPI(_)_PHI|(6.R)tTSI(btS)tV|(b_B)OIGT n_9
3,RHCSI(_,R},ALFIE|6,8)tVUI(_tS),VZI(b,e)tMO(6t8)_wGTo(8)_wGO(6tS) eeeeee_e

OIGT n31

REAL M_IA OIGT n3_

COMMON /5STAIA/VU|A(6eB).wGIA(6._).wBTIA(8)tVZIA(6_B)t CPIA(B)t DIGT n33

IPS|A(6._),RU|A(btB),RIA(6tS),RETtA(6tM)tRI(btB).TT_IAI6_B)tPTRIA(6OIGT n3_

_,H) tM_I_(At_)tTSIA(6_ ) _eeee_e_

OlGT _36

COMMON /SSTA_/V2(6_B)_TTR2(6,R),PTR_(6tH)eWG_(6,SI,WGT_(SItTA_(R)_DIGT _37

1 PS2(b_8),P_I_(_,R) OIGT n3H

OIGT n39
REAL M_2._2 .MF2 OIGT n_O

COMMON /SFLO_2/TS_i6.@).CP_iR)tR_(6.@)tHHOS_I6t@)tB_T_E(6.B)tRU_(6OIGI n_I
ItH),VUZtb,R)tUPUN2(h,_)tvZ_(_,B),MR2(6tB)_MF2(b,B)tM2(6_8) DIGT n_2

DIG? n63

REAL M_A.MFpA OIG/ n4_

COMMON /_STA2A/*G_A(6oB).wGT_A(R),VU_A(6oB)tVZ_A(6t_)ePS_A(6t_)_ OIGT n_5
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LTst|ng of Code (continued)

1ALF_A|6,8),IT2A(6tR)oPT2A(6,g)oTTBAR(R),PTBAR(8)oSTTO(B)tSPTO(8)o OIGT
2M2A(6t_)tMF?A(Gtd)ICPcA(8),V2A(_,@)tTS2A(boBItTA$(8)tPAS(8)IGAN$(8DIGT

]) tCPS(8) t_[LHVO(_eS) ekV_AR(_)

C

IF(S_FLAG) _lTE(6olO_O0)

10000 FO_AT(4_H A_ E_TRY P_S REEN .AOF IN SUBROUTINE OIAGT )

W_ITE(6tloOO)NAMEtTITLE

1000 FOR_AT(lH195Xt)OAb/6XtIOAb/_OXt2QHNASA TU_BIN[ COMPUTER PROGRAM/

I0

I001

1002

1003

1004

1005

I006

1007

1008

14

wRITE 6,1002)

FOHvAT(3AtbH

wHITE 6,1003)

FONwAT(3A,6_

w_ITE 6,1004)

FOW_AT(3X,6_

w_ITE 6,1005)

FORMAT 3X,6_

wWlTE(A,IO0_)

FON_AT(3X.6_

w_IIE(_.IO07)

FORWAT{3X,bH

w_ITE(6.1onH)

19

1009

I010

I011

1012

1013

!014

lOl5

1016

131X,IOMI)IAGKOSTIC)

IF (M.EO.O) GO TO lO

GO TO lO.Igtl1.12ol3}. _

O0 l_ KmltKh
wRITE 6,1001)KtCPO(K).GAM(I.K)

FORwAI(gXtl_KeIS_gX,3PCPO,FIo,3,QxtSHGAMMAtFIO*5)
(_TP(ItK),I=I,ISECT)

_TPt6FIO,3)

(PTO(I_K).I=I,ISECT)

RTO,_FIO,3)

(RSO(I,K),I-ItISECI)

_SO_FIO.3)

(ITOiI._).I=I,ISECT)

TTU_6FIO.I)
(rSO(l,_).I=l. ISEC_)

TSO,_FLO.I)

(VO{I,K).I_I.ISECT)

VOt6FlO,3)

(ALPHAO(I.K)tI=|,I_ECT)

FOWwAIt]At_LPHAOt_FIO.3)

wWITE(h,lOOg) (SI(I.K),I=I.ISECT}

IF (M.E_.O) GO TO Ig

GO 10 1_

O0 20 K=ItK_

FO_AT(3x.6M SI,hFlO.3)
wNITE(_.IoIn) K_CPI(K)tBAM(_tK)

'FON_AT(_X,I_tlb,_X.)PCPI.FI_.3.QwoSMGAMMA_FIO.5)

WRITE(_.iO]|| (R_I(I._),I:I,ISECT)

FOHwAT(3X,_H _51t_FlO,3)

W_ITE(_,IOI_) (o_ONI(I,_).X_I.IS_CT)

FORVAT(3X.6_ OPI)_I,bF|O,5)

WWITE(6,10|])

FORwAT (3X.6H

W_ITE(6*IOI_)

FOR_AT(3x,_

FOR_AT(3X,6H

WNITF(_,I01_)

FOR_AI (3X,_

(TSI(I._).I=I.15EC_)

TSI,_FIO,1)
(wGI(I._),I=I,ISECT)

*GI_FIO,3)

(VI{I,K),I=I.ISECT_

Vl.6FIO.3)

(ALFIEII,_)tI=I,IS_CT)

ALFIE,6FIU.3)

n46

nt7
eeeeeeee

OIGT n4e

DIGT nSO

OIGT n51

OIGT n_2
OYGT n53

OIGT n54

OIGT nS5

DIGT nS6
OIGT nS7

OIGT nS8

OIGT nS9

OIGT n60

DIGT n61

DIGT _62
DIGT _63

DIGT n64
DIGT h65

DIGT 066

OIGT n67
OIGT n68

OIGT n69

OIGT n70

OIGT nTl

OIGT nT_

DIGT n7]

DIGT n76

OIGT n/5

DIGT nTb

DIGT n77

DIGT nTH

DIGT n79

DIGT nRO

OIGT nR1
DIGT nR2

OIGT nQ3

OIGT nQ6

OtGT nR5

OIGT nR6
OiGT n87

OIGT nSR

•OIGT n89

DIGT ngO
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Listing of Code (continued)

EO

1017

11

1018

10Iq

I020

1021

1022

1023

I0_4

15

10Z5

12

1026

1027

I02B

1029

1030

1031

1032

lO33

1034
16

1035

13

FO_AT (3Xt_M

w_ITEta.ln23)

FOH_AT t3x.h_

W"ITE(6,l_2_)

FQ_,AT (JXt6_

w_ITE(6.10_)

FO_AT (3Xt_

FOR_AT(3A,6H ALFlo6FiO.3)

IF (MeEU.O) GO TO I|

GO 10 IH
00 IS _:I.KN

_I_Etb.lnl_) K.CPIAI_).GIMI3tK}
FORv_Tlqx,I_K,IStgX,4rCPI&,FIO.3,gX,SHGAMMa+F[O.SI

wHITEt6,IoIq) (_TRIJ(I,_)IImI,ISECT)

FORwAT(3Xt6_ PT_Ia+&FIO.3)

WgITE(ot|020) (P51A([tK)oIR]eISEcT)
FOH_ATI3X.6_ PSIA.&FIO.3)

W_ITE(6.1_]) (TTR|A(J.K).|=I.ISFCT)

FO_AT(3Xt6H TTH|AtbFiO.|}

(_GIA(IeK)tImltISE_T)

*GIA.6FIn.3)

(_IAIIt_).I=ItISECT)
_IA_6FIO.3}

{_ETI_tI+_).IzI.ISFCT)

_TIA,6FIO,3}

(_I(I.K).IzI_ISECT_

RI,6FI0.3)

IF (_.F_.O) GO TO 12

GO TO l_

wHITE(6.10_6)KtC_(K)'GA_(3.K)
FOR_ATtgXt1_.I_.gX.3_CP_tFIO.3t_X_HGA_HA_FIO.5)

W_ITEIb. IO_?)

FQ,_AT (3X.F_
w_IT[(6.102_)

FOH_T (3xt6_

_ITE(6,10_}
FOR'AT (3X.6_

WRITE(h. I030}

FORv_T (3X_6_

_ITE(6,103I)

FORMAT (3Xt6H

w_IIE(6,1032)
FO_,_T (3X.6_

wR|TE(6,1033)

FOR_T (3X+6_

_H|TE(6,I03_}

FOR_A_ (3X.6H

FORe'AT (3Xt_

GO

O0

#T_E.6FIO,3)
{_SEtIt_,I=ItISECT)

PS2.6FIO.3)

(UPON_(I,K)tI=I,ISFCT)

DPI)_E.6F10.5)

(TTRE(I,K)tI=ItlSErT}

TTH_.6FIO.I)

(TSE(I._).I:I.ZSECT)
TSE,6FI0.1;

(wG2(I_),I:I_ISEC_)

_G2,6FIOt3)

(H_(I.K}.IsI.|SECT_

_2,6F10,3|
(HET2E(I,_}tI=I,ISECT)

B_TEEt6FIO.3)
(u[T_(ItK)t|_lt|SEcT)

_Er_t6FlOo3)

(_.E_.O) 60 TO 13

TO lh

17 K=I,KN

DIGT nqt
DIGT _9_

OIGT n93

OlGT n96

OIGT ngs

OIGT n96
O_GT rig?

D|GT n98

OIGT n99

OIGT 100

DIGT 101

DIGT 102

OIGT 103
D|GT 10_

OIGT 105

OIGT 106
DIGT 107

OIGT I0_

DIGT 109

OIGT 110

DIGT 111

D[GT 112

DIGT 113
01GT i14

DIGT 115
DIGT 116

DIGT !17
DIGT 118

OIGT 11q

DIGT 120

OIGT 121

DIGT 122

OIGT !23

DIGT 1_4

DIGT 125
D[GT !26

OlGT I_7

O|GT 12_

OIGT I_9

DIGT _30
DIGT )31

OIGT 132
DIGT 133

DIGT 13_

D1GT 135

DIGT 136
OIGT 137
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Listing of Code (cont|nued)

I036

I037

1038

In39

IO40

Io41

1o42

Io43

IO44

I045

1046

1047

17

I048

18

20000

WRITE(_,IO3T)

FO_UAT (JXt6H

W_ITh(b,1038)

FORMAT (3X,aM

W_ITE(6,10_g)

FORMAT (3X,_

W_ITE(6,104n

FORMAT (JX,_H

WRITE(_,I041

FORvAT (3Xt_M

g_ITE(b,le42

FORMAT (3X,_H

WRITE(_,I043

FORMAT (3X,6_

w_ITE(_,I044

FORMAT (3X,_H

w_ITE(_,I04%

L=K *1
WR|TE(_,IO36)K,CPEA|K)eGAM|5,K)

FOR'AT(gXtI_KtIS,gXt4PCP2AtFIO*3+RXeSMGANNAIF|O,5)

(PT2A(I;KIoZ=],ISE_T)

PT2A,6F|0,3)

(_S2A(I,_),I=ItISEPT)

PS2A.6FIO,3)

(TTEA(ItK)tI=I,ISErT)

TTEA,6FIO.I)

(TSEA(I+K),I=I,ISErT)

TSZAo6FIO,|)

(*G2A(I.K)t[IItISECT)

wG2A.6FIO,3)

(VEA(ItK),IaI,ISECT)

VEA,6FIO,3)

(ALFEA_|,K)eI=I,ISFCT_
ALF2A,6FIo,3)

(SI(|,K),ImltISECT)

SI+6F|0.3)

L,CPSIK)t_AMS(K)

FO_AT(qXt|HLtIStgX,3fiCPStFIO,3.QX.SMGAMNAtF|O,S)

wRITE(b,104_: (PTP(I,LItI=I,IS_CT)

FORWAT {3X,6H PTP,6FI0,3)

WWITE(b,IO;?) (PTO(I,L),I=I,ISECT)

FORMAT (3X,_H PTO,6FIO.3)
wRITE(_,I04H) (TT0(I,L),I=I,ISECT)

FO_wAT. (3X,6H TTO,6FIO,I)
CONTINUE

IF(SWFLA_) W_ITE(6,20_O0)
FORNAT(|HIt65H AN Exit HAS BEEN MADE FROM SUBROUTINE OIAGT )

RErbRN

END

DIGT 138
BIGT 139

OIGT 14n

DIOT 141

DIGT 14_

DIGT 1.3
OI_T I*+

OIGT 1a5

DIGT 14b

DI_T 147

DIGT 14R

OIGT 149

OIGT 1S0

OIGT _Sl

DIGT 1S2

DIGT 153

DIGT 154

OlGT 155

DIGT )5_

DI(_T 157

OIGT 158

OIGT 159
OIGT I_0

OI_T _6t

OIGT 162

OlnT I_3

OIGT 16_

OIGT 165

DIGT 166

OIGT 167
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Listing of Code (continued)

SUBROUTINE IhSTG

C|NSTG

C INTEHSTAGE OUIPUT

C NU_AER OF SECTOHS IS THREE OR LFSStHUB AND CASING VALUES ARE

C CALCULATED AND PRINTEU

C NUM_EH OF SECTONS IS _ONE THAN THREEtOhLY SECTOR PITCHLINE

C VALUES ANE P_INTEG

C
REAL MFSTOp

LOGICAL P_EVERtS_FLAG

CON_ON SRF_AG

CON_ON /SNT_R/GtAJtPR_CtICASEoPREVEHtMFSTOPtJUMPoLOPINmISCASEo
1KNtGAHFt|PtSCR|T,PTRNoISECTtKSTGtwTOLtRHOTOLtPRTOLITRLOOPtLSTG_

_LBRCoIBRCtICHOKEtISORNoCHOKEtPTOPS|i6te)oPTRS2(6tS)tTROIAGISCtRCI
30ELPRtPASS,_PCt_OPC_|*_S

INST n0I

INST n02

INST n03
INST 004

|NST n0S

INST n06

INST not

INST n08

INST fi09
O_OQOOOQ

D_OO_QQ

INST _|l
|NST n_Z

INST n13

INST nl_

INST n|S

COMMON ISINTT/HItb,8)tH2(6_R),OPh(6pS)_OPI(6tS),OP|A(6t8)tOP2(A$8)
1tOP2A(6oB)_CSALFI(6tS)oALFI|6_SI.CSSET2(6t8)tBET2(6t8)pRAOSO(6$8)$

2RAORO(bt_)tAhNI(6_8)tJNN2(6tS)eANN2A(btS)_ANNIAi6tS)tUIA(6t8)_

3U2(6tB)oANNO(6tS)tPToi6tB)tTTO(6,R)oALPHAO(6_8),PTP(6oS)

CONNOh /SINPUT/ RSLtTSLtPSL,GANSI t
1PTPStPTINtTTINtmAIRtFAI_DELC_OELL_DELAoAACSoVCTOtSTGtSECTtEXPNt

INST hi6

INST nit

INST n18

INST n19

INST n20

|NST _22
2EXPPtEXPRE_ NPH,PAFtSLI,STGCH,_NDJOR,NAME(IO),TITLE(IO),PCNH¢_)teeeeee ee
_RV(6,B),GAH(6_R)tOR(6_)eOT(6tS)tR_G(6_B)_ALPHAS(6_8)tALPHA_(6tR)teee_e_ ee

_ETA_S(6_)tETAS(6tS)tCFS(6o_)tAN_O(6tR)_UETA_(6_8)t_ETA2(6_8)tETARINST _S

_R(6t_)tET&R(AtR)_CFRI_t_)tTFRIb_R)tANOOR(btS)_OMEGAS(6_8)tASO|6_8)|NST ° n26

7AtS)_ONEGARtft_),BSIA(6_)tRSMPIA(b_)_dCNNIA(b_8)_|(AtS)tB2{_8)
_B3(6tR)_RA(6oR)tBS(6tSItB6(6_8)_SESTHI(8)tRERTHI(B)

INST 027

INST n28
INST n29

INST n30

INST n31

INST n32

INST n33

REAL M0
CON_ON tSSTAOI/CPO|_)t PS0(6,8)tV0(6tS)tTS0(6_

18)tVUO(6eR)*VZO(ftBI*_HUSO(6tR)oPSI(6_g).oWGT](gItTA1(8)tWGI(6o8)*

DPON_tb_8}tSI(6_R)_ CP|IR)_PHII|b_R)tTSI(6_8)tV|(6_8)_NST n3_
3tRHOS2(6eR)._LFIEib_8)oVU|(6,8),VZI(6,8)tNO(6tS)ewGTO(8)*WGO(6tS) le_*eeee

INST n36

REAL M_IA INST n37

CON_ON /SsTA_A/VUIA(AtR)owG1A(6tR)_GTIA(B)tvZIAt6_)t CPIA(B)$ INST n_8

|PS|A(6_)t_UIA(btS)tR|A(b_8)tHETI_(AtH)_NI(beS) eTTR]A(618)tPTRIA(bINST _9

_eS)_MRIA(At_)ITS_A(ht_) t_tttoot
]NST n4|

J PSZi6_8)tRPI2(btR) INST n43
INST nA_

REAL MR_M2 ,MF_ INST n6S
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L;st|ng of Code (continued)

IA000

1

C

COMMON /$FLOm2/TS2(b.E),CPEI8),R_(btB)oRHOS2(6._),BETEE(6tg)IRU_(bINST n4b
|tS)tVU_(6,R)tDPD_2|6_}eVZ2(bqS),_R2i6tS)tNF2(6+8)oM_I6tS} |NST n47

|NST n6R
REAL N_AtNF_A INST _4q

CONWON ISSTA_AI_G_A(6oS)twGT_A(H)tVUZA(6tS)tVZgA(btS}tPS_A(6gS)m IN_T nS0
|ALF_A(6t_)tTTZA(htS)tPT2A(bt8ttTTRA_(_)oPT_AR(8)_STTO(8}tSPTO(A}t |NST n_|

_M2A(6wS)eMF2A(6t_)oCPcA(8)tV2A(6_)+TS2A(6eS)tTAS(8|ePAS(A)tGAMS(SZNST n_
))tCpO(8) t_[LHV_(6tE) ekV_AR(_) etetetet

CON_()N /_OVRAL/UELHT(6._)tOELHTI(6tS),OELHSI(6te).OEHATI(htR)+
IETATT(h,8).ETATS(6._)IETATAT(6oS)

CON_ON STOPO(T)tSTFTOIT)tSTALFIT)tSTSI(7),STVO(?).STVUO(7It

]STVZ_(T)tSTTS0(7)tSTPS0(?),STOENn(T)tS_N0(?)tSTOP_(T)tSTALF[(7|.

_STOELA(7)+STVI(7)_SrV_|(7)oSTVZI_7)tSTTSI(TI+STPS1(T)tSTD_N|(T)t
3$T_I(TI+Z_[ThC(T). CPS(T)tSTOP[A(7)+

4STPT_]iT)tSTSET)(7)+S!_|_7).STRIA(7)tSIHU]A(T)oSTM_IAiT).S_U]A(7).
_STOP2(7)tSTHET2(7)+$O_ETA(7}+SR_t7)+SRU2(7)_SMR_(7)tSU2(_)_RX(7)t

6STOELH(T).STP$[(7)oSEIATT(7)tSETATS(T)tSET&AT(7)tRZ_NC(T).

7 CPRIT).STPT2^(7)oSTTT2A(7}oSTV_A(7)_STVU2&(?}o eeeeeeee

BSTALFE(7).ST_F_(7ItS!TTR|(7),STVZ_A(T)+STTSEA(T)oSTPS_A(T)ISTOEN2 eeeeeeee

9(7)*STH_A(7)_STTT017)tLJ.J_+KtSTWG0(7)tSTwG|(7)+STWG|A|7)+STwG_(7) eteee_ee

|NST n_i

|NST _55

[NST n_k

|NST _57
[NST n_R

[NST n_9

INST n6n

INST n_l

_NST n6_

INSV n_3
INST n_

9oST_G2_(7),SFLOO,SFLCI,SFLOIA,$FIOZ*SFLO2A,$TPS|A(7)oSTTSIA(7|+ *ue*_t

qSTPTH2(7),STT1_C7).SIPS2(7)tSTT_2(T) eee_eeee

TNST _9

JF(S_FLAb) _|TE(6.1OUOO) @tititet

FOR_AT(_N Ak ENTRY _AS UEEh MADF iN S_BROUT[NE _NSTG ) _eteeee
_0"_ K=ItKSTG [NST n70

_FLO0 _0*_ etete_ee

SFLO] _0.0 e_eeeeee

SFLO|A=O.O e_e_e_e_

SFLO_ =0.0 e@e@eeee

SFLO_:O.O e_eeeeee

E3:GA_I?.K)/I_AHI2tK}-|.) I_ST n73

E4=GA_I3eK)/(GAMt3tK}°|,) Ir+_T _7_

RELOCATE P_TCHL]_E VALUES ]NST _17

J=|SECT.l ]_ST nTH
DO 5 I=I,ISECT |'+ST _79

STW_OiKS)=wGO(K$-ItKI ee_eeee

SFLO0 =_kLOh *SI*_0(K_) eeeeeeee
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L;stlng of Code (continued)

5TALG(_S)=ALP_AO(KS-t,_)e_T.2_5_

_TSI(_S)=S[(_S-I,K)eS@.29S_
STVO(KS)=VO(_S-I.K)

SrVZ0(KS)=VZ0(K_-(,K)

STTS0(KS)=TS0(K_°[.K)
S_SO(KS)=P_O(K_-]eK)

5TOEN0(<5)st4_.*_tP$0(KS)/(STT$0txS)*_v(I,_))
STMO(KS)sMO(K_-L,K)

ST*GI(KS)=wGI(K$'I,K)

)FLql =fFLO| *5r_Gl(_$)

sr0_I(KS)=0_I(KS-I.K)

_TALFE(K_)=&LFIEiK_-ttK)e57._qS_
_rl3EL4(KS)=(aLP_a0(K_-I.K)*_LFIE(K_-|¢K)}e_7._9_8

_TVI (KS)=VI(K_-[_K)

STVuI(K_)aVIJ[(K_-|eK}

_TvZ)tKS)=V_I(KS-tsK)

STTSI(K:_)=TSL(K$-i._)

ST_I(K%)=VI(K$-I.K)/ISQ_T(G&_t2.w)eGe_(Z_K)eTSt(KS-I_K)I)

INST n_
INST n_)

INST n_

INST n_b
INST n_7

[NST n_

I_Sr n_9

I_5t ng0

[NST _q_

[NST ng_

INsr n_b
INST n_7

INST n_

INST to0

I.sr iOl

Z$ =-_.*_LrtE(KS-1,K) -1o57q796
Z*ItNC(<:)=eOS( ZS )eI$IN(_LPHAO(K$*leK))eCO$(ALFIE(KS

1-1_))/(COS(_LP_O(KS'I.K))eSIN(aLFIE(K$-I,K)))*I.)

C_S(KS)=I.o(_Tv,)IKS)tSTVI(KS))_*_ ._

SFL01&=SFL_I_e5T_GI&(_S)

STPT_I(<_):PT_IA(KS-lmK)

STeETIt_S)=_ETI4(KS-I,K)e57._958

STN[(KS)=_(KS-|tK)e51._q58

5TRIA(KS)=_IA(KS-IeK)

STUIA(KS)=UI_(KS-I.K)

STPSI_(_$)=PSIA(KS-I._)

STTSI_IKS)=TSI_tKS-I._)

STNG_(KSI=wG2(KS-teK|

SFL()_ =SFLO? *S/_G_(K_)

ST0P_(KS)10PZ(KS-ItK)
STHET2(_S)=HET_EIKS'ltK)e57.2958

SOfiETA(K51=(HETIA(KS-I_KI*BETZE(_S'|tK)IeST._gSR

S_(KS)=H_(KS-lvK)
SRU_(KS)=_IJ_(KS-I,K)

INST )03
INST i0¢

INST i05

INST lob

INST 107

INST I0_

INST 109

INST 110

I_ST 111
l_sr llZ

INST 113

- : - INST 1|_
INST 115
eee_eeee

e_ee_e_

_eeeeeee

eeeeeeee

XNST I16

XNST 11_

INST 11q

INST 1_0
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L;st;ngof Code (cont;nued)

INST 121

_t_)su2iKS-|tK) |NST 122

STPI_2(_5)m_rR2(KS-|eK) e_ee_eee

STTTW2(KS)=TT_2(KS-IeK) e_eeoeoe

RX(KS)=Io-(|,-(P$|(KS-I,K)tPTP(K_.|i_I)eeE|)/I|,-(PS2(KS-IoK)/ INST 123

PTP(KS-ttK)Ie'E|) |NST 126

STOELMfKS)_ELHT(KS-|eK) |NST 1_

sTPS|(KS)=2.e_eAJeDELhT(K_-t._)/(uIA(KS-|tn)eU|A(KS-|tK) INST 126

+U2(_S-I,K)eU_t_S-I,K)) INST 127

sETATT(K_)zETATT(KS°ItK) INST 12fi

SETaTS(_S|mETArS(KS-|t_) INST 129

SETAAT(K_)=ETATATtKS-I,_) INST 130

ZR z -2.et_ET2_(_S-I,KI -l.570Tgh INST

RZwINC(KS)=_051 Z_ ).(SIN(UET1A(KS-I,K))eCOS(_ET2E(KS-INST
IIt_))/(CUS(_EII_(KS-|t_)IeSINIdET_E(_S-ItK))|e|,) INST

CPR(KS)=|,-(sTR|AiKS)/SW2(KS))eQ_
STPS2(_5)=PS2(K5-|_)

sTw_A(_n:S):_G_A(KS-|eK)

SFLO_A_SFLUPA*SIw_AI_$)

STPT_A(_5)_PT_A(KS-|t_)
STTI_A(KS)=TT_A(KS-|t_)

sTV_A(KS)sV2A(KS-|eK)

STALF2(K_|_ALF_(KS-|_K)e57,_958

STVZ_A(_5)_VZZAtKS-|,_)

STPS_(K_)_PS_A(KS'_tK}

STOEN_(_5)=I_,eSTPS2_(nS)/ISTTS_AIK5)e_VfS_K))

CONTINUE

IF (ISECT-3)3,3,6

CALCULATE MU_ VALUES

LJ=|

JJ=ISECT*2

$TDP0(L)u_R(|tK)

R)_P0(I,K)/I]R(I,K)

STOPI(L)_R(2,K)

RE=_PI(I,K)/D_(2,_)

STDRIA(L)_OW(3tK)

R3=CPIA(I,K)/DR(3_)

STDP2IL)_I)HI4tK)

R_=CP2(ItK)/0R(_,K)

TALF=SIh(ALFI(I,K)IeR3/COS(ALF|IT,K))

131

_32

_33

INST 134

_e_e_ee

ee_ee, ee

e_vee, _e

eee_e,#e

INST 46

INST +7

INST _

INST 50

[NST 5_

INST 152

INST 15_

INST _SR

lt_ST 1_9

INST 161
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Listing of Code (continued)

RS=CP2A([,K)/U_ISoK) INST 162

C STATION 0 STATOR INLET INST 163

10 STTTO(L)=TTnI[,K) ]NST 16&

STPTO(L)=PTP(I_K) INST 165

STVZ0(Li=VZN([,n) INST 16_

STVuO(L)zVUN(ItK)i_I INST 167

STVQ(L)_SQRT(VZOIIoKIIVZO(I,K)*STVU_(L)eSTVUO(L|) INST 1_8

STTSOILIzTT0(IeK)-STVO(L)eSTVO(L)/(_ee6e&JtCPOIK)) INST 16_

STP_0(L)mPSOIIiK)e(STIS0(L)/TSOII,KI)QIE2 INST 170

STOEN0(L|mI4_.eSTPS0(L)/(_V(|tK)_STTS0(Li) eetteeet

STALF(L)=ArAN_(STVU0(LI_STVZ0(L))e57,_gS8 INST I72

STS|(L)=$TAI.F(L)-ATA_ISIN( RAOS_(|,KI)eRItCOSI RADSO(ItK))) INST 173

|eST,EgSH INST 116
ASoMsSo_T(GA_(ItK)IGIhVI|oKItSTT_0IL)) leleeeee

SIM_(L)=STVn(L)/AS0_ INST _T6

C STATION | STATOR EwIT INST 17T
STVZI(L)=VZ}(It_) INST Ir_

$TVu|(L)=VUI(ItK)oHE INST 179

STVI (L)=SQRr(VZ|(ItK)oVLI(I,K)_STVUi (L)eSTVU|IL)) INST 1RO

STTSI(L)=TT0(ItKI-STV[(L)oSTV_(L)I(_,iGoAJeCPt(KIi INST IA|

STPSI(L)=PS](It_)e(STISIiL)/TSI(I,K))IIE] INST 1R2

STDENI(L)_]_.eSTPSI(L)/SITS|iL)/RV(_,_) e_eeeee_
STALFE(L)=_TAN_(STVU1(L)tSTVZl(L))e57,2958 INST 1R_

STOELA(L)=ST_LF(L)*ST_LFL(L) |NST 1RS

AS|_=S(I_T(G_(_K)eGI_V(_,K)ISTT_|(Li ) eeeeeeee
STMI(L)=$TVI(L)/AS|M INST I@_

Z*IINC(L)= COS( ZS]e(STVUO(L)_TVZI(L) /(STVZO(L)eSTVU|(L))*}.) INSI 1_9
CPS(L)=Ie-(STV0(L)/STV|IL))Ie2 INST 190

C STATION IA _0TOR tNLET ]NSt lq|

VUIAH=VUIA(I,K)eR3 INST Iq2

STRu]A(L)=VUIAM-U|A(I,K)/R3 INST 191

sTBET|(L)=ATAN2(ST_U|_(L),VZ|A(I,K))eSI,_9S_ |NST 196
T=T_LF-(T_LF/_3 - SIhIRADND(I,K))/CoSIRM)RO(I_KI))/R) INST 195

STRI(L)=STfiET|(L)-AT_2( T,1, )_S7,_g58 INST Iq_
STR|A(L)=SQ_T(STRUIA(L)eSTRu|A(L)*VZ|A(ItK)eVZ|A(10K)) INST 1_7

V|A]AH=VZ|A|IoK)iV_IA(ZtH)evU1AH_vU|AH |NST 19H

OELTSMz(V| (_tk)_VI||_)-V|A|AM)/f_,_GIA_eCP|A(K)) |NST 199

TSIAH=TSI(I,_)+_ELT5_ INST _0

STTS|A(LI=TS_AH eeleeele
STM_IA[L)=STR_A(L}/S_hT(GAM(3,_)eGINV(3_K)eT_|AM) ee_eeeee

TTRSHaI.eST_RLAIL)*ST_RIA(L)e(GA.(3tK)-|.)/2. INST _02

2 ExPRI=ExPN INST PO_

GO TO 1I INST _06

7 FXP_I=ExPP INST _n7
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Listing of Code (continued)

II PIRSHg(I,*(TTHS_-_,)oLTAg_LTIK)*roSIRI(|tK))Q-EXPRIIogE4
PS|AHmPSI(I.K)*(I,+I)ELTSMITs|([,w)IeeE4

S1PSIi(L)=P_IAH

STPT_I(L)=PS_AHepTRSN

sTUtA(L)=UIA{ItK)/_3

STATIUN 2 _OTO_ FXIT

VU2PiVU7(I,_)oR_

ST_T_(L)=ATAN?(SWU_(L) ,vZ_(IeK)}*57._958
SD_ETA{LIzSIHET_(L)÷SIHET_(L)

S_2(L)=_W_T(S_Ua(LIeSwU?(L)*VZ2(I.K)eVZ2(ItK))

VZV_HIVZ_(ItK|IVZ_([tK)iVU_HIVU_H

DELISM=(VP(T,K)iV_(It_)-V2V?H}/(?.IG*A_*CP2(K))
TSZP=TS_II,_)*r)ELTSM

SMR_(L)=Sfl_IL)/S_RT(G_M(4.K)*G*RVI_K)_TS2H)

SU_(L)=U_(I_K)/N4

PSg_=_SPilt_)I(TS_HITS_(ItK))IIEK

STPSg(L)=PS_

gX(L)=lo-(_.-(SIPS_(LI/PTV(I_K))**EI)/(I.-(PS_H/PTp(ItK))e*EI)

SIOELM(L)=(STU|_IL)*V_|AH*SUgIL)*VU_H)=IFR(I*K}/( G*AJ)
STPSI(L)=?.eGeAJeSTI}ELM(L)/(STUI_(L)**2*SU2(L)**_)

SET_TTIL)=ST_ELM{L)/OCLHT| (IoK)

SETATSIL)=ST_ELHIL)t_LLHSi If.K)
SET_IIL)=STUEL_IL)/CtMATIII_K)

Z_ =-_._5THFT2|L)ISl,<gSR -l.Sln?gb

RZ#INC(L)=C()5( Z_)etST_UIAIL)Iv72#I,K) /(VZIA(I,K)*SRU2(L))*I.)

CPN(L)=I.-(_TWIA(L)/$W_IL))**_

sTTT_A(L):TT_(i,K)

sTV_A(L)=V/2_(|,K)

V_A_A_=sTvI;Pa IL)**2*VZ2A(I_K)_*_

SIVP6(L)=SfJ_TIV_A2AH)

STALF_(L)=AI_PIsTVu_A(L),VZ_A(I.K})e_?,_95H

STT_a(L)=T_A(I,K)*CLLTS_

STP_(L)=PS_=(I,K}_(I,*DELTSP/T_pA(I,K)}IiE_

IF (L.Gr,li @u rO 8
CALCI(LAT_ lip VAL.UE5

I=ISECT

L=ISECT*2

sr0P0(LI=f)T(IoK]
RI=r;PO(I,K)II;I (|,K)

INST _8
INST _09

INST _10
INST _ll

INST _12
INST 713

INST 714

INST 715

INST 7|6

INST 717

INST _|R

INST _19

INST _20

INST _2

INST 7_3

INST _4
INST _5

INST 7_6

tNST _27

INST 72_

INST 729

I_ST 730

INST _3l

INST _3_

INST 740

l_ST _46
INST 7_7

INST _R

INST _9

INST _50

INST _51
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Listingof Code(continued)

6

8

9

20000

STOP[(L)sI)T(2tK)

R2sCP|IItK)/OT(2tK)

STOPIA(L)sDT(3oK)

R3sCP|A(ItK|/DT(3eK)

STOP_(L|:DT(4_K)

R4=CP2(ItK)/OT(_K)

TALFaSIN_ALF_|ItK))_R3/COS(ALFIIT;K))

_SzCP2A(I,K)/UT(SIK)

GO TO l0

LJs_
JJ=ISECT*]

CALL wOUl

CONIINUE

IF(SWFLAGI ,_ITE(6e20000!

FORwAT(_M A_ ExIT HAS HEEN WADE FROM SUBROUTINE

RETUWN

END

INSTG )

INST _52

INST _53

INST _S4

INST p55

INST _56

INST _57

INST _SR
INST 759

INST _60

INST 761
INST 762

INST 763
INST 764

lttltttl

Itttttlt

INST _6_

INST 966
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Listing of Code (continued)

CwOUT

C

SU8_UUT|NE _OUT

C

REAL _FSTOP

LOGICAL PREVEHtSRFLAfi

COMMON 5RFLAG
COH_Oh /SNTCP/G,AJtPRPCtICASE,P_FVERtHFSTOPtJUNP,LOPINoISCASEo

1KNtGAMF.|PtSCRIT.PT_tISECT.KSTG.wTOLt_HOTOLtPRTOLtTRLOOPtLSTGo
2LH_CtIHNCoI_HOKEtISORhtCHOKE.PTOPS|f6tR)tPTNS2(6t8)tTRO|AGPSCIRCo

]OELPRtPASStlPCtLOPCI[$S

dOUT nO%

WOUT nO2

WOUT 0O3

gOUT nO4

QeQeAoQQ

QOQOOeQO

WOUT nO6

WOUT nOT

WOUT nOB
_OUT no9

wOUT n|O

cOM_Oh /SINIT/HI(6tB)tH2(6._)tOP_(6t8)oOPI(6tBItOP|A(6tRItOP2(6tg)WOUT n_|

ItOP2A(_tB)tCSALF|{6o_)tALF|(6_8).CS_T2(6tB)t_ET2(6t_)oRAOSO(6IR)t_OUT n12

_AO_DI_tH) )AhN| (6PR)tANN_(6e_)tAN_A(_H)tANNIAi6tfl)tU|A(6tR)t _OUT n]_

_U_i6eH)tANNO(bt_)tPTOI6eS)tTTo(_.8)tALPHAO(b_)tPTR(_8) wOUT _6

gOUT n15

COW'Oh /SINPUT/ _SL,TSL,PSL,GANSI _ eeQ_Qe

|PTPS_PTINtTTIN.*A|R.F_[_oOELC.DELLoOELA_AACS_VCTOtSTGtSECT_EXPNt WOUT n|7
_EXPPtEXP_Et RPMtPAFtSL|,STGCH,FNOJOHthAM_(|O)tTITLE(IO)tPCNH(6)_ eeee_e_e

]RV(ktS),GAN(6,B),OR(6_B)tDT|b_8),RwG(6tS)tALPHAS|6tB)tALPHA|(bt_)t eeeeeeQt
4ETA,S(6t_)tETAS(6tB)_CFS(btB)_ANnO(6tH)_UETA|(6.8)e_ETA2(6_)t_TANWOUT n20

_R(6._)tETAR(6tfiItC_(_tHItTFR(6_R)tAN_OH(6tRItOMEGAS(6oRIeASO(6eR)_OUT n_|

6oASwPO(6_8|eACMNo(bo_)_A|(6tR)_Ap(b_8)tA3(btR)oA4(6oP)_A_{6t_)_A6(_OUT n_2

7_tB) tONEGAR(6tR)._S_A(btR)tRSMP_A(6tR)tHCMN_A(6oR)t_|(6tR)t_(bt_)_OUT _]

PtB3(6_)tR¢(6tR)_BS(6tS) I_b(b_f)IS[$TH|(8)tRERTH[(e) WOLJT fi24

REAL _0 eeoeee_e

COMVOh /5STAO1/CPO(B)t PSO(6,8)tVO(6,R)tTSO(6, eeeeeeee

|8)tVUO(btR),vZo(b,8),NHOSO(b,8)_PSIib,e),WGT](8)tTA](8)tgG|(6t_)t eeeeeeQe

2 OPD_l(btR).S_(6.8)t CP|(_)tPHII(6tB)_TSl(6oB)_V|(6_R) e_eeeee
3oRHOSI(_tB),ALF|E(6,_)tVUI(f,R)_VZI(bt_)oNO(boS)tWGTOIS)t_GO(6t_) ee_e4eee

eeeeeeee

REAL _R|A eeeeeeee

COM_Oh /SSTA|A/VUIA(6t8),*G]Aibo_)tWGTIA(8)_VZIA(6_8)_ CPlA(8) m e_eeeee

1PSIA(6tS),RUIA(btS),RIA(6,8)tRETiA(6oR)tR_(6_8)oTTRIA(6tS)tPTR)A(6eeeeeee_

2t_),H_|A(6tg),TSIA(boE) eeeeeeve
ee_eeoee

COMMON /SSTA2/VZ(6tS)tTTR2(_,R)_pTH_(_te)t_GZ(6,8)owGT2(e)tTA2(R)_ eeeeeeee

] P_(beS)_PP_ib;g) eeeeeeee
oeeeeeee

REAL MR2_H_,_F eoeeeoee

COMMON /SFLG*2/TS2(6_e),CP2(8)o_?i6o8)tRHOSZ(6oS)tSET2[(6o8)oRU2(6eeeeeeee

|_8) tVU2(6,8)oOpOR2(6_),VZ2(6t8)_MR2(6te)_HF2(6_8)tN2(6t8 ) eele_eee

REAL N_AtNF_A eeeeeeee
COM_Oh /_ST_2A/wG2A(6tB)t*GT2A(B)_VUZA(6_8).VZ2A(6tB)oPS2A(6t8)t eeeeeeee
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L;sting of Code (continued)

C

C PRINT OUT FOH LNTERSTAGE DATA

IF(S_FLAG) wRITEI69|OU00)

|0000 FOR_AT(4_H Ah ENTRY HAS REEk _ADF IN SUUROUTINE gOUT )

8 WHITE(bt_OOO)NANEtT|TLEtZCASEt|SCASE

1000 FORwAT(IHlt_OX29HNASA TURHIkE COMPUTER PROGRAH/6X|OA6/bX|OAb/30X
15NCASE I3,|_.13/24XE3PINTER-STAGF PEHFOHNANCEtl)

wHITE(bt|flO|)Ke(STDPOiIItI=LJeJdl

1001FOR_AT(SXSHSTA 02X12_STATOR INLETIOXSHSTAGEI3o|H./bX6HDIAM 02X,
16F10o3)

WRITE(bo|002)(STTTO(|)t[=LJtJjI
1002 FNR_AT (1OH TT O*2X,bF10.I)

gNITE(_,I003)( STPTO(I)tIsLjoJJ)

|ALF2A(6,B)tTT2A(btS)tFT_A(6,A)tTTHAHIR)tPTBAR(B)tSTTO(8)oSPTO(B)t eeeeeeee
2N_A(b'8),HF_A(b,8)tCPcA(8),V2A(6,A)tT$2A(bt_)oTA$(8|oPA$I_|tGAM$(Seee_eeOe
])'CPO(8)t_EL_VD(boS)mkV_AR(R) eeeeeeee

ooeoeoee

CONwOh /SOVRAL/OELHT(etA),DELHTItbtB),CELHSI(6oR)tOEHATI(beS)t ooeeeeee

|ETATT(ht_)tETATS(bee)tETATAT(6,8) eooeoeeo

WOUT n25
COM_O_ STCPO(7IoSTPTOi7ItSTALri7ItSTSI(?)tSTvOiT)tSTVUOI7), gOUT n26

|STVZO(?)tSTTSO(?|tSTP50(?)oST_ENn(7)oSTwO(7),$TOP|(7)oSTALFE(7), gOUT n27

_STDELA(7)tSTVl(IIeSTVLI(7),STVZI(7),STTSI(T),STPS1(7)_STDEN1(7)e gOUT n28

3STMI(T)tZwIThCIT)t CPS(7)osTOPIA(T), WOUT n29

4STPTR|(7)tSTBET|(T)tSIRI(7_STRIA(T)oSTRU|A(7)tST_R1A(T)oSTUIA(T)ogOUT n30
5STOP2(7),STHET2(7)tSO_ETAi7IoSR2f7)tSRUg(7)oSNR2(7);SU2I?}oRX(7)t gOUT n31

6STOELHI7)tSTPSIIT),SEIATT(TItSETATS(7)_SETAAT(TItRZgINC(7), gOUT n32

7 CkR(7)tSTPT_a(7)oSTTT2A(7)tSTV2A(7)gSTVU2A(7)tee_eeeee

_STALF2(7)tST_F_A(7)eS!TTRI(?),STVZ2A(7)tSTTS2A(T)tSTP$2A(7)oSTOEN_eeeeeeee
9(T),_TM2A(T)tSTTTO(7),Ld,_J,KtSTwOOIT]_ST_GI(7)tSTMGIA(?)oSTWG2(T)e_eee

9,ST_G2AIT)°SFLOO,SFLO|oSFLOIAtSFLO2,SFLU2A,STPSIA(7)tSTTSIA(7)o e_eeeee
9STPTR2(7),STTTR_IT),SIPS2(7)oSTT_2(7) ee_.seeo

WOUT _36

WOUT n37

gOUT n38

1OH PT 0t2X_6F10.3)

1006)(STALF(I),I=LJtJJ)
|OH ALPHA 0_2X,bF]0.3)

1005) STS[III,T_LJ,JJ)

1OH I STATOR,2X,6FIO.3)

1006) 5TVO(I)tlaLJ,JJ)

10H V 0t2XobF10,3)

|007) STVU0(I),I=LJtJJ)
InH VU 0t2XtbFI0.3)

100P) STVZO(1)_I=LJ,JJ)

|0H VZ 0,2XtbF]0,3)
1009) STTS0(J)_|=LJtJJ)

10H TS 0,2XtbF10.1)

1010) STPS0(I)tI=LJtJJ)

|0H PS OtZXtbFlO.3)

1003 FORxAT

wRITE(b,

1004 FORMAT

WRITE(b,
1005 FORWAT

WRITE(b_

1006 FORxAT

wRITE(b,
1007 FORMAT

wRITE(b,
-|008 FORWAT

gRITE(_,

1009 FORWAT
WRITE(b,

10|0 FORMAT

WOUT n39

gOUT n_O

gOUT n_I

gOUT n62
gOUT n_3

gOUT n_

WOUT n_5

gOUT n_6

gOUT n_7

gOUT n_A

gOUT n49

gOUT nSO
gout n51

gOUT n52

gOUT n53

gOUT nS_

gOUT n55

gOUT n56

gOUT n57
wOUT nSB

WOUT n59
wOUT n60

gOUT n6I
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Listing of Code (continued)

wWITEg6,10|I)(STDENO(I},I=LJ*JJ}

1011FORWAT (loH DENS O,2WtbF)O.5)

WHITE(H,I012)| 5TMOIA),I=LJ*JJ}

1012 FOP_AT (IOH M 0,2X,oFI0.S}
w_ITE(_|qgg} (CP0(K)t|=LJtJJ)

1999 FORWAT(IOH CP 0o_X*HFln.5)

wRITE(6,_00n}(Rv{ItK),I=LJ,JJ)

2000 FORwAT (10H RG 0t2X,bFl0.3)

wHITE(6,_OOII(GAM(ItK)oltLJ,JJ)

2001FORwAT (10H GAMG Ot_XtOF!0.S)

wH|TE (_12002}(WwG(I,_)*I=LJtJJ)

2002 FOR_AT (10H R#G 0,2x,bFl0.5}

IF(ISECT,LE.3IGU TO II013

W_ITE(Bt2001)( 5T_@O(I)II=LJ,JJ),SFLUO

2003_FORMAT (10H w5 0,2W,bFI0.5,_xtlIHIOTAL FLOw ,F10,5)
11013 WRITEIk.1013) iSTOPIII}t]=LJ.JJ)

1013fOR_AT(/bXS_$TA IZXlIPSTATOR EXIT/_XbHCIAM 12X_aFI0.3)
w_IrE(6.1014){SrALFE(lI,I=LJ.JJ)

|0H ALPHA 1,2X,oFI0.3)

InlS)(STOELA(I}.I=LJ,JJ}

10H DEL A,2X,_F)0.3)

I01_)( STVl(1).I=LJ,JJ)

10H V 1,2X,bFl0,3|

1017)( STVUI(I},I=LJ,JJ|

10H VU I,2X,bF)0,3)

lOi_)( 5TVZI(I)tI=LJtJJ)

10H VZ 1.2X,bFl0.3)

1019)( $TTSI(I).I=LJtJJ)
I_H TS 1,2X,6FI0.1|

I064)(STPSI(1),I=LJ,JJ)

10H P$ lt2X,bF10.3;

1014 FDRwAT (
WRITE(_

1015.FORMAT (
wRITE(_,

|01b_QR_AT (
wwIIE{6,

1017 FORwAT
wNITE(H,

lele FORvAT

WHITE{b,

1019 FO_AT

106.4 FORwAT
wHIYE(H,I020)(SrDENI(I),I=LJoJJ)

10_0 FORMAT I0H t_ENS lt2xtbFlO.5)
WWITE(6.1021)( STMI(I),I=LJ,JJ)

1021 FORMAT 10M M 1,2X,bFIO.5}

..... _wIrE(_,IOa_)(Z*IINC(1),I=LJ,J_!

1022 FORwAT |0H Z*I INC,2_,bF10.5)

_ WHITE(HtI026)( CPS(1).I=LJ,JJ}

1026 FORwAT (]0H CP S,2xtbF)0.5)
WRITE(6.2999)(CPI(K)tI=LJ_JJ)

2999 _OR_ATi|OH CP 1.2X.6Fln.S)
WWIIE(Bt3hO_){nvl2,K)ti=LJtJJ)

3000 FORMAT (IOH HG i,2X,bFIO.3)
W_ITE(6.300]) (GAMI2.K)tI=LJ*JJ)

30011FORWAT (lnH GAM5 1,2X.bFIO.5)
WRITE (6t300_} (_G(_._}.I=LJ,JJ}

300_ FON_AT (I(,H w*_ t,2x,_FlO,Sl

wOuT _2

wOUT n_3

W_UT n_4

WOUT nk7

wOUT n_R

wOUT n69
wnuT n?O

WOUT n71
wOUT _72

wOUt n73

wout n76

w0LJT nT_

wOUT nTb

wOUT _77

WOUT _78
wOUT _7_

wOUT nRO

W_UT nHl

wOUt _R2

wouT _R_

wOUT nR4
wOUT n_S

wOUT _6

wouT nRR
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Listingof Code (continued)

3003

11000

1028

16F10.3)

WRITE(6tlO271(STPTRI(1),I=LJtJJ
1027 FORwAT (IoN PTR IAo2XobFlO.3

WRITE(btIO29)(STTTRI(|).I=LJ,JJ
1029 FORNAT (IOH TTR IA,2X.bF]O.I

WRITE(b. IO30)(STHETI(I).I=LJtJJ

1030 FORWAT (ION BETA IAo2XI6FIO.3
WRITE(6*I031)( STRIil).I=LJoJJ

1031 FORMAT [10H [ NOTOR,2W,bFtO.3

WRITE(6,103_)( 5TRIA(I).ImLJ,JJ

1032 FOR_AT (10H R IA,2X.bFI0.3

WRITE(b,1033) (STRUIA(I)_I=LJ,JJ

1033 FORMAT (10H RU lJt2Xl6FIO.3
wNITE(6t|036) (STMRIA(I),I=LJoJJ

1034 FORWAT (10H MR lAt2XtbFlO.5

wRITE(611035)( STUIA(i),IaLJtJJ}

1035 FORwAT (1OH U 1Ao2XobFIOo3)

IF(ISECT.LE.3)GO TO 11000
WRITE(b,3003)( STwGI(1)oI=LJoJJ)oSFL01

FORwAT (1OH wG 1,2X,bFIO.5._XtIIMTOTAL FLOI .F10.5)

WRITE(btIOOO)NAME,TITLEtICASE_ISCASE

NRITE(btIO2B)Ke(STOPI_(I)tI=LJoJJ)

FOR_AT(4XbHSTA |A2X11PROTOR |NLETI0XSHSTAGEI3=|Ht/3XTH0|AM |A2Xt

WRITE (6t2035)(STPSIA(I)mI=LJ.JJI

2035 FORMAT (IOH PS IAt2XtbFlO.3)
WRITE (bo2036)(STTSIA(1)tI=LJ.JJt

EO3b FORMAT (|0H TS |at2XtbFl0,1)

WRITE(6.3999)(CPIAIK)tI=LJtJJ)
3999 FOR_AT(10H CP IAo2X.6FIn.5}

WRITEI6,6000)(RV(3.KItI=LJoJJ)

4000 FORMAT (1OH RG IAt2Xt6F10.3)
WRITE(6._OOI)(GAM(3tK)t|=LJ.JJ)

6001 FORMAT (10H GAMG IAt2Xt6FIO.5)

6002

4003

11037
1037

2037

2038

11036
103b

wRITE (6t6002)(RWG(31K),I=LJ,JJ)
FORMAT (10H HwG IAt2XtbFl0.S)

IF(ISECT.LE.3IGU TO 11037

WRITE(6o6003)(ST*GIA(1).I=LJ.JJ).SFLOIA

FORMAT (IoH _G IAt2X,bFI0.St_X,IIHTOTAL FLOw .FIO.5)

wRITE(6.1037)(STDP2(1)tI=LJ.JJ}

FORVAT(/SXSHSTA 22xIOPROTUR EwIT/4X6HoIAM 22xt6F|0,3)
IF(ISECT.LE.3IGU TO 11036

WRITE (6120371(STPT_2(I}tI=LJ*JJ)
FORMAT (1OH PTR 2t2XtbFIO.3)

WRITE (6.?038)(5TTTREII).I=LJ.JJ_

FOR_AT (IOH TTR 2*2XtbFIn.l)

W,ITE(6.103_)(STHET2(I)_I-LJ.JJ)

FORMAT (InN bETA 2tEXtbFIn.3)

eeeeeoee

_eoeeeee

eeeeeeeo

eeeeeeee

ROUT n91

WOUt n92

ROUT n93

wOUT n96
wOUT neS

WOUT n96

WOUT n97

WOUT n98

wOUT n99
wOUT 100

*OUT 101
wout 102

WOUT 103

WOUT I0_

ROUT 10S

WnUT 106

wnut 107

WOUT 10R

wOUt 109

eeeeeeee
eeeeeeee

eeee_eee

eeeeeeee

eeeeeeee

eeeeeeee

_G_eee_

GGGG_GG_

GGGGGGMt

eeeeeeee
eeee_ee_

eeeeeeee

eeeeeeee
eeeeeee#

eeoeeeee

WOUT 111

wotJi 11 3
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listing of Code (continued)

1038 FOR"AT (IOH

WfllTE(_,lO3q)

1039 FOR"AT (I_H

W.ITE(_,Io4n)

1040 FOW.AT (lnH

w_lTE(_,104]}
104i FOR.AT (10H

1042 FOR.AT (10H
WRITE(_tI04_)

SUP4ET_(II,I=LJoJJ}
OuETAo2XobFI_.3)

SR2I[)oT_LJ,JJ)
R 2,2xobFlO.3)

SRU_(I},ImLJ,JJ)
NU 2t2XtbFlu,3)

SMRP(L).I=Lj.JJ)

MR _2xtbF10.5)

SUP(L).IsLj. JJ)

U _.2X.flFlO.3)

W_(I).I'LJ.JJ)

1n43 FOp_AT (10H _X,2X,bF10.5)

wR|TE(_.IO44)(ST0)ELM(II.IzLJ.JJ)

I04_ FON.AT (iOH OELM_2xtbF|o.3)

WRITE(_.1045)( STPSI(L .ISLJ.JJ)

1045 F'0RVAT (|(IH R51P.2XtBFI0.S)

W,ITE(_.IO4_)(SETATT(i .I:LJtJJ}

IN46 F_R. AT (10H bTA TTo2X.6FIO.5)

wWITE(_.IO47}(SETATS(I .IsLJ.JJ)

1047 FOWNAT (ION ETA TS,2XtBFiO.5}

WkIIEI_.Ifi4M)(SETAAT(i .ISLJ.JJ)

1048 FOR. AT (|OH ETA ATt2X.6FIO.S)

WWIIE(B.IO4q)(RZwLNC(L .ImLJ.JJ)

1049 FOR"AT (10H l*[ INCt2X_bFI0. 5)

*RIIE(_.I06_)( CPW(1 .ImLJ.JJ)

I065 FOR. AT (I_H CP Rt_X_bFlh.5}

wRITE (_._OeS)(STPS_(1).I=LJ.JJ)

2065 FORMAT (10M RS 2,2x,_Fi0.3)
W_ITE (_,_0_6)( 5TTSE(IItI=LJtJJI

2066 FOR. AI (1OH TS 2.2x.bF)O.l)

WWITE(b.wggg)(CP2(K).I-LJ.JJ)

4999 FOR_AT(IOH CP 2._X.6FI0.5)

wNITEt6.5oon)(RV(_.K).I=LJ_JJ}

5000 FORvAT (10H RG 2,2X,bFI0.3)
wRITE(6tSO01} (GAM(_.K)tI=LJ_JJ}

5001 FORMAT (loH _AMG 2,2x,bFI0.5)
W_ITE (beSO_2)(_*G(4._).I=LJ.JJ)

5002 FOR.AT (10H R_G 2t2X,hFl0.5)

IF(ISECT.LE.3)G_ TO 110%3

WRITE(_.5003) ( 5TwG2(I)'IsLJ'JJ).5 FLO?

5003 FOR"AT (IUH *G 2.2X.bFIO.S.?x. IIHTOTAL

11053 WRITE(_.IOS3}( STPT2A(II.ImLJ.JJ)

10_3 FO_eAT (10H PT 2A*2X,bflaeJ)

w_ITE(6,1054)(5TTTEa[I),I=LJ,JJ)

I05_ FOR_IT (1OH TT EA,E_,bFIO,I)

|fl_5 FOR.AT ([OH V 2At2x,hFlo.3)

FL0W tFI0.5)

WOUT 114
WOUT 115

ROUT 11_

WOUT 117

WOUT IlR

wouT 119

wOUT 120
,OUT I_1

gOUT I)E

_OUT 1_3
WnUT 124

W()UT 125

wOt)T 1_

.OUT 127
wouT I_

WOUT 12q

wouT 130

WOAJT 131

whuT 13_

ROUT 133

W_UT I]4

ROUT 135

WOUT 136

ROUT _3_

WOUT 141

RoUT 1_3

WOIJT 145
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Listing of Code (continued)

1056

1057

I058

I059

1060

I061

I062

I063

5999

6000

6001

6002

6003
21000
20000

WRITE(6,10S6)( STVU2A(II,IsLJ,JJ}
FORMAT (IOH VU 2At2XobFIO,3)
WRITE(6,1057)(STALF2(I),IBLJoJJ)
FORwAT (IOH ALPHA 2A,2X,bFIO,3)
WRITE(6tlO5_)I STNF2A(I)t|=LJtJJ)
FORWAT (iOH MF 2Jt2XobF|O.5)
WRITE(b,I059)( StVZZJil)tltLJtJJt
FORMAT (IOH VZ 2JoEXtbFlO,3)
WRITE(b,IO_O)( STTS2J(I).I=LJtJJ}
FORMAT (IOH TS 2A.2xtbF|Oo])
WRITE(6°I06|)(STPS2A&I)*I=LJtJJ)
FORwAT (I_H PS 2At2X,6F|O,3)
WRITE(6,106_)(STDEN2(I)eI=LJoJJ)
FORMAT (ION DENS 2=_2XobF|0.S)
WRITE(h,1063)( SIM2JtI)tI=LJ_JJ)
FORMAT (ION M 2Jo2x_bFlO,5)

/

../

/

/

/
/

WRITEt6,5999)(CP2A(K),I=LJ,JJ)

FOR_AT(|OH CP 2At2Xt6FlO,5)
W_ITEib.bOOI_)(RVtSeK)II=LJtJJ)
FORMAT (1OH RG 2Jo2xt6F|O,3)
WRITE(6,bOOI)(GAM(StK)tI=LJoJJ)
FORMAT (lOH GAMG 2Jt2XtbF|0,5)
tRITE {6t6OO2)(_G(St_)_I=LJ_JJ| /
FORMAT (IOH RwG 2Jt2Xt6FlO.S) _"
IF(ISECT,LE,3)GO TO 21000
WRITE(bl6OO3)(ST*G2A(|),I=LJtJJ)oSFLO2J
FORWAT (IOH wG 2Jt2X_6FIO°StpXtlIHTOTAL FLOw "_tFlO,S)

IF(S_FLAG) wRITE(6_20O00)

FOR_AT(IHIt65H AN EXll HAS BEEN MJOE FROM SUBROUTINE tOUT
RETURN
END

06QOD_O_

tOUT 167
tOUT 168
WOUT l_q
ee_oeoee
WOUT l_t
_eeeoeoo
WOUt 1S3

wOUT 1 _5

WOt;T 157
wOUT 158
wOUT 1_9
ee_ee_e
WOUT 161

WOUT 162
• OUT 1_3
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Listing of Code (continued)

CPHXM

lO000

20000

SUBROUTINE P_|w(EX|tEIA,TRtPR)

LOGICAL PWEvE_tS_FLAG
cOMmON SRFLAG

IF(SNFLAG) wRIT[(bt]O000)

FOR_AT(_kH A_ ENTNY N_S B[[h WADF IN S_ROUTINE PNIN
A _ EXZ-oS

B u -(EX|*(1,'ETA)/2,)

C = ETA/2.

X • (-R -S_TI_**2 -4,oA*C)l/(2,oa)

TR • ETA/I_;A-X)

PH z T_eeEXZ

IF($RFLAG) ug|T£(6t20OO0)

FOgwAT(45H A_ ExIT HAS HE[N MAUE FROM SUBROUTINE PHIN

RET_K

END

PHIM nol

PHIM 002
O000_OQ_

OOO00_g

O_I0600Q

00060QOQ

PHIM h0]

PMl_ _04
PHIM nO5

PHIM nO_

PHIM 007

PHIM 008

PMIM 009

PHIM _10
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APPENDIX2.3C

CONTROL CARDS FOR WANL CDC-6600 COMPUTER

AB Control Cards for FORTRAN Deck Setup B. Control Cards for Binary Deck Setup

J_)lt. Card J_ll, 10.

Ac¢oun! Number Cord AST-/gEI7.

ID Cord ASD1097, TURBIN, 120, 75000, 01.

RUN Cord RUN (P,,,,,, 14(X_)

L_)C Card* L_C, 75000.

LG_ Cord LG_.

End-of-Record Cord 7/8/9

FORI_AN Deck PROGRAM JIM .......

J_B C_d j_S, 10.°

Account Number Cm'd AS779Q7.

ID Card ASDI097, TURBIN, 120, 7500e 01.

L_C Cord LI_C, 75000.

L_AD Cord L_AD (INPUT)

EXECUTE Card EXECUTE.

End-of-Record Cord 7/8/9

End-of-Rec_xd Card 7/8/9

B_nory Deck Binary Coeds

END

End-oF-Recor d Cord 7/_/9

End-of-Record Cord 7/8/9

Data Deck F_LSE

End-of-Record Card 7,/8/9

End-of-Record Card 7/'8/9

Data Deck [_ota Cords

ENDJ_B = 1.0 $

End-of-File Cord 6,/7/8/9

t The L_C card Is requffed to in_tlal_ze the core to zero before comp_lat|on and executiOn.

i
I

ENDJ_B = 1.0 $

End-of-File Cord 6/'7/8/9
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2.4 BLADE SURFACE VELOCITY CALCULATIONS*

2.4.1 Back?round

As a part of the Westinghouse Astronuclear
Laboratory analytical investigation of turbine
erosion phenomena, calculations are made in the
various areas of turbine flow. These procedures in-
clude the present calculation to determine the
velocity distribution along the suction and pressure
side of the turbine blades. Surface velocities from

this calculation are then used as input to the AD-
ROP code discussed in Section 2.6.

The purpose of this report is to show how the
computer program was used in performing the cal-
culation for the G.E. blade and to compare the

results of this calculation with those by other
methods. Comments on the use of this program
extend the detailed account to include: the
modifications for the CDC 6400 machine, the in-

put and output for the G.E. blade calculation, and
additional comment on the features of the program.

2.4.2 Calculation of G. E. Blade

Calculations were made on the 3rd stage
stator blade, mean diameter section, for the G.E.,
3 stage potassium turbine. This blade section,
shown in Figure 2.4.2-1 is reproduced from Figure
11 of Reference 2.

I.put

The input to the calculation is given by
Table 2.4.2-1. Its format is identical to that

in Reference 1. The input data are identified by
the Figure 2.4.2-2 sketch and by the Description
of Input in Reference 1. Note that all linear
dimensions given by Table 2.4.2-1 and Figure
2.4.2-2 are ten times the actual blade size.

_;W. K. Fentress, Fellow Engineer, Development
Englneering Department, Westinghouse Steam Divi-
sions, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Lester, Pa.
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0.70"8 I _----i
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--f _j__
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S

0.t 0.2 0.3 0.4 0"5 0.6 0,7 0.$ 0.9

X COORDIIHATE - iNCHES 612"211g-_1

Figure 2.4. 2'1 Third Stage Nozzle Mean Section

TABLE 2.4.2-I

INPUT

I II 21 _1 THI_rA Icinch ¢Ho_ STem

6.47 a.37 -6._s 2e.2
R/ ALUI ALL I gO

I.¢9 _.0 -)7-) ,o3

• 6 . 16 .:14 36
_41 MXgO _( _lglli IIUSP #LSP g IITT*

,)4C( 60 54 ,25 ,'Ig _0 _
2u AelU_Y

h_) Z.61 ),81

_*I 51

•.6e.9 .oo_
ALW ALLO

-TZ._ 4h z'

5._.1 6.10

61 ?I

I.J6 1.1_ I;12 *)9 -.78 -2,6 -k.17

ZL ARRAy

1.35 _.,01 2.83 ).go

7.78
XS_L Ai_Y

I.)9

, o . , & 0 &' ,,gg_v

t.4 ,ol .00ol ._ _.z

3.4)

6.99
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act_L siz[ _ _RID L4" __:

ii

Figure 2.4.2-2 Geometric Data for the G. E. Blade

Listing

The program is the same as listed in Ref-

erence 1 save for minor mechanical changes to allow

for the use of the program on the CDC 6400 machine.
For the mast part, these changes are in the format

statements and in the indexing for the arrays listed
in the Equivalence Statements; e.g., variables

such as A(2500,4) were changed to equivalent

statements involving single indices. The original

program used a computer system-dependent plotting

package which has been eliminated by deleting
reference to subroutine PLOTM¥.

Ou ut

A considerable amount of printout is gener-

ated by the program; for the present calculation

only a small portion is pertinent. In Reference 1

the items of output are identified by item numbers

1 to 12. Items 4 and 5 are all that is necessary to

construct the blade surface velocity curve, Figure

2.4.2-3. Output Item 4 gives the computed velocl-

ties at interior mesh points.

A sample of the latter is given in Table

2.4.2-2. The quantity IA refers to the axial
coordinate index; thus at IA = 90 the free stream

velocities across the exit plane of the blade section

are given and at IA = 1 the inlet plane velocities

are given. In the given problem the approximate

average exit velocity is 0.4165 and the average in-
let velocity is 0.170.

1.2

11

1.0

.8

-_ 7

e= .5

.4

--BY NASA CQ/viPUTER PROGRAM, REF. 1

..... BY G. E. REPORT, REF. 2

-- •--BY WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC ANALOG

i .L

e

I/ /

t"
ll__

4/_.N -

2| I

/
.2

.1
I
!

0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6

REFERRED BLADE WIDTH

.... 77

,#

. k__l_ _

.7 .8 .9 1.0

612218-20

Figure 2.4.2- 3 Surface Yelocltles
Computed for the G. E. Blade

Item 5 gives the calculated surface velocities

based on axial and tangential components. Thus,

the referred velocity, with respect to the exit

velocity is the ratio of the Item 5.surface velocity

to 0.4165. Note that the value of velocity at the
inlet and exit of the blade, corresponding to Z_-0

and Z = 8.37, are taken as 0.170 and 0.4165 in

constructing the velocity curve (Figure 2.4.2-3).

The referred length, with respect to the axial length

of the blade, is the ratio of Z to 8.37. A sample of
Item 5 output is given in Table 2.4.2-3.

2.4.3 Discussion

The following discusses the use of the pro-
gram and compares the calculation results with

those by other methods.
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TABLE 2.4. 2-2

SAMPLE OF ITEM 4 OUTPUT

|4_ ¥[LO_|TV A_L_(_g) _ELOCZTr a_GL_COi01 vELOCIT_ 4_GL_OF_I

m1_6_6-001 _6_.8q _.|646-_1 "6B.gO t.1_46_0| "_al90

**L6_6-UOI -_.90 4,|646-0_1 -68*90 4,164_'_01 "6_*_0
_,|666-00| -be,9@ _.16_6"001 -68*90 4.164S'_0| °6_*qO

_.|6_J-001 -6_.90

4,1_47-_0| -6o,90 4,16_7-_01 -68*Vg 6,1_47-0fl! -6_*_0

_.1669-00| -0o_0 4,|6_9_001 -6E,90 _|647*n01 -6_.90
_,_64T-001 -60,90 _,|647-0_1 -66_90 4,_47-_0| -6d_o

_,16_d-001 -0_,90 4,J64_-001 -68*90 _.1648-._01 "6_0

_.lb6_-O0| -6e,90 6,|6_B-001 -68,90 _,I6_?*ngl .6_.90

6,1666-oo1 °6_,91

4.Jb4S'_01 =_.90 4*|666"001 "6#°90

4.1646-_0| -6_.90 4.|666-00_ .6_.96
4.16_6"U0! -_R*QO 4*|6_6"001 -6B.90

4*|645-n01 "_R.90 _.16_5=001 -6_.94
_.|66_-001 -68_90 _.|6_6"00[ -68.90

vELO£|_Y _LE(D(GI VELOCITY A_LE(DFgl
4*|646"09| -_.90 4.|6_6"0U1 -68*90

4.1*47-nO| *_g.90 6.1667-001 .b#._O
4.1647-001 -_B.qO 6.]6_7-00| o6R.90
4.|64T-nO] -_.eO 4.|6_7-001 -bg.90

• .|646-q01 -_e.90 _.|646-00| -68.90

vELOCIT_ A_L[(U[G) V(LOCITY 6_6k((0661
6.Lb_T-001 -_.qO 6.16,7-001 °6g.Yo
_.16_7-001 *_8°90 4.|6_g-001 -6_.90

6°|6_6-_0! -68._0 *.|6_°00| -6_.90
6.164_-o01 -_B.qO 6.|66_-001 -6_.90
6.11r_?-_01 *_8.90 _.]667o00| -6_.e6

Machine time for the blade calculation was

approximately 2 minutes with the CDC 6400 machine.
This ls in line with a tolerance of IO-4(TOLER), an

assumedoverrelaxation factor (_) of 1.6, and 2006
mesh points. The tolerance is with respect to the
maximum change in stream function in successive
iterations, specified by the Item 8 printout as
ERROR.

From the printout of ERROR it is evident
that the number of iterations increases with decrease

in tolerance (ERROR); e.g., 6, 30, 43 a[_d 380 itera-
tlons for 1. x 10-2, 1. x 10-3, 6. x 10 "_, and
I. x I0 -4 tolerance. Here there is a very large
increase in the number of iterations between 6. and

4 t1. x 10- .tolerance, but this is consistent with he
use of a factor (,.,) of 1.6 in the calculation. It is
shown by the following comparison, with other
calculations for the same data, that the choice of
the factor has a noticeable effect on the number

of iterations, particularly in the region of clase
tolerance.

F_cf_r

1. 949

1.90

1.80

1.70

1.60

1.50

1.40

Number of Herat;c_

1. x I0 "2 1. x I0 -3 6. x 10 .4 }. x 10"4 2, x 10 "5 1. x 10"S

Tolerance Tolerance Tolemnc_l Tolerance Tolerance Tolerance

45 105 106 157 199 213

24 75 88 ........

12 40 96 .........

7 30 46 .........

6 30 43 350 718 ---

6 30 43 ........

5 31 44 .........

Note that _ ) = 1.949, the optimum factor
computed by subroutine SOR, requires less iterations
at close tolerance, but generally requires a greater
number of iterations at coarse tolerance. Thus the

"optimum" factor is only optimum for a large
number of iterations, i.e., for close tolerance.

It is probable that a tolerance of 5. to 1.
x 10-4 is sufficiently close for most calculations

based on the followipg check. H4erecalculations
were made with 10"_, 10-3 10" , and 10-5

tolerance and, while the velocity plot for 10-2
tolerance was noticeably different in the region of
the leading edge, there was very little change wlth
respect to lO-3and !0 -5 and no visible change
with respect to 10-4 and 10-5 tolerance.

Actually, several features of the program
are not clearly explained by Reference 1,

a) Solution of the Laplace Equation

Referring to Figures 4 and 5 of Ref-
erence I: To solve the Laplace equation it is
evident that the boundary conditions must be fully
defined. Hence, as the boundary condlt|ons are
only defined, explicitly, along the upper and lower
blade surface, it is probable that the stream function
is specified along the other boundary surfaces by a
processof interpolation based on: the stream func-

tion at paints B, G, C and F, Qinand Qout_ and
the assumption (certainly in the first approximation)
that the inlet and outlet stagnation streamline is
straight.
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TABLE 2.4, 2-3

SAMPLE OF ITEM 5 OUTPUT

UPPER

L V_LOC£TY ANGLE{UEG)

-_,6921-010 _.0000+000 90.00

2.7900-001 3.Z_I_'O01 48.08

_.5_00o001 3o4_1b-001 37.34

8.3700"001 3.b507"001 _7.42

1.1160"000 3.1321-001 18,b2

1.3950'000 3ob515-001 11.95

1.6r40.000 3oO_50"001 7.2_

1.9530.000 3. fie_-ool 2.9_

2.2320*000 3. f490-001 -1.13
2.5_10.000 3.T798"001 -4.U|

Z.7900,000 3.e_Oo-O01 -8,1_
3.0690"000 3.,rll-o01 -11.57

3.3480.000 3._60f-001 .14.97

3.6270*000 _.0_IU'001 -18.35

3.9060*000 _.u934"001 -ZI.7J

4.1BSo*OOU 4,_*U-001 -_5.51

4,4640*000 4.30TU-O01 -_9._

_.7_30*000 4.405_-(]0| -_4.4_

_.O_20*OOU k._b/_-O01 .3_.1_
5.3(110+U00 4.5055-001 -43._

5.5_00+000 _._Tt-031 .k8.JL

508590+000 _,_40f-oOl -_,50

6.13_0+000 4._300-001 .56.33

6.b170*O00 6._3_U'001 -bg,_2

b,6_bO*O00 _._Jbl-ool -62._0
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b) InletStagnationPoint

PointsBandG (Figure 2 of Reference 1)
are at the inlet extremity with respect to the axial
direction and, by the numerical treatment, the
velocity is zero at both of these points. This does
not consider that the location of the stagnation

point depends on the angle of incidence and, with
large incidence can deviate from point B by a
notable amount. It appears that the effect of this
approximation is to displace the upper and lower
velocity curves in the region of the blade inlet,
but without affecting the velocity curve down-

stream of the leading edge region.

The surface velocity plot, Figure 2.4.2-3,
compares the calculation results for the G. E. blade
with those by the G. E. report (Reference 2) and
with those by the Westinghouse Electric anaff:_g.
From the general agreement, it appears that the
calculation is sufficiently accurate for its intended
use in the boundary layer calculation.

2.4.4 Conclusions

The NASA computer program (Reference I)
specifies the blade surface velocity with sufficient
accuracy for its intended use in the boundary layer
calculation. This is shown by comparing the cal-
culation resulls with those by two other methods of
caJculation (Figure 2.4.2.3).

2.5

2.5.1

A

A1,A 3

a

C D

Cf

d

D

E

F

gn

G

COLLECTION OF CONDENSATE AND
MOVEMENT OF CONDENSATE ON
TURBINE SURFACES *

Nomenclature for Section 2.5

Shear profile empirical constant

Blade geometric constants

Condensate fog particle deposition constant
for blade concave surface

Shear profile empirical constant

Condensate fog particle deposition constant
for blade nose

Fog particle drag coefficient

Wall friction drag coefficient, stator blade
surface drag ¢oefflcient

Drop diameter, feet or microns

Turbine housing inside diameter, Inches

Condensate particle collection efficiency

Indicates relationship between variables

Centrifugal force on liquid film on rotor
blades - Ib

A function of K
cn

Mass velocity of vapor, ib/hr-ff 2

.
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h Blade height, ft.

K
CC

Condensate fog particle inertial impaction
parameter for coJJection on concave sur-
face of blades

K Condensate fog particle inertial impaction
cn

parameter for collection on nose of blades

K
n

Knudsen No. based on condensate fog
particle radius

L Blade nose radius, ft

Mass ve_ocity of col lected condensate,
Ib/hr-ft

mk

Length of blade in radial direction, hub to
tip

Mass flow rate par unit of casing periphery
or per blade, slugs/sec-ft, or massflow rate -
slugs/sec

m Total turbine massflow rate, Ib/sec

N b

N
re,v

P
CC

Number of blades

Vapor Reynolds No.

Portion of condensate fog particles collected
on concave surface of blades in a given row

P
cn

Portion of condensate fog particles collected
on nose of blade _na given row

qb Liquid from condensate fog particles col-
lected by a representative blade in a blade
row per unit of blade height, Ib/sec/ft.

Q_ ,Q/Total liquid collected by a given blade row
bin theform of bu k flow condensate fog
particles, Ib/sec.

QL + Dimensionless liquid film flow rate :

U L

u

r Average condensate fog particle radius,
microns or ft

R

Re

R
O

S

T

Va

UL

U,
V

Ut

U*

U

V
a

V
r

Vt

W

W L

V

X

Y

Gas Constant, ft/Ib-°R

Condensate particle Reynolds Number

Pipe or channel equivalent radius, ft or
inches

Pitch (spacing of blades around turbine
periphery) of blades in a row, ft

Absolute temperature, OR

Bulk flow axial flow velocity - ft/sec

Mean longitudinal velocity of collected
film, ft/sec

Bulk flow velocity relative to casing, ft/sec

Bulk flow tangential velocity - ft/se c

Friction velocity, ft/sec = _ rs

Liquid film velocity on stator or rotor blades

Condensate particle axial flow velocity,
ft/sec

Bulk flow velocity relative to blades at in-
let of blade row, ft/sec

Condensate particle tangential velocity-
ft/sec

Width of blade row in axial direction from

inlet to exlb ft

Liquid flow rate, Ib/sec, slugs/sec

Average quality of vapor in a blade row

Circumference of turbine casing or axial
distance, or geometric coordinate - if/in.

Geometric coordinate - ft

Average fraction of mixture flow as con-
densate fog particles
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Z

!

Axial width of blade measured along blade

surface - fit in.

Blade geometry parameter, ft

Angle between normal to turbine axis and

stator inlet velocity vector, degrees

Condensate film thickness, inches, mils,
or feet

Film parameter = U*/U

Inlet width of concave surface capture
curve - ft

X A density parameter, dimensionless

isv Viscosity of vapor, Ib/ft-sec or (Ib-sec)/ft 2

HL, p Viscosity of liquid, lb/ft-sec or Ib-sec/ft 2

u Kinematic viscosity, p/p, ft2/sec

p /V_'xture bulk flow density, Ib/ft 3 or slugs/
ft-

Pt PL Working fluid density as a liquid, Ib/ft3or
slugs/ft J

Pv PG W°rklng,fluid density as a vapor, Ib/ft 3 or
slugs/fr °

T Wall friction drag per unit area, Ib/ft 2
S

_, Surface tension, Ib/ft

_e _1,_2 Indicates relationship

_, Surface tension parameter

Rotor rotative speed - rad;us/sec

2.5.2 Deposition of Moisture on the Surface of
Blades

• Sl.n_.le Row Collection

When the moisture in the bulk flow is in the

form of small spontaneously formed condensate

2-!48

particles (as in steam or alkali metal vapor turbines),

the mechanism of deposition of moisture on blade

surfaces is considered to be that of inertial impaction

based on the macroscopic application of the laws

of motion. In this we have followed Gyarmathy(1).

While deposition by diffusion of particles (Brownian

motion and/or eddy diffusion) is recognized as a

passible factor, inertial impaction is thought to
warrant first consideration, Even between inertial

impaction calculations, as between Gyarmathy and
Brunet al (2), there is substantial difference in num-

erical values which we have been unable to resolve.

The inertial deposition of moisture is con-

sidered to be principally on the inlet edge (nose)
of the blades and on the concave face of the blades.

Therefore by definition the inertial deposition on a

single row of blades may be written as:

Q_ -_ rn V_ (Pcn+ Pcc/

• Deposition on the Inlet Edge of the Blades

The analysis considers the nose of the blade

as a circular cylinder. Thus the impingement of

moisture particles is specified by the path of the

particles when acted upon by the potential flow

about a circular cylinder.

The path and impingement of particles with

respect to circular cylinders, based on two-dlmen-

sional trajectory calculations and suitable drag co-

efficlents, is given in a oumber of reports. In
addition to Gyarmathy(1)NACA Report 1215 by

Brun, et al (2), for example. In the Brun report the

data are shown by a non-dlmensional plot in terms

of the conventional inertia parameter (K), a Reynolds

Number parameter, and the collection efficiency.
(Collection efficiency is the ratio of the width of

the free stream capture stream tube, within which all

particles strike the cylinder, to the diameter of the

cylinder).



In symbolic terms the efficiency of collection
may be written:

l/2 e L r 2 V r ) /= -_ = _(Kcn) = _(K, Re) = _ 9Hv2 L ,Re (1}

or in the Stokes Law region applicable to these
miniature moisture drops:

E = _CD Re) _9 _v2"'k // (2)

As the flow about the miniature moisture

drops is often in the sllp flow regime, it is necessary
to correct this formulation for the reductlon in drag
due to slip flow. Correction is made by multiplying
the continuum value of the inertia parameter by the

ratio (CD,sllp flow/CD) where CD is the conven-

tional drag coefficient for continuum flow. This
correction is specified by an empirical expression in
terms of Knudsen Number. As shown in Figure 2.5.2-1,

Gyarmathy' s expression, CD, slip flow __ 1

C D 1 + 2.53 K 'n

is a simple approximation to the more complicated
Emmons(3)expression. As shown also by this curve,
the drag on 0.4 micron radius drops under Yankee
turbine conditions is only 45% of the continuum drag.
In fact, the drag on particles will only approach con-
tinuum values at approximately 15 microns or
greater radius.

Making the sllp flow correction to equation
2 and observing that in the Stokes flow regime that

24

C D Re - 1 yields:

(;,2 /PL Vr

E = ¢ (1 + 2.53 Kn) _9 Hr2L (3)

By use of the relationship of equation 3, as

established in numerical terms by Gyarmathy or
Brun et al, the collection efficiency for the nose
sections of a turbine row can be calculated.
Collection efficlencies have been calculated for

the nosesof the ninth stator blade row, 3/4 blade
height position of the Yankee steam turbine, and
are shown in Figure 2,5.2-2. As can be seen the

data of Gyarmathy predlcls higher collection
efflciencies than that of Brunet al.

iz

10

0.1

_ i - c_v_no_L CC_T*_T

t. c,,_s._l.,ru==

= | = i =

Figure2.5.2-1 Knudsen Number Corrections

This difference cannot be explained by the
fact that the Brun, et al, data account for the in-

crease in Stokes law drag with Reynolds Number,
as in this instance the fluid properties are nearly
coincldent with the Brun curve for zero Reynolds
Number. Possibly, the difference could be ex-
plalned by differences in trajectory calculation,
but this calculation is not qualified in Gyarmathy's
report.

The portion of the total number of conden-
sate particles in the total flow which are collected
by the nosesof the blades of a given turbine row is
given from simple geometric considerations, as in-
dicated in Figure 2.5.2-3 as:

21.' 2LE
P : : (4)cn S sina. _ sin a.

I I

Figure 2.5.2-3 also gives the calculated por-
tion collected by the ninth stator nosesof the
Yankee turbine. It will be noted that the portion
of the total drops collected by the noses of the
blades of a row cannot exceed 2 L/S sin _..

I
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Figure 2.5.2-2 Collection Efficiency Ninth Stage
Stotor Nose Yankee Turbine

• Deposition oF Moisture on the Concave Face of
the Blade

Generally, the analysis is performed along
the lines of Gyarmathy's (1)approach. The contour

of the blade surface is approximated by a polynomial

expression. The path of the vapor corresponds to the
blade contour and the path of the particles, acted

upon by the drag of the vapor, is calculated by

trajectory equations. The drag on the particles is
by Stakes law with correction for sllp flow. By

simplifying assumptions of constant vapor velocity

with respect to the distance between blades and

equal and constant moisture-particle axial velocity,

the particle acceleration is described by a linear

differential equation. By further assumptions as to

boundary conditions, the integrated equation gives
the width of the band at the blade inlet, within

which all moisture particles impinged on the blade

surface. Finally, the ratio of band width to the

space between blades gives the amount of the col-

lection with respect to the total moisture approach-

ing the blades.

Thus, by the above assumptions, the collec-

tion of moisture is specified by closed form calcula-
tion. The detail derivation follows:

The concave surface of the blade is approximated by

the third degree polynomial (see Figure 2.5.2-4)

O.O4

o..

o.o;o'._ o!..............._ _' ' ' ' ' " " ,®
DIO_ EAOIt_ - MICRONS 611131-_31

Figure 2.5.2-3 Portion Collected Ninth Stage
Stator Nose Yankee Turbine

Hx)

INCIDENT STEAM, _ _ X

MOISTURE FLOW

_-$

Figure 2.5. 2-4 Collection of Moisture on the Con-
cave Side of the Blade

The coefficients are specified by the inlet angle

and the exit paint as:

F' (o) = AI = (S8 - _)/w (2)

F(W) = Se - _" + A 3W 3 = Se ;A 3 = _'/W 3 (3)

Assume that the path of the steam is the

same as the blade surface shape; then, the path and
direction of the steam flow is:

F (X) s = A 1 X + A 3X 3 (4)

F (x) = A lx + A 3 X 3 (i)
F' (X) s = A 1 + 3 A 3 X 2 (s)
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C D Re

V t =

where constants A 1 and A 3 are as defined by

equations 2 and 3, and the subscript s is for
the vapor.

The path of the moisture particles is related

to that of the vapor by the conventional trajectory

equations:

CD r slip flow __9P s
(U t - V t) - tangential (6)

CD 2, L •

CD Re CD, slip flow 9 Ps
(U ° - Va) - axial

a _ C D 2eLr

where U and V are the absolute vapor and particle

velocity.

Assume that the vapor and particle axial velocity

are equal and comtant:

U = V = const
o a

By this assumption the particle acceleration is des-

cHbed in equation 6, and noting that:

U t = V F' (X) so (7)

V t = V a F' (X) L (8)

2
V t = V a F" (X) L (9)

where subscripts v and L are for vapor and moisture

particles. By substltuHng in equation 6:

W F" (X) L = (1/K c) (F' (X) s - F' (X) L) (10)

where Kcc, the inertia parameter, is as follows:

24 CD 2 PL r2Va

K = 9 _ W (11)
¢ _ CD, slip flow s

Substlt_t|ng in equation 5 yields:

W P' (X) L + (I/K c) F' (X) L = (I/K c) (A I + 3A 3x 2) (12)

This is the final differential equation of motion for

the moisture particles.

Integrating equation 12 gives the following general
solution:

F(X)L = C1 + C2 e-x (WKc) + A3X 3 _ 3A 3WK c X 2

- (A I _ 6A3W2Kc2) X " WK c (A I ÷ 6A3W2Kc 2) (13)

Constants C. and C^ are determined by the following
I ,. Z

boundary conditions:

1) the direction of flow of the vapor and

moisture particles is the same at the blade inlet

position; thus, by equation 5, F' (o) L = F' (o) = A 1.

2) the end point position of the capture

particle curve is coincident with the blade surface

point at the trailing edge; thus by equation 3, F

(W) L=F(W) =S 8 .

Solving for C1 and C 2 and substituting
in equation 13 gives the following equation for

the capture particle curve:

F(X) L = 6A 3W 3Kc 3(1 -e-1/Kc) + A 3(X 3 - W3) - 3A 3K cW(X 2 - W 2)

+ (A I + 6A 3 K¢ 2W 2) (X - W) + S0 (14)

The inlet width of the capture band is specified by

the value of equation 14 for the inlet of blade as:

F(o) L = 6A 3Kc3 W3(1 - e-1/K¢) - A3W 3 + 3A 3KaW 3

(A 1 + 6A 3Kc2 W 2) W + S6 (15)

Substituting for A I and A_ (equations 2 and 3) in
equations 14 and 15 gives'the final equations for the

capture particle curve and for the referred inlet
width of the band.

F(X)L/$ = 6 Kc3 (e(-I/Kc) (X/W)-e-|/Kc) +(X/W) 3 - 3 Kc (X/W) 2

÷ ((Se/$) _ 6Kc2-1) (X/_/) +3 Kc-6Kc 2

(14o)

F(o)./_ 6K 3(1 e-1"Kc)/ 6 K
2 (lS_)= - - +3K

c c c

F(O)L/_' =3K : K (.03_ 3 K 6 K 2- : .10
c c c c Kc < (15b)
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wheretheinertia parameter K is:
CC

24 CD 2 PL r2Vo

Kc = _ CO" sl'pflow

Note that the referred inlet width of the band is, in

effect, the referred collection efficiency.

The above equations consider the blade

surface shape as by a third degree polynomial. A

similar development assuming the surface as by

a second degree polynomial gives the following

equation for the inlet referred width of the capture
band:

F(o)L/'_' = 2 Kc2 (e-1/Kc _ 1) + 2Kc (16)

F(O)L/_2Kc: Kc _.05

where K is as before.
CC

Equations 15a and 16 are plotted and

shown in figure 2,4,2-5.

_D , i + , + r D' _ " + L'- 1 i i

+i0. -+..........Zi,,

Figure 2.5. 2-5 Referred Collect|on EfFiciency on
the Concave Side of the Blade

(16a)

The calculation of collection drops on the concave
side of the Yankee turbine ninth stafor blade is

illustrated by the following point calculation:

Moisture drop size:O.4 micron radius =
1.311 x 10 -6 ft radius

Fluid Properties: PL = 1.935 slugs/ft3,Hv

= 2.4 x 10 -7 Ib-sec/ft 2 V a = 456 ft/sec

Blade geometry: W =0.715 ft, _'= 0.566 ft,
S = 0.485 ft

2-i 52

Inertia parameter:

24 CD 2 PLrZVa
K _ _ --- . 00445

c _ CD, sllp flow 9 H s

where:

24
- 1_ assuming StokesI law drag

i_D Re

CD
- 1/.44 = 2.275 (Figure 2,5,2-1)

CD, slip flow

The blade surface shape in this instance is

closely approximated by the average between a 2 and

3 degree polynomial. Hence, the referred efficiency

is specified by the average curve value, or by the

average of equations 15b and 16a:

F(O) L/$ 2.5Kc = .0111

The inlet width of the capture curve

The portion of drops collected with respect to the

total number approaching the blade is the ratio of

the band width to the blade pitch.

Portion = t'/S = .013

Calculation results for the Yankee steam

turbine are shown in figure 2.5.2-6. This figure

gives the portion of moisture collected as a function

of drop size. As shown by the curve sketch, the

portion collected is specified by the inlet width of

the band (_), within which all particles impinge on
the blade with respect to the blade pitch. The band

width cannot exceed the space between blades

(pltchlminus inlet edge blockage) which accounts

for the break in the curve at 93.5 percent. Collec-

tion by Gyarmathy's data is 20 percent less in the

range -4 0.4 micron drop radius. The difference is

due to the fact that Gyarmathy specifies the blade
shape by a quadratic expression compared to a

higher order curve fit which, in this instance,
better matches the blade.
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Figure 2.5. 2-6 PortionCollected; Concave Side,
Ninth StatorYankee Turbine

• Simplified Model of Single RowCollection

The general collection analysis does not

glve a completely closed form result.

The foregoing analysis has been recast by appraxi-
mations to give a closed form result which may be
more useful in making observations about turbine
moisture col lectlon.

Following Section 2.5.2.1 the expression
for inertial deposition on a single row of turbine
blades is:

Q_ = m YE (Pcn + Pcc) (I)

where /9%

2L = 2L (_r)
Pcn S sirl a i +Pl (Ken) _ '_1 (1 -_ 2.53 Kn)

(2)

qb

and since

£ Y_

then

/2£_ r2Va_

Equation I may be written, truing continuity
of flow, for collection of condensate fog porticles
on a single blade as

Q_
- - eSV aY_ (P + Pcc) (4)

Nb_ b cn

(s)

1 -xv ._
qb : £vSV -- (P + P (6)a\ xv / cn cc)

qb _

From numerical examinations of concave
surface collection it can be observed that for the

range of condensate particle sizes likely to be en-
countered in turbines (for concave surface collec-
tion),

_2 (Kcc) ~a K (7)CC

where a is the order of the polynomial expression
needed to adequately describe the boundary of a
tangential cross section of the concave surface of
a particular blade in rectangular coordinates.

It can also be observed from numerical

examination of the blade nose collection that,
if the particle radius is between 0.4 and 2 microns

in large steam turbines, a good approximation for
nose collection is

_1 (Kcn)_b Kcn (8)

where b is a constant.

Substitution of Eq. 8 in Eq. 2 and Eq. 7 in
Eq. 3 with further substitution of these results in
Eq. 6 and slmpltfylng and rearranging gives

el T V r (1 + 2.53 kn) (2(_ v'_ V r ._ C I- xv :, ,i:,,19 t t "'r
,J

(9)

One of the more interesting observations
which can be made from Eq. 9 is that the amount

of moisture collected (qb) per unit of blade height
is independent of blade size for geometrically
similar blade tangential crosssections.* This says

that between two turbine blade rows of equal
height and geometrically similar tangential cross
sections, the row with the smallest blade chords

will collect the most total moisture when operating
under the some working fluid conditions. If the
smaller row has a chord one-half that of the larger,
the moisture collected by the larger will be one-
half that collected by the smaller, i.e., the same
collection per blade but half as many blades in the
larger row for geometrically similar tangential
crosssections.

*The crosssection in a plane with one dlrection
generally,in the turbine axial direction and the other
direction normal t9 corresponding diameters at the
blade row inlet and exit stations.
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Theforegoingconclusionoffersadefinitive
experimental way to check the basic premise that
the dominant mechanism of collection is by inertial
impaction rather than by eddy or molecular diffusion.
Deposltion by diffusion is proportional to the sur-
face area, and the surface areas of the two hypo-
thetical blade rows are equal.

A corollary to the Eq. 9 observations is that,
other things being equal, big turbines could collect
proportionately less moisture than small turbines
and the amount of damaging impact liquid per unit
of exposed rotor blade surface will reduce with an
increase in turbine size.

The Knudsen number K in 6:1.9 is defined
n

by 0.6275Pv
K - (_o)
n T_ vgc.._-_ -

With p in Ib/ft-sec,r inmicrons,Pv in
Ib/ft 3, and T iv °R, Eq. 2 becomes

5.35 x 103 Hv

K n _v r 4.__. (If)

SubstitutingEq. 11 intoEq. 9,usingthesame set
ofunitsasforEq. II, yields

where qb is in Ib/ft-sec and Vr is in ft/sec.

Let N k = number of blades per row, and h =
blade height t_ feet; then, the total amount col-
lected per row is given by

OL=2._x,0-]'LTVhNb t* "35x'O4_v )evT TJ-T-- 03)

(_ (1X--_/C 4"a (W'_) '|n2 a t

The constant a in Eq. 13 was taken to be
2.5. The constant b was evaluated from Gyarmathy' s
calculations(1), from which it was determined that

b 04)
gn = _ (Kcn) - 2K

cn

where b is approximately equal to unity.* For some

Westinghouse-type turbine geometries, $,/Wr = 1.0
for stators, and $/W r = 1.25 for rotors.

Substituting these values into Eq. 13 for
sta tots:

t 1"354x1041_v /QL = 2.36 x 10"12-r-Vr h N b qL + _7 "_

(_-Vr 'v_

and for rotors:

QL = 2,36x 10-12_-Vr h Nb_ L _v "-_- _._/

(15)

06)

• Comparison of Experimental and Calculated
Moisture Col lection

A. Smith of Parsons Company has published

the results of water extraction tes_,1.ona scale
model of a Parsons steam turbine, v ) These tests

were run on a four-stage machine wlth the water
extraction between the third and fourth stages. The
theoretical amount of moisture present at the exlt
of the third stage was varied by changing the amount
of superheat in the vapor at the turbine inlet. Smith' s
data are shown as X' s in Figure 2.5.2-7. This is a
plot of theoretical moisture against the portion of
the theoretical moisture collected. Superimposed

on this figure is a curve representing theoretical
calculations of the portion of moisture which would

be collected by the Yankee steam turbine ninth stage
stator if the t_rbine were operated to provide the
varying amounts of theoretical moisture. In addition,
the conditions and geometry are also adjusted to
make the Wilson Point (at some location ahead of

the ninth stator) occur at a value of tl/Pt dp/dt of
pressureand dP/dt is the rate of change of thls
pressure with tlme at the Wilson Point.

* The numerical value of b will be different from

that for other turbines and operating conditions.
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Figure 2.5. 2-7 Calculated and ExperimentalTurbine
Moisture Collection

The only "real" point on the calculated
curves is that marked at 13.5% theoretical molsture,
(1) considering the actual operation conditions and

geometry of the Yankee turbine. If a llne is drawn
from this point through Smith' s data, there is appa-
rently excellent agreement. However, the calcula-
tions are for collection on a slngle turbine row,
whereas Smith's data represent collection on a
varying number of turbine rows and fractions thereof.
That is, the Wilson Point in Smith' s turbine is moving

toward the front end of the turbine as the amount of

theoretical moisture available at the third stage exit
rises. Therefore, the collecting surface area subject
to the condensing region is increasing. The moisture
collected at the drain port between third and fourth
stages probably represents that collected on less
than one row for 3% theoreHcal moisture and on up
to two or more rows for 8% theoretical moisture.

This explains why the slope of the data points is
substantially greater than the slope of the calcula-
ted lines. If the drain parts in Smith's experimen-
tal turbine are catching nearly all of the moisture
collected on the blades and if the blade sections,

spacing, and amount of turning of the experimental
turbine rows are quite similar to that of the ninth
stator of the Yankee turbine, then the theories of
condensate spontaneous nucleation and deposition
(taken together) somewhat over-estimate the
actual amounts of moisture being collected in
steam turbines. However, in the absence of definite
knowledge on these points, no change in the pre-
sent steam models of spontaneous nucleation and
collection is indicated.

2.5.3 Movement of Moisture on Blade Surfaces

• Movement on Rotor and Stator Blades

The movement of collected moisture over

the blade surfaces is not a crltical part of the

overall erosion model with respect to numerical pre-
cislon. The main value of the analysis is in point-

ing out certain variables whlch may be neglected
and in the added qualitative understanding of one
of the sequences of events leading to turbTne blade
erosion. A most important conclusion which can
be drawn from the analysis is that the carryover
of collected moisture from stage to stage will be

negligible in a well-drained turbine because the
flow of liquid on the rotor blades is essentially
radial. The llquld is therefore slung from the tip
against the outer casing and can be efficlently

collected by suitable drain slots. Another conclu-
sion is that the liquid flow on the stators is essential-

ly along the vapor streamlines.

In this analysis, it is assumed that the col-
lected moisture forms a continuous film controlled

by the laws of viscous flow. Generally, the thick-
nessand velocity of the malsture film are based on
the force balance between the viscous shear of the
film, vapor stream friction, and centrifugal force.
The force on such a film from the radial pressure
gradients in the turbines examined is small com-
pared to the other forces menHoned. It is also
assumed that the moisture collects only on the con-
cave side of the blades for purposes of numerical
calculation. (Collection on the convex sides
through the action of secondary flows is neglected.)
This is a conservaHve assumptionsince it places a
higher liquid load per unit of surface on the blade
than is probably actually present. Since different
procedures are involved for the stator and rotor
blade calculations, the discussion is by separate
topics.

• Rotor Blade Moisture Transport Model & Results

The main equation, based on the Navier-
Stokes equations, relates the centrifugal force to
the viscous shear of the film. This assumes that the

flow is in the radlal direction and is only acted
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upon by the centrifugal force. The error in this

assumption is shown by calculating the axial force
on the film (clue to steam friction) and the axial film

velocity for the nMth stator of the Yankee turbine.

Assuming 2 percent moisture collection, the axial

velocity is 0.88 fps compared to 6.5 fps velocity
in the radial dlrection, corresponding to a 7.8

degree angle of flow with respect to the radial

direction. Assuming the flow is in the radial

direction only and disregarding the low order

terms, the Navier-Stokes equations reduce to:

b2u
F = -Is---_

bY

611t31-56B

where the body force F is the centrifugal force.

Integration with boundary conditions as

specified by a parabolic velocity distribution gives:

2
F y _ FSy = -pu (7)
2

The mass flow and velocity are specified by con-

tinuity as:

drhL = PL Zudy

1 drh

u - PL Z d y L (2)

Combining (1)and (2) and integrating force gives:

F,5 3

_ mE

2

Substituting for the centrifugal force: PLU_
gives the final expression for 8 at the

tlp of the blade:

(3)

U

= ';'L = rhL2r w2 1/3

(4)

This assumes that the flow is uniformly distributed
over the surface of the blade.

The calculation also assumes a parabolic

velocity distribution with film thickness. The

latter assumption is for calculation purposes and

could be improved upon by detailed investigation
of the amount and distribution of moisture. As to

the width of the film, the film thickness and mass

average velocity at the tip of the blade are inversely

proportional to the 1/3 power and 2/'3 power of the

film width respectively; thus, the film thickness

and mass average velocity would be 1.26 and 1.59
times the calculatedvalues, For full width, if the
film extended over half the width of the blade.

In the case of radial dlstribuHons, with a triangular

distribution of film thickness along the height of

the blade, the centrifugal force F would be rou.qhly

0.58, the film thickness 1.2, and the velocity 0.83
times the calculated values for constant radial

thickness. As to the moisture flow (r_/), the film
thickness and velocity are directly prSportional to
the 1/3 power and 2/'3 power of the flow.

TABLE 2.5.3-1

YANKEE TURBINE, EIGHTH ROTOR LIQUID
FLOW

_L " 104 t_ x t0 5

'_.t__ j,-v'_ f _ _"_.£._t

0.005 0,215 1 ,SO 2,58 7.65

0.010 0,43 2,02 4.11 15.3

0.0_ 0._ 2.52 6.49 30.6

O.05D _.)5 3.44 )2,0 76.5

O. lO(] 4,30 4.31 (8.9 153.0

Using the expressions just developed, para-
metric calculations for the eighth rotor of the
Yankee steam turbine were carried out. The results
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are shown in Table 2.5.3-1. The parameter varied

is the fraction (E) of equilibrium moisture collected

since this quantity depends upon inputs from the

rest of the model. Note that the film velocity (u)

is the mass average at the tip of the blade.

• Stator Blade Moisture Transport Model & Results

The main equation, based on the viscosity
expression, relates the viscous shear to the axial

force due to the steam friction drag and the im-

pingement of the moisture particles. It is assumed

that there is a linear velocity distribution with film

thickness and that the flow per unit blade height
(at the 3/4 section) is the average unit flow along

the height of the blade. This assumption could be

improved upon by detailed investigation of the

radial distribution. The viscous shear in tile liquid
film is given by:

= PL by

assuming a linear velocity distribution:

u 2PL-U'-
max

T= PL 6 6 (s)

where _ and u are the film thickness and mass

average velocity. The flow of liquid is by con-

tlnuity:

h_L = PL Z 67

and (6)

-;-= mL

PL Zb

at the blade exit position assuming that the flow is

evenly distributed over the distance Z (see sketch
that fol lows).

Combining (5) and (6) gives

(2 rhL PL'_ I/2

a =kpL Z" ) (7)

The viscous shear on the film is due to the drag of

the vapor and the force of the impinging drops, i.e.,

2
V S rhL

= Cf PS 2 + _ VS
(B)

where the boundary layer friction coefficient (Cf).
in the region of the trailing edge is specified as:

0 26B

Cf = 2 x 0.123 x 10-0" 678 H(-_--_ " (Schlichting)
(9)

where 0 and H are boundary layer parameters.

Equations (7) and (8) may be combined to glve:

(2 rhLPL 1 _I/2

_'+ -_-.

The film Reynolds Number is by definition:

(10)

ReL = _ aPL/PL (11)

Note that the axial force by the drag of

the vapor isspecified by the wall shearing stress

of the boundary layer. The axial force due to the
momentum of the impinging drops depends on the

amount of the collection: for 1/2, 2, and 10 per-

cent collection, the momentum force is roughly

5, 20, and 100 percent of the vapor drag force (r).

As the amount of moisture collected depends

on inputs from the other parts of the program, calcu-

lated film properties are,with respect to the amount
of equil_rium moisture collected, designated as
_. Results for the Yankee steam turbine ninth stator

aregiveninTable 2.4.3-2, following. As shown,

the film thickness and velocity are roughly pro-

portional to the square root ore, when E is less
than 0.05. The velocity (u) is the mass average

value at the trailing edge of the blade.
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TABLE 2.5.3-2

YANKEE STEAM TURBINE, NINTH STATOR
LIQUID FLOW

_nLx t04 J x 105 u-

0.005 0.63 2.58 0.404 1.55

0.010 _.26 3.56 0.585 3._

0_0_) 2,._3 4.01 0.869 6.23

0.0-_ 6,30 6,75 1,54 15,5

0.1[_ 12.6 8.22 2,54 31.0

on the condensate film probably causes splashing
and some removal of the liquid from the film. How-
ever, the net amount of condensate collected on

the casing cannot be easily estimated; therefore, it
is assumedthat all of the condensate impinging on
the turbine casing is collected. The amount of fog
particles collected per turbine blade per unit blade
height can be estimated by use of equations 15 and
16 of Section 2.5.2, and it is assumed that this
same amount impinges and collects on the turbine
housing.

From limited data (Gardner (5) Baker(6))

it appears that there are ripples on the surface of

the film when the film Reynolds Number (Re/) is
greater than 4, corresponding to e greater th_n
roughly 1 percent. These ripples probably affect
the size of the drops from the blades as discussed in
Section 2.7 under atomization.

2.5.4 Collection on Turbine Casi_*

• _ck?round

In conventional (steam)wet vapor turbine
designs, the moisture leaving the turbine vanes and
collecting on the turbine casing is removed by slots
in the casing. The design of alkali metal vapor
turbines might be considerably simplified if slots

were unnecessary. However, if an appreciable
amount of condensate collects on the turbine casing
and is not removed, casing and rotor blade seal strip
erosion may result. A rudimentary examination of
casing flows for the cesium and potassium turbines

design of NAS 5-250* is reported in the following
paragraphs.

• Condensate Collection on the Turbine Casing

It is expected that essentially all of the
liquid collected on the turbine blades ends up on
the turbine casing because of the centrifugal action
of the turbine rotors. The drops formed departing
the rotor blade tips impinge on the turbine casing.
Along the turbine stages, a liquid film builds up on
the turbine casing. The impingement of liquid drops

*See Section 1.2.3 for additional detail on the

turbines.

The calculation of the amount of moisture

collected per stage required an iteration procedure.
The total condensed moisture was used to initiate

the calculations. From these values, the average
moisture content was calculated, from which the
term (1 - x )/Ix was calculated The condensate

V
collected was t_en calculated from equation 15 or
16. The amount collected was then subtracted from

the total condensate to yield the moisture content
of the vapor. The calculations converged rapidly,
however. The results of the calculations for the six-

stage potassium turbine and the two-stage cesium
turbine are presented in Tables 2.5.4-1 and 2.5.4-2
respectively.

TABLE 2.5.4-1

MOISTURE COLLECTION ON TURBINE HOUSING
SIX-STAGE POTASSIUM TURBINE

Row lqunC_ri

3R

,IS

4R

5S

5R

6S

6R

Net Collection Effective Q/, Net Cumukmtive Ccmderuafe

EFficiency (%) Moltt_re (lilac) Collected (|b/see)

0.12 0.0005 3.6x 10°6 3,6x 10 .-6

O. B3 0,040 0.0019 0.0019

1.55 0.0t}8 0.0078 0.0097

1.60 O. 107 0. 0098 0. 0195

1,76 0.119 0. 0121 0.1_16

I. 90 O. 127 O. 0139 O. 0555

0.78 0.136 0.0(}61 0. O616

I_aI percentage of tokll molstu¢i coJlmct_l Is 7. 8%

TABLE 2. _.4-2

MOISTURE COLLECTION ON TURBINE HOUSING
TWO-STAGE CESIUM TURBINE

I Net Collection (Ef¢ect;ve I a,, Net I Cumula t;ve C ondenlahl

lS J 0.04 / 0.011 J 9.1x10 "5 1 9.1,10 -5
1R 0.55 _ 0.059 J 3.3x10 -4 J 4.2xl0 "4

2S J 0.62 I O. 122 j 0.0011 I 0.00152e 0.34 i o.1_a i 0.oo16 l o.oo31

Fina! porcentage of to_l mo;sture collected it 0.106%
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Thelasttwocolumns of the tables give,
respectively, the total condensate collected on each
row and the cumulative condensate collected on the

turbine housing. It is seen that, for the six-stage
potassiumturbine, 7.8 percent of the total moisture
content eventually collected on the turbine housing.
In comparison, the percentage of the total moisture
collected on the cesium turbine housing is 0.106

percent. The significantly smaller amount of mois-
ture collected on the cesium turbine housing is
due to the fact that fewer stages are required for
the cesium turbine.

The estimated moisture collection may be
conservative since it was assumedthat impingement
of liquid droplets on the condensate film and the
resulting splashing does not cause a net removal of
the condensate; consequently, the actual collection
may be less than that _ndlcated by the calculated
results.

• Stability of Condensate Collected on the Turbine
Casing

In addition to the possibfl ity of condensate
removal by splashing, there is also the possibility
that under the given hydrodynamic conditions the
liquid film may be unstable and the condensate may
be removed by shear forces at the vapor-liquid
interface. In an attempt to resolve this questTon,
the mode(s) of two-phase flow expected under the

given condiHons ar_lated to the two-phase
flow map of Baker. _'_'. Baker presents a map
showing regions of various modes of two-phase flow
as functions of two-phase flow parameters. Baker's
map is reproduced in Figure 2.5.4-I. The map con-
sistsof a plot of the logarithm of G/_ versus the
logarithm of L>,_/G, where G and L are the vapor
and liquid mass velocities, respectively. Here,
is a density parameter defined as

and ¢_is a surface tensron parameter defined by

S
1F

o

i i n * i

10s FOG FLOW

_ io_ _WAVEfLOW AN_ rtow MmLe _ F_ FLOW
103 _TI_IeD FLOW

i0_

_0"_ IO0 101 I_ I_ I0_

Figure2.5.4-1 BakersMap of Two-PhaseFlow

Calculations for the various stages of the t_ tur-
bines give values of G/), on the order of 10 and
values of LX _/G less than 10-2. As can be seen,
these values are out of the range from Baker' s map.

An "eyebalP' extrapolation of the map would place
the flow in the wave flow regime. Such an extra-
polation is, of course, nat trustworthy. In wave flow,
it is expected that someof the wave crests would be
carried away into the vapor. If annular flow pre-

vails, substantial removal of liquid from the casing
film is expected. If fog flow is present, then all of
the liquid film would be entrained in the vapor as
fog. About the best that can be concluded at this
time is that some dispersion of the casing liquid is
indicated.

• Condensate Film Thicknesseson the Turbine

Housings

The condensate Film thicknesses on the tur-

bine housingswere estimated by the theory of
Wrobel and McManus. (7) These Tnvestlgators analyzed
the film depth and wave height in annular two-

phase flow and derived an equation relating the film
depth to the film flow rate and the gas Reynold's
number. The results checked reasonably well with
the limited available data. The complete equation
of Wrobel and McManus is

+ . L n 2.95

o Uv I*ee v / rely

v L I/2 I/2

-4-

where QL is the dimensionless liquid flow rote
given by ÷ 8UL + U*

QL - v and b - _.

+ 2 A QL ÷ ) 1/2 (12)
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+

where QL is the dimensionless liquid flow rate given by 00,

with U* the friction velocity _s.J_'-_ .
O,O3

The constan_ A and B in Eq. (12) depend on

the shear profile assumed. For a constant shear _ ....

profile, A = 265 and B = 17.9.

0.0t

From continuity,

WL = ;rD _L 8UL (13)

I I I ! I I i

100"-

1 I I I I i ,
1 :1 4 S 6 •

N • Io "5 - v_.P'OI _I"¢NOLD'S NUlt411_ 61 ll't_m

where U. is the mean film velocity, and D is the
local turbine casing inside diameter. From Eq. (13)

W L
au - (14)

L _D_ L

whence

+ 8 UL WL (15)
QL -

_, irD HL

with

Figure 2.5.4-3 Effect of Vapor Reynold's Number
on Film Thickness

TABLE 2.5.4-3

ESTIMATED CONDENSATE FILM DEPTH ON

TURBINE HOUSING SIX-STAGE

POTASSIUM TURBINE

( I-;T-L)8+= 10+ 28_--._-L] _v

The condensate flow rates are based on the

turbine casing inside diameter. Parametric curves

for the film height are presented in Figures 2.5.4-2
and 3. Estimates on the depth of liquid film on the

potassium and cesium turbines of NAS 5-250 are

given in Tables 2.5.4-3 and 4.
J

N = I05
re, v

N _2xt05

0.0_

--3 _ 105

_4 x 105

--Sx I05

_£ =05

67:105

O,O •

log 200 300 400 500 600

Q_ - DIMENSIONLESS LIQUID FiLM FLOW RATE 611895-4B

mk.a.

lxtl

Cu_ula tlv¢ Coml._l

FI_ hie (p_)

3R 3.6 • 10 "6

4$ I. _ = 10 "3

4!1 9. 71 x 10 -3

-IS O. 0195

5R O, i_316

6S O. 0555

6R 0, 0616

Q * N _ 10 .5 i/It ° = 104 (_ls)
m,v

0.a_e 5.12 0,071 0. l_

14.3 5.D4 l.lB 0.1_

71.5 4.94 2.04 0.317

133, 4, 95 3, 69 0+ 496

197. 4.J09 4,30 0.712

326. 4.16 5._0 1.07

338. 4J3 5+66 1,2|

TABLE 2.5.4-4

ESTIMATED CONDENSATE FILM DEPTH ON
TURBINE HOUSING TWO-STAGE CESIUM ....

TURBINE

Bled= _ Cu_lattv. Coe_ieroat. I 6/li = 105 I (mi&l=)

9.1 • 10 °5 0.901 1.17 0.0126

4.2_ 10 -4 3.77 1.26 O. 0_59

0.0015 11.6 1.31 0.0649

O, 0(_1 20,2 1,35

Figure 2.5.4-2 Effect of Condensate Film Reynold's
Number on Film Thickness
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• Average Drop Size Sheared From Casing Liquld

It is anticipated that the condensate film
flowing over the casing will at least in part be
atomized. Since this is presumably a random pro-
cess, some of the drops will have relatively short
time-of-flight available before impinging on the
rotor blades. These drops can be relatively large
and the resulting erosion on the rotor blades might
be severe.

The average droplet size was estimated on
the basis of the sheet atomization mechanism as

given in Section 2.7. The equation derived for the
average droplet size is

-"d" = 17.0 _nL IsL

For the turbine casing, the momentum term
is negligible compared to the wall friction term, and
the equation reduces to

j = 17 _L _"-_)

.. "L/

where d is in microns. The wall friction drag per 2.
unit area,_ , was calculated from the Wrobel and

McManus equation for the wall friction drag co-

efficient Cf, or 3.

CF _0.33 n _kS( ] _ ]0/$ +) 4.

To calculate the average droplet slze, the

condensate flow rates rhI were based on the housing
inside diameters. The results are presented in
Table 2.5.4-5.

These average droplet sizes are significantly 5.
larger than the average droplet size entering the rotor
blades from the stators of either turbine. In the case

of the potassium turbine, the drops are certainly
large enough to cause physical impact erosion damage.
Therefore, periodic moisture removal similar to that 6.
in steam turbines is indicated for the potassiumtur-
bine if erosion is to be minimized.

TABLE 2.5.4-5

MEAN DROPLET SIZES FROM SHEET ATOM-
IZATION OF CONDENSATE ON THE
POTASSIUM AND CESIUM TURBINE

HOUSINGS

Tuebbl _Ir_l ¢ _"

llde bw Exh (mkrons)

61( -3R 4.48

61( -45 75.3
_g( - 4R 149.

6K - 5S 235.
6K - 5R 331.

-6_ 455.
6K-6R 6_.

2Cs - 15 5, 38
2CI - 1R 5.06

_C1-2S 17.4
_Cm-2R 40.7
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2.6 TRANSPORT OF ATOMIZED DROPS BE-

TWEEN STATORS AND ROTORS (ADROP
CODE)*

2.6.1 Background

This section describes the detailed aspects
of the tubular blade erosion model which deals with

the transport of potentially damaging liquid in the
axlal space between stator exit planes and rotor
inlet planes.

The source of mostof the potentially damag-
ing moisture in steam and alkali metal turbines is the
process of condensation in the bulk vapor by spon-

taneous nucleation. The condensate particles are
generally less than a micron in diameter, so that if
the turbine is well designed and orderly flow pre-
vails, most of the moisture will follow the vapor
streamlines and will exit from the turbine without

interacting with the blades. A small fraction of the
condensate fog will, however, tend to collect on
blade surfaces because of the curvature of the flow

passagesand the rotation of the moving blades.

These impacts by themselves cause negligible damage
because of the small size of the particles involved.
The moisture collected in this fashion on stator pas-
sage walls is carried along axially by the drag forces
of the vapor stream toward t_e downstream end of
the stator. The liquid is then torn away from the
stator trailing edge in a primary atomization process.
A wide spectrum of drop sizes is produced, with some
diameters approaching the stator trailing-edge thick-
hess. Mc_t of the observed impact erosion damage is
caused by drops formed in this manner.

Condensation directly on blade surfaces and
boiler carry-over are other sources of moisture which
may be considered. These would tend to dominate in

mercury vapor machines, for instance, where con-
dereation in the bulk vapor is theoretically negligible..

The work presented here is concerned with
the motion of the moisture, regardless of _ts origin,
after the conclusion of primary atomization. The
analytical basis of the transport model will be dis-
cussed and a digital computer code package called
ADROP will be described. This code ;s written in

FORTRAN IV and was developed to unify the various
numerical procedures involved in this phase of the
overall turbine blade erosion model.

Analytical Model of Atomized Drop Trare-

The central problem is the solution of the
equation of motion of a drop of liquid in the space
between the stator from which it was d;scharged and
the rotor inlet plane. Mechanical era61on rates tend
to be drop-size and velocity dependent. The upper
limit of drop sizes which will impact the rotor blades
is largely determined by the vapor wake characteris-
tics immediately downstream of the stators.

_T. C. Varl jen, Supervisar, Systems & Technology,
Astronuclear Laboratory, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15236

The primary drops are caught up in the de-

caying wake. Some of these will simply be accelera-
ted to some fraction of the local vapor velocity and
will ultimately impact upon the rotors. Drops at the
upper end of the size spectrum produced by primary
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atomization will be unstable with respect to the
applied aerodynamic forces and will fragment prior
to impact. The latter process will be termed
"secondary atomizatlon." Drops traveling along
streamlines near the edge of the stator wakes are sub-

ject to the greatest aerodynamic forces, while drops
moving along the wake axis, essentially in the trough

of the velocity defect, will experience the least
amount of disruption. The largest, and hence po-
tentially the most damaging, drops which reach the
rotors will be those which move on streamlines near
the wake centerline.

The study of the motion of atomized con-
densate has been undertaken on several levels. First,

relaHvely simple closed form solutions of the equation
of motion were obtained for certain special cases.
A completely general dimensionless formulation of
the equation of motion was also obtained and solved
numerically. Finally, a detailed calculational pro-
cedure was developed to provide special solutions.

• The Bulk Flow Impact Ve!ocity

A closed form solution to the drop motion
problem has been derived for the special case of a
drop moving along the wake-edge under bulk flow
conditions. The aerodynamic force on a detached
drop is given by:

Fd = 1/2C D Pv Vr2Ad (1)

where A d is the drop cross-sectlonal area and V is
the relahve velocity of the drop with respect torthe

local vapor stream velocity. That is Vr = U - Vd.
If the drop remains intacttits equation of motion will
be:

dV d
- s

or:

dVd = 3 CD Pv

d t _- -_d _'L (U'Vd)2
(2)

Two assumptions were made to get a closed-form

solution to the above. First, the local vapor velocity
was assumed to be constant and equal to the bulk

flow velocity at the stator exlt plane (U = Uo), and
second, the following form of the drag coefficient
was assumed:

b

aRe b = a (U°- Vd) Pv DdJ
c D (3)

Pv J
Unfortunately the drag coefficient cannot (as far as
we know) be represented by a single general re-
lationship aReb aver the Reynolds Number range of
interest. According to Lambirls and Combs(1), for

the distorted drops:

C D = 27 Re-84 O_<Re_<80 (,Ca)

CD = .271 R_217 80<Re _<104 (4b)

CD = 2 104< Re (4c)

The data which the above relations fit is shown

graphically in Figure 2.6-1. Experimental data from
References (I) and (2) are shown. The solution to
the equation of motion, relaHng distance traveled
and drop terminal velocity, covering cases (4a) and

(4b), was Found to be
-(b* 1)

For the case of a constant drag coefficient (case 4c
for instance) the following solution was obtained:

4 Dd PL _'o d ) 1
,  jUo

,o

,P

_m

Figure 2.6-1 Drag of Spheresand Liquid Drops
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Note that CDo is associated with Reo, the bulk flow
Reynolds Number. Three distinct closed form solu-

tions have therefore been obtained corresponding

to the three Reynolds Number ranges used to repre-
sent the drag coefficient. A convenient dimensionless

representation of these solutions is shown in Figure

2.6-2. The drop term[nal-ta-free-stream velocity

ratio is plotted as a function of the parameter group

_dd/ /_Z_-L/CDo. Ifpv the local Number ofReynolds O

drop stays completely within one of the Reynolds

Number ranges throughout its trajectory, the approp-

riate general trajectory curve will be followed.
Otherwise, the curves form an envelope covering the

behavior of cases where the Reynolds Number drops

from one range to the next.

iiI,L : , c, !?;:!
k_

o

)o-1 _0o7 lo-i ioa 101 _0t

Figure 2.6-2 Analytic Solutions for the Bulk Flow

Drop Impact Velocity

• General Dimensionless Formulation

For the general case of motion with a vari-

able field (_., within a stator wake for instance) a

closed form solution does not seem possible because

of the complexity of the resulting equation of motion.

It has been noted that from the point of view of the

erosion model the most important path of drop motion
is near the axis of the stator wake.

Lelbleln and Roudebush (3) have correlated

the variation of wake trough velocity with down-

stream distance with the following expression:

• x (7)U.m,n = Uo (1-.13/v' T + .025)

The above is based on a limited amount of data for

blade cascades with essentially zero tTailing-edge
thicknesses.

The basic equation of motion, now written for the
wake axis streamline is then:

[(o ,)'d V d d V d 3 ev t f -V (81

_v_ _ - T _ _. _ _i.-v

when the drag coeffic|ent is represented functionally

by:

Cd "= f Umln - Vd) IJ v j

Now abbrevlat[ng eq (8) so that Um[ n = Uog(e ),
where e = x/c, leads to

with Kd as the inertial parameter:

3 Pv C

The above has been solved numerically for

the velocity ratio as a function of referred distance

along the wake axis (x/c) with K d and Reo as para-
meters. Figure 2.6-3 shows a few of the solutions
which have been obtained.

- j

%._o-1

_5

Figure 2.6-3 General Solutions for the Terminal
Velocity of Drops Traveling along Stator

Wake Axis Streamlines

These solutions by themselves are instructive

guides to the overall relations between the parameters.

It is conceivable that a least squares analysis of the

various relations could be used to produce a "univer-
sal solution" curve of the form:
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Vd (x _nl n2 n3 (10)U = _ Kd Reo
0

From the paint of view of turbine erosion, however,

knowledge of the ultimate impact velocity is not

sufficient and must be complemented by a secondary

atomization study. It is for this reason that the de-

tailed computer model was developed.

Computer Model of Atomized Drop Trans-

The scope of the ADROP code package is
as fol lows:

a) Estimation of stator blade boundary-

layer characteristics

b) Generation of the local velocity field

within the vapor wake downstream of stator blades

c) Numerical integration of the equation

of motion of drops traveling along various wake

streamlines and the estimation of secondary atomiza-
tion effects.

d) Solution of drop impact velocity tri-
angles to provide information on the magnitude of

the normal component of impact velocity and the

physical location of erosion.

• Stator Blade Boundary Layer Characteristics

The vapor wake downstream of stator blades

is assumed to be controlled prlmaHly by the viscous

dissipation of the boundary layer at the trailing-edge

of the blades. The boundary layer properties required
include the momentum thickness, displacement thick-

ness, full thickness, and the form factor. The

local momentum thickness of the boundary layer/.,
is found by integrating a form of Truckenbrodt' s_41

equa fi on:

-3 n+ 1 S/S o . , 3+2/n "S n/(n+l)

t = _UU_ ) (2C=_f) -=_/ (U_) d(=_o ) (11)

where the exponent n is taken to be six, correspond-

ing to large Reynolds numbers, and the friction factor

is specified by the empirical expression for flat

plate, turbulent flow:

Cf = .074/_e 0"2 (12)

In this statement of the Truckenbrodt

equation it was assumed that the boundary layer
is turbulent along the entire blade length. This is a

useful approximation and does not have an appreciable

effect on the results at the trailing edge. The shape

factor may be obtained as shown in

L = -.23÷ .0o76( "---_-r-_ + .o3o4_.Ro+ j. _,, _
_.+,1 kOo/

(__.i_ / 1.0608 f /.._._ J+ .0076 n ln_ - --_ Jn d_ (13)

"+ ' s/s° / u \3 • 2/. d(S/So
=

As before laminar terms do not appear in the

equations and the integrations are performed to the

inlet edge of the blade, rather than to the laminar-

turbulent transition point. The form factor H is

related to the shape factor by:

._E E 1 dE (14)
I_ : H-1 T

0

where E and H are related empirically by:

1.269 H
E - H - .379 (i5)

The lower limit of integration, E , is taken
0

as 1.74 to make L = zero correspond to the case of
the flat plate with zero pressur, gradlenb i.e., H =

1.4. The empirical form (eq. 15) is in good agreement

with experimental data below H = 1.7 (Ref. 6). For
larger values of H the correlation breaks down so that

the equation is supplemented by a table of experi-
mental data for use when 1.6 < H < 2.6.

The remaining local boundary layer characteristics
may be found after Schlichting( 6_ by applying the

general power-law velocity-distrlbution where:

1/n
= .._Z_ (16)

u 8

so that:

and

2
n = $t'q- (17)

B* 1 (I8)
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8" = e H (19)

• The Generation of Stator Wake Velocity Profiles

The objective is to obtain a two-dlmension-
al representation of the vapor velocity field between
a stator exlt plane and the inlet plane of the follow-
ing rotor. Most of the work which has been done in
thls area has been oriented toward evaluating overall

losscoefficients. There has apparently been very
little interest in the fine structure of wakes per se.
The work of Lieblein and Roudebush(3) comes closest

to satisfying the requirements of the transport model
in thls respect. The analysis just cited deals with the
low-speed wake characteristics of two-dlmensional
cascade and isolated airfoil sections. Strictly speak-
ing, the conditions present in axial flow turbines are

not quite the same as those assumed in the analysis.

The approach taken by Lieblein and Roude-
bush is to assume that the wake is formed by the
merging of the boundary layers on the upper and
lower blade surfaces at the trailing edge. The wake

is eventually re-energized by a mixing processbe-
tween the wake and the free-stream flow. The varia-

tion of certain wake properties with downstream
distance is then predicted from both empirlcal and
theoretical considerations.

A qualitative picture of the velocity pro-
files normal to the wake trough is shown in Figure
2.6-4. Note that the inclination of the wake center-

line to the turbine axls is a slowly varying function
of axial distance. Similarly, the wake minimum
veloclty increases and the wake-edge velocity or
free-stream velocity decreasesslightly with distance
as a result of momentum transfer as the wake re-

energizes.

The wake model appears to be particularly

good where the ratio of blade trailing-edge thlckness
to chord length approaches zero and at a nominal
dlstance downstream of the trailing edge. It is clear
that very complex flow patterns will exist lmmedlately
downstream of blades of finite trailing-edge thick-

hess. In fact, separate vortex flow may exist in many
cases. The characteristics of the wake near the

trailing edge are very important from the erosion
point of view and directly affect the question of the
upper size limit of drops reachlng the rotor plane.
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The atomized drops from the stator are shed
into this region of complex flow. There is probably
a sheltered region immediately downstream of the
blade wlth components of flow both transverse and
axial. Steam turbine observations indicate that the

drops will migrate rather slowly deep in the wake_
and at somepoint downstream are suddenly caught

up and accelerated. Becauseof the uncertainty in
th[s processa "dead-space" correction of about four
trailing edge thicknesses has been arbitrarily intro-
duced. The integration of the drop equation of mo-
tion is therefore begun at the edge of the dead space
rather than at the blade traillng-edge.

The variation of wake trough velocity has
previously been given (eq. 7 above). No consistent
quantitative model for the actual shape of the trans-
verse profile has been advanced. Provided the mini-
mum and wake-edge velocities are reasonably correct,
a half-slne curve fit to the two known points should
yield consistent results for the transverse velocity
profile. This method does not, however, account for

the observed asymmetry in the wake. At the trailing
edge the effective total boundary layer thickness

is the sum: 8te = 6p, te + _is,te (20)

The remaining trailing edge properties may be obtain-

ed from: _, : +
te 8p_te _s,te (21)

ere = ep, te 4- es'te (22)

; 6"Hte te/ere (23)

ROTOIt
P_T

- _' _Ue_lN{ AXl$

._--AXIAL $_CING -- --

v v

0 o

Figure 2.6-4 Qualitative Representationof Vapor
Wake DevelopmentDownstreamof a

Stator BladeSection



The variation of the wake form factor was fitted in

(6)by: N : C24)

/%

The wake momentum thickness parameters, g, and

the flow angle simultaneously satisfy:

1
l- _' (I+H x) -

x 2 cos2 /_
x

= constant = k I (25)
(I- _x Hx)2

1 - _x (1 - Hx)

(1 - _ H )2 tan /_x
x x

where:

= constant = _/F, 2

(26)

_' = j' # _ " (27)
x \ c / x COS _x

Equations (25) and (26) may be solved by

simultaneous iteration for '_'x and/_x" The constants
are evaluated in terms of the trailing edge condition,

H.te, g. and /_.. The wake-edge velocity may
t rethen be _ound from:

V (b/2, x) cos/3 x (I -_xHx) = constant = k3 (28)

The ratio Vmin, x,A/ (_, x) is specified by the trough

velocity equatlon(7) so that by applying (28) the
trough velocity is obtained. Using a half-sine fit

the transverse velocity profile is then:

Transverse wake position is specified by the ratio (_)

y/(_/2), which is unity at the wake edge and zero
at the centerline.

The latter positions are generally the most interest-

ing. It is assumed that if a drop starts out on a par-

ticular streamline y/(6/2), it continues in this

relative position until it impacts.

• Drop Acceleration and SecondaryAtomization*

The drop size spectrum from primary atomi-

zation may be estimated using the method given in

Section 2.7. The empirical Nuklyama-Tanasawa

distribution function is applied and from these re-

suits a suitable group of drop sizes may be chosen

for the drop transport analysis. The general drop

equation of motion (eq. 2) may be solved for the

drop terminal velocity as a function of drop size and
wake pasiHon, with the local vapor velocity within

the wake obtained following the procedure outlined
above.

The conditions for subsequent drop frag-

mentatlon or secondary atomization may be correla-
ted in terms of a critical Weber Number. This sub-

ject has been given much attention in the atomization

literature in recent years; however, a consistent

guide to its formulation remains to be found.**

Much of the empirical work has been done with
steam or air streams and correlations suitable for use

with liquid metal systems remain to be substantiated.
Gardner (7), for instance, recognized two regimes

for the critical Weber Number in steam systems. For

cases where drops were introduced into a relatively

slow-moving stream, which was gradually accelerated,

he recommends a "steady-flow" critical Weber Num-

ber of 22. For the case of abrupt acceleration he
recommends a "shock" critical Weber Number of 13.

Other authors (Nicholson(8) for instance) have re-

ported an even wider range of critical Weber num-
bers. In lieu of more definitive data we have ten-

tatively adopted Gardners' results with the following

rationale. The Weber Number is defined by:

V 2 Dd (30)PV r
We -

a L

and is essentially the ratio of the local dynamic

force to the surface tension. In the low pressure end

of steam turbines the drop relative velocity, hence

drop Weber Number, increases gradually to a maxi-
mum and then decreases with downstream travel.

The conditions fit the "steady-f(ow" Weber Number

* A comparison of calculated values of drop velocity
for the Yankee turbine and experimental values from

a CERL steam cascade is given in Appendix 2.6 to
this section.

** A more detailed discussion of this subject is
undertaken in Section 2.7.
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criterion of 22. In small alkali metal turbines the on-

set of acceleration is quffe abrupt, with the peak

Weber Number occurring initially. This situation

suggests use of the "shock" critical Weber Number

for these systems.

As far as the trajectory model is concerned,

therefore, secondary atomization ls assumed to begin
when a certain fixed Weber Number is exceeded

anywhere along the trajectory of a drop. The d_s-

ruptlon process takes a finite amount of time and it

is usually important to know whether the distance

between blade rows is sufficient to insure complete

atomization of all unstable drops° From basic con-
siderations it can be shown (9) that the disruption t|me

shows the following dependence:
D

d
Pl-'_'- (31)t c= --V---'-

r _4_v

From the data of Wolfe and Anderson (2) the time to

the start of disruption was estimated to be:

! E)CI [ _L (32)

and the elapsed time to complete breakup was:

' ' Dcl _ (33_
t = 2.8 r-_ N_v

In the trajectory model reported here, when

the local drop Weber Number exceeds the critical

value at some time t, the disruption tlme t' ' is

computed. Disruption is assumed to be completed at
that point on the trajectory where time t + t ' '

has elapsed. Presumably for drops with maximum

Weber Numbers close to critical the drop may revert
to a more stable condition prior to time t + t '. How-

ever, the uncertainty in the magnitude of the critical

Weber Number precludes the use of such a refine-
ment at this time.

When a primary drop disintegrates, a spec-
trum of secondary drop sizes may be expected, just

as in the case of primary atomization. The mass

mean diameter D' d of the secondary drops is
evaluated from the Wolfe-Anderson expression:

1/3

136_ L _, 3/2Dd1/2Dd = _ 4
ev V r

(34)

where all the quantities are evaluated for conditions

at time t, that is, at the point where the critical
Weber Number is first exceeded.

When the above analysis is concluded for a

given turbine stage, an upper limit for the size of

impacting drops will be obtained. The original pri-

mary drop distribution will be modified such that the

"tail" extending beyond the maximum stable drop

size will be removed° The fraction of the total spray

volume represented by the tall represents the new

secondary drop distribution which is now added to
the original distribution. The mechanics of these

calculations are discussed in Section 2.7. Compari-

son of calculated secondary drop distributions ob-

talned using equation 34 with actual measurements in

a large steam turbine are in poor agreement.

• !mpact Velocity and the Geometry of Impact

The geometry conventions employed in this

discussion are shown in Figure 2.6-5. Consider the

inlet region of a rotor section at some fixed blade

height. The pitch, S, tangential blade speed U.,
and the rotor inlet blade angle are thus fixed. II:he

velocity V d is the terminal drop velocity which is
obtained from the solution of the equation of motion

discussed previously. The direction of V d is essen-
tially that of the stator jet velocity; however, its

magnitude depends on drop slze. The drop velocity

relative to the rotor is given by:
t

Wd = _ U1 2+ Vd 2 - 2U ! VdSi n c* (35)

The "shadow angle" a d satisfies:

U1 -VdS]n a

cos _d = Wd (36)

Depending on the angle of the blades and the angle

of incidence of the drops, there will be generally

a blade region which will be shadowed and free of

damaging impacts. To estimate the extent of un-

shadowed blade surface, a first approximation is to
consider the "impoction length" AL defined along

the tangent to the blade centerllne at its nose. The

actual impaction zone is the convex surface cut by

the tangent line. A relation for AL in terms of the

blade spacing S and angles e i and "d is:

sin _'d

_,L _ S s-_-_i +_d) (37)
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Figure 2.6-5 Drop Impingement Geometry

If the angles =, and n. are acute, the approximationa
is relatively goT0d. Otherwise, scale drawings of
the blades must be used.

The treatment employed by the overall
erasion model to estimate material removal holds

that it is the normal component of the component of

the impacting drop velocity which is most directly re-

lated to the extent of damage. This component is
obtained by noting that the angle _ included between

- _.. Therefore:W d and W n is _r/2- a d f

W n = W d cos/3= WdS_n(c_d+ai) (38)

Drops at the upper end of the size spectrum

will have the smallest arrival velocity. In the limit,

for very small Vd, IW J--_ull and the impact region
is essentially confinea_ltolthe I blade nase. Such a

situation is very unlikely since the unbroken drops

below the secondary atomization limit are accelera-
ted to an appreciable fraction of the free stream

velocity.

At the other extreme some of the smallest

drops wi!l a_rlve at essentially free stream velocity

so that IWdl"°'a The normal velocity W will be lar-I . . n
gest when V d = o and will decrease linearly to zero
when V d reaches the free stream value. For some
value of drop terminal velocity the vectors W and

W d will coincide. Beyond this point, in the a_lrec-

tlon of higher terminal velocities and smaller drop

dlameters, the impact length concept breaks down.

The significant impact area is the nose since W d is

normal to the no6e at some point. The cross-over

point is represented analytically by the condition
/_= o. It follows then that:

-- 11"

_do "_ "_i (39)

u i

Vdo = sin (cot ado-1 ) (40)

Wd ° = Vd ° sin_ (41)
s.ln _do

Therefore, when VabV, the relative
velocity W d will exceed W n an_°hould be considered
as far as potential damage is concerned. Note that

increasing the blade speed has the effect of increas-

ing Vdo, thus decreasing the tendency of the damage
to be confined to the nose area.

2.6.4 Description of the ADROP Code Package

The ADROP code is designed to examine

in detail the transport of atomized condensate from

the stator exit plane to the rotor inlet plane In wet
vapor axial flow turbines. The code facilitates

parameter surveys and can be used to systematically
test the implications of various assumptions made in

the model. The computational model as outlined in

the previous section is far from definitive, in fact

it represents a first cut at a comprehensive explana-
Hon of observed phenomena.

A single stage and blade height pasition is

examined at one time, however, as many problems as

necessary may be run consecutively. Temperature-
dependent working fluid properties are computed by

an auxiliary subroutine, with a present capacity of

eight materials: lithium, sodium, potassium, rubid-

ium, cesium, mercury, NaK-78, and water. For a

given stage, geometry, and bulk flow condition, a

range of drop sizes are introduced into the vapor
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stream at various wake pas!tions. Terminal velocities
are obtained for all drops. If the flow conditions are

such that a drop satisfies the condition of aerodynam-
ic instability, the approximate location of disruption
is noted and the massmean diameter of secondary
drops is estimated.

The program source language is FORTRAN
IV. The code is oriented toward the CDC machines

3600, 6400, and 6600; however, compatibility with
equivalent IBM equipment can be achieved with a
minimum of effort. On the CDC 6600 system opera-
ted by the Westlnghouse Tele-Computer Center the
field length required by the code, associated system
routines, and storage areas is 18,000 words decimal.
Calculations and output are in cgs units, with inputs
in common engineering units. Options are available
to control the quantity of printed output and the se-
quence of calculations. A source language listing of
each item in the code package may be found in
Appendix B to this section.

• The Main Program

Input functions, inltialization, and option
selection are handled by the main program. Data is
input using the format-free NAMELIST feature. For
each individual problem the input consists of a title
card, and a sequence of cards defining quantities in
the NAMELIST DRP. The 80-column card image of
the title card is used to _dentify the output listing.
Variables in the DRP llst are/DRP/KOP, TR, VFREE,
GDAT, XS, VS, XP, VP, PD, SD, PDS, SDS, PTH,
STH, XQ, DIAM.

It should be emphasized that only those
numbers required to do a particular problem config-

uration need to be |nput. Data is transferred from
one problem to the next. Thus, the first problem in

a series mlght have a complete input setrwhile sub-
sequent problems might only require one or two in-
put numbers. The input llst variables involved are

defined in Table 2.6-I. Blade surface velocity plots
may be obtained in several ways. Our usual practice
has been to employ the code of Reference 14 to
generate this data°

Material properties required for the working
fluid in question are the density of vapor and liquid,
the viscosity of vapor and liquid and the surface ten-
sion of the liquid. These are obtained by calling
subroutine PROPM. The data is then stored in com-

mon block/PRP/for later use. Table 2.6-2 lists the
important common blocks used for intersubroutlne
communication. A specific sampie problem will be
discussed in Section 2.6 to illustrate the input and
output formats.

• Subroutine TRUCK

The calculation of the boundary layer pro-
perties along blade surface is handled in a code de-
vised by W. K. Fentress. The code has been recast
into subroutine form and incorporated into the ADROP

system. The input surface velocity tables, which may
contain as few as four points each is expanded into
a 40-point table using parabolic spline rnterpolation
(subroutine SPLINT). The Truckenbrodt boundary
layer equation and the shape factor equation are
then integrated by the trapezoidal method.
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Na me Definition

TA BLE 2.6-1

ADROP INPUT NAMELIST DEFINITIONS

Name Deft ni tlon

KOP(1)

KOP(2)

KOP(3)

KOP(4)

KOP(5)

KOP(6)

KOP(7)

KOP(8)

KOP(9)

KOP(IO)

TR

V FREE

Working Fluid sentinel (see definition

of JFLUID on page 42)

Number of stator blades

Number of rotor blades

Shaft RPM

Boundary-layer calculation option
(subroutine TRUCK) <3 calculation
is deleted. Otherwise KOP(5)
specifies the number of referred

posltlon-veloclty pairs to be input.

TRUCK IO sentinel. If KOP(6) > 0
detailed boundary layer results will
be printed.

TRAX option sentinel. If KOP(7)<_ 0
trajectory calculations will be deleted.
A value greater than zero sets the
trajectory print interval.

IMPAX option. IF KOP(8) >_0 the
drop impact geometry will be examined.

Wake option. If KOP(9) _>0 full
wake treatment will be used. Other-
wise the approximate treatment is
specified.

Debug option
= 0 option ignored
>0 data will be printed out during
each wake iteration

= 2 trajectory data will be printed
for each trial integration step.

BoIk vapor temperature at stator exit
(°R)

Stator exit jet velocity (feet/sec.)

XQ

GDAT(1)

GDAT(2)

GDAT(3)

GDAT(4)

GDAT(5)

GDAT(6)

GDAT(7)

GDAT(8)

GDAT(9)

GDAT(10)

GDAT(I I)

DIAM

XS, XP

VS, VP

PD, SD

PDS, SDS

PTH, STH

Bulk vapor quality at stator exit.

Stator exit flow angle (angle a in
Figure 5)

Inlet rotor blade angle (angle a. in
Figure 5) l

Tra_llng-edge multiplier used to
define the dead-space.

Critical Weber Number

Stator exit section diameter (inches)

Rotor inlet section diameter (inches)

Axial space between stator exit and
rotor inlet planes (inches)

Stator trailing-edge thickness (inches)

Stator chord length (inches)

Pressure surface length (inches)

Suction surface length (inches)

Array of nine drop diameters (microns)

Arrays of referred posltlons in suction
and pressure sides

Arrays of referred surface velocities

on suction and pressure sides.

Pressure and suction side boundary
layer th{cknesses (cm)

Pressure and suction side displacement
thicknesses (cm)

Pressure and suction side momentum

thicknesses (cm)
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TABLE 2.6-2

COMMON BLOCK LAYOUT IN PROGRAM
ADRO P

BLOCK DEFINITIONS

/PRP/MAT,TEMP, RHOV, RHOL, SIGL, VISL, VISV

/TBG/CHORD, PITCH, BTE, PD , Sb, PDS, SDS, PTH, STH, VZERO

/GEO/NSTAT, NROTR, RPM, ALPHA, ALPHI, F DEAD, WDC, DSTAT, DROTR, AXSP, STE,

SCHD, SPARC, SSARC

/CST/JOB(IO), JMAT(10), PI, RD, NYD, DIAM(10)

/BUG/IBUG

/ICON/H, HMAX, HMIN, RELB, ABS B

/fl'RX/...

BLOCK REFERENCES

MAIN TRUCK TRAX DERIV

PRP X X X X

TBG X X X X

GEO X X X

CST X X X X

BUG X X

ICON X X

rRX X X

| t/IMPAX W*_i, E ICEAD

X

X

X

X
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Calling Sequence

Call TRUCK (M, SS, SP, XXS, XVS, XXP,
XVP, I(_) where:

M is the number of surface velocity points to
be input for each surface.

SS is the length of the suction surface.

SP is the length of the pressure surface.

XXS is the array of M suction surface referred
position polnts.

XVS is the array of referred surface velocities
corresponding to each value of XXS.

XXP, XVP are the position and velocity arrays for
the pressure side

I_ is the output listing control sentinel. If

I_> 0 a listing of boundary layer prop-
erties along the blade will be obtained.

Output quantities required for subsequent
calculations in other subroutines are placed in com-
mon block/TBG/. These are PD, SD, PDS, SDS, PTH,

STH, which are the pressure and suction side trailing
edge values of boundary layer, displacement and

momentum thicknesses. No assumptions are made
internally concerning units. The unit of length used
for the surface lengths SS and SP, however, should
be the same as that used in the thermophysieal prop-
erties. In the context of the ADROP code the units

are cgs.

Probable flow separation is indicated if the

shape factor (Eq. 13 above) L (_) < -0.18 at any
point. This condition is identified by a diagnostic
message. If this sltuatlon occurstthe integer I_
is set to -10 before control returns to the main pro-
gram. Thls is used to prevent the subsequent tra-
jectory calculations from startlng. Dato for the
next problem is then read in so that the failure of
one problem will not interrupt the entire s_quence.

Output llstlngs which may be obtained are:

a) The input surface velocity tables

b) Boundary layer properties at each sur-
face position (optional)

c) Summary of the trailing-edge boundary
layer values.

A listing of the subroutine is given in
Appendix B to this section. Note that common
blocks PRP/, TBG/and EST/are required by the
subroutine.

• Subroutine WAKE

The function of this subroutine is to provide
the local vapor velocity at a specified position with-
in a stator blade wake. Common block/l"BG/is used
to transmit the numerical values of the stator chord,

exit pitch, jet velocity, and the boundary layer
displacement and momentum thicknesses at the stator
trailing-edge. The calling sequence for the sub-
routine is:

CALL WAKE (NS, X×, YD, VXY, BX)

where:

XX

YD

VXY

BX

is the distance from the trailing edge along
the wake centerllne where the vapor velo-
city is required

is the transverse position y/(_/2) within
the wake. It is necessary that 0< YD < 1

B

is the output local vapor velocity

is the local wake angle in radlans, i.e.,
the inclination of the wake centerline to
the turbine axis.
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NS is used as a control sentinel which is set

prior to the first WAKE CALL. If NS = 0
when WAKE is called, the constants de-
fined by Equations 25, 26 and 28 are eval-
uated using trailing edge boundary layer
data. WAKE changes NS to unity so that
on subsequent calls the inltlalization section
of the subroutine is skipped. If boundary
layer data is not available, useful approxi-
mate solutions may be obtained assuming a
constant free stream velocity and flow angle
downstream of the stator. In this case the

user must preset NS = 1. Only two values
of YD may be used; YD = 0 or YD = 1 in
this situation.

The simultaneous iterative solutlon of

equations 25, 26 and 28 is accomplished with the
assistance of the auxiliary subroutine VERGE° If
convergence of the iteratlve process has not been
accomplished after 20 attempts, there is usually some-
thing wrong with the input data° The process is sus-
pended and a diagnostic printed out. The sentinel
NS is set to 10 and control returned to the calling
routine. It is recommended that NS be tested after

each return so that appropriate action may be taken
in the event of an fferation failure.

It is required that the unit of length used
in the data in common block/TBG/be consistent with
those employed in the input arguments XX and VXY.

• Subroutine TRAX

TRAX is the control subroutine for the in-

tegration of the drop equation of motion. A fourth-
order Adams predictor-corrector method is .Jsed in

auxiliary subroutine ICEAD to perform the actual
numerical integration. TRAX initializes ICEAD for
each trajectory and stores final results° These re-
suits are eventually listed in a problem summary.
Normally thirty trajectories are computed for each
problem, i.e, one for each combination of the three
wake positions (V/(_/2) = 0,0.35, and 1) and the ten
input drop diameters. If the approximate wake treat-
ment is used, the two limiting wake poslt[ons (Y/

(_/2) = 0., 1) are used so that twenty trajectories are
computed.

The summary printout lisls, for each drop
diameter and wake positions, the time-of-flight,
terminal drop velocity, initial and final relative
velocities, the maximum Weber Number, and the fi-
nal flow angle. A secondary atomization summary is
also given. For each _rop that satisfies the disrup-
tion criteria the summary lists the tlme-to-complete
disruption, mass-mean diameter of secondary drops
produced, drop velocity when the critical Weber
Number is reached, and the referred distances to
disruption. The absolute disruption distance is the
total path length from the stator trailing edge to the
estimated point of complete disruption. The first
referred quantity gives the distance in drop diameters.
The second gives the ratio of the absolute disruption
distance to the total path length available between
the stator and rotor planes. The distances are used
to indicate whether there is sufficient space for the
unstable primary drops to completely disintegrate
before impact.

The input argument I_ controls the print
interval for the printout of values along the trajec-

tory. If I_< 0 the printout is deleted. The print
interval is computed by:

ZP = (AXSP-XDEAD_/(I_-I)

The effective total axial d_stance is the

axial blade space minus the dead space. An input
value of 1 I, for instance, will yield 11 sets of values

spaced at intervals of one-tenth the total distance.
The actual printing is done by subroutine DERIV.

• Subroutine DERIV

This subroutine is used in c onjuncfion with
the integration scheme ICEAD to provide derivatives,
intermediate printouts,and secondary atomization cal-
culations. Three entry points DERIV, STEPand FAIL
are employed. Thesesatisfy the requirements of
ICEAD. For each trail integratlonstep ICEAD will
call DERIV to obtain the derivatives associated with

the simultaneous differential equations at that point.
Certain error criteria are checked and if a given

time step produces satisfactory results ENTRY STEP
is called (the logic employed by ICEAD will be dis-
cussed below). When a trial integration fails, the
step size (in the time variable) is halved. The pro-
cess continues until an integration step yields satls-
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factory results or a fixed lower step size limit is
reached. In the latter event ICEAD calls FAIL

which takes appropriate action.

Common blocks used in the subroutine are

listed in Table 2.6-2. The calling sequence is as
follows:

CALL DERIV (1", ¥, D¥, IRET)

where:

is the present value of the time variable

Y is a two-word array containing the present
values of drop velocity, Y (1), and dis-
tance along the wake axis, Y (2).

DY is a two word array containing the deriva-
tives of Y (1) and Y (2).

IRET is a return sentlnel. During the integra-
tion process IRET remains zero. When the

integration is completed IRET is set to unity.

A debug option (see main program for de-
finition of KOP (10) is provided so that present
values of distance, time and velocity are listed for
each trlal time step. After each successful integra-
tion STEP is entered and if a print interval has elapsed_
the present values of timer distance along the wake

axis, distance along the turbine axis, absolute and

relative drop velocity, local Weber and Reynolds
Numbers, and the time step used are printed.

Subroutine WAKE is called after each time

step to get the local vapor velocity. If the wake
iteration fails, diagnostics are printed and IRET is
set to unity. This eventually returns control to sub-
routine TRAX so that the next trajectory may be
started. The terminal flow angle is set to -1 if the

wake calculation fails. Failure of the integration is
indicated by inserting a value of -1 in the final
velocity array.

• Subroutine IMPAX

The geometry of drop implngement is eval-
uated with subroutine IMPAX. The range of possible
absolute drop impact velocities is bounded by zero

and the stator exit jet velocity. Actually, the
secondary atomization limit prevents the larger and
slower moving dropsfrom reaching the rotor. In any
case the subroutine runs through all possible impact
velocities and computes the drop velocity relative
to the rotor, the normal component of impact velo-
city, and the impact length (these are defined as Wd,
Wn,and _L in Figure 2.6-5)°

Call ing Sequence

Call IMPAX (NB, BDIA, RPM, AL, Ai,
VZERO)

where"

NB is the number of rotor blades

BDIA is the inlet diameter at the blade height
in question

RPM is the rotor RPM

AL is the stator exit flow angle with respect
to the turbine axis.

AI is the actual rotor inlet blade angle (see
a. in Figure 2.6-5) with respect to the

ro[or inlet plane.

VZERO is the stator jet velocity.

It was pointed out previously that the im-
pact length approximation is only useful when im-
pacts on the convex blade surface occur. When

the conditions expressed by equations (39), (40) and
(41) occur, nose impacts are important and the
listed values of _L will be set to:

L = Scos e.
max !

• Auxiliary Subroutines

Four general purpose subroutines are in-
cluded in the code package. These were developed
in the context of the overall turblne erosion model;
however, they represent valuable tools which can be
used in many other circumstances. Each is described
fully in a separate report so that an abbreviated dis-
cusslon is presented here.
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• Subroutine SPLINT

This subrouHne is designed to perform in-
terpolation and differentiation using the parabolic
spline. The spline is generated by a closed form
expression, and an important characteristic of the
method is that the first derivatives of the array of

interpolated results are continuous. Unequal tabular
intervals may be employed and a special search
scheme has been devised to permit the independent
variable to be either monotonically increasing or
decreasing. A useful by-product of this method of
interpolation is that an estimate of the local deriva-
tive (of the interpolated curve) may be readily ob-
tained. The clo6ed-form solutions used are due to
Mintz and Jordan.

The subroutine has two entry poinls called
SPLINT and DYDX, the former for interpolation and
the latter for differentiation. The calling sequences
are:

CALL SPLINT (XT, YT, NT, XI, YI, NI, JX, JV)

CALL DYDX (XT, Y'r, HT, XI, DY, NI, JX, JY)

where:

The set (XT, YT) is the table in which the
interpolatTon is to be done. Dummy dimensions are
used for all arrays so that the storage space required
is set by the calling program. XI, Y! and DY are
listed as arrays; however, they may represent single
values.

• Subroutine VERGE

VERGE is designed to accelerate the con-
vergence of iteratlve processes. Many equations en-
countered in the numerical solution of engineering
problems do not permTt explicit solution for certain
variables; these must be solved By iterative tech-
niques. A good example is the simultaneous set of
equations (25), (26),and (28) employed in the stator
wake treatment discussedabove. The scheme utilized

by VERGE accelerates the rate of convergence if the
iteration converges and induces convergence if the
basic iteration process tends to diverge. The sub-
routine is based on the convergence algorithm of
Wegsteln(12). The general class of problems which

is of interest is that which may be written in the
form: x = f (x). The rlght-hand side is typically a
complicated transcendental relation or perhaps the
result of a lengthy numerical operation.

XT

YT

NT

XI

YI

DY

JX, JY

is the name of the independent variable

array

is the name of the dependent variable array

is the number of input (XT, YT) pairs. It is

required that NT> 4.

is the name of the array of input interpola-
tion arguments

is the name of the output array of interpola-
ted values

is the name,of the output array of first
derivatives

are integers representing the storage incre-
men_ in arrays XT and YT (standard
values: JX = JY = I).

• Calling Sequence

Call VERGE (XI, F_X, IK)
where:

XI is the present value of the interated vari-
able. User must supply an initial guess,
and at each passthrough VERGE XI will be
modified to induce convergence.

F_X is the value of the function F(XI) for the

present XI

IK is an iteration counter. User must preset
IK for the first iteration. It is updated by
VERGE and set negative when the con-
vergence test is met. Normally IK is pre-
set to zero. The user should test present
volues of IK as they are returned from
VERGE to detect convergence,
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• Convergence Criteria T

It is necessary to insure that machine under-
flows will not result. If one is searching for a root XI
near the origin, very small numbers (in absolute
value) will be encountered durlng the iteration.
Convergence is assumed if either of the following
conditions is satisfied. IRET

If(xn) -Xnl<EPS

Ixnl <ETA

where EPSand ETA are quantities defined in a DATA H
statement and may be modified by the user to fit
special situations, in the subroutine version des-
cribed here they have been given the values I x

10"10 and 1 x 10 -30, respectively. Non-convero HMAX
gence is not detected explicitly. The user should

check the present value of the iteration counter IK HMIN
against some upper limit appropriate for the particu-

lar problem at hand. For the wake parameter iteration RELB
in subroutine WAKE it has been found that if con-

vergence is not reached after 20 iterations, the input
data is usually at fault.

is input as the initial value of the inde-
pendent variable

input as the vector (one-dlmenslonal array)
of initial values of each of the N dependent
variables.

output integer return sentinel which must be
zero inltlally: When the subroutine detects
a non-zero value of IRET, control is return-

ed to the calling program. May be used to
indicate that the integration is completed-
either successfully or otherwise.

is input as the suggested initial step-size.
Will thereafter contain the present step size
selected by ICEAD.

is the maximum acceptable step slze.

is the minimum acceptable step size.

is the maximum acceptable relative error
(the ratio of the absolute difference be-
tween the predictor and corrector for each
independent variable).

• Subroutine ICEAD

This subroutine is a general purpose scheme
for solving systemsof ordinary differential equations.
A fourth-order Adams predictor-corrector method is
used with automatic error control. It is based on

ICEADAMS, an ALGOL-5000 procedure by GeiI
and Wei(13) which was translated into FORTRAN

by the author and modified for this application.

• Calling Sequence and Reclulred Common Block

CALL ICEAD (N, T, Xl, IRET)

COMMON/ICON/H, HMAX, HMIN,
RELB, ASBS

where:

N is the number of dependent variables_
(simultaneous differential equations)

ABSB is the maximum acceptable absolute error.
(If RELB is exceeded but the absolute dif-
ference between the predictor and correc-
tor values is smaller than ABSB, ICEAD
will accept the integration step as success-
ful. ABSB is used to guard against exceed-
ing the machine accuracy limits.

• General Use of the Subroutine

The analytical basis of the subroutine is
given in Reference 13 which describes the ALGOL

version. Certain mechanical aspects have been
changed due to language imcompatibillties; however,
the basi¢ numerical steps are identical in the two
versions.
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The common block ICON was incorporated
to permit optional user control of the error bounds in

the auxiliary subroutines. The FORTRAN version

described here has been dimensioned to permit the
solution of up to ten simultaneous differential

equations, The user is required to provide three

auxiliary subroutines with the names DERIV, STEP,
and FAIL. it is usually convenient to use one sub-

routine with three entry points to perform the approp-
riate functions.

• Subroutine DERIV (T, X, DX, IRET)

The argument llst consists of:

the present value of the independent varia-
ble (input)

vector of values of the dependent variables
(input)

DX vector of derivatives of array x (output)

IRET return sentinel

The calling program provides ICEAD with a

set of initial values for the independent and depen-

dent variables. ICEAD will then determine trial step

sizes and will call DERIV to calculate required deri-

vatives based on present values of each dependent
variable and associated deriyatives. Note the initial

values for the derivatives can be defined if necessary

in DERIV. IRET is normally not used in DERIV. It
may be set non-zero if an anomalous condition is

encountered. If ICEAD detects a non-zero value at

any time, control is returned to the calllng program.

• Subroutine STEP (1, X, DX, IRET)

STEP is called by ICEAD after each suc-

cessful integration step. The argument list is the

same as for DERIV so that STEP may be defined

alternately as an entry point in DERIV. A printout

section may be provided here to list results at pre-

determined increments of any of the variables. A
test for the termination of integration must be in-

cluded in STEP. The user may simply call EXIT or
STEP, or set !RET> 0. Control will then pass to the

routine which originally called ICEAD. Normally,

the last integration step will over-run the integration

limit. This can be avoided by adiusting the step size
limit HMAX just before the integration limit is

reached to force termination at the desired point.

• Subroutine FAIL (1", X, DX, IRET)

FAIL is called by ICEAD when the integra-

tion step size has been reduced below HMIN. ICEAD

will strive to select the largest step size available.

Trlal steps are taken at one-half and twice the pre-

sent step size and the error criteria checked, if the

criteria cannot be satisfied for any H such that
HMAX> H> HMIN, FAIL is called. In FAIL the user

may wi_ to'-print some diagnostic comments. It is

necessary then to call EXIT, STOP, or set IRET,> 0
and RETURN.

• Subroutine PROPM

This subroutine was designed to generate

comprehensive thermophyslcal properties of

various power system working fluids° It provides a
central data source, with a consistent set of units,

to support computerized design and analysis efforts.

The basic system of units is metric; however, a con-

version subroutine is supplied to communicate in

engineering units. The user supplies a temperature

and specifies a material and a property, and gets the

required property value back.

All properties are taken along a saturation

line and are assumed to be functions of temperature

only. Most of the properties are described by
equations obtained from least square fits. In a few

cases this was not feasible and spllne interpolation

(subroutine SPLINT) is used on tabular data. In

general the empirical fits ore more desirable. They

offer a speed advantage and require far less storage

space than tabular data.

Eight working fluids are represented in the

data compilation. Four of theses potassium, cesium,
water,and mercuryshave received the mast attention
since they have been required in various phases

of turbine erosion analysis under the subject contract.

The remaining fluids t lithium, sodium, rubldlumsand
NaK-78, have been given a cursory treatment and

were included for the sake of completeness. No

attempt at evaluation was made at this time The
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primary source of the potassium and cesium data i_
the work of Ewlng, et. al. (14, 15)an d Achener(16).

Water data was obtained from the recently completed
ASME steam tables(17). The mercury data was re-

qu/red for an erosion-oriented analysis of the Sun-

flower turbine series so that for the sake of compati-

billty at TRW data compilation(18)was used.

Calling Sequence

where

XM

XE

TK

TR

JPROP

Call PROPM (XM, TK, JPROP, JFLUID)

Call PROPE (XE, TR, JPROP, JFLUID)

is the output property value in metric units.

is the output property value in enginee,ing
units.

is the input temperature in degrees Kelvin.

is the input temperature in degrees Rankine.

specifies a particular property according

to the following table:

JPROP Pm_rt_ PROPM Units PROPE Units

2 Vapor density g/cm 3 Ibm/ft 3

3 Liquid viscosrfy g/sec-crn (poise) Ibm/Ft-sec

4 Vapor viscosity g,/sec-cm fbm/ft-sec

5 LiquTd then_al ¢onductlv[ty W/cm-°K Btu/sec-ffOR

6 Vapor thermal conductivity W/cm-°K Bfu/sec-ft°R

7 Liquid spec|fic heat joule/g-°K 81u/Ibm-°R

B Vapor specific heat jou_e/g_°K Bhs/|bm-°R

9 Surface tension dy_/c m Ib/ft

10 Not Used ......

I ! Liquid sonic .elocity cm/sec ft/sec

12 Vapor sonic velocity cm/sec ft/sec

13 Vapor pressure bars psla

]4 Latent heat of vaporization ioule/g Bfu/Ibm

15 Liquid elech'ical resistivity ohm-cm ohm-in.

The rationale of the metric system chosen is

that it almost completely eliminates the use of con-
version factors. The unnecessary distinction between

heat and energy units has not been mode. JFLUID

specifies a particular working fluid according to

the following convention:

JFLUID MATERIAL

1 Lithium

2 Sodium

3 Potassium

4 Rubidium

5 Cesium

.5 Mercury

7 NaK-78

8 Water

2.6.5 The Solution of an Illustrative Problem

The sample problem chosen is an analysis of

drop transport in a steam test rig used by Rocketdyne

in a NASA-sponsored experimental program under

Contract NAS 7-391. This program involves the

examination of drop formation in a system using six

stator blade shapes and a variety of flow conditions.

Blade shape 1-A and the condltiom designated as

test 114A were chosen for the illustrative problem.

The series of input cards required for this

problem are shown in Table 2°6-3. input for a sub-

sequent problem test 114B, is also given to show how

the code makes use of data carried from one problem

to the next. Only those values which are different

from the previous case need to be specified.

The code-produced summary of input data
is given in Table 2.6-4. Working fluid properties

evaluated at the input temperature and quality are
also tabulated. If a boundary layer calculation is

required the listing shown in Table 2.6-5 will appear.

This is a tabulation of the input blade surface velo-

city arrays and the blade Reynolds numbers, based on
exit conditions and the surface lengths, for both

pressure and suction sides. A sample of the detailed

boundary layer result listing is given in Table 2.6-6.

Since this output is optional, a summary of the boun-

dary layer results evaluated at the blade trailing

edge will always appear and is shown in Table
2.6 -7.

A sample of the detailed results obtained

from the drop trajectory calculations is shown in
Table 2.6-8. Such a listing will appear for each

possible combination of drop size and wake position.
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TABLE2.6-3
ADROPINPUT DATA CARDS FOR THE SAMPLE PROBLEM

ROCKFT_YNE BLAOE I-A TIP SECTION TEST [14A

SD_IP KOP|I)=8,29,29,O)11,l,12)-8,0,0) TR=601.5,VFREE=IITO. eXQ=.986_

GOAT(|)" 6R._0,,4.,22.,5,9318,0._1o,.0075,1.2, l.t_12_l.l_Z,

XS(I| = O.,.1,.2,.3,.4t.5t.61.Ti.8,.q,l.,

VS(1) = .40_,,84,.SqS,.q64,l.06,l.092,l.l,l.09g,l.09,1.OT6tl.,

XP(1) = 0.,.],.2,._,.4_.5,.6t.7toS,.9,1.,

VP(I! = .180,.42,.55,.567,.565,.61,.63,.662,.728,.816,1. $ TEST II4A

ROCKETOYNE RLADE I-A TIP SECTION TEST It4B

SDR_ TR=6_6.RS,VFREE=5¢O.,XQm,963t S TEST II4B

TABLE 2.6-4

ADROP INPUT DAmA SUMMARY

|_PUT bJTa _OCKETOYNE RLA_E |-A TIP SE_llnN

_PTJ0NS KnP • B _ ?g

BU(K _L!r|_ T[uPE_4TURF lOnG R! • 6_|,Yn

RtJLK FLUID OUILIIY • .9*60

|NL[T ROTnR BI&DE ANGLL (nfG] • o.0_

C_|TZCIL _ERER NUM_E_ = ?_.on

INLET _nT09 OtA_EIER (IN) • O.OOOn

STlT0# I[ THICKNESS I|N) • +Ofl?_

PRrSSUR E _tlnr, LENGTH IIN1 w 1.41_n

wATFR d0RKING FLI.I|D AT 1(_) = 334._

R.nV IG/CCI • 1o37o2E-_

V_SV tP) • 1,0_73F-_4

VESt la) • _,b_0_-nJ

$[_L _VNIC_ • 6.237_F*n!

ILSt 11*A

II I 12 .q rj n

• 1|70,_n
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TABLE 2.6-5

BOUNDARY LAYER INPUT DATA SUMMARY

TWO-0 BOUNOAgY LIYER CALCULATION RnC_EtnYNL BLA0f_ ]-A ?Iu _ECIIO_,

FLUT_ • WATER RES • |,35_E*05 RFP • ],676F*fi_

INPUT PqSZT|ON AND SuRFAcE VELOCITY A_PAYS

SUCTION X V PqESSUR£ x v

O.O000 .&NSO O.OCO0 ,IRON

.1000 .8400 .lOOn .&_

._000 ,89_0 ,2r00 .5_nn

• 3000 ,9_0 ,300n ,5_n

.6OOn 1,0600 ,400_ .K_5_

,SO00 1,09ZO ,Se0n .6!0n

• 6000 l.lO00 ._eO0 ,6_0

.7000 ].OqgO .7_00 ._0

,R000 1.0900 ,R000 ,7_R_

.qo00 ].Of60 .9000 .hi60

1.0000 1.0000 l,o_0o ],onoo

TF_T 114d

TABLE 2.6-6

DETAILED BOUNDARY LAYER RESULT PRINTOUT

Tu_-O BOUN_AgY LIY[R CALCULATION

SUCTION SURFACE

_EFER_En R[F_Ro_ REFER_FO

OTSTANC[ VFL_CtTY NOM T.JC
.0Z_0_ ,55|n62 .O00_A9

.0_0000 ._70750 .OOOl_g

.OT_Onn .?_?n6_ .O00_lt

.InOO_n omtOnO0 .000_7o

.|_qO_O .SRO_Oq .0003_?

.I500n_ .9q|_1% ,000_37
*175000 .qq|?O] .000_43

._OOn_ ,_gReO0 .000_3_

._?_000 ,q13_3_ ,000700

,3000_ .q66_00 ,000=63

,3_50_0 ,9R?_gl ,g0_nq_
,3500_0 1.0ttl2_ .000_1_

.37500_ l,n397gT .O00q_q

._Z_O_O 1.0t3n62 ,001,31

,;?q06_ I,eR_187 ,OOll6T

.500on0 I,q9_¢00 .O01_Jq

.SbO0_ i._qq_62 .001191

.5tSO0_ l,no9(gS .OOt,?_

._000o_ 1.1flono0 ,OOl_St

._?S000 1.100_70 .O01_3q

,6q00_0 1,100_62 .OOl?l_

,6f50_0 1,100023 .OOl_O_

.Tno0_ 1.nq9_O0 ,o01=_1

.TE_O00 1.0q7,30 .0019_0

._SO0_n 1,n9531_ .oo?nr-!

.g_O0_ l.O_O0 ,00Pp64

,_00_0 |,_RTiSt ,00_4¢_

,RtSO_ I,nR3q7? .00_4_

.q00000 I.016000 ,002k15

.9P5000 I,O6Znl? .OOZ_5_

,9S0000 _,n_750 ,O03_T_
,g?bOOO 1.026A1_ .0033&5

i.O000_O I.O00000 .003_78

• nC_EthYN¢ BL&OF 1-_ tlO SECtlO_ T_f lill

;AcT-_ rACIU_

-._64n1_ ,_?066p

-.0n3_%_ ,_?R12A

-,0_3=1_ 1.b75511
-.074711 1°_713_

-,O_g_l? Io%11317

-.fl¢1_4 1.&TZ))/

-,O_b_Ek 1.*_230;

-,ny_n7_ I.tqqq|t

-,0_4*_p 1,40962_

-.Oq6_q_ I.Sn3k2_

-.O_O_q_ 1.511706

-._*0_|_ 1,5|PR6!

".0_1174 1,51409n

-,0_41E_ l.SZn_x_

=._$$78_ I._18Iqt

-,O?_t_g 1,_00

-,o_ga|_ 1.sgq3_I

%1217o6 1.7_1_$_

FXP_NENT NnuENtuu _I%PL, FIJLL
N THICKq[_% t_[CKNr_$ THIC<'.FS5

_,000t,0_ ,_nO_;; ,qnqq_? .n_Pl_l

),4_g_3q ,O00ugp ,_qI_ ,n_uvq

4,37_14_ ,nnEk3_ ._,141_1 ,n_q6

4,03t7q/ .nn]_q_ ._n51T? ,_p.l_k

_.q_l_51 .nn4p/_ ._dbt37 .n11_tP

3,R7Rq3n ,_t4_ ,O¢lHt0_ .q&_t_

3,_3Sqgfi ._6h_7 ,00_9| .n4_lt/
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In the given sample problem 30 such setswill be

generated. At each time point listed the drop po-
sition on the wake axis, along the turbine axis, the
drop velocity, drop relative velocity, local drop
Reynolds number, local drop Weber Number, and the
present integration time step are tabulated. Table
2.6-9 showsthe summary of trajectory results which
appears at the conclusion of each problem. For each
diameter and wake positlon the following items are
given:

TFLIGHT This is the time-of-flight (seconds) of the

drop along the trajectory.

VDFINAL This is the terminal velocity of the drop
(cm/sec)at the rotor inlet plane.

VRELI This ls the initial relative velocity of the

drop (cm/sec) when it leaves the trailing
edge dead band.

VRELF This is the final relative velocity of the

drop (cm/sec).

WEDM Thls is the maximum local drop Weber Num-
ber which occurred along the trajectory.

ALPHA This is the terminal inclination of the

velocity vector VDFINAL, with respect
to the turbine axis, at the rotor inlet

plane.

A secondary atomizatlon data summary then
appears as shown in Table 2.6-10. For each drop
diameter-wake pasltion combination where the criti-
cal Weber Number has been exceeded the following

quantities are listed:

TDIS is the time (Equation 33) required to com-

plete disruption.

DSTC is the massmean diameter (cm) of secondary

drops formed.

/DIS is the relative drop velocity at the point
at which the critical Weber Number was
exceeded.

XDC is the distance along the path from the
trailing edge to the point of complete dis-
ruption divided by the drop diameter.

XDIS is the path length to the point of complete
disruption, divided by the total possible
path. A value greater than or equal to
unity implies there is insufficient time for
the drop to shatter prior to impact.

The sample problem used dld not involve an
examination of the impact geometry since the test rig
dld not incorporate a stator section downstream of the
nozzle examined. The results of another problem are
included here (Table 2.6-1 I) to illustrate the output
form of the impact geometry summary. These data
are taken from an analysis of drop transport in the
last stage of the Sunflower mercury turbine. The
nomenclature used on the printout correspondswith
that used in Figure 2.6-5 and in the defining Equa-
tions 35 through 41.

2.6.6 Summary

A model describing the transport of atomized
condensate in wet vapor turbines has been assembled.
The basic problem which is considered is the trajec-
tories of drops of liquid in the space between the rotor,
where it is discharged, and the rotor inlet plane. Re-
latively simple closed-form solutions for the drop

equatlon of motion have been obtalned for certain
special cases. A detailed calculational procedure
was developed to provide specific solutions to the
problem in a more general context.

The drop transport code package (ADROP)
has been described in detail. The scope of the nu-
merical treatment is as follows:

a) Estlmation of stator blade boundary-layer
characteristics.

b) Generation of the local veloclty field
within the vapor wake downstream of stator blades.

c) Numerical integration of the equation
of motion of drops traveling along various wake
streamlines and the estimation of secondary atomi-
zation effects.

d) Solution of drop impact velocity tri-

angles to provide information on the magnitude of
the normal component of impact velocity and the

physical location of erosion.
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TABLE 2, 6-7

TRAILING EDGE BOUNDARY LAYER DATA

TP61LING [DB_ ROUNDAWY LAYER D61A

MO_FNTUw THICKNFS5 (CM)

DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS (Cw)

FULL THICKNESS (Cw}

SUMMARY

_0CKFT_YNE HLAhF |-A

PuE_SIJR_ 5T_

.N_476

TABLE 2.6-8

T;P _ECTIhN TF_T

SlJCTIn_ SInE

.01067

O_0P T_AJECTfl_Y S?UOY

PRINTOUT OF DETAILED TRAJECTORY RESULTS

WnCKf. IDVNr mLA_ I-6 tip _ECTION t{$I 1146

OnOP DIJWETER • 1TO,00 MICRONS

TIMI X-wa_[ Z.WAK{

114a

vORoP _ iKp Rio H

1.4g0@TE+f14 @*]_?0|E*o0 J,_t_uY*n)

i,n54poE-B_ I._3bU*E,OO _,?7_21E-Ol ],oITPTE*03
|,_40_3E-03 1,_7_33E*00 ?,n7n&_E.n| _,H/3?AF*O3
1,3qS?6E-n_ E._3_EE*O0 q,_ln_nE-Ol k,b_01_[*03

1.643_1[-03 3._0908E*00 1.39**n_.eO _._7_,0_

!,Tskg_E-_ 4,_7_89E*00 1,6133tE*_ _,lq_qlE*03
1._5_15E=03 5*_OBTVE*O0 I._n3tE,no k._?*OjE+03

I,q4717E-_ _,_k347_*00 ?,08kg_E*flfl 7,_?iO_r*O]

E,II91SE*03 r-*I2_4E*O0 2,54_0_£*00 7,/3S_&E*O}

O_OP T_JJ(CTORY STUOY

TABLE 2, 6-9

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

0liw Yo

SUMMARY 0 F TRAJECTORY RESULTS

ROCKET_yNF qLa_[ ]-A fIR _ctION fist 114_

|?0.00 0,00
|§O,e_ 0,00
|_O,Oe O.On
130,On 0°_0
l?O,_O _,00
100,00 _,00

qO*_ O,_O
?0,00 0,00

lqO*_O 0,0_

i*O*nO .3_
130.00 ,3_

IO0,o0 ,3q
qo,o0 .3S
70,90 ,$5
_0,06 .3S

IqO*SO ,35
170,00 1.00
ISO,90 1,_0
140.00 I,_0
130.0_ 1,0_
l?O*O0 l,O0
I00,00 |,00

qo,o0 1.00
70.00 1._0
50,00 I,O0

IqO,SO 1,_0

TFLIGMT vOFIN_L VRrLr VW_LF

X.SS3IE*h_ 1.013mE.n_ I,*qllE*O_ Z.?*4n[vn_ +.+rmm[+no _,Q_?aE.nl
1,3851E-_3 l.ll_E.q* 1".69|7E,04 Z.I4@_F._)4 _.4_4nr+o0 F.q_InE._I

1,5_61E'03 g._T1E+O] 7.0_73E*0+ _.IATIE..)+ |.h_Ipr.ol 4.qnlOr.+}

1.3_05£'03 l.O_qOE*n_ F.n57?E.04 2._RO_E,04 l.n_?_+*_l koqnTnE._!

1.3qS0('03 q.no4tE.0_ 3.q_3_*++ _.4m+_r.,)+ +._@_E*h! _.++t+r._ 1
|.3556(-03 9**_R_.O] _,_635_.fl_ P.6141[*_ 4. t_lr,O | _.Qe_E._l

1,27||E'03 9,8R6mF+O] ].b_3%E*_4 _,%7|*F*04 3.$_'+_*,| _,Q_?AF.*hl
].2366E'03 I.O]PqE.o_ 3.563_E*ne _._*tnL*n_ J.?n*_._] _._tnt._t

|.12||E-03 I,IA4+F*O+ 3.5_35L+04 _.4_lE.h¢ E._InE.OI +,ghPmF.h 1

1,651T£-03 8,7757E*03 3.Sb35E*OS _,6_Z3F,04 $._l_r+OI _._n7nE.h I

k,?elPE-lb

_,P+I?_-O&

_._1_r*o_

I°O*_Or-o8
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TABLE 2.6-10

St:CO NDARY ATOMIZATIO N SUMMARY

DROP TRAJECTORY STUI)Y RnCKFII)YNF qLSOF I-A tip SFCTION

SECONDARY 6ToMIzATTON SUMMANY

DlIM YD TDI_

TESI 114A

170.40 O.nO |.6612E-06

l_O.On 0.00 1.377nE'06

190.Ln 0.00 1.967¢E-04

170.o0 .3_ 1.661nE-o4

l_0.On .35 |.3755k'0_

140.nO .35 1.2_l_t'0_

lqO._n ._ 1.9649E'04
170._0 I.O0 |,1383_-0_

150._0 l.O0 l. On5_b-O_

laO.On 1._0 9.3487E'0_

130.On 1.on 8.773n_-o_

iEO.on 1.00 B.O_87g-O_
|00.00 1.00 6.77R3L-05

90._0 1.00 b.o_ZR_-o_

|qD._O ].OO |.27_5E-o6

OqF¢ Vhl_ (OC InI_

P.418_£.0_

2.ET4/E.06

?.?BBSE.04

2._191E.04

2._774E*0_
?._65_F*04

2._ql_E*O_

3,bPq@E.04

_.5_64F*0_

_._195[*04

3._086E*04

l.gmTwE-03

1.8I_?F-O_

I,E37_E-O_

1.5_qAE-O3

1.9_F-03

l.OnlqE-O?

1.0_-0_

l.O_7_E-n3

l.O_7_E-O_

1.0_n_-0"_

l.O_nE-O_

TABLE 2.6-11

IMPACT GEOMETRY DATA SUMMARY

ME4N qEcrlON

_._qTf'ql

3.8_37E'01

_.OT4_E*O_

B._7_E'OI

1.0_OF*OI

I.AO3qE*OI

I.I09_L,OI

1,113nF*_l

SUNFLOWER TI,kBINF STAGE 3

SECTION DIAMETER (CM) = 4,_7po

WHFEL SPEED (CMtSEC) • 957_._7

BLADE PITCH (CM) • ,1R1R
MAW DELTA L (r M) • .15q5

VD_OPO (CM/_Ec} = _45_._0
vZF_O (CM/SECl • PlTnl.01

+,EC • I
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h. O0 9575.57 45_8,4_
1090,00 R5_6,0_ _3_8,07
2180.00 7510.91 41_7.7_
3270.00 _5n6.85 39n7.3_

_36_.00 _535._1 3677,0_
545_,0h 4617,19 3446.6q

654_,00 37ql,I0 3216,3_

763_,00 31_0.92 29n6,00

872_,00 27_8,44 27_5,6_

q_i_,O0 27_1.34 2525.31

1090n.O0 _17._0 22q_.97

11990.00 39_9.b4 2064.6_
1308_.00 _7_3.58 1_34.2n
l_lTn.O0 56_1.B9 1603.93
!Y26_.00 66_9,39 1373,5q
163_n.00 76_7,28 II_3,24

1744o.0o R6qS,01 91_.9_

1853n.0o 973b.29 _2.5_

1962n,00 lnTn7,_O 4_P._I
20710.00 IIR45.18 2?I.H7

2]781.0] 12BR9,9_ o. O0

WHFFL _P_

AL_HA

ALOHAI

ALPHADO {D_G)

kO =wN (CM/SEC}

ALPHAC

0,00

_,0_

4.73

_._I
12.O3
19.59
?_.34
43.8_
_3,8T

In5.79

11q,4_
l_a.6n

l_q.40
142.7_

14_,_7

14T._H

1_0,23

HFTA

_1.30
_9.2P

53.0q

4H.37
41.71
31,9_

17.50
-2._T

-44.6_

-5_.I?

-73._0
=TR.In

"al.4p
-_3.97

-H_.9_

-gO,O?

1.395?_-01

2.R56_E-Ol

1.0701F-01

I._-0]

Z.I_7_F-OE
l._75_r-OE

_.O2_NF-02

1,8?7?r-fF

• _0000.0

• 73.5n

= _R.70

= _l.3n

= 70_,51

TMPACT LFmGTH

0.00000

,01289

.oP7_l

,0_321

.h6123

.0_I_5

.10500

,131q5

,1594H

.I_94H

,1_94H

.I_948

,1h048

,1_94M

.1_9_H

,1S94d

,1%_4H

,[Sq4H



The model represents a first cut at a com-
prehensive explanation of observed phenomena.

Unfortunately, the kinds of experimental data required
to verify and improve the model simply do not exist.
Key areas of uncertainty are the critical Weber Num-
ber estimates and wake behavior immedlately down-
stream of stator trdillng edges. The criterion for
disruptlon should reflect the abruptness of the onset
of accelerating forces and should be sufficiently
general to permit ils use with dlssimilar working
fluids. These deficiencies in the model, however,

do not negate its usefulness in mostcircumstances.
When a series of similar turbine designs is being
considered, the model will give an excellent es-
timate of the relative erosion potential of the com-
peting designs. The key effect of axial stator-rotar
spacing can certainly be examined and with the use
of a conservative crltlcal Weber Number estimate

these results can be expressed directly as a deslgn
limit. Another important factor which can be exa-
mined on a parametric basis is the effect of shaft
rpm (hence, tip speed) on the erosion potential.

2.6.7 Nomenclature

a,b,n 1,
n2, n3

A d

C

Empirical constants

Drop cross-sectional area

Stator blade chord length

Cd Drop drag coefficient

Cf Friction factor

Dd, D 'd Primary and secondary drop diameters

E Defined by Equation 15

Fd

f, g

Aerodynamlc force on a drop

Functlonal relatlonshlp

U, Uo,

Umin

U 1

V d

V
r

W
e

Wd

W
n

X

Y

Z

(7

ai' _d

#

AL

E

Blade pitch

Time, tlme-to-disruptlon, time-to-complete
disruption

Local vapor velocity, wake-edgetand wake
axis vapor velocities

Tangential blade speed

Absolute drop velocity

Relative velocity between drop and vapor
stream

Drop Weber Number

Drop terminal velocity relative to the
rotor blade.

Drop terminal velocity normal to the
statar blade.

Distance along the wake axis

Distance normal to the wake axis

Distance along the turbine axis

Stator exit flow angles

Velocity triangle angles defined in Figure
2.6-5. .=_

Local wake angle

Impact length

Defined in Ecluatlon 13

Normalized distance (x/6) along the wake
axis

Wake full thickness, displacement thickness

H Form factor Pv' PL Vapor and liquid density

K d Inertial parameter group

L Shape factor

Re Reynolds Number

eL
/

g, g

_V

Surface tension

Wake momentum thickness and thickness

parameter

Vapor viscosity
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2.6.8
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APPENDIX2.6A

CALCULATEDANDEXPERIMENTALATOMIZED
DROPVELOCITIESIN LAST STAGE OF CENTRAL

STATION STEAM TURBINES

There are several aspects to the accelera-
tion of the drops discharged from wet turbine stators.
The first is the acceleration of the primary drops
immediately after formation and up to the time of
disruption. The second is the continued acceleration
of the liquid as secondary drops. A third is where
will the drops hit on the rotor blades?

Limited experimental information on pri-
mary and secondary drop accelerations under turbine-
like conditions is available from steam cascade teshs

reported by the Central Electricity Research Labora-
tories (CERL) of the United Kingdom.* These experl-
ments were conducted on a stator cascade simulating
the last row of stators in large central station steam
turbines and using system conditions appropriate to
such last stator rows.

The CERL results are compared to calculated
values for the Yankee Atomic Plant steam turbine

last stage at the mean diameter. Complete geometric
data on the CERL cascade blades is not given in the
referenced material.** However, such dimensions
as are supplied are within 20 percent of the mean
diameter section values for the Yankee last stage,
and the nozzle exit angles are nearly identical.
Figure 2.6A-1 compares the CERL observed velocities
for various sizes of primary drops at a location 0.74
in. downstream of the stators to Ihose calculated for

the Yankee steam turbine. Figure 2.6A-2 compares
the CERL observed velociHes of 150 micron diameter

secondary drops at various downstream distances with
calculated curves for 100 micron and 200 micron

diameter secondary drops for the Yankee turbine. In
both cases, the observed velocities are on the average
higher than the calculated velocit_s.

* Hays, L.G., Turbine Erosion Research in Great
Britain, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, C.I.T.
Tech Memo, No. 33-271.

** Christie, D.G., Experimental InvestlgaHon of In-
ternal Flow in Turbines, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

C.I.T. Tech. Memo 33-354,Sect. 12, June 15, 1967.
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Figure 2.6A-3 compares two sets of pre-

dicted values for drop impingement locations on last
stage rotor blades aft of the nose of the rotor blade

for var|ous-size secondary drops. The solid llne is

that predicted by CERL on the basis of their stator

experimenls as applled to a hypothetlcat turbine at

full load. The points are predicted values for im-

pact on the last rotor blades of the Yankee Turbine

at the mean dlameter_uslng the Yankee calculated
values.
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APPENDIX 2.6B

ADROP CODE SOURCE PROGRAM LISTING

B. 1 ADROP Main Program Listing

A SFI*I 4_.

^_OIIaT,VARI Jl=N,&"_,_O_r)O,r)l.
C

PoUr, RAM AOROP( INPUT_F1UTPIIT_TAPE_=INPUTpTAPE6=NUTPUTJ

C TqANSPnRT OF ATnMl7EO CONDENSATE IN WET VAPOR TURBINES
r

C.3MMON /PI_P/WATITFMPtRHI')VtRHOLtSIGLtVISLtVISV

1 /TRG/C HC)RD t P ! TCIt prite t PO _SO pPDS eSOS tP THt STHt VZERO

/GEC3/N_TATtNRrITRtRPMtALPHAtALPHI_FOEAOtWDC_DSTATtOROTRt
3 AXSP t STE_.SCHD, SPARC,SSARC

4 ICSTIJOq (I_) ,JMAT ( In ) tP I,RDtNYOtO| AN I|Of

5 /ltU_ I I _IJG
C

C

DIMEN_ ION GOAT(14) ,TOAT( 14l ,XS 150 l, VS(50| ,XP (SO) ,VPISO) tKOP(lO|

FrJu I VAI. IENCE ( S,LPItA, TDAT)
DaTA PT,RD,KOPpC, DAT/ 3.1615q26s,.O|TAS33tlOeO, lA._O. I

I)_TA JMAT I 7HLITHIUM, AHSODIUt4,THPOTASS.tO'IRUR|O_UNt6HCES|UNt
[ ?HMERCURYt6HNAK-TFI,SHWATER /

O_TA W_tVStXP,VPoPD,SDBPI_S,SOS_PTH_STH /206'1'0.1, XOl|.l

N_P _t I ST/DR PlKCIP, T R t VFR E E eGDAT t X S, VS o XP, VP! PDt SD _PDSt SDS p PTH! STH
1., XO,OIAM

Inn Rr:ADIS,Id) JOR

Rr:AO(5 tf)RP|
IF (KflPfI|.EQ.n) STOP

MAT = KrlP(1) I; NSTAT = KOP(21 $ NROTR = KOPl3| $

RPF' = KnP(6) $ InK = KnP(6) S NYD • KOPIql $
WqlTE(6t 16) J I'lq, K('JO

CqNVFRRION OF INPUT UNITS tO CGS

TFMP = TR/I,R
VT.FRO = VFREEWW_,C_.4n

ALPHA = GOAT(1) $ ALPHI = ('.OAT(21

FI)_AO = GDAT(_) $ WDC = GOAT(4)

!')'3 II n I=S,ll

II '_ It)AT(1) = CDAT(1)*?.54

CHCRD = SCHr_ $ PITCH = PI/DSTATINSIAT $ BTE - ALPHA

IC ImS.LE.O,_Nr).Kr)P(7).LT.al GO TO _00

W'(ITF(6,16) TR,VFREE,XO_ (f;DATILI_L=I,7)
'_ ITF(6,lq) (Gf_AT(L),L=8,I l)

GCNF.I:ATE FL_IIn _'RI'JPEPTIES AT ¢;TATOR EXIT CONDITIONS

C_LL Po(lPI4IRH_V,TFMP_?_MATI

CALL PPOPM(RHOI.,TEMP,I,MAT)

C_LL PqOP_(VISV,TFWP,4,WAT|

C_LL _ROP_IVISL,T_MP_,WATI
Vl = I./RH(IL

CALL P_{)P_(SIGL,TEqP,q,NAT)

VV = I./RHflV
V_ = XO_VV+(I.-xQ|*VI

eq_V = 1,/V_
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r"

E

E

C_IFCK FO_ pR_PEnTY EPR_q SIGNAL

W_ITI-(_,I?) ,JM_T(MAT I t TEVP,RHOV,RHOL vVl SVtV I SL, S IGL

I_ (_HOV,e'RHOL*VISV'bVI_L*S|GL.LE.O.I GO TO 400

CA, LC_ILATE TRAILING EDCE ROtlND_RY LAYER DATA

IF (MS.LEoO) GO TO 15 n

_&lL TPUCK(4q,q£ARC,SPA_C,XS,VSeXPtVP,IOK|

IF {IOK.E_.tn) GD TO 79n

E_^'41NE @_LLISTICS _F ATOMIZED DROPS

I r (KOPIT}.LT.n) GO TO 2 nn

C_tL T_X(KqD(7))

r

F

')1"_ l_ (K(lPIR].LT,n) GD TO 4_n

?*,lL T MPAX { NR OTI_, DROTR tP PM, ALPHA, ALPHI :' VZER 0 t

_.( "_ C"INT l NIIF

r, 1 TD 10 r)

Call _XIT

I _ F'lPHATII')AR|

12 F"IRMAT(IX_. &Rf23HWt')RKING FLUID AT "r(K| = F.r.l / IOX_13HRHI']V |G/CC)

t = F14._. /lgX,13HRHOI (G/£CI = E14.4 /tOX,I3HVISV IPl = E14.4. I

Irx,13HVTSL (Pl = E14.4 /Inx,13HSTGL DYNICM = El4.4 )

14 F'IRMAT(1HI_IIH INPUT DATA,SX_Ie_AR//I7H OPTIONS KOP = lOIS Ill

1 r-, FI_.4ATI(-,X,3_HnJILK r'LIJID TEMPERATURE IOEG RI = FIO.2,

FXAMINF DROP IMPACT GF_METRY

lq

1 qX,3?HFPFF-STRFAM VELOCITY (FPS) = FIO.2/

2 6X,32HRULK FLUID QUALITY = FIO.4,

RX,3?HEXIT FLqW ^NGLE IDEGI = FIO.2/

AX,_2HINLET ROTOR _LADE ANGLE (DE_I = FIO.2,

_X,3_HDE&O-_P_CE MULTIPLIFR = FlO,21

6X,3_HCRITICAL WFRER NUMBER = FIO.2_

7 QX,3?HFXIT 5TATCR DIAMETER (IN) = FIO.41

g _X,_?HINL_T rnTer DI_ME.rER fIN} = FIO.4,

RX,3?HAXIAL INTEP-ROW SPACE (IN) = FiO.4

F]P_ATI_X,32H_TATOR TF THICKNESS (IN} = FI0,4,

l RX,3_HSTATOR CH_RD IIN! = FIO.4/

2 _X,_HP_EqSURF s!tqF, LENGTH I/N] = FIO,4_

_X,_?HSLICTION SURF. LFNGTH fIN) = FIO.4

FND

Appendix B.2 Subroutine TRUCK Listing

1/t

S'IBRI)UTI NE TRUCK (M, SS, SP, XXS, XVS,XXP ,XVP, 13 1

TaO UIMFNSIONAL ROUNCARY-LAYER CALCULATION

RFVISED VERqlON OF C_DE OF WANL-TME-Ih89

MARCH 1968

C{IVMON /pRPlM&T,TEMP,RHOV,RHOL,SIGL,VISL_VISV

[ /TRGICH_D,PlTCH,BTE,PO,SD,PDS,SOS.PTH, STH,VZERD

ICST/Jfl_IInI,JMATIIO|,PI_RD_NYD,DIAMII_|

I)IMFNSI_N XXSI2I,XV_I2I,XXPI21,XVPIZ),XSI_II,VSI511_'rSI$[I_Z$151I_

I FSI_I},nI31I,EI311,HSISII,EXNI511,TSINISII,DSINISt)_DFSINISll

n_T&l_=-.1B_, -,lq02, -.IR, -.177_ -.IT2, -.16fi,

I-.I_55, -.145, -.13q, -.123, -.1145, -.103_ -._qo,

2 -._7_473, -,ns477P, -.0_002_, .0, ,0_T065_ .083659, .144_73_

_.226_3_, .345038, .42_54n, .530005, .63qgqG_ .TBg_18, 1.0133S6,

_I.1761_&, 1._16472, I.RS43qO, 2.303973I,

5IF= 7.6, _._, _.4, 2.3, 2.2, 2.1, 2.0, 1.9, 1.8, l.'rSe 1.70_ 1.65,

&l.Gq, 1.5_, 1.5_, 1.45, 1._q, 1.35, 1.30, 1.ZS, 1.20, 1.15, 1.1Z5,

71.1n, i.O_, I.)&, l.n_, 1.03, 1.O2, 1.01, 1.0_5I
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7")
K
(-

In?
lnt

Cr]MPUTF fiLAOE nrEYNOLr)S NUMR_R AND LIST INPUT

RES = RtIC)V_.VZERr3*sS/VISV $ RIP I. RES'I'SP/SS

X_,(ll = XXS(1I -- XXPll) = VSII) - O,
WRITE(6,[02) JI1B
WqlTEI_,ID3I JHATI MAT) tREStREP

WRITE(6,104I (XXS( T ) ,XVS([ I tXXP( I I tXVPl l)tl =ION|
ISIIR = l $ IDELT :,,' 40 $ DELTA " I,/[DELT
I1 = InELT+I $ MI • 11-2
Or1 5 J'2tll

5 XqIJI=_IJ-II÷DELTA
X_Illl "= VSIII) = l.

C_tL SPL INT(XXSo XVSiMt XS(21 ,VS 121 _.NI, [e | I
I n S'JM_l = FS(2) = n.

r)9 lq, I=?,[l

S,JMSI=SUMS1 +(XS( I)-XS( 1-11 )*[VS( !)*e3._3+VS I I-1)e*3..33)I2.0
/_S=([n.o74/(REee_.?))12.t_),l, et.166
_S=0.0304*f ALOG(RE) )-_.73_1
T_( ! )= ( AS*SUMSI )**0.H5711VS( I )**._
Z _; ( I I = ( _.SeSUMS 1 ) *.4
IPI1-2|14,16,15

14 <[UNS;= (_%÷ALI]_IVS(l) t',.O.OOf_SI*ALOGIZS([ I)-F.q;121)*ZSIII/I.O60B

G;3 TO _5
15 SqMS_=SUMS2+(ZS(I)-ZS(I-t)Ie(ALOG(VS(I))eALOGIVSIT-II|)/2.0

FS( I I =B_+ALnG(VS( I I I _.O.Or_SIeALOG! ZS(I) l-l. 060BeSUMSZ/ZSI I I
I I= (FSII).GT,I-,IR)) GO T(1 25
XI=I $ I{1 = t0
Pl]SITN = S'_(.,'_2_Xl-.n_)
W_ [TE ( _, l II )l ,POS ITN,FS( I I ,TSINI I-1 | tOS INI I -II wOFSI N(l-I)

G_] T17 17
25 C'_LL SPLINT(D,Et31,FSI II.HSllltltlp|l

E_(N(TI = 2.1(HS(I)-1,1
TSTNIII = T_(IIeS
DSIN(I )=TSIN(I )eH¢;(I)

|_, DFSIN{I) = DSIN(TI4,(EXNIII+[,)

17 IF IISIIR.GT.ll GO TO 50
ISIJR = .P $ RE = PFP $ S = SP
IF [IO.LF.n) GO TO /,q

WqlTF(6, lr_2) J(1R

WRITEI&,IO61

WRITE(6_107} (XS( I I ,V_ ( I ) ,TS( I I _,FSI I I,HS(I) _EXN( [ I ,,TSIN(! ) _
1 r)SlN( I ),DFSINI I l, I=2, I11

49 C_LL SPLINT[ XXP,XVP,M, XSI2I,VS (2) _MI, [, I)

Sr_ = DF_;IN(II)

STH = TSINIII)

S')S = D_INIlI)

Gq Tn 1 '_
5n IF (IO.LE.01 GO T_ 70

W_ T TF { /,,1'"2] JflR
W_I Tt'(_. [Oq]

WqI TE( _,,Ir)61

W:_ITE(6_Ih7) IXS(I I ,VSI II ITS( I ) _FSI I I,HS(II _rXN( I I ,TSIN( I I,

1 )SIN(I) ,DFR IN( I ), I=2,11),

Pn = DFSIN(II)

POS : rISINIII}

PTH = TSIN(III

Rr:TIJRN

ln5

F,IRMATIIHIt?X,'_2HTWD-D BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATI('IN_6X,IOA8 ! I
FIRM^T[qH FLIJID = AS, (_X, 5HRES = El2.1, 5X, 5HREP •

I F12.:_I//4_H INPUT POSITION AND SURFACE VELOCITY ARRAYS/IIIH SUCTID

?N, I [X, IHX_qX, IHV, fOX, BHPRESSURE, [ IX, IHXe gX, IHVII )

FqRMAT {F20.6 _.FIh.4 _._'_O.4,F IO. 4 )

FIRMAT(InX,ISHSUCTI(]N SURFACE )
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[_A F.'IR_AT(/2XnHRFFERREOt 4XRHREF_RREDt 4XflHREFERREDt 6XSHSHAPEtTX4HFO
IR_p6X_HEXPON_NTt 4XBHMOMENTtlM_ 5X6HOTSPL._7X4HFULL_IZXBHD|_TANCEt4

2XqHVFL_C[TY_4X_HMOM THICtSX6HFACTOR_ 6X6HF&CTORtSX]HNtSXqHTH|CKNES

_3XgHTHICKNES_t _XqHTH|CKNESS 1
107 FrlRMAT (2XFq._t4xFB.6t 4xFR.6_ 3XFq.61 4XFB.6t 4XFS.6t 6XFB.6e 6XF

18._t 4XF8.61
I_Q FNPM_TI|_X_|6HPRE_SURE SURFACE )

lit F_PMAT(1H_t |X_ 60Hee_eFLnW SEPARATIONe==S_APE FACTOR .LT.-0.1R
1 //[Xt 2HI= E12.5_ 2Xt t0HSURF.POSN=EI2.5. $11(
_IN.). 2X, ttHSH6PE F^C= Et2. S_2XtI6HACT.MgR.TK(I-1)= Et2.Se4H([N!

3 fiX, 17HACT.DISP.TK(I-II= E12.5, 6H(INIv2Xt|6HfiNORY.TK(I-[) = E12.
45, 4H(IN), _&H***t_*CNNTINtlING CALCULATION*_** l

END

Appendix B.3 Subroutine WAKE Listing

S'IFROUTINE W&KF(NS_XX,YDtVXYtBX)
COMMONITSG/CHORD,PITEH,RTE,PO, SOtPOS,SDS_PTHtSTH_VZ

C(|MMON IBUGITfiUG

GENERATION OF STATOR WAKE VELOCITY

DATA |RD = ._174S33)_

! _ (NSI 20n,qo, loq

nq SnLIR = CH_RD/PITCH
E_]BX = COS(RD_RTF)

D_TE= (PDS_SOS)/CHflR_
THTE = [PTHeSTH)/CHORO

CHT_ = THTE*SOLIDICORX
R_ = [.- CHTEe(I.÷HTE|

_ = II,- CHTE_HTEI_e2

CKI = (BA-|.I|2. tCORXeCOBX)

CK? = (TABX=BAtBB)_2

CK?=(C_BX-S_LIO*THTE*HTE)

N_ = l

i(.n X = Xx/CHORD

HX = AAIIAA-(HTE-I.ilHTE}

0_I II_ LL=I,_

KNT = _-LL

Ill A_ = {I.-_L_TeII.+HX)|e*2

AB = I.-OLDT_HX

IA)

11':;

IPI = 3,1415926)

$ TABX • TANIROIBTEI
$ DTE= (PD÷SDIICHORD

$ HTE= OSTE/THTE

$ OLDT = CHTE

)/BB

FqX = (I.-CKI¢AB*Afi-ICK2 *AB=*4+AA)I(2-#AA))/(|,$HXI

lr (IBtJ_.Eq,2) WRITE(6,h) LL,KNT_XX_OLDT_FOX

CALL VFRGE(_LDTtFOX_KNT)

IF (KNT.GF.20| C0 TO ]60

IF (KNT.GE.|I llOtl2n
[_ (AgS((OL_T-FOXI/OLDT).LE..O0t| GO TO 120

£_NTINUE

WR1TE(6_5) KNTtXX_CHTE_OLDT
NS= 10

G_ T(l lsn

CTHTX = OLDT

BX = ATAN (TABX_AB*ABIBB=BAI|t.-_LDTe(I.÷HX))|

THX = CTHTX*COS(BX)/SOLID

VX= CK31|COSIBX}-S_LIDSTHX*HX)

V_IN = I.-.I_ISORT(X*.025|

Y_) = ABS|YD)

VXY = VX,VZ,._=I(t.,VMIN|-II.-vMINI*COSIPI_YDI)
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I_'_ RaTURN

?r_n HX = HTE_RD

VKY = V7

l F (Yn.Nr.ho; GN TO 15Q

VXY = VZ*{t.-.13/SORT|XX/CH_RD*.02S})

C') TN 15n

S F]RMATfIHN,3_H *_* NCN-CDNVERGENCE IN WAKEe

I= Fh.4,?H CHTE = E12.5, 7H QLDT = E12.5 l

F.I_MATI?IIh,3_2O.S)

FNp

H.-.,I

fit

cr:lr_

Ct;'

qS

ITERATIONt 16, 6H XX

Appendix 6.4 Subroutine TRAX Listing

_,,JP.ICIITINF TRAX( |rJl

C_LCHLATION DF THE TRAJECTORIES OF ATOMIZED DROPS

FqMMNN IPRPIM&T,TEWPtRHNV,RHOL,SIGL,VISL,VI_V

I ITBGICH(]RD,_TTCH,BTE,PD,SO,PD$,SDS,PTH, STH_VZERO

? I_ENINSFATpNROTP,RPM,ALPHA,ALPHI,FOEADtWDCIDSTAT,DRDTR,

1 AXSO,ST_t_CHD, SPARC,SSARC

4 ICSTIJOB(IO),JMAT(InI_PItRDtNYO,DIAM(IOI

FIMMnN/ICON/H,HMAXtHMIN_REIBtABSB

C_MMON/TRX/ ZPtZPR,DPD,W_P,DPPtTRIGFYY,DD,KCRTTtltJ, TOFIIO_]Iw

IV_FLI(Ih,_),VRFLFIL_,3|,WFDMIIO_I,TP2(IO,)I,VCX|IO,)J,XDCIiOt_|,

n_XIIn,_I,VDFiIO,3),DP2i|_,_),XOIS|IO_3I,NS

DIMENSION YOI_),Y(Sh)

D_TA HMIN,RELB,ABSB /_*|.F-_/

I [DTAM = |.,?.,5.,In.,2q.,50.,IO0.,200.,500.}

DTAM(|O} = AMTNI(STE_I.E4,lhhh.)

_l 80 I=1,300

TIFI[) = O.

HI = AXSPI53.

XDE_D = FDEAD_TE

N_ = O

Ir [NYO} RS,qh_qP

NYD : 2 $ NF : -|

Y_(t) = Q.

Y+12) = |.

Gq TO q_

NYD =

WRITFI&,3_) JOB,PTH,_TH,POS,SOS_PD,SD

IF |IO._T.|} ZP = |AxSP-XDEAD}I(IO-I.}

N_ : N_

N_ 50_ J=I,NYD

_9 _0 I=1,lO

Z_P = T = O.

YlI} = I.

Y(2) = XDEA9 ¢ YY = YD(J|

I_}r = KCRIT = 0 $ H = HM&X = HI

f)9 = DIAMIII*I.E-4 $ TRIG = h.

O_l) = RHOV*DDIVI_V

W3P = RHnV_DO/SIGL

DoP = .75*RHDVI(RH_L*DD}

x_IS(I,J) = Ion.

I n [N_.N_.Iq) G_ Tn Ihh

R_XfI,J} = -1.
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1 , , V<rl II [,J) -- V_(Y

._r-pMli ,j) = n.

£'_IL I('rAMI'_tTtY_ I °rT)

WOlTF(6,_=;) JOB

_,_ ITr (t_?r_)

w_TT_ (q-,?_) ( {r_IAM{ I ),YDIJ},TnF( [ _J) ,VDFi I' J|'VRELI (I t J) t

] VUcI_:IItJ) tWEDYI[,J),REX|ltJ| tl=ltlnltJ=l, NYD|

,_/_ I TF ( _. c;) Jri_

D) 5}D J=ItNYD

,-}} _2,_ l=I,l r

I C {TP?ITvJl.Eg.'_) C,Cl TO 520

_I/F(_,___I r)IAMII1,Yr)IJI,TP_II,JItDP2II,J) ,VCXlltJ|tXDClltJ|t

l _<r_lg(I,J)

q;}" £_)NTINIIE

qcIIIPN
_P_AT(23HI f3RIIP TRAJFCTERY STUDY,6X,I_)A8 I/}

2 '_ F }D'4AT( IgH SHH',_&oy elF (_FSULTS I/6X,4H[}IAM, 6X,2HYD,TX,THTFLIGHT,

I _'X,7HVDFINAI ,r)X,_HVPELI,qX,5HVnFLF,InX,4HdFDM,gX,SHALPHA /I )

,}_; E]p_IST {?X _ _Fq. 9,AF 1 4.4 )

2 _, _ ]P.'4AT(PX,2FQ.2,_E16.4,F]4.2)

"_ rqV.4_T( .3nil RECON_r)ARY ATnMIZATIFIN SUMMARY // 6X,4HI]IAM_6X_2HYD_

I IF X,4HTDIS,IqX,4HOSFC,!nX,4HVOIS,IIX' -:_HXO'2'|r)X'4HXr)|S It')

-_ f"}P'_AT(IHI,_5H'rR&[LINC, EDGE BOUNDARY LAYER OATA ,IOA8 // 4OX,13HP

IP-SSIIP. F _.IOF,I"X,12H_,UrTIQN SIDE 11 3014 MQqENTUM THICKNESS, ICMI

9 F.P3.5,F_C)._ I _",H DI£PLACEMFNT THICKNESS ICM) F23.S,F2g.5 1

3 ',"H FRILL THICKNFSS (C,_) F23.S,F20.5 )

_',ID

Appendix B.5 Subroutine DERIV Listing

_,_I[_RC)UT I NF DER IV( T, Y,13Y, I_'FT )

r)FRIVATIVF CALCULATTCIN

C}M_ON /PRP/MAT,TEMP,_HDV,RHO1,SIGLtVISL,VlSV

1 ITRGICHqRD,PlTCHtBTF,PO,SD,PDS,SDS,PTH,STH_VZERO

IGFO/NKTAT,NROT_,RPM,ALPHA_ALPHI,FOEAD,WDC_DSTAT_DROTR_

x AXSP,STF,SCHD,SPARC,SSARC

G /CST/JORIInI,JMAT(InI,PI,RD,NYO,OIAM|I_)

5 /BUGIIRtJG
C'I_MONIICONIH,HMAX_HMIN,REL_AR_R

£OMMnNIT_X/ ZP,ZPR,DPO,WDP,DPP,TRIG,YY,DD,KCRIT,I,J, TOFII_,3),

IVRELI(In,3),VRELFII_,3I,wEDM(IO,%),TP2IIO,3},VCX(IO,3|,XDC(IO_31_

DIMENSION yISnI,r}YlSnl

DhTA KA,KR,LIN_S,TLART,WED,Z /h,h,?O,l. E10, O._O./

KA = KA+I

£_1L WAKE|N_YI2},YYtMXY,RX|

IF {NS.FQ.131 _0 TD _8n

V|l} = AM&XIII.E-&,AMINIIY(I),VXY}I

VRFL = VXY-YIII

R_D = VREL_DPD

co = 2.
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IF (REn. GT.g..ANO. R_D.LT.St).) CD = 27.1REDeS.B4

IF (PF_,C,E.Qn,,ANO. _FD.LF.I.F41 CD = ,27_$RF0_.2[7

=}Y(|) -- DPP*VREL_VaFLeCn

nY(_) = Y(II

I_ (IBUGI W_ITFI6,Pql KA,KR,T,Y(II,Y(2|,DY(II,DY(2I,VXY,HIREDt

1 ;ffO,l ,ZP,ZPR,TR IG

IF (KA.CT,590.AND.KB.LT.2| r,n TO 38h

(''- T U _' _1

E

L S_IC,F_SFI)L TNTFGRATION _TEP

K

F ",]T _Y ST_P

KP = Kq_|

? = Y(?I=COS(_X) $ X = YIP) $ Ve = Y(1)

w_{; = VREL_VRCL_WDn

I r (WLn. GT.WFDM(TtJ)) WFDMII,J| = WED

_Lv [r (WFD.r,E.WDC .nR.KCP|T.NE, n) GO TO 403

_,,/. [r (2,C,F.AXSP) r,n Tf] 450

f_ |VO.NF.no) TLAST = (AXSP-Z)/VD

[r (ILAgT,1T.H) M=HMAX=AMA XI (HNI N, | .on] • TL A_T |

IF (7.1T.ZP!_.DP._P.EQ.In.) _FTURN

i-

F CFTATL[,] PQI_IT gECTTO, N

r

_ITr(/,,5) JflP_

p) = DOll.E6

w_l TEI/,t_I riO, ¥y

W'_IT_I6_ 151

t I_Jc_ = 6

_64 wRITEI _,t lhl T, X, Z, VO ,VR EL _wEr)_ REO'_ H
LTNE_ = LINES_I

Rr_Tll_ N

(-

K D'_OP DISRUPTION DETECTFD

K

_0_ 1_ ITRTC,.EO.O..AND.KCRIT.EO,n) GO TO _|0

[r (T.LT.TRIr,) {';,Q TO _44

X'_I%lI,J) = X

X'_Ci|,J} - X/DO
TRIG - |h. $ KC_IT =

C,_ TO _44

4t_ VrX(I.J) = VRE1

TPp = TP2(! ,J) = _.8_DOIVREL_%QRTIRHOLIRHQV )

T;_rG = T+TPP
DP2|I,J) = (|36.*VISLeSIC, L_e|.SeOOee._IICD *e.SeRHOV_RHOVeRHOL_I.5

r

C
E

_Sn

! eVREI *e_.l)w'e(}.13.|

KKRIT = |
r.,1 Tn "44/,

END-QF-TRAJ_C, TORY

IF (/P.NE.IQ.)

L INF_ = 7g

TL_ST = l.EIC_

T'IFII,J) = T

VRFLF(I,_I ;DVRFtVqF(I,J)

8rX(I,J| = RX/RD
X')IS(I,JI = XDTS{I,J|/X

aETIJRN

WRITF(_IO! T,X,Z,VO,VREL eWEOeRFOeH

$ IPET - I
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C
C

6e'_

W&KE CALCULATlnN ERRNR

RFXII_J! = -I.
K_ = KB " 0 $ IRET = 1

TLA%T - |.Fin

RETURN

E
ENTRY FAIL

C
C NL1N-CnNVERGFNCE IN iNTEGRATION

C
_0 K_ : KD÷t

VOE(|,JI = VRELF(ItJI " -Io

K_ • KP - 0 $ IRET - I

TLAST = |,EIO
P_TURN

5 FORHAT|23H} OROP TRAJECTnRY STUOY,6Xe|OA8 I/|

6 F_FHAT( |TH DROP OIAMETER- FB.Et 8H MECRJNS_|2Xt|OHWAKE Y#O m.

IF_,2 //)

lq FOPMATiTEI6.5,EI2.4|
1_" F3PNAT(I_XtCHTiNEeRXt&HX-W&KEeBXe6HZ-WAKE,gX_HVDROPt|OX.&HVRFL .

I IIX_3HWED,|IX,3HRFOIIIX,IHH III

END

Appendix B6 Subroutine IMPAX L;sting

StlPRCUT |Nff IMPAX ( NB! finl & ,RPN, _L, A | tVZEROI

C_LCIiL_Tf()N nF OnOPLET INPINGEMENT GEOMETRY

C3PHflN/CSTIJOfiIIOI,JVATII_leP|,RDeNYD

_IhE_SI_N VOI6_I,WO(60),WN(¢O),DLS(¢OItASO(60|o_ET&(60|

JV = 21
K_ = V?FRn/|OO, $ KX m KXel

V_I|i = q, $ BV " _.tKX

O_ tO K=7,ZI

I Q Vg(KI = VO(K-li+aV

Vii21) = V/ER_

I/O ANGL[S IN DEGREES, USF RADIANS INTERNALLY

S&[ = SINF(AL_RDI

S_I = %INF(AI_R_I

P_ = PIeBOIA

S = PHIFLDATFIN_)

A!}O = _.-AI

VO_ - II_/(_AL*(I.*I,/TANiRD*AD_II)

W30 = VDO*SALISiNiRD*ADO|

DL{I = S*COS(AI*RDI

D3 50 J=l,JV

W_iJ) = UB*UB+VDiJi*VDIJi-7,$UB_VDIJI_SAL

w_(J) = %_RTF(WO(J}I

A_ = ACO_F (iUR-VDiJI$SAL)IWD(J)I

WNiJ| = WOiJ)*_INF(ADeAI*RDi

W_iJi = AM_XIiWNIJI,_.)

&SD(JI = AOf_O
BFTA(J; = q_,-Ai-ASOlJ;

_M = STNFIAD+AI_RD)

iF [ABSiDOM),LT,1,E-I_) GO TO 5B

DLS(JI = ABS(S*SINIADI/OOMI

IF (OLSiJi.GT.OLDI DLS(JI =DLO

_ TO 6_

%8 DLS(JI = DLO
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_q CqNTINUE

WRITE(&,[2| (JOB(K),K:I,|O),RDIA,RPM,UB,ALtS,AI

WQITE(_,I_I DLOtAOO,VOCtWDQtVZERO

WRITF(_,I4)

W_ITFI_,IO) (VO(KI,Wn(K),WN(K),ASD(KIpBETAIK)oDLSIK)tK=I,JV)

RETURN

I_ F_R_AT(_FI?.?,FI_.5)

12 FIRMAT{IHI, IOX,IOA8 // 6X,23HSECTION DIAMETER ICMI - FIO.6,IOX,

1 _}_IWH[FI RPM = FI0.I / &X,2_HWHEEI SPEEO ICMISEC| -

2 _Ih.2,1AX,?3HALPHA = F[O.2 /AX_23HBLADE PITCH |CM

_| = FIO.4,1nX,?_HALPHAI = FIO.2 )

14 F]RWAT(IhX,?HVD,IOX,_HWO_InX_?HWN,BXt6HALPHAD,RXt4HBFTA,SX,

[ [4HIMPACT LENGTH /)

l_ F_WAT( 6X,23HMAX DELTA L (CMI = FI_.4,10Xf23HALPHADO (OEG

I) = FIO.?IAX,23HVDROPO (CMISECI - FIQ.2, !OX,23HWO -

_WN (FM/SEC| = FIO.?/AXt?3HVZERO (CMISEC) • FIO,2//)

F_D

Appendix B.7 Subroutine SPLINT Liding

SHnRIllJTINE SPLINTIxT_YTtNTvXItVItNItJXpJY)

XT I_ THE FWA OF TARULATEO |NDEPENOENT VARIABLE ARRAY:

yT IS THE FWA _F TABULATED DEPENDENT VARIABLE ARRAY

NT 15 THE NUMBER OF IxTwYT) PA|R_

X| IS THE FWA OF INTERPOLATION ARGUMENTS

YI IS TttE rWA OF INTFRPnLATED VALUES

NI IS THE NUMBER nF INTERPOLATION ARGL/NE_I_' |_l-¥1 PAIRS)

JX AN_ JY SPFCIFY THE STORAGE INCREMENTS IN ARRAYS XT &NO YT

OIMENSIQN XT(2|,YTIR)qXII?I,YI(2) :- ' _ _: _ ; _ "'

n_TA (KX=II,IKY=Ii,INN=[|

ir = ]

R KX = J_

KY = JY

NN = NI
ICF = 1

TCP =

I_ {XTfNAI.GT.XT(|I) GO TO 10

ICF = q

fEB = |

In NTT= NT - I
O_ qO I=ItNN

X = XIlII

CA = C_ = I.

OKA = DEB = _.

_'] 20 J=_,NTT

L = J*ICC_INT+I-JI*ICB

N_ = (t-|)*KX÷I

IF |XTINA).GE.XI GO TO ]n

2_ CqNTIN_IE

l = ÁNT-I)*ICF_ICB

CA = ICR

C_ = ICF

G'I T_ 6n

_n T _ (J._T.21 G_ TO 50

L = 3*ICF÷( NT-?t=ICB

C_ = ICF

C_ = IC8

_ L = (L-?) _ICF+IL-I)*ICB
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N& = (L-Ii_'KX+I

X! = XTfN_)
N/% = (L-||'wKY÷[
Y[ = YT NAI
N_ = LJ'KX_.I.
X _ = xT NA)
N,'_ = L,l, Kye.[
Y2 = YT N_,t
N_ = (I.+1)'I'KX 4"1
X3 = XT NA)
Nt_ = (L+II*KY*I
Y_ = YT NAb
N_ = (L+2)_wKX_'I.
X4 = xT N/_I

Y/, = YT NA)

OI = IXt-X2)*(

;),? =-( Xl-X2)*l

9 _, = (XI-X'_)*I

.")_.= (X2-X_)_'f

Xl-X_)

X?-X_)

X?-X%)

/-,4

,1 ¸ :

At = (_C-X21*fK-X'_)/")I

A:? = (x-xl)*(x-x'_l/O2

_3 = (x-x[)*(x-x?)/'O3

A.'+ = (X-X3l_'(X-X'_i/r)'*

A5 = (X-X?)'w(X-X4)/n5

^'_ = {X-X?)*IX-X'_IIr}A

I c fICA.EC'j.').).t]P.(CB.EO._.)) Gn T_ 6&

I)CA = XP-X_

F_CF = -OCA

9.,_ = (X-X_) 1OC_

C.n = (X-X?)/OC'_

_ = yl.Al+ypwwA2+y'_*A)

p,:_ = yp. At++y'_,_5÷y4+A6

I_ (IT.Eq.2) h") TCI 7"

YI(1) = CA*C.A÷Cn_r_

_! = yTe((I(-X2)+{X-X_|

_:' = Y2*((X-XI)+-fX-X_)

Ai = Y._*((_(-XI)÷(X-X?|

_z, = Y2e{{X-X3)_-(X-X_)

A_ = Y3*{(X-X2)_-(X-X4)

Ai, = Y_,w((X-X2)÷(X-X3!

Y((I) = CA*(AI+A2+^'_)+

{""itT INIIE

nr TIluN

In,I

I")2

In3

In4

/06

A,_OCA+C B*( &4+AS+e,6)* P_*DC B

"NToy r)yr_x

Y! IS THF D_RTVATIVF" OF THF TABULATED {)&TA AT XI

IT = 2

n,q TO

F_IP
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Appendix B.8 Subroutine VERGE Listifig

£'JPRnlJTINF VFRr, F|XI_rfIX, IK)

&C/FLERAT_O CONVER_ENrF NF ITERATIVF PRnCES%ES

T,C,VARLJFN W&NL 41151&_

r)_lA EP£,ETt_,QO / l.F-lm,l.F-'_m,O.,.3,.55,-t.,5. I

IK = IK+I

[_ (IK.GT.I) r,o TO 70

K = IARS(IK-21

.tK = I

Z_ = xI

_(I = QO(KI_7.n_.([,-QOIK))*POX

IF |A_g(FqX-XI|,LT.EPSI r_ TP 3 r'

Z _- = (FnX*Z£-XA*XI)/(FP.X+Z__XA_XI}
/_ = XT

×[ = ZC

I c (_B£(ZR) .c,r,El"&} c,q T_ _m

IK = - IK

X_ = FOX

P_TIJ#N

F'JF_

r

r

£

11 7

1 2';

Appendix B.9 Subroutine ICEAD ll_lng

_'I_I)UI| NE ICEADINtTtWI, IRFTI

£'IMM(;NIICI)NIH,HWAX,HWIN_ELR,AB_

l)IMFNSlnd XII2|,FIIA|,X(Iht_I,DY|IO,SI,XP|IOItC{IO,ll

N = NO. _F EQU&IIDNS

T = INDEPFNOENT Va_IIBLE---SET IT=INITIIL T

H = S[_ SI_F---SET IT-INITIAL H

H4AX = M&XIMUM STEP %I/F I£C£PTABLE

H_IN = MINIMUM _YEP _IZE _£CEBT_LF

P_I_ = MAXIMLIM &CCEPTABLF RELITIV_ _RROR

_ = NAXIMUM &CCEPTABL_ ABSOLUTE _RR_R

INITIALI?ATION

P_LT = 14.2tREtB $ &fiST - 16.?*&BSB

F_CT = RELRIAB_ I RB = RELT/2O_.

C& = i./&, $ CB _ 1./24.

D1 [_h I'I,N

X(I,II = XIII)

RHNGF-KUTI_ STARTING METHqD

Tl = IB " 2

Oq IAO J=IA,I_

Call DERIVIT,XII,J-tI,DYiI,J-II,IRFT|

I_ IIWET| RETURN

_,3 13 _ I=I,N

Cll,l] = H*OYII,J-II

Xfl,Jl = XlI,J-ll,.¢eC(l,ll

TEM_} = T_._eH

C_LL DFRIV(TFM_,XfI,JI,DYII,JI,I_ET)

IF IIRETI RETII_N

B_ l_O I-I,N

CII_21 = HII)YII_JI
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|&_ X(ItJ) • x(loJ-1lo._eC(To_)
CALL O(_|v(TE_P,X(|.Jt+_YfI.J).|_ETt
IF (ImEY) RETURN

O0 i50 I=loN

C(le3b • He0Y(IoJ)
1S_ x(I.JI • X(t.J-11*C(t.3)

T • T*M
CALL DENIv(TtX(loJ),OY(1,J)tlaFI)

IF (IAET) NETUW_,
O0 160 I=|tN

C(lo_} = HO_Y(IIJ)

16n x(I,J) = XIItJ-l)*CAeICII,II._.°IC(I,_)*C(i,I))*CII,41)

l?n _0 1R0 I=I.N

18a WP# T) • XIIoZ)

I • T-H S M I ,_o_

IF tH,LTeHM_N) CALL FAItlf,W._Y,T_rT)
IF (|R[I) RETURn:

6n _0 1_0
lq_ IF (ZS,NE,3! G_ TO _5K

J=3

2_0 DO _50 I=I,N

E(1) • ARSIwP(Ii-W(T,Ji}

IF (E(|),GE,AHS(=(I.Ji)_QFL_! _t) In ?/n

F(I) • E(t)IA_Ix(l,Jl)
GO TO _Sn

E([) . E(IIetACT

GO TO 2bO

P3_ T = r-H

n_ _0 K=I_N

Gn XO II_

_Sn CONTINUE

IF (J,LU,_) UO _ )I0

TA = IH •

G_ TO l_o

C

C SENn SIARTINb V_LUE_ TO %1[_

C

DO 760 J=_,_

T • I*H

_6n CALL sTEP(T,X(),J)e_YII,JI_T_rT)

IF (IgEl) REIURN

C

C BF(;I N ICF-ADAMS MFT"OI)
C

_!n CALf I)EwIVfI_X(i,_).IIY(I,_),I_ET)

I_ #IRLI) RETt)w_
O_ ?qn I=ItN

T • T*H

CALL D_"Iv(T,XP,OY(_5),I_PT) ..
IF (IQ{I) W_IUR_,

_n _O0 1=1,_'

J=5

GO TO _0
31_ On R_O I=I,N

D0 t20 J=_,5

32A OY(1*J-I) • IJY(T,J)

CALL S_EP(T_X(I,_)_nYiI,_I,TQrT)

IF (l_ET) R61Ug_

00 330 ImI,N

IF (E(I),GT,WB) GO IO _=n

])n CONTINUE

O0 _*0 Ial_N
)6h wiT,|) = X(Io_)

N ¢ &,_H

Go xO i1_
RETI;WN

fND
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Appendix B.10 Subroutine PROPM Listlng

511RR()UT INF i_P()PM ( X X, TK e JOROP, JFLU I O}

COMPUTATION t'lF _^f I_TOLI|O ANO VAP('JR PRI)PERTI£$ OF WORKIM_ FLU[D e-

J_. t_t] n M_TFRT At JT:LU|P. M&TER| kL

I LITHIUM _ C_S|UN

_' SnPJ TUH 6 NFRCURY

_, POT A%S | UM 1' NAK-T_

4 n Uft I n | UM 8 WATFR

I_IS VER_IO'¢ _,S_U_E5 INPUT T_P IN DEGREES K_LVIN

%TFAM OATA TaBULATION_

DIMENSION TH2II?)tPSH?(t2|.,VLH2II2IeVGH2|I21,CLH2(|2),CVH2||2I,

1 ItLH21|?|

39.776,_.q17,165.37,2_0.9 /,

3 VLH21 |.O_021,I.nq¢4,l._a44,1.q12|,l._2qp|.0603,|.O906,1.lS6S,

VGH21 _6146.,|064_Z.,t_q?O.,12h45.t_40_.,Bg|.?|,392.S?tt_?.|gt

T CLH_I 4.2574,4.|_2_,4.|?R?.4.t_$Z,4.1_65,4.2446,¢._|e&.4q6b,

HIH2 l_50_.qg_k,2477.nt,2630.)4,2382.?,230A.l,2207,3,21|4.6,

t_4_.6,lTt%2,L4q4.,_q3.tit4./,IT_N/OI

I _ I[TE_.EQ.[I _ TO t_

_,_ 20 t=I,12

PSH2ll) = AL_IPSH?IT))

V3HZII) • ALO_(VGH2|I))

?_ HLH?Ill • &LnGIHLH2(1))

IrFq=l

I _ T = TK

JF = JFLUID

JP = JP_OP

[F(T.LT.2_O..OR.T.GT.IO0_.) _0 T_ 610

G'I TO _,P_nPR|ATE PRRPERTY _[CTION

I _ IJF.LT.I._R.JF._T._.nR.JP.LT,[.OR,JP,GT. 151 GO TO 600

_ TO (1A_I,I_2,IOO3,IO_4,1nOStIOO6.IOOI.IOOS,Ioog_ko0_]O|!

_AT i lOuIn _ENSITY (GICM_)

l:_'t _ r_ (lll,t12,113,116,11_,l16,|lY,ltB|, JF

tl! T = _l?3.I_-T

X = .I?_+5.1_6F-_SQRTIT)*4.1_SF-S*T

112 T = T-2?_.lq

X = .n_]-_.2qT&F-4eT-I,46_-_eTeT_5,_tS_-IT¢TeTeT

II_ X=n.r_t_7fl_-|-2.264_t4F-4eT-l.Z?661?E-8_TeT

5(1T,3 5_

tl4 x:l.ST_qO2-_._?_24_E-44T*_._7?q?F-SeTeT

_1 TO KO_

115 x=1,qfR637-4.54_765F-4eT-_,qS_O_S_-$eTeT

1[_ x=I,41nI?6EI-2.86176_E-3_T_l.?6_4?S_*TeTeT

RL

RSL

R4L

1=5L

R6L

NA
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1in

r

r

r

I 'I' ?

121

122

123

125

r

r

f-

C

[41

142

141.

l/*6

X=Q. _:_nn 57, q5891:- 1- 2.3Q371_88| _E-4,I,T._. 5881034579E-qeTi, T

T = T-27_.|_

r" '_L L _ n'L l NT ( TH?, VLH2,12, T, X, I , 1, I. )
X = |.IX
r, 1 Tn _0_

S6T V^PnR n_N%ITY IGICM31

_3 TO (121,122,|23,124,125,12&,400,L28), JF
X=CxPr(4._2_34E-I-|.S60_7?E41T-|.|24864E6/T**21

x:FxPFII._n7_-1.012Q[_E¢/T-5.7_46_F_/T_21

X=_XDFi4._7727_F-J-6.1_q_4E31T-q.252185E_IT_21

X=CXPFIl.TTT_-7.3?[_?7_IT-|.q_IO32ES/T**21

ql TD _

C_LI SPI. TNTITH2,VGHZ,I_,T,X,|,[,|I

X = I./FXPlX}
_ T(I _n

_aT I TQU_ V[_C_S[TY |GISFC-Cq!

_qTn I131,L32,133,1X4,1_,I_6,137,|381, JF
x = L.F-3*I_.**f_._IOZI-ISS.qqIIT-I.615P6*_LOGI_(T))

X = .n1*Iq.**(._1nS+2?n._SIT-,4_25_ALOG_{Tll
G) r_ gOO
X=-_,_S_6E-4_2.n2_ASPlT-_._IOq4R_21T_2+I.646_O6ESIT_3

= [.E-_[q._¢(_Z.2_741T-.7_63q_ALOGIOITI*2.465q)

X = 1._-3*IO.**(I04.nI31t-._O_II*ALOGlOITI*l.A7811

_ TO cO_
X=8,_3&S_TE-3-_.In853qlT÷2.7qI3eqE31T_*2-3.5440_TESIT_3

_ Tfl _0 _

q_ TP K_

_aT V_Pn_ VTSCOS[TY (G/SEC-CNI

_'I TU [I_|_t42,143,144,145,14_,430,|481, JF
X-3._738t_E-5+t.I_7|_ZE-7_T-I,I_5_25E-|t_T*T

X = ._41]_*(.n3427+q.I?6F-6*TKTOFITII

X:_._7_94F-S*l.OBZS_EF-7@T-4.52_33qF-||*T_T

X=P._I_O3F-_Z.OZ?TIqF-?*T-_._T?84E-I|*T_T

_] TO _O0

X=7.1¢3_SE-5_6.3_2qOF-7*T*_.37_475F-IO*T*T
G,3 T_ _Oq
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2.7 ATOMIZATION OF COLLECTED CON-
DENSATE*

2.7.1 Background

As has been frequently stated, it is that
fraction of the condensate which has been collected

by the various turbine surfaces and then discharged
in the form of macroscopic diameter drops which is
capable of causing erosion damage. In wet vapor
turbines two locations of particular interest are:
(1) atomization of liquid torn from that flowing
along the turbine housing, and (2) atomization of
liquid from the vicinity of the trailing edges of
stat0r vanes. In both instances the liquid can be

carried into the path of rotor blades moving with
high velocities relative to the liquid . Impact of
liquid at high velocities on surfaces can cause
erosion damage providing the liquid drops are of
sufficient girth to drive the threshold velocity to
cause damage below the impact velocity.

..... In considering Casing liquid a_omizatlon the
Westinghouse erosion model assumes that drops are

produced by the same general mechanism as that of
the primary stage of atomization of the liquid torn
from stators. This assumption allows the same equa-
ti0ns tO be used for predicting casing liquid atomized

drop diameters for rotor impingement investigation as
are used in predicting the primary atomization drop
diameters from stator discharged liquid. Such a cas-

ing liquid calculation has been previously reported.
To our knowledge there is no experimental data by
which to check thls assumption. A substantial dls-
cusslon of the general nature of the casing liquid
flows is provlded in Spies, Beughman, and Blake. (1)

Visual observations in steam turbines (1'2)

reveal that the liquid collected on the stators is torn
from the vicinity of the trailing edges of the stator
vanes. Initially this liquid is in the form of a dls-
tribution of sizes of fairly large drops. This stage
of the atomization process is called primary atomi-
zation. These large primary drops are caught up in

* W. D. Pouchot, Advisory Engineer, Systems&

Technology Section, Westinghouse Ash'onuclear
Laboratory, Large, Pa.

the decaying wakes downstream of the stators and
accelerated by the vapor stream. Most of the pri-
mary dropsare unstable under the aerodynamic
conditions prevailing during this acceleration. Pro-
viding there is sufficient distance (time of flight)
between stotor and rotor, these unstable drops are
broken down into smaller stable drops. This stage of

the atomization process is called secondary atomiza-
tion. Completion of the secondary atomization
process gives a relatively stable population of drops
composed of a residual of primary drops which were
small enough to be stable plus the secondary drops
formed from shattered primary drops. In well design-
ed turbines, it is this stabilized population of drops
which impinge upon the rotor blades and can cause
erosion damage. The discussion which follows is
concerned with the various stages of atomization of

stotor discharged liquid.

2.7.2 Stator Atomization Model

a) General Description

To calculate the erosion by Iiquld of damag-

ing form, it is necessary to know the size, relative
velocity and number and location of impacts on the
rotor blades as a relation of time. There are at least

four different mechanisms of primary atomization
and two for secondary atomization which have been
observed under conditions related to those in turbine

stators. To trace the h_story of all these possible
processeswould be a formidable, if not impassible
task. Becauseof this, the approach taken in the

Westinghouse model ifivolves substantial slmpliflca-
tion through gross description of droplet classes
based in large part on empirical correlating relations
commonly used in describing gas-atomized liquid

sprays.

Furthermore_ almost all the empirical ob-
servations used in preparing the numerical detail of
the atomization model were taken from reference

material where the tests reported were made using

steam vapor or air atomization of water drops.
Nonetheless, it is felt that observations on steam
or air atomization of water drops, particularly ob-
servations in actual turbines or turblne-like cascades,

are applicable to a broader spectrum of turbine
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workingfluids(suchastheliquidmetals)of low
liquid-viscasltyandsubstantialsurfacetension.*

• Nomenclature

In d;mensional equations the unils used are:

Mass-slugs, Force-pounds, Length-feet,
T;me-seconds

a

a

Constant in Nukiyama-Tanasawa distribu-
tion functions

Stator blade trailing edge thickness

Constant in Nukiyama-Tanasawa distribu-
tion function

D Drop diameter

D
m

Most common drop diameter in terms of
spray volume

D3-0

D3 o"

Mass mean drop diameter

The drop approximately three standard
deviations larger than I_e mean drop

D Maximum drop diametermax

K A constant
+

L Length along surface of stotor bJade from
nose to trailing edge

M
a

r_

Mach No. based on free stream conditions

Collected liquid massflow rate per unit
casing periphery or blade height

* Wetab;lity of the liquid with respect to surface
does not seem to be an important factor. Experi-
ments reported in reference (4) seem to indicate that

under the impressof aerodynamic forces liquids tend to
become non-wetting. This is reasonable since the
ground state of a liquid mass ;n the absence of exter-
nal forces such as gravity, is a sphere and perturba-
tions from aerodynamic sources would tend to allow
filmS and rivulets to "ball up".

N

n

P

ReD

Sb

U
r

U
S

V

V
X

Vtot

W
g

X

X

P
V

q

Ts

I'1v

Is

Number of drops

Exponent in Nuk;yama-Tanasawa distribu-
tion function

Gamma function argument

Reynolds Number based on drop diameter

Tanasawa' s stability number (Heinze' s
viscasity number) - /r'---

Relative velocity between vapor and drop

Gamma function argument

Bulk stream (free stream) velocity

Spray Volume

Volume of spray between gamma function
parameter (o) and parameter (x)

Total volume of spray

Weber number - _ Ur2 D//o or PvUs2 D/_

Stator blade chord length

Gamma function parameter

Vapor density

Liquid density

Liquid surface tension

Wall friction force per unit area on bulk
flow

Vapor viscosity

Liqu;d viscosity
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• Definition of Model

The model of atomization is defined in terms

of the 6mp|rical Nuklyama-Tanasawa distribution

function plus several characteristic drop diameters.

The distribution function is used in both a

number of drops form and in volumetric form. These
functions are:

dN D2 -bDn (la)
d'--D- = a e

= 7r a D5 e -bDn (lb)
dg6 6

The characteristic diameters used are:

1) Dm = most common diameter drop

D = Dm when the second derivative
d2V

of Eq. lb equals zero or _ = 0. This corresponds

to the peak of the familiar dlstribut|on curve as:

3) D,_ - The drop approximately three

standard devlat_s arger than the mean drop

D3o is the drop for which

_; _x AV
= 0.997

5
where x =

n

diameter

4) , D
max

D
max

- Defined maximum drop

is the drop for wh ich

= K

I

D

The Nukiyama-Tanasawa distribution func-

tTon is often used by experimentalists jn reporting
data on gas atomized liquid sprays. It is a monomo-

dal function and the constants, "a, b and n" of the

expression can be determined from a knowledge of
the number of volume fractions of the spray of any

two drop diameters. Conversely the spray can be

characterized by a value of "n" and a characteristic

drop diameter such as the mass mean or surface mean

drop diameter.

2) D3_ 0 - Mass mean diameter drop

D3_ 0

'_-'_ 00 11/36 o aV

From the point of view of the analyst, these

various relationships between characteristic drop

diameters and the constants of the Nukiyama-

Tanasawa expressions may be found by such means

as writing an appropriate computer program or by

use of Pearson' s tables of the incomplete gamma
function(3).
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Inconnectionwlthuseof the reference (3)

material, it may be shown that:

b - n5 /.___m / n

Hence the exponential coefficient

(b dn) n

If 5 (D) n

n
be put in the form:

= x, equation (lb) may then

dV = Ta (5) 6-n Dm6 6-n e-Xd× 3--0-- (__) (× ) (2)

If the additional substitution 6 - n = p

is made, n

dxdV _ 3"oTa(___)n P Dm6(X pe-x) (3)

In |ntegrol form equation (3) may be written,

X

= Ta n D 6 _o xp e-x dx (4)Vx -_ ("5 .-) m

When x = m, V x =Vto t (the total volume
of the spray)

and therefore by definition:

x

Vx _ / xP e-x dx

(5)

-'_ttot /_ xp e "x dx

This is the ratio of the spray volume con-

tained in all drops smaller than
1

fix n

D = ( _ ) (Dm)

to the total volume of the spray.

There is nothing fundamental in these

previous substitutions and rearrangement of the

Nuklyama-Tanasawa equation. They are for the

purpose of putting the equation on a form for easy
use with the tables of Reference (3).

The complete gamma function for the

argument p is written £ (p + 1). It can be defined by:

r(p + 1)=[e-XxPdx
_0

The incomplete gamma function is defined
after Pearson(3) to be:

x

F x (p + 1) =f e -xx pdx
o

Hence equation (5) may be given as:

V rx (p + 1)
x

,,,

_tot r(p+ 1) = I(x-p)
(6)

Pearson_"J has constructed tables of this
ratio in the form:

where

V
X

V
tot

u =

I (u, p)

x

p+ 1
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In terms of the spray parameters of interest,
p and u are:

6-n

n

Some numerical values for the ratios D3a /
D3.0_ and D3e/D m c_lculated in this way are gwen

as a function of n in Table 2.7-1.

The observations reported are qualitatlve. Quanti-
tative information on the relative volumes of liquid
involved in each of the processes is not available. It
seems reasonable that the tearing of masses or sheets

of liquid from stators involves a more important part
of the total liquid available than the other observed
mechanisms of detachment. On this basis, a sheet
atomization model is the logical tool for estimation
of primary drop sizes.

The model chosen is the classical one of a

sheet of liquid ruffled under the impress of aero-
dynamic forces, the ripples developing into liga-
ments, and the ligaments in turn collapsing into
drops. Using this model an expression for the most

common drop diameter, Din, has been developed.
It is

TABLE 2.7- I

RELATIONSHIPS OF D3_r, D3_ 0, Dm, AND n

n D3 q/D 3- 0 D3_//D m

0. 25 28.70 15.5

0.50 8. 14 5.61

1.0 3.84 2. 99

2. 0 2. 40 1.79

3.0 2.0! 1.69

b) Primary Atomization

Mechanisms of primary atomization as ob-
(5)a i t rbl e Ikserved in an actual turbine nd "n u "n -I" e

stationary cascades(4,5) are: (1) stripping of liquid

or sheets from liquid puddles, (2) stripping or tip
bursting of oscillating pendant dropsattached to

the stator trailing edge, (3) eye-dropper tearing of
individual drops from the stator trailing edge, and

(4) direct formation of individual drops on the con-
vex surface of a stator by somemechanism giving
results similar to a drop of water on a hot stove.

D
m

The complete primary distribution is then

obtained by applying the Nuklyama-Tanasawa dis-
tribution function assumingthat n = 1. Given n and

Dm, the ratio V. ,/Vtot, at any value of D, can be
obtained throug_ the use of Pearson's(3) tables

by calculation of Pearson's arguments p and u as a
function of D.

Typical values calculated for the ninth
stator of the Yankee steam turbine are given in
Appendix A to this Section 2.7, along with the

derivation of the expression for Dm (equation 6).

A comparison between calculated values
for the Yankee steam turbine and a small amount

of experimental d_ta on stator primary atomization
obtained by Hays(5)from the British CEGB is also

given in Appendix A to the Section 2.7. This data
comparison cannot be said to confirm the model of

primary atomization proposed here, because of the
small number of drops sampled experimentally, but
the comparison is encouraging.
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c) Secondary Atomization

To distinguish between those primary drops
which are stable from origin to rotor impact and pri-

mary drops which undergo secondary atomization, a
parametric time history analysis of the drops in the
stator wake is carried out as previously d_scussed in
Section 2.6. It is assumed that the primary drops
become entrained by a given wake streamline and
the liquid represented remains with that streamline
until rotor impact. The criteria for disruption of a
primary drop is taken as the exceeding of a critical
drop Weber Number at some point along the path
between detachment from the stator to impact with
the rotor. This assumes that there is time for the

drop to disrupt, after the critical Weber Number has
been exceeded, before it impacts the turbine rotor.
This time period for d_srupfion is covered inSection

2.6. All primary drops which experience a Weber
Number greater than the critical are presumed to
disrupt to smaller stable secondary drops.

For small turbines of the space type, 1"
chord, 1"-2" high blades, the critical Weber Num-
ber used has been 13. For the large low pressure
ends of central station steam turbines the value used
has been Weber Number -- 22. The rationale is
due to Gardner (6) who apparently drew on the work
of He_nze. According to Spies et al (1), Heinze shows

that for a "non-viscous" fluid (the turbine working
fluids are considered "non-viscous") that the critical

value of Weber Number is 13 for shock exposure of a
drop to aerodynamic forces and this critical Weber
Number increases to 22 for a steadily falling drop.
This latter case is that of graduated application of

aerodynamic forces to the drop. From trajectory
calculations on both large and small turbines, it
appears that the application of aerodynamic forces
to the primary drops is quite abrupt or shock-like in
the small space type turbine and quite gradual in the
large central station steam turbine low pressure end.
The selection of Weber Number = 13 for the small
turbines and Weber Number = 22 are commensurate

with the trajectory observations.

Primary drops which experience local
Weber Numbers in the wake which are less than the
critical Weber Number are assumed stable and re-

tain their prTmary configuration. The maximum size
drop which will impact the rotor is the primary drop
which just experiences but does not exceed the
critical Weber Number anywhere between origin and
impact with the rotor.

This model uses Weber Number criteria be-

cause under local conditions at the time of breakup
of the primary drops it is believed that the ratio of
the dynamic pressure force to surface tension force
is the single most important criteria as to whether a
drop is stable or not. Unfortunately, Weber Number
alone is not completely sufficient to allow a predic-
tion of maximum drop diameters in sprays even when
the local conditions at disruption are known with
reasonable accuracy. For this reason, Westinghouse
has varied the numerical value of the Weber Number

which has been used in analysis of turbines from tur-
bine to turbine.

Since these values were selected, a con-
siderable amount of actual observation in large steam
turbines(2) and in a small steam turbine (1) built to

simulate a space potassium turbine have become
available. These data clearly show that from a con-
ceptual point of view the simplified two valued
scheme of this model is inadequate. However, in a
numerical sense the selection of Weber Number = 13

for the small space turbines examined is a good
average value based on an analysis of the results of
Spies et al (1) as given in Appendix "B" of this

section 2.7. For a typical design such as the NASA-
GE 3 stage potassium test turbine the procedure of
Weber Number = 13 may err in estimating the maxi-
mum size drop impinging on the rotor blades of that
turbine by 30 microns. The maximum size drop is
about 100 microns in diameter.
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Spiesetal_1//_givethreeempiricalexpres-
sionswhichaffectagoodcorrelationof theirdata.
Theseare*

We = 65(M ) 1.16 (i)
o

where K = 0.31 for the data of Smlth (71

ReD = 18 (iii)

which escaped disruption plus the families of
secondary drops formed from the disrupted primary
drops.

The residual primary drops are those from
the primary distribution which did not experience
a greater than critical Weber Number.

The massmean drop diameter (D3 tl ) of the
sum of the families of the secondary drops-i'sVassumed
to be given by a seml-empirica] expression developed
by Wolfe and Anderson (8]. This is:

The first of these (i) is due to Smffh (7). It

also correlates his data as does the second expression
(il). Both the first and second expressions badly
overestimate the maximum size drops in large cen-
tral station turbines low pressure ends as reported by
Christie and Hayward (2). The writer has not evalua-

ted the third expression (iii). As a general comment,
all three expressions lack a model as a basis for
understanding the phenomena the expressions purport
to correlate. They, therefore, pose a high risk when
applied to situations other than those exact ones
from which they were obtained.

The selection of critical Weber Number =

22 for the low pressure ends of large central station
steam turbines seemsto be overly conservative in
terms of steam stationary cascade tests as reported by
Christie and Hayward(2)but not necessarily for
actual turbines as reported by the same reference (2).

d) Final Drop Size Distribution

• Conceptual Approach

Conceptually the drop size distribution
resulting from the completion of the secondary
atomization process is the sum of the primary drops

*All va]ues are calculated using bulk flow (free
stream) conditions not local wake conditions.

DS-0: ,2 . 1/2_r¢

where D is the most common drop of the initial
primary _strlbutlon.

The distribution function for the sum of the

families of secondary drops is then taken as that of
the Nukiyama-Tanasawa function for n = 1 and

the appropriate Wolfe and Anderson D3_0.

Addition of this secondary distribution to
the residual of the primary dfstr[bution gives the final
drop size distribution impacting the turbine rotor
blades.

This is the way in which the final clropsize
distribution used in calculating the erosion values
for the Yankee steam turbine was obtained. A com-

parison of this distribution in dimensionless form with
various test observations from the literature which

have become available since the Yankee analysis
was performed, reveals a rather striking lack of slmi-
larity between calculation and observation as sho_
in Figure 2.7-1. This may explain why the calcula-
ted erosion of the Yankee ninth rotor blades was

lower than that actually observed in service.
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• An Empirical Approach

Since the conceptual approach just out-
lined yielded a drop distribution much askew com-
pared to actual experimental observations, a more
fully empirical approach was tried in connection
with the Bayshore No. 2 turbine evaluation. This
approach was to apply an average of the observed
distributions shown in Figure 2.7-1 to the calculated
maximum drop diameter.

Reservations about this approach must also
be expressed. For example, the observational curves

shown in Figure 2.7-I correspond to Nukiyama-
Tanasawa "n" values in the range of 2 to 3*. This is
far higher than characteristic values reported in the

literature of gas atomized liquld sprays. Here a (_.
value of "n" much different from one is uncommon-y)

and when values differ from one they are likely to
be less than one.

A part of the difficulty may be in the inter-
pretation of what experimentalists mean whey they
report a value of n = 1 in the Nukiyama-Tanasawa
expression effects a good correlation of their data.

For example, turn to Figure 2.7-2. This is a plot of I.,
some data presented by Spies, Baughman, and Blake d).
The open circles are the data. The solid line and
dashed line are the Nukiyama-Tanasawa expression
plotted with n = 1 and n = 3 respectively. It will be
noted that the shape of dlstrlbutlon curves as given
by the clrcles is very similar to the shape of other
experimental results curves as shown in Figure 2.7-1.

Spies et al conclude in their report that a
Nukiyamo-Tanasawa distribution with n = 1 affects
a satisfactory correlation of their data. As can be
seen in Figure 2.7-2 it does on the average affect a
better correlation than n = 3. However, Spies et al
report the maximum drop diameter observed for this
particular set of test conditions to be 180 microns.
An n = 1 correlation implies at least 2 percent by
number of drops with a diameter greater than 180
microns. This 2 percent number fraction represents
a considerably larger volume fraction than number
fraction because of the D-cubed effect. It seems

*This is on the writer' s terms; not necessarily on the
terms of the experimentalist as is discussedshortly.
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quitepossible that the n = 1 selection of Spies et al
is in fact more nearly correct than the actual data
points. It seemsquTte possible that they might have
observed some (say) 240 micron diameter drops if
their observations had covered 10,000 drops and not
hundreds of drops.

This possible inaccuracy in distribution in-
formation is compounded in the empirical approach
used in the Bayshore No. 2 turbine erosion examina-
tion by a "tall wagging the dog phenomena". A
tabulation from reference (2) is reproduced as Table
2.7-2 following= .............

TA BLE 2.7-2

TABULATION FROM REFERENCE 2

Size Range of Total No. of Droplets per Second
Drop Diameters in Each Size Range at Given Load

_Ic_ns) (Load 100%) p,..oad 60%) Load 40%)

50 to 150 384 1160 1283

150 to 250 322 414 744

250 to 350 16 54 125

350 to 450 0 4 10

The most drops are reported in the 40 per-
cent load column. The number is 2162. A plot of
this 40 percent load tabulation is given as "Original
Data" in Figure 2.7-3. If one 500 micron drop is
added to this original 2162 drops, the distribution
function shifts markedly (in the direction n = 1) as

shown by the curve "Original Data Plus One" of
Figure 2.7-3.

The significance of the shift with respect
to predicting erosion in turbines is marked in num-
erlcal evaluation using the empirical atomization
model as applied to Bayshore No. 2. The model
assumesthat some particular characteristic diameter
drop of the distribution of drops can be predicted
either empirically or theoretically as a function of
turbine flow and geometry for particular sets of tur-

bine flow and geometry variables. Then the model
assumesthis particular characteristic diameter can
be generalized to a complete particular distribution
of drops by applying an empirical distribution func-
tion to the particular charocter_stlc diameter drop.

100
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_" ORIGINAL OATA

0+2 0<4 0.6 O,B 1.0

_OP D_AMETEP/MA×IMUM DIAMeTeR DROP

Figure 2.7-3 Manipulation of Experimental Drop
Size Distribution

The foregoing are all reasonable assump-
tions. Unfortunately at this time the characteristic
diameter drop on which there is substantial experi-
mental data in turbines is the maximum diameter drop
of the spray. While the general approach to the
model is not limited to the use of the maximum dia-

meter drop as the characteristic diameter drop, the
weight of experimental evidence on maximum dia-
meter drops has made them a logical if unfortunate
choice.

Referring back to Figure 2.7-3, the actual
change in total volume of the spray caused by add-
ing one 500 micron drop is only 1.2 percent. How-
ever, if in reconstructing a distribution of drops
based on a partlcular independently calculated
maximum diameter drop, the distribution function
marked "Original Data" is used, 30 percent of the
volume of the spray will be predicted to be in drops
greater than 0.6 the diameter at the maximum dia-
meter drop; whereas if the distribution function
marked "Original Data Plus One" is appliedo only
10 percent of the volume of the spray will be pre-
dicted to be in drops greater than 0.6 the diameter
of the maximum diameter drop. That is as little as
1 percent change in the experimental measurement
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with respect to volume (or one part in two thousand

with respect to number of drops) can shift the pre-

diction of amount of moisture contained in damaged
drop diameters* by as much as 300 percent using

this empirical procedure.

2.7.3 Conclusions

Means of assessing the drop sizes and

distribution of liquid discharged from turbine stators

have been presented. The numerical procedures sug-

gested for predicting primary atomization drop sizes

and the maximum diameter drop in the final distribu-

tion of drops impinging on turbine rotor blades have

an apparent accuracy of + 30 percent as compared to
limited experimental inf_mation.

Two means of assessing the distribution of

drops below the maximum drop diameter in the final

distribution of drops impinging on the turbine rotor
blades have been investigated.

The first of these methods which was of a

semi-theoretlcal nature, when applied to the Yankee

steam turbine low pressure end, yielded a calculated
drop size distribution very different from those ob-

served in an English steam turbine.

The second of the methods for assessing the

distribution of drops in an emplrical approach using

an average of the observed distributions in the

English steam turbine applied to a calculated maxi-

mum drop diameter. (Maximum Drop diameter Weber

No. Criterion 13 for small turbines, 22 for large

turbines as applied to stator wake trough conditions.)

The second method is preferred although it can yield

quite large inaccuracies in results with very small

errors in determination of maximum drop diameter.

*The 0.6 of maxlmum diameter was picked by exam-

ple and does not imply that only drops greater than
this can cause erosion damage.
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APPENDIX 2.7A

PRIMARY ATOMIZATION EXPRESSIONS

Mechanisms of primary atomization re-
ported are: (1) stripping of massesof liquid or sheets
from liquid puddles, (2) stripping or tip bursting of
oscillating pendant drops attached to the stator
trailing edge, and (3) eye-dropper-like tearing of
individual drops on the convex surface of the stator
by some mechanism,giving results similar to a drop
of water on a hot stove.

Unfortunately, none of the referenced work
gives quanHtatTve information on the relative volumes
of liquid involved in the observed processes. It seems
reasonable that the tearing of masses or sheets of
liquid from the stators involves a more Important part
of the total liquid available than the other observed
mechanisms of detachment. The sheet atomization

model is on this basis the logical tool for estimation
of average primary drop sizes. As available infor-
mation is insufficient for definitive conclusions, the
pendant modes may be more important than assumed.

NOMENCLATURE PRIMARY ATOMIZATION

a

b

B

Cf

d

g

H

Definition

Spray distribution constant

Spray distribution constant

Ligament diameter

Stator wall friction drag coefficient

Drop size

An average drop size

Gravffational constant

Stator boundary layer form factor

mL

n

N

U

U
S

V

Vtot

X

X

Z

6

0

xB

PL

Os

u L

T s

_L

Ps

Mass flow rate per unit of stator
edge length (Ib/sec/ft)/g

Spray distribution constant

Number of drops

Gamma function parameter

Bulk steam velocity

Volume rate of spray formation

Total volume rate of spray formation

Stator chord length

Gamma function parameter

Drop size

Drag coefficient

Stator liquid film thickness

Stator boundary layer form factor

Wave length of ripples in I[quld film

Wave length of vaHcccities in liga-
ments

Most probable wave length

Density of liqurd

Density of vapor (bulk)

Liquld surface tension

Stator wall friction drag per unit
area

L_quld viscosity

Vapor viscosity
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SHEETATOMIZATION

Basedon actual turbine observations such
(5)as those reported by Hays , the flow of collected

moisture over stator vane surfaces is far from uni-

form. The flow gathers in rivulets or puddles which
feed separated atomization sites.

In an actual turbine, the location of the
atomization points iS probably influenced by surface
and vapor flow irregularities. However, even wffh
a perfectly uniform surface, a distribution of attach-
ment points can be expected. Under such uniform
surface conditions it is to be expected that the fluid
would initially start to collect in the wake of the
stotor trailing edge as a roll of liquid with a cross-
sectional diameter of approximately the width (W)
of the trailing edge. As is well known, such a slender
cylinder of liquid is unstable in the presence of
surface tension forces and develops var|cosltles along
its length. The pitch of these varicasitles would
then determine the atomization sites. The pitch (or
length) of the varicasitles would not be uniform but

would have a di_trlbution of pitches. Numerically as
given by Green(10) after Raylelgh, the minimum pitch

of a cylindrical instability is_rW and the most prob-

able pitch is 4.5 W. Other pitches than those, Oll
course, have a statisticaE probability of existence" 1)

If the distance between the atomization sites

becomes fairly large, the local liquid flow rates at the
site will be many times that of a uniformly distributed
flow. This high local flow rate results in a thickening
of the local liquid boundary layer and an opportunity
for the development of sufficient liquid boundary
layer momentum with ripples to give sheet type atom-
ization rather than pendant atomization. This sheet
type atomization is analogous to the stage 3-type of
whirling cup atomlzaHon which takes place at high
rates of liquid feed to cup or dlsc atomizers(10).
In this example of the whirling disc atomizer, the
flow rate on a uniform basis is high enough to pro-
duce sheet atomization. Such sheet atomization

could obviously also take place from wet turbine
stators on a uniform or nearly uniform film basis if
the liquid flow rate is high enough. In the case of

the Yankee Atomic turbine low pressure end, suffi-
cient collection of moisture on the ninth (and
wettest) stator to produce uniform film sheet atomiza-

tion does not seem likely. Sheet type atomization
is probably a result of local flow rates greater than

average.

Average Droplet Size from Sheet Atomization

Schematically, the process of sheet atomiza-
tlon is assumed to be as follows:

1) The liquid film of average depth (6)
flowing towards the stator trailing edge (as a result

of air drag forces) develops ripples of wave length
(,_).

  ATOR
TRAILING EDGE

6_1131-60B

2) This rippled film is then blown from the
trailing edge of the stator and collapses into liga-
ments of cross--sectional diameter B strung out parall-
el to the trailing edge. The cross-sectional area of
the ligament is approximately equal to the product
of the average film thickness times the ripple wave
length or

tr

3) The ligament so formed in turn develops
instabilities of wave length (x B ) along its length

and collapses into drops of diameter (d).

TIME

1

o
611131-61B
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The volume of the drop being approximately

equal to a cylindrical section of diameter B of length
X B or:

d3 _ T B2 XB6

d (3/2 B2 (2)= ×s)1/3

As previously quoted from Green (10), the

most probable value of ;_B is:

), = 4o5B
B

(3)

Substituting for B from equation 1 into

equation 3 gives:

d = 2.14 _ (4)

The average liquid boundary layer thick-

ness at the trailing edge of turbine stators |s given

by*:

Cf Ps 2
½- 2 Us

(5)

cf : (2)(.123)(10-'678 -°'268

*See Section 2.5

An analysis by JeFferys of wind-generated

gravity waves has been developed by Mayer(12) to

predict the most probable capillary wave length in a

windblown sheet. Mayer' s expression gives:

)_o,X = 97r _'_ _/_ Us2 (6)

Considering the expression/]/2 P Us2 as
the effective drag force per unit area of f_m, it may

be written in terms of the boundary layer calculations
(neglecting fog particle impact momentum) as:

#PsUs2 = Cf _ Us2 = 2 _s

2./3
(7)

Substituting in equation 4 from equations 6

and 7 results in an expression for an "average" drop
size:

- (, °
PL(_$

In Figure 2.7A-1 "average" drop sizes from

equation 8 are presented. It may be noted that the

drop size predicted by equation 8 appears to become
independent of flow rate at the higher values of flow

rate examined. This suggests that a simplified expres-

sion such as equation 9 will be adequate for predict-

ing the "average" drop size in many instances.

/I_LX ._ 1/4_ tJL _/1/3

Numerical evaluation of equation 9, in-

serting the same values for the independent variables,

as used in evaluating equation 8 gives:

= 630 microns.
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Examining equation 9, it will be seen that

the average drop size predicted varies slowly with,)

most of the variables except U . Setting r : : Us-
gives the variation with respecSt to U as: s

S

-.92
d::U

$

Sheet Atomization Drop Size Distribution

There is a distribution of drop sizes resulting

from sheet atomization (in fact from almost any
atomization process). There is the distribution of sites

Cinflow rates) along the trailing edge, the distribu-

tion of atomization wave lengths ()_) in the direction

of flow, and the d_stributlon of cylindrical wave
lengths (XB) producing the final primary drops. A

distribution function could be developed from the
Rayleigh(11) cylindrlcal instability function and the

jefferys_Mayer(12) capillary wave length function.

However, an overall empirical distribution function
due to Nukiyama-Tanasawa is easier to use:

dN 2 -b zn
dz = a z e (10)

Quoting from Putnam '9',(_ "Two Japanese

investigators, S. Nuklyama and Y. Tanasawa, obtain-

ed extensive data on drop sizes in sprays by air

atomization, and sought to correlate these data ---".

Their investigations indicated that a value of 2 for

the exponent of (z) effected a good correlation of

the experimental data in every case, and that ex-

ponent (n) varied but little from unity.

While other investigators, including the

writer, have found that the value of the exponent
(n) may fall as low as 1/4, a numerical case can be

made for the Yankee turbine to cons|der this expo-

nent as having a value of unity. An exponent of the
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Figure 2.7A-I Average Drop S|ze,
Primary Atomization

order of unity is required to get a reasonable fit

between an upper size llm[t on drops Corder of 1500

to 2000 microns) resulting from the size of the trail-

ing edge thickness and an unspecified kind of average

drop size of the order of 500-600 microns.

Us|ng n = 7 and writing equation 10 in terms

of volume rather than number of drops gives:

cIV _ 7ra 5 -bz
dz 6 z e (11)

Thls equation contains two undetermined

constants, Ca) and (lo). Constant Ca) may be deter-

mined from the total volume of the spray using the
continuity relationship once constant (b) has been

found. In connection with constant (b), it may be

observed that if a value of the "average" drop size

corresponding to the mast probable flow rate of

figure 2.7A-1 is selected, the rate of change of
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volume of spray produced is a maximum with respect

to this average drop size (Zav) or,

dV = d(_.z__)_z max.

and

or

where

d2V - 0- 7ra (e-bz) z4 (5-zb)

b ; 5//Zrr I

z rn is Zav at d/_-_)max. (12)

Substituting from equation 12 in equation 11 gives:

A small amount of data on stator primary

atomization, obtained from the British CEGB, has

been reported by Hays (5). This information is re-

produced in table 2.7A-2 for conditions which more
or less bracket the conditions at the ninth stator of
the Yankee Turbine. This data cannot be s_id to

confirm the model of primary atomization used here

because of the low number of drops sampled° A

comparison between tables 2.7A-1 and 2.7A-2 is
encouraging, however.

TABLE 2.7A- 1

SPRAY LIQUID VOLUME DISTRIBUTION VERSUS

DROP SIZE

dV ;ra 5 -5 z
dz 6 z e z (12a)

m

If the substitution, x = 5 z/z m is made in equation
12a, it becomes: ......

dV - ,ra /'_--/ 5 -x6 x e dx (13)

6 x _ 6

Drop Size (z)
(microns) V/Vtot

100. _ 0.0004

175 0.007

2'50 • • __ ": - ............ 0. 0356

350 ......... 0. 12

525 = z .... 0.38
m

750 0.72

1050 _ 0.93

1575 0. 997

V ;. : ,

x - (o, 5)
tot

u =x/_- zSZ (13a)

and I (u,5) is a form of the incomplete gamma func-

tion, as tabulated in Reference 3. The ratio of cumu-

lative liquid volume to total Iiquld volume of spray

1s given as a function of drop size in table 2.7A-1 for
the ninth stator of the Yankee turbine.

TABLE 2.7A-2

DATA ON STATOR PRIMARY ATOMIZATION
._ _

Bulk

Static Steam Max. M;n.

Pressure Veloc;ty No. of Size Size

(psia) (ft/sec) Drops (microns) (microns)

1 . 61 976 5 1 080 460

1.72 1 ! 80 4 620 360
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APPENDIX 2.7B

ANALYSIS OF CONTRACT
NAS 7-391 RESULTS *

A series of erosion-related experiments
have been performed by the Rocketdyne Division
of North American Rockwell, sponsoredby NAS

7-391. These experiments employ a series of
stator blade shapes and test conditions designed to
simulate space turbine environments, The working
fluid used is steam. A p_tlcular objective of the
program is to observe the detachment of collected
liquid from trailing edge surfaces and to estimate
the ultimate limiting size of atomized drops as a
function of the various test condffions.

A drop transport analysis has been com-
pleted on a series of eleven tests performed by
Rocketdyne. The analysis was performed with the
ADROP computer code (Section 2.6). Blade
shape IDA ** was chosen for these studies. This
blade is similar to that used in the last stage of
the General Elecltic three-stage potassium test
turbinet differing only in the pitch. Rocketdyne
is using a stator block containing six different
blade shapes and apparently could not exactly
reproduce the pitch of the G. Eo blades in this
configuration. The mean line pitch of the
Rocketdyne blade I-A is a 0.616 inch while the
pitch of the G. E. blade is 0o641 inch.

The surface velocities obtained for the

tip section were then used to evaluate the boundary
layer properties at the blade trailing edge. The
properties of interest are the momentum thicknesses
(Os and Gp)s the displacement thicknesses
( _*and _*), and the full thicknesses ( 5 and _ )
on _oth thePsuctlon and pressure sides of thSeblad_
These are summarized in Table 2.7B-2.

Trajectory calculations were performed for
a series of drop sizes ranging downward from the
thickness of the stator trailing edge (190 microns).
An axial distance of one inch was arbitrarily
chosen between the stator exit plane and the inlet

plane of a hypothetical rotor row. This distance is
sufficient to observe secondary atomization effects.

Figure 2.7B-3 showsthe variation of the maximum
Weber Number observed with drop diameter for the
eleven test conditions chosen. These were obtained

from trajectories along the streamline coincldlng
with the stator wake axis, Note that these maxima
occur at different locations downstream of the

trailing edge; in no case did the maxlmumWeber
Number occur at the start of the trajectory.

The test conditions employed in this
study are presented in Table 2.7B-1(1). The tip

section of the blade shape used is shown in
Figure 2.7B-1. The blade surfacevelocltles in
the stator flow passagewere evaluated using the
two_cllrnensional flow analysis code of Reference(13)_
Figure 2.7B-2 summarizes the surface velocity
results. The velocities are normalized by the exit
free stream velocity. These velocities are plotted
against normalized surface position, which is the ratio
of the distance from the blade leading edge taken
along the surface to the total surface length°

*T. C. Varlien, Supervisor, Systemsand Tech-
nology, Astronuclear Laboratory, Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., 15236

**Rocketdyne Dwg. N-01828-A

The WANL turbine blade erosion model

has tentatively employed fixed Weber Number
cri terTa to predict the onset of secondary atomization.
These are obtained from Gardner's work (6) which
indicates thab in steam systems, the critical Weber
Number is about 22 when drops are slowly accele-
rated and is about 13when the accelerafinn is
abrupt. Resultsobtained by Rocketdyne(1) in the
tests examined are shown in Figure 2.7B-3. In each
case the limiting drop size observed has been
plotted. It is evident that a disruption criteria
based on Weber Number alone, is inappropriate.
The use of a fixed critical Weber Number may
perhaps be justified for very rough estimates or for
qualitative descriptions, but it lacks the precision
required in detailed erosion studies.
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TABLE 2.7B- 1

ROCKETDYNE TEST CONDITIONS USED IN
THE STUDY

Test _Tons lff_re
In_et Outlet _¢ 2_d :_,_ S_

Test Preu_e, Pressure, ln_et Shlam $t_ 5poutlng

Sha_ No. TO t$ 20 23 3 7 10 Pofce_ Ib/lec p,la fr/wc

114A X X 99.5 ,119 4.5 1170

B X X 99.5 7.8 540

C X X 99.6 ,175 10.8 525

D X X 99.6 S.5 71_

F X ¸ X 99,4 6.0 1450

I 113G X × 91.6 ,233 7.4 1680

H X X 99.3 9.4 960

| X X 99,4 11.5 66O

J X X 99,3 .270 11.8 6O0

K X X 99.4 9.g 1150

L X X 99.4 B.8 ie75

+0.2

,_:l. 1

0

.0.1

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4

-0.5

+0. 6

-_.7

I I I I t I I I
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Figure2.7B-1 Profile of Stator Blade 1-A

1.2

1.0

.8

.4

.2

0 .2 .4 .6 .B ) .0

REFERREDSURFACE LENGTH

FTgure 2.7B--2 Surface Velocities Computed for the
Top Section of Rocketdyne Blade Shape 1-A

TABLE 2.7B-2

TRAILING EDGE BOUNDARY LAYER DATA
OBTAINED FOR THE ROCKETDYNE TEST

SERIES

o w. -_3 wo-_
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Figure2f 71}-3 PredictedVarlatl?n of Maximum
PrimaryDropWeber _lumbers for the Rocket-

dyne TestSerieswith BladeShape1-A

T

Tralectory l'esult_ _'e presented in more

detail in Figures 2.7B-4 (Test l14A), 2.7B_5
(Tesi 114 Bi; 2. 7BL6 (Test il4 Fi and' 2.'7B-7 (T_;st
113L). These show the varlaflon :of drop Velocity and
Weber Number with total distance downstream of the

stator flailing edge and along the wake axis

streamline. In all cases a "dead-band" of four

trailing edge thicknesses has been used to cover
uncertaintles in the local wake velocity in this
reg ion.

A brief examination was also made of

trajectories associated wlth the hub section of
blade I-A. The small difference in pitch between
the two sections made very little difference in the
Weber Number and velocity result.
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ABSTRACT

This report volume is concerned with those
processesof the WANL turbine blade erosion model
shown on this page that can directly cause the loss
of metal from turbine blqdes: mechanical removal by
drop impingement and dissolution into impinged
liquid.

The literature on impingement erosion is
examined with a view to deducing empiric, or
analytic, relationships between erosion rate and the
various external variables such as impact velocity,

angle of impingement, size of impacting drops,
impacting fluid properties, strength of materials, and
rate-tlme variation.

In Section 3.1 the difficulties inherent in

the interpretation of erosion test data are discussed
and a rationalized approach is described.

One of the major difficulties in the correla-
tion of test data is the variation of erosion rate dur-

ing a test. In Section 3. 2 an analytic model is pro-
posed to explain the variation.

Sections 3. 1 and 3. 2 are mainly concerned
with the mechanical aspects of erosion of metals by

the Impingement of liquid drops as influenced by
external conditions such as impact velocity, etc.
Sections 3. 1 and 3.2 are not directly concerned
with the erosion resistance of specific materials -
except in passing - with the relationship between
erosion reslstance and other material properties.

_ections 3.3 and 3.4, on the other hand,
attempt to use the observations of Secffons 3. I and
3. 2, plus added information relevant to metal dis-
solution by liquid metals, to establish specific
numerical relationships of erosion resistance of
metals in terms of external variables and properties
of materials. Section 3. 3 deals with the mechanical

aspects of metal lossthrough drop implngement s
assuming no chemical interaction. Section 3. 4 deals
with the chemical aspect of metal loss by dissolution
of the metal into the l_qu|d Of impinged drops_assum-
ing that there is no mechanical interaction.

| [¥AI'OI CONDENSAtiON A Fi_, LYSI_ _ ir _t [_-Iow FUJUO 0 VN.AI_.IC

1 , 1.
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WANL Turbine Blade ErosionModel
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SECTION 3

TURBINE BLADE EROSIONMODEL

3.1

3.1.1

SURVEY OF CLUES TO THE RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN EROSION RATE AND IMPINGE-
MENT CONDITIONS*

General Considerations Relating to the
Interpretation and Correlation of Test Data

3. 1.1.1 Independent Variables

The purposeof this section is to determine
whether the impingement erosion test data in the
literature can be made to yield generalized relation-
ships, by which erosion _:ar_be predicted under
arbitrary operating conditions. If the erosion could
be expressed in terms of an empirical or semi-
empirical equation, it _uld be a function of the
operating variables and would contain constants
which are properties of the materials of the target
and of the Impinging liquid.

The

conditions,

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
0

target
g)

independent variables, or operating
are as follows:

Area of target subiected to impingement
Shape of target
Size of impinging liquid drops or slugs
Shape of impinging liquid dropsor slugs

Rate of impingement of liquid on target
Impact velocity between liquid and

Angle of impact between liquid and
target surface

h) Physical properties of liquid such as:
1) density,
2) viscosity,
3) compresslbility_ or acoustic velocity.

* F. J. Heymann, Senior Engineer, Development
Engineering Department, Westinghouse Steam
Divisions, Westinghouse Electric Corp. t
Lester, Pa.

i) Physical pmpertles of target. While the
significant properties are still unknown, the follow-
tng may be listed as possibilities:

i)
2)

energy property
3)

property

relationship

effects due

k)
layers.

hardness or other strength property
strain energy to rupture or other

elongation or other ductility

4) endurance limit and fatigue S-N

5) elasticity or acoustic velocity°
Surface conditions of targeb such as: ,
I) roughness ._-,_:
2) work hardening or other surface j

to previous preparation or erosion
3) presence of surface films of |iqui,d.
Microstructure and orientation of surface

In this section of the report_ primary empha-
sis is given to the velocity and the angle of impact,
and the size and shape of impacting drops.
Section 3.2 includes some discussions of the fatigue
properties and surface conditions of the target.

3. 1.1.2 Dependent Variables

One of the greatest difficulties in the inter-
pretation and correlation of erosion test data lies not

in the multiplicity of the independent variables but
in the identification of the dependent variable or
variables, referred to as "the erosion". An approach

must be found to characterize the erosion. Figure
3. 1 (A) represents a typical weight loss versus time
curve. (The axes are deliberately labeled erosion
and duration since these quantities wilt be discussed
more fully later.) This curve is characteristic of
much of the data found in the literature; the various

stages of the curve and possible explanations for
them are discussed in Section 3.2 of thls report,
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Figure3.1-1 Various Interpretations of Same
Hypothetical ErosionData Points

A relatively well defined experimentaJ plot
is subject to a variety of interpretations. The circles
In Figure 3. 1 (A) represent hypothetical row data
points. A conservative method of drawing the curve
ls to ioint the experimental points by straight lines,
as shown. Reference 1, * for instance, showscurves
In this form. An erosion rate curve can then be

constructed by plotting the slopes of these llne seg-
ments versus the time corresponding to their mid-
points. This is shown by the circles and solid lines
In Figure 3. 1-I (B). Reference 2 presents its data
in this form. This approach requires no decisions,
but is not accurate unless the data polnts are close
together.

* References cited are listed in a later secti0n.

To draw in a smoothed curve, a decision
must be made as to how smooth this curve should be.
If the erosion rate rises from zero during an incuba-
tion period to a constant maximum value, and sub-
sequently declines to a secondary constant value, a
curve will be drawn such as the dashed one in
Figure 3. 1-1 (A), whose counterpart in Figure
3. I-1 (B) is also shown dashed. If the erosion rate

reaches a rather steep peak value and then goes Into
a series of fluctuations, then the dash-dotted lines
in Figures 3. 1-1 (A) and (B) may result. This does
not exhaust the possible variations, but serves to
show how this decision can have a considerable

effect on the shape of the erosion curve presented,
particularly if data are presented in the form of
erosion rate curves. (Graphical differentiation of

empirical data with all its uncertainties is notoriously
unreliable. )

The decision concerning what the erosion
curves should be is closely related to the question of
iust how these curves should be quantitatively
characterized, h e., just what are the dependent
variables that should correlate with the operating
conditions. The objective of this empirical approach

is to predict the amount of erosion expected after a
given time, or at least the tlme required to reach
some critical degree of erosion.

The parallel study reported in Section 3.2
concerns the possibility of predicting the form of the

erosion versus time curve analytically, on the basis
of assumed material removal mechanisms. This has

not yet advanced to the stage where it can be of
help in the present study. Therefore_ the view

adopted is the most widely held and is practical
enough for present purposes. Namely, the first
stage in erosion shows little or no weight loss and
represents plastic deformation of the surface and
initiation of fatigue cracks. This stage merges into
the second stage wherein the rate of weight loss is
at a maximum and approximately uniform over a
period of time. This, in turn, merges into a later
stage or stages wherein the erosion rate diminishes
and may or may not tend toward another uniform
value. Whatever the precise cause or causes of this
decrease in erosion rate may be, it is usually
associated with rather general and severe damage to
the surface, which through geometrical effects alone
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may result in an effective alteration of the impinge-
ment conditions. Thus, the best parameters to
describe the progressof erosion in a relatively
simple and yet significant manner are:

a) A quantity representative of the dura-

tion of the initial (Incubation) stage, denoted by To
in Figure 3. 1-2.

b) A quantity representative of the rate of
erosion during the second stage, denoted by R in

Figure 3. 1-2. This is the most significant quantity,
and most of the following sections deal with it.

c) Of additional interest would be some

quantity representative of the degree of damage at
the end of the second stage° This would help to
establish whether this transition is really a geometric
effecb and whether the first two stages do really
cover the permissible degree of erosion in a practical
application. However_ very little information on
this is available.

There are test data to which the foregoing
generalizations and conclusions do not seem to

apply, but for most of the usable data they do seem
valid, and our correlation attempts are based on

this type of curve. Eventually, however, the devia-
tions from this type of curve must also be understood
and accounted for. it is important to remember that

more than one mechanism of material removal may
be active. The above-descrlbed behavior applies
to those conditions under which a fatigue mechanism
predominates. This is valid for most of the material
and impact velocity combinations for which test
data are available and probably to most turbine
operating conditions. If, however, impact velocities
are increased, then material removal due to individ-

ual impacts will also occur. At sufficiently high
speeds the rate of material removal by this process
may be sufficiently high so that there is not enough
time for fatigue failures to occur° The shape of the
eroslon-tlme curve, the significant dependent
quantities, and their functional relationships to
such independent variables as drop size and impact
velocity can all be expected to change during this
transition from one predominant mechanism to
another. Test data at relatively high velocities
(around 2000 ft/sec) are being generated but are
not yet available. Steam turbine blades will soon
be operating in this velocity range also.

o

o

I--

U

/

TIN-1 Ro o?o
611131-30B

Figure 3. 1-2 Definition of Incubation Period, To,
and "Steady-State" Erosion Rate, R

3.1.1.3 Correlation Problems

Returning now to an assumed characteristic

curve, another difficulty will be demonstrated.
Figure 3. 1-3 shows three hypothetical but typical
erosion-tlme curves from a given test series.
Curves A, B, and C might have been obtained for
three different materials under the same operating
conditions, or for the same material at three differ-
ent impact velocities or with three different drop or
jet sizes. One may then try to compare these
curves, or to determine from each, a number that
represents the erosion to be correlated wlth material
properties or with operating parameters. With
insufficient thought given to the problem, the

temptation might be to select a convenient point in
time (say T = 3 on Figure 3. 1-3) and compare either
the cumulative eras|on, or with more sophistication,
the slope of the erosion-tlme curve at that point.
This has been clone by many authors. It should be
evident from the earlier discussions, however, that
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Figure 3.1-3 Hypothetical ErosionCurves

ti_ts procedure !s entirely invalid. It can result in
spurlo_ comparisons between erosion rates corres-

pondlng to completely different stages of the erosion
process. Thus, in Figure 3. 1-3 at tlme T = 3,
Curve B is in the probably significant second stage;
Curve A has already broken and is into the third
stage; Curve C may well still be in the Incubation
period.

For a valid comparison there are two
desiderata. At least one, preferably bath should be
fulfilled. They are:

a) The measured slopes, or erosion rates,
should be, as nearly as passible, average or effective
values representative of the second stagesof the
eroslon-tlme curves.

b) The measured slopes should bet as nearly
as possible, the averages or effective values over
the same range of cumulative erosion, i.e.
associated wlth the same degree of damage done to
the surface.

The first desideratum can be fulfilled only if
the end of the second stage is clearly seen; if the
test duration is not long enough for this to occur,
then the second rule must suffice, and one must
endeavor to choose the erosion interval over which

the slope is measured in such a way that the first
stage, or incubation period is excluded. In Figure
3. 1-3, this is simply not possible for Curve C; when
one examines the available test data, the choice is
often reduced to one between doubtful comparisons

or no comparisons at all.

3. 1.1.4 Rationalized Parameters

It was pointed out earlier that the axes in
Figure 3. 1-1 have been labeled vaguely as erosbn
and duration. Direct comparison between different
test data is often complicated by the fact that the
erosion may be given in terms of weight loss_ or
volume Ioss_ and the duration in terms of time, or
number of impacts (for wheel-and-jet apparatus)_ or
in other ways. The target areas Involved and the
quantity of water impinging on it will differ not
merely between different test series, but may also
vary within a given test series as a consequence of
varying one of the other independent parameters.

Thus, for instance, if in a wheel-and-jet apparatus
the jet diameter is changed, this will effectively
alter the area of the target subjected to impact and
the quantity of water involved in each impact, and
if the impact velocity is changed by changing the
speed of rotation this also alters the weight of water

impacting per un|t tlme.

To permit valid comparisons and correlations,
it is essential to express the erosion and the duration
in a rationalized form which will compensate for
these test variations.

Since the undesirable aspect of erosion is the
lossof volume and the change of geometry - and
thls change of geome_y In turn affects the rate of
eroslon - volume loss rather than weight loss should
be considered. The rationalized erosion parameter
is volume loss per unit area, sometimes referred to

in the literature as mean depth of penetration
(MOP).
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Theappropriate rationalized duration para-
meter is not quite so obvious° One could make a
case for selecting the number of impacts per unit
area° At present, however, preference is given to
the volume of liquid impinged per unit area. This

is ath_ctlve because results expressed in this way
will show directly the effect of subdividing a given
quantity of impinging liquid into particles of different
sizes or shapes, and because it makes the rational-

ized erosion rate (E) a non-dlmenslonal quantity, as
fol lows:

E = Volume of material lost per unit area per time
Volume of liquid impinged per unit area per unit
time

The rationalized incubation time parameter
corresponding to the above is the cumulative volume
of liquid impinged per unit area at time T as
defined by Figure 3. 1-2. o

For some correlations, where neither the

target material nor the impinging liquid is changed,
the rationalized erosion rate can be satisfactorily
represented in terms of weight of mater|al lost and
welght of water impinged°

3. 1.2 Dependence on Impingement Angle

Only recently have investigators shown
serious concern with the impingement angle° The
consensus'appears to be that the normal component
of the impingement velocity is primarily responsible
for the damage, with the tangential component
playing a secondary role.

Thus, according to Fyall and King (3'4) for

initially smooth surfaces the normal impact velocity
can be used successfully for correlations valid during
the initiation and earlier stages of erosion, but that
when the surface has been roughened by erosion,
the tangential component also becomes significant
because the true local impact angles can become

more normal to the absolute velocity. No quantita-
tive estimate is made for the latter effect.

Langbein and Hot (5' 6) state that the normal

component governs the erosion; they show loci of
equal average erosion rates plotted on a field of

absolute velocity versus inclination angle and state
that these correspond to loci of constant normal

velocity component (Vn = V cos g).

Pearson(7, 8) has proposed the following

correlation equation to represent the erosion rate E
in terms of the impingement velocity V, and inclln-
ation angle g measured from the normal direction
(expressed in our terminology):

E = K (Vcos e -Vc)n/cos e (1)

in which K, V , and n are to be regarded as
C .

constants of the target material. (Actually, at least
some of these constants must also be functions of the

impinging liquid properties, drop slzes, eta. )

Pearson [ustlfies inh'oduclng the 1/cos g
term by presenting the data reproduced here as
Figures 3. 1"-4and 3. 1-5. (These are direct copies
of Pearson's figures except that our terminology
has been submitted and hls curves, drawn through
the points, have been omitted. ) It appears that E

cos g (Figure 3.1-4) correlates somewhat better

wlth V cos g than does simply E with V cos g. This
improvement is hardly dramatic, however, and the
I/cos g correction should be regarded as tentative

and subject I:oanalytical or further experimental i
verification.
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(From Figure 5 of Reference 11)

For 12 percent chromium stainless steel,
Pearson obtains values of approximately 400 ft/sec

for V , and n : 2.6 for use in Equation 1. Ratios
C.

of erosion rate at angle g to that at normal incidence

(Eg/E), based on this relationship, have been
plotte_ in Figure 3.1-6 for three different velocitles.
Some independent support for this formulation may

be prov|ded by data polnts also shown in Figure

3. 1-6, wMch were deduced fro_.eroslon-tlme
curves given by Buschand HoffV); these were
obtained in a supersonlc raln erosion facillty, with
target cones of different angles, but of the same base
diameter. The material was pure aluminum; the
absolute impact velocity was Mach 1.2, or approxi-
mately 1320 ft/seco

In thls s|tuatlon the area exposed to erosion

changes with the angle_ but the total amount of
impinging water remains the same. Thus, no area
correction is necessary if the slopes of the erosion-

time curves are compared; on the other hand, it is
necessary for a rational comparison of incubation
times.

Note that the erosion rate at O : 10 degrees
is actually somewhat higher than that at g = 0

degrees; if this _sactually so, it would support an
observation by Brunton (10) that the damage in single-
impact tests could be greater at slight angles of
inclination than with normal impact. (Note that
at 1300 ff/sec on aluminum, single-impact damage
occurs.) On the other hand, th|s may be an apparent
effect only, and due to scatter or some other
experimental variable• The curves in Reference 9
do not show actual data points.

The crltlcal velocity V for alumtnum would
certainly be far lower than that for 13 percent

chrome steel - perhapson the order of 100 ft/sec.
if one computes Eg/E from Pearson's equation w|th
V : 1300 ft/sec and _c = 100 ft/sec, n remaining
2. 6, one obtains Curve E, v_nlch fits the data
points reasonably well. is thls a confirmation of
Pearson's equation, or is it merely fortuitous? The
former can be true only if the assumptions of V c :
100 ff/sec and n : 2°6 are indeed correct. (Differ-
ences in the values of K cancel out.)

In a previous progress report, (1 I) it was

suggested that the data of Reference 9 could also be
represented by the slmple relatlonsh|p E,v/E =

• • o °'_
cosg, which ts shown as Curve A in Figure°3. 1-6.
This simple angle-dependence does not fit any of
Pearson's results presented in Figures 3° 1-4 and
3. 1-5, and should be rejected.

The physical meanlng of Pearson's equation
is: erosion is, in the first instance, a function of the
normal component of the impact velocity, and
additional erosion due to a tangential component is
accounted for by the 1/cos g multiplier. Such a
relation could not have been deduced from the data

of Reference 9 alone, since the absolute velocity
was held constant and the normal velocity component
varied° Thus, there was no way of knowing whether
the change in erosion wTth the angle was to be
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Figure 3.1-6 Comparisonof Erosion
versusAngle Curves

attributed to a function of the angle alone or to a
combination of the changes in the angle and the
normal velocity. A reliable formulation for the
angle effect can be obtained only if a reliable
formulation for the velocity effect is simultaneously
determined, ;. e., from test programs in which
velocities and angles are varied independently.
This is what Pearson has tried. Pending further
testing of the generality of hls equation, it is the
best information available°

One set of data somewhat at variance with

the foregg_g was reported by Bradenberger and
DeHallerUJ. They tested one material in a rela-
tively low-speed, wheel-and-jet apparatus at
various combinations of specimen velocity (u) and
jet velocity (v). The jet velocity in a wheel-and-
iet apparatus is in a direction perpendlcutar to the

specimen velocity and the absolute impact velocity

ts given by w = _u 2 + v2 j If the specimen were

round as in a number of similar investigations¢ then
w would also be the effective normal impact
velocity. In this case, however, the specimens were

rectangular and th_s the velocity w is inclined at
an angle, g = fan- (v/u), from the normal to the
specimen surface. For a given value of u, a wide
variance of results was obtained for different
values of v. The authors claimed that these differ-

ences were far too great to be accounted for by the
resulting differences in the absolute velocity w.

They speculated that cavitation may have
been induced by the flow geometry but rejected this

as a likely explanation because the location of the
maximum damage was not consistent with this. They
finally concluded that the tangential velocity, v,

had some pronounced independent effect, not
presently explainable, on the erosion measured.
Thls conclusion has been introduced at some length
because it has been quoted by subsequent authors,
and because examination of the actual data slmply
does not bear it out, as will be shown below.

Table 3. 1-1 lists best estimates of the mean

erosion rates, for the weight loss inferval of 0o05 to
0.5 gin, from Rgures 4 and 6 of Reference 1. The
normal, tangential, and absolute velocities are also
listed, as well as the angles and the corrected
erosion rates based on Pearson's hypothesis for
angle effect discussedabove. Figure 3. 1-7 (a)
shows the data points plotted versus the normal
impact velocity u, with the 1/cos g angle correction.
Figure 3. I-7 (b) showsthe some data (without angle
correction) plotted versus the absolute velocity w.

TABLE 3. 1-1
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v

_/.°_
5_

5_

52

5_

42

42

31

31

NOTE:

u w

' 2O 55. 7

I 15 54,2

10 53.0

5 52.3

20 46.5

15 44.5

20 36.9

EROSION RATE E FOR DIFFERENT SPECIMEN
VELOCITIES u AND JET VELOCITIES v

(Frqm Reference 1)

! E E'

deg gn_H 06 impa¢_ E coil- gin/t06 ;m_ct=

21 1.05 0.98

16 0. B6 0.83

11 0,67 0.66

6 0.64 0.64

2S 0,32 0.29

20 O, 26 O. 245

33 O, 122 O. 102

15 34.4 26 0.075 0.067

The jet dlameter wQs 6 mm and the target material J_ carbon tteeL



The following observations can be made:

a) When plotted agalnst u, there is a dif-
ferent curve for each value of v. A correcton
based on Pearson' s assumption (E ,_= E /cos g)
d|d not suffice to bring them intov' _llne. v'°

b) When the data are plotted against the
absolute veloclty w, they fall qulte well into one
curveo

These observatlons not only contradlct the
conclusion reached by t_e authors of Reference 1,

10utalso seem to provlde evidence conlTadlctlng the
angle effect theory proposed by Pearson (Equatlon 1).
A posslble conclusion drawn from all of the observa-
tions is that in this case there ls no angle effecb or

none of the commonly expected nature, as a result
of the jet veloclty. Thls Is conceivable when it is
consldered that the dlrectlon of the tangential com-

ponent of the impact velocity is also the d|rection
In whlch the impactlng mass of liquid is of infinlte
length.

3. 1.3 Dependence on Drop Size and Shape

3° 1.3. 1 Revlew of Available Data

Despite the fact that the maximum impact
slTessis generally a function of the material proper-
tles and impact veloclty and should be independent
of the s|ze of the impacting drops, there is ample
evidence that both the slze and the shape of the

tmpactlng Iiquld massesdo affect the erosion
measured. Here again, the quantitative data in the
literature from which generallzed relatlonships
could be deduced is meager.

A frequently cited test is that of Honegger (2)

in whlch he compared the erosion produced in a
wheel-and-jet type apparatus by impact with one
1.5 mm water jet, with that produced by nine 0.5
mm jets, arranged as shown in Figure 3. I-8. The
results are described as follows: °'The spllttlng up
of the jet is accompanled by a considerable reduc-
tion of the erosion, the numerical value of the
reduction largely depends upon the speed, and for
tests under conslderatlon it varies from I to 5 for high

speeds and 1 to 10 for low speeds. " The test was

r-
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Figure3. 1-7 ErosionversusVelocities
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°0°o°o
THE ARROW SHOWS THE DIRECTION OF MOTION OF
THE SPECIMEN,

LEFT: A SINGLE NOZZLE, RIGHT: NINE NOZZLES

610853-8B

Figure 3.1-8 Arrangement of Nozzles

for Water-Jet Tests

contrived to fulfill the requirements of a rationalized
erosion measurement. Both the target area sub-
jected to erosion and the volume of Impinged water
were the same for both configurations. Yet, upon
reflection, one mustconclude that this was not a
valid test of the drop size effect, at least not if

Rgure 3. 1-8 accurately portrays the nine-jet
arrangement. This is because only the first three
jets would impact on a dry surface; a liquid layer
from these would almost certainly still be present to
cushion the effect of the next three impacts, and
similarly so for the last three. Thus, no quantita-
tive conclusions should be drawn From these results,
but the qualitative findings are of interest.

0.7

0.6

_0s

_D.3

ot

a.l

o

/-r, z_

i.o 2,0

NU_ o_ r_ACTS. IO _

DATA AS PRESENTED IN REFE_Et4CE I

I"01
0.9

o.s

/ •

o.s - I /

N o,s i//_

!0,2 / /

1" / /0,1

o I,O ,2.0--

_T_NAUZTO DURATION - NUMI_ OF IMPACTS, C_

(b} DATA SHOWN IN RATIONALIZI'O FORM 610Q53-_I

Figure3.1-9 ErosionversusJet Size
(Adapted from Reference 1)

I "

Some systematic tests with differing jet
diameters _re reported by Brandenberger and
DeHaller. _" The welght-loss versus number of impact
time curves are reported in Rgure 3. 1-9a. The ief
diameters varied from 4 mm to 12 ram, and attention
should be given to the apparent anomaly presented
by the 6 mm and 8 mm curves; this gives rise to the
suspicion that these curves may have been accident-
ally mislabeled. This possibility will be discussed
below°

The first step in evaluating these data must
be to express them in rationalized form (as discussed

in Paragraph 3.1.1 of this report). Figure 3.1-9b is
a replot of the data in terms of rationalized coordinates.

The solid lines represent the original curves as
labeled_ and again there seems to be an apparent
anomaly between the 6 mm and 8 mm curves. If the

original curves were mislabeled, then the true
rationalized 6 mm and 8 mm curves would appear as
shown by the clotted lines in Figure 3. 1-91o. In that
case, the 6 mm through 12 mm curves would all come
very nearly on top of one another, with the 4 mm
curve the on|y discrepancy.

/i

i
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Relativevaluesof theslopesof theseerosion-
timecurveshavebeenmeasuredfor the damage
Interval of 0. 15 to 0. 4 in Figure 3. 1-9b, and these
have been plotted in Figure 3. 1-10. Figure 3. 1-10a
represents the data with the original curves of Rgure 9
as labeled, and Figure 3. 1-10b wlth the 6 mm and

8 mm curves of Rgure 9 reversed. In neither case
can any curve be established through these points
with any degree of confidence. In Figure 3.1-10a,
as shown, a proportionality between erosion rate and
diameter could be supported, provided the 6 mm data
point is rejected. In Figure 3. 1-10b a stralght-Iine
relationship, not passing through the origin, has
been shown, but the most that can be said, on the
basis of the data points alone, is that they would
support somerelatively weak function of jet diameter.
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DATA WITH 6mm & 8mm CURVES REVERSED

Figure 3.1-10 Erosion Rate

versus Jet Diameter
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Recently Pearson,8,(Ihas conducted system-

matlc tests with different drop sizes in hls wheel-
and-spray type of apparatus. Figure 3. 1-11 is a
reproduction of Figure 1 of Reference 12, with our
terminology. As in all of Pearson's results, the
erosion rate given is an angle-corrected rationalized
value of the maximum slope measured on the weight-
loss versus time curve. It represents mass loss per
unlt area divided by massof water impacting per unit
area. This impingement angle correction used by
Pearson was described in Paragraph 3. I. 2 • While
Figure 3. 1-11 shows an anomaly in the crossing of
the 920 microns and 1050 mlcrous lines, it seems to
confirm that the relative effect of drop size dimin-
ishes at high drop sizes and high velocities, i.e.,
as one gets away from what may be considered the
threshold conditions.

z _.Io -4

z_ 5. la -s

O

2.1o

i 5 _ 104

_ x to _

l_la "6 I I l l J

see io0 7_e _c_ I_o I _m

NO _,._AI. IMPACr VELOCJ'Pf * rT/_EC 611131 -I 91

t I I "1 I

[

Figure 3.1-11 Effect of Drop

Size on Erosion Rate

A cross-plot of the data on Rgure 3. 1-11 is
shown in Figure 3. 1-12; here as in Figure 3. 1-10
it is difficult to justify a purely empirical curve
other than a slralght llne to represent the erosion rate
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Figure 3.1-12 Effect of Drop Size on Erosion Rate
Data Cross-Plotted from Figure 3.1-11

(Dotted Lines are Based on
Correlation of Figure 3.1-13.)

versus drop diameter relationship in the absence of
any rational basis for someother type of curve. The
exlTapolation of the solid straight lines to their inter-
cepts on the coordinate axes is, however, question-
able. The dotted lines are based on a correlation

to be developed below. (Reference 12 does not
attempt to present any analytical or empirical equa-
tlon For the drop size effect.)

K=c (-108/V2D)

for this set of data.

(2)

Table 3. 1-2 lists Kc for a number of com-
binations of V and D, and also the values of the
erosion rate E taken from the curves (not the orig-

inal data points) drawn in Figure 3. 1-11. These
values are the same ones plotted in Figure 3. 1-12.

if Kc were a simple correction factor to be
added to an equation such as Equation 1, then one

would expect that E/K c would become a function
of velocity only. Thls is not the cases as can be
seen in the fifth column of Table 3.1-2.

TABLE 3. 1-2

DROP SIZE CORRELATION ATrEMPTS FOR
DATA OF FIGURE 3.1-11

V D K¢ i E x t06 E x 106 KcV

Kc

108 (From Figure t 1 )
(rt/_4 _) I - vT D

It is assumed that the drop size effect can be

represented by a factor of the form 60o

(l = G/V2 D)

where G represents a critical or threshold comblna- 7oo

ti_n of velocity and drop diameter, such thab for
V"D <_G no significant erosion occurs. Even if the
hypothesis is not completely accepted, the attempt 800
to use the above factor to correlate data on drop-

size effect may be iusfifiableo The data of Refer-
ence 2 is for the same material as that of Reference ls

in which a critical velocity V_ of 390 ft/sec was
found when testing wlth a drol_ size D of 660 microns°
Thuss G : 3902 x 660_,1.0 x 108, and the above-
mentioned factors which shall be denoted as the 100o

critical factors or Kc, takes on the value

350 0. 205 2, 0 9. 75 123

450 0, 383 3, 8 9. 90 230

660 0.578 10,0 17.3 347

920 O. 694 17. 0 24. 5 416
1050 O. 735 19, 0 25.9 441

350 0.419 7.0 16.7 293

450 0. 547 10. 7 19. 6 383

660 0. 690 24. 0 34. 8 483

920 0, 778 38. 0 48. 9 545

1050 0, 801 41.0 51.1 561

350 O. 554 20. 5 37. 0 443

450 0.642 30 46.7 513

660 0.763 47 61.6 610

920 O. 830 78 94. 0 664

1050 O. 851 78 91, 6 680

350 O. 64_ 49 75.8 581

450 O, 725 64 88, 3 652

660 0.813 88 108.0 732

920 0.886 148 171.0 780

10_0 O. 882 138 157.0 793

350 0. 714 100 140, 0 714

450 0.778 116 149.0 778

660 0. B48 140 155.0 848

920 O. B91 250 280. 0 891

1050 Oo905 220 243.0 905
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Another and really more rational way of

regarding Kc, since it is a criterion of the deviation
both of drop slze and velocity from a threshold or

critical value, is to argue that the erosion rate E

should be a function of KcV0 rather than of (V - V c)
as proposed by Equation 1. Here, V is understood

to mean the normal component of impact velocity.

The values of KcV are listed in the last column of
Table 3o 1-2, and Rgure 3= 1-13 shows that when E

is plotted versus KcV_ good correlation results.

Another valid approach would be to retain

the form ,_f Equation 1, and accept from the factor
(1 - G/V D) merely the consequence that for a

given drop dlameter D the critical velocity is given

by Vcd =_/'_. That, in fact, _..s the reasoning
whic51ed to taking the value of -- 108. This

suggests plotting E versus (V - Vcd) with Vcd tn this

instance being given by V c =_'7_- The values

of V . are listed in Table 3.1-3, and the points
"" _ _" _ CO

corresponding to those of Table 3.1-2 are plotted

in Figure 3.1-14. Again the correlation seems good,

though careful examlnat1"on of the points suggests
that the scatter is more systematic with drop size

than that in Figure 3.1-13. No formal attempt at

curve-fltting has been made for either Figure 3.1-13
or Figure 3.1-14; therefore, no statistical data can

be given to substantiate or disprove the feeling that
the former provides the better correlation. A hand-

fitted curve from Figure 3.1-13, together with values

of D from Table 3.1-3, have been used to generate
the a%tted lines shown in Figure 3.1-12.

The results discussed above should be regarded

with caution until similar approaches can be tested

against other sets of data° Some validating evidence

is afforded by curves of the dependence of the

critical velocity V c (below which no erosion takes

place) on the jet diameter D (h_l_wheel-and-jet
apparatus) presented by Vater. _'"' He presented

two curves, valid for materials of corrosi,on fatigue
endurance Iimlt of 2000 and 2200 kg/cm z, which

have been approximately averaged and reproduced
here as the solid llne in Rgure 3. 1-15. According

to the above hypol_esis, this relationship should be
represented by V c D -- G = constant, if the jet "
diameter can be regarded as analogous to drop

diameter. The dotted line tn Figure 3. 1-15 shows

such a relationship and follows very closely the

experimental curve.
3-12
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TABLE 3. 1-3

CRITICAL VALUES OF Vcd AND D

ON (V2D) c = 108 c

BASED

D _): 350 450 660 920 1050

Vcd (ft/$ec): 535 471 396 330 308

V(ff/sec): 600 700 800 900 1000

Oct): 276 204 156 123 100

200

LI I I I 1

150

u
>

I00

U

B 5o

o I I
0 4 B

JET DIAMETER, D, (ram)

SOLID LINE: CURVE FROM REF. {13)

DOTTED LINE: V2D = CONSTANT

¢

I

12 16

Figure 3. 1-15 Critical Velocity

versus Jet Diameter

3. 1.3, 2 Physical Reasons for Drop Size
Effect

Consider the question as to why there should
be a drop slze effect at all. The maximum pressure
developed under the impinging drop is generally held
to be on the order of the water hammer pressure,

PCV, where V is the impact velocity, P is the density
of the liquid and C is the pressure wave velocity.
Thls magnitude may be modified by factRrR which

• U4)_depend on the drop shape (qecl., Engel z;
C15)although Bowden and Field hold that the maximum

value of PCV holds for spherical drops as well as
flat-ended drops, and on the relative acoustic

imped_0Re of the target and drop materials (e.g..,
VaterU'_J). None of these is explicitly a function
of drop slze.

It isnow known, however, what the true
criterion of erosion damage is. While some general
correlations have been made between the PCV value

corresponding to the critical velocity and the
endurance limit, it has also been shown(16) that
surface deformation can occur at PCV values far

below the yield point.

When erosion does take place, there is no

certainty that the rate of erosion is strictly a fuR_:-
tlon of impact pressure levels. Thlravengadam _' )

has proposed that in cavitation damage the energy
available from the collapsing bubbles is a criterion
of the volume rate of material removal, so that the
impact energy of impinging drops might be of
interest.

The question to be asked is: What properties
of the impacts, or of their effect on the target sur-
face, vary when one reduces the size of droplets into
which a given amount of water, Impinging on a given
target area In unlt time_ is subdivided?

The total impact area (as distinguished from

target area) actually_ncreasess since the number of
drops increases as D-" and the impact area per drop
decreases as D2 when the drop diameter D is reduced.
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In other words, each t_rget area element
will be subjected to a greater number of stress pulses
per unlt time, if one can assume that the contact
area of the impact bears a fixed relationship to the
proiected area of the drop. If this were a significant
criterion, then the erosion would be expected to
increase wlth decreasing drop size, which contradicts
all experience.

However, another consequence of the
increased impact area is that the total kinetic

energy (which remains constant) of the impinging
water is spread out over a greater area, and there-
fore the energy flux per unit area is reduced. A
hypothesis based on this facb led to the suggestion
that the factor Kc (see Equation 2) represents the
drop size effect.

Another factor which is of very likely
significance is the duration of the pressure pulse on
lmpact. Whatever precise reasonlng ls used to pre'
dtct thls duration (e.g., as in Reference 15), it is

clear that for geometrically similar drops it must be
proportional to drop diameter. Thus, the impulse
per unlt area is smaller in the impact of a smaller
drop, and perhaps this is of consequence. Certainly
the duration (microseconds) of the impact pressures
are short enough so that strain rate effects, in those
materials that exhibit them, may become slgnlficant.
The smaller the drop, the higher the effective strain
rate, therefore, the higher the effective yield point.
The higher the effective yield point, the smaller

the strain induced by the given applied stress which
is determined by the impact pressure.

Finally, the impact areas may well be small
enough where a slze effect of the material itself
becomes important° Particularly in the impact of a
spherical drop (or sideways against a cylindrical
let), the impact area at the moment of peak pressure
will be a small fraction of the projected area of the
drop or jet. Size effects have been found in the

values of endurance limits of nolcbed specimens; this
has been explained by Peterson (8) in the argument
that for fatigue failure to occur, the endurance limit
must be exceeded not merely at a point or ilne but
across a dimension which is on the order of 0. 002 to

0. 003 inch, and may bear some relation to the grain
size of the material. Since erosion d#mage, in the
velocity domain now under consideration, Is primarily

a fatigue process and failure has been shown to occur

initially by intergranular cracking, e.g., Marriott
and Rowden(19), a similar size effect is very

possible.

A physical or phenomenologlcal picture of
this klnd of effect may be formed wltl_,fr_ference to
a fatigue model proposed by Weibull. wvj He points
out that the fatigue process consists of two stages:
crack initiation and crack propagation. A crack

will initiate at a point in the material wlth a high
damage factor, ks which can be regarded roughly
as the ratio of the nominal applied stress magnified
locally by stress raisers such as scratches or inclu-
sions to the idealized strength of the material
diminished locally by dislocations or other imper-
Fections. The hlgher the local value of k, the

smaller is the number of stress cycles N o which are
required to initiate a fracture at that point. Since
the k values are dependent on local aberrations they
vary statistically, and hence, N o is a random
variable wlth large scatter. Once a crack has been
initiated, it raises the k-field in the vicinity so that

adjacent points are brought more rapidly to the
crack-lnltlatlon stage, and the crack thereby propa-
gates.

As the drop size increases so does the surface
area over which the impact pressure (assumed inde-
pendent of drop size) extends, and so does (by
elastic analysis) the depth to which a given stress

level extends below the surface. Thus, the stress
gradient into the material is reduced and the k-field
under the surface is increased. Thus, not only is
there a greater chance of initiating a sub-surface
crack, by virtue of the fact that a greater volume
is highly stressed, but the higher value of the k-field
will result in more rapid and deeper crack propaga-
tion. In facb if the depth of the stress field is less
than some value characteristic of the grain slze, it is
unlikely that the cracks would ever propagate around
the grain and no erosion would take place. This
would establish the threshold drop size.

It is noteworthy that size effects have been
found in other material removal processes: Backer,
et al, (21)discovered a large increase in the shear
energy required to remove a unlt volume of material
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as the chlp size (or depth of cut) decreases in turn-
ing, mlcro-milllng and grinding operations; the

depth of cut in these_ests ranged from about 0. 010
inch down to 2 x 10-" inch. It is thought that, as
the affected depth of material is reduced, the

theoretical strength of the material is approa¢t}_
These findings have been consldered by Finnie _'-'_/
to be of relevance to erosion by solid particle
impingement.

3. 1.3o 3 Effect of Drop Shape

The effect of the drop shape poses two
questions; one is difficult to answer at the present,
the other is relatively easy_ at least qualitatively.

The first is the effect of the shape of the
front surface of the drop that contacts the target.
Some authors have stated that thls shape affects the
maximum contact pressure; others stated that it does
not. In either case, however, the time rate of the

pressure rise and fall and the variation tn size of the
actual contact area will definitely be affected. Both
of these (and the interactlon between them) will
affect the damage produced, if the strain rate effect
and material size effect are slgnificant. Also, the

shape of the front of the drop will affect the radial

outflow velocity over the2_rget surface a_ter impact
(see Bowden and Brunton ( 3) and Engel(14)), and this,

in turn, is of importance at impact velocities hlgh
enough to cause slngle-lmpact damage. Complete
theories or experimental data relating this geometry
to the damage are lacking.

The second question is that of the tail surface
of the drop, or its length perpendicular to the contact
plane. Bowden' s group and also DeCorso(24) have

shown in single-lmpact tests that the length of the
impinging mass of water is of significance. The
duration of the high (water hammer) pressure is
governed essentially by the time it takes pressure-
release waves to move inward from the boundaries of
the contact area and meet, or, in the case of an

extremely short mass of liquid, the time it takes for
the pressure wave to be reflected from its back end
as a release wave and return to the contact face.

Thereafter, the contact pressure is only the stagnation
pressure pV2/2, and the massof liquid arriving then
is relatlvely harmless.
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Thus, the effective massof an impinging drop
or mass of liquid may be hypothesized to be approxi-
mately that mass through which the pressure release
waves must travel before the water-hammer pressure

is completely relieved at the contact Face.

A test result with some bearlng_fln thls was
given by Brandenberger and de Hailer k'j. An
elongated jet cross section was used in a wheel-and-

jet apparatus and when impacted by the specimens
on its broad side resulted in far more rapld erosion

than when impacted on its narrow side° Quantita-
tive conclusions cannot be drawn, because in the
latter case the second stage of erosion was not

reached, so that a reliable comparison of erosion
rates is not possible; and further because the actual
dimensions of the jet cross section are not given
(although the proportions are suggested by a sketch),
the slze effect and the shape effect cannot be dls-
tlngulshed. Additional experiments of thls type

might be of value in helping to establish the signi-
ficant criteria of a drop' s damage potential, even
though drop shapes may be of fairly un!form shape.

3. 1o4 Dependence on Impact Velocity

3. 1.4. 1 Some Simple Empirical Equations
for Velocity Dependence

The literature contains a considerable body

of data relating erosion to velocity, but the useful-
ness of much of these data is limited by the con-
sideratlons discussed in Section 3. 1.1.

There are various functional forms to which

one can attempt to fit such data; the most obvious
ones are dlscussed below. Here, E -- erosion rate

and V = velocity:

E : a V rl (3)

Thls represents a simple power relationship, and
implies that some erosion will take place no matter
how low the velocity. Usually, however, it is
thought that there is a critical or threshold velocity,

Vc, below which erosion is absent for all practical
purposes. An obvious type of relationship to reflect

this is E = cl (V - Vc)n (4)

o/ t n (4a)



This implies that erosion Is proportional to a power
of the velocity in excess of the critical or threshold

velocity V c. Pearson' s equation is of that type.
it has been used by a number of authors to express
their results.

Another type of relationsMp involving a
critical velocity is

E -- aV n -b (s)

which implies v = (b/a) 1/n
C

and can be rewritten

1 (5a)

Clearly both Equations (4) and (5) have the
property that

(+io -when V )> 1, E.__al (6)

and when V/V ---4.-I. E--_0
C

3. 1.4.2 Some Physical Conslderations
Relating to Veloc|ty Effect

3.1.4. 2.1 Analogy with Fatigue S-N Data

Which among equations (3), (4) and (5) is a
more logical cholce depends to some extent on what
physical reasonlng--if any--|s used to account For

the influence of velocity. One physical argument
can lead to yet another type of relationship:
Vater(13e 25) noted that since erosion ls a fatigue
phenomenons and the applied stressis proportional
to (or at least a function of) veloc|ty_ the relation
between velocity and erosion lends itself to a treat-
ment analogous to the relation between stressand
cycles to failure in fatigue. He presented curves in

which velocity is plotted versus the number of
impacts to obtain a given weight loss (r_gure
3. 1-16a)_ or versus the reciprocal of the weight
loss obtolned after a given number of impacts
(Figure 3. 1-16b). (The latter is_ however, once
more an example of doubtful comparisons, since
after a given number of impacts, different stages of
the eroslon-tlme curve may have been reached.)
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F;gure3.1-16 Erosion-Velocity Relationships
Plotted inthe Manner of Fatigue Data

Some caution should be exercised in making
direct analog!es between S-N fatigue curves and
velocity versus erosion curves. If erosion takes place
as a steady-state process and the mean size of
erosion fragments is independent of Vs then the
volume rate of erosion E would be proportional to
1/N_ where N is the mean number of impacts

requlred to generate a loose erosion fragment. In
turn, N could be assumed to be related to the impact
stress and hence to the velocity V in a manner
similar to the relation between cycles to failure and
stress in conventional fatigue tests.
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If these assumptions are correct, a V - (l/E)
curve should exhibit similar characteristics to a S-N

fatigue curve° If erosion is not a steady-state pro-
cess, then the number of impacts to obtain a given
cumulative volume loss (as plotted in Figure 3. 1-16a)
should be a valid analogy, provided that there are
no variations in the initial target surface conditions
which could affect the llfe-tlmes of the oHglnal

surface layer elements. (It might be pointed out that
one implication of the erosion-rate-tlme model pro-
posed in Section 3.2 is that the erosion process dur-
ing the perlod of maximum erosion rate is generally
not a steady-state process; rather thls peak in the
rate-time curve can occur as a result of a deluge of

erosion fragments being loosened at about the most
probable value of the number of impacts to failure,
as measured from the time the impingement attack
was initiated. It is only because of scatter in the
sizes and the impacts-to-failure of the eroslon frag-
ments that there is a tendency towards a steady-state
value. )

Fatigue S-N data are often depicted as an
approximately straight llne on a semi-log plot for
intermediate values of N0 as follows:

S = S - b IogN
o

with a leveling off to S = S at low values of N,
and a transitlon to S = SE a_ high values of N
where

S = stresscorresponding to N cycles

S -- intercept of straight line on stress

o axis (So ) Sy)

Sy = yield stress

SE = endurance llmlt

Consequentlys one mlght expect some analogous
relationship such as

V = a - b log (_-_-)

or, in a form which is equivalent but more consistent
with the previous types of equations listed,

nV
E = a e (7)

where e is the base of the logarithm chosen. This
equation does not predict a critical velocity and
must be combined with the separate condition that
there is a transition to E---_ 0 at some value V = V .

C

This relations even for conventional fatigue

data, is valid only within a limited range. A number
of more complicated equations have been proposed
for representing S-N data over the full range of
values; these are surveyed on pages 174-178 of
Reference 26. Such equations would predict a
critical velocity. It does not seem profitable to
attempt to use these, partly because of the compu-
tational difficulty involved and partly because one
of the previously mentioned assumptions inherent in
thls direct analogy is almost certainly unjustified;
that is, the assumption that the mean erosion frag-
ment size is independent of impact veloclty. Since
a higher velocity generates a greater impact pressure
in turn producing a larger stress-field in the target,
i°e., a greater volume of material is highly stressed,
it seemsvery likely that the mean fragment size
increases with velocity. A velocity relationship
could be postulated from this fact alones as will be
shown below.

3o 1.4. 2.2 Approach Based on Size of
Stress-Field Under Impact

The approach will be demonstrated with
reference to a two-dimensional model, which would

apply to the wheel-and-jet type of apparatus: It is
assumed that the contact pressure between the jet
whose side impinges against the targets or vice
versa, and the target surface can be reasonably
represented by a belt of uniform pressure over the
surface of a semi-lnfinite solid; furthermore that the

effective width "2a" of this belt is a function of jet
size and shape and is independent of impact velocity.
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(This assumption seems more reasonable than a
Hertzlan contoct stress distribution which would

imply that the liquid behaves as an elastic solid on

impact.) This cor_onds to Case No. 11 on
page 322 of Roark _ "j where formulae are given for

th_ compressive and shear stresses anywhere within
the solld. Since the shear stress is surely a better

'criterion for failure than the compressive stress,

• consider the locus of a constant value of shear stress,

S, as a function of the contact pressure, p, and the

seml-width of the pressure belt, a. The formula

given by Roar_ is

S = 0.318pslnc_ (8)

= (i/x)p slna

where a is the angle subtended, at the point in
question, by the boundarles of the pressure belt on

the surface. It can easily be shown that the locus

defined by Equation (8) consists of two circular arcs

of radius, r, where

r _ 1 p
o 7r S '

whose centers lie a distance d, respectively, below
and above the solid surface, where

This Is shown in Figure 3. 1-17. The region stressed

to values greater than S lles between the two arcs.

Figure 3. 1-18 shows these Iocl for a number of values

of p/S; the highest value of the shear stress is of

course S = p/=, and its region reduces to a semi-

circular locus of radius, r = a.

Figure 3. 1-18 can be regarded in two ways.

It can represent the loci of various shear stresses in

a given stress field, if the contact pressure p is

assumed to be a fixed quantity. On the other hand,

assuming the shear sh'ess S to be the |ndependent

fixed quantity, then the lines on figure 3. 1-18

represent the spreading of the boundaries of the
region bounded by that stresss as the contact

pressure p Is increased. It is the latter point of view

which we adopt for our argument.
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Figure 3.1-18 Upper and Lower Locl for Various
Values of Pressure/Shear Stress Ratios
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For the purpose of thls argument it is assumed
that if o reference stress S is selected exceeding an

appropriate critical value or endurance llmlt R then
the reference tlme (or number of impacts) required
for fTacture ta have occurred all around the locus of

S is Independent of the length of that locus, since

a greater length represents a proportionately greater

number of crack initiation points. At thls fixed

reference time r all of the materlaJ between the

original surface and the lower locus will have been
lost. Therefore0 a lower limit to the change in the

erosion rate with contact pressure, and hence wlth

velocity, is provided by the change in the area,

AS, which lies between the original surface and the
lower locus of a given value of S, as p is increased.

The non-dimensionallzed area A_/a 2 has
been computed as a function of p/S and is plotted

on log-log scales in Figure 3. 1-19, which there-
fore should represent an approach to a velocity-

erosion rate relationshlp. Note that the slope

beg|ns at a high value and gradually approaches the

value of 2.
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Figure 3.1-19 Area Between Surface and Lower
Stress Locus

One should not, of courseR take this model

so literally as to infer from it that fracture actually

occurs by cracks following along these loci. More-

over, it clearly gives a lower limit to the erosion
rate because it ignores the fact that earlier fractures
will occur above the reference stress locus because

of the higher stresses there, thus altering the

geometry and causing the locus of S to progress
further down into the solid. In particular, this

model predicts that when the pressure reaches

p =lrS, the erosion jumps from _ero to a value

corresponding to an area, As/a'_ = _r/2 = 1.57.

In actuality, if the "reference stress" S is chosen
to be above the endurance limit S_ so ff_t the
reference time is not infinite, the_ for all values of

p, such that p>_S e, there wlll still exist stresses
hlgh enough to cause material loss, though not within
the same reference time. The model does show,

however, that some quantitative conclusions may be

drawn from a fatigue point of views without any
reference to specific S-N relationships. It also

serves to emphasize that the extent of the stress

field under the impact must be taken into account in

any analytical approach to predicting the erosion-

velocity relationships whether that approach is

based on stress or-energy concepts.

3. 1.4.2.3 Energy Considerations

An energy approach was described in pages
167-174 of Reference 11s "that sought to predict

effects both of velocity and drop size on the erosion.
It was based on the assumption that the volume of

material removed per unlt area per impact, is pro-

portional to, or a function of, the impact energy

per unit area in excess of some energy threshold per
unlt area characteristic of the material surface.

Thls resulted in the following relationship, expressed
in non-dlmensional terms:

[_- e LV2= f k2 So

(9)
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where

E = rationalized erosion rate

volume of eroded material

volume of impinged Iiquld/

V = impact veloclty

D = characteristic dimenslon of droplet

Pl. = density of llquld

k 2 = ratio of "effective" volume to total
volume of drop

k 3 = ratio of "effective volume" to
"effective impact area" times drop
dimension

s = characteristic strength or elastic
o modulus of material

e = "threshold energy" per unit area of
o material surface

f = functional relationship or factor of

propartiona Ii ty

in a simplified form, and to bring out the "threshold

conditions" impliclt in it, Equation 9 can be
rewritten as:

E = f 1 IV 2 l1 -T)] (9a)

w_ere G represents a "critical value" such that if
V':D { G no erosion takes place. (The relationship

is of the type of Equatlon 5. ) This critical value
has proved quite successful, in one or two instances,

of correlating drop-slze effect data, as was shown

in the prevlous section. In particular, it was shown
that the data of Pearson in Reference 12 correlated

well in the form

(IO)

/

However, the difference between Equations (ga) and

(10) indicates that the energy threshold concept -

at least in its present form - is still deficient.
/

A number of authors recently have sought to

predict both erosion strength and erosion attack

severity in termAgf2_.e..my_¢oncepts (e.g.,
Th,ruvengado ,m_31_'_ 2 ,ZY; 3U), Holt, et al, (6);
Shalnev, et al ( )) there are problems to be solved.

The energy balance involved in a droplet impact is

complex and has not yet been examined in sufficient

depth. Part of the kinetic energy of the impinging

drop will remain as the kinetic energy of the radial

outflow velocities; part will be dissipated in the

shock or pressure waves passing through the drop,

and part in the shearing associated with the change

of direction of the liquid flow; part will be dlssipated

in the target material; here too, the energy dlssipa-
tlon associated with stress waves should be examined

as well as the quasi-static plastic strain hysteresis

energy associated wlfh each impact stress cycle.

The plcture is further compllcated by the rather

large amount of energy that will be stored temporarily
as elastic strain energy in the target and will

reappear in one of the prevlously-menfioned forms.

The energy dissipated in the target material

is that energy associated with Fracture, and there-

fore, with erosion. But it is not correct to assume
that the volume of material removed is proportional

to that energy. Two reasons account for this: One

is that (at least in the case of larger drops at moder-

ate velocities) erosion Fragments produced by the

random llnklng-up of fatigue-llke cracks (see

Reference 19) are not likely to be deformed to the

fracture point throughout their volume; therefore,

the accumulated plastic strain energy may be more

related to the surface area of the fragment than 1o

its volume, or at the least, be non-uniformly dis-
trlbutecl Within the volume. The other is that in

fracture due to the repeated stressing, the total

energy input increases greatly with the number of

cycles to failure. This is evident _n McAdams w
results for impact fatigue tests t (32) and has been

documented for a large collection of fatigue data
by Halford (33). Even |f one postulates that the

damaging energy is the same in all cases and the
excess hysteresis energy is dissipated through non-
damaging processes, the fact remains that all of the

dissipated energy is supplied by the impinging drop-
lets and even if the energy absorption by the target
// ./
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material is known, that in itself will not establish
the erosion rate° The crudest broad conclusion one

can draw from the above is that the erosion is likely
to vary with the velocity to a power higher than 2,
since the impinging energy is proportional to velo-
city squared, and the total energy to failure decreases
with increasing velocity (I° e°, with increasing
stress and decreasing number of impacts to failure)°

3.1.4.2.4 Relation Between Impact
Pressure and Velocity

A final note of relevance to this subject
concerns the relationship between the impact
velocity and the contact pressure generated.

Let us first review one-dlmenslonal approx-
imatlons, and then discuss the three-dlmensional
effects introduced _n the impact of a rounded drop
or iet.

When a body has its velocity changed by
means of an impact, a shock (or pressure, or stress)
wave emanates from the initial impact interface and
propagates into the body, progressively imparting
the change of velocity to each particle "layer"
through which the wave presses. The applicable
pressure relationship is

p = pCV (11)

where

p = pressure rise ocross shock wave

P = density of unshocked material

C = velocity of propagation of shock wave

V = change in particle velocity across
shock wave.

If we consider the low speed impact of a
liquid against a rigid target, then the above takes
the form of the well known "water hammer"

equation:

p = p C V. (11a)
O O I

where

Po

V°

I

C

o

density of undlstrubed liquid

impact velocity

acoustic velocity of the liquid.

When target elasticity must be taken into
account, then one may write two simultaneous
equations (11), for the liquid and for the target
material respectively: the pressures must be equal
for both, and the two particle velocity changes
must add up to the impact velocity. This leads
to an equation sometimes attributed to deHaller:

p C V.
0 0 I

P - Po Co (12)
I +_

PT CT

where

PT = density of undisturbed target
material

CT = stress wave velocity or acoustic
velocity in the target.

Note that equations (12)and (11a),

besides being one-dimenslonat approximations,
both assume fixed values of the propagation

velocities Co and CT. This makes them quite

inaccurate for high-speed impact calculations,
because the propagation velocity of a shock wave
itself depend_ strongly 'on the shock pressure (or
the particle velocity change across the shock).

Various studies have shown that for many
materials, both liquid and solid, the relationship
between shock velocity, C, and particle velocity
change across the shock, V, is a nearly linear one
and can be approximated by

C = C + kV (13)
O

where C is the acoustic velocity in the materlal
and k is° constant for the particular material.
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Heymann (34) gave a non-rigorous explana-

tion of this relationship, demonstrating that for
water k _ 2 (in the range0_<V-<l.2 C ),

o

and derived the following equations for one-dimen-

sional impact between a liquid and a target.

If the target is rigid, V = V.,and substitu-

tion of (13) into (11) gives i

P = PoCoVi(1 +kMo) (14a)

where

= V i Co =M ° / "Impact Mach Number"

and

k is the
O

"shock veloc ity constant"
for liquid, as defined by

equation (13).

If the target is elastic, but its shock

velocity is assumed constant, it is not correct

simply to substitute equation (13) into equation

(12), although the error is generally less than 20

percent. The exact expression, derived in Refer-

ence 34, can be written in dimensionless form as:

P - u (1 +k M u) (14b)
PoCo Vi o o

where

x 1F1+× 1u -F(l÷x t2+:Lk o ) 7oJ -L2- -oMJ

and

X -_ PTCT/poCo

(u is the ratio of particle velocity change in the

liquid to impact velocity, and x is the acoustic

impedance ratio between target and liquid.)

The assumption of a constant shock velocity

CT in the target can be justified when x <<1, which
is generally true for metallic targets. In that case,

the ratio of particle velocity change in the target

to its acoustic velocity is so small that the differ-

ence between the true stress wave velocity and the

acoustic velocity is negligible.

V. versus M , forCurves of P/Po Co l o

several values of x, are given in Figure 3. 1-20.

These curves apply to k = 2, as for water.
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Figure 3.1-20 Impact Pressure Versus Velocity

When x >> 1, as say in the impact between

water and an elastomeric target, then the greater

particle velocity change will occur in the target.
Such a case can be treated by exchanging the

meanings of the subscripts (e.g.,p o, Co, k ° now

refer to the target material), provided k for the

target material is known or determined.
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Unfortunately,values of k are not easily

found in the literature. The following is a partial
list:

Mater_al C o ( knv'se¢ ) k

Water 1. S 2.0

Sodlum 2. 563 1. 242

potassium 1. 930 1.1

Lithlum 4. 589 1.154

Rubidium 1. 232 1.184

Gold 3.0 1.56 I

Tungsten 4.0 1.28

"Fore,eel 77" 3. ? 1. 355

K Br 2.33 1.546 )

I

Csl 1.66 1.41

!Sodium 2. 706 1.22

Source

Heyrr_nn, Ref. 34

(Deduced f_rom Cole, R, H:

"Underwaler Expl_;ous",

Prlnceton Univ. Press, 1948)

R_ce, M.H: J. Phys.

Chem. Sol ids,-'-_"-T'965

Jones, A.H., e, al:

, 37, 1966,

Ruoff, A.L: _,

38., 1967f pp. 4976-4980

Equations 14a and 14b still apply strictly

only to one-dimensional impact (i.e.,_vo semi-

infinite bodies colliding). An exact analysis of

a liquid sphere impacting against a plane surface

has not yet been achieved. However, a qualita-

tive picture of the sequence of events, based an
various contributions relevant to this problem, has
been given by Heymann. (35) (75) According

to this picture, the impact pressure at the first
instant of contact is equal to the one-dimenslonal

pressure. As the contact area grows, the pressure
distribution becomes more and more non-uniform.

The pressure at the expanding boundary of the

contact area increases, while the pressure at the
center of the contact area decreases, from the
one-dimensional value.

A "critical condition" is reached when the

shock front expands faster than the contact

boundary, and lateral "jetting" outflow begins.
Soon thereafter, the contact pressures may be

assumed to decrease everywhere.

Heymann (35) also presented an approximate

two-dimenslonal analysis For the impact of a

round liquid body onto a rigid plane, which

permits the calculation of the pressure at the

boundary of the contact area, from the moment
of initial contact until the "critical condition"

is reached. The numerical results support the

previously described qualitative picture. The

peak impact pressure is that at the critical con-

dition, and if this "critical pressure" Pc _s plotted

in nondimenslonal termst Pc / eo Co Vi against non-

dimensional impact velocity Mo, for water, one

V. isFinds that the lowest value of pc/Po Co I

about 2.8, atM _- 0.1;at higher and lower
O

values of M the value of pc/p C V. increases
0 O 0 I

rapidly. Thus, the simple one-dlmenslonal water

hammer equation /11a) underestimates the peak

pressure by at least a factor of about 3. The curve

applicable to water is shown on Figure 3. 1-20.
Similar results are obtained for sodium and po-
tassium.

These results are true only for impact on

a rigid plane; the analysis has not yet been extend-
ed to an elastic target, on which the peak pres-

sures presumably are smaller. The results did show,

however, that the pressure at the contact boundary

rises only slowly during the first half of the growth
of the contact zone, so that one may conclude that

a considerable portion of the eventual contact area

is subjected to little more than the one-dimensional

pressure. This conclusion may perhaps be extended
to elastic targets as well. It could well be that

this pressure is more significant in determining
target material response than the more localized

and fleeting "critical pressures", but this should

not be assumed without further ev|dence. In any

case, it would be desirable to have analytical

results for the contact pressures developed by im-

pacting rounded drops on elastic targets, on rough

targets, an film-covered targets, and at oblique

angles. This still remains to be accomplished.
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3. 1.4= 3 Empirical Data From the Literature
Search

3. 1.4. 3. I Prellminary Remarks

lO

>_

>

In attempting to fit a simple equation to
experimental data, equations like (3), (4), (5) or
(7) would be selected. Equation (4) would form a
straight line on log-log paper if plotted versus

(V - Vc) , but one does not know V ahead of tlme.
Equation (7) would form a straight _ne on semi-log
paper, wlth V along the linear scale.

Figure 3o 1-21 shows examples of these

various relationships on a log-log plot. The upper
portion represents equations of types (4) and (5)
wlth V/V c plotted against E, and the lower portion
equat.lons of types (3) and (7) with V plotted against
E. For consistency, the constantss a, have been
chosen so that all curves pass through the point E = 1_

V or V/V c = 2° A plot of this klnd may be of help
in decldlng what type of relatlonsh!R to try to fit to
experimental data points when these are plotted on
a log-log graph° A corresponding plot of these
families of curves could be constructed on semi-log

papers wlth E as the log coordinate; in that case the
equations of type (7) would plot as straight lines°

, .[( _)"-,]_..... ,,/o°, o_

_..:_- _ -_

E : o v" (iq 3)

/ ._ _ _

1 t _ ," I, _

l i

EROSION 1lATE - ! 61 _ I_ _

Figure 3.1-21 Familles of Hypothetical Erosion

Versus Velocity Curves, According to

Equations (3) through (7)

A number of problems arise when attempting
to establish an equation of these types for experlmental
data_ either by plotting the data polnfs on log or
semi-log paper, or directly by numerical methods.

One of the problems is that much of the data
is obtained at velocities not much greater than the

critical velocity (seldom at more than V/V c = 2).
Therefore_ one is probably examining that portion of
the curve in which a transition is taking place, or

in which even in a log-log plot, the curvature is
greatest. Consequently, small errors in the data
polnts_ or small differences in the manner in which
a smooth curve is fitted to them, will have a great
effect on the values of the exponent n and the
critical velocity deduced.

Thls difficulty is compounded because the
scatter in erosion data is inevitably greab that in

many of the test series no more than three velocities
have been investigated_ and that the ratio of the
highest to the lowest of these is often small, about
1.5. This covers a very short span of the velocity
axis on log-log paper. In short_ a problem exists
In which:

a) In the velocity range investigated the
true relationship will not appear as a straight line.

b) There are too few data points and these
cover too short a velocity range to allow a curved
line to be tilted wlth the necessary accuracy.

If testing could be done at much higher velocities,
then in theory the influence of V c on the apparent
exponenb i.e. _ the slope of the curve on a log-log
plob would be reduced and a more accurate deter-
mination could be made of n. In practice, however,
at velocities much above V/V = 2 one gets into the

region of single-impact damage, whose velocity

dependence may not be the same as that For fatigue
damages and so, one may well be in another transi-
tlon region.

3. I. 4, 3, 2 Examination of the Better Test
Data

One of the earliest comprehensive setsof
test data at various velocities was given by

(2)Honegger . His conclusion was that wh_le the
behavior of the various materials differs cons|derably_

the rate of erosion may be generally expressed as:

E oc (V-125) 2 (15)

where V is the impact velocity in m/sec. The
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above relationsh|p was evidently deduced from his

Figure 7, on which was plotted the specific loss in

weight (welght loss per impact, hence a measure of
eros|on rate E) after 215, 000 Impacts, versus

velocity. This type of comparison is not valid.

Also, the equation fits a mean curve drawn through

the band of experimental curves; but some Individual

curves suggest exponents that are much higher. Thus,

the curve for S_cimen No. 26 is well described by
E o¢ (V-110) 3"3.

For a more valid basis of comparison n the

rate-time curves presented for various maferials

and for the speeds of 175, 200, and 225 nl/sec should
be reviewed. From these, one can deduce charac-

teristic erosion rates which fulfill the criteria speclfled

in Section 3. I. I of this report. This has been done as

an approximation and the results are plotted on log-

log coordinates in Figure 3.1-22. Their shape is not

0.15

0.10

100

! I

125 150 175 200 225 250 300

IMPACT VELOCITY - _b/SEC
611131-228

unlike what is predicted by Rgure 3. 1-19, at

velocities close to the threshold value, but it would

be unwise to fit any empirical equation to these data.

An interesting set of results on one/_aterial
was reported by Brandenberger & DeHaller _'/, which
was discussed in Section 3.1.2 with reference to the

angle-effect. The rationalized erosion rates deduced

from Reference 1 were plotted in Figure 3. 1-7s and

the data polnts of Figure 3. 1-7b have been replotted

on semi-log coordinates on Figure 3. 1-23. They fall

into a straight liner giving some support to the simple
fatigue model of velocity dependence represented by

equations of type 3. I-7. It should be pointed out,

however, that the determination of the best values of

E, from the irregular slopes of the very small _aphs
shown in Reference 1, involved a certain amount of

judgment and some extrapolation for the u = 31

m/sec data. In preliminary attempts0 with fewer

pretensions to accuracy, the results were such as to

fit equations of types 3.1-4 or 3.1-5 better than

type 3.1-7.

%
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Figure 3. 1-22 Erosion versus Velocity Curves,
Computed from Data in Reference 2

Figure 3.1-23 The Data of Figure 3. t-7b
Plotted on Semi'Log Paper
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The following equations have been fitted to the

data of Reference 1 during these several attempts:

E cc (V_20)3.5

E oc (V-25) 2"6

V 4
E oc 7---1.0 (16)

0.126V
E _ e

E cc V 6

And yet these data are among the better in the

literature, in that the velocity range covered was

almost 2:1 and there were 8 data points in that

range° This, agaln_ demonstrates the (near)futliity

of applying a purely empirical approach and hoping

to deduce therefrom some useful generalizations.

Another set of data covering an even larger

velocity range was given by Hobby3 _ his discussion
to a paper by Leith and Thompson v w although no
information was given on the material tested° The

data were plotted on linear coordinates, labeled

rate of weight loss, mg/seceand impact velocity,
ft/sec. From the units in which the erosion rate is

given_ one must infer that these data are not ration-

alized/ therefore, the erosion rates should be
divided by a factor proportional to the corresponding

velocities to put them on a rationalized basis, i.e.,

on the basis of equal rates of impinging water. The

actual data points from Hobbs' graph, and the values

of E computed therefrom_ are given in Table 3o 1-4.

The values of E have been plotted on log-log scales

in Figure 3. 1-24, both against actual velocity V

(Curve "a"), and also against (V-V) with V taken

as 270 ft/sec (Curve "b"). Smoothly fitted curves

are drawn as solid lines, and stralght-line approxi-

mations as broken lines. These latter suggest that

the results can be represented over a certain range

by

E oc V4.4, or by

E ec (V-270) 2"4 (17)

v

Ft/se¢

270

330

385

44O

495

570

620

68O

735

775

825

5.0

_. 2.0

TABLE 3. 1-4

DATA OF HOBBS IN REFERENCE 36

Erosion
Rate, R
gm/'$ec

0

0.02

0. 03

0.06

0.11

0.32

0.40

0.85

1,01

1.28

1.58

Rationalized
Rate, E
(2 x 103 R/V)

0

0. 122

0.'156

O. 272

0.444

1.12

1.29

2.50

2.75

3.30

3.83

R_luc_l

Velocity
(V-270) ft/$ec

0

6O

115

170

225

30O

35O

410

465

5O5

555

o

1,0

<

z
o

o 0.5

0.2
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50

I I I
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{V) OR (V-Vc) - FT/SEC 6t1131-24R

Figure 3. 1-24 Data of Hobbs _n Reference 36,
Plotted both venus V, (Curve "a"),

and versus (V-270),
(Curve "b")
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The latter may result in less scatter, but is valid over
a more reslTicted range. The same data are shown

plotted on semi-log coordlnates in Figure 3. 1-25.

A straight line fits the data well Tn the lower

velocffy range, but a dTsfinct breakaway From |t
occurs at about 700 ft/sec. Thus, these results, too,

provide no ev|dence poinffng toward any particular

simple type of emplrlcal formulation.

The most comprehensive body of test data
b ' at f Pear" _(8, 10, 12)recently made availa le is _ o _u. .

These data have already been discussed In relation

to angle effects in Section 3. 1.2 and drop slze
effects in Section 3. 1.3; in the latter sect|on there

was success Tn collapsing the data for different drop

sizes into a slngle curve by two different methods as

shown in Figures 3. 1-13 and 3. 1-14. No actual
curves were drawn tn those figures so as not to obscure

the data poTnts themselves. Curves fitted by hand to

these points are shown in Figure 3. 1-26. Curve (a)

represents Figure 3. 1-13 and Curve (b) Figure 3. 1-14.

The same curves, transposed onto log-log coordinates,
are shown in Figure 3. 1-27, and straight lines (dot-

dashed) are shown wh|ch colnclde w|t_ the curves
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Figure 3.1-26 Curves Based on the Data Points

of Figures 3-t-13 and 1.4. Orlg_nal Data
from Reference 12
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Figure 3.1-25 Data of Figure 3.1 :-24a
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themselves at the values E = 10-5 and E = 10-4.

They are reasonably valid approximations for the
range fromE=Sx 10-6 to E=2x 10-4 . These

lines represent relationships as follows:

Curve (a): E cc (K V)3"05
C

(18)

Cu,ve (b): E oc (V-Vcd)

where Kc and Vcd have been defined |n Section
3.1.3 and in Figures 3. 1-13 and 3. 1-14.

Note that the latter has an exponer)tr_irly
close to the expression deduced by Pearson _ "_ for
a single drop size:

E cc (V-390) 2"6 (19)

Note also that 'the general appearance of the curves

of Figure 3. 1-27 is similar to those of Figure 3. 1-24
(except for the curvature at the highest velocitles)u
and that the general appearance of those in Figure
3. 1-26 is not unlike that of Figure 3. 1-25. In
particular, Curve 3.1-26a could reasonably be
approximated by a straight line below about 600
ft/sec with a breakaway above that. (It must be
remembered, however, that in Figure 3. 1-25 the
horizontal scale Is actual velocity, whereas in
Figure 3. 1-26a it is a "corrected velocity" which is
not a linear function of the actual veloclty.)

3. 1.4. 3. 3 Conclusions

About the only conclusion whlch seems
justifiable, at thls stage, is that even file best avail-
able erosion-versus-veloclty data do not follow
exactly any law such as represented by equations of

types 3.1-3 through 3.1-7, but can, over limited
ranges, be approximated by any of them. Equations
of type 3.1-4 have seemed intuitively to be the most
rational and have been adopted by many authors,

including Honegger (see Equation 3.1-t5), Pearson
(Equation 3.1-19), and Fyall, et al(3) who present the

following equation for the erosion rate of "perspex":

Weight LossRate oc (V-208) 3"37

This, however, refers to the velocity of a
target within a glven rainfall. Thus the rate of water
impingement increases linearly with velocity and the
rationalized erosion rate would be given by

E oc (V-208) 2"37 (20)

The preceding comparison of various equations
of the form of equation (3.1-4) suggeststhat when data
can be represented in this manner, the value of the
exponent will be nol too far From2.5.

Comparison of Figures 3.1-23 through 27 sug-

gests tJ_at equations of the form of equation (3.1-7)
tend to fit better in the lower velocity region (although
there mustalso be transition to the critical velocity),
whereas equations of the form of equation (4) fit best
in the intermediate velocity region.

If a direct power law of the form of equation
(3.1-3) is used to represent the results, the exponents
tend to range from 4 to 6; though for brittle materials,

such as glass, exponents as high as 13 have been
quoted by Langbeln(5).

In no case does it appear justifiable to use
any of these curve-fittlng equations for the purpose
of extrapolating out of the test range.

3. 1.5 Dependent Parameters Other Than Rate

3. 1o5. I The Incubation Period

A'_I of the correlations discussed in the pre-
vious three sections have related to the slope of the
second-stage or steady-state region of the erosion
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versus time curve, and minor attention has been

given to the incubafion-per|od or first-stage of

erosion, which may be defined as the duration to the

intercept of the steady-state or second-stage erosion
llne when that is extended to cross the zero-erosion

axis. A proper understanding of the effect of

velocity, and the other variables d|scussed, must

eventually predict their effect on the incubation

per|od as well as on the subsequent erosion rate_
since the Incubation period may under some condi-

tions be a substantial portion of the effective llfe of

the component being eroded. Rgure 3. 1-2 defined

the incubation period as the term is used in this

section and by the authors cited herein.

Pearson(8, 10, 12) has plotted incubation

periods for different velocity drop sizes and impinge-
ment angles, and has found more scatter in these

data than in the corresponding erosion rate data.

Figure 3. 1-28 reproduces this data for different

drop sizes in Reference 12, including the average

curve drawn by Pearson, because "the amount of
scatter.., obscures the effect of drop diameter. "
It is nevertheless instructive to draw the best curves

for each drop size separately, as is done in Figure

3. 1-29, from the data points in Figure 3. 1-28.

From these points one can see a trend for the curva-
ture of the lines 10 increase with decreasing drop

size; this one would expect if the critical velocity

increases with decreas|ng drop size, since near the

critical velocity W o would fend to infinity° In

particular, the 350 mlcron curve seems consistent
with the prediction from Table 3. 1-3 that the critical

velocity for this drop size is 535 ft/sec.

The simplified fatigue analogy which led to

Equation (7) also implies that the incubation period
should be proportional, or analogouss to the number

of cycles 10 obtain fatigue failure° Some evidence

supporting this has been given by Ripken_ et ai,
1965(37). For one material, Ripken has measured

the number of impacts corresponding to the incuba-

tion period as previously defined, and the resulting

impact stress assumed to be given by 1/2 CV. He

super-lmposed these points on a standard S-N fatigue

20
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so-called incubation time. The data on incubation

times are too sparse and exhibit too much scatter to
allow any conclusions beyond the very broad and
obvious one that as the impingement conditions
(velocity" and drop slze) dec1_ne toward the threshold
value, the incubation time increases.

The erosion rate-tlme model to be developed,
In Section 3.2 of this report, implies that both the
Incubation time and the maximum erosion rate are

strongly influenced by the statistical variations in
the sizes and lifetimes of the erosion fragments
formed. These, in turn, are influenced by the
scatter in drop sizes and velocities as well as the

seatter inherent in fatigue properties themselves.
Consequently, it suggested that future correlations
shouldbe attempted on the basisof the time required
to attain specified damage levels rather than on the
arbltrarily-defined incubation and rate parameters.

The view that erosion is a form of fatigue

leads directly to a number of corollaries=

a) There is llttle likelihood of fTndlng one

speclfi¢ independently measurable material property
which will predict erosion resistance, since none has
been found to predict fatigue strength uniquely s and
far more research has been done on fatigue than on
erosion.

b) In fatigue, the relation between stress
and endurance is determined by a test for each
materlaJ, and cannot be stated in simple analytical

form. Similarly, the relation between |mpact
velocity and erosion very likely does not follow
any universal law but must be established empirically,
perhaps in graphic form, for each material.

c) In eros|ont as in fatigue, the condition
of the surface is likely to be of considerable
Importance.

d) Although erosion is the result of many
failures t and someof the stotlstlcal scatter found in

fatigue data may well average out in an erosion
test, yet to obtain valid results (or results with
calculable confidence limits) many more data points
must be taken and many more replications must be
run than have been done to date. Related to thls is

the need, often emphasized in this reperb to
establish accurately the erosion versus exposure
curve, and to carry out all tests to the same degree
of cumulative erosion damage if one wants to draw
any quantrta_ve comparrsons. The amoun_ of testing
required and the validity of results should be opti-
mized by proper statistical design of the experiment.
This has seldom been done in erosion testing.

A final suggestion to those generating erosion
test data is that with the results they should give all
the pertinent informatlon--materlal identification
and preparation, physical and mechanical properties,
surface preparation, size and shape of specimen,
area exposed to erosion, amount of water impinging,
and if possible, the drop size or drop size distribu-

tion, impact velocity, etc., -- necessary for com-
puting the rationalized erosion and duration para-
meters and making meaningful correlations between
these and the impingement and material parameters.

3.2 THE VARIATION OF EROSION RATE WITH
EXPOSURE TIME*

3o2.1 Observed Rate-Time Patterns

The latest literature on the resistance of

materials to impingement and cavitation erosion is
concerned that the rate of material loss is not uni-

form in time° While this has been noted for many
years, some of its consequences have only lately

been em_haslzed. Thus, as Thiruvengadam and
Preiser(50)have pointed out, the comparison of test
results can be very misleading if not based on cor-
responding phases of the rate-time curve; therefore,
the rather common practice of the earlier literature,
to test all specimens for the same length of time is
subject to criticism. The authors of Reference 50
proposed that characteristic eroslon-time curves
cou|d be described in terms of four zones: an incu-

bation zone with no weight loss, an accumulation
zone with loss rate increasing to a peak, an attenu-
ation zone with decreasing loss rate, and finally, a

* F. J. Heymann, Senior Engineer, Development
Engineering Department, Westinghouse Steam
Divisions, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
I_ester, Pa.
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steady-state zone with constant loss rate,

Figure 3.2-1. They do not attempt any detailed

explanation of these zones, but suggest that the

first three zones are influenced by the initial con-

ditlon of the surface and that only the final zone is

truly characteristic of the material itself and that it

should be used for comparison or correlation purposes.

This particular suggestion is disputed by Plesset and
Devine(51), who showed photographically that in a

magnetostrictlve oscillator the attenuation zone is
associated with a cavitation cloud of much reduced

intensity, attributed to hydrodynamlc damping effects

due to the heavily roughened specimen surface.

Moreover, the authors of Reference 51 stated that
the accumulation zone and the attenuation zone

are connected by a period of essentially uniform

high loss rate persisting for some time, rather than

by the narrow peak described by Reference 50, and

that there is no real indication of any final steady-

state zone. (See Figure 3.2-2.) Similar observations
have been made bv a number of recent investigators.

Thus, both Hobbs, ""_38)usinga magnetostrictlve

oscillator cavitation test, and Pearson, (8,12)using

a drop impingement erosion rig, have called the

region of maximum erosion rate the "steady-state"

period, and have based their correlations of erosion

with material properties and test conditions (such as
oscillation amplitude or impingement velocity) on
this maximum loss rate. Both have associated the

declining loss-rate of final period with heavy surface

damage, as did Reference 51, and feel that it is not

a practicable measure of the erosion resistance. This,

for practical reasons, has also been the approach

adopted in Section 3.1 of thls report.

All of the previously mentioned results

exhibited what may be called the conventional
pattern or some minor variation thereof. (For an

actual example, see Figure 3.2-3.) However, there

are erosion results which do not follow this pattern
at all. Thus, Lichtman, et al,(52) presented loss-

time curves many of which exhibit no apparent

incubation or acceleration stages, but rather begin
with a maximum rate which declines thereafter

(See Figure 3.2-4.) These results were obtained in a

rotating dlsc cavitation devlce.
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Exactly the same type of result has been

obtained in the spray impingement erosion test

facillty at the Westinghouse Steam Divhlons
Development Laboratory. Erosion rates invariably

seem to begin at a maximum value and then decrease -

rapidly at first, and then more gradually leading into

or approaching a lower steady-state value. Figure
3.2-5 shows some characteristic erosion rate curves

obtained by curve fitting through polnts obtained
from several specimens for each material. One

might suspect that incubation and acceleration stages

lie in the region to the left of the curves as shown,

and were simply missed because [nltial weight loss

readings were generally not taken until after about

two hours of exposure. To check this, the weight

loss of one specimen - a titanium alloy of fairly

good erosion resistance - was measured after five

minutes of exposure and several more times during
the first hour of testing. The result is shown in

Figure 3.2-6 and suggests that the erosion rate does
in fact begTn at a maximum value, or, if there is an
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incubation stage, it occurred within the first minute.
The latter alternative is supported by the analytic
model to be described. In all of the titanium speci-
mens that were tested the erosion rate has continued

to decrease For at least 30 hours. It may, however,
be worth noting that Thiruvengadam(28) has shown

the rotating dlsc to be the most intensive cavitation
damage device, and that the Westinghouse test
facility produces impingement of probably rather
small droplets at a high velocity, probably exceeding
2000 ft/sec. Thus, slngle-lmpact damage may be
occurring in both cases, contributing to the de-
emphasisor lack of an incubation period.

The object of this section of the report is to
show that a simple statistical model of the erosion
process, which regards erosion as a multiplicity of
fatigue Failures, can predict characteristic rate-
time curves of most observed types. Further, this
section discusses some of the implications of this
model in relation to the measurement and correlation

problem.

3.2.2 Effect of Material Removal Mechanisms
on Rate-Time Pattern

The spectrum of erosion mechanisms in a
ductile material may be divided into several regimes
as a function of impact intensity, or in the case of

droplet impingement, as a Function of impact veloc-
ity if drop size is held constant. These regimes
merge one into the other; there are no sudden tran-
sitions between them.

For very low velocities below some first
threshold value, no measurable damage or material
loss will occur during any practical exposure time,
or material loss is confined to isolated weak spots.
Such threshold velocities, empirically deduced from
test or operating experience or arbitrarily derived
from the endurance limit of the material by some
safety Factor, have been used as design guides in
some phases of steam turbine and condenser design.
It is not fully established whether there actually is
a velocity below which erosion will never occur:
Honegger(2) doubted it; and Vater, (25) who suggested

that the dependence of erosion on velocity could be
regarded and plotted analogously to the dependence
of Fatigue life on applied stress, regarded the erosion
process as one somewhat similar to corrosion fatigue

(in which there is no endurance limit). He, therefore,
stated that the threshold velocity has to be defined
as that velocity below which no measurable weight
loss occurred after some specified number of impacts.
In any case, one might say that in this first regime
the erosion, if any, corresponds to that in the incu-
bation stage of the conventional rate-time pattern,

i.e., it will be low, possibly gradually increasing
with some random fluctuations, and will be highly
influenced by the initial surface conditions and by
the possibility of simultaneous corrosion as shown
by Wheeler.(53)

As the velocity exceeds the first threshold,
something akin to fatigue failure becomes the
predominant failure mechanism. Metallurgicol
observations substantiating this, and descriptions of
the probable sequence of events leading to failure
and the formation of loose fragments, have been

provided by many investigators including Vater,(25)
yon Schwartz, et al,( 5 ) Brunton, (10) and Marriott
and Rowden.(19)
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SomeinvestigatorshaveFoundmoreplastic
deformationin thesurfacethanmightbeexpected.
Thus0Thomas(16)notedsmallplasticdepressionsin
thesurfaceduringtheearlystages of exposure at
velocities whose presumed impact pressures were
less than the yield point of the material. Branden-
berger and De Haller,(1) on the basis of extensive

radiographic studiestconcluded that fracture in
erosion is neither llke static fracture no like fatigue

Fracture, but is accompanied by a degree of damage
to the crystal structure which is intermediate between
that associated with those failure modes. It must be

remembered, though, that the stress-geometry con-
dition- at least when the surface is still relatively
smooth, is not of such a nature as to make static

rupture easily possible: thus, the general regime of
predominant fatigue or repeated-lmpact rupture will
extend well into the velocity range where each
drop could be expected to produce noticeable plas-
tic deformation. As the velocity increases, the
regions of plastic deformation presumably spread
from the immediate vicinity of the Fracture surface
toward a general deformation of the eventually-

produced erosion fragments. In this regime one may

expect to find rate-time curves exhibiting the
conventional pattern, i.e., an incubation stage
related to the fact that a certain number of impacts

are required before fatigue failures occur, an accel-
eration stage, possibly a steady-state stage, an
attenuation stage, and possibly a Final steady-state
stage, though probably no generalizations should be
made about the behavior when gross surface damage
has set in. The possibility of relating these phases
in the eroslon rate-time curve more specifically to
the Fatigue properties of the material will be ex-
plored in the Following sections of this report.

A second threshold velocity may be
associated with that velocity at; which the material
loss due to single-impact damage process becomes
slgnificant. This is probably related to the visible
damage threshold described by DeCorso and
Kothmann, (24,43) above which a single impact
leaves a distinct crater in a smooth material surface.

This regime eventually must merge into the regime
of hypervelocity impact. The exact determination
of the second threshold velocity from the point of
view of material removal is dlfficult, because in

single-impact experlments - such as those performed
by DeCorso, (24) and also by Brunton, (10) Engel (39,40)
and others - the actual amount of material removed

from the surface could not be reliably established,
although crater depths or crater profiles were
measured. From two curves given in Reference 56,
one can deduce that for hypervelocity impact of
1/16 inch diameter aluminum spheres on an aluminum
surface, the ratio of target volume loss to crater

volume is approximately 0.15 at a veloclty of
7 km/sec (23,000 ft/sec), reducing to about 0.09 at
4 km,/sec (13,000 ft/sec). One may cautiously infer
from this that at the velocities of interest, say
1000-4000 ft/sec, the correspondlng ratio will be
very much smaller yet. (This inference should be
valid qualitatively although the actual material
removal mechanism in the hypervelocity regime is
a liquld-llke flow of the target material accompa-
nied with some splashing out, whereas that in the
regime of interest is related to the shear effect of
radial outflow.) Of course, this must be balanced

by the fact that such loss occurs with each implnglng
dropswhereos many repeated impacts over some finite

area are required to generate one erosion fragment
by the fatigue Failure mechanism° For any quanti-
tative estimate of the relative significance of the
two mechanisms, more data are needed on each.

Qualitatively, one may say that as single-
impact erosion becomes significant, the incubation
period can no longer be a zero-weight loss period,
but rather will begin by exhibiting an erosion rate
corresponding to the single-impact erosion. This
rate increases in time as additional Fatigue-type
eroslon sets in. Fatigue in this instance probably

corresponds more to low-cycle fatigue due to strain
cycling than to high-cycle fatigue due to stress-
cycling. The geometry of the eroded surface will
now be affected by the heavy plastic deformation
clue to each drop as well as the breaking away of
larger eroslon fragments due to fatigue Fractures.
Eventually, as single-lmpact erosion becomes the
predominant mechanism, one would expect to find
little or no evidence of any incubation period, and
the surface geometry should rapidly approach a

steady-state condition, so that one might expect
relatively little change of erosion rate with time.
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3.2.3 An Analytic Model of the Erosion Rate-Time
Relationship

3.2.3.1 Qualitative Description of Proposed
Model

As seen in the previous section, the con-

ventional erosion-rate versus time pattern is that
associated with a predominant fatigue mechanism
for material removal. It is in this regime that most
of the test data and the practical experience lie.
As is well known, fatigue is intrinsically a statistical
process exhibiting a considerable scatter, and this
fact will be utilized in developing an analytical
model for the erosion rate-tlme pattern applicable
to this regime. The qualitative results have inter-
esting impllcations with reference to the previously

reviewed findings and to prevlously-attempted
correlations between erosion and fatigue data. The
approach to be described, though numerical in na-
ture, can at this time predict no more than qualita-
tive trends and should be considered as exploratory.

The basic reasoning of the model is as
follows:

It is assumed that each small element of

surface is subjected to an impact fatigue environ-
ment and that after a certain time (i.e., a certain
number of impacts) it will be detached from the
surface as an erosion fragment, due to sub-surface
fatigue failure. The time-to-failure distribution

function for these newly-exposed surfaces will
probably not be the same as that for the original
surface. Unlike the original surface the newly-
exposed surfaces will have been subjected to some

sub-surface stress condition even before being ex-
posed to direct impingement, and the surface geom-
etry will no longer be a plane but a series of pits.
Further, it is assumed that when many such surface
elements are considered, the individual times re-

quired for their removal would be described by some
statistical distribution function, much as the number

of cycles to failure of a large number of fatigue
specimens (stressed to the same level) can be de-
scribed by a distribution function. When erosion

fragments are removed and expose fresh surface to
impingement attack, the time to remove elements
of this new surface will likewise bedescrlbed by a
distribution function, and so on.

In the case of conventional fatigue

specimens, the distribution occurs primarily as a
result of the statistical nature of the fatigue process
itself. In the case of erosion fragments it must
ultimately reflect the variations in the concentration
and the severity of impacts (i.e., droplet velocities
and sizes), variations in the local surface geometry
and properties, and variations in the size of frag-
ments formed. At presenb however, one arbitrary
distribution curve is assumed to represent all of
these sources of scatter.

Qualitatively, it can be seen that if these

distributions had very little scatter or dispersion,
i.e., if the lifetimes of all surface elements were
about equal, then the erosion rate would be zero
until that lifetime was reached; at this instant a
very high rate would be exhibited while all of the
original surface flaked off, to be followed by
another interval of zero rate until the second

layer flaked off, etc.

If, however, these distributions have a

significant dispersion, one can predict that this will
result in a rate-time curve which up to a first peak
looks somewhat llke the distribution curve, but in

which subsequent peaks and valleys are attenuated
and a steady-state rate is approached. An incuba-
tion period will exist if the dispersion is not exces-
sive. One might think of the variation in the surface

element lifetimes as dispersing the periodicity asso-
ciated with one layer being removed after another.

The preliminary mathematical formulation
and computer program considered one distribution

function applicable to the original surface, and one
other applicable to each of the subsequently exposed
surfaces. Both were specified as normal distributions
truncated and normalized over a finite time span.
Thus the significant input parameters were the nom-

inal mean lifetime (MF) and standard deviation (eF)
for the original surface, and the correspond|ng values

(M G and eG) for the undersurfaces. Figure 3.2-7
showssome rate-time curves obtained by this program,
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with the distribution parameters as indicated. Note
that the attaining of a steady-state rate is hastened
both by increasing the dispersion of the functions,
and by specifying a shorter mean lifetime for the
undersurfaces as compared to the original surface.

Fluctuations such as shown in Figure 3.2-7
have occasionally been observed, as illustrated by
Figure 3.2-8 which shows rate-time curves computed
from experimental cumulative erosion curves presented
by Kento(57) Moreover, fluctuations which would

appear quite prominent in rate-time curves are not
nearly as evident if the same data are plotted as cumu-
lative erosion versus time - which is how the data are

actually obtained. Therefore, it seemsquite conceiv-
able that in many cases such fluctuations would barely
have been noted and would have been smoothed out of

the raw data, or might have been lost entirely through
the data points being too far apart in time.

The fluctuations, however, are by no means

an _nevitable consequence of this model if non-
symmetrical distribution functions are used, as will be
seen in the results obtained from the elaborated for-
mulation of the model, described below°

3.2.3.2 Description and Results of
Elaborated Model

In the elaborated analysis we have chosen
to use log-normal distribution functions, since --

as shown by References 58 and 59 -- these provide
a reasonable representation of fatigue life data.
For added flexibility one can adopt a delayed log-
normal, i.e., one which would appear as a normal
distribution if the frequency of failures were plotted
versus log (t-To), where To represents a delay time
introduced to ensure that no failures occur prior to
time t = To.

The distribution, when plotted on a log10
scale, is then described by its mean (m) and its
standard deviation (e). But one must use the dis-
tribution as transformed onto arithmetic or real-time
scales. An important point to note is that while in a
symmetrical distribution the mean, median, and mode

values coincide, that is not true for a skew distribu-

tion such as the log-normal. The real-time values
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corresponding to m, which is denoted by Tm = 10m_
establishes the median value of the log-normal dis-

tribution -- i.e., that value of t at which half of

the specimens (or surface elements) will have failed.
This is the value generally used to establish a point

of an engineering S-N curve. In the delayed log-

normal, the median value is given by M = To + Tm .

The mode, or peak in the distribution curves, will
occur at a time value less than M. The mean valu e,

or arithmetic average of all life-times, will occur at
a time value areater than M, or specifically at a time

E = To + T m x 101"15_2. For purposes of discussion,
all distributions can be characterized by their values

of To, ¢, and eitherMorE.

The elaborated model permits the specify-

ing of a different distribution function for each level _

below the original surface, and of two different
functions for the original surface: one for the

unaffected surface, in which erosion takes place by

the initiation of new pits, and one for the affected

surface, which is that surrounding existing pits and

in which erosion is presumed to take place by the

lateral growth of these pits. The program computes
the rate of erosion, the cumulative eroslon, and the

exposed area at each level, from which in turn, it
can compute an average surface roughness at selected

time points.

The number of variations which could be

investigated with this program is unllmltecb and all
that can be demonstrated here are some of the im-

portant effects° The most significant of these is the
effect of the dispersion parameter ¢. References 49

and 59 suggest that in conventional fatigue tests,

, on a log10 scale, ranges approximately from
0o15 to 0.40, and for erosion fragment lifetimes even

higher dispersions may be expected. Figure 3.2-9

shows computed erosion time. curves for various val-
ues of • from 0.15 to 080, with the median (M) held

constant; Figure 3o2-10 shows a corresponding set of

curves with the mean (E) held constant° In each

case TO = 0, and the same dlstributlon is assumed for
all surfaces and levels° Since in such cases the

eventual steady-state erosion rate must be propor-

tional to the reciprocal of the mean llfeHme, all

curves in Figure 3.2-10 approach the same steady-
state rate.
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Two striking results appear from these

curves: First, the maximum erosion rates vary con-

siderably. Second, almost all of the experimentally-

found rate-tlme patterns can be at least qualitatively

generated by proper choice of the dispersion para-

meter e. When _ is small, the curves exhibit damped
fluctuations similar to those of Figure 3.2-7. When

is increased, the fluctuations die out and the

steady-state rate is attained quite quickly. When

is further increased, a single peak appears in the

curve, and at very high values of a this peak may

occur so early that the time resolution is just not
fine enough to show the acceleration stage of the

rate-time curve, and the curve therefore appears to

begin at its maximum value. The same is probably
true for experimental data like that of Figures 3.2-4,

5 and 6. It does not seem unreasonable to suppose

that erosion due to very small droplets, where each

impact stresses only a minute portion of the surface

area, would be characterized by a high dispersion

in the fragment lifetimes.

In many of the curves of Figures 3.2-9 and

10 the ratio of the erosion peak to the expected

steady-state value is not as great as sometimes found

in practice w but it should be recognized that at
times values greater than the median, the surface has

suffered heavy erosion damage and one may there-

fore expect that geometric effects, such as suggested

by References 2, 8, and 51, may have set in by this
time and have caused an additional diminution of

the eras|on rate and possibly supp[esslon of further

fluctuations. Certainly one would expect the re-

sults predicted by this analysis to be at least mod-

ified by the geometric effects. Thus, Figures 3.2-9

and 3.2-10 may correspond to experimental results
of the type of Figures 3.2-1 and Figures 3.2-9 and

3.2-10 to results of the type of Figure 3.2-2. It is

possible, however, that some appropriate combina-
tion of distribution funcHons For the different surfaces

could result in a plateau such as in Figure 3.2-2,

which then again would not correspond to a steady-
state value°
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Figure 3o2-11 shows an example of slowing
down the loss rate from the unaffected surface as

compared to that of all other surfaces -- which are

presumed to be more susceptible to erosion because
of the irregular geometry. This case is identical to

that of Figure 3.2-9 except that for the unaffected

surface the median lifetime has been increased to

3.0. Note that the shape of the rate curve has been

made more similar to that typified by Figure 3.2-1;

the cumulative loss rate is also shown and is quite

similar to typical curves such as Figure 3.2-3.
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Figure 3.2-12 Examples of Computed "Surface Profile"
Curves(Showlng the Uneroded Area as a Function0f Level
Below the Original Surface, at Various. Values of Time:

(a) - Corresponding to Figure 3.2-9
(b) - Corresponding to Figure 3.2-11
(c) -Correspondtng to Figure 3.2-10

in the other two cases which represent high disper-

sion values (a -- 0°8). This suggests that the geo-

metric effects which tend to reduce the erosion

rate -- i.e., those due to high roughness -- are

delayed in the former case; this may explain why
the maximum erosion rate in such a case may persist

for some time and give rise to rate curves typified

by Figure 3.2-2. Figure 3.2-13 shows the computed

surface roughness versus computed mean depth of

penetration, for the same three cases, confirming the
lower roughness associated with a lower dispersion
value°

Figure 3.2-12 shows surface profile curves, at
various values of time 1", for some of the previous
cases. The ordinates indicate the surface level,

with 0 representing the original surface. The ab-

sclssas represent the area not yet eroded away at
each level. The difference in abscissa between

adjacent levels represents the area exposed at the
lower of the two levels. Note that in Figure 3.2-12,

a case of low dispersion value (_= 0.25), the ero-
sion is shallower and more evenly distributed than

3.2.3.3 Discussion and Conclusions

Now to examine the implications of this model

with respect to correlations of incubation times and
erosion rates. Since the incubation time seems re-

lated to the fatigue nature of erosion, several inves-

tlgators have attempted correlations reflecting this.

Thus, Leith and Thompson(36) correlated the incu-
bation tlm_ of several materials with the corrosion

fatigue limit for 107 cycles of these materials.
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Mathieson and Hobbs(60) made a similar correlation

with the conventional endurance limit for several

aluminum alloys. In both cases the results were

reasonably consistent, but the approach is hardly
logical since the incubation time in erosion surely
should be related to a finite-lifetime to failure,

rather than to a stress value at which no failure

occurs. Thus, the success of these correlations

depended on a second, implicit correlation between

the finite fatigue lives at the test stress, and the

endurance limits valid for the group of materials
compared. Ripken, et a1,(37) have used a more

logical approach, and have correlated the number

of impacts corresponding to the incubation time at

a given impact velocity, with the number of cycles

to failure in bending fatigue at an equivalent stress

level. The stress level was assumed to be given by
the waterhammer pressure ( p CV). The incubation

period was defined by the intercept, on the time

axis of the cumulative weight loss curve, of the

straight llne approximating the high erosion rate

stage.

If the previously developed model is valid,

this procedure is still not quite correct. The statis-

tical model implies that the apparent incubation

period depends not only on the mean lifetime of the

erosion fragments but also on the scatter or disper-
sion in these lifetimes. The eroslon-rate becomes

non-zero when the first element fails, and continues

to increase until approximately the mode or most

probable value of the lifetime is reached on the top

surface. But it is the mean value -- which may
occur later yet if the distribution is skewed --which

corresponds to the nominal lifetime at the appro-
priate stress as obtained from a conventional S-N

fatigue curve. Whether either the median lifetime

or the associated scatter in erosion fragments cor-

responds to that of full-scale bending or pull-type

fatigue specimens is at present a moot question.

However, the discrepancies in the correlations of
Reference 37 are in the direction which the above

argument would predict,

If one stipulates a steady-state erosion process,
then the erosion rate would certainly be inversely

proportional to the mean lifetime of erosion frog-

ments (provided their size distribution remained

constant). This is the basis from which one can
draw the analogy between the (loss rate)-lversus

impact velocity in erosion, and cycles to failure

versus stress level in fatigue, as proposed by
Reference 25. This appears to provide a rational

basis for attempting to predict an eroslon-speed

relationship on the basis of known fatigue data for

the material, although to our knowledge this attempt
has not been made. But here, again, the statistical

model suggests that the obvious approach is not
quite correct. It implies that the maximum erosion

rate -- which many investigators have llnearized

and used in correlations, for good and valid prac-

tical reasons -- does not necessarily represent a

steady-state erosion process at all, but rather the

deluge of erosion fragments from the top surface

layer which takes place in the vicinity of the most

probable fragment lifetime from the beginning of

exposure. Thus again, the maximum instantaneous

erosion rate is not merely a function of the average
fatigue life of the surface elements but also of the

scatter in lifetimes. Consequently, any external or
internal effect which influences that scatter will

influence the maximum erosion rate, even though

it may not affect the eventual hypothetical steady-
state rate.
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Finally,whatcanthismodelcontributetoward
theresolutionof thedisputereferredto inSection
3.2.1. First,it impliesthatReference50iscorrect
inclaimingthattheerosionratesduringthestages
encompassingthetint peak in the rate-time curve
are nat characteristic merely of the material under

test, since the shape of this curve depends on the

shape of distribution functions which, in turn, de-

pends in part on characteristics of the test method

such as the distribution of bubble or droplet sizes,

etc. Secondly, it implies that while the erosion
rate would, in the absence of other influences tend

toward a steady-state value as postulated by Refer-

ence 50, this generally occurs only after most of the

original surface has eroded away, by which time the
surface damage will be so severe as to make the

erosion conditions susceptible to geometry effects
such as described in Reference 51. In short, the

instantaneous erosion rate may never be character-

istic of only the material, and for valid correlations

it will become necessary to standardize the test

method very carefully, or to use properly chosen
cumulative erosion measurements, such as the time

required to attain some specified value of the ratlon-

allzed erosion (MDP) of practical significance.

3.2.4 Mathematical Formulation of Model

3.2.4.1 First Simplified Formulation

Let any surface exposed to erosion be

thought of as consisting of elementary areas (or

volumes, if their thickness is considered) whose
lifetimes under the erosion attack can be described

by a normalized distribution function f (t). Thus by
definition

/_ (t) dt = 1.0 (21)

and the distribution function for a specific area A_
exposed to erosion from time t = 0, is therefore

FA (t) = A F (t) (22)

S_nce a surface element is lost from the surface when

its lifetime is reached, Equation 22 can equally
well be regarded as a loss rate function for the area
A.

Equation 22 may be further generalized by

stating that the loss rate from an area A 1, first ex-
posed to erosion at time t = T1, is thereafter given
by

F1 (t) = A 1 f (t-T1) (23)

Let us now consider the original or top

surface of a body exposed to erosion. One may

take its area to be unity, and every portion of its
area is simultaneously exposed to erosion at time

t = 0. Thus f (t) adequately describes the loss rate

from the top surface. As surface area is eroded,

or lost from the top surface, an equal area is created

or exposed at the second level located at distance
h below the surface, where h is assumed as the

thickness of erosion fragments. For convenience,

the thickness h will also be assigned a numerical

value of unity on some appropriate scale. In turn,

the second level surface will be eroded to expose
a third level surface and so an. But in computing

the actual loss rates from all of the undersurfaces

one must recognize that the lifetimes of surface

elements must be measured from the tlme they were

first exposed, and the total loss rote from all surface

elements which were first exposed during a time

increment dT at tlme T depends on the total area

which was first exposed during that time interval.

Let Y(t) be the total rate of erosion, from
all levels, at tlme t. This is what one desired to

compute. But Y(t) is also equal to the rate at which
new surface area is exposed, at all levels below the

top surface, at time t. (Strictly speaking, it is pro-

portional to it, but with h = 1.0 it is numerically

equal.)

Thus, the total surface area first exposed
during increment dT at time T, is Y(T) dT, and the

loss rate from this area at tlme t is_ by Equation 23_

FT (t) = f" (t-T) Y(T) dT (24)

The total loss rate at time t, from all undersurfaces,

is composed of contrlbutlons from all undersurface

areas first exposed during all time increments from
T=OtoT=b or

t

f (t-T) M(T) dT
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Thetotalloss rate or erosion rate, Y(t), is the sum

of that from the top surface and that contributed
by all undersurfaces, or

t

(t) = f(t) + _L f(t-T) Y(T) dT
(25)

Y

The fact that the contributions from the undersurfaces

and from the top surface form two distinct terms in

Equation 25 makes it convenient to assign a different

distribution function for the top surfaces as compared
to all undersurfaces. This is desirable if one wants

to reflect the fact that the tip surface has, in many

ways, a different nature and history than the under-

surfaces exposed as a result of erosion. Finally,
one can state

t

Y(t) = f(t) +l g0-T) Y (T) dT (26)
ju

where
f(t) = distribution function for top surface

g(t) = dlstrlbutlon function for undersurfaces

It is worth noting that Equation 26 is a
well-known integral equation having a convolution

integral as its last term. A Laplace transformation

yields

y(s)= f(s)+ g(s) y(s)

By ordinary algebra

Y(S) = F(s)/ I1- g(s}l

or

This solution may be useful if Equation 26 has

Laplace transform and Equation 27 has an easy

Tnverse transform. Ordlnarily, numerical methods

are required.

(27)

For the initial explorations Equation 26

was computer-programmed directly, using normal

distributions for functions f(t) and g(t), normalized

over specified time spans rather than between the

limits of plus and minus infinity as suggested by

Equation 21.

3.2.4.2 Formulation of Elaborated Model

In further explorations of thls approach,

it is desirable not only to keep track of the area

exposed at each level as a function of time, so that

an average surface profile or surface roughness can

be computed, but it also may be desirable to assign
different distribution functions for all levels. An

analytical continuity approach to this becomes very

cumbersome, and since the Final evaluation is in

any case a numerical one by computer, it becomes

advantageous to develop the model as a step-wise

process in time, and to have the computer program

compute the processes occurring in each Hme inter-

val, one after the other. In a sense, the computer

program becomes a digltallzed analog of the physical

process.

The crux of the approach is that the pro-

gram malntoins, and up-dates for each time interval,

the array SL, j, in which each value represents the
surface area presently existing at level L and dating
back to time interval J during which it was first

exposed as a result of loss from the next-higher

level. Thus the total surface area presently exlsting

at level L would be given by

N-1

_]_ SL, 3, where N is the present time interval
J=l

at which the evaluating is being done.

Let us now define a modified rate or

quotient function q (t), which represenls the loss
rate as a proportion of the remaining area at time t.

In terms of the previously used distribution function

f(t), this is f(t)
q (t) =

t (29)1 o - _(t)at

For computation purposes the continuous function

q (t) is replaced by a loss quotient QI. representlng
the finite amount of loss during the I th time interval

after the surface has first been exposed. This can be

represented by

QI = q (1At) At
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whereAt is the length of a time interval. The pro-

gram computes and stores all values of QL• I•
where the additional subscript L refers to the level;

thus a different distribution function f(t) can be

specified for each level.

The total erosion from all levels during

time interval IN, YN, will then be composed of all

contributions of the type

RL, J = SL, J QL, N-J (30)

where RL j represents the Joss rate from that area
at level I. whach was first created during time inter-

val J. The total erosion rate is therefore approxi-

mated by
M N-I

YN = _hL_ RL, j (31)

L=L J=l
At

where hL = thickness of erosion fragments lost
from the Lth level

M = total number of levels considered

Using the RL J values computed from the SL j
array which was valid for the beginning of the

N th time interval, one can readily compute the

new values of SL j which are valid for the end of
the N th interval, i.e., for the beginning of the

(N + I) th interval:

for all values of J < N, and

N+I :Lj : _ RL- 'J]N (32b)

for J= N.

The manner in which the cumulative

erosion, surface profile and surface roughness can

be computed from the above-mentioned quantities
is straightforward°

The log-normal frequency distribution
function as programmed is of the form

.(,- To) 2°2 )

This function has the following properties:

(33)

The mean, or expected value, is

E = T + "em + (1/2)°2 (34)
O

The median value is

m

M = T + e (351
O

The mode, or most probable value, is

P = T + ern-_2 (36)
O

The input may be prescribed in terms of To, rrband

a directly; the latter two may also be prescribed in
terms of the equivalent logarithms to base 10, or in

terms of the equivalent real-time quantities Tm= em
and R = e e.

3.2°4°3 Discrete Pit Formation and

"Affected" Surface

In order to model the probable progress of

erosion damage more faithfully• a further elabora-
tion has been introduced for the top surface only.
This is based on the observation that eroslon tends

to proceed by the formation and growth of discrete

pits -- which may extend to a considerable depth

while the adjacent top surface is still intact - rather

than by a randomly-dlstributed depth.

To approach this condition, the top surface

is considered as consisting of two kinds of surface:
affected areas and unaffected areas. Affected areas

are defined as those areas of the top surface imme-

diately surrounding existing erosion pits, whose
resistance to erosion may be assumed to be influ-

enced by this fact. Therefore, one distribution

function, fa(t), is provided for the affected area,

and another, fu(t) for the unaffected area which is
the remainder of the still ex[stlng top surface. (In

general one would suppose that fa is such as to re-

sult in more rapid erosion than fu, but the program
does not make this a requirement.) The actual

amount Of area considered as affected is computed
as follows: Let w be a characteristic dimension of

erosion fragments which must be prescribed in the
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program input. Then the affected area A a associated

with a pit of surface area Ap is defined as the area
of an annulus of width w surrounding a circle of

area A . In other words, all of the potential erosion
fragments bounding upon an existing pit are consid-

ered affected area. To carry this calculation
through,Tt is necessary to know the number and

size distribution of all pits° This is done as follows:

During any time _nterval N, the loss from the exist-

ing unaffected surface, based on the fu distribution
function, is divided into an integral number of

values A o (where A o is the area of a circle of diam-
eter W)o Thus a known number of new pits -- all of

area A o -- are sald to be initiated. For the sub-

sequent time interval, the new pits are assigned

their annulus of affected area. Further enlargement

of each of this generation of pits takes place by

erosion from the affected area surrounding it, re-

qul rlng the transformation of additional surrounding

area to maintain the previously specifiec relation-
ship between affected area and pit area. Thus, the

number and present size of each generation of pits,

and extent of affected area surrounding them, can

be established and updated.

The rate of loss from the affected areas is

based on the fa distribution function, but not in a
simple manner. Let us for the moment talk in terms

of the continuous functions, though the actual

calculations are carried through Tn terms of step-

wise loss quotients. Consider an area which existed

as unaffected area until time TT, at which time Tt
becomes transformed inroaffected area° Up until

TT the loss from this area was governed by fu;

henceforth, it is to be governed by fa" Upon reflection
it can be seen that our purpose would not be served

in any reaFisttc way by simply saying that at t = TT

the loss rate jumps from fv (TT) to fa (TT), and

henceforth is given by fa(t)o (In an extreme case,
f(t) may represent such rapid erosion that TT is well

b'eyond the mean or mode value and fa(TT) is already
sensibly zero° Thus no further erosion, rather than

more rapid erosion, would result from this switch°)

A wholly rigorous approach would have to be based
on cumulative fatigue damage theory, but a device

which is adequate for our purpose is to require that

the fa distribution function be entered at an effective

time TE, such that the cumulative loss due to fa at

TE is equal to the cumulative toss due to fu at TT• or

TE TT

-_0 Fa(T)d1" = / fu(T)dT (37)

If T E is defined by Equation 37, then the
loss rate from the area under consideration, at any

time t subsequent to t = TT• is given by fa (t - TT + TE).
This device will at least ensure that if a given area

is transformed at any time TT whatever• then 100

percent of it -- no mare and no less -- will have

been lost at time t = ® • which is the minimum

logical requirement of any realistic approach. For

some types of distribution functions, it is possible

to express TF in terms of TT and the function constants.
Thus, for th_ simple case of(normallzed) exponential
functions, where

t t
-Pu -Pa

fu(t) = pue and fa(t) = pae

It Ts easy to show that

TE = TT (Po/Pu)

An analytical expression can also be obtained for

the log-normal distribution• but in many other cases•

including the normal distribution, TE would have to
be computed by trial-and-error procedures from the
relationship of EquatTon 37.

A consequence of thls approach is that nor

only must the total affected area associated with

each generation of pits be known, but so must each

generation of affected area• since the rate of loss

from any portion of the affected area depends on
when it had been transformed from the unaffected

to affected status. The number of pertinent com-

putations re_]ulred during the N th time interval is
therefore N':, and the number of memory locations

required for the affected area array is M2• where
M is the maximum number of time intervals to be

computed. This is a compelling argument for making

M reasonably small (100 in our program), which
makes for a rather coarser time grid than one would
otherwise desire.

The details of the computation method

would require too much space to present here, but

are generally analogous to the method described

for the undersurfaces by Equations 30 through 32.
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It should be emphasized merely that the concept
of erosion by discrete particles of specified size is

applied only to the initiation of new pits in the
unaffected surface, and that the lossrates from the
second and lower layers do not concern themselves
with whether the second layer surface was exposed
as a result of lossfrom unaffected or affected surface.

This distinction is only made for the loss rates from
the top surface itself.

The program in its present form has provision
for using either log-normal distributions (to represent
fatigue damage), or exponential distributions (to
represent single-lmpact damage).

3.3 HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL OF CORRELATION
OF METAL REMOVAL RATES FROM
REPETITIVE DROP IMPACT *

3.3ol Background

This section establishes numerical relation-

shipsbetween materlals properties and the external
variables and drop impingement lossrates° This is
done through the use of a hydrodynamic model of
correlation of metal removal rates from repetitive

drop impacts applied to empirical information. This
empirical information is that on metal removal by

Many have objected to this hypothesls on
the basis that this is contrary to their experience with

splashing water. They say splashing water does not
form thin films, it runs from surfaces as drops or
rivulets. However, this drop-rlvulet behavior is
probably true for contaminated surfaces. The con-
taminated surface is the type ordinarily seen, even
if the contamination is only from fingerprints. In

this connection it has _O_3e)npointed out, to the
author, by A. P. Fraasv ,,i that it is next to impossible
to maintain dropwise-condensation in condensing

water systemsfor useful lengths of times. The
scrubbing action of the condensing water removes
the surface contaminants and the process changes

from drop-type condensation to film condensation. The
scrubbing should be even more thorough in a
repetitive drop impact s|tuatlon. Therefore, obser-
vation of water runoff from casually prepared fresh

surfaces is likely to be completely misleading as to
the nature of this runoff after many impacts.

The basic approach used is that of dimensional
analysis. The virtue of dimensionless analysis is its
mathematical simplicity. The drawback is that its
use to correlate data is valid only where it is reason-

ably sure the data exhibit similitude over the range
of the data and the pertinent variables are known.

water drops impacting on steam turbine blade In the area of drop impact erosion there is

materials made available by the Central Electrici_,_ ._. very little in the way of established definitions,
Kingdon v. - . conventions, or theories by which conditions of

Generating Board (CEGB) of the United , , o_') similitude or selection of pertinent variables can be

The CEGB results are from multiple impact
tests. In these tests, samples of metals to be eroded
are mounted around the rim of a wheel. Once each

revolution of the wheel, each sample intersects a
curtain of water drops of relatively uniform size at
a known relative velocity. It seems likely that
after a small number of impacts the water wets the
sample and a film of water develops on the surface.

In principle, this can change the maximum impact
pressure and duration of impact from that resulting
from the impact of a water drop on a dry surface.

established. For this reason, the bulk of this section
is concerned with establishing a reasonable presumption
that the variables selected are the pertinent ones and
that a condition of similitude exists between the
correlated data.

3.3.2 Review of Some Observations on Drop Impact
Material Removal

3.3.2.1 Single Impact Removal

* W. D. Pouchot, Advisory Engineer, Systemsand
Technology Dept0, Astronuclear Laboratory,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

As has been pointed out by several inves-
tlgators(64, 65), there are at least two mechanisms
of material removal operative during single liquid

impact on metal surfaces° The first of these is the
lossof material as the direct result of a hammer

blow of a liquid drop or jet on the solid surface. The
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second is that small projections of metal are removed
by the fluid squirting out of the region of liquid
compression created and maintained momentarily by
the liquid-solld impact. For the first of these
mechanisms, at least for single impact damage, there
is much evidence that the extent of the damage is
directly proportional to the size of the drop or jet
causing the damage (64,66) There is more limited

evidence that the same (J_fue for slngle-lmpact
lateral outflow damage v -,/as well. It may be
concluded from experimental evidence, that the
damage done by single liquid impacts on dry metal

surfaces is proportionally the same f?,[4_all and
large drops. De Corso and Kothman _v_j in reporting
results of their single-lmpact tests conclude that
larger jets require a lower impact velocity than
smaller jets to cause visible damage. Their data
were taken at velocities greatly above a visibility
threshold. The data also have a large scatter.
Extrapolation of this data back to a visible threshold
is a very doubtful procedure. In at least one of these
cases such extrapolation will lead to a conclusion
opposite to the one drawn.

change in the shape of the surface leads to stress
concentration at projections and depressions, the

impact stresses increase, and ductile or brittle
fracture brings about erosion. The final stage of
erosion in metals is the growth of pits throughout
the specimen -- a stage which is accompanied by
appreciable weight loss. In metals prone to brittle
fracture there is the formation of a network of cracks

which fan out from the initial pits. With more ductile
metal erosion proceeds by shear fractures in the
metal around the pits.

The author interprets these preceding state-
ments of Hancox and Brunton as saying that (I) the
initial deformations which lead to erosion are caused

by the primary impact of the drops working on weak
spots in the surface, but (2) the major source of actual
material removal is the secondary impacts from the
outflow liquid working on the deformations produced

by the primary impact.

• The Stagesof Erosion as Defined by
Pearson _b/)

• A General Descript_n,After
Hancox and Brunton _°_/

With multiple impact metal removal as with
single impact metal material removal, there is toss
of material as a result of the lateral flow of liquid
along the surface of the liquid compressed by the

primary impact. Paraphrasing Hancox and Brunton,
erosion of metals begins with a roughening of the

surface due to the appearance of small surface

depressionsand tilted grains. The larger projections

in the roughened surface are later sheared by the
flow to give surface pits. The pits grow and erosion

continues either by a ductile tearing action or by
the propagation of brittle fractures from the bottom
of the pits° The erosion of metals depends entirely
on the initial formation of small regions of plastic
deformation. If a metal surface can be kept smooth

by preventing roughening due to depressionsand
graTn boundarTes, then eros|ve action due to outward
flow cannot take place. It seems, however, that in
plastTcally deforming materials a few areas can be
deformed at stress levels considerably below the
average Flow stress. As soon as this happens, the

Usually there are several stages of erosion
evidenced in multiple impact erosion tests carried
out at constant liquid impingement rates, impinging

drop diameter, and normal velocity of impingement.
These are illustrated in Figure 3.3-1 and are as
follows: (1) an incubation period during which the
surface is deformed but there is no metal loss from

the surface, (2) a period when surface metal lass
rises rapidly to a maximum, (3) a period of
maximum metal lossrate, and (4) a period when the
metal loss rate falls toward or oscillates about an

apparent steady-state value.
METAL LOSS RAT_ - ARBITRARY UNITS

w

Stoga I

DURATION OF TEST

• 612885-6g

F_gure3.3-1 Mode/of Stagesof
ErmTonAfter Pearson
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• CEGB Data

The mast extensive tabulations from the CEGB
on material removal from steam turbine blade metals

by impinging water drops record only the incubation

period (stage 1) an_tbe maximum rate of erosion
(stage 3). Pearson(6/)of the CEGB has examined

and reported on an extensive set of these experiments
carried out using a 12 percent chrome stainless steel.

The stage 1 stainless steel data is shown in
Figure 3.3.--2. This is a plot of the measured amount
of impacting water per unit area required to incu-
bate erosion at various normal impact velocities

using a succession of constant diameter drops of the
diameters indicated in the figure.

The data scatter considerably. It has been
noted by Heymann, in section 3ol, that there is no
apparent trend to the data with respect to the diameter
of drops impacted except at the lower limit of the
test range of normal im_lact velocity.

For both jet impact and drop impact tests,
if it is assumed that the duration of an individual

impact is directly proportional to jet or drop diameter;
the total impulse per unit area to which a particular
surface location is subjected can be expressed as:

_Piti : :Pl D N |

It may also be noted that the massof water
impacted on a particular site per unit area has the

same proportionality as Zt i "

for drops

b

2,0

O. 2
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Figure 3.3-2 CEGB 12% Chrome Incubation
(Stage I)Data
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for cylindrical jets
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That is, the measurement of the massof water
impacted per unit area to incubate erosion is a
direct measure of the total impulse per unit area

to incubate erosion at constant impact pressure.
Therefore, since the stainless steel data, as plotted

in Figure 3.3-2,does not evidence any consistent
trend with drop diameter over mast of the test range
of normal impact velocities, it suggests that the

important parameter during stage 1 erosion is the
total impulse per unit area and not the number of
blows per unit area. This is interpreted to mean
that the end of the incubation period is signaled
by a buildup to a certain level of permanent strain
and that it is unimportant whether this strain is
occasioned by many little blows or a few big ones.
This conclusion also seemsconsistent with the

previously paraphrased Hancox and Brunton des-
cription of surface distortions during stage 1 of erosion.
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.The stage 3 stainless steel erosion data of
Pearson (67) is shown in Figure 3.3-3.* The marked

separation of that data by drop diameter is quite
apparent. Pearson found that the data could be

correlated by an equation of the form:
m

m : : (U slnO- Ucd )n cosec em_

In correlating the CEGB data on ahydro-
dynamic basls, it is important that there be

similarity of eroded surface at corresponding points
in the erosion cycle. This is what the CEGB found.

Quoting from Reference 61, "In general, the

topographical examination (of the eroded stainless

steel) showed the followlng features:

Heymann in Section 3.1 showed that for Pearson's
data:

1

Ucd : : _d

As stated by Pearson, since all the testing was

carried out above the apparent threshold velocity,

Ucd is only a convenient mathematical parameter
and may not represent an absolute lower limit on

normal impact velocity to cause erosion.

10̀ 5

10"6

"---I----T i _ ---I- t ' t' ' t

WEBER NO._2 WEBERNO.=1:

2% CHROME,

DROP DIAMETER _D"

"= O _oso
• _0

• 4_

1 • I I L I I I .

500 7_0 900 TTO0 1300

NORMAL IMPACT VELOC)Ty - FT/S_C 6_2885-10B

Figure 3.3-3 Stage 3 Erosion of 12%
Chrome Steel (CEGB Data)

* The Weber No. lines will be discussed later.

a) The average distance between adjacent

peaks in the surface increases as the mass loss

increases. This is probably associated with the

intersection of wlden_ng pits which tends to

eliminate, progressively, the narrowest of the

escarpments remaining between them.

b) Within the duration of the longest tests

carried out, the average depth of the erosion pits
continually increases.

c) There is no observable topographical
difference between specimens which have suffered

the same mess loss produced by water droplets of the

same size but different impact velocities°

d) For corresponding positions on the curves
of mass loss against mass of impacting water, the

coarseness of the surface increases with drop size

and the distance between adjacent erosion peaks is

proportional to, and of the same order as, the

droplet diameter. "

3.3.3 Possible Reasons For Drop Size Effects

That Erosion Rates are drop diameter sensitive

and that the erosion peaksand valleys are propor-
tional to drop diameter has been noted by others
(68, 69, 70), in addition to the CEGB. Various

explanations of the drop diameter effect on erosion
rates have been offered. Some of these are:

(I) increase in local material fatigue limit as

effective impact lengths becomesmaller with smaller

drops as suggested by Heymann in Section 3.1, (2)

smaller drops create more surface area per unit volume

of material removed than do larger drops and it has

been suggested that this means that more energy is

required per volume of mqterial removed with small
(70)drops than large drops _ (3) smaller drops are
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more easily deflected by gas forces before impact
than larger dropsand therefore do not hit with as
high an actual normal impact velocity, (4) the
impacting drops become unstable aerodynamically and
start to break up before impact, and (5) the test
samples retain a film of water which attenuates the
blow from smaller drops more than that of larger
drops.

3.3.3.1 Size Effects in Fatigue Failure

Size effects in fatigue failure as related to
multiple-lmpact eroslon have been discussedin
Section 3.1. In this discussion Heymann concludes
after Pete,son that for fatigue failure to occur the
endurance limit mustbe exceeded not merely at a

point or line but across a dimension which is on the
order of 50 to 75 microns. Heyrnann then goes on
to point out that, for an impact of a spherical drop
or sldeways impact of a cyllndrlcal jet the impacted
cross-sectional length is only a fraction of the pro-

jected drop cross-sectional length during the time
of peak pressure. Hence, for drops of small effective
impact length (less than 50 to 75 microns), an
apparent increased erosion resistance of the material
would be observed°

Some measureof the ratio of thls effective

impact length for dry surfaces can be obtained b_
reference to the work of Hancox and Brunton (65)°

These investigators impacted jets of mercury on
polymethyl methacrylate specimens. They found
values of interface angle /3 where vigorous outflow
begins (see nomenclature for definition of /3) as
given in Table 3.3-1.

TABLE 3.3-I

VALUES OF THE INTERFACE ANGLE _ FOR
WHICH FLOW FIRST DEFORMS THE SURFACE

Jet Diameter Velocity of Impact
(mm) (m/s)

Mercury Jet 1 183 17° 15'

169 16° 45'

154 17° 0'

152 16° 45'

Making the logical conclusion that there
cannot be much release of impact pressure until there
is substantial lateral liquid flow, the effective im-
pact length must be on the order of 0.3 times the

projected impacting jet diameter or larger. This
value should also be a measure of the effective

length ratio in drops impacted normal to a surface
since the impact is axlsymmetrlc. If this 0.3 value is
applied to the drop diameters of the CEGB data
(Figure 3.3-3), all effective length values are
greater than 75 microns, some considerably so. It
seemsunlikely, that a material size effect isan
adequate explanation of the evidenced drop size
effect in terms of impacts on dry surfaces.

As seen by Table 3.3-1, Hancox and Brunton
found that the angle /3 at which vigorous outflow
began in their testswas about 17 degrees. They
point out, from elementary considerations, that such
outflow should have begun when the lateral velocity

of impact of the jet on the solid surface fell below
the compression wave velocity in the liquid. From
geometric considerations, Hancox and Brunton find
that the theoretical angle /3 is given by

-l/Un
0= s_n I_/

_C /

where C is the compression wave velocity in the
liquid, and U is the normal impact velocity.

n

As seen in Table 3.3-1, Hancox and Brunton
found no such velocity dependence for /3. In
addition, the theoretical value of /3 is, in all cases,
much less than the observed value. They attribute
the observed delay in outflow to friction at the solid
surface. (It should also be noted, however, that a
jet is not necessarily a cylindrical object but may
be varicose. In this case, the actual effective dia-
meter of the jet might be considerably greater than

the cylinder from which it originated. Hancox and
Brunton's measurements may be misleading.) This is
interpreted here to mean that vigorous outflow is
delayed until the effective depth of compressed
liquid is large enough for the dynamic forces to swamp
the viscous forces°
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A liquid film over the impact surface will
give a lubricating effect such that lateral outflow
(release of peak impact pressure) can begin much
sooner than for a dry surface. In correlating the
CEGB data, the assumption is made that such a
film existed on the CEGB test pieces and that the
angle /3 is a function of Urv/C.

Perhaps the most telling reason, however,
for supposing that local material effects do not
explain the drop diameter effect is that the dimen-
sions of the peaks and valleys of the eroded surface
are characteristically proportional to the drop size.
It seemsunlikely that such behavior would be ob-
served if local material factors are a dominant

influence. It seems likely that the area of impact
of even smallest drops used by the CEGB is too
great to brTng local material strengthening factors
into prominence.

3=3.3.2 Surface Area Effect

If the sizes of the peaks and valleys in an
eroded surface are proportional to the diameter of
the drops impinging, then more surface area is
created per volume of metal removed with small
drops than large drops. It has been argued that this

greater surface to volume ratio of small versus large
drops implies a greater energy requlrement of small
drops to remove the same volume of material as
large drops. For this argument to be valid, erosion
of metals would have to be a two-dimenslonal skin

effect like atomization of liquid where the new
surface is created by stretching the old surface and

E = .(aA)

All reported observations reviewed by this
author clearly indicated that new surface is produced
during eroslon,not by stretching of old surface but
by breakage of solid material. A stress level is,
therefore, the appropriate strength of materials
crlterlon. By the logic of dimensions then:

E = SV

or the energy of creation of new surface is propor-
tional to the volume of material removed. The

energy per unit volume removed is the same whether

the removal is by many small pieces or a few big
pieces.
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3.3.3.3 Hydrodynamic Effects

In the CEGB tests, deflection of the smaller
drops relative to the larger drops can almost certainly
be ruled out. The CEGB could observe the impact
of the drops and in fact had to make substantial

modifications in the rig as originally designed to
remove such deflectlons(71)o

However, the impinging drops might have
been aerodynamically unstable. It takes a finite
time for a drop to disrupt even when unstable. For
a considerable portion of that time periods it is
difficult to observe any marked distortions indicating

(72)that the drop is in the process of disruption •
Assuming that the velocity of the vapor at the radius
of the target in the CEGB apparatus was the some
as the target velocity, calculations of drop Weber
Number during the CEGB tests have been carried
out, usTn.clGardner' s(73) (or if you prefer
Hinze' s ('74)) water drop instability range of

Weber Number 13-q--_-22. These lines are plotted
on Figure 3.3-3° The author interprets this range
as: We< 13 - drops almost certainly stable,
We > 22 - drops almost certainly unstable. From
this it would appear that for most, but not all, of
Figure 3.3-3 the impacting drops were aerodynami-
cally stable. The 1050 and 920 micron drops may
have been breaking up before impact at the higher
test velocities. This may explain the crossover anomaly
in the data.

If the drop diameter effects evident in the

CEGB data for stage 3 erosTonare not numerically
feasible, in terms of local materials effects or

aerodynamic effects before impact, they mustbe
caused by the hydrodynamics of the impact itself.
These might be due to frlcHonal effects within the
drop (either from surface tension or viscosity of the
liquid) or to films of liquid on the surface. Numeri-
cally, the impact pressure forces over the range of

drop sizes and impact velocities of the CEGB data
are so great that surface tension cannot be a factor.

This is also true for the mercury jet impacts of Hancox
and Bruntor_even though the surface
tension of mercury is considerably higher than that
of water, because the acoustic impedance of
mercury is also markedly higher than that of water.



If the observed drop diameter effect is solely
a result of internal hydrodynamics in the impacting
drop, a vlscoslty-llke effect must be the cause.

Superficially, one might say in this connection, that
such is the cause. The surface to volume ratio
increases with decreasing drop diameter and the flow
of liquid out of the impingement zone will be
impeded and the violence of outward flow reduced.
Reduced outward flow violence then can be equated
with less erosion. This kind of reasoning, however,

implies a steady-state continuity of impinging flow
and outward flow which need not and probably does

not exist during the most damaging period of impact.
Over the entire period of impact there must be
continuity of flow into and out of the impact, but

this does not have to be true instantaneously except
at one instant during the entire process+ If, because
of viscous effects, the liquid cannot initially flow

out of the impact as fast as it is flowing in, the
maximum pressure of the impact will have to be
prolonged until it can. Otherwise, overall
continuity of flow will not be preserved+ This means
that if internal viscous effects are a maior cause of
the drop diameter effect, the period of maximum
impact pressure will be longer for smaller drops
than larger drops. Smaller drops should inflict a
more severe impact than larger drops and therefore
cause proportionally greater damage. Since this is
obviously not the cqse_ one is left with the
hydrodynamic interaction of the impacting drop with
a film of liquid as the most probable cause for the
observed clrop diameter effect.

An obvious effect of a water layer would be
to cushion the impact between the drop and the
metal surface+ The effective cushioning from a
given thickness of surface water will be greater for
smaller drops than for larger drops. This is a possible
reason that for equal amounts of impacting water,
the finer the division of the water and the lower the

impact damage. This is one aspect of the water
film. Another and perhaps more important aspect is
that such a water Film will provide a lubricated
surface for lateral flow or a path for dissipation of
the impact as a compression wave moving radially
away from the impact through the film. This aspect
of a liquid film is most important since it allows a
postulation that the duration of drop impact during
the CEGB tests was a function of normal impact
velocity even though the Hancox and Brunton

mercury jet single impact tests indicated no change in
size of impact with change in normal impact velocity.
The tests were carried out with dry surfaces and the
results (even if taken at face value) are not appli-
cable to a wet surface.

3.3+4 Correlation Model

It is assumed that because of the presence of
the liquid film, the duration of the pressure pulse,
liquid outflow, etc°, correspond to the hypothetical
model of Hancox and Brunton (65) as implied by
their statement:

_= sin -I(__)

At the moment of impact between the water
drop and liquid film, compression waves start into
the film and the drop at or near the velocity of
sound in the liquid. Initially, this compression wave
is maintained at full liquid to liquid impact value by
the crashing of successive segments of the drop on
the surface at a rate in excess of the compression
wave velocity. If during this period_ the compression
wave in the liquid film is reflected from on the solid
surface, the average pressure exerted on the solid
surface will be that of the full water hammer level+

The pressure rise over the wave is equal to the water-
to-water impact, 1/2p_CU.,, to which must be added
the change in momentum of the liquid following the

wave at velocity Un/2, causing an additional

pressure rise at the solid surface of 1/2_PCUno

Sometime later, the rate at which liquid
crashes on the surface is reduced (because of the

geometry of a sphere) to a level where a compression
wave can outdistance the disturbance, reach a free
surface, and be reflected back as a rarefaction wave.
At this time, liquid outflow from the compressed
region begins° The area of average maximum
pressure then dwindles to nothing as the rarefaction
wave progresses to the center of impact.

3.3.4.1 Forces of Implngement

There are two force or pressure levels of
concern° The first of these is the pressure level of
the initial impact, and the second is the impingement
pressures generated by the liquid squirting laterally
from the impacted area+
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The first of these is taken to be the water

hammer pressure. (Throughout this section, it will
be assumed that the impact velocffy levels and the
strength of the metal surfaces are such that the
metal can be considered rigid with little loss in
accuracy.):

P1 =P_ CUn

Heymann has shown that the shock wave velocity,
C, in water is to a first approximation, a simple

function of Co, the acoustic velocity in the uncom-

pressed liquid, and the normal impact velocity, U n,
so that pressure, PI, becomes, using Heymann' s
relation:

The maximum secondary impingement
pressures are similarly assumed to be the water hammer
pressure from impingement on a rigid projection at
maximum lateral velocity. These maximum lateral
velocities have been experimentally observed to be
approximately"

U2= _2 Un C

or

p2=P_C2 2._nC=p_Col TM

0 0

For water drops impacting with normal
velocities in the range of the CEGB experiments,
this reduces in numerical approximation to.

P2 "_ 9.5 C U
_ n

That P2 is numerically first order linear in p0 CoUn

simplifies the correlation problem with the CEG13

water drop data since it may be assumed that the

dimensionless ratio , pl/P2 , is nearly constant.

3.3.4.2 Impinqement Process, Duration, Total
Impulse, and Total Energy

Assuming the geometry of the situation as
illustrated in Figure 3.3-4, at time t after impact,

U n t = r-y

or
_._ = -Un (1)

Making use of the equation of a circle,

d_x = _ x , the rate of progression of the distur-

_aXncealong the surface is

d..._x= .__rz - x 2 U (2)
dt x n

At a time defined as t_, the rate of pro-
gression of the disturbance wi_ fall to the velocity
of the compression wave in the liquid along this

same surface, or 2/'2-"--2 "

dx) = C =_-- Un,
xp

and r

(3)- -
n

In the regime of interest to turbines,

C 2

( )>>b
or

U
n

This model is identical to that of the hypothesis of
Hancox and Brunton, since

u=.__n
sin p = r C
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Similarly, by integrating Equation 1 from zero to

x_ and approximating,
U

r n

(7) (4)
This t/3 is the time at which liquid outflow begins,
and tile compressed zone covers the maximum area.

The complete time of the pressure pulse,t_ is the
time t/_ plus the time for the rarefaction wave to
travel to the point of initial impact from its radius

of origin x_ o Thus,
xls

tb = ÷ (5)
2

C
In approximate terms for (-'-0--) >> 1,

n

rU
n (6)

tb" 3/2 C2

The average area over which the pressure pulse acts

during t b is then, approximately,

A= "ig- r

The total impulse exerted by single drop on
the surface during the maximum pressure phase of
impact is (neglecting the time to compressthe liquid

film) given by: sl,3 _

7T D 3
li =PJ_ C Un_-"Ai ti =_ C Un ( 96 ) \C4/

(_.__n)4 7f D3) (8)c

The total impulse per unit of surface area in terms of
total water impacted per unit of surface area in the
form of drops of diameter D is then:

--A--- 16 A Un (9)

By observation earlier in this section, the
quantity of total impulse per unlt area that a given
material can endure should be a constant of the

material, or the amount of water to cause incubation
is:

(.___) _; II/A 1: _ :: ----4- (10)
U

1_ Un n

Referring to Figure 3.3-2, the dashed llne

shown is drawn for a (m_/A): : 1/Un 4 dependence.

The solid llne is that drawn through the data by the
original investigators.

The energy used in deforming a single drop,
during this maximum pressure stage of impact, is the

energy flux across the liquid solid interface requlred
to maintain the compressive shock moving through

the liquid or

E. = CU 2 _;A.t. = I.U (11)
I n i i I n

Hence¢the total energy available per unit
area to cause ercelon from deformation of impinging

drops (neglecting the time to compress the liquid
film) is:

3

El _ 7 me j'Un_ U 2 (12)

A 16 A _C--) n

or __E :: U 5
A n

It has been observed by several investigators
(76, 77) that the rate of erosion of metals changes

approximately as the fifth power of the normal
impact velocity.
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3.3.4.3LiquidFilm Thickness During the
CEGB Tests

As stated previously, it is assumed that the
CEGB test pieces were covered with a water film.
At each revolution of the test sample this film is

replenished as it passes through the curtain of water
drops. This water then drains from the test piece
under the centrifugal force field, gradually thinning
the film until the next collision with the water drops.

Assuming that the surface of the sample is
smoothand plane, that the flow from the sample is
viscous _nd only in the radial direction, neglecting
the low order terms in the Navier-_Stokes equation,
neglecting all external forces except centrifugal force
and specifying a parabolic velocity distribution of the
liquid film, a straightforward derivation of an
approximate average film thickness at the moment
of impact of the drops results. (See Section 3.3.8.)

4/_lS D s

a = _ _'_ 0s (13)

Calculated film thicknesses as a function of

erosion sample velocity are shown in Figure 3.3-5. As
can be seen, these calculated films arequ_te thin.

It has been pointed out to the author by Professor
D. E. Elliotb that the foregoing film thicknesses
would, at best, apply only during the initial stage
of an erosion test before the surface has become

roughened. After the surfaces become roughened, the

liquid film thickness will increase. This offers a
possible explanation as to why the CEGB data show

drop diameter segregation for stage 1 erosion not
only at the lowest test velocities but over the entire
range of test velocities for stage 3 erosion.

For correlation purposes, it is not necessary
to know the absolute value of the film thickness so

long as this thickness For a particular stage of
erosion is the same multiple of the minimum thickness
for all impinging drop diameters. This is apparently
the case for the CEGB data since the characteristic

size of the roughness, as previously quoted from
Reference 61, is proportional to the drop diameter.
If the film flow remains of a viscous character and

follows the roughness of the surface, then the film
thickness would be p!'oportional to the square root

18
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Figure 3.3-5 CaIculated FiIm Thicknesses,.
CEGB Apparatus

of the path length. For geometrically similar rough-
ness, the path length would be independent of the
characteristic size so long as the characteristic
size is much smaller than the total path length. This
is not to say that the surface roughness level does
not change from stage to stage, but rather that sur-
face similitude with respect to impinging drop diameter
prevails at any particular stage of erosion. Therefore,
dimensional analysis based on minimum film thickness
is a rational procedure so long as the stage of erosion
is constant and the character of the film flow does

not change.

The character of the film flow could change
above and below the point where the pits or dls-
tortlons of the surface retain water by capillarity.
If the effective diameters of the pits are greater
than some cl:itlcal diameter, the plts would not
retain water. If the effective pit diameters are tess
than this critical diameter, the pits would retain
water. Equating surface tension forces and
centrifugal forces_the order of the critical pit
diameter should be:

D =4_ cR
2 (14)

p_ Us

Characteristic numbers for the CEGB apparatus
using Equation (13) are given in Table 3.3-2
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TABLE3.3-2

CRITICALPITDIAMETERSFORCAPILLARY
WATERRETENTION

U D
s" c

ft/sec microns

328. 253

492. 169

656. 127

984. 84

According to the CEGB investigators (61),

the distances between erosion peaks tend to be of the
order of the drop diameters. Since almost all the
CEGB test data is for velocities greater than 600 ft/sec,

and the minimum drop diameter used was 350 microns,
it is unlikely that capillary retention of water was
much of a factor.

In conclusion then, excluding the data

taken using the 900, 1050 micron diameter drops
above about 600 ft/sec, as these may have been
unstable under the aerodynamic forces present, the
CEGB data can be taken as a set of fluld-dynamlc
similitudes for a particular stage of erosion.

3_3.4.4 .Lmpagt.[:_mage Threshold Velocity
_orrelarlon

It has been determined that the CEGB data

may be expected to exhibit fluid-dynamlc similitude
for any particular stage of erosion. The film flow
will be assumed to be always in the viscous flow
regime. Its thickness for any particular stage of
erosion may be assumed to be a simple multiple of
a plane surface film thickness for any of the tests
using stable drops. The unattenuated pressure of
drop impact is numerically, to a good approximation,
a simple multiple of the water hammer pressure for
either the primary impact or secondary impacts
from liquid squirting from the impact zone. It has
also been found by Pearson(67) that the CEGB

data for the third stage of erosion exhibits an
apparent threshold velocity for damage which can be
used to correlate the erosion material rates above this

threshold. As observed by Heymann this apparent
threshold velocity varies inversely as the square

root of the drop diameter.

On the basis of these foregoing considerations,
it is reasonable to assume that for relatively non-
viscous fluids such as water and potassium, the only

variables of importance are: (1) the threshold water

hammer pressure to cause damage(P_CUcd),
(2) somestrength of material criterion (S), (3) the
liquid film thickness at threshold condition (Scd)
over the uneroded surface, and (4) the diameter of

the impinging drop (D). These variables may be
related by dimensional analysis to give:

P_ CUcd

Ignoring the relatively small change in shock
wave velocity, C e with threshold normal impact

velocity, U egives:
cd

Co Llcd /' _cd'_
S -_

3.3.4.5 Stage 3 Threshold Velocity Correlation

The summaryof CEGB data (62) reports tests

on three different materials where both the impinging
drop diameter and normal impact velocity are
varied. The materials are a Stellite 6, a 12 percent
chrome steel, and a maraglng steel.

From this information, it is possible to estab-
lish approximate relations between the dimensionless

quantities of Equation (14), provided that a material
strength criterion is selected. The criterion selected
is the hardness of the material as measured in terms
of the Vickers VPN. It is felt that none of the usual

strength of materials quantities will be a universal
criterion of the erosion strength of materials. From
a cursory review of various available erosion test
results, it _sconcluded that all suggested criteria
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are fallible. Among these usual criteria, hardness

appears to be one of the best. In,_lition, it has
also been observed by the CEGB t ')that it provides

a reasonably good indicator With respect to the

CEGB data.

The averaged results of examining the CEGB

data in terms of Equation (14) are shown inFigure

3.3-6. In Figure 3.3-6, the factor 2.0t3(10 _) is used
to convert the Vickers Hardness Number from metric

to English units The dimensions used are: e_in
3 .' • 2 .z

slugs/ft , C^ In ft/sec, VPN _n kg,/mm , 6,n ft ,

D in ft, anc'l'Ucd in ft/sec. On an averaged basis
there seems to be a clear separation between the

materials. A data point by data point plot would

somewhat obscure this separation, since the data

scatter in the 12 percent chrome information (the

only substantial body of data) is greater than the

span between Stelllte and the maraglng steel. The

separation by materials is hardly unexpected since it
is well known that the erosion resistance of Stellite-

like materials is almost always superior to that of:
other materials of similar physical property _;alues.

Similarly, the high hardness steels almost always

show poorer erosion resistance than would be

expected from a review of physical property values.
It might be added that the vertical spread in Figure

3.3-6 is of the same order as that likely to be re-

ported from a series of tests for the common strength
of materials criteria for a single material.

3.3.4.6 State 1 Threshold Velocity

Because during the incubation period the

impacted surface is smooth and not pitted as in the

third stage of erosion, the liquid film covering the

surface is, by this model, thinner than during the

third stage. This means that the threshold velocity to
incubate damage will be lower than the thre_hqldl

velocity necessary to continue damage.

That the threshold velocities to cause incuba-

tion are lower than those required to continue

erosion is evidenced by the less marked segregation

by drop diameter of the incubation period data

(see Figure 3.3-2}. However, as pointed out by

Heymann, at normal impact velocities below 700 ft/

sec such segregation with drop diameter is present.

Unfortunately, the data do not extend to low enough

velocity levels to make an empirical correlation of

the data practical.

10 "t I t I I ! I I
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Figure 3.3-6 Threshold Velocity CorrelaHon

Assuming that the basic rate controlling

cause of damage and its mitigation by a liquid film

does not change between the first and third stage of
erosion, the correlation of Figure 3.3-6 can be used

to estimate threshold velocities for incubation by

accounting for the ratio in average film thicknesses

between Stage 3 and Stage 1. To a first approxlmationr

the ratio will be proportional to the square root of

the ratio of the respective flow path lengths. From

pictures in reference (61), it would appear that the

flow path length during Stage 3 erosion is approxi-

mately three times the length of the original or

incubation path length, or the film thicknesses in
Stage 3 erosion are about 1.8 times the film thicknesses

during the incubation period. On this basis, division

of the calculated value of (6cd/D) by 1.8 before

entering Figure 3.3-6 provides an estimate of Stage 1

erosion threshold velocities where _cd is calculated
by Equation (13). In approximate terms, this yields

a Stage 1 threshold velocity of about 70 percent of
the Stage 3 threshold velocity.
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3.3.4.7 Damage Rates Above the Threshold

Velocity

It has been hypothesized by observers, that
the ability of a material to resist erosion should be

proportional to its ability to absorb the energy of

impact above some threshold pressure level necessary

to start erosion. Therefore, it will be assumed that

the energy which must be absorbed by the impacted

solid is proportional to the energy being expended

in compression of the drops. Also, it will be assumed

that the energy represented by that above the level

necessary to produce a threshold pressure level

Pcd = P CUcd is that available to produce
erosion deamage.

The total compression energy has already

been given in Equation (12). Subtracting the energy
below the threshold and rearranging terms yields:

u2(U"_3\c/ /i Ucd_ (15)E =T_

By dimensional considerations, energy E must

be equal to a product of volume of metal eroded,

Vmm , and a material strength level, S, divided by
an efficiency of removal. Further, V m = rn .
Application of these relations to Equation P m

(15) and rearranging of terms gives:

m'_- = I-_ _ " U'_'n. (16)

Substitution f_r C in terms of CO and U by
use of Heymann' s(75)relationship for water,

introduction of the liquid density, and grouping of
the variables in convenient dimensionless groups

yields:
2 2

rn 7 Pm

m_ = _ _ \ 2S/

U
n

2 Unl3 n -

0

(17)

For the CEGB data on steels, the minimum

test impact velocity is approximately 500 ft/sec.

The maximum is approximately 1050 ft/sec. That

is, the minimum value of Un/C o is slightly greater

than 0.1 and the maximum is somewhat greater than

0.2. Values for the quantity

Un/C o

0

are given in the following as a function of

U
n

o

U
n

o

O. 01 O. 9 (I 0 -2)

O. 05 3.8 (I 0 -2)

0.10 5.8 (i0 -2)

0.15 6.8 (10 .2 )

0.20 7.3 (10 -2)

0.30 7.3 (10 -2)

o. 40 6. 9 0 0 -2)

It would seem, therefore, that for most of

the CEGB data, Equatlon (17) might well be

appl led as

m-"_"- _ /+/ (_--_)_"-2"T--J _C_/ n--

(18)
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It will be noted that the proportionality

terms in Equation (18) relating the materials loss

ratio to the impingement velocity are a function of

both the liquid and material properties.

Equation (18) can be written as

m , :

m_ n --

(19)

This analytic expression for the erosion rate

is compared with the CEGB data in Figure 3.3-7.

The data points shown are taken from the 600 micron

drop curve of Figure 3.3-3 for which Ucd was
established as 390 ft/sec. The dotted lines shown in

Figure 3.3-7 represent Equation (19) with a suitably

chosen constant of proportionality. Figure 3.3-7

then illustrates the excellent agreement of Equation

(19) with the experimental 660 micron drop data°

3.3.4o8 Summary of Model Equations and

Empirical Constants

The correlating relations of the model in

equation form for Stage 3 erosion under water

impingement conditions at or near CEGB test
velocities are:

m _

ms k 2s -cC."

where for the particular CEGB apparatus the

correlating film thickness 8 is given by:

V3pD s
= 4_U s
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Figure 3.3-7 Correlation of CEGB Data
by Means of Equation 19

Empirical coefficients For the maraging

steel of VPN--500, the Stellite 6 of VPN---400,

and the 12 percent chrome steel of VPN m190 are

given below

Material K n c (ram/ms)*

Maraging
steel 1.14 0.57 0.46 26 (10 -6 )

12% chrome
steel 1.31 0.57 0.43 147 (10 -6 )

Stelllte 6 1.52 0.57 0. 12 8 (10 -6 )

* At U = 1020 ft/sec, D = 660 microns
n
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It will be noted that even though the hardness
of the two steels varies by a factor of 2.5 and the
erosion rate by 5.5 at 1020 ft/sec impact velocity,
the empirical coefficients are about the same. The
threshold velocity constants for Stellite are similar to
those for the steels but the constant e , which is a
measure of the effectiveness of the erosion process,
is much lower. As is already known, Stellltes are
generally somewhat more erosion resistant in rela-
tion to surface hardness than are steels°

3.3.5 Temperature Effect In Drop Implngement
Material Removal

tn cavitation erosion tests there is a strong
temperature effect on the measured erosion rates
when materials and other conditions are held constant.

A large amount of this effect can be ascribed to
hydrodynamic causes (79).

Between cavitation erosion and impingement
erosion there are often analogous effects. This is
not to say that the detail causes are necessarily the
same or that there is a quantitative correspondence,
but in gross terms the two types of erosion exhibit a
similar kind of behavior.

The possibility Of a temperature linked
hydrodynamic effect in drop impingement erosion
sample testing in potassium has been investigated using
the impingement correlation equations. The circum-
stances ar.e analogous to a whirling arm drop impinge-

ment test using potassium drops of uniform size im--
pinging on an erosion material sample mounted on the
arm. The tests are such that the velocity of impact
and the test temperature are the independent
variables under investigation.

The behavior of the dependent variable,
mass loss rate at temperature (To) , has been investi-
gated in terms of the independent parameters T and

Un/Ucd(To).-- The results are shown in Figure 3.3-8

where ratio mm(T)/mm(To ) is on the y-axis, tem-
perature is on the x-axis, and Un/Ucd(To) is the
parameter. The base temperature has been taken
as 350°K.
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Figure 3.3-8 Referred ErosionRates

!

As can be seen, there is o substantial change

in the referred erosion rates with temperature. For

low values of U /Ucd(T,_ ) there is a marked erosion
peak at 400-500°F. A rbw value of Un/Ucd(To)
implies that at To, the reference temperature, the
erosion conditions are only a little above a threshold
condition to cause erosion. It is to be noted that:

(1) the values plotted are referred values and that
absolute values of material removal would be higher,

the higher Un/Ucd(To); and (2) the supposed con-
ditions are for a whirling arm materials test and no
conclusion relative to actual turbine blade erosion

should be drawn. The situation leading to turbine
blade erosion is more complex and involves variation
in drop sizes, amount of liquid impinging, etc.
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integrated and manipulated, subject to specification

of a parabolic velocity distribution in the liquid

film and continuity of flow, * to give:

dm pU25 t3 _P_Z t

At any time t after passing through the

water curtain, the amount of liquid contained in

a segment of length D and Width _ Z is

m = _ DAZ5 , (3)

and the rate of change of this mass is

dm d6 (4)
t_ = eDZ_Z "aT'.

Because this film is very thin it is reasonable
to assume that6:'-_i, and on substituting Eq. (4) in

Eq. (2) on the brs,s that 6t =6and integrating, the
resu It is

6 J , 3 p DR
-_- =12_U 2 6 2 At+3ISRD

(5)

O

The time z_t between impacts or replenishing

of the water film is given by

2_rR

At - U , (6)

which upon substitution in Eq. (5) yields

8 _r 3 p D (7)
_"-'_ = 14 r_U_ 2+3ISD

o

When the film thickness after a complete

circuit of the wheel is substantially less than its

initial value, the term 3 Is D in the denominator of

Eq. (7) may be neglected relative to the other term

2 or4 ,_U _ o _ _" (8)

*Refer to Section 2.5.3 of WANL-TME-1977

If the film thickness added at each pass through

the water spray is of the same order as the final
film thickness after a turn of the wheel, Eq. (8) is

still a reasonable numerical approximation to Eq. (7)

after enough revolutions that a steady state of opera-

tion is approached. This is illustrated by the following
numerical example: the assumptions are (1) at the
start of each revolution the initial film thickness is

the residual film thickness plus an instantaneously

deposited 4 microns (2) viscosity of water 14
poises, (3)density of water-1 qm/cm 3, _)0.01

erosion sample velocity - 3(10 _) cm/sec, and (5)

erosion sample diameter - 2 cm.

The calculated residual film thicknesses as

a relation of the number of revolutions after startup

are given in the following table:

Initial Film Residual Film

Revolution Thickness Thickness

No. (cm) (cm)

1 4 (10-4)_4. 2.92 (10-41
2 6.92 rlO ) 3.64 110-41

3 7.64 110-4) 3.68 ('10-4)
4 7.68 (10-4/ 3.73 110 -4)
5 7.73 I10 -4) 3.74 (10-'*)

Using Eq. (8), the value of residual film
thickness is 4.25 (10 -4) cm, not too different

from the values in the table.

Thus, the thickness of water film impacted

by the water drops is largely independent of the

past history of the film and depends mainly on the

liquid properties, the velocity of the sample (which

is also the velocity of impact), and the size of the
test sample.
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3.4 TURBINE BLADE DISSOLUTION IN LIQUID
METALS

3.4.1 Background

3.4.1.1 Discussion of Potassium Tests

Involving Erosion

Table 3.4-1 lists somecoupon and turbine
tests where wet potassium vapor impinged on metal
coupons or turbine surfaces. In all these tests there
was some material removal.

In tests such as Nos. 1 and 5, where the oxygen
content of the potassium is reported or suspected to
have been high (high not defined quantitatively by
authors), the rates of material or damage are substan-
tial in 100 to 2000 hours for TZM material. It may
be concluded that TZM is oxygen sensitive.

In tests such as Nos. 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, and 13,
where the oxygen content of the potassium is reported
to be low and impinging particle diameters are most
probably submicronlc, regardless of the theoretical
moisture level or impact velocity or material tested,

the lossrates observed were the order of 1 mil per
1000 hours or less. It may be concluded that where,
because of the sub-micronic size of the impinging
particles, impingement effects can be definitely
assumed to be absent, mater_al removal rates by
material dissolution are quite Iowo

During the General Electric two-stage
turbine tests, in tests such as Nos. 8 and 9, material
losseswere substantial for U-700 material. Calculated

impinging drop velocities are of the order of
770 ft/sec and calculated impinging particle diameters
are in the range of 30 to 100 microns. (Lasseswere
massive during test No° 6, but for this test an
estimate of the liquid particle diameters could not
be made on the basis of the information examined

and the particle diameters may have been very
large.) Neither the impingement erosion model nor
the dissolution model formulated hereafter would

predict the substantial degree of material removal
experienced during tests Nos. 8 and 9 on U-700
material. It may be concluded that there was a
combined interaction of chemical (dissolution)

removal and mechanical (impingement erosion)
removal taking place in the U-700 material. The
Westinghouse erosion analysis model treats dissolu-
tion and mechanical removal as independent processes
with no interaction. However, under identical

conditions (and at the same time actually) as
test No. 8, TZM inserts, test No.11, did not show

this interaction. This observation is a justification
for the formulation of a non-interaction erosion
model.

The General Electric three-stage turbine
tests, tests No. 12, 13 and 14, resulted in substan-
tial material removal from the three stage rotor blades
and damage to erosion (coupons) inserts aft of the
third stogeo This material removal may have been

caused by liquid or it may have been mechanical
damage from some blade retainer clips or pieces of
third stage shrouding which broke loose during the
course of the tests. It is Westinghouse opinion that
most of the damage was caused by these broken
pieces. It must be added, however, that informed
opinion of NASA and its contractors is divided

with respect to the causes of this material removal
and the significance of this test. '

3.4.1.2 Chemical Dissolution

The chemical dissolution of various

materials into alkali and heavy liquid metals has
been extensively investigated. Results, particularly
with alkali metal systems, have been scattered.
This scatter occurs because many difficulties arise
when working with alkali liquid metals. Dissolution
rates, besides varying with the standard parameters
of temperature, material, flow rates, and temperature
gradients, are also strongly influenced by alkali
metal purity (small ppm concentrations of oxygen,
carbon, or nitrogen contribute to increased corrosion),

by dissimilar metal couples within the system, hot
trap and getter efficiency, etc. Also, as experimental
techniques and controls improve, the comparison of
recent experimental results with earlier data further
contributes to the problem°
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TABLE3.4-1

EXPERIENCEON MATERIAL REMOVAL BY
LIQUID POTASSIUM

Agen T

ORNL

ORNL

ORNL

ORNL

_ntlco-Aeronau'K¢*

General Electric

Gonemt Et*c trlc

G_lml Electric

Genera1 Et*c h'lc

General Electric

General EI_wtc

Genemal Ele¢ltic

C-°nero1 El*ctr_c

Genii Elec_c

1 j Coupon I
I

2 Coupon J 17 ~2000 D ( 1 I"ZM

3 I Coupon II 17 42000 D( 1 Cb-tZr

4 I 1 lmgB Ivrblne 15 _20QO D ( I TZM

5 1 s_ge turbine I t5 _2000 D( I TZM

I
6 2 t_e torl_n_ 10b 15-500 La_e U-70O

No. 1 Unkn°_

7 2stogetueb_ne I 4-5 ~500 D_I U-7_

No. 2 I
B J 2stoge t_rblne I 4-5 )700 3(_D_100 U-700

9 i 2 _lage _rblne 4-5 )700 30_D_100 U-700

• No. 2

10 I 2 s_ge k,_'blne 4-5 (700 D(1 TZM

1No. 2

11 2 sl_;e turbine 4-5 )7(30 30)D_100TZM

No. 2

12 3 slog* I_rblne 8-12 _500 70_:O_150 U-7OD

t TZM. I"ZC
13 3 ilage Ivrblne I 8-12 ~500 D (t U-70O

I I T'ZM,TZC
i

14 ] 3 stoge lurblne I 8-t2 _0 20_'D(30 U-700

I TZM, TZC

1
I

Oxygen Trot

D Content Duration _h_lol

Mlcrc_$ Mater_ls _m hr. Removal

D _ 1 1"ZM Unknm_n, htgh 1000-20_O Htg_

"ghkno_, low 1000 S_II

Unknot, low _ 1-7 ml_

Unknot, tow 2700 I._k_

Unknot, high 100 S*v*ml mil_

L_kno_ _50 M_l_lve

(20 ppm 2000-3000 Nit

(20 ppm 2000-3000 8-10 mils

(20 ppm 2000-3000 Some

(20 ppm 2ggO-30_O 2.8 mtls

( 20 ppm 2000_30_0 N_

(20 ppm t3_g 20-40 mll_

(20 ppm 1300 I-2 mtl

rl_Jtatlons

(20 Fpm 13(_ Subsk_ntla!

Rereads Ref.

_JaterIal removal ottl"l_)utod to 80

o_en a flock

80

DIsloluffoe or corrosion attock _0

No vi_._l dodge 80

I.l_uTd tet cut _roove in rotor1 80

L_qu_d collected in it°tot flow _paratlon

Ltqu_d sprayed ;nto lurblne Inlet 81

to increas_ w_tnels

Rotor btc_e_ 1 _0

Erosion In_rt_ (c_pon fe_t Simul- I 80
toneou!

Shroud_, clips duringmenhexperl- I_
Rotor blades 2 s_ge

_urblne

Mst'.

E_osJon ;nserh (coupon hlltt) ) 80

Lwdlng edges 3rd s_ge I 82rotor bl_s_ not clearly Slmu_-

Ilquld removaT t_n _ous

experl-

Rotor bta_es menh _ 82

_u_ng

Erodon In_erts {coup0_ test) I_'b_n_ 82

_ot ¢leorJy I_quld _val

y - l"n*_retlcal molstom c_nt of bulk flow (reported _ues)

V- Lt_uld Impingement velocity (WesHnghou_l .sfl_tot)

D- Llquld pardcle dlameh.r (W*stlnghou_ *_fl_tos)

Most liquid metal corrosion data, either
from refluxing capsules, natural convection loops,
or pumped loops, have been of a qualitative nature.
General surface dlssolufion, grain boundary pene-

tration, and general moss transfer have been noted.
However, the vast number of variables involved in
mostsystemshas not permitted the mathematical
approaches expressed by Epstein in Reference 83 or
Gill in Reference 84 to be extended to these more

complex systems. Thus, experience with materials
and systemshas been relied upon to designate the
materials and their properties most compatible to
the system in which they are to be incorporated°

Within the lost few years improved experi-
mental techniques and equipment have permitted
investigators to reduce some of the variables
(especially oxygen contamination) to less influential
levels. The quantitative data being generated today
can, with due consideration of its source and system,

be extrapolated to other similar systemsfor rough,
predictive comparisons.

In this section the chemical dissolution of

a turbine blade material into the thin stream of

condensed potassium that flows radially outward
along the blade is considered. Epstein's static
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dissolution equation in Reference 4 was solved

with dynamic dissolution parameters from Gill in
Reference 84.

3.4.2 Analytical Model

To repeat I a fraction of the condensed
moisture present in the wet vapor will be collected

by the stator blades and will carry over to the

subsequent rotor row in the form of atomized drops.

__ ,fSTATOR

LIQUID

2 ___.__ ROTOR

612752-4B

This liquid impacts the rotor blades along a

relatively narrow portion of the leading edge of the

convex surface and then flows in a nearly radial

direction to discharge at the tips of the blades. |t

is assumed that the impacted moisture forms a

continuous film and that the fluid impinges uniformly
along the blade impactlon zone. The concern of this

analysis is the chemical dissolution of the blade
material associated with the flow of this film.

Because the film of liquid formed on the
rotor blades is at most a few micrometers thick and

is violently stirred by the incoming drqos, it is

assumed that the rate controlling step in the

dissolution process is that of the rate of dissolution for

the blade material into the liquid at the liquid-
solid interface.

This _s different than for d;ssotutfon of

solids into liquids in pipe flow. In pipe flow, the
rate controlling step is often the rate of diffusion of

the dissolved solute across the solvent boundary
layer into the bulk flow of solvent in the pipe.

PLANE

HUB

X

X Y_/Z

,,.

I
LIQUID

ROTOR BLADE 612752-5B

For a turbine operating at some steady-state
condition, rates of flow are a function only of position.

Hence at any location (see drawing below) x, z

Y

/_ LIQUID FILM

xDEPOSITING LIQUID///

ky \
HUB \ BLADE MATERIAL

PLANE XY 612752-6B

measured from the hub and nose, respectively, of
the rotor blade the rate flows of solute and solvent

in the liquid film are time independent and the

concentration, S, of solute in the solvent at location
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s, z ts the ratio of the rate flow of solute to rate
flow of solvent at this location or

V

S = _, rn (1)

where

V m is the rate flow of solute in the
x direction per unit width of film
(z direction) -- cm 2/sec

r_ is the rate of solvent in the x

direction per unit width of film--

gm/sec/c m

p_ is the solvent density -- gm/cm 3

According to Epstein (83), the rate of

dissolution of a pure metal into a pure liquid solvent

at the metal - liquid interface is given by:

S

where

A is the surface area in

contact with the liquid

So is the saturation
solubility of material
in the solvent

S is the solute concen-

tration in the solvent

at time t

V_ is the volume of --cm 3
liquid in contact with
the metal for time t

t is the contact time --sec

between liquid and metal

along surface A
a is the solution

rate constant

aAtv/tl (2)

--cm 2

--dimensionless

--dl mensionless

--cm/sec

From Equation D-2 the following differential

equations may be inferred:

dS a

T - vL (so - s) A (3)

and since
i

d S =_-'_- d V m

d V m

dt = V m = a(S o-S) A (4)

In the case of the rotor blade film of unit width at

location x, Eq. (4) may be written:
X

v = Z _ (s° -s) ,_× (5)

By the assumption of uniform deposition of liquid

along the rotor blade impaction zone:

% = r_xa (6)

where ma is the rate of deposition per unit area per
unit time --gm/cm2/sec.

Substitutions from Eq. (5) and (6) into Eq. (1) yield,

after some rearranging of terms:

P_ f So= _ a( -S) dx (7)Sx m
g

Differentiation of Eq. (7) and rearrangement of terms

gives:

d s _ d..__x(8)
X

° I oi'e.l _ .So ÷ _
ma m a

Equation (8) is readily integrated to give:

•[m a aS= J'_ S
O

ma+_O m a

rna /J

(9)
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where C is a constant of integration.

Now, it may be noted that when x = 0 in Eqo (9)
that S = - 00unless C = 0 (in which case S is inde-
terminate)° However, a C taken equal to zero is the

only reasonable physical interpretation, since the
physical concentration S must Fall with the limits:

0,__>S _.<So

and the equation:

This Eq. (13) presents a reasonable physical picture.

If rha >> Pe a, this implies that S--_-O or the rate
of material thickness removal is:

i = a(S o-(0) ) = aS
m o

The thickness removal rate is dissolution rate constant

controlled and is independent of liquid flow rate.

If rha is low, _a << Pa, this implies that S--'_S o
and

Fa (0) =
_o+_a / m a o I

x
m al-_

(10)

satisfies these limits as x----_ O.

Equation (9), therefore, reduces to:

a
$- S

o
&+Ce a

a

(11)

It will be noted that the concentration S is not only
time independent but is constant throughout the
liquid flow zone along the rotor blades leading edge.

S in terms of S from Equation (11) may be substituted
into Equation _) to give:

---- C - dX --a

m m +p_
a ma+ P_

(12)

The rate of material thickness removal, _m • therefore
is:

= m = a S a (13)m -- o
x + P_

o

i =S a
m o P_

The thickness removal rate is then directly propor-
tional to the liquid flow rate and independent of the
dissolution rate constant°

In between these extremes the thickness

removal rate is affected by both dissolution rate
constant and liquid flow rate.

The discussion so far has assumed a pure metal

dissolving into a pure liquid. The latter assumption,
pure liquid, is probably reasonable since

turbine system operators go to some length to keep a
pure liquid in the system. However, turbine blade
materials are alloys composed of materials of differing
solubility and probably chemical activity. In
advanced high temperature Rankine cycle liquid metal

systems, the turbine blade materials are likely to be
refractory alloys such as TZM and'TZC. These are
molybdenum alloys wlth small amounts of titanium,
carbon, and zirconium. The alloying materials such
as Ti and Zr are more soluble than the base material

and while present in concentrations of only 1 percent
to 2 percent, tend to collect at the alloy grain boun-
daries where they may be more readily leached from
the surface than if they were uniformly mixed. In
addition, if there is preferential leaching at the
grain boundaries, this may so weaken the material

that a considerably greater amount of material may
be lost than that which simply dissolved.
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At the present time there are insufficient

experimental results or theory to judge these factors

adequately. Nonetheless, it seems worthwhile to

delineate these areas of uncertainty by the application

of multiplicative correction factors to Equation (13),
as "-

I s m r_a+p_ k a a
=kl _ = k 1 k a a So a

where (14)

a is the activity level of a readily dis-

solvable constituent of the alloy in the
alloyed form relative to the constituents

dissolvability in pure form
k is ratio of the effective surface area

from which the constituent is dissolving

to the total surface area of the alloy

k 1 is the ratio of total alloy removal rate to

dissolving constituent removal rate

6s is the thickness removal rate for the
alloy surface as a whole

In the numerical example given hereafter, it
has been assumed that

k= 1/k land a _ 1.

Hence,

h a

_s =a SO (15)
_a ÷P_ ka

In addition, it has been assumed that k (the effective

surface area ratio) is equal to the ratio of di._solving

constituent volume to total alloy volume.

3.4.3 Analysis of Last Rotor of a Potassium Turbine
Des ign

Using the previously derived equations, a
numerical analysis of possible dissolution of metal

from the last rotor blades of a potassium turbine design

was performed. The numerical analysis was done by

Westinghouse at the request of the AiResearch Manu-

facturing Company as a part of a study of Potassium

Turblne-Aiternator designs, for NASA Lewis Research

Center, under Contract NAS 3-10934, and has been

previously reported in reference 85. It is repeated
here to give the reader an idea of the numerical levels

that result from application of the model to potassium
turbine designs.

To our knowledge there are no experimental
values of dissolution rate constant (a) available for

TZM, TZC constituents dissolving into potassium.

There are values for Fe.8dzjssolving in Na (83) and
304 SS dissolving in Li ( ). The values for 304 SS
dissolving in Li are used. (See Figure 3.4-1.) The
saturation solubilities of the various materials are

taken to be:

Material So

Mo 0.2 ppm

Zr 58 ppm

Ti 68 ppm

10"3 .

10 -4 _--

=u

u

1O -5
,<

m
z

8

Z 10 -6

_o

i

10 .7

10 -8

TEMPERATURE - °C

1030 000 60,) 500 400 300

I I I r I I I I -

+3o4 SS L;

_Fe I'_es

0.6 O.B 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

1/T (°K'l) 612939-2fi

Figure 3.4-1 Temperature Dependence of a
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The saturation solubilities of Zr and Ti are

most uncertain (85) and may be as low as 10 ppm at

analyzed rotor conditions° The values used are near
the maximum values reported in the literature at the

analyzed rotor temperature. The rotor blade material
is assumed to be TZM of the following composition (86):

Constituent Volume Fraction

Carbon 0.0009

Titanium 0.0110

Zirconium 0.0014

Molybdenum 0.9867

The fluid and geometric conditions along the

leading portion of the convex surfclce of the rotor
blades are taken to be as follows:C85)

Rotor Blade Conditions

Total liquid flow 17.8 gm/sec
Noo of rotor blades 59

Liquid flow/blade 0.302 gm/sec

Blade height 4.03 cm

Temperature 670 ° C
Liquid density 0.685 grn,/cc

Liquid film width 0.25 cm
Liquid film area 1. cm 2

The information from Figure 3.4-1 and the

previous three tables on material solubilities, the

composition of TZM, and the rotor blade conditions
were used to calculate material removal rates using

Equatlon 15. The results of this calculation follow:

Rotor Blade Dissolution Results

_a --liquid deposl-
rate/unit area
a solution rate
constant
k effective surface

area ratio of Ti + Zr

So average saturation
tE_l'ubil|ty of Ti and
Zr

P_ a k dissolution
f(_ctor

k material thickness
ickness removed

in 2000 hr

Thickness removed

in 20, 000 hr

0.302 g rrV"cm2/sec

2(10 -5) cm/sec

0.012 dimensionless

63( 10 -6) pp m

1.65 (10 -7) gm/cm2/sec

1o26 (10 -8) mm/sec

0.0036 in.

000356 in.

It will be noted from the tabulation of results

that the liquid deposition rate, ha, is some 2
million times greater than the dissolution factor,

p ok. Therefore, the material loss rate is indepen-

C#ent of the rate of liquid flow and deposition° By

this model of material removal by dissolution, the

llqu(_d flow rate will have to be reduced to about
10- of the level used here to effect a substantial

reduction in material loss rate° It will also be noted

that the calculated removal of material in 20, 000

hours is substantial in terms of a 4 cm(1.575 in.) high

blade° Hopefully, the model and empirical coefficients

used are overly conservative.
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LOW

SECTION 4

SPEEDCASCADETESTS*

A BSTRACT

Low speed cascade tests run on a turbine

blade section, with various trailing edge thick-

nesses and shapes, investigated the downstream

trailing edge wake. The blade section was model-
ed after a 3rd stator blade of the three stage po-
tassium test turbine of NASA Contract NAS3-8520.

The wake velocity profiles were recorded

by pressure traverse measurements at five different

downstream positions. With these measurements,
the mixing of the boundary layer and the vorticity

associated with the trailing edge based drag of the

wake were investigated. This investigation com-

pared the traverse measurements with theoretical
models for viscous and vortex flow.

4. I BACKGROUND

Moisture erosion studies have been con-

ducted by Westinghouse for the past four years
under the sponsorship of NASA. These investigations

have been largely analytical and have been per-

formed on a number of liquid metal and steam tur-
bines.

An important factor in each of these invest-

igations has been the trailing edge wake down-
stream of the stator blade row. It is within the

environment of this downstream wake that the

moisture drops exist from the time of their discharge
from the trailing edge to the time of their impinge-

ment on the downstream rotor. Hence t the properties

of the wake, such as vorticity and velocity profile,

have an important effect on the size and trajectory

of the moisture drops.

The wake traverse tests investigated the

effect of the trailing edge thickness and shape

on the properties of the blade wake. The wake

properties include the change in velocity profile
with downstream distqnce and the nature of the

wake flow. The latter property is influenced by

whether the wake flow is predominantly viscous or

vortex.

The wake flow associated with zero trail-

ing edge thickness and the momentum mixing of

the boundary layer should be viscous. On the

other hand, the flow associated with large trail-

ing edge thickness would be expected to resemble

the separated vortex flow downstream of a circular

cylinder.

* W. K. Fentress, Senior Engineer and K. A. Desai,

Engineer, Development Engineering Dept.

Westinghouse Steam Divisions, Lester, Pa.
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Data on the wake profiles and the wake de- a*
cay were supplied by the pressure traverse measure- c
ments. Information on the wake vorficity was ob-

talned from the traverse measurements by compar- C D
ing the downstream loss by test with the downstream
loss by theoretical models. These models gave the CF
theoretical downstream loss with viscous mixing
and vortex flow. These comparisons indicated CFD
whether the downstream Flow was largely viscous
or vortex.

The tests were run on the third stage, stator
blade section, of the three stage potassium test
turbine of Contract NAS3-8520, with various
trailing edge configurations. This blade was
selected because of the association of the three-

stage turbine with the NASA liquid metal program.

Also, this blade was typical of those used in liquid
metal and steam turbines.

• A literature survey was conducted at the
start of the program and a number of survey reports
are listed in the reference section. However, not
all of these reports are cited as references.

4.2 SYMBO LS

I c I o •

CFT

CF 1

CF2

CF1, T

CF2, T

h

O

Pl

Ps

Pt

S

T

u

V

V_

V
r

V, min
¢v

x

critical velocity

projected chord length of blade

trailing edge drag coefficient based on the
trailing edge thickness T.

energy loss coefficient, Eq. 2

increase in losscoefficient due to trailing

edge thickness at position 2; i.e., CF,_,_T-
CF2

losscoefficient, finite trailing edge thick-
ness

losscoefficient, zero tra;ling edge thick-
ness, at position 1

loss coefficient, zero trailing edge thick-
ness, at position 2

loss coefficient, finite trailing edge thick-
ness, at position 1

loss coefficient, finite trailing edge thick-
ness, at position 2

blade height

throat dimension

in let stagnation pressure

downstream static pressure

downstream stagnation pressure

blade pitch

trailing edge thickness, temperature. See
Table 4.3-1.

distance from blade trailing edge in the
tangential direction

referred distance from blade trailing edge
in the tangential direction

downstream velocity

downstream velocity based on isentropic
expansion from the inlet stagnation condition

Referred downstream velocity, Eq. 1

minimum, referred velocity in core of wake

flow rate

distance along streamline downstream of the
trailing edge
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x,/C

a

a I

referred distance along streamline down-

stream of the traillng edge

distance in axial direction downstream of

the trailing edge, inches

flow angle with respect to the tangential
direction

blade exit angle, with respect to tangential
direction, based on the average of the

suction and pressure surface angle at the

traillng edge

specific heat ratio, 1.4

Subscripts and Superscripts

1,2 downstream position at blade trailing edge,

at position of uniform flow

D drag

i inlet stagnation

s static

t downstream stagnation

T finite tra|llng edge thickness

r referred

rain minimum

' isentropic, blade

4.3 TEST APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

4.3.1 Blade Description

The test blade is a 2 times full size model

of the blade section from the three stage potassium

test turbine of Contract NAS3-8520, e/4 blade height

from the inner diameter position, third stator blade

row.

There are nine separate configurations of the
test blade which differ in trailing edge thickness

and shape. These configurations consist of three

different tra[llng edge thicknesses, 0.028 inch,

0. 106 inch, and three different trailing edge

shapes, round, square, and tapered (Table4.3-1).

The thln, round trailing edge configuration is
an exact scale of the turbine blade section. The

medium and thick trailing edge configurations

differ slightly in the trai ling edge suction surface

region, but the gauging dimension and blade pitch
are the same in all blades. Due to the constant

gauging with change in thickness, the blade exlt

angle, a', varies from 21 to 27 degrees.

Three sets of blades with thin, medium

and thick trailing edge thickness were used. The

blades had a round trailing edge shape and were

changed from round to square and from square to

tapered, by machining the trailing edge. Details

of the trailing edge shapes are glven in Table 4. 3-1.

The calculated boundary layer properties

at the trailing edge of the blade follow:

MOMENTUM DISP LACEh'1ENT

THJCKNES$- THICKNESS-

I hlC _6"S I_HES

O, O6?O7

THICKNESS- EXPONEI_T

TNCHES

0,0179 7.68

0 0540 3 51

These boundary layer properties were

calculated by the methods in Reference 2 and are
for a blade Reynolds number of 3.4 x 105. The

exponent is used in the velocity profile equation.

Trip wires of 0. 018 inch diameter were in-
stalled on the suction and pressure side of the blade

approximately 0.45 inch from the leading edge.

4.3.2 Test Rig

The low speed cascade rig is illustrated in

Figure 4.3-1. The cascade consisting of slx blades
was mounted between the circular end walls. The

height of the test blade was set by the three inch

space between the end walls.

The traversing probe was accessible to the

region downstream of the blades by a slot in the

end walls. This provided an approximate two inch

travel in the axial direction and an approximate

eight inch travel in the tangential, p|tchwTse
dffecfion.
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TABLE 4. 3-1

TEST BLADE SPECIFICATIONS-------_

1
V_TtCAt

© / _ T/4

;r t _ _ItOUND

THICK _ TAPERED

In. in, in. _n. deg, _n,

.52 1.41 .028 4.5 3.0

Med;um 2120 , 52 1.41 .106 12.4 3.0

- ..5_ 1.41 ,160 18,4 3.0

Figure 4.3-1 Cascade Test Rig
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I
HORIZONTAL

INCHES

0.000

O. 100

O. 200

O. 300

0.400

O. 500

O. 600

O. 700

O. 800

O. 900

1. 000

I. I00

1.200

1.292

1,370

I. 426

1.470

1.495

1.506

1. 510

1.504

1.484

1.440

1.350

1..250

1.150

1.050

O. 994

O. 948

O. 9"22

O. 902

O. 882

0.855

0.824

O. 780

0.726

O, 664

0. 592

0.500

0. 400

O. 300

0.200

0.100

0.012

Thin

O. 000

O. 032

O. 062

O. 096

O. 130

O. 168

O. 208

O, 252

0.300

0.350

O. 406

0,472

O. 552

0.650

0. 750

0.850

0.950

1.050

1.150

1.250

1. 350

1.450

I. 550

1. 638

1. 674

1.656

I. 582

1.500

1,400

1. 300

I. 200

1,100

1.000

O. 900

O. 800

O. 700

O. 600

O. 500

O. 388

O. 288

0.206

O. 138

O. 082

O. 026

VERT ICA L

(INCHES)

Medium

-0,035

-0. 142

+0. 001

O. 046

O, 093

O, 141

O. 190

O. 242

O. 295

0.350

O. 406

0.472

O. 552

0.650

0. 750

0.850

O. 950

1. 050

1.150

1,250

1,350

1.450

1. 550

I. 638

1. 674

1.656

1. 582

1.500

I. 400

1. 300

1. 200

1. 100

1,000

O. 900

O. 800

O. 700

0. 600

0.500

0. 388

O. 288

O. 206

O. 138

O. O82

O. 026

Thick

-0. 147

-0. 096

-0. 045

+0.008

O. 062

0.116

0,172

O. 229

O. 287

O. 346

0. 406

O. 472

O. 552

0.650

O. 750

0.850

0,950

1.050

1.150

1.250

1.350

I. 450

1. 550

I. 638

1.674

1.656

1. 582

1. 500

1. 400

1. 300

1. 200

1,100

I. 000

0.900

O. 800

O, 700

O. 600

0.500

O. 388

O. 288

0.206

O. 138

O. 082

0.026



While there are circular end walls at the

end of the blade span, there is a slot in each of
these end walls and there are no end walls at the

ends of the cascade in the axial-tangentlal direction.

Thus the flow is not confined along the boundaries

of the jet.

4.3.3 Instrumentation

A Kiel total pressure probe operated by

the k. C. Smith traversing rig was used for

traversing downstream of the cascade. The over-

all shield diameter of the probe was 1/16 inch.

This probe measures the total pressure over a wide

angle range and thus does not require paint adjust-

ment for yaw.

A total pressure cylindrical probe and

thermocouple were located at the inlet to the
cascade.

The probes were connected to pressure trans-

ducers. The electrical signals from the transducers

and from the traversing rig were fed to the computer-

ized data acquisition system.

4.3.4 Data Logging and Calculation

The data logging system, which is capable

of accepting up to 300 channels of analog signals,

digitizes the information and records the data

on computer magnetic tape. In addffion, the

Hewlett Packard 2116A computer was coupled to
teletype printer which gave a continuous printout

of the wake velocffy. This made it possible to

continuously monitor the data as they were acquired.

The I C. Smith traversing rig was adjusted

for traverse readings in 0. 005 inch steps, approxi-

mately 10 seconds per step. Thus, ea-_hdownstreom

traverse across the 1.41 inch blade pitch conslsted

of approximately 282 points and requ_ed ap_roxl-
mately 50 minutes time.

The data from the magnetic tape were fed

to the CDC 6400 computer. Calculations were

made to determine the point by point referred
-\
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veloclty and the flow weight average loss co-

efficient by the following equations:

/, - (rs/Pt) (i_" 1)/Y_/2

vr: v :' /

j_0 S (I-Vr 2) •dw

cF : CF (y)
S .

_O Vr 2 Pt T-1/2 ((Ps/Pt)2/_' - (P/Pt)(_I)//')1/2 du
=

i/2
._0 Pt T"I/2 ((P/Pt)2/Y- (Ps/Pt)(T+1)/'f) du

The computer output |ncluded Cal Comp

plots of the referred velocity across the pitch of
the blade.

£q. 2

4.3.5 Checkout Procedure

A number of tests were run to determine

the most suitable type of probe for the traverse tests
and to esfabJlsh the measurements. At the time

it was not known how sharp the wake profile wauld

be _n the region of the trailing edge, how many

points if would take to specify the profile, how

the size of the probe would affect the measurements,
or how quickly the profile would Change with down-
stream d|sfance.

Tests were performed with a number of probes:
the 1/8 _nch total-statlc cylindrical probe, 1/16

inch total-statlc Cobra probe, 1/16 inch total pres-

sure pltot tube, and 1/8 inch total pressure Kiel

probe. It was found that the Cobra probe and the

Kiel probe gave a clear definition of the blade

wake and gave wake profile plots that were nearly _

identical. However the Cobra probe required

adjustment for yaw in each pltchwise traverse_;

part|cularly in the region of the trailing edge,

while the Kiel probe required no adiustment. Also,
the measured staHc pressure by the Cobra probe was

part|¢ularly the same as atmospheric and gave

essentially the same referred velocity except in

the region 1/16 to 1/8 inch downstream of the

trailing edge. Here the static pressure readings
were erratic. It was therefore decided to use the



Kiel total pressure probe, consider the static
pressure as atmospheric, and disregard the flow
angle measurement.

In addition, tests were run to check on the
downstream entrainment, the use of end walls, and
the necessary number of blades for undisturbed
flow in the center of the cascade. It was found that

the six blade cascade was adequate. The wake
profiles from the two center blades were practically
identical and there was little change with respect
to the wakes Fromthe two center blades and the

adjacent blades. This was true at all downstream
positions. Measurements also were made at several
blade span positions with similar results. Thus, it
was not considered that the entrainment had an

important effect on the flow in the center of the
cascade or that it was necessary to have additional
blades or end walls at the ends of the cascade in

the axlal-tangentlal direction. Further, it was
feared that these end walls would restrict the down-

stream angle adjustment associated with the trail-
ing edge thickness and invalidate the atmospheric
pressure assumption.

Traverse measurements in the pltchwlse
direction were taken in O.050 inch stepsand _n
O. 005 inch steps. The O. 005 inch measurements
g_ve much sharper profiles in the region of the
blade trailing edge. As the traverse rig only
provides for adjustment by factors of 10, and as it
requires considerable time to make the adjustment,
it was decided to take all the measurements in steps
of O.005 inch.

Finally, tests were run with and without
the 0. 018 inch trip wires. Although the wake
profiles were apparently unaffected, it was dec_ded
to traverse with trip wires. This was to assure a
turbulent boundary layer along the length of the
blade as in turbine operaHon.

4.3.6 Wake Traverse Tests

Traverse tests were run on eight trailing
edge configurations at zero incidence. These con-
figurations were with thin, medium, and thick

trailing edge thickness and with round, square, and
tapered trailing edge shape. In addition, incidence
angle tests were run on two of these configurations
at _: 12 degrees incidence and Reynolds number
tests on one of the configurations at 1.8 x 105

and 4.24 x 105 blade Reynolds number. Table

4-6

4.3-2 gives a llst of the tests and the test conditions
are listed below:

Pi - Psr
Tests I!nches of water)
0° incidence 26.

:1:12°incldence 26.

Reynolds No. 42.
7.

V//a _

O. 33

0.33

0.41
0.17

Reynolds I_o.
(x lOS) "

3.4

3.4

4.2
1.8

The blade Reynolds number is based on the
blade exit conditions and the projected chord
length.

Traverse measurementswere taken in 0. 005

inch steps, across one blade pitch in the center of
the cascade, and at five axial downstream positions.
The order of tests on each of the three blade thick-

nesseswas with round, square, and tapered trail-
ing edge shape. Change in the original trailing
edge shape, from round to square to tapered, was
made by removing the blades from the cascade and
machining the trailing edge. The blades were
numbered and provided with positioning pins to

provide for the same se_tlng in each assembly.

Hot wire measurementsof the dc_wnstream

wake gave no indication of immediate results
and were abandoned. It was felt tl_t more could

be gained by detailed analysis of the data.

j_ !

4.4 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
//

4.4. 1 Theoretical Models of Flow

1

By comparing the traverse results with
theoretical models of the downstream flow, it is
possible to tell how nearly the various models

conform to the actual process. Thus, it is shown
whether the wake flow is associated with a viscous

or a vortex process.

i i
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TABLE 4. 3-2

LIST OF TESTS

BLADE TRAILING

EDGE THICKNESS

(INCHES)

THIN

0.028

MEDIUM

0.106

THICK

0. 160

TRAILING EDGE 0 ° +12 ° and -12- REYNOLDS
THICKNESS PITCH BLADE TRAILING INCIDENCE INCIDENCE NUMBER

T/S EDGE SHAPE ANGLE TESTS ANGLE TESTS TESTS

0.0198

0.0198

0.0751

0.0751

0, 0751

0.1134

0,1134

0.1134

ROUND

SQUARE

ROUND

SQUARE

ROUND

SQUARE

ROUND

TAPERED

The following models were used in the
comparison.

1) Liebleln Model - Eq. 3 of reference 6 gives
the referred velocity in the core of the wake as:

V -- 1 - 0. 13 (x/c + 0. 025)- 1/'2
r,min

As the empirical equation is based on theory and
test results for al rfol Is with zero tral l i ng edge
thickness, it associates the downstream wake with
the viscous mixing of the boundary layer. This
model Tsof particular interest as it Was used in
the moisture erosion calculations.

2) Viscous Model - This model associates the down-

stream loss with the mixing of the viscous boundary
layer and with the filling of the dead space down-
stream of the trailing edge. The equations are
specified by continuity, momentum, and energy
relations; see reference 12. The equations are
with respect to the positions at the trailing edge
and at the downstream paint of uniform flow,
assume incompressibility, and assume constant
staHc pressure in the pltchwlse direction at the
traifing edge position. The exponent in the
boundary layer equations was taken as 5. 5, corres-

pondlng to the calculated average for the suction
and pressure surface. The constant pressure

assumption implies no bose drag at the trailing
edge, i.e., that the trailing edge drag coefficient
is zero.

3) Viscous Model with Trailing Edge Drag - This
is the same as the viscous model, but without the
constant static pressureassumption at the trailing
edge posffton. The trailing edge drag coefficient
would be expected to be approximately O. 41 for
the round trailing blade as for a circular cylinder.
The equations are the same as for the viscous
model except for the addition of the C D term
in the axial momentumequation to allow for the base
drag at the trailing edge, e.g., equation C3 of
Reference 12:

t ' 2
gP,,I +'i"2°1 [1-_*- % - e ] _(,, ) ]1 _gP,,2 ÷'I"2"2 [p,7]2

after the addition of the base drag term appears as:

[o,,,1] ,,.Co o
t J 2

_,}[,(t>
whereg, p, _*, 6te, andS*areln the symbolsof
the reference report ( a is with respect to the
tangential). Traillng edge drag implies vortex
flow similar to the separated flow downstream of

a circular cylinder.
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4.4.2 Test Results

FTgure 4.4-1 gives the Cal Comp plots of
t%e traverse results. Bear in mind that the traverse

was made in the pltchwlse dlrectTon rather than

normal to the wake. Thus, the traverse curves are

at an approximate angle of 21 degrees to the blade
wake rather than 90 degrees. The pressure and
suction side of the wake are to the left and right

of the trough and, due to the angularity, the pressure

side of the wake is farther downstream in the stream-

line direction. This probably accounts for the fact

that the wake appears to be thicker on the pressure

side than on the suction side of the trough. Vr, min
does not occur at exactly the same value of u/s be-

cause of the impracticality of aligning the travers-

ing rig in the pltchwlse direction w ith respect to
the center of the wake. FTnally, all of the Figure

4. 471 curves are for 3.4 x 105 Reynolds number.

Figure 4.4-2 compares the traverse results
with the Lieblein model. This curve is a plot of

the referred velocity at the core of the wake with

downstream, streamline distance. While the
cascade results for the thin trailing edge blade

agree with the model, the discrepancy increases

with trailing edge thickness; in particular, the
thick trailing edge blade shows a slower rate of

decay than specified by the Lieblein model. This

is probably due to the increase in vortlcity, with

increase in trailing edge thickness, for which
reason the wake does not attenuate as rapidly as

with viscous flow. Also, the tapered trailing edge

shape agrees better with theory in the medium
thickness blade. Probably this is due to the lower

effectTve thickness at which the boundary layer

breaks away from the trailing edge. Allowing
that the thTn trailing edge is a direct scale of the

turbine blade section, it appears that the Liebleln

model gives a good account of the process.

The Figure 4.4-3 curves give the energy loss

coefficient wTth respect to the downstream distance.

These curves specify the loss coefficient at the

trailing edge posTtTon and at the downstream point

of uniform flow. The loss coefficients at the traTI-

Trig edge and downstream posTtions are used in

constructing Figure 4.4-4 and 5.

The FTgure 4.4-4 and 5 curves compare the

increase in downstream loss with respect to the

downstream and trailing edge positions, and the
Tncrease in loss with trailing edge thickness, by

test and theory. The theoretical curves are for the
viscous model with traillng edge drag correspond-

ing to CD = 0., 0.20, and 0.41. Generally, the
tapered trailing edge blades conform to the model
with CD of 0. to 0. I, the round trailing edge

blade to the model with CD of roughly 0.2, and

the square trailing edge blade to the model with

C D of roughly 0.3. Note that all trailing edge

shapes, including the square trailing edge, exhibit
less drag than the equivalent drag of a cTrcular

cylinder with separated flow. This corresponds

to approximately C D = 0.41. Perhaps this is
due to the reduction Tn effective thickness caused

by the blanketing effect of the boundary layer

beyond the end of the blade or, in the tapered
blade, due to the lower effective thickness at the

point where the boundary layer breaks away from

the trailTng edge. As the T/s for the 3 stage

blade is 0.02, Tt appears that the model with C D

of 0.2 is in good agreement with the flow.

Traverse test_ at high and low blade Reynolds
numbers of 4.2 x i0 "_ and 1.8 x 105 did not show

any dlstlnguTshable difference compared to those
at 3.4 x 105 Reynolds numbers. Tests at higher

and lower Reynolds numbers were llm.ted by the

capacity of the equipment and the accuracy of the
instrumentatlon.

Also, tests at +12 and -12 degrees angle of
incidence did not show any notable difference com-

pared to those at zero Tncldence; see Figures 4.4-1

a, b, g, and T. This :t: 12 degree incidence range

is as large as that usually encountered Tn turbines.

Bear in mind that the magnitude of the theo-

retical trailing edge loss depends on the blade exit

angle, increasing with a', e.g., CFD given by

FTgure 4.4-5 for a' = 21. degrees would be 12

percent greater for a' = 30 degrees at 0. < T/s <

0. 08 and CD = 0. 2. It is probable that the test
loss would correspond to this trend.
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4.5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The Liebleln empirical equation gives a good
account of the wake decay for the thin trailing edge
configurations, T/s = 0.02. At large trailing edge
thickness, T/s = 0. 075 and T/s = 0. 113, the rate of
decay is less than specified by the equation due to
the increase in the vort;city. Generally, the
tapered trailing edge more nearly agrees with the
model due to the reduction in effective thickness.

From a more detailed analysis: The wake
flow is associated with the viscous mixing of the
bgundary layers shed from the suction and pressure

side of the blade and with the vortex flow due to

the base drag at the trailing edge of the blade.

Generallylthe base drag and vorticity Tncreases
with the traillng edge thickness and with the
bluntness of the trailing edge. In the case of
the round trailing edge, the wake flow is approxi-
mated by a theoretical model based on the momen-
tum mixing of the boundary layer and a base drag

corresponding to C D -- 0. 2.

Blade Reynolds number in the range of 1.8
x 105 to 4.2 x 105 and blade incidence in the range

of _: 12 degrees did not have a distinguishable
effect on the properties of the wake.
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